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Film Projection Using

Image-Orthicon Cameras
By R. D. GHIPP

Presented here are the results of over a year's use of image-orthicon cameras
for all film transmitted by television station WABD, New York, totaling approximately 2000 hr. In addition to brief consideration of the technical
problems encountered, cost, reliability, convenience and other operational
factors are discussed.

o

be emphasized that we were
concerned with consistently

VER THE PAST two years there have
been a number of discussions concerning

should

the use of the image-orthicon pickup
1 "3
tubes for the transmission of film.

good reproduction of films of uncertain
vintage and quality, rather than with
excellent reproduction of a few films

These have covered, in some detail,
the characteristics of such tubes, and
the basic design of film projectors for

They have

television.

also

suggested

some of the advantages and the disadvantages of film cameras using image

The Research Division of
Du Mont Laboratories,
of this type
tests
Inc. commenced
of pickup in 1948.
By early 1950

orthicons.

the Allen

B.

techniques

image-orthicon
that

practical
order.

WABD
one

installed
to

operating
in

unit.

New
The

were such
were in
York then

tests

results led us

conclude that, for the broadcasting

of "run-of-the-mill" available film, often

primarily

made

especially

and

processed

foi

television.

Projectors

WABD

The
projection room
originally laid out in March 1946,

was
and
equipped with two Simplex 35mm and
These
one Victor 16mm projectors.
had been modified for 2-3-2-3 pulldown. In 1948 we added two Du MontHolmes, Model 5130G, 16mm television
These were placed and
projectors.

mounted

as

shown

details for the

in Fig.

16mm

1

.

Mounting
which
are shown

projectors,

weigh approximately 300

Ib,

The

the image-orthicon camera had several
desirable features.
By early 1951,

concrete base weighs
approximately 500 Ib and provides
Tests for
extremely steady operation.
better than the
picture stability are

WABD

proposed

without system

preview or rehearsal,

was using Type 5820 Image

Orthicons for

all

film transmission.

It

in Fig.

2.

RTMA/SMPTE

specifica-

and no mechanical changes have
been necessary to adapt any of the
tions,

Presented

use.
projectors to image-orthicon

Society's

Cameras
The cameras are standard
equipment, Model TA-124,

on October 6, 1952, at the
Convention at Washington, D.G.,

by R. D. Ghipp, Director of Engineering,
Du Mont Television Network, 515 Madison
Ave., New York 22, N.Y.
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Du Mont
normally

Fig. 1.

WABD

projection room.

the deflection yoke.

The cameras

are

aligned and adjusted in a conventional
manner, using the "knee-of-the-curve"
technique.

Screen

The

original

Mounting

details of

16mm

ment.

projector.

used in studios and in the field. Each is
equipped with a 90-mm //3.5 lens, and
so placed with respect to the screen
that the photo cathode is 1 8f in. distant.

The

only change required was reversal

of the horizontal sweep,

which

is

ac-

complished by switching two leads on

January 1953

room was

cameras
These were moved
into position in front of any one of the
four available projectors, which were
separated from the cameras by a fire
wall.
This was a conventional arrange-

mounted on

Fig. 2.

projection

with

equipped

iconoscope

tracks.

In order to substitute image-

orthicon cameras, with no disruption of
a heavy operating schedule, it was
decided to retain the same method of

camera mounting.

This, in turn, predirect projection, and
indicated use of an intermediate screen

cluded

use

between

The

Journal of the

of

the

16mm

SMPTE

projector

and

projectors,

Vol. 60

camera.
originally

equipped with 4-in. lenses for iconoscope
use, were refitted with 2-in. //1. 9 lenses
to produce a 3f in. X 4j in. image on

from 25

The 35mm projectors, origithe screen.
nally equipped with 8^-in. lenses, were
Tests of
refitted with 5-in. //1. 9 lenses.

Du Mont

new and less expensive
now under investigation,

many screen materials were made.
Among the materials tested were tracing

Operation and Adjustment

marear-projection
terial, experimental translucent plastic,
latex, ground glass and flashed opal.
standard

amp

to

20

amp and added

neutral

filters
density
having 40%
transmission.
With the opening of the

Tele-Center in

New

York,

light sources,
will be used.

light dispersion, latex appeared to be superior to other materials.
However, it aged rapidly, changed
color, and was difficult to keep clean.
Ground glass, which did not have these

Image-orthicon cameras are equipped
with vertical and horizontal saw-tooth
controls for shading.
We have found
that these can be set for a particular
pickup tube and specific light input,
and no shading adjustments need be
made during the running of a film.
Figure 5 shows the operating position
at WABD.
One operator handles two
cameras, plus remote control of a flying
scanner
and automatic slide
spot
changer. The Du Mont cameras in-

undesirable characteristics, was finally
selected as satisfactory for practical use.

corporate a black peak clipper as well
as a white clipper.
The white clipper

A

is

paper,

In view of the relatively small image

most of these materials were discarded because of excessive grain. From
the standpoint of minimum grain and

size,

minimum

metal hood

is

used to prevent stray

from reaching the screen from
either side.
Figure 3 shows the hood
from the projection-room side, and
Note in
Fig. 4 from the camera side.
Fig. 4 the detent mechanism which
permits the rapid movement and precise

normal white is never
but extreme highlights may
The black
be reduced in amplitude.
peak clipper is set so as to maintain
constant black level and thus maintain
so

set

that

light

saturated,

location of the cameras.

standard setup. With most film, and
a Type 5820 Image Orthicon, the
camera lens may be stopped down to

As

is

well

known,

substitution

of

image orthicons for iconoscopes requires
a substantial reduction of the light
to secure operation of the
pickup tube at the proper point on the

intensity

characteristic

curve.

Many means

of

accomplishing this have been suggested.
We elected an extremely simple method
the substitution of a 300-w projection
lamp for the usual 1000-w lamp. These
:

lamps are operated at 90 v instead of the
nominal 1 1 5 v. Screen brightness measurements, with no film in the gate,

showed 125

When

//5.6.

Light Reduction

ft-L,

uniform within ap-

In order to
ft-L.
proximately
reduce the light output of the 35mm
10

projectors to equal that of the 16mm
projectors, we dropped the arc current

R. D. Chipp:

using a 5826, a typical

aperture is //3.5. These lens settings
We have observed that
are average.
the

sensitivity

of

image orthicons of

equal age may vary from tube to tube
by a factor of 5. Sensitivity may also

change with age by a factor of as much
These variations are equalized

as 10.

by changing the lens stops. As indicated
we have used both 5820 and 5826
The 5826 profor film transmission.
above,

improved signal-to-noise ratio,
somewhat better gray scale.
Under some circumstances, with very
dark scenes or very dense film, some

vides

and

a

Also
adjustment to the iris is made.
and
video
on occasion
target
gain
may be varied in order to avoid
voltage
excessive

black

saturation.

Image-Orthicon Film Pickup

However,

Fig. 3. Light shield in front of

Fig. 4. Light shield

on camera

January 1953 Journal of the

35mm

projector.

side of fire wall.

SMPTE VoL

60

Fig. 5. Film

camera operating

we have found
riding"*

is

that very little "gainnecessary on average film.

Cost

There has been considerable discussion
of the cost of using image orthicon tubes
Table I shows the
for film projection.

records of iconoscopes used in 1948,
1949 and part of 1950, together with
those 5820 Image Orthicons used for
film from mid 1950 to early 1952.
Experience to date indicates that 5826
and 5820 Image Orthicons have comparable life when used for film. The
average hourly costs, based on list

life

*

an expression which
"Gain-riding,"
originated in sound broadcasting, originally referred to the frequent and sometimes
continuous adjustment of audio amplifier
gain controls to compensate for changes in
The term has carried
program volume.

over into television broadcasting and may
refer, in addition to its original meaning,
to adjustment of the various video controls
to

compensate

content.

for

changes

in

picture

position.

prices, are 25.7j

and

83.8^, respectively.

shows also the hourly cost of
projection lamps, which is believed in
this instance to be of significance.
The iconoscopes were generally removed from service for loss of resolution

Table

I

Table

I

Fig.

6A.

A

Fig.

6B.

A

frame reproduced on an iconoscope system,

frame reproduced on an iconoscope system.

January 1953 Journal of the
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Fig. 7 A.

The same frame

as in Fig.

6A reproduced on an image-orthicon

Fig. 7B.

The same frame

as in Fig.

6B reproduced on an image-orthicon system.

R. D. Chipp:

Image-Orthicon Film Pickup

system.

camera

and low output, whereas the orthicons
are generally removed, as

is

studios, for "sticking."* Note that when
tube and lamp costs are added, the

expense of using iconoscopes is 92 per
hour and the expense of using image
orthicons is 97^ per hour.

Jour.

chains,"
52-64, Jan. 1951.

the case in
2.

K.

SMPTE,

56:

Benson and A. Ettlinger, "Pracuse of iconoscope and image
orthicons as film pickup devices," Jour.
SMPTE, 57: 9-14, July 1951.
P. J. Herbst, "Televised film," Broadcast News, May- June 1952.
B.

tical

3.

Conclusion
Admittedly, an iconoscope chain,
carefully modified and maintained and
skillfully
operated, can produce extremely good pictures from good film.
However, it has been our experience at

WABD that the image orthicon camera
can also produce good pictures, with
no operational difficulty, from nearly
all

Moreover, to the

grades of film.

broadcaster, there are certain other
advantages that may be gained from the
use of image orthicons. Technical man-

hours used for system previews and film
rehearsals may be eliminated. When all
cameras in a station are of the same type,
maintenance procedures may be standardized and simplified. Further, spare
parts and tube inventories may be
reduced. Finally, the operating cost is
not appreciably in excess of that of the
iconoscope.

frames

from

Figures
film

6A and 6B

are

on

an

reproduced

iconoscope system, and teletranscribed
directly from the line.
Figures 7A and
7B are the same frames from the same
film, as reproduced on an image orthicon

system and teletranscribed on the same

Although many conclusions
be drawn from careful analysis of
these pictures, it may be said that the
second picture does not suffer by
facilities.

may

comparison.

References
1.

R. L.
tubes

*

Carman and R. W. Lee, "Image
and techniques in television film

"Sticking" refers to a phenomenon which
occurs in image orthicon tubes, wherein,
when a camera is panned from one scene
to another, the first scene is briefly retained
on the photocathode. As tubes age, the
of retention increases, and the tube
period
is finally no longer satisfactory for broadcast use.

Discussion
George Lewin (Signal Corps Photo Center):
a problem due to grain of the
screen material, can't that be eliminated
by just using a larger image on the screen?
Mr. Chipp: Yes, it could. Perhaps I
didn't stress sufficiently the physical problem that we had in using an existing location.
Now, when we move to our new
studios
if we do not use direct projection
into the tube, we will use a larger screen.
If there's

I wonder if you must form a
image on the screen. I'm not sure
what your optical system is, but it would
seem that the screen can be eliminated.
Mr. Chipp: Well, the optical system is
conventional in both the projector and the
camera, so that we form an image on the

Anon:

first

screen.

.

.

.

There is then no reason really
form a first image. All you need is a
field lens between two lenses.
Mr. Chipp: Yes, that's probably true.
I think investigation might show the field
lens would be something rather expensive.
Anon:

to

Anon:

Also, a field lens could be very
as long as it's in

cheap and very simple

the plane of the first image.
Every microscope uses this in almost every optical system. It's used to carry an image through
several lenses.

Mr. Chipp: That might be the

case.

We

haven't fully investigated that.
Barton Kreuzer (RCA, Camden, N.J.):
What do you do in case of stills?
Mr. Chipp: We use the flying-spot scanner for all slides. You didn't see the scanner in the picture, but the controls for the
scanner are next to the video operator
below the orthicon camera controls. In
the case of a program where there may be
a series of titles, we use title cards in the
studio.
They're picked up by the studio

image orthicon.
Mr. Kreuzer: In these iconoscope comparisons, did the iconoscope chain have
the latest improvements in it that were
described to the industry and pretty
generally

accepted

months ago?
Mr. Chipp: Yes,

about

to the best of

edge.
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or

my

eight

knowl-

Shooting Live Television
Shows on Film
By

KARL FREUND

Experience in shooting live television shows on film is described, in which
three motion picture cameras were used instead of television cameras, with
overhead lighting and in the presence of an audience. Subject contrast was

measured by means of a

flare-free brightness photometer.

ARE various methods by
JL HERE
which programs are produced for home
television:
(1) the direct live show with
audience participation, (2) the same
show kinescope recorded, (3) motion
picture films formerly

exhibition
especially

and

made

(4)

made

for theater

motion

for television

pictures

by the use

one camera and lights properly
placed for each individual camera setup.
In 1951 Desilu Productions (Desi

of

Arnaz and Lucille

Ball) asked

me

to

be

Director of Photography for the / Love
Lucy audience-participation show, introducing for the first time a deviation from

camprocedure.
eras were to be replaced by three motion
picture cameras to provide more flexiTelevision

standard

bility in editing

and

nation-wide better

photographic quality than that accomplished

by kinescope recording.

Society's

January 1953

this was a step in the
a challenge to a
and
right
motion picture camerman, I accepted

direction

the assignment without realizing that be-

problems connected with
photographing motion pictures, I would
inherit additional troubles photographing a live television show.
A regular motion picture studio was
equipped with bleachers to accommodate
approximately 300 people and a series of

sides the usual

directional microphones

and loudspeak-

The
(Fig. 1).
lighting for the sets had to be placed
above, to give the audience a clear view
ers

installed

of the

100%

overhead

cameras
of
interference
without
mobility

show and

also to give the

floor cables.

Motion picture technicians have exas to why it
pressed a special curiosity
was decided to present the / Love Lucy
It seemed
show before a live audience.
unusual to make so

on October 7, 1952, at the
Convention at Washington, D.C.,
by John W. Boyle for the author, Karl
Freund, Director of Photography, 15024
Devonshire St., San Fernando, Calif.
Presented

Being aware that

many painstaking
of only
preparations to please a group
300 spectators each week when the show
at an ultimate audience of
And yet the one thing
millions.

was aimed

many

which may be the key

Journal of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

to the popularity

Fig.

10

1.

Regular motion picture studio equipped with bleachers
approximately 300, with directional microphones
and loudspeakers installed overhead.

January 1953
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to

accommodate

above the set to give the audience clear
view of show and to give the cameras 100% mobility.

Fig. 2. Lights placed

of the

that

program is the long accepted fact
an audience has an astonishing

effect in stimulating performers.

It also

has been generally acknowledged that
laughs dubbed in later sound highly

I

was accustomed

to

when photo-

graphing motion picture comedies, but
when viewed over a closed television
these

circuit,

prints

showed

naturally would have been comparatively more simple to produce / Love
It

Lucy in routine fashion, and certainly a
better guarantee of good photographic

and composition

results

would have been

accomplished through ordinary methods
of setups and close-ups with as many retakes as necessary.
it

was necessary to place the
(Fig. 2) and at the same

lights

overhead

time

do

photographic justice

the

to

jecting these tests in the laboratory projection room, I found they had the qual-

Karl Freund:

much

was
and informed that the iconoscope tube, which
briefed

is

by

this, I

television engineers

most used

for

monochrome

film tele-

casting, has certain limitations not yet
overcome by the manufacturer and I

was cautioned to keep this in mind and
reduce my lighting contrast and suppress the brightness range considerably.
Next, I familiarized myself with current
television publications of film

turers

from which

me

to
actors, the natural thing was for
begin with a series of tests. After pro-

too

contrast.

Seeking an explanation for

artificial.

Since

ity

*"The Use
Television,"

I

manufac-

quote:*

of Motion Picture Films in
Eastman Kodak Co., 1949,

p. 12.

Shooting Television Films

11

which means that the density range must
not exceed a certain value if good tone
reproduction
highlights

is

to be obtained both in

and shadows.

should quote further
question which immediately
arises is what method to use in order to
obtain the desired density compression
in the positive print.
Upon first exI

:

"The

amination it might appear that this
might be accomplished equally well in at
least three different
(1)

ways

:

In exposing the original negative,

use a subject lighting contrast which
considerably lower than that which

is
is

normally used for conventional black-andwhite motion picture photography, and
process both the negative and print in
the normal way.

Brightness spot meter to
measure brightness of a very small area
Fig.

at

3.

any distance from 4

ft

to infinity.

"(2)

Use normal

lighting contrast

and

exposure but alter the processing conditions of negative or positive or both, to
obtain an overall reproduction gamma
which is lower than normal.

"The most notable departure from
standard motion picture technique in
making films for television use is that

"(3) Use normal lighting contrast and
exposure, process the negative and positive in the usual manner, but make the

relating to the subject lighting contrast
which is required. The limited range

print 2 or 3 or more printer steps lighter
than what would be desirable if the print
were to be used for normal projection

of brightnesses which can be reproduced
as satisfactory tone scale values in the
television system imposes restrictions

on

the range of brightnesses which can be
reproduced on a receiver

purposes."*
In shooting / Love Lucy I selected the
first method since this involved no de-,

effectively

partures from standard practice in proc-

screen from a subject being televised."
It should be noted that the term

essing laboratory operations.

"lighting contrast" does not mean subject contrast or subject brightness range.

tion at this time

The

true subject contrast or subject
range is usually much higher than the
lighting contrast since it takes into

account the different reflectances of the
It can be
various elements of the scene.
measured accurately only by means of a
flare-free

telescopic

type of brightness

photometer (Fig. 3) which measures an
extremely small area and which allows
the instrument to be situated at a sufficient distance so as not to obstruct any
In film telelight falling on the subject.
casting the subject

12

is

an image on

January 1953

film,

One important
first

show over

point I want to menthat in viewing the

is

my own

television re-

do not have comThere is
control of the end results.

ceiver, I realized that I

plete

an engineer in every control booth when
the show is televised who can change the
screen image according to instructions
and depending upon the condition of the

equipment he has

to

work with;

besides,

there are millions of individual television
owners who also have control over the

quality of the final product on their own
Disturbed by all these condiscreens.
Ibid., p. 13.
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REHEARSAL SCHEDULE FOR "I LOVE LUCY"

#46

Friday, September 5, 1952

ELECTRICAL
"
Gaffer7
Best Boy
3 Operators
2 Dimmer Men

8:00 A.M.

Gen. Oper.

1
1

9:00 A.M.

Karl Freund
Jack Owen

10:30 A.M.

2 Cable Men
2 Stand-ins

11:00 A.M.

3 Asst
1

GRIPS
Noble Craig
2nd Grip

(GSS)

Stand-By Laborer

Cameramen
Mike Man
.

11:30 A.M.

3 Dolly Grips

11:45 A.M.

3 Camera Operators

12:00 Noon

Lunch for early crew

to

12:30 P.M.
12:00 Noon

REHEARSAL WITH CAMERAS

to

3:00 P.M.
3:00 P.M.

Lunch for late crew and cast

to

4:00 P.M.
4:00 P.M.

REHEARSAL WITH CAMERAS

to

7:00 P.M.
7:00 P.M.

DRESS REHEARSAL

CAST

to

8:00 P.M.

Craig
Jenkins
Best Boy
Jack Owens

N.
F.

for first
Fig. 4A. Typical schedule

Karl Freund:

day rehearsal with cameras.

Shooting Television Films
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SHOOTING SCHEDULE FOR "I LOVE LUCY"

#46

Saturday, September 6, 1952

12:30 P.M.

ELECTRICAL
Gaffer
Best Boy
2 Operators
1 Floor Man
2 Dimmer Men
1

12:30 P.M.
1:00 P.M.

Gen. Oper.

GRIPS

Head Grip
Floor Grip

(GSS)

Hairdresser B. French
3 Asst. Cameramen
SOUND
Mixer 1:30 P.M.
Mike Man 1:00 P.M.
3 Cable Men 1:00 P.M.
3 Dolly Grips
1:00 P.M.

2:00 P.M.

Fig. 5.

The only

floor lights used are mounted on the bottom of each camera
dolly;
dollies are marked on floor for each individual scene.

movements of the
I

was

advised

by television
compromise
with the young industry and trust in
future developments which in time
would give us the quality we are accustomed to seeing in motion pictures.
The following is an outline of the practions,

authorities

to

be.

patient,

established in shooting the / Love
Lucy and Our Miss Brooks shows.
Four days are required to line up each
tice

weekly show

two days of which are
taken by the director and the cast for rehearsals.
At the end of the second day
I have an
opportunity of seeing a runthrough which enables me to make notes
and sketches of positions to be covered
by the cameras and to instruct the electrical crew as to where the lights are to be
The last two days are occupied
placed.
by rehearsals with Cameras.

Figures

Karl Freund:

4A

and 4B show typical schedules for the
two days of rehearsal with cameras.
These schedules have to be kept up to the
minute by everybody concerned, including the cast, because a show with
audience participation must go on at a

The actual shooting
time.
specified
time for the entire show is approximately
one and a half hours.
The cameras used

are

three

BNC

Mitchells with T-stop calibrated lenses

The middle camera usually
dollies.
covers the long shot using 28-mm to 50lenses and the two close-up cameras
on

mm

75 to 90 apart from the center camera
using 3- or 4-in. lenses, depending upon
certain requirements for coverage.

Mounted on

the bottom of each

cam-

era dolly and above the lens, controlled
by dimmers, are the only floor lights used

Shooting Television Films
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Fig.

Fig. 7.

16

Overhead

6.

Electricians handling the

lights using 6

dimmer board.

1-K silver-coated lamp bulbs

January 1953 Journal of the
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for indirect lighting.
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A

crew of four men
the
cameraman, assistant, grip
is required on each
man
camera, and coordination among them is
essential, unlike in television where the
(Fig.

5).

operative
and cable

responsibility lies with only one man
handling his own camera movements,

focusing, tilting and panning and having
the additional advantage of viewing his
results

5).

of

the

dollies

is

each individual
The entire crew uses an
for

intercommunication system, since all the
movements of the camera are cued from
I personally use a
the monitor box.
two-circuit intercommunicator to enable
me to talk separately to the monitor

camera crew on one, and
booth and
to the electricians handling the dimmers
and the switchboard on the other (Fig.
the

6).

a noteworthy coincidence that
30
years ago this month, I introduced
just
It

the

is

moving camera

Laugh.
trouble

If
I

to the

motion picture

German
had known

the

in

industry

I

picture

was storing up

for

Last

what

then

myself,

especially in the / Love Lucy show where
the cameras are moving constantly, I
certainly would have thought twice before starting this innovation.

Since the audience is lost at the end of
each show, retakes are not desirable be-

then need to be
Retakes are therefore made

cause laughs would

dubbed
in
lit

in.

The lens T-stop is 4.5. The permissible brightness range which is governed by both the illumination and the
power of the various parts of
the scene should not exceed a 20 to 1

reflecting

so

special attention is paid to
dresses, props and color of the
The best reproduction of face tone

ratio,

makeup,
sets.

immediately.

Each movement
marked on the floor
scene (Fig.

are maintained practically over the entire set.

emergency cases only.
close-ups, taken by a

with properly placed
discarded.
Cutting

Even

better-

camera
had to be

single

lights,

these

so-called

"glamour" close-ups into the picture
proved unsatisfactory as it was found
that they stood out like a sore thumb.
Retakes were made when necessary, and
the same lighting used as during the
show except for minor unnoticeable
changes.
The illumination level of 250 footcandles measured with the incident light
meter and the lighting contrast of 2 to 1

Karl Freund:

quality I experience with makeup two
to three shades darker than usually

applied in motion pictures.
The following materials were of Eastman Kodak manufacture: Plus X,

35mm,

gamma

type 5231 Negative developed to
0.68; print on Fine-Grain Re-

lease Positive,

35mm,

type 5302,

gamma

Fine-Grain Duplicating Positive,
35mm, type 5365, gamma 1.40; Fine-

2.40;

Grain Dupe Negative, 16mm, type 7203,

gamma
tive,

Fine-Grain Release Posi-

0.55;

type 7302,

16mm, gamma

2.15.

New

overhead lights were developed
with six 1000-watt silver-coated lamp
bulbs for indirect lighting (Fig. 7). For
converted 5000-watt
front key-light,
pans with sleeves

to

accommodate

dif-

otherfusing material are used (Fig. 8) ;
wise there is no deviation from standard

motion picture lighting equipment.
All the lights are preset for each individual scene and changed accordingly
by signals to the switchboard operator.

Experiments

now under way

are

to

individual spot lights by
beam lights
replacing them with sealed
and better lighting equipment is in defor
velopment to enable easier operation
this type of show.
to play a
To have had the

eliminate

many

opportunity
/ Love Lucy show
part in the success of the
which is now rated the No. 1 television

show

in the nation assures

me

that the

overcome the handicaps have
not been in vain, and the results accomto motion picture
plished are comparable
quality where comedy

efforts to

photographic
treatment of lighting

is

required.

want to give credit to
the producer, cast and crew, Dr. NorIn conclusion,

I

Shooting Television Films
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Fig. 8.

Front key-light, converted 5-K pans with sleeves
to

18

accommodate diffusing
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wood Simmons of Eastman Kodak, Mr.
Herb Pangborn of CBS and the staff of
Consolidated Laboratories.
Through
cooperation I am able to
achieve the best photographic results.
their lively

Discussion (replies written

by the

Author)
Robert Af.

New

Fraser

(National

How much

Broadcasting

time

is spent
production time is
four days up to the time of shooting there
must be considerable time, of course,

Co.,

in

York):

editing?

While

spent after the shooting.
Dr. Karl Freund: Four days are not required for shooting; as mentioned, only
two days are used for rehearsal with actors
and two days for rehearsal with cameras.
The actual shooting time is approximately

Karl Freund:

one hour and
cludes

fifteen

minutes.

This in-

the

cameras, makeup
changes and costume changes of the cast.
The editing time is approximately four
weeks.
reloading

Mr. Fraser: Is the sound recorded after
the show, the musical bridges, for example,
which are used evidently to cover up time
lapses in the actual show?
Dr.
Freund: The sound
is
recorded
magnetically and the musical bridges are
recorded before the actual shooting of the
show to save expenses for special orchestra
sessions.

R.

T.

Van

Niman (RCA

Victor

Div.,

N.J.): How many weeks ahead
do they shoot the shows before they are

Camden,

shown on

television screens?

Dr. Freund: Shows you see on a television
screen were shot six weeks ahead.

Shooting Television Films
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Practical Aspects of
Reciprocity-Law Failure
By

TUPPER

L.

J.

The

occasional failure of sensitometric data to provide a reliable indication

of the practical performance of photographic materials is usually attributable
to the failure of the reciprocity law.
The effect of reciprocity-law failure on
curves of various films is shown graphically. The
the characteristic D-log

influence of developing time and of the temperature of the film on the effectiveness of exposure at various intensity levels is discussed. Certain generalizations are made about the failure of the reciprocity law which may be helpful
in reconciling differences between laboratory measurements and the results
obtained in motion picture practice.

w,

ITH THE general acceptance of
the methods of photographic sensitometry in the control of the uniformity
of production of motion picture negatives,

prints,

and

records,

and sound
duplicates
in the analysis of new

techniques and processes, there has been
a growing concern about occasional
failures of this tool to provide a reliable

indication of the performance of photographic materials in practice. Similarly,
there is the problem in high-speed

photography of reconciling sensitometric
data obtained under standard conditions
with the effective characteristics of the
material

realized

exposure times.

at

extremely

short

There are many pos-

1518 from Kodak
Research Laboratories, a paper presented

Communication No.

on April
vention

23, 1952, at the Society's Conat Chicago, by J. L. Tupper,

Eastman Kodak Co., Kodak Park Works,
Rochester

20

4,

N.Y.

sible causes of these discrepancies,

only through an understanding of the
manifestations of this phenomenon that sensitometry can be uti-

is

practical

lized

most

effectively in the

of applications to which

An

it

assumption which

made

wide variety
be put.

may
is

frequently

in the substitution of a sensito-

test pattern composed of systematically graduated exposures for an
actual pictorial or sound record is that

metric

there will be a one-to-one correspondence
between the densities of the developed

images resulting from equal exposures,
of the mechanism used in

regardless

impressing the exposures on the sensitive
material, or of the intensity and time

components of the exposures, provided
their products (/

X

are in

all

cases

However, the density obtained
not uniquely determined by the value

equal.
is
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but

the one most frequently responsible is
It
the failure of the reciprocity law.
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of the exposure, but it usually depends
upon the individual values of / and t.

the

This failure of time and intensity to act
reciprocally is a consequence of the

optimum.

dependence of the latent-image-forming
process on the rate at which the exposure
event takes place.
Latent-image theory suggests a mechanism which explains the normal deof
efficiency
formation when the rate at
in

crease

exceeds

received

is

certain

or

value.

optimum

latent-image

which energy
below a

falls

The tendency

images formed at high inbe less readily developable
than those formed at low intensities
has been explained on the basis of

for

latent

to

tensities

differences in the spatial distribution of
the latent-image nuclei in the silver

From a practical point
halide crystal.
of view, however, it must be reported
that few photographic materials are
affected exactly alike by changes in the
parameters of time and intensity in the
exposure equation. Strictly, in discussing reciprocity failure, each material
should be treated as a special case. On
the other hand, there are certain typical

which characterize many films
motion picture photography,
is those which will be used to

patterns
in

used

and

it

the

illustrate

this

practical

significance

of

phenomenon.

The conventional method
the

senting
failure

is

effect

of repre-

of

reciprocity-law
a curve in which the logarithm

by a minimum, which corresponds

optimum

The curve

intensity.

at intensity values

to

rises

above and below the

The amount

of the upward
turn of the curve at the two ends of the
graph is a measure of the amount of the

low

reciprocity

failure

intensities.

The magnitude

at

and

high

of the low-

failure may be conveniently
expressed in terms of the ratio of the

intensity

exposure at some arbitrarily
low value of intensity, such

selected
as

thai

indicated at A, to the exposure at the
optimum intensity level indicated at B.
Similarly, the magnitude of the highintensity failure may be expressed as the
ratio of the exposure at an arbitrarily

high intensity, C, to the exposure at the optimum intensity, B.
In this example,
the
low-intensity
failure, in terms of the ratio, A:B, is

selected

5.3

and the

G :B,

is 2.0.

most negative

of

tic

high-intensity failure, ratio
This pattern is characteris-

optimum

intensity

is

materials;

the

about 8 meter-

candles, corresponding to an exposure
time of 1/40 sec, and the low-intensity
failure is greater than the high-intensity

Also note that at the very high
(100,000 meter-candles, upward), the reciprocity law appears to
hold over a considerable range. The
upper limit of this range has not yet
failure.

intensities

been determined experimentally, although there is some evidence that it
7
may extend well beyond 10 meter-

of the exposure required to produce a
particular density is plotted as a function

candles.

of the logarithm of the intensity of the

differences

exposing light. Such a curve based
on a density of 1.0 is shown in Fig. 1.

various types of photographic materials.
In general, the greatest differences occur

The

parallel straight lines inclined

at

are lines of constant exposure time.
These are merely parts of the reference

45

Curve

framework.
failure

curve.

If

X

is

the

the reciprocityreciprocity

law

the photographic effect
on
the product of time
depended only
held, that

is,

if

curve would appear as
It is seen
a straight horizontal line.
however, that the curve is characterized

and

intensity, this

J. L.

Tupper:

Some mention should be made
in

reciprocity

failure

of
in

This is a
in the low-intensity region.
to
consequence of designing emulsions
meet the particular requirements of the
in which they are to be
various
systems

A

used.

material

is

amount

of low-intensity
desirable if the
to be used, for example, in

large

reciprocity

failure

is

motion picture photography, where
camera exposures are made at 1/25
sec,

or

less,

since the lower sensitivity

Reciprocity-Law Failure

I0

4

"

!0

3

"

I0 2

"

10"

10"'"

l"

IO'

2

"

IO'

3

"

IO'

4"

IO'

5

"

IO"

6"

E

- 0.0
1.0

3.0

T.O

3.0

1.0

Log
Fig. 1. Reciprocity-law-failure

I

5.0

7.0

(me)

curve based on a density of

r

1.0.

KK

K>- 2"

10-3"

1.0

2.0

3.0

1.0

2.0

3.0
T.O

Log

I

(

mc

Fig. 2. Reciprocity-law-failure curves
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10-4*

to low levels of illumination provides
an additional measure of safety in the
darkroom. On the other hand, if the

material is normally exposed to very
low levels of illumination, as in astronomical photography, an emulsion is
selected which shows very little lowreciprocity failure.

intensity
different

photographic

Thus, in

materials,

ratio,

A:B, may range from

much

as 10.

the

1.0 to as

A much

smaller range is
found in the ratio, C B, for the various
materials, being of the order of 1.5 to 4.

Table

I. Values of
Log Exposure
Taken From Curves in Fig. 2.

Log/X
0.10
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25

3.68
2.07
2.49
2.89
1.29
1.69

3.69
2.07
2.48
2.87

3.92
2.27
2.65

an appreciable variation

There

is

optimum

also

intensity with different

materials, the value ranging from about
1/10 meter-candle to 10 meter-candles.

I. 01

T.35

1.43

1.68

T.71

1.83

H&D

spending exposure, characteristic
curves can be obtained for any selected
value of time and intensity.

Since the vertical displacement of the
is related to the
change in exposure required to produce the indicated

instead of plotting the reciprocityfailure curve for a single selected value

curves

of density, a family of curves is plotted
for several density values, considerably

density

If,

more information can be obtained about
the effects of this phenomenon on the
sensitometric

materials.

graphic

shown

of

characteristics

Such

a

photocurve is

In this figure, the
logarithm of the exposure required to
produce densities of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75,
1.0 and 1.25 is plotted as a function of
in

Fig.

2.

For

the logarithm of intensity.

an expanded
of the

clarity,

and only part
range shown in the

scale is used

intensity

It is
previous figure is represented.
seen that these curves are approximately
The vertical displacement of
parallel.

curves indicates the logarithm of
the exposure ratio required to increase
the

the density from the lower to the higher
specified density value when the in-

3.70
2.08
2.56
2.98

1.27

:

in the

/

B

Density

differences

at

a

constant

in-

exposure time being the
curve derived from
variable, the
tensity level,

H&D

this

utilizing

therefore,

vertical

a

displacement

"time-scale"

curve.

is,

For

example, it is possible to derive the
curve which would be obtained
by exposing on an Eastman Type lib

H&D

shown

candle,

In

Sensitometer.

(Time-Scale)

sensitometer, the intensity
at

A

in

is

this

one meter-

Fig.

The

2.

logarithm of the exposures corresponding
to the various values of density at this
selected value of intensity are shown

by the small

circles.

The

To
curve

actual

log

column

A

obtain an intensity-scale D-log

E

exposure values are given in
of Table I.

from

diagram,

it

the

is

reciprocity-failure
necessary to select the

E

values at the intercepts of the 45
lines and the reciprocity curves at the

tensity

of exposure is constant and the
The logtime of exposure is varied.

log

exposure interval between the intercepts
45
lines and the reciprocity

various density levels. This procedure
is followed because in an intensity-scale
exposure the exposure time is constant

of the

curves indicates the logarithm of the
factor

by

which

exposure

must

be

and the intensity
diagram the 45

is

variable,

and

in this

when

lines represent the loci
If it is deof points of constant time.
sired to obtain the intensity-scale curve

and

which

increased to increase the density from
the lower to the higher indicated value
the time of exposure is constant
By plotting the
intensity is varied.
density values of the different curves as
a function of the logarithm of the correJ. L.

Tupper:

results

from an exposure time of

0.01 sec, the exposures corresponding to
line at the
the intercepts of the 45

Reciprocity-Law Failure
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E
D-log
curves as follows:

Fig. 3.

O =

Time-scale at

me

1.0

A =

Intensityscale at 0.01 sec

X =

Intensityscale at 1.0

sec

D =

Intensityscale

at

0.0001 sec

Log E (mcs)

20

Fig.*4.

E

D-log

curves

Eastman Fine Grain
Sound
Recording

of

1.0

Safety Film.

Curve

A =

Intensity~2
sec

scale at 10

Curve B =

Intensity~5
sec

scale at 10

0.0

10

2.0

Log E (mcs)

2.0

Fig. 5. D-log

E curves

of Eastman Fine Grain

Duplicating Negative
Safety Film.

Curve

A =

Intensity~2
sec

scale at 10

Curve B

=

Intensityscale at 10-5 sec

0.0

1.0

2.0

Log E (mcs)
24
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Fig. 6. D-log E curves
for
Eastman
Fine

Grain Release Positive
Safety Film.

A =

Curve

Time-scale

at 55

me

Curve B = Intensityscale at 0.01 sec

Curve C =

Intensity-

scale at 0.001 sec

E (mcs)
0.01 -sec position are determined.

values

are

indicated

the

by

These
small

The actual log E values are
triangles.
In a
given in column B of Table I.
similar

manner, density-log exposure
data can be obtained for an intensityscale exposure of 1.0 sec (small crosses)

and 0.0001

sec

(small squares).

The

from a

obtained

increasing

G and

intensity-scale

the D-log

E

curves shown in

were plotted. An examination
of these curves shows that the sensitometric

characteristics

of

a

particular

photographic material are dependent, to
a considerable extent, upon the intensity
and time parameters of the exposure

and upon the method of exposure modulation

(time scale

vs.

intensity scale).

There is no simple generalization that
can be made about the way in which
the sensitometric characteristics of differ-

ent materials change as the time
intensity parameters are altered,

and
al-

though normally the gradient of the Dlog

E

curve decreases as the intensity
Thus, a D-log E curve

level increases.

L. Tupper:

The

intensity.

between

curves,
Fig. 3

exposure

(in-

notably in the toe region. Generally,
the length of the toe increases with

numerical values are shown in columns

D, respectively, of Table I.
Using the data obtained in this
manner from the reciprocity-failure

1-sec

have a higher gamma
than one exposed at 0.0001 -sec (inOther changes occur
tensity-scale).
in the shape of the characteristic curve,
tensity-scale) will

a

time-scale

curve

is

curve

difference

and

normally

an
least

when the median intensity of the intensity
scale is equal to the intensity of the timescale exposure.
Obviously the curves

shown

in Fig. 3, while typical, precisely

characterize only one specific type of
photographic material. More or less

change in sensitometric curve shape may
be expected to parallel larger or smaller
failures in the reciprocity law for other
films.

An interesting example of a rather
large difference of this sort is shown in
Fig. 4.

These curves are two D-log

E

curves for Eastman Fine Grain Sound
Recording Safety Film intended for use

with

variable-density

equipment.

an

Curve

sound-recording

A was obtained from

intensity-scale exposure, the exposure

time being 0.01

sec.

Reciprocity-Law Failure

Curve B represents
25

an

intensity-scale exposure, the exposure
time being about 10~ 5 sec, which is of
the order of exposure times used in

sound recording. A large difference in
curve shape is apparent, particularly
the much longer toe on curve B.
It is
this characteristic which is realized in
actual sound-recording applications that
makes this film such an excellent comfor

panion

Eastman Fine Grain Release

Safety Film.
smaller difference in D-log

Positive

A

E

curves

A

(lib control

to

gamma)

something

over 2.7.
In addition to the differences in the
reciprocity-failure characteristics of vari-

ous photographic emulsions, there are
a number of factors which alter the
failure of any particular
emulsion. Of these, those associated
with development are of most practical

reciprocity

Because

interest.

of

the

dependence

of the distribution of the latent-image
nuclei within the silver halide crystal

found for Eastman Fine Grain Duplicating Negative Safety Film, as seen
Here a change from an
in Fig. 5.
intensity-scale exposure of 0.01 sec to
10~ 5 sec produces noticeably less difference in curve shape than was shown in

developer and the extent of development. By the proper choice of processing it is possible to confine develop-

Fig. 4.

ment

has been reported that the change
in the characteristic curve of Eastman
Fine Grain Release Positive Safety Film
when the printer speed is increased is a
matter of special interest in motion
In Fig. 6 are
picture laboratories.

or to the internal latent image. With
normal commercial developers, the sur-

is

It

shown three D-log E curves. Curve A
was obtained with the Eastman Type
lib Sensitometer. The gamma of this
curve is 2.6. Curve B, which is an
intensity-scale curve based on an exposure of 0.01 sec, is similar to curve A
in gamma, but it has a somewhat longer
toe

Curve C, an intensityan exposure of 0.001 sec,
gamma (7 = 2.4), and the

portion.

scale curve for
is

lower in

toe portion

is

it

in either

it is

two curves. This explains
been found necessary in

of the other

why

longer than

has

lib "control
gamma" in order to maintain constant
screen contrast when a major change is
practice

made
the

to

alter

the

in the printer speed.

"control

gamma"

is,

Changing
of

course,

a

change in
developing time to compensate for the
reduction in the gradient of the D-log E
equivalent

to

specifying

upon the

intensity level of the exposure,
the apparent reciprocity-failure characteristics are affected by the choice of

either to the surface latent

face latent

image

is

primarily responsible
but
with prolonged development times the
internal latent images may also contribute to the initiation of development.

for the initiation of development,

In Fig. 7
curves

is

shown a family of reciprocity

resulting

from

is

times

in

increased, the high-intensity reciprocity

failure diminishes so that, at very long

development times, the curve

is nearly
horizontal at the high-intensity levels.
Increasing development time has rela-

tively little effect on the low-intensity
This effect is exfailure.

reciprocity

plained by the hypothesis that a relagreater percentage of internal
images are formed at high in-

tively
latent

than at low intensities and that
with prolonged development the internal
images become effective in the initiation
This suggests the deof development.
tensities

developing films which

curve obtained at the shorter exposure
Thus, in the example shown in

sirability of fully

are

the development-time increase
required to raise the gamma of curve C

when maximum sensitivity is
Of more than academic

6,

to 2.6

26

would

raise the

gamma
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of curve

different

five

a commercial
The curves are based on the
developer.
exposure required to produce a density
of 0.20.
It is seen that as development

development

times.
Fig.

image

used

in

high-speed

photography
required.
interest

is

the effect of the temperature of the film
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I
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curves showing effect of temperature during exposure.

Tupper:

Reciprocity-Law Failure

2.0

1.0

Fig. 9.

of

D-log

E

Eastman

Panchromatic

curves

Plus-X

Nega-

tive Safety Film showing effect of tempera-

ture during exposure.
2.0

1.0

Log E

on

the

during

exposure

failure

characteristics.

reciprocity-

The group

curves

reciprocity-failure

(mcs)

in

Fig.

of
8

kind of change that takes
place when the temperature is varied
over a wide range. It is seen that as
the temperature is lowered there is a

illustrate the

the

in

increase

continual

reciprocity

and a decrease
which reaches a
40 F. At the
maximum at about
intensities encountered in motion picture

failure at high intensities

at

low

intensities,

photography,

it

apparent that the

is

sensitivity of the film is directly related
to its temperature at the time of exposure.
Although the range in temperatures

shown

in this figure is great,
possible that in location work

it is

quite

and back-

ground photography the temperatures
encountered may approach these ex40 F to 120 F.
tremes
perhaps from
In Fig. 9 is shown a family of D-log E
curves for Eastman Plus-X Panchromatic
Negative Safety Film exposed at 1/100
50
sec at the temperatures indicated (
F to 200 F). It will be noted that in
addition to a change in sensitivity, which
is greater than a factor of 2,

in this case

there
ture

is

is

also a

reduced.

these changes

change
28

is

gamma as tempera-

The magnitude
with

infrared-sensitive

in

of

fairly typical of negative

although

materials,

notably

drop in

sensitivity

is

some

films,

films,

the

appreciably
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Over the range of temperagreater.
tures normally encountered in studio
photography,

these

changes

are,

of

course, negligible.
It is regrettable that it
at this time to present a

hensive

treatment

of

is

not possible

more comprereciprocity-law

failure at the extremely

high intensities
which are occasionally encountered
This
in ultra-high-speed photography.
lack of data

is

a consequence of the very

great experimental difficulty of

making

complete and reliable measurements at
exposure times shorter than about
10~ 6 sec. It is expected that suitable
apparatus will be available in the near
future with which we can extend our

knowledge into

this region.

Discussion
John H. Waddell (Wollensak Optical Co.): Mr.
Tapper, the things that you illustrated in reference to temperature were extremely interestHowever, I don't believe that the temperaing.
We would like
ture range was quite enough.
80 to about +180, the reason
to see from
there being that at White Sands Proving Ground
if you take a camera which is painted black and
it to stand in the sun from four to six hours,
camera cannot be touched by hand. In the

allow
that

meantime, the film has been cooking all of that
Kodatime, but it will produce color pictures on
at speeds in daylight up to 1000/sec with
have
exposure, so that the comments you
made on temperature range are extremely

chrome
full
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valuable.

But we would

like to see it

extended

just a little bit more.

Mr. Tupper: There is some information available for temperatures both higher and lower
than those indicated in the graph which showed
of temperature on reciprocity-law
As the temperature of the film is lowered
to very low levels (300 F) the reciprocity
curve flattens out and the sensitivity of the film is
very low at all intensities. When the tempera-

the

means

the

or measuring

shorter than

effect

failure.

ture is raised to 200 F the change in reciprocitylaw failure follows the same general pattern as
in the graph, that is, an increase in effective sensitivity at high intensities and a decrease

10~ 5

exposure

durations

At 10~* sec there has
been a considerable amount of work with regard
to sound on film, but what is
happening in the
realm beyond that?
Mr. Tupper: The only apparatus which is
now available for our measurements at very
short exposure times was designed and built by
J. H. Webb.
This apparatus consists of a highspeed rotating drum which carries the film past
sec.

the projected image of an illuminated narrow
can record to about 10~* sec with

We

slit.

films,

negative films. The curves which I have
just shown were based on exposures made on
this apparatus.
We are at present considering

affected only if the changes in
reciprocity-law failure are different for each of
I believe that the changes
the emulsion layers.

the design of a sensitometer which will provide
7
8
exposures at 10~ or possibly 10~ sec.
Brian O'Brien (University of Rochester): Perhaps

shown
at

low

In the case of the color

intensities.

the color balance

follow the

is

same pattern

in each of the

component

fast

I

can elaborate a
think Mr.

emulsions.

I

Mr. Waddell: I am not particularly worried
about color balance at those speeds, because
I'm interested in comparative color rather than
true color.
However, there is one other question
that I would like to ask: what is the effect on

have done.

film speed with variation in temperature?

Can

one begin to assume that the old chemical rule
of doubling of film speed for every 10 degrees rise
in centigrade holds generally true or

Mr. Tupper: I pointed out that the magnitude
change in sensitivity with temperature
depends upon the intensity level at which exIn the region of optimum
posures are made.
intensity the

practical

as

you keep

changes in sensitivity with tempera-

ture are not very great, but at very high and
very low intensities the changes are considerable.

this reciprocity failure.

high-speed

who

the

work we

are interested

photography, as long
below a

to relatively slow speeds

million per second
you don't have to worry
at any wavelength or any combination to be

So

found.

let

me

set

your minds at ease at once,

unless you're going to go to really very high
speeds.

The unusual

effects

we

find

are limited

to

than Iju/sec and, therefore, to
cameras running faster than 1,000,000 frames/
exposures

of the

on

For those of you

in

even as an

approximation?

little

Tupper knows about

less

Our experiments thus far are limited to
7
exposure times down to 1 X 10~ sec. At about
10~ 6 sec a new reciprocity failure, not taken into

sec.

account by the usual Gurney and Mott theory
or

more recent

solid-state

modifications of

it,

in sensitivity represents a

occurs for those regions of the spectrum to which
It
a photographic emulsion is dye-sensitized.
to occur at all for regions in the
does not

greater temperature difference than 10 G with
normal photographic materials. It is more likely

blue where the natural sensitivity of the silver
Thanks to fine cooperahalide grains is found.

change of 20 C or greater
produce a factor-of-two change in

tion

However, even at the extremes
factor-of-two

change

that a

I

expect that a

required to

is

sensitivity.

Kenneth Shaftan (J. A. Maurer, Inc.) Some time
O'Brien's group at Rochester were
:

ago Dr.

working on the matter of reciprocity failure and
they found some specific information related to
dye sensitization. I wonder if you have carried
out any further work in that direction?
Mr. Tupper: There has been some work done

by

J.

H.

Webb on

this

problem, but

I

believe

he has as yet nothing definite to report.
Mr. Shaftan: The second question relates to

L.

Tupper:

appear

from the Kodak Research Laboratory which

has prepared special emulsions for our use, it
has been possible to test this phenomenon to our

10~ 7 sec of exposure.
present experimental limit of
It is a
interesting problem from the theovery

and we hope soon, with a new
10~ 9 sec
camera, to reach exposures as short as

retical standpoint,

to further explore this type of reciprocity failure.
however, that these are very

Let

me

emphasize,

and I am speaking of a time
range which is quite beyond any ordinary highspeed photography.
short exposures,

Reciprocity-Law Failure

A

Method of Lighting Large

for

By

High-Speed Motion Picture Photography

HARRY

GLASON

R.

JL\T THE National Advisory Committee
Aeronautics we were confronted,
some time ago, with the problem of
for

and

photographing at 6000
frames/sec, the path of a missile 6 in.
lighting

in diameter, traveling for a distance of

30ft.

indicated

Calculations

it

would

re-

quire 400 No. 2 photofloods, drawing
1800 amps of current to furnish the

1m required.
As this was
impractical, we turned to the use of the
6,000,000

One No.
same

11

and one No. 50

fired at

instant maintained the neces-

sary light, from 15 to 50 msec after the
missile's flight.

A

microswitch installed

in the gun's breach, set off the flashbulbs
as soon as the missile started moving.

The delay

in the No. 11 flashbulb

calculated

to

coincide

with

the

was
time

required for the missile to emerge from
the muzzle.
Presented on

October 10, 1952, at the
Society's Convention at Washington, D.C.,
by Harry R. Clason, National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics, Langley Field,
Va.

30

We

next built a delay circuit to
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fire

amounts of delay
Existing data on flash-

flashbulbs with fixed

between bulbs.
bulb characteristics indicate that eight
No. 31 focal-plane bulbs fired in rapid
succession with 55-msec delay between
each bulb will give a light variation
between 1.15 and 1.45 million lumens,
or only 26% variation, for a total duration of 410 msec.
to

expose 60

ft

This

is

long enough

of film at 6000 frames/sec.

The exposure guide number

photoflash bulb.
the

Fields

at

6000

frames, with a 64 speed rating film is 16.
This means we can take 6000 frames/
sec,

with lights 4

ft

away, at an //stop

of 4.

Eight No. 50 flashbulbs fired with
20-msec delay, will give a light variation
between 4 and 6.5 million lumens, or
60% variation for a total duration of
150 msec. This is long enough to
expose 25 ft of film at 7000 frames/sec.

The exposure guide number for the
No. 50 at 7000 frames, with a 64 speed
This means we can
rating film is 32.
take 7000 frames/sec, with the lights
8 ft away, at an //stop of 4.
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X-Ray Motion

Picture

and Printer

70mm

By

WEINBERG,

A.

S.

for

J.

S.

WATSON,

Camera
Film

and G. H.

RAMSEY

A

cinefluorographic motion picture camera and reduction printer using 70mm
negative film are described. The camera drive mechanism
permits camera speeds up to 15 frames/sec. Prints can be made either on
35mm or 16mm positive film.

perforated

JL

HE

APPARATUS

intended

here

primarily

motion pictures 1 on
this field

70mm

for

described

is

making x-ray

70mm

film has

negative.

In

some obvious

advantages over 35mm film. It provides
better reproduction of subject detail and
2
is also easier to study frame
by frame.

The new 70mm camera
Fig.

1

and

Fig. 2)

was

(illustrated in
built around an

already existing negative film, Eastman

Linagraph Ortho 70mm.

This film can
obtained perforated to American
Standard dimensions, and although the
perforations are not specifically intended
be

for use in the

field,

we

to regret

our

motion picture

have had no reason so far

The
ready-made film.
center-to-center distance between perchoice

of the

on October 9, 1952, at the
Convention at Washington, D.C.,

Presented
Society's

by Sydney Weinberg, Dept. of Radiology,
University of Rochester School of Medicine
and Dentistry, 260 Grittenden Blvd.,
Rochester 20, N.Y. This project was
supported in part by a research grant from
the National Heart Institute of the National Institutes of Health, Public Health
Service.
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forations

0.234

is

dimension selected
is

The

in.

for

9 perforations or 2.106

in. for the

frame

vertical

our camera frame

line.

in., less

0.025

Frame width

is

providing a frame which is
more nearly square than the standard
2.25

in.,

picture frame and therefore
in line with routine x-ray viewing

motion

more

practice.

(See Fig. 3.)

Because of the long travel (more than
2 in.) of the film pulldown mechanism,
and also because of the large mass of
the 70mm film as compared with perforation

plan

for

size,

it

seemed

advisable

to

pulldown teeth on
The Bell & Howell 35mm

multiple

each side.
speed movement has the special merit
of permitting multiple teeth without
adding unduly to the weight of the

moving parts, and for this
was chosen as the model for our
70mm film movement. We found in the
end that 6 teeth on each side were
necessary. A pilot model of the camera
vertically

reason

it

with 5 teeth produced small fracture
marks in the perforations, but in the
finished camera the addition of an extra
tooth on each side provided the remedy.
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Fig. 1.

70mm camera equipped
and

400-ft

Fig. 2. Inside

32

with 150-mm //0.85 Leitz objective
lead-covered film magazine.

view of 70mm camera with film gate open.
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The

teeth of the

pulldown are spring-

loaded and extend into the perforations
just enough to give a full bearing surface.

During the up-stroke, while the film is
stationary, the rounded top edges of the
teeth slide over the perforations

much

in the fashion of a stick over a picket

At the

fence.

start of the

down-stroke

lower edges of the teeth

the squared
engage the

The

perforations.

deviation from a

flat plane is not constant
but varies from frame to frame.

A

lens of small aperture might have
depth of focus to take care of

sufficient

the

but considering that dehave

bulging,

sirable Senses for cinefluorography

of //0.85 and more, it is
apparent that only a few ten-thousandths
of an inch variation will result in out-offocus areas on the film.

apertures

The

teeth

readily available solution to this

never extend or retract more than 0.007

problem was

in.

air

Pulldown and dwell periods are equal.
This ratio is convenient for synchronizing
the camera with the 60-cycle pulsed

cushion of air would be formed between
the rear element of the lens and the film

x-ray output.

The camera

drive

is

a

J-hp synchronous motor linked to the
camera through a gearbox maintaining
synchronism through a choice of film
speeds of 15, 1\ and 3j frames/sec.
Incorporated in the camera drive is a

commutator which triggers an electronic
contactor, which in turn interrupts the
power supply

to

the

x-ray

generator
This not only

during film transport.
spares the patient unnecessary exposure
to x-radiation but also extends the time
during which the x-ray tube may be
energized for any one examination or
examinations.
In order to minimize vibration the

series of

non-moving parts of the camera are of
sturdy construction. The "box" without
lens, magazine, or motor drive weighs
60 Ib. Fully assembled on a rigid lathe
bed, and with the fluorescent screen
assembly
250 Ib.
It

in place, the unit

will

be

weighs about

remembered

that

the

&

Howell speed movement has a
flat aperture plate without any curve
above or below the aperture, and that
the "pressure" plate is also flat and is

Bell

not pushed by springs or cam action
against the back of the film to flatten
Tests
it, as in other film movements.
indicated that 70mm film in a movement
of this sort does not in fact lie flat, but
bulges centrally into the aperture, sometimes by as much as 0.05 n. This

34
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to incorporate a compressed
in the camera so that a

chamber

emulsion, thus flattening the film against
the pressure plate.
Our intermittent is

designed so that the clearance between
the aperture plate and the pressure plate
This permits varying the
is adjustable.
air-escape passage to get a satisfactorily
uniform flow of air and/or uniform air
Too narrow an escape chanpressure.
nel produces a buildup of air pressure
which immobilizes the film against the

pressure

plate,

forations,

permits a

while
fall

resulting in torn pertoo wide a channel

of pressure

and bulging of

the film.

a

From our experience it is evident that
number of air pressure-air escape

combinations
operation.

will

The

permit

present

satisfactory

separation of
plate is 0.010

aperture from pressure
in., or 0.004 in. greater than the thickof the

ness

film.

The

stream

air

is

continuous and is finally vented through
a light-tight trap in the body of the
Air pressure is about 2 psi.
camera.
An oil, dust and moisture filter is
incorporated in the air line, and a
solenoid valve automatically opens the
when the camera is started.

A

line

diagram of the

air

chamber

is

shown

in

Fig. 4.

The
in

fact that the film does not

contact

with

come

the

aperture plate
eliminates scratching of the emulsion,

and although fine scratches sometimes
appear on the back of the film (despite
the high polish of the pressure plate)
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Fig. 4.

Schematic of camera showing air-pressure chamber and
air-escape passage (exaggerated).

these

70mm

are

so

small

in

relation

to

the

when negative-image

prints are desired.

made on 35mm

be imperceptible on
contact or reduction prints made with
diffused light.
Registration has been

duplicating

good enough so that we have not felt
inclined to measure any variations that

a change of cameras and of
and lens-to-film distances.

might be present.

is

frame as

The 70mm

to

printer head

are

positive.
Changing from
film size to the other merely involves

film-to-film

Provision

made

shifts in
is

ment with spring-loaded pressure plate
and side rail, and without separate
The pulldown mechanism
register pins.
has two teeth on each side.
There is
no doubt that one tooth would be
but the extra tooth

is

included

an added assurance of good registration.
At the completion of the pulldown
stroke the teeth are not withdrawn from
the perforations until exposure is comTolerances have been kept
pleted.

image

position.

The

a scaled-up

version of a conventional camera move-

sufficient,

one

positives

for printing at various magnifications and for vertical and horizontal

Optical Printer

The 70mm

Master

(2

printer turns over at a slow rate
frames in 3 sec). This is not in-

conveniently slow considering the relatively short length of individual cinefluorographic

scenes.

The

projector

head and camera (shown

in Fig. 5) can
be operated separately, in stop motion,
Prothrough indexing type clutches.

camera can be run forward or

as

jector or

extremely

They can also be run
automatic printing of
with
continuously
two positive frames for each frame of
In this way action originally
negative.
photographed at n frames/sec can be

close.

We

theorized that four

would tend to
average out possible inequalities between
teeth

instead

perforations.
Prints for

of

two

projection

are

backward.

slowed

down

in the print to 2n

Other

70mm

Cameras, Past and Present

generally

made on 16mm fine-grain positive, but
sometimes on reversal duplicating film

frames/

sec.

Probably the earliest
picture camera was the

Weinberg, Watson and Ramsey:

X-ray Camera

70mm

motion

Mutograph of

36
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Casler (1895), an example of

Herman

on view at George Eastman
House. The camera was motor-driven
at a speed of 40 frames/sec, had an

which
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Discussion

&

William H. Unger (Elliot, Unger,
Elliot,
I'd like to know if you relieve the
Inc.):
air pressure during the pulldown cycle.

The air pressure is connot pulsed. We have a small
escape port in the side of the camera.
Does that answer your question?
Mr. Weinberg:

stant.

The only contemporary camera comparable with our own is believed to be

its

Radiology, Dec. 1952.

in

21 m) at the Paris
giant screen (16
Nearly 30 years
Exposition of 1900.
later, during the wide-film craze of 1929,
a pair of 70mm cameras was constructed

and research," Jour. SMPTE, 59:
300-308, Oct. 1952.
J. S. Watson, S. A.
Weinberg, and G.
H. Ramsey, "A 70mm cinefluorographic

nosis

The Mutograph

rest.

A. Weinberg, J. S. Watson, and
G. H. Ramsey, "X-ray motion picture
techniques employed in medical diagS.

Mr.

It is

Unger:

Yes.

Were

the

films

double-printed on alternate frames to
normal
bring them to approximately
speed or is all the action speeded up?
In other words, did you print your negative one frame to one?
Mr. Weinberg: There's a large variation
I couldn't possibly
in all these films.
Some of them were
point them out now.
2:1,

some

Weinberg, Watson and Ramsey:

3

:

1

and some

X-ray Camera

straight prints.

Application of Wide-Angle Optics to

Moderately High-Speed Motion Picture Cameras
By H.

E.

BAUER

The Douglas

and A. W.

BLAKE

Aircraft Co. has gained considerable experience in the applica-

motion picture cameras, particularly at
200 to 500 frames/sec. The field of view used ranged from 140 to 160 full-cone
Further,
angle, and aperture settings of the order of f/1.5 were obtained.
the extreme depth of field of the optical system was found to be a very useful
feature.
Experiences concerning the development of these wide-angle
cameras are discussed.
tion of wide-angle optics to certain

I

N 1948, the Douglas Aircraft Co. was
presented with a very intriguing problem
concerning the development of an instrumentation system that could record
and thus provide the means of reconstructing the relative approach histories
of certain high-speed objects arriving in a

somewhat random fashion

about

an

A

aerial target.
variety of systems besides photography, based on acoustic,

radar and other physical principles, were
considered; however, for several reasons,

per,

the scope of this pawas decided to pursue the de-

many beyond
it

velopment of a photographic system intended to yield film records suitable for
eventual photogrammetric analysis. This
proved to be a wise decision and the ensuing program was eminently successful.
Presented

on October

9,

1952,

at

the

Society's Convention at Washington, D.C.,
by H. E. Bauer who, with his coauthor,

A.

W.

Blake,

is

of the Engineering Dept.,

Douglas Aircraft Co.,

Inc.,

Santa Monica,

Calif.
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Due

to reasons of security classifica-

a further general discussion of the
complete photographic instrumentation
and its use must be of a limited nature in
this paper; however, some of the unclassified components of this system can
be revealed. Wide-angle optics as applied to moderately high-speed motion
picture cameras will be discussed.
tion,

Objectives

An analysis of the overall system requirements brought forth the following
general specifications as design objectives for wide-angle motion picture cameras.
(1)

Field of view to be at least 142

full-cone angle;
(2) Relative aperture to be near //1. 5,
allowing an exposure time of the order
of one millisecond or less for color film;

(3) Sampling rate to be of the order of
200 to 500 frames/sec;
(4) Visual range for a significant object to be of the order of 250 ft;
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(5)

Reliable operation and reasonable
life to be achieved

service

;

(6) A means of recording a time base
with a time resolution of the order of one
millisecond to be provided.
In addition to the above, it was desired that the evaluation of radial meas-

urements of significant images from the
film records be accomplished with an
f.
accuracy of
Previous and Concurrent Developments

The

initial

phase of the program for

the development of optical components
for the instrumentation system began

with a survey of

known wide-angle

The

lens

of the survey
were not encouraging, for in general the
available lens designs proved to be inadeassemblies.

results

quate in several respects. Among the
group of "corrected" wide-angle lenses
investigated,

field

than 90

and

less

much

angles were usually

relative apertures not
better than //6.8.
Typical lenses

in this category include

Eastman Ektar, 75, //6.3;

square plate.
Optics

Some
sults

very interesting and useful rebe obtained by application of

may

the basic philosophy of the Robin Hill
lens design
the placing of a supple-

mentary

lens of negative characteristics

This is
done when the back focus of a

in front of a positive objective.

often

standard wide-angle lens is too short to
accommodate extra apparatus in front
of the film plane, such as the shutter of a
cine camera, the beam-splitting pri:m in
a Technicolor camera, or the rotating
prism in a continuous film-flow, high-

speed cine camera. The principles involved are shown in a most elementary
This
1.
schematic fashion in Fig.
negative-positive lens arrangement, similar to

a reversed telephoto lens system,

stimulated

(2)

Bausch

shown

Metrogon, 85 J,

considerable

A

little

since

interest

known

lenses

had

promise.

brief theoretical appraisal of the de-

an uncorrected negawas made. It revealed that
this type of lens system would offer no
benefits to photography other than wideangle coverage and the use of a high-

sirability of using

//6.8;

Wollensak Raptar, 84, //6.8
Although these are all very fine lenses
(3)

and there are many others, they did not
meet the primary objective of a view
field of 142 and a large enough aperture
to allow millisecond exposure.
The results of investigations into the

more extreme wide-angle lenses showed
that most of them were inapplicable with
respect

field of 210
at //6.8, a focal
length of 1.6 cm, and covers a 2\ in.

the survey of other

:

(1)

& Lomb

a view

to

available

relative

aperture.
lens that

tive lens

speed positive lens. The application of
standard techniques for complete optical
correction to such an arrangement
would most likely lead to a long and
with no
costly development program
assurance

of successful

results.

How-

is

ever, it appeared that a few partial corrections could be applied which seemed

the Goerz

likely

The most extreme wide-angle

corrected for rectilinear rendering is
Hypergon with a focal length
of 60 mm.
This lens covers a field of

135
at f/22 on a 5 X 7 in. plate.
Another type of lens with similar field
coverage is the//9 Goerz Dagor made by

Carl Zeiss. Greater coverage is offered
with the Robin Hill lens made by Beck
at //1 6.
of England;
it
yields 180

Another very interesting adaptation of
the Robin Hill design is made by Zeiss
with a

fair

degree of correction.

Bauer and Blake:

It

has

to bring this system within the
threshold of acceptable performance for
the requirements of the unique instru-

mentation system being developed. I
the negative-positive lens couplet could
be readily adapted to the concurrent

camera dehigh-speed motion picture
invelopment program which had been
along with the optical study, then
further detailed consideration would be

itiated

scheduled.

Wide-Angle Optics

for

High-Speed
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NEGATIVE
FIELD LENS

POSITIVE

OBJECTIVE LENS
IMAGE OF PICTURE

FILM PLANE

VIRTUAL IMAGE
OF NEGATIVE LENS
Fig.

1.

Wide-angle optical system

schematic.

OJ47

WOLLENSAK IN., f /I.5
COATED RAPTAR LENS

CIRCULAR MIRROR

I

PACIFIC OPTICAL

-

1

IN.

COATED

NEGATIVE DOUBLET
( PLASTIC )
Fig. 2.

Wide-angle optical system

There was in use at Douglas, a twoelement wide-angle negative reducing
lens

which was employed

for periscopic

visual inspection of inaccessible fields of

Experiments were made based on
of this type of negative scanning lens used in couple with
standard camera objective lens and the
A layout
results were rather impressive.
view.
the

application

of this optical system is shown in Fig. 2,
and Fig. 3 shows a black-and-white re-
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design layout.

production of typical color pictures
taken with these optics using 35mm film.
Since this system was filled with all sorts
of aberrations, the pictures did not meet
the high standards of first-rate photographic rendering; however, for our
unique requirement, the results were
more than adequate. The required
angle was reached; in fact, it was
exceeded, as field angles of 160 were
readily attained, and the relative aperfield
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TIMING LIGHT
IMAGES

.750"

DIA.

PICTURE
REPRESENTING
FIELD
152
CONE ANGLE

Fig. 3. Typical pictures taken with wide-angle optics, using color film in 35mm
camera; this is an aerial view of a desert village from an altitude of 2500 ft true,
with camera rolled 22 and pitched down 13.

ture

was found to be slightly less than
from the camera objective

that available

Thus, a relative aperture close to

lens.

//1. 5

was

The

realized.

question

may

here arise as to

how

possible to obtain a picture that has
any degree of sharpness from an optical
design which has no apparent correction.
it is

should

be recalled that the optical
intended for a very singular
When faced with the need
application.
of a high-speed extremely wide-angle lens
It

design

first

is

some desiderata had to be given
Even a brief perusal of the design

under discussion will reveal defects of
astigmatism and curvature of field as well
as distortion.
Distortion can be calibrated and a requirement of true rectilinear propagation can thus be circumTo account for astigmatism,
vented.
and curvature of field, a convergent lens
would have to be introduced into the
field-lens elements, but such an addition
would cut down the extremely wide
angle and the speed. Actually, curvature of field is minimized by the extreme
of this very short 0.147-in.

system,

depth of

up.

focal length system;

Bauer and Blake:

field
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objects practically

High-Speed
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in contact with the front lens

element are
extreme

in sharp focus, as are objects at

Although not corrected for curvrange.
ature of field, the effects are considerably
reduced by this great depth of field.

The

caustic

image surface produced by

astigmatism remains as the major detri-

and

studied

coverage, magnification, component
packaging and quality control led to a

production design shown in cutaway
form in Fig. 4. For use with 16mm
motion picture cameras, a 25-mm //1. 5
Wollensak Raptar objective was chosen,

35mm

mental factor in the system, and this
effect is only partially minimized by the
depth of field. In order to maintain the
aperture rating //I. 5, with the 142
field coverage, allowances will have to be
made for the unavoidable residual aberrations encountered in extremely wide-

while for

angle optics.

7.37 in. for

Wollensak
was used.

The

The optical assembly which converts a
motion picture camera into a wide-angle
(142 full-cone angle) camera, with provision for time correlation and suitable
for

photogrammetric application,
the following components:
(1)

A

has

of high relative aperture
(2) An external means of adjusting the
objective lens diaphragm;
;

(3)

A

supplementary negative

field

A

(4)
lamp cartridge repeater clock
containing a battery of 10 timing lights;
(5) An annular mirror to reflect the

timing lights in proper focus onto the

marginal section of the film frame

;

(6) Provisions for protecting the optical

system against fogging or icing;
(7)

A

fiducial

mark on

the field lens

within the focus range of the objective
lens.

25-mm

a

is

35mm

cameras.

Thus, for
diameter circular
image (representing a usable 142 field
cone angle) is registered while a 0.75-in.
diameter image (representing 152)
In
results when a 35mm film is used.
either case, sequential images on the film
are tangent to each other to utilize
film,

an

0.30-in.

magnification.

Although most experimental versions
of this wide-angle optical assembly were
designed and developed by Douglas
engineers, the production articles as
shown in Figs. 4 and 5 are the result of a

design

effort

by

lens assemblies are

Douglas

and

The production

Wollensak engineers.

now manufactured by

the Wollensak Optical Co. in compliance
with Douglas specification drawings.

The

manufactured by

plastic lens is

the Pacific Optical Co. of California and
the degree to which quality control has

been attained
Plastic

is

an achievement

in

itself.

Wide-Angle Reducing Field Lens

The machined and

Design considerations of such a wideangle optical assembly, in which the
camera objective lens is focused on the
virtual image of a negative field lens, are
based on three fundamental variables:
effective focal length of the negative lens,
effective focal length of the positive lens,
of the two lenses.
and the

separation

focal length of the assema function of the above variables
and many combinations of these were

The combined
bly

objective

16mm

joint
lens;

Dumont

negative doublet

maximum

conventional cine objective lens

cameras, a 50-mm//1.5

Raptar

focal length plastic lens; it will be discussed in detail later. The lens separation is 6.80 in. for
cameras and

16mm

Wide-Angle Optical Assembly

Considerations oi

tested.

field

is

Bauer and Blake:

field lens

polished negative
used with considerable success

in this wide-angle package

is

made from

index of refrac-

Plexiglas which has an
tion of 1 .49 for the sodium

D lines.

The

front 4-in. diameter element is convexconcave and the rear 3-in. diameter ele-

ment

is

bi -concave.

The

lens design in-

but
corporates no built-in aperture stop
there is a measurable entrance pupil of
exit pupil of
1 .06 in. in diameter and an
1.82 in. in diameter.

Wide-Angle Optics

for

The mean

High-Speed

focal
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Fig.

Production

5.

wide-angle

optical

as-

semblies

to
applied
high-speed cine cameras:

top,

35mm Bell & Howell

Ultra-Speed; middle, 16-

mm

Wollensak

bottom,

16mm

Fastax;
Bell

&

Howell Filmo.
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length is a minus one inch for this combination.
Even though there are no designed

made

corrections

for the aberrations in

some compensawhich have already
been discussed) that can be designed into
the complete lens assembly to minimize

this field lens, there are

tions (a

number

of

the effect of these aberrations.

To

increase light transmission

by

re-

ducing reflections, the plastic lens was
given a standard coating with a fluoride
compound. This coating also diminished the surface light-scattering effect
(haze) prevalent in plastics, which along

with reflections, tends to cut

down

pic-

The baking process used
ture contrast.
to harden the coating on glass lenses
cannot, of course, be used with plastics,
unbaked coating has been found
be quite durable.

one millisecond. This was desirable for
several reasons, most of which are beyond
the scope of this presentation.
However, one important reason was to provide a means of correlating time between

two or more cameras recording the same
event, thus avoiding the need for a costly
exposure synchronization system.
This objective was met by the de-

velopment of an Electronic Master Time
Clock (syncopic binary time code generator) which provides accurately timed
pulses eventually to be presented to the view field of all related
electrical

cameras in the form of an array of
flashing neon lamps called Repeater
The resultant images on the
Clocks.
film records form a unique syncopic binary code, so constructed that only one
changes at any

yet the

digit

to

misinterpretation

"double"
Glass

Wide-Angle Reducing Field Lens

In an effort to explore the possibilities
of improving resistivity against abrasion
and, possibly, also the optical properties,

exposure,

camera exposure

step, thus

when

avoiding
or

carry-over,

occurs

during

a

cycle.

Cameras

a version of the negative doublet was
designed and made of glass. The exterior dimensions were essentially the

Although this paper deals primarily
with the development of a wide-angle
optical system of large relative aperture,
it may be of interest to mention another

same

development program that was

as those of the plastic lens.
Studies of the inherent qualities of the
with its
glass doublet in comparison
plastic

counterpart were made.

pears

that

some

advantage

It

ap-

may

be

gained from the use of the glass lens with

veloped.

respect to light-scattering and crazing,
but any benefits in resolving power

guiding

failed

to

show up

in

tests.

Pictures

taken with a glass wide-angle optical
assembly compared to those taken with a
implastic assembly show little, if any,
of
small
The
advantages
provement.
the glass lens are outweighed by the
relative cost of the article

when compared

with the end product.
Time-Correlation and Repeater Clocks

One

of the objectives of the program
was to develop a means of referring the
camera's film record to a common time
base with a time resolution of the order of

Bauer and Blake:

initiated

concurrently concerning the selection of
motion picture cameras in the speed
range of 200 to 500 frames/sec intended
to use these wide-angle optics when de-

In formulating the design philosophy
types

the

of

development

of motion

picture

suitable

cameras into

wide-angle moderately high-speed cameras, suitable visual range, sampling
rate, reliable field operation

able service
ies

life

and reason-

were considered.

were made comparing the

Studrelative

merits of moderately high-speed 16mm
cameras, as well as 35mm models. The
results of the studies led to the selection
of the Wollensak Fastax

Howell Filmo cameras

as

and the Bell &
two types suit-

development. In the
only the Bell & Howell
suitable.
Speed was considered
able

for

field,

Wide-Angle Optics

for

High-Speed

35mm
Ultra-

These
45

cameras, shown in Fig. 5, illustrate the
production lens assembly using the plastic field lens.

The Fastax camera was modified

for

the program,

it

was modified

to

meet the

The modificasystem's requirements.
tion task here was simply that of attaching a wide-angle optical package.

'

best operation in the 400- to 500-frames
sec range.
It may be of some interest

here to note that it was a slight task to
slow the camera down for reliable operation at these relatively low speeds.
In the field of 16mm intermittent

motion picture cameras, the survey of
available types led to laboratory tests
with the GSAP (Gun Sight Aiming

Point)

and the

Model

70.

GSAP

Bell

&

Howell Filmo

The well-known family

of

cameras was found to be easily

modified to accept wide-angle optics of
160
full-cone angle, and satisfactory

Film
It became apparent in the early phases
of the development program that pictures taken with color film were far more

satisfactory than with black-and-white.

The

under discussion prewith chromatic
differences of magnification.
This situation becomes more critical at the edge
of the field of view however, a more distinct image is apparent on color film such
optical system

some

sents

difficulties

;

as

Kodachrome because

there are three

performance was experienced when the
cameras were run at 64 frames sec.

different color-sensitive layers to register

which

is

within their design limitations.
However, attempts to "hop up" the

resultant

GSAP

to yield relfable

easier

frame rates up to
200 frames/ sec were soon terminated.

Although limited operation at these excessive frame rates was occasionally
attained, the camera then became so
unreliable that success with future de-

velopments seemed very unlikely. Laboratory tests with the Filmo yielded results with frame rates up to 230 frames/
sec

and

best reliability in the

1

80- to 200-

It

was through the cooperative

efforts

of Training Aids Inc. (special California
representative of the Bell & Howell Co.
of Chicago), the Bell & Howell Co., and

Douglas engineers that the Model 70
Filmo was modified for reliable operation
at 200 frames/sec and adapted to accept
the same standard wide-angle optical
assembly used on the Fastax Camera.
Its photographic performance surpassed
expectations and is matched only by the
Ultra-Speed camera in visual range and
photographic sharpness.
In the realm of 35mm intermittent
motion picture cameras, the Bell &
Howell Ultra-Speed was an obvious
choice, for it had already been developed
as a 200-frames/sec camera.
Later in
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fringing actually produces a
outline that is considerably

to

distinguish

than

the

fuzzy

grayed outlines produced on black-andwhite film.
In an attempt to improve the quality
of film records, experiments were made
with filters so as to produce, in a sense,

more monochromatic

light.

Test

re-

using filters with black-and-white
film were not very promising; however,
results from using filters with Koda-

sults

more gratifying.
Type "A," and Commercial
Kodachrome films were tried with suitable filters.
Daylight and Type "A"
being inherently more contrasty than
chrome

frames/sec range.

The

monochromatic separate images.

film were

Daylight,

the commercial emulsion were found to

give a higher overall resolving power,
since resolving power increases with
As previously discussed, the
contrast.
more monochromatic the registering

With
light, the better the film records.
this in mind, tests were made to compare

Type "A" used with its compensating
filter, and Kodachrome Daylight film
with a normal haze filter. It
appears from tests that the compensating
filter for the Type "A" film, being heavier
used

(absorbing more light at the blue portion
of the spectrum) than the haze
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filter for

Daylight film, does yield some slight
advantage.

As expected, this optical system suffers
from astigmatism. This effect is noticed
in resolving power tests in an interesting
manner. In the paraxial region, maxi-

mum

resolving power of Kodachrome is
obtained.
Radial
almost
resolving
off very little

from the center

to the picture edge, while tangential resolving power drops off at a much

greater rate.

The development program, guided by
the broad design objectives previouslydiscussed, was successful in producing
several versions of moderately high-speed

motion picture cameras equipped with
wide-angle optics.
The wide-angle optical system as developed during this project yields excellent results for the purpose intended.
These results were achieved by a careful
program of minimization of the system's

and exploitation

optical deficiencies

of

the

practice,

analysis

of

camera

photograrnmetric
film

records

was

to the degree of
accuracy desired, and the photographic
instrumentation system has been proven

readily accomplished

as a fieJd service facility developed well
beyond the laboratory and experimental
stage.

John

E.

Institute}:

Voorhees

What was

combined
Mr. Bauer:

(Battelle

the final

Memorial

/-number of

lens system?

We

feel that the aperture
value of the system is slightly less than
With the
that of the objective lens used.
the
present //1. 5
practical
objective,
aperture value of the system is about

//I- 7.

Mr.

hemispherical screen?

Mr. Bauer: We have done a very limited
of work using that technique.
At
one time, it was considered as a possible

amount

aid for photograrnmetric analysis of the
film records.
However, suitable techniques for data reduction of the film
records have now been established as
flat
using normal
projection
such as the Eastman Recordak

devices,

own Douglas

or our

Mr.

Cowles:

Iconolog film reader.

That projection technique

has been tried with another type of lens.
I don't know if the characteristics of that
lens and yours are the same.

Mr. Bauer:
ferring to the

I

believe

you may be relens.
At one

Jam Handy

I had an opportunity to look at
photographs of the assembled lens. Un-

time

fortunately, pertinent schematics, reports,
thereetc., were not available for study;

cannot compare the characteristics
and the lens system described

fore I

of that lens

Martz, Jr. (Holloman Air Force
note that experiments were
made with filters. Does the use of filters
reduce the advantage of using color film?
Mr. Bauer: No. Lateral chromatism
E.

P.

Base}:

You

system is, of course, very apparent
using either color or black-andwhite film. With color film, this effect
works to our benefit with black-and-white
film, the effect is very much a disadvantage.
For example, consider a narrow, white
field.
post near the extreme edge of the
in this

when

;

Discussion

this

William E. Cowles (General Electric Co.):
tried projecting the film records
obtained from the optical system onto a

Have you

in this paper.

capabilities.

In

3f

mm.

routine,

Conclusions

its

field lens.
In order to bring
the system to focus at
infinity, the objective
is set at a focal
length of near 28 \
resulting in system focal length of about

mm

Resolving Power

power drops

image of the

Voorhees:

Wasn't the

focal

length

changed?
Mr. Bauer: Yes. The objective lens is
racked forward to focus on the virtual

Bauer and Blake:

On color film, this post will be beautifully
due
fringed in colors and readily detected
to the color contrast.
However, on blackand-white film, the white post will defithe fuzzy gray
nitely be obscured in
resulting from chromatic differences
images

of magnification.

Mr. Martz: The color filters you used
were they monochromatic?
Mr. Bauer: No. We used a Wrattcn 2B
with Daylight Kodachrome, and Wratten
No. 85 with Type A.

Wide-Angle Optics

for

The purpose

High-Speed

of these

filters is to take advantage of the principle
of using slightly less chromatic light while
For our present
retaining color contrast.
work, this contrast is desirable.

Mr. Martz: Have you made resolving
power tests? If so, what order of magnitude of resolution, in lines per millimeter,
resulted?

We

have made tests using
Kodachrome film which has a resolving

Mr. Bauer:

power of

close to 60 lines per millimeter.

The

were conducted under conditions

tests

near ideal as practical with a

as

Under

these

maximum

controlled

was
However, due

resolution

paraxial region.

test set-up.
conditions, near
obtained in the

to astig-

matism and lateral chromatism. tangential
resolving power dropped off to about 15
and radial resolving power to approxi-

Would you

comments on

care to

plastics

for

present time, the coating cannot be baked
is therefore soft, requiring extra
care in handling.
Anon: Can these lenses be used for short

on and

distances?

Mr.

Bauer: If the extreme depth of
does not encompass close objects
when focused at infinity, this system can be
focused to shorter ranges.
Anon: What I am thinking of is a test
chamber which is no more than 10 feet
field

across.
in that

Mr. Bauer:

wide-aperture

B. J. Brettler (Edgerton, Germeshausen

I can only give you informapertaining to our particular field.
There is a very limited choice in index
of refraction for optical plastics.
Plexiglas

little

Mr. Bauer:

Should we attempt any

of the field lens, some glass
have to be used. For our present

:

cameras

with

were

We

some

plastic

crazing at high
not seriously

altitudes;
however, it has
interfered with our work.

Winston

&

O.

Johnson

(E. I. du
the haze

Pont de

Nemours
Co.): Does
problem
apply when you have a fluoride coating?
Mr. Bauer: We believe that the haze
problem is reduced by coating, but the
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&

you would comment a

ten degrees apart, in a semicircle of 30Over the center of the circle
foot radius.
is
placed the node of admission of the
optical

relatively low costs of plastic optics
have had
very attractive.

if

on distortion calibration.
Mr. Bauer: We place an array of targets,

will

uncorrected field lens, we would realize
only a few benefits from a glass version.
Fluoride coatings on glass can be made
more durable by baking, crazing would be
eliminated, and the surface light scattering
All of
effect [haze] would be reduced.
these factors were considered but the

wonder

I

corrections

trouble

believe that the extreme

I

Company or Douglas Aircraft Company
can supply the necessary equipment.

tion

1.49.

everything

make some

Grier)

about

like to see

focus.

the

at

optics?

is

We would
chamber in

depth of field of this system might be used
to your advantage.
Anon: Is it available commercially?
Mr. Bauer: Yes. Wollensak Optical

mately 40 lines per millimeter
extreme edge of the field.
Anon:

benefit provided by a fluoride coating is
in light transmission.
At the

an increase

With the
system.
carefully located,

targets

and

pictures

are

and a distortion curve is determined
from measurements made on the picture.
taken,

Many
this

of our optical systems were checked
found that there was only

way.

We

a very slight difference between lenses;
a standard distortion curve
therefore,
could be made. The optics of all the
different types of cameras used were also
rotated about the optical axis, and here
again,

From

the differences were negligible.
the distortion curves determined

from the film records, we made an overlay
grid to be used on a Recordak viewer or
our own Iconolog. With this system, we
are reading film records to well within plus
or minus a degree, up to 50 degrees off
axis.
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New

Automatic Film-Threading
Motion Picture Camera
By G.

J.

BADGLEY

and W. R.

FRASER

The new automatic film-threading motion picture camera designed and built
by G. J. Badgley at the Naval Photographic Center provides: (1 a 16mm motion picture camera that can be easily loaded,
quickly threaded and operated
under adverse conditions normally encountered by naval
photographers;
and (2) a motion picture camera that can be used for recording of radar and
)

television

images appearing upon cathode-ray tubes.

HE modern

professional motion piccamera is a marvel of engineerWithout
ing design and construction.
tolerances that are, in some instances,
measured in ten thousandths of an inch,
it would not be possible to achieve the
JL

ture

high degree of technical perfection in

cinematography that we know today. A
"must," and rightfully so, has been
"rock-steady" motion pictures with ac-

companying

near-perfect

registration.

The loading and threading of film in such
a camera, however, have been secondary
importance and considered to be
necessary evils that could be minimized

in

by employment of skilled and experienced motion picture cameramen.
Such a solution, however, is not so
easy where the Armed Forces are conPresented on October

19,

1951,

at

the

Convention at Hollywood, by
G. J. Badgley, who read the paper, and W.
R. Fraser, Research and Development
Dept., U.S. Naval Photographic Center,
Naval Air Sta., Anacostia 20, Washington,
D.C.
Society's
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cerned.

A Navy

Photographer, for exnot touch a motion picture
camera for days, weeks or even months at
a time. He must be a "Jack of all
trades."
One day he may be an aerial
photographer, another, a processing man,
a still photographer, a color man or any
one of a dozen or more occupations falling under the general heading of "Naval
Photographer." Being unable to concentrate on any one field of photography,
let alone on any one motion picture camera, he is interested primarily in a camera
that is easy to load and operate under a

ample,

may

great variety of conditions.

Rarely will
photography be conducted under the
ideal conditions found on a sound stage
,

more

the scene will

likely

be "shot"

under enemy fire, in an aircraft or on
board a ship at sea. Throw in the
both hot and cold
weather element
and it becomes painfully apparent that
our navy cinematographer has a few
things on his mind other than his camera.
It is well

known

that the

amount of

footage exposed varies inversely with the
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A

general view of the Badgley "Automatic Threading" motion picture
Polaroid and 55-mm Bausch & Lomb high-speed lenses,
turret locking ring, camera drive motor, and 400-ft film magazine are in position.
Fig. 1.

camera.

The 25-mm //0.7

and conseencountered,
important to insure that the
camera is not another offender. Invariably, when environmental difficulties are
encountered, the second roll of film remains unexposed. The reason, obvidifficulties

quently

it is

ously enough, is due generally to the
laborious procedure required to thread
the film in the camera.
With this in
it was decided to attempt
development of a motion picture camera that
would have an automatic threading fea-

mind,
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ture, be usable in all kinds of weather by
relatively untrained personnel and be
practically foolproof in operation.

From a study of both past and present
cameras, it was found that while numerous improvements have been made in the
camera body proper, very few effective
improvements have been made in the
magazine or film carrier. Some attempts have been undertaken to minimize the difficulties encountered in putting film into a camera and in shortening
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the time factor of threading and setting
For instance, a series of camthe loops.
eras has been developed in which a large

the
part of the camera mechanism
pulldown claws, the aperture and the
is incorporated in the magafilm gate

This method, however,
an overly expensive magazine
of which there must be several for each
camera. Also, the fitting of these magazines to the camera requires a high order
of precision which cannot be retained during the normal life of the camera due to
wear and tear incident to service use.
Other cameras developed were limited
zine or film box.

results in

magazines with a film capacity of 50 to
100 ft with the necessary loops and

to

16mm

experimental model camera was

designed, built and tested (Fig. 1). The
camera weighs 1 5 Ib and has been used as
the vehicle to prove the feasibility and
practicability of the

numerous features

As indicated by
incorporates.
the title of this paper, the major feature
permits automatic threading of the
that

it

camera regardless of the film capacity of
the magazine. Other features include
unique magazine light-traps, high-speed
film pulldown movement for television

and radar scope recording, a
stabilized shutter to

special

minimize "shutter

bar," constant-speed main drive shaft to
insure smoother camera operation, turret

locking ring as an antivibration measure,

magazine.
However, this system was accompanied by troubles arising from installation of the necessary couplings and
drives within the main body of the camAnother system utilized feed
era.
sprockets incorporated within the magazines, but the accumulation of dust and
dirt that could not be removed without
completely dismantling the assembly was

quickly removable electrical assemblies,

a source of trouble. In general, these
camera types left a great deal to be de-

and
and

and ease of
In sumoperation and maintenance.
to the
reduced
was
the
mation,
problem

other refinements.
In designing the

sprockets incorporated within the

sired in reliability, simplicity

following
1

.

:

To design and develop an automatic

threading camera wherein the film will
be threaded during the process of attachThis
ing the magazine to the camera.

included the requirement that
loaded magazines could be removed
from the camera at a moment's notice
and then re-used in the camera at any
time thereafter; and
2. To divorce all moving mechanisms
also

(except the feed and reroll spindles) and
accompanying drives from the film

their

box or magazine.

perimental camera, it will be possible to
develop special-purpose cameras including: (1) a combat version, also suitable
as an amateur camera
(2) a radar and/
;

or television recording camera that is
portable and suitable for use in aircraft;

both 16mm
with reverse take-up and

(3) professional versions,

35mm

camera,

precision

workmanship has been used where necesHowever, precisely fitting parts
sary.
have been avoided where not required, as
experience has shown that unnecessarily
especially
snug fits are detrimental
under extreme high- and low-tempera-

ture conditions and also in the presence
In
of fine particles of dust or sand.
addition, all precisely related parts,
possible, have been
Provision has been
as integral units.
made to permit simple adjustments of
normal
moving parts that are subject to

wherever

constructed

wear.

Magazine

The Experimental Model 16mm Camera
In the process of developing a camera
that would comply with the aforementioned
performance requirements, a

Badgley and Fraser:

and special features to facilitate television and radar scope recording.
By selecting certain features of the ex-

The

of the
principal feature

camera

is

automatic threading regardless of the film
the
capacity of the magazine. During
to
act of attaching the loaded magazine

Automatic Threading Camera
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Fig. 2.

View showing

just prior to

position of the 400-ft film magazine
of film by sprockets.

engagement

Fig. 3. View of magazine seated in final locked position.
Note film loops formed during process of "pushing"

magazine forward into
52
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The "nose piece," which contains
Fig. 4. Internal view of 400-ft film magazine.
the light-traps, is the heart of the magazine and it can be used in similar
film magazines ranging from a capacity of 50 ft to 2000 ft or more.
Note cover locking
mechanism

in lid.

the camera, the

two camera film sprock-

caused to move forward and also
to rotate in such a manner that the

flat

plate with film spindles and guide
This feature facilitates

ets are

rollers (Fig. 4).

sprocket teeth engage the film perforations.
As a result, two film loops of

loading since there are no sides to interfere with placement of the film on the
The cover lock supports the
spindles.

end of the throw, the entire opera-

end of the film spindles, thereby providing additional mechanical support to
The cover slips on over
these members.

tion

requiring less than two seconds.
Figure 2 shows the magazine attached to

the base plate and may be positively
secured in position by a simple one-twist

camera prior to being pushed forward while Fig. 3 shows the magazine
locked in the final position.
By means of

operation.

optimum length are always formed.
The magazine becomes locked in position
at the

the

simple procedure, the magazinechanging problem is greatly reduced and
the cameraman, although forced to use
heavy gloves during cold weather conditions, will have a much better chance to
this

complete his photographic assignment.
In the conventional-type film magazine, the sides and base comprise the
major part with the cover or lid being a
In the expericircular, threaded plate.
mental magazine, however, the sides are
part of the cover, thus leaving a clear,

Badgley and Fraser:

free

Loading of the magazine has been simby the design of unique lighttraps that are symmetrical and interchangeable and which may be readily
disassembled for cleaning and then replified

assembled

all

without the use of

tools.

These light-traps have been so designed
that the film during loading in the magazine must follow the only path available
through the light-traps.

One

pair of side guides for the film
is in the camera and is fixed
The other
relative to the pulldown pins.

aperture

pair,

which

is

in the magazine,

Automatic Threading Camera
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able and spring-loaded.

However, the

operating spring for this movable pair in
the magazine is in the camera and does
not close the guide on the film until the

magazine

is

fully seated

and the back

pressure plate has seated
against the aperture plate.

the

film

Design of the magazine reverse take-up
unusual in that a nonrachet-type take-

is

that completely disengages the feedroll spindle is employed.
Operation is
dictated by the direction of rotation of
the driving gears which couple or un-

up

couple with the particular film spindle
concerned.

High-Speed Pulldown
Besides automatic loading, the major

innovations in this camera have been
dictated by the high degree of precision
required for television recording. This
camera has a high-speed pulldown movement which permits use of the 288 shutter

opening

frames/sec.

for

kinerecording

An ample

safety

at

24

margin of

operating coverage by the shutter during
movement of the film is provided since
there is approximately a 10
shutter

coverage both before and after exposure.
Stabilized Shutter

One

of the major problems in the construction of a television recording camera
is
is

the design of a shutter movement that
completely free of backlash. This was

accomplished by tying all related parts to
a common shaft; that is, the advance

cam, motor drive and shutter are all on
main shaft. There are no loose
couplings that can produce objectionable
the

backlash.

In order to achieve further

stability,

a

weighted flywheel rim is loosely mounted
around the periphery of the shutter
member and runs between the pole
In this way the
pieces of a magnet.
mechanical dampening action of the
slipping flywheel and the electrical drag
or braking action of the hysteresis current
generated in the shutter rim are both

The main
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drive shaft of the camera

rotates at a constant speed at all times
during the entire cycle of operation.

This

is in contrast to several motion
picture cameras that utilize an acceleration

mechanism

cam during

to speed up the pulldown
the film-transfer portion of

the cycle, with a corresponding slowof the pulldown cam during the

down

exposure portion of the cycle. This intermittent velocity is not conducive to
steady shutter travel, and as a result the
shutter must be driven by other means
such as a separate synchronous motor,
for example.
This method, however,

means added weight and the mounting
of the motor precludes the use of turret
lenses.
The added weight, interlocking
mechanisms and extra wiring all detract
from portability which is so important in
airborne operations.

Turret Locking Ring

When cameras are used in reciprocating engine type aircraft, a certain amount
of vibration will be transmitted to the
camera and as a result local vibrations
may be generated between the various
These vibrations
parts of the camera.
be of sufficient severity to affect the

may

photographic image, and to prevent this,
is made of a large threaded
ring that
may be screwed up against the outer
periphery of the turret. This ring, which
resembles the ring gear of an automobile
flywheel, is rotated by a manually operated pinion gear, which action effectively
use

locks the lens turret against the front
Also, an
plate of the camera (Fig. 5).
indexing pin is employed to accurately

position

the turret

and

to

center the

lenses.

Electrical

Components

In the design of the camera electrical
circuits, protection against weather and
mechanical damage, and simplicity with
reliability

To

utilized.
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Constant-Speed Main Drive Shaft

were the prime considerations.

achieve these ends,
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all

wiring

is

in-

Fig. 5.

View showing

focusing viewfinder in position.

corporated within the camera body.
Attachment of the motor to the camera
automatically completes the electrical
connections through the built-in plugs in
the motor and camera base.
This feature provides firm, self-aligning, wear-

compensating mountings for quick attachment and removal of the motor as
well as for extreme simplicity

The power-feed receptacle, reverse
switch, buckle switch, ON-OFF switch,
and red light warning assembly are built
as

units.

separate

These

electrical

which

are
commercially
be quickly removed from
the camera for replacement or maintenance without disturbing or removing
the soldered connections or any parts of
the camera.
The buckle switch stops
the camera and a warning red light
Furflashes when there is loss of loop.
thermore, when the magazine is improperly positioned the camera will not
assemblies,
available,

may

of the camera.

era,

but in order to eliminate disturbance

camera by physical contact of the
operator during shooting, the switch has
been placed on the end of a pendant
cord.
More important, however, is the
fact that the pendant-switch method permits use of relays, timing mechanisms
and other remote-control systems as deof the

sired.

Television Recording

As reported

The pendant hand switch and powerfeed cable comprise the external wiring

Badgley and Fraser:

in

numerous

articles

on

the subject of kinerecording, elimination
of the phenomenon known as "banding"

or "shutter bar" has been extremely
cult to accomplish either

diffi-

by mechanical

or electronic means. It is well known
that a motion picture camera equipped
with a 288 open shutter and operated at
the synchronous speed of 24 frames/sec
is used to record standard 30 frame/sec

commercial

start.

Most cameras have the
the body of the cam-

ON-OFF switch on

telecasts.

However, numer-

ous and apparently insignificant factors
including shutter flutter, mechanical

Automatic Threading Camera
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backlash, film creepage, distance of the
shutter blade from the focal plane, the

//stop of the lens, humidity, temperature,
variations in synchronism between the
camera drive motor and the television
frequency, and frequency variations will
produce a certain amount of shutter bar.

Normally, two shutter bars will appear
the kinerecording is projected.
However, by proper synchronization of
the camera with the television scanning
frequency, one of the bars can be phased
out of the picture area leaving the remaining bar in the center of alternate
film frames.
The size or width of this
bar depends upon the effectiveness of the
"video splice" 1 which in turn is dependent upon the forementioned factors of
shutter flutter, etc.
In general, the
practice in commercial television studios
has been to introduce all the refinements

when

and

tricks of the trade possible and then,
by trial and error, adjust the recording
camera shutter opening by increments of

0.0001 in. or less until the

optimum con-

dition has been determined.

From

the point of view of the Navy,
this long drawn out calibration procedure

not desirable and cannot be tolerated
Navy camera will be used at
many locations in connection with various television systems. Consequently
is

since the

the

Navy's kinerecording equipment
must be portable, compact, lightweight,
Furthermore,
rugged and versatile.
quick and easy adjustment of the camera
in the field to meet changing electrical
and electronic conditions must be within
the capabilities of the cameraman.
In order to handle the various types of
kinerecording problems both airborne

and underwater that are normally encountered in the Navy, several additional
features

were deemed necessary.

considered desirable for the

It

was

cameraman

be able to view the image on the kinescope through the high-power viewfinder
to

(Fig. 5) during camera operation in
order to check for the presence of undesirable banding or incorrect phasing.
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This can be done by inserting a prism
into the focal plane of the photographic
aperture by manipulation of a small
spring-loaded lever located below the
The cameraman
focusing tube (Fig. 5).
may then view the translucent image

through the film while kinerecording

is

in progress, or view the image as reflected by a fine, ground-glass prism

when

the camera

In the

is

operating without

instance, the film acts
as a ground glass and the operator actually sees the image that is being exposed
film.

first

and recorded on the
this

film.
Viewing of
image during exposure, however,

will not result in fogging of the film.

In

the event that two shutter bars are seen,
one of the bars can be "phased out"

immediately by rotation of a control
knob that will vary the electrical phase
position of the armature of the camera
synchronous motor with the camera
movement. The width of the remaining
band may be quickly reduced to a negligible value by use of a screwdriver adjustment of a fine worm gear that
changes the shutter opening in micro-

scopic increments.
The object distances

normally employed in kinerecording are unusually
short
in the neighborhood of 15 to 18
in., and this condition puts a premium on
obtaining a sharp focus. A 25 X view-

was therefore incorporated in the
camera to facilitate quick and accurate
finder

focusing.

FCC-approved CBS "Field Sequential" color telecasts

can be recorded in

color provided a high-aperture lens is
4
Furthermore, use of the
employed.

300

open shutter

will

permit recording

of five sequential color fields with film
pulldown occurring during the sixth or

"blue"
nique,

field.
With the use of
more than 83% of the

this tech-

color in-

formation will be recorded as compared
to 50% recorded when the 180 shutter
RCA color can also be reis employed.
corded on color film using a high-speed
lens and the 288 open shutter.
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Radar Scope Recording

High-speed lenses have short back-focus
distances

which make

necessary to
locate the plane of the shutter as close to
it

the focal plane as is physically possible.
In the experimental camera, the 288

open shutter used for kinerecording will
be replaced by a shutter with a fixed
maximum opening of approximately
310 for radar scope recording purposes.
This unusually large shutter opening will
permit, in some instances, the use of
standard, high-quality //1 .4 cine lenses.
The high-speed lenses on the camera
(//0.7 and //0.9) are
three inches in diameter

approximately

which accounts

for the rather large diameter of the lens
It may be mentioned in passing
turret.

that

in

the

of

high-aperture
lenses,
distortion, astigmatism
and other abberrations are tolerated in
order to gain the extra speed that is so
These lenses, in addition to
essential.
5

design

of radar training-film
production, it
has been necessary in the
past to utilize
animation techniques almost
exclusively.
Actual photography of the radar
scope
will create the realism that is so essential.
field

Plan Position Indicator (PPI) radar
2 -4
unlike television, does
scope recording,
not require synchronization although,
quite naturally, a new set of problems is
introduced.
High-speed lenses with
apertures of //I or faster are generally
required to record satisfactorily the persistent yellow or green component of the
images appearing on PPI radar scopes.

For added realism, the film may be
projected through a green or amber filter
to duplicate more
closely the appearance
of the radar scope.
film

low that their use becomes necessary.
The importance of radar scope cinematography in the Armed Forces is increasing and with this new camera it will

light levels are so

be possible to
previously

make scope

were not

recordings that
In the

feasible.

Badgley and Fraser:

realistic effect

by projecting the

upon a screen treated with the new
and amber colored fluorescing

green

materials.

Conclusion

The experimental camera is geared
primarily to the solution of television and
PPI radar recording problems. The
heart of the camera, that is, the rapid
self-threading feature that permits a
magazine to be changed in less than ten

would be highly desirable in
recording, amateur and
combat motion picture cameras.

seconds,

professional,
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New

Animation Stand of
By

H.

E.

Design

BOWLDS

An

animation stand engineered
motion animation for 16mm and
combine ease of operation with

to

meet

35mm

requirements of flat-bed stopdescribed. It is designed to
for the most intricate effects shots
all

film

facilities

is

A

and

special techniques.
unique peg and platen system allows larger field
sizes than hitherto available on similar equipment.
The use of ball bearings

at all friction points

eliminates

power-driven mechanisms and

simplifies

maintenance.

I

.N RECENT YEARS, the widespread use of
animation for training films and other

nontheatrical productions has stimulated
the demand for reliable, compact, easyto-operate animation equipment which

could be economically manufactured so
as to be within the reach of the average

independent producer. Therefore, a
study was made to plan and engineer an
animation stand which would fulfill the
needs of the greatest possible number of
users.
Consultation
with
individual

men and aniour own extensive

operators, special-effects

mators, together with
experience in the animation field, produced a long list of features which should

be incorporated into such an animation
stand.

To combine

the most desirable

of these features into one unit at eco-

nomical cost presented

a

challenging

engineering problem.
Presented

on October

7,

1952,

at

the

Convention at Washington, D.C.,
by Benjamin Berg for the author, E. H.
Bowlds, E. H. Bowlds Engineering Co.,
1507 N. Kingsley, Los Angeles, Calif.
Society's
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Over two

years went into laying the

groundwork, revising plans and eliminating unnecessary components, before blueprints were ready to present. Churchill-Wexler Film Productions of Los
Angeles were the first to feel that these
plans suited their financial and mechanical requirements, and so they sponsored
construction of the first model (Fig. 1).

Requirements
This pilot animation stand was to provide the following features
1. A maximum vertical travel from a
close range of 3j to a 16 field (on the
:

basis of the
2.

A

"Acme"

system).

movable table with a horizontal

range of 12

in. east

or west of the optical

and a 4^-in. movement north or
south from center.
3. A pantograph mechanism with an
adjustable pointer on an adjacent field
center,

for the purpose of quickly plotting diag-

onal or irregular movements.
4.

A

recessed

box

for back-lighting in

the center of the table.
5.

Journal of the
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rotation of the camera.
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Fig. 1.

Assembled animation stand with 16mm Cine Special Camera
mounted on camera arm.
.

H. Bowlds:

Animation Stand of

New

Design

6. A peg-bar and platen system which
would allow rapid conversion from a
standard 12-field to an oversize 16-field.
7. The stand was to accommodate
either 16mm or 35mm camera by interchangeable mounts on the vertical car-

riage.

circumference.

These are normally

a 12-field but

set

be shifted to
accommodate larger fields. Over each
set of drums is a spring-steel band on
heavy tension which can be released by a
snap device. Standard peg bars, 3
fields in length, are secured to these
for

may

bands, and are activated by handThe wheel to the right of the
operator moves the bottom pegs east or

steel

Design and Construction

The

basic

wheels.

construction

consists

of

the base which supthree components:
ports the entire stand, the table base,

west.

A

similar wheel to the left moves the
top pegs. The wheels are calibrated so
that top and bottom pegs may be moved
at different speeds.
The peg bars them-

and the upright for vertical camera
movement. These parts are cast-iron,
normalized before machining to insure
an adherence to close dimensional toler-

selves

ances.

leaving

The

24 in. square
and has a leveling screw in each corner.
Secured to this is the table base with
base, with flanges,

is

clear;

may

be removed in a few seconds

the

sponge-rubber table top
may be spread apart

or the bars

with the adjustable drums to give an
oversized

field.

A

machined top and machined rails to
accommodate the north-south movement

manual platen with a handbar was
This platen is
installed on this model.

unit.

In back, this table is recessed to
allow for the upright, which consists of a

of the usual type with water-white glass
and a spring device which allows it to

heavy tee casting, machined to accommodate ball bearings for a friction-free

remain open or closed. The pressure
can be adjusted by placing more tension
on the springs. The platen may be removed by loosening one screw. An
oversize platen may then be put in its
This change-over takes but a
place.
few seconds and provides a feature which
has not hitherto been available on
animation stands.
Another important feature on the

vertical carriage.

The
this

various components are built on
structure (Fig. 2).
The

skeleton

It is
table is made of seasoned birch.
secured to heavy steel rails that ride on
adjustable ball bearings for the east-west

movement.

These bearings are under
eliminate any play in the
table travel and to assure ease of move-

tension

ment.

to

A

rule

is set

into the front of the

for easily visible
calibrations.

table

east-west

The north-south movement

table

is

con-

In practice,
is the pantograph.
use of the pantograph has been
found to be an enormous time saver.
The operator draws the path of his desired camera movement on a piece of
table

the

same manner; however,
this is activated by a lead screw with veethreads and a bronze hex nut cut in segments, with spring take-up to avoid any
It is calibrated by a tape rule
backlash.
running over a drum behind the hand

paper equivalent to the field size he is
This path may be a straight
shooting.
line, a curved line or any complex shape.
The needle of the pantograph, which is

control, to the right of the operator.

the table.

Next, a unique peg-bar system was
devised to allow for interchangeable

with the pantograph needle as a reference
point, the operator can describe any
move he wants, no matter how intricate.
This system avoids detailed and lengthy
calibrations and considerably speeds up

structed in the

fields.

Heavy

shafts

were mounted in

ball bearings at each end of the table.
each shaft are two drums of 12-in.

On
60
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stationary, indicates at all times the relation of the optical center of the camera to
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table

Fig. 2.

Table assembly, showing platen, pantagraph, peg bars

and

control wheels.

It may be folded out of
shooting time.
the way when not in use or brought into

position
table.
is

on the righthand side of the
The pointer on the pantograph

also adjustable.

scale, are easily controlled

This

ator.

smooth

desirable

is

vertical

rotary and sliding, has
effortless to

under heavy
assure the same accuracy of

tension to

movement. The carriage is activated
on a steel cable arranged for pulley action.
The operator controls this mechanism by a handwheel to his left. Combined with this handwheel is a brake or
clutch to hold the vertical unit in
position,

and

to control the

camera weight transmitted

any
amount of

to the

hand-

wheel.
Vertical movements, as small as the
width of the hair line on the vertical
E. H. Bowlds:

By

making
releasing

the clutch, the entire vertical carriage
can be moved up or down very rapidly

machined

track

for

trucks.

The camera carriage is engineered on
a ball-bearing system similar to that used
on the table. It follows the precisionvertical

by the oper-

and the

fact

been used at

that
all

ball

bearings have
points, both

friction

make any

made

it

almost

of the intricate

movements required

of this equipment.
were considered to
relieve the pressure on the manual conOn the
trol of the vertical movement.

Counterweights

pilot

model,

this

unit

functioned

so

no counterweights were
However, they may be
necessary.
added, should a heavier camera demand
easily

that

it.

Next on the vertical unit (Fig. 3),
placed on a pivotal point over the optical
axis, is a ring which allows 360 rotation

Animation Stand of

New

Design

The ring rotates on a 7bearing which can be locked at any
Calibrations are on the edge
degree.
A 4jdirectly visible to the operator.
in. aperture in the center will accommodate a large camera lens or lens bell for
of the camera.
in.

focusing.

The camera mount
to this ring

is

secured directly

with wing nuts and registry

Both rotation disc and camera
mount have adjusting screws for vertical
drift and field rotation.
The camera assembly on the pilot
model includes an Eastman Kodak 16Cine Special camera, a Richardson
animation motor, and a fading mechanism coupled with the camera's dissolvpins.

mm

ing shutter. Two important considerations influenced the design of the shutter
control

and

coupling device. First,
there could be no backlash between the
calibrating arm and the camera's shutter.
Secondly, the position of the control itself is important.
Because fades and
dissolves take up a large part of the
operator's time in animation shooting,
these controls should be immediately
accessible and visible.
Both these considerations

of a

were

by the inclusion
quadrant directly in

satisfied

horizontal

front of the operator's line of sight and
conveniently in reach from a sitting posi-

This quadrant contains the shut-

tion.

ter calibrations

over a

6-in.

from

scale.

100% expanded
The pivoted arm
to

which is coupled to the camera's shutter
mechanism holds a scribed plastic window directly over the chart on the quadrant.
Fades of any length are accomplished

by moving

this

window

hori-

zontally over the stationary calibrated
chart.

A

synchronous

Richardson

Stop-

Motion Motor was selected for the camera drive. This motor is noiseless in
operation and the design insures uniform
exposure on continuous run as well as
single frames, forward or reverse.
also easily interchanged between

35mm

It is

16mm

cameras and incorporates a
The motor
large-size frame counter.
or

January 1953

can be activated by a foot switch or a

hand

button.

The

reverse switches are

on-off,

forward-

mounted

in a small

control box

which may be placed within
convenient reach of the operator.
A bell-shaped ring is secured to the
focusing scale of the Ektar Lens in use on
the pilot model. This bell is calibrated
in quarter-fields to correspond with the
vertical movement of the camera mount.

The

bell

attachment expands the focus

calibrations to over double the radius of

the original lens focus ring.
the lens, the calibrated bell

To
is

focus

rotated

behind a scribed Lucite bar.

The

lens aperture

ing a 3-in.

is

arm which

adjusted by movis secured to the

//stop ring of the Ektar lens.

This entire camera assembly, including
the motor unit, may be removed through
the use of two wing nuts.
Registry pins
insure accurate registration of the optical
system with the mount's rotating axis.
In this way, a very rapid change-over
can be made from a 16mm to a 35mm
camera.
Finally, a light box 9 X 6 X 12 in.

was incorporated into the table
to allow photography of pencil

(Fig. 4)

or

tests

The light source may be
transparencies.
flourescents, or a grid of closely spaced
neon tubing.

The

overall dimensions of the stand

are as follows

:

Floor to top of upright, 8

ft

;

Width

of table, east-west, 3j ft;
Front of table to rear of assembly, 3

ft

Height of table, 33 in.
Face of upright to optical center, 14
Maximum vertical camera travel, 45

;

;

Maximum
in.

;

movement, 12

from center; and

Maximum
4j

east-west table

in.;
in.

in.

north-south table movement,

from

center.

All exposed surfaces of the

equipment

are black anodized to avoid light reflections getting back to the optical system.

Lights to illuminate the platen are
hung from the ceiling or the wall.

usually

One 500-w Baby Keg
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light of the

Mole-

j

Fig. 3.

Camera mount, fading and focusing mechanisms and
stop-action motor.

Fig. 4. Light well, directly

E. H. Bowlds:

underneath the platen.

Animation Stand of
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Richardson or Bardwell McAlister type,
on each side of the stand, has been found
to provide an evenly illuminated field
whose intensity can be conveniently conPolaroid

trolled.

over the light

filters

source and the lens help eliminate flashes
from transparent overlays and other un-

The field size and focus calibranique.
tions are made and film tests are run to
verify all adjustments and calibrations.
Once these adjustments are made and

the setscrews tightened, they need never
be changed as long as the stand is not

bodily

moved from one

place to another.

desirable reflections.

A

few words are in order to
the

briefly

of

simplicity

illustrate

putting

the

stand into operation.

The

leveling bolts in the base are

The camera

first

unit

is

then placed

on the

registry pins, the wing nuts tightened, and two adjustments are made.
First the camera aperture is projected to

an arbitrary rectangle on the table and
the camera is rotated to determine if the
optical axis is exactly perpendicular to
Three small setthe plane of rotation.

screws, located at the base of the

mount, allow

for quick

camera

adjustment of the

mount to insure rotation

of the

camera on

exact optical center.

The second camera adjustment

is

for

possible drift during the vertical movement of the camera mount. If the axis

of the lens

is

not exactly parallel to the

movement, the projected
aperture image will drift either north,
south, east or west during a move from a
small to a large field. The amount of
drift depends on the relationship of the
The
lens axis to the vertical movement.
slightest deviation from the small tolerline of vertical

ances

we allowed

duce

this

drift.

ourselves

would

intro-

To compensate

for

possible errors or dimensional changes,
four setscrews are located in the underside

of

screws

the

camera

may be adjusted

mount.

These

to insure elimina-

tion of any drift as the camera moves
from the closest to the largest fields. It
might be noted that in the pilot model
there was no measurable drift, so the setscrews were left in neutral position.
The peg bars and table bed may now
be centered north, south, east and west
by the same aperture projection tech-

64

Because of the simplified basic design,
possible to add a number of acces-

it is

adjusted to compensate for any irregularities in the floor and to level the stand
itself.

Accessories

January 1953

situations

for

sories

equipment.

requiring

special

The

present hand-operated
be replaced with a mecha-

platen may
nized platen movement. Air and hydraulicly activated mechanisms were

considered for a foot-operated platen.
However, it was felt that these devices
careful

require

maintenance

to

be

So a new design was
evolved which operates on a motordriven cam. This should have the adtrouble-free.

vantage of being almost noiseless and will
require little, if any, maintenance. An
auxiliary set of flip pegs may be installed
on the table, either north or south, to
provide two additional stationary levels
when both peg bars are being moved.
Side pegs may also be added for such
effects

as

north

and

panning long backgrounds,
south through the field,
although the ease of rotating the camera
to 90 will take care of most of such re-

quirements.

Conclusion

In operation, this simplified animation
stand has proved its merits in timesaving.
All controls may be conveniently reached
from a sitting position. The stand has

proved equal to all types of intricate
movements. The pantograph has cut
also

shooting time considerably because all
moves are simple to plot. The accurate
calibrations within visual range give the
operator a sense of assurance of his relaIn the
tive positioning at all times.
mechanism itself, the elimination of

backlash

or

play

relieves

all

mental

calculations for such discrepancies.
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The

absence of mechanized units has greatly
and the comsimplified maintenance,

Acknowledgment

of all moving
pletely quiet functioning
increase the efficiency
parts has helped

the

cameraman. Rapid and rhythmic operation has been encouraged be-

of the

cause

all

the controls are within mini-

mum reach.
We believe
goal

we

set

The author would

equipment

out to achieve:

fulfills

the

a versatile

animation industry

facture.

terest in this

H. Bowlds:

The author
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grateful for the suggestions and encouragement of all those members of the

animation stand, economical to manu-
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Standards PH22.1, -.84, -.85 and -.92
Positive-Negative

16mm

Raw

Stock Dimensions;

Projection Lamps; Enlargement Ratio

ON JANUARY 8, 1953, the American Standards Association approved four
standards which are published on the following pages.

new

Alternate Standards
PH22.1-1953, Dimensions for 35mm Motion Picture Film
for Either Positive or Negative Raw Stock.
PH22. 84-1 953, Dimensions for Projection Lamps Medium Prefocus Ring DoubleContact Base-Up Type for 1 6mm and 8mm Motion Picture Projectors.

PH22. 85-1 953, Dimensions for Projection Lamps Medium Prefocus Base-Down
Type for 16mm and 8mm Motion Picture Projectors.
PH22. 92-1 953, Enlargement Ratio

for

16mm

to

35mm

Optical Printing.

The first of the above standards was developed by the Film Dimensions Committee
under the chairmanship of E. K. Carver and was published for trial and comment
in the April 1949 and September 1951 Journals.
It is the latter version which has
now been given final approval.
The next two standards were initiated by the Committee on 16mm and 8mm
Motion Pictures, at that time chaired by H. J. Hood. After publication in the
February 1951 Journal, and in addition to attention in the usual cinematographic
standards channels, these standards were also reviewed by the ASA Sectional Committee on Electric Lamp Bases and Holders, C81. This group proposed several
modifications of PH22.84 which were subsequently accepted and are now incorporated in the final standard.

PH22.92 is a product of the Laboratory Practice Committee, J. G. Stott, Chairman.
This was published as a proposal in the January 1952 Journal and was approved
without change. H.K.
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American Standard

Dimensions for

35mm

Motion Picture

Film

wna-i-itu

Alternate Standards
for Either Positive or

Negative

*.?,.*.

Raw

'

Stock

UDC 7783i77

l

Page 2 of 2 pages

Appendix
(This

is not a
part of the American Standard Dimensions for 35mm Motion PicAlternate Standards for Either Positive or Negative Raw Stock, PH22. 1-1953.)

Appendix

ture Film

The dimensions given

in this

standard represent the

scribed

in

the Journal of the

SMPE

in

1932 by Dubray

practice of film manufacturers in that the dimensions

and Howell.

and tolerances are

the work to date. The main interest in the perforation

tion.

for film immediately after perfora-

The punches and dies themselves are made to

tolerances considerably smaller than those given, but

owing to the fact that
dimensions of the

slit

film

a

is

plastic material, the

and perforated

never agree

film

and

exactly with the dimensions of the punches

Shrinkage of the

film,

due

to

change

in

die:,.

moisture con-

at that time

In

1937, a subcommittee report reviewed

was

in

use as a universal perforation

its

and negative film. The perforation
has been adopted as a standard at this time largely
because it has a projection life comparable to that of

for both positive

the perforation used for ordinary cine positive film

(American Standard Cutting and Perforating Dimen35mm Motion Picture Positive Raw Stock,

tent or loss of residual solvents, invariably results in

sions for

a change

Z22.36-1947, or the latest revision thereof approved
by the American Standards Association, Incor-

film. This

in

these dimensions during the

change

is

life

of the

generally uniform throughout the

porated),

roll.

The uniformity of perforation

is

one of the most im-

portant of the variables affecting steadiness of projection.

Variations
nificance

in pitch

compared

from

roll

to roll are of

to variations from

hole to the next. Actually,

it is

the

little

sig-

one sprocket

maximum

variation

and the same
used

overall dimensions as the

the

negative film (American
Standard Cutting and Perforating Dimensions for
35mm Motion Picture Negative Raw Stock, Z22.34perforations

in

1949, or the latest revision thereof approved by the
American Standards Association, Incorporated). It
should be particularly noted that although the present standard has the

same

overall dimensions as the

from one sprocket hole to the next within any small

older cine negative perforation, positioning pins or

group that

sprocket teeth made to fit this perforation exactly will
injure the corners of the cine negative perforation.

is

important.

Perforations of this size

and shape were

first

de-

PH22.1-1953

68
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American Standard

Dimensions for Projection Lamps
Medium Prefocus Ring Double-Contact
Base-Up Type
for 16mm and 8mm Motion Picture
Projectors

ASA
*

f v. 4. rtt. of.
.

PH 22. 84- 195 3
UOC

778.15:621 326.73

+ 0.005

ELECTRICAL CONTACTS
SEE PAR 3
THIS SIDE

TOWARD

CONDENSER LENS
VENTILATING PORTS
SEE PAR
I

0.094 0.005 R

THESE THREE POINTS
REGISTER AGAINST
FIXED SURFACE IN

LAMP HOLDER

-CONDENSER

SIDE

OF LAMP

-SOURCE CENTERED
ON AXIS OF PREFOCUS RING WITHIN
FRONT AND

0.030,

SIDE VIEWS

ALL DIMENSIONS
1.

Scope. The purpose

establish, for the type of

of this standard

is

lamp shown, the

to
di-

mensions essential to Intel-changeability of

lamps

in projectors.

It is

not intended to pre-

scribe either operating characteristics or details

of design such as the shape of the ven-

IN

INCHES

tilation ports or

method of attachment of the

prefocus ring to the base.
2.

Operating Position. Lamps of this

are intended to be burned with the axis
essentially vertical position,

and with

type
in

an

the base

at the top.

8, 1953, by the American Standards Association, Incorporated
Sponsor: Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers

Approved January

Price. 25
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3. Electrical Contacts. The drawing indicates the area which the electrical members of
the

lamp holder should

contact.

It

is

not

in-

tended to dictate the shape of the terminals on
the lamp; however, they should not exceed
boat-shaped areas 0.250 inch wide by 0.410
inch long with the long axes parallel to the
plate on the flange. With lamps of this type,
the prefocus ring

Note

is

not an electrical contact.

1. These dimensions define the

maximum

ex-

cursion of the bulb surfaces from the base axis toward

the condensing lenses

and the

mirror at the points

indicated

when

the lamp is inserted in a holder which
lamp as shown in the end
view of the base Condensing lenses, the mirror, and
mounts must ther ^ore be so located as to insure
rotationally positions the
-

**

ad * quate clearance between these P arts and

the bulb

Note 2 .

For med!um prefoc(JS base . down proiect on
amps/ see American Standard Dimensions for Proect on tamps Medium Prefocus Base-Down
for
j
i

,

i

Type

16mm and 8mm

Motion Picture Projectors, PH22.85-

1953, or the latest revision thereof approved by the
American Standards Association, Incorporated.

PH22.84-1953

70
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American Standard

Dimensions for Projection Lamps

Medium
for

K'l V. 5.

Of.

PH22.85-1953

Prefocus Base-Down Type

16mm and 8mm

ru

Motion Picture Projectors

UOC

778.55-621 326 73

THIS SIDE OF BULB

TOWARD CONDENSER

LENS

FILAMENT

TOP VIEW OF BASE

0.725
I

SEE
NOTE

J

MAX

0.668 MAX"!

'

T-IOBULI

T-.OBULB

n 0.850 MAX
I

T-12

I

SEE

MAX [NOTE
BULB

0.785

BULB

T-12

1

I

SOURCE CENTERED
ON AXIS OF PREFOCUS BASE WITHIN
0.030, FRONT AND
SIDE VIEWS

THIS SURFACE REGISTERS AGAINST
FIXED SURFACE

SOCKET

BODY OF BASE SHALL
PASS THRU A RING OF
1.098 D

Scope. The purpose of this standard is to
establish, for the type of lamp shown, the di1.

mensions essential to

lamps

in projectors.

It

interchangeability of
is not intended to
pre-

scribe either operating characteristics or details

of design.

IN

INCHES

lamp as shown in the end
view of the base. Condensing lenses, the mirror, and
their mounts must therefore be so located as to insure
rotational!/ positions the

adequate clearance between these parts and the bulb
surface.

2.

Operating Position. Lamps of this type
are intended to be burned with the axis in an
essentially vertical position,

and with the base

Note

2. For medium prefocus ring double-contact

base-up projection lamps, see American Standard
Dimensions for Projection Lamps Medium Prefocus
Ring Double-Contact Base-Up Type for

at the bottom.

Note

ALL DIMENSIONS

the condensing lenses and the mirror at the points
indicated when the lamp is inserted in a holder which

16mm and

8mm

1. These dimensions define the

maximum

ex-

cursion of the bulb surfaces from the base axis toward

Motion Picture Projectors, PH22.84-1953, or the
latest revision thereof approved by the American

Standards Association, Incorporated.

Approved January 8, 1953, by the American Standards Association, Incorporated
Sponsor: Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers
Copyright 1953 by the American Standards Ass< elation. Incorporated
70 East Forty. 6tth Street, New York 17, N. Y.
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American Standard
Keg. V. S. Pal. Of.

Enlargement Ratio for
to

In

35mm

16mm

PH22.92-1953

Optical Printing

UDC

778.5=778.13

the enlargement printing of 16mm film to 35mm film, a magnifica0.01 shall be employed, and the center of the 16mm frame

tion of 2.21

as enlarged shall coincide with the center of the
enlarging printer.

Note 1. This
16mm frame of

will

mean a scanned area on

0.272 inch

:

X

0.002

the

0.373 inch

will be projected through the 35mm projector
aperture when the print is used in the theater. This
0.380 inch
corresponds to a frame of 0.284 inch
if the 16mm original were
projected directly.

0.002

X

Note

16mm frame

2. The scanned area of the

in

the printer as enlarged to the 35mm camera aperis 0.286 inch
0.002
0.393 inch
0.002.

X

ture

Note

3. Attention of camera users

desirability of using a

inch

16mm

0.002
film to

X

camera

0.373 inch

be enlarged

to

4.

will result

film.

aperture

the

in

16mm positive or re35mm negative a black frame line
final 35mm print. In the case of en16mm negative directly to 35mm

enlargement from

on the

largement from
print, white frame

lines will result.

If

the height of the

16mm aperture for enlargement from 16mm negative
to 35mm print is made 0.300 inch, the resulting aperture image on the 35mm print will be from 0.660 to

invited to the

0.002 when exposing

In

versal original to

0.666 inch
is

finder matte 0.272

35mm

Note

35mm

in

height.

While the frame

line will not

be

would be a black margin on
side of the image which would give an addi-

entirely black, there

either

tional safety factor in projection.

8, 1953, by the American Standards Association, Incorporated
Sponsor: Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers

Approved January

Universal Decimal Classification

Price, 25 Cents
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73d Semiannual Convention
Papers are now a first order of business.
Papers Committee Vice-Chairmen, listed
in the

December

Journal,

have been active

with 73d Convention Author's Forms issued
at the

end of December by W. H. Rivers,

Papers Committee Chairman.
has slightly revamped the

Bill

Rivers

"Hints

to

Authors," especially to try to get better
at Convenpresentations of lantern slides
With the Author's Forms for this
tions.
Convention goes a copy of American Standard Dimensions for Lantern Slides, Z38.71950, to which the American Standards

Assn. permitted the SMPTE to add some
recommendations for lettering as a minimum guidance for readability.
Ralph Lovell, Program Chairman, al-

ready has some sessions sketched out, particularly for a group of papers about outdoor theaters. SMPTE's television papers
for this convention will be scheduled in a
coordinated plan with the National Association of

Radio and Television Broadcasters.

W. H.

Chairman:

73>d Convention

Rivers,

The

NARTB

meeting
Hotel
in

Biltmore

being held at the
Los
Angeles on

is

1.
The SMPTE Convenon April 27. It is expected that
want to see the NARTB ex-

28-May

April

tion begins
many will
hibits.

The

general outline of the 73d Convenabout March 2 as the
Advance Notice.
A new feature expected to be introduced
at this Convention by Convention VicePresident J. W. Servies and Local Arrangements Chairman Vaughn C. Shaner is
opening of the Registration Desk a day
earlier, on Sunday, at the Los Angeles
tion will be mailed

Statler.

Now

is

the time

the scheduled deadline

February 16 to get Author's Forms in
Forms and
for the Los Angeles Program.
information are available, always from
Society headquarters, but better from the
is

Papers Committee
organization

member

in

your area or

:

Co., 342 Madison Ave., New York 17.
E. Lovell, 2743 Veteran Ave., West Los Angeles

Eastman Kodak

Program Chairman:

Ralph

64, Calif.

For Washington: J. E. Aiken, 116 N. Galveston St., Arlington 3, Va.
For New York: Skipwith W. Athey, 201 Spring St., Mt. Kisco, N.Y.
For Chicago: Geo. W. Colburn, 164 N. Wacker Dr., Chicago 6, 111.
Carlos H. Elmer, 41 OB Forrestal
For 73d Convention High-Speed Photography:

St.,

China

Lake, Calif.
Canada
For Canada: G. G. Graham, National Film Board of Canada, John St., Ottawa,
For High-Speed Photography: John H. Waddell, 850 Hudson Ave., Rochester 21, N.Y.
Papers Committee

James A. Anderson, Alexander Film Co.,
Colorado
Film Bldg.,
Alexander
Springs, Colo.

Mark Armistead,
Hollywood
D.

Max
tory,

1041 N. Formosa Ave.,

46, Calif.

Beard, Naval Ordnance Labora-

White Oak,

Silver Spring,

Md.

Richard Blount, General Electric Co., Nela
Park, Cleveland,

Ohio

R. P. Burns, Balaban & Katz, Great States
Theaters, 177 N. State St., Chicago 1,
111.

Merle H.

Chamberlin, Metro-GoldwynStudios, 10202 Washington
Blvd., Culver City, Calif.
P. M. Cowett, Dept. of the Navy, Bureau of
Ships, Washington 25, D.C.

Mayer

D'Arcy, De Vry Corp., 1111 W.
Armitage Ave., Chicago 14, 111.
W. H. Deacy, Jr., 231 E. 76 St., New York
21, N.Y.
W. P. Dutton, 732 N. Edison St., Arlington 3, Va.
Los
Barry T. Eddy, 10569 Selkirk Lane,
E.

Members

W.

Angeles, Calif.

Karl Freund, 15024 Devonshire St., San
Fernando, Calif.
Jack R. Glass, 10858 Wagner St., Culver
City, Calif.

R. N. Harmon, Westinghouse Radio StaSt., N.W., Washtions, Inc., 1625

K

ington, D.C.
Scott Helt, Allen B.
Inc., 2

Main

Du Mont

Laboratories,

Ave., Passaic, N.J.
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G. E. Heppberger, 231 N. Mill

St.,

Naper-

ville, 111.

S. Eric

Howse, 2000 West Mountain

Glendale

St.,

1, Calif.

Hughes, Hughes Sound Films, 1200
Grant St., Denver, Colo.
A. Jacobsen, Campus Studios, 100

L.
P.

Meany

Hall, University of Washing-

ton, Seattle,

27, Calif.

25-1135

Center,

St.,

Long

Island

N.Y.
Glenn E. Matthews, Research Laboratory,

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester

10,

Pierre Mertz, Bell
Inc.,

Telephone Laboratories,
463 West St., New York 14.

Du Mont TV Network,
WABD, 515 Madison Ave.,

Harry Milholland,
Station

New York
W.

J.

Calif.

Du-Art Film Laboratories, 245
New York 19.
W. L. Tesch, Radio Corporation of AmerG.

55

St.,

RCA

ica,

Victor

Front

Div.,

&

Cooper Sts., Camden, N.J.
Lloyd Thompson, The Calvin Co., 1105
Truman Rd., Kansas City 6, Mo.
M. G. Townsley, Bell & Howell Co., 7100

McCormick Rd., Chicago
Allan

L.

Roy

tronics Park, Syracuse,

L.

Westrex

Wolff,

Romaine

22.

Morlock, General Electric Co., ElecN.Y.

Stott,

W.

1,

N.Y.

Solow, Consolidated Film Industries,
959 Seward St., Hollywood 38,

Inc.,

J.

George Lewin, Signal Corps Photographic
City

Calif.
S. P.

Wash.

William Kelley, Motion Picture Research
Council, 1421 N. Western Ave., Holly-

wood

Herbert W. Pangborn, 6512 Orion St.,
Van Nuys, Calif.
Bernard D. Plakun, General Precision
Laboratory, Inc., 63 Bedford Rd.,
Pleasantville, N.Y.
CarlN. Shipman, 9544 Burma Rd., Rivera,

St.,

Hollywood

Wolford,

Inglewood

3434

45,

111.

Corp.,

6601

38, Calif.

W.

110th

St.,

2, Calif.

Royal Photographic Society Centenary
The Royal Photographic

Society of Great
Britain celebrates its Centenary in 1953
and will hold an International Conference
on the Science and Applications of Photog-

raphy

in

London from Saturday, September

19, to Friday,

September 25, 1953.

The Conference will cover many aspects
of the science, technique and applications
of photography and will be divided into
sections dealing with:
I.

Photographic

Science

(including

theory of latent image and development,
power,
granularity, properties of photographic ma-

sensitization, sensitometry, resolving
terials).
II.

Cinematography and Colour Photog-

raphy.
III.
Technique and Applications of
Photography (including industrial radiography, photomicrography, spectroscopy,
aerial photography, photogrammetry, highspeed photography, nuclear track recording, and other physical chemical and bio-

74

logical applications;

photocopying, appa-

ratus, process, manipulations).
IV. Photomechanical Processes.

V. History, Literature (including abstracting and documentation)
ing in Photography.

All persons taking

raphy or

an

and Train-

interest in photog-

applications are cordially invited to attend the Conference, and to subits

mit papers for discussion. Titles and indications of the scope of such papers should
be submitted before February 1, 1953.
Preparation, Presentation
Publication of Papers
It

is

and

the intention of the Organizing
to publish the accepted papers

Committee

soon after the Conference, and to distribute
preprints as early as possible before its
opening. Titles and an indication of the
scope of papers should be submitted before
February 1, 1953. The full text (in duplicate) of all addresses, reports and papers

must be in the hands of the Organizing
Committee before May 1, 1953.
In order to allow ample time for discussion, the authors will be accorded only a
few minutes to introduce their papers and
to

outline

A

conclusions.

their

mitted for the Conference will receive
every
consideration, but it will not necessarily

mean that they will be accepted for presentation or publication.
[The requirements of the Royal Photographic Society may be of particular interest to SMPTE authors and
committecmen,
for the sake of
comparison.]

longer

be granted only for the
introduction by the Chairman of each sec-

speaking time will
tion

and
on the form of the typeand illustrations, on the publication,

and

for specially invited addresses

scripts

Those who can plan to participate in this
International Conference should send by
air mail or cable their advice and abstract
to Mr. C. S. Brasier, 4 Romney Road,

Details

papers.

reprinting, etc., will be sent to all intendThe Committee has
ing contributors.

absolute discretion as to the acceptance of
No information of any kind con-

Southcourt,

cerning rejected communications will be
No paper shall be published
published.
before it has been read at the Conference.
It is to be emphasized that papers sub-

high-speed photography but his interest in
the SMPTE generally should prompt

Mr.

papers.

Aylesbury,

Brasier

is

Bucks,

particularly

whatever cooperation

may

England.

interested

in

be feasible on

the part of any of this Society's members.

Engineering Activities
The rules of the American Standards Association require periodic review of all standards
over three years old for reaffirmation, revision or withdrawal. In accordance with this
procedure, the Engineering Committees have been participating this past year in an extensive review of those cinematographic standards which were issued prior to 1949. The
status of this activity is presented below.
Henry Kogel, Staff Engineer.

.2-1946,

Status

Title

*Std.

35mm

Film-Usage

Revision proposed by the Sound Committee,
approved by the Standards Committee, and is
now being reviewed by ASA Sectional Committee

in

Camera
.3-1946,

35mm

Film-Usage

in

PH22.

Projector

35mm Now being reviewed by the Film Projection

Projection Reels for

.4-1941,

Film
.5-1947, Dimensions for 16mm
Double-Perforated Film

tice

Prac-

Committee.

Revision proposed by 16mm and 8mm Commitapproved by Standards Committee, Published in December 1952 Journal for 3-month trial

tee,

and comment.
.9-1946,

16mm

Double-Perforated

Film-Usage
.10-1947,

16mm

in

Camera

Double-Perforated

Film-Usage

Second Draft being prepared within
Committee

16mm and

8mm

in Projector

.12-1947, Dimensions for

16mm

Same

as .5 above.

Single-Perforated Film
.15-1946,

16mm

Single-Perforated

Film-Usage
.16-1947,

in

Camera

16mm

Single-Perforated
Film-Usage in Projector

.17-1947, Dimensions for

8mm

Film

16mm and 8mm
proposed

committee now voting on these

revisions.

Film Dimensions Committee
posed revision.

now

voting on pro-

* All
This is now being replaced by
these standards had the Z22 designation.
precede the decimal point in the number of each standard.

PH
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Title

*Std.

.21-1946,

8mm

.22-1947,

8mm

Status

Double-Perforated

Film-Usage in Camera
Double- Perforated
Film-Usage

.23-1941, Projection

in Projector
Reels for 8mm

Revision, purely editorial in nature, proposed
the 16mm and
Committee, approved by
the Standards Committee, and is now being re-

8mm

viewed by ASA Sectional Committee PH22.
Requires revision by 16mm and 8mm Committee.

Film
.27-1947, Determining Transmission
Density of Film

Reaffirmed by the Laboratory Practice Commitand now being reviewed by the Standards

tee,

Committee

Rooms and

.28-1946, Projection

Lenses for Theaters

Requires revision by Film Projection Practice
Committee.

ASA

.31-1946, Definition for Safety Film

Requires revision.

.33-1941, Nomenclature for Electrical

Committee PHI.
Approval withdrawn by ASA October 1952.^
Withdrawal notice published November 1952!

Is

being studied

by

Sectional

Filters

Journal.

.35-1947, 16-Tooth

35mm

Projector

.36-1947, Dimensions for
Positive Film

Raw

35mm

Stock Cores for

35mm

Stock Cores for

16mm

.39-1944, Screen Brightness for
Motion Pictures

35mm

Film
.38-1952,

Raw
film

.41-1946,

being reviewed by the Film

Projection

Practice Committee.

Sprocket

.37-1944,

Now

Sound Records and Scanning Area 16mni Sound

Film Dimensions Committee now voting on proposed revision. Only change is method of indicating dimension G.
Reaffirmed by Film Dimensions Committee and
now being reviewed by Standards Committee.
Revision was approved October 1952. Published
in November 1952 Journal.
Revision proposed by Screen Brightness Committee, approved within SMPTE, published for
trial and comment in May 1952 Journal, and is
now being reviewed by the Photographic Standards Correlating Committee of ASA.
Revision is being drafted by the Laboratory
Practice Committee.

Prints

.42-1946,

16mm Sound

Focusing Test

Film

16mm 3000-Cycle
Test Film

.44.1945,

16mm

.46-1946,

now

voting on proposed

Flutter

Multi-Frequency
Test Film

16mm 400-Cycle Signal
Level Test Film
1

is

revision.

.43-1946,

.45-1946,

Sound Committee

Reaffirmed by the Sound Committee and is now
being reviewed by the Standards Committee.

Same

as .42 above.

6mm Positive Aperture and Same

as .27 above.

Image

Size for Positive

Prints

From 35mm Nega-

tives

.47-1946, Negative Aperture Image
Size 16mm Duplicate Negatives

from

35mm

Same

as .27 above.

Same

as .27 above.

Positive

Prints

.48-1946, Printer Aperture Contact

16mm Positive
From 16mm Negatives
Printing

* All these standards had the Z22
This is now being replaced by
designation.
precede the decimal point in the number of each standard.
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PH22

to

Title

*Std.

Status

.49-1946, Printer Aperture Contact

Is

6mm

Reversal and
Printing 1
Color Reversal Duplicate
.50-1952, Reel Spindles for

being reviewed by Laboratory Practice Com-

mittee.

16mm
ASA November 1952 and pubDecember 1952 Journal.

Reaffirmed by

Projectors
.51-1946, Intermodulation Tests

on

lished in the

16mm

Variable-Density
Prints

on

Reaffirmed by the Sound Committee and is now
being reviewed by the Standards Committee.

16mm

Revision proposed by Optics Committee, approved within SMPTE, and is now being reviewed by the Photographic Standards Correlat-

.52-1946, Cross-Modulation Tests

Variable- Area

1

6mm

Prints

.53-1946, Revolving

Power of

Projector Reels

ing Committee.
.54-1946,

16mm

Travel Ghost Test

Same

Release Prints

Revision required.

as .23 above.

Film
.55-1947,

35mm

.56-1947,

Nomenclature for Film Use
in Studios and Processing

Draft is being prepared by
the Laboratory Practice and Films for Television

Committees.
Is

being revised by Laboratory Practice

Com-

mittee.

Laboratories
.57-1947,

Buzz Track Test Film

16mm

Reproducers
.58-1947, Picture Projection Aperture

35mm

.62-1948,
.65-1948,

listed

Standards Committee.

Projectors

.60-1948, Theater

Standard .57 and the remainder of those

here have been reaffirmed by the Sound Committee and are now being reviewed by the

Sound Test Film

for

35mm Reproducing Systems
35mm Sound Focusing Test
Film (Lab. Type)
35mm Scanning-Beam
Uniformity Test Film

Type)
Scanning-Beam
Uniformity Test Film

(Service
.66-1948,

35mm

(Lab. Type)

35mm 1000-Cycle Balancing
Test Film
.69-1948, Sound Records and Scanning Area of Double-Width
Push-Pull Sound Prints
(Normal Centerline Type)
.70-1948, Sound Records and Scan-

.67-1948,

ning Area of Double-Width
Push-Pull Sound Prints
(Offset Centerline

Type)

PH22
had the Z22 designation. This is now being replaced by
standard.
each
of
number
the
in
precede the decimal point
*

to

All these standards
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Letters to the Editor
Re:

Three-Dimensional Motion Picture Nomenclature

[from L. Dudley]

illustrate this point.

would like to refer to my letter, and
Major Bernier's reply thereto, which

arguing on my side,
agreeing that, whilst bindoes not always result in
of a three-dimensional (or
stereoscopic) image, we cannot experience
stereoscopic vision without binocular vision.
Accordingly, the latter factor must be
regarded as one of the contributory causes
of the former.

I

appeared in the Journal for July 1952.
With regard to a suitable term to define
those stereoscopic processes which do not
entail the use of individual viewing devices,

think that the term autostereoscopic procis as good as
any. This term is in
fairly general use in England, and equivalent terms are gaining some ground on the
continent. Further, on the writer's recommendation, it has been adopted by the
I

esses

British Standards Institute.
I notice that
Major Bernier has repeated
some of the information, concerning early

pioneers,

but has

which

I

gave in

my own

letter,

made one

or two errors in this
connection. For example, the particular
member of the Ives family who is associated with the year 1902 is, as stated in
my letter, Frederick Ives (the inventor of
the parallax stereogram), and not his son,
Dr. H. E. Ives, as inferred by Major

Bernier is, in
because he is
ocular vision
the perception

I

By

so doing,

Major

fact,

am familiar with the work of Hardy and

to which Major Bernier refers,
and agree that in most circumstances the
faculties
of accommodation and convergence are interdependent. Such interdependence exists during the viewing of
motion pictures, as can be demonstrated
experimentally by photographic methods.
Perrin,

In my previous letter, when discussing the
phenomena causing cinema patrons to
make periodic, momentary efforts to
accommodate for the "apparent" plane of

statement to the effect
reasoning.
that stereoscopic vision is the net result of
the various contributing factors is not

the image, I stated that this "is sometimes
the cause of headaches amongst elderly
cinema patrons, whose ocular sensory
organs and muscles are, naturally, less
responsive than those of younger people."
I am very surprised, therefore, to note
Major Bernier's comment that he cannot
agree with this "since it is common
knowledge in ophthalmic practice that
they lose their power of accommodation
as a result of progressive hardening of the
crystalline lens as they grow older."
Here,
again, it would appear that Major Bernier
is not really disagreeing with me, because
we are, of course, both in agreement about
the progressive deterioration, with age,
of the power of accommodation.
The
important point is that the effort to accommodate does not undergo the same,
progressive deterioration, and it is the
persistence of this effort, regardless of the
fact ,that the organs concerned are no

based on a fallacy, for the very good reason

longer fully responsive, which results in

Bernier. Dr. H. E. Ives's most important
contributions to the art lie in his various
proposals for applying the principle of the

parallax

panoramagram (invented by G.

W. Kanclt

in 1915) to stereo cinematography.
Referring to the seventh paragraph of

Major Bernier's letter, it would appear
Major Bernier agrees that "accommodation" is the correct term, rather
that

than

"focus reaction," so it is a little
reason for believing
that the latter term would be more
easily
understood.
With reference to the comments in paragraphs 8 to 10 of Major Bernier's letter,
here again I am at a loss to follow his
difficult to follow his

My

that

my

definition of the term is that
generally accepted. Further, the
fact that binocular vision does not
always
result in the perception of a three-dimensional (or stereoscopic) image has not been

which

is

in question, so I

Major Bernier
78

do not understand why

cites

several examples to

strain.
I note that Major Bernier claims to have
overcome completely the time parallax
problem associated with the alternate frame
I would therefore draw attenprinciple.
tion to the fact that, by definition, an
alternate frame system is one in which the

1

and

views are
"right-eye"
the
Accordingly,
phenomenon of time parallax is inherent
In order to eliminate
in such systems.
time parallax, the two components of each
"left-eye"

recorded

alternately.

successive stereoscopic

corded

simultaneously,

course,

abandonment

pair must be rewhich means, of
of the alternate

frame principle.
Referring to the penultimate paragraph
of Major Bernier's letter, my statement
that "the minimum rate of occultation
necessary to prevent the occurrence of
objectionable flicker is

about 24 per second"

In my previous letter I
quite correct.
was not referring to the rate of occultation
which would be acceptable in a practical
system, as the acceptable rate is influenced

is

by screen brightness, picture contrast and
In a practical system the
other factors.
rate of occultation must be sufficiently
high to cope with the most severe conditions, necessitating doubling or trebling
the

minimum

September

16,

rate.

1952

L. P. C.

J.

Dudley

Stereoptics Limited

The Laboratory
Odeon Theatre
Kensington High
London, W. 8.

St.

I

agree with Mr. Dudley that "accomshould be used rather than

modation"

Maj. Bernier's "focus

reaction."

"autostereoscopic process (es)" is

to

preferred

the

loose

The
much

term

terra

to be

"composite

processes of
photography are not part of the stereoscopic art; in fact the familiar "Composi-

process

(es)."

Composite

graph," employed extensively in the past
as a journalistic stunt, is something that
would result only in a confusing stereo
movie, if it could be made at all.
An interesting thing about projected
stereo is that it calls for a relaxation of
accommodation but an active use of the
For
muscles employed in convergence.
this reason it seems advisable to use
extreme restraint in employing photographic stunts that require the viewer of
projected stereo excessive use of his faculty
of convergence.
Eyestrain may arise if
wide uncoupling of accommodation and
convergence are demanded of people.
I agree with Mr. Dudley that the time
parallax problem associated with the
alternate-frame principle is a serious one,
particularly if the individual members of
the stereo pairs are photographed alternately. But even if the individual members
are photographed simultaneously, alternate
in
projection will almost certainly result
eyestrain, regardless of the projection

frequency.

[from John A. Norling]

The

eyes, or

perhaps more properly the

Mr. L.
of 30 August 1951, Major

visual centers, do not like the delivery of
a picture to one eye during an occultation

Robert V. Bernier's letter in reply thereto
and Mr. Dudley's comments of 16 Sept.
1952 on Major Bernier's later communica-

I have observed sympof the other eye.
toms of nausea even at projection of 48
frames a second, 24 to each eye, and a
I have used the
flicker frequency of 192.
term "differential flicker," for want of a

I

have reviewed with

Dudley's letter

interest

tion.

These

letters

confirm

my

opinion that

the Stereoscopic Art needs an authoritative
nomenclature, a nomenclature that will

make
follow
It is

it
it

my

possible for all authors who will
to "speak a common language."

hope that the Stereoscopic

Com-

mittee will soon produce a Glossary of
Terms acceptable to all workers in the
There exist many phases of the
field.

which have been given various terms
different people and there are no
textbooks on ophthalmology and optometry
which completely cover the field. However, we should not change a term from
its established use merely because we think
we can express ourselves more clearly than
the textbooks have succeeded in doing.
art

by

better term, in discussing the particular
problems in alternate-frame projection.
Flicker fusion frequency (fff) is a very

and
important matter in ophthalmology
medical practice. Detection of the change
in fff in

an individual

is

often of great

value in diagnosis.
In connection with fff, research has
demonstrated that the average is around
45 to 48 cycles/sec and doesn't vary much
with age, but tests for fff are made with a
subtending one degree or
beam of
light

less

as

and covering only the
we know, there is less

fovea, where,
sensitivity to

than in the outer
rapid changes in light
The motion picture
regions of the retina.
79

seen by quite a large area of the retina
fairly bright picture usually has a
detectable flicker at 96 interruptions a
second, 48 periods of brightness and 48
periods of darkness, as occur in projection
with a two-bladed shutter at 24 frames /sec.
A very limited study of the flicker problem
has convinced me that alternate-frame
projection of stereo has serious drawbacks.
is

"It

and a

mum

Therefore

cannot

I

agree

Bernier's conclusions nor with

statement

with Major
Mr. Dudley's

30 Aug. 1951

(in his

is

readily demonstrable that the minirate of occultation to prevent the

occurrence of objectionable flicker is about
24 frames /sec, etc.," even though he
confines this to planoscopic projection and

even though he qualifies this statement in
the last paragraph of his letter of Sep-

tember

16, 1952.

October

1,

John A. Norling
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245

W.

55 St.

New York

letter) that

N.Y.

19,

New Members
The

following members have been added to the Society's rolls since those last published. The designations of grades are the same as those used in the 1952 MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY.
Fellow (F)
Active (M)
Associate (A)
Student (S)
Honorary (H)

Agar, H. V., Sales, Watland Brothers. Mail:
535 North Brainard, La Grange Park, 111.
(A)
Arthur, Hal, University of Southern California.
Mail: 8569 Nash Dr., Los Angeles 46.
(S)
Barkes,
vision

Gordon

S., Projectionist,

Chicago 41, 111.
Belsky, Clarence

University of Southern
South Burlington

430^

5, Calif.

Radio and

Engineer,

Picture Editing), University of California at

Los Angeles.

129

Mail:

South Oakhurst

Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif.

Robert

Brokop,
Angeles

J.,

7, Calif.

Browne, Robert

Southern
St., Los

(S)

A.,

Mail:

California.

of

1130 West 36

Mail:

California.

(A)
University

University

836

W.

of Southern
41
Los
St.,

Angeles 37, Calif. (S)
Caldwell, S. W., President, S. W. Caldwell,
Ltd., 150 Simcoe St., Toronto, Ontario,

Canada.
Caras,

A.,

Matt:

University

930

W.

of

36

Southern
Los

St.,

Angeles 7, Calif. (S)
Production
Cleveland,
George,
Manager,
Great Commission Films. Mail: 526 Moreno
(A)
Ave., Los Angeles 49, Calif.

Colman, Joel E., University of California at
Los Angeles. Mail: 3267 Sepulveda Blvd.,
Apt. 1, Los Angeles 34, Calif. (S)
Cowles, William E., Mechanical Engineer;
Visual
Aids.,
Engineering
Groupleader,
General Electric Co. Mail:
1556 Clifton
Park Rd., Schenectady, N.Y. (A)
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Milwaukee, Wis. (M)
E., Research Psycholo-

(Experimental), U.S.
Laboratory. MaU: 3628

gist

Day,

I.

Ltd.,

6, Calif.

Navy

Electronics

Charles

St.,

San

(M)

M., Supervisor, Northern

Electric Co.,

Box 6124, Montreal, Quebec,
(M)

P.O.

Film

Assistant

Robert,

Desrosiers,

Canadian Broadcasting Corp.

Editor,

(Television).

3757 Carlton Ave., Montreal 26,
Quebec, Canada. (A)
Dill, James M., Electronic Engineer,
Manufacturing Corp. Mail: 12215 Victoria,
Los Angeles 34, Calif. (A)
Dillard, Albert E., University of Southern
1820 West 38 St., Los
California.
Mail:
Mail:

UM&F

Angeles 62,

Calif.

(S)

Ebron, Bonifacio M., Jr., University of Southern
Mail: 837 West 36 Place, Los
California.
(S)
Angeles, Calif.
T. J., Control Chemist (Solutions), TechM.P.S. Mail:
4943
nicolor
Densmore,

Elias,

Encino, Calif.

(A)

Vincent F., Television Engineer,
Inc.
Paramount Television Productions,
(KTLA). Mail: 5327 Loma Linda Ave.,

Filizola,

(A)

Roger

California.

St.,

Canada.

(S)

Jr., Consulting

3738 Kanawha St.,
Washington, D.C. (M)
Bob, University of Southern California.
2326 Scarff St., Los Angeles 7. (S)
Edgar L., Jr., Lecturer (Motion

Television

Mail:

Tele-

Sixth

Cunningham, Clairdon

Diego

J.,

Ave., Los Angeles
Benns, William E.,

Brokaw,

WBKB

West Nelson,

(A)

California. Mail:

N.W.,
Bonner,

4170

Mail:

Station.

Croy, Harlan P., General Manager and TreasFilm Arts Corp. Mail:
1032 N.
urer,

University of Southern

P.,

Matt:

California.

Angeles

(M)

27, Calif.

Hollywood

Friesen, Dietrich
7, Calif.

942

West 34

St.,

Los

(S)

Dominic, Director, Cameraman,
Applied Physics Laboratory, Johns
9805 Warren
Hopkins University. Mail:

Galminas,
Editor,

St., Silver

Spring,

Ganon, Bob

R.,

Md.

(A)

Production

Manager,

TV

Ads, Inc., 3839 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles
Calif.

(M)

5,

Gilberto E., University of Southern
Mail: 1201 South Third Ave.,

Garcia,

California.

Los Angeles 19, Calif. (S)
Ghosh, Ishan, Recordist, c/o

Kardar ProIndia.
(A)
Television
Gill,
George H.,
Lighting Sales
Bros.
Mail:
13 Smith St.,
Engineer, Kliegl
Glen Head, N.Y. (A)
ductions, Parel,

Bombay,

F. A., Technical Officer, Audio-Visual
Aids, International Civil Aviation OrganizaInternational
716
Aviation
tion,
Bldg.,

Green,

(M)
Montreal, Canada.
Griffin, William C., Photographic Technologist,
U.S. Naval Ordnance Test Station. Mail:
P.O. Box 637, China Lake, Calif. (M)
Gunzburg, M. L., President, Natural Vision
1710 North La Brea Ave.,
Corp. Mail:
Hollywood 46, Calif. (A)
Gyiaung, Tin, University of Southern CaliMail: 837 36 Place, West Aeneas
fornia.
(S)
Hall, Los Angeles 7, Calif.

Harvey, Douglas G., University of Southern
Mail:
1846
South Cochran
California.
(S)
Place, Los Angeles 19, Calif.
Head, Howard T., Consulting Radio Engineer,
A. D. Ring & Co., 342 Munsey Bldg., Wash(A)
ington, D.C.
Hedburn, Paul W., Motion Picture Laboratory
Film Corp. Mail:
Atlas
646
Manager,

Oak Park,
Hedwig, Gordon W.,
Adams
Mail:

St.,

2

Keenan

(A)
Telecast

111.

Place,

Films,

Inc.

City,

N.Y.

Garden

Don, Cine-Technician, Public
Relations Dept., Arabian American Oil Co.,
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. (A)
Holleran, J. Vinson, Vice-President, McGearySmith Laboratories, Inc., 1905 Fairview Ave.,
(A)
N.E., Washington, D.C.
Ives, George M., Television Engineer, Maintenance Supervisor, American Broadcasting
Co. Mail: 4221 Arthur Ave., Brookfield,

(M)

Films

&

Electronics,

St. John's,

Director, Atlantic
Ltd., 22 Prescott St.,

Managing

Newfoundland.

(M)

Klaeger, Robert H., Vice-President in charge of
Television

W. 45

St.,

Lapenieks,

Production,

New York

Los Angeles,

Transfilm,

N.Y.

University

Vilis,

California.

19,

Mail:
Calif.

Inc.,

35

(M)
of

Southern

2905 South Hoover

St.,

(S)

(S)

LeGault, Joseph W., University of Southern
612 West 115 St., Los
California.
Mail:
Angeles 44, Calif. (S)
Lewis, Vernon, Motion Picture Producer, 71
W. 45 St., New York 19, N.Y. (M)

Lindholm, George W., Jr., Photo Unit Chief,
Argonne National Laboratory. Mail: 1742
E. 83 PI., Chicago 17, 111.
(A)
Loughren, Arthur V., Engineer, Director of

in

Ordnance

12 Mason
Laboratory. MaU:
Rd., Indian Head, Md.
(A)
Richards, A. H., University of Southern California.
Mail:
5356 Lexington, Apt. 108,

Hollywood

29, Calif.

(S)

Richardson, Norman, Photographer, Sandia
Corp. Mail: Box 529, Brawley, Calif. (A)
Robertson, Robert B., Laboratory Technician,
Consolidated Film Industries. Mail:
1622
North Dillon St., Los Angeles 26, Calif. (M)
Manzia
Rouden,
V., Motion Picture Technical
Advisor, U.S. Air Force. Mail: Star Route,
Santa Rosa, Fla. (A)
Sherman, Mendel, University of Southern
Mail:

California.

2625^

Ellendale Place

Los Angeles 7, Calif. (S)
Snook, Mary Jean, Research Librarian, Technicolor Motion Picture Corp., 6311 Romaine
St.,

Hollywood 38, Calif. (A)
Morton, Sales, Ray Mercer

&

Co.

Mail:

W.

Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
(A)
Weitz, Loyal, University of Southern California.
Mail: 1909 Farrell, Redondo Beach, Calif.

9075

(S)

Whipple, Paul
fornia.

E., University of

Calif.

Southern Cali-

North

3436

Mail:

Rosemead,

Earle

Ave.,

(S)

Wihtol, Constantine A., New York University.
66 Ave., Forest Hills, N.Y.
Mail: 108-10
(S)

Williams, Marshall A., Electronic Engineer,
Philco Corp., 260 South Beverly Dr., Beverly

(M)

Williamson, Harold G., Instrumentation EngiMail:
neer, Vitro Corporation of America.
General Delivery, Fort Walton, Fla. (A)
Wilson, James V., Chief Engineer, Film LaboraMail: 289 Forman
tories of Canada, Ltd.

(M)
Ave., Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
HousWolff, Leonard E., Audio Engineer, The
11401
ton Post Co., KPRC-TV. Mail:
O'Donnell Dr., Houston 22, Tex. (A)

Leavenworth, William, University of Southern
Mail:
907 West 28 St., Los
California.
Angeles, Calif.

22 Broad-

Photography, Optical Research Laboratory,
Boston University.
Mail: 28 Orchard Rd.,
Swampscott, Mass. (A)
Price, Robert S., General Engineer, Naval

Hills, Calif.

Jekste, Alberts Z.,

Mail:

McBrien, Donald G., Research Associate

Stein,

(M)
Holdeman,

111.

Research, Hazeltine Corp.

lawn Ave., Great Neck, N.Y. (M)
Marcus, Omar, Technical Consultant, Tri-Art
Color Corp., 245 W. 55 St., New York 19,
N.Y. (M)

CHANGES

IN

GRADE

Florman, Arthur, (A) to (M)
Goldberg, Morris M., (A) to (M)
Kuzmanov, Alexander B., (S) to (M)
Ricci,

Eduardo

J., (S) to

(A)

DECEASED
Parshley,

Charles

W.,

Chief

Projectionist,

University Theater, Harvard Sq., Cambridge,
Mass. (A)
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Membership Service Questionnaire
Following through after the extensive disabout cost, type and quality of
membership service at the October 1952
Board of Governors Meeting, Society
headquarters mailed a questionnaire early
this month, with the annual membership
dues invoices, to all members, except Stucussion

dents, in the

United

States.

The

earlier

mailing date for invoices to members outside the United States did not permit sending questionnaires to them.

Within the ensuing two weeks about six
hundred members replied. The volume of
returns

is

and confirms the

gratifying

fact

that the

The

SMPTE

exactness

is a membership society.
and thoughtfulness of the

replies will add up to a valuable guide to
confirm some, and modify other, SMPTE
policies.

If

you have not returned your question-

naire, please send it along. The tally for a
report to the Board of Governors and in the

Journal

to

the membership will not be

closed for a few weeks.

Comments and

suggestions are always gratefully received,
especially suggestions and leads for technical papers or

new products

V.A.

items.

Book Review
them

Musical Engineering
By Harry

F. Olson.

Published (1952) by

McGraw-Hill, 330 W. 42
i-ix

6

X

+

357 pp.

9 in.

An

+

St.,

New York

11 -pp. index.

303

36.

illus.

Price $6.50.

encyclopedic volume, even a com-

pressed one, cannot help but strike a responsive chord within a wide range of

engineers when it is as carefully prepared
The engineering bases for
as this one.

be nothing new to
the acoustics engineer but others will find
approaching music
the

engineering

will

principles

and the

sur-

rounding meat of the text often of great
interest and nicely, if not too simply and
disarmingly, presented. The attention of
the general reader and the acoustics engineer alike may be held by the wealth and
width of this survey. The acoustics
engineer, and many of his fellow engineers
in other fields, will find ample biblio-

graphical references throughout to guide

to

detailed

studies.

As

far

as

periodicals go, the Journal of the Acoustical
Society is most often cited, with this Journal

a strong second in parts of the book.
For fuller technical explanations, the
author often gives as a general reference
his earlier book, Elements of Acoustical
The author is director of the
Engineering.

Acoustical Laboratory,
Princeton, N.J.

RCA

Laboratories,

an engineering
To carry out its aim
treatment of the interrelated subjects of
musical
instruments,
acoustics,
music,
the
sound reproduction and hearing
book is organized in these nine chapters:
Musical Terminology;
Sound Waves;

and Radiators Musical
Characteristics of Musical
Instruments;
Instruments; Properties of Music; Theaand
ter, Studio and Room Acoustics;
Scales ; Resonators

;

Sound Reproducing Systems. The numerous illustrations and the index contribute
V.A.
to the book's worthiness.

Meetings
Institute of Electrical Engineers (Symposium on the Science of Music and Its
4th Lecture), Feb. 20, Engineering Societies Bldg., New York, N. Y.
Reproduction
National Electrical Manufacturers Association, Mar. 9-12, Edgewater Beach Hotel,

American

Chicago,
Society of

82

111.

Motion Picture and Television Engineers, Southwest Subsection Meeting,
Mar. 16, Fort Worth, Tex.

Inter-Society Color Council,

Annual Meeting, Mar.

18,

New

Hotel Statler,

York, N. Y.

Optical Society of America, Mar. 19-21, Hotel Statler, New York, N.Y.
American Physical Society, Joint Meeting with APS Southeastern Section, Mar. 26-28,

Duke

University,

Durham, N.C.

Symposium on Modern Network

Synthesis, planned by Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn,
Apr. 16-18, Auditorium of Engineering Societies Bldg., New York

International

Symposium on Nonlinear Circuit Analysis, Apr. 23-24, information from
Microwave Research Inst., 55 Johnson St., Brooklyn 1, N.Y.

73d Semiannual Convention of the

SMPTE,

Apr. 27-May

1,

Hotel

Statler,

Los Angeles

National Association of Radio and Television Broadcasters, 7th Annual Conf., Apr. 28May 1, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles

American Physical Society, Apr. 30-May
Acoustical Society of America,

Society of

2,

Washington, D.C.

7-9, Hotel Warwick, Philadelphia, Pa.

May

Motion Picture and Television Engineers, Southwest Subsection,

May

20,
Dallas, Tex.

American Physical Society, June 18-20, Rochester, N.Y.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Summer General Meeting, June 29- July

3,

Atlantic City, N.J.

23d Annual Meeting, Aug. 31-Sept. 3, Hotel Statler,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Biological Photographic Association,

The Royal Photographic Society's Centenary, International Conference on the Science
and Applications of Photography, Sept. 19-25, London, England
74th Semiannual Convention of the

SMPTE,

Oct. 4-9, Hotel Statler,

Audio Engineering Society, Fifth Annual Convention, Oct. 14-17,

New

York

Hotel New Yorker,
New York, N.Y.

Theatre Equipment and Supply Manufacturers' Association Convention (in conjunction
with Theatre Equipment Dealers' Association and Theatre Owners of America),
Oct. 31-Nov. 4, Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago, III.

Theatre Owners of America, Annual Convention and Trade Show, Nov. 1-5, Chicago,
National Electrical Manufacturers Association, Nov. 9-12,
75th Semiannual Convention of the
76th Semiannual Convention of the

Employment
Position

SMPTE, May
SMPTE,

1

cameraman,

16mm

and

35mm.

References
grad.
and resume on request
Harlan H.
Mendenhall, 1609 Blodgett, Houston 4,
Tex.

Married,

37,

3-7, 1954 (next year), Hotel Statler,

Washington, D.C.

Oct. 18-20, 1954 (next year), Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles

Position Available

as gen. mgr., charge
of production, large southern film studio.
5 yrs. experience as prod, mgr, editor

and

111.

Hall Hotel, Atlantic
City, N.J.

Service

Wanted

Resigning Feb.

Haddon

college

Permanent position in Southwest for
experience d motion picture cameraman;
mugt

^m

foota S e *>

^

interior
....

icate

and
,.

T

..

exterior

nto

,

...

****?'
?
giving resume of professional experience,
Commercial Bldg.
524
to Susong Agency,
Dallas,

Tex.

All

replies

confidential.
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New

Products

Further information about these items can be obtained direct from the
addresses given
As in the case of technical papers, the Society is not
responsible for manufacturers' statements, and publication of these items does not constitute endorsement of the
products.

A

collapsible three-wheel

camera

dolly

has been designed to fold into a case 20 X
20
36 in. It is made of cast aluminum.

X

The
for

center mount casting provides a hook
optional use of the tie-down chains

when

using standard or baby tripods, and

additional baby tripod point holders are

provided. Extra-wide rubber wheels have
been used to prevent side sway. The new
dolly has floor

hand jackscrews

for leveling

or stationary position, foot tread
plates for
the

cameraman and

man,

the assistant camera-

adjustable seat for the operator, a

removable steering handle and a lock
in-line steering.

The dolly

is

for

manufactured

by National Cine Equipment,
St., New York 36, N.Y.

Inc.,

209

W.

48

A new

The

&

lamps can now be stabilized by photocell
control in a combination recently developed

motion picture projection lamp
has been developed by the Westinghouse
Lamp Division, with the assistance of Bell

Howell engineers.

Reported

to

improve

home motion picture screen light by
much as 20%, it is to be incorporated

&

Howell's

as

by Hanovia Chemical

in

Chestnut

Increased
efficiency is reported achieved by a more
compact biplane filament made by tighter
winding and closer spacing of the coils
which in turn is made possible by Westinghouse's patented Floating Bridge, a supporting and guiding device for the coils.
An improved quality of filament wire is
also cited as a factor in increasing the output and life of the lamps which are now
made in 500- and 750-w sizes. A 1000-w
lamp is being studied as a possible future
Bell

development.

SMPTE

projectors.

intensity of light from mercury-arc

source

is

St.,

&

Mfg. Co., 100

Newark, N.J.

marketed

for use in

This

new

research and motion picture printing.
photoelectric

cell

in

the

A

power supply

through an electronic circuit, controls the arc
current in a range from maximum to about
10% of maximum. These wide limits are
attainable because the heat of the electric

arc

is

no longer

internal

utilized to

maintain the

vapor pressure, which now de-

pends on auxiliary heating elements.

Officers and Committees: The roster of Society Officers and the
Committee Chairmen and Members were published in the April 1952 Journal.
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light

photochemical

Rapid Drying of Normally Processed
Black-and-White Motion Picture Film
By

F.

DANA MILLER

The

introduction of rapid drying technique for rapidly processed film suggests
possible application for the drying of normally processed motion picture
Consideration of the drying process seems to indicate that hot impinged
films.
air should be the most satisfactory method of commercial practice.
Experiits

ments were made on a laboratory machine in which the film passes between
two parallel air chambers. Small holes in the sides of the chambers facing
the film permit hot air to impinge on both sides of the film. Air temperatures
ranging from 125 F to 210 F and air velocities of 2,000 to 6,000 fpm were used.
Eastman Fine Grain Release Positive Safety Film was dried in 10 sec on laboratory equipment of this type and Eastman Plus X Panchromatic Negative Safety
Film was dried in 16 sec. The physical properties of several films dried in
this equipment were quite similar to the properties of conventionally dried
films, but this is not true for all types of film. Rapid driers can be extremely
compact and their power requirements should be no greater than for conventional driers.

I N REGENT YEARS several factors have
combined to focus new attention on the
problem of drying motion picture films.
The

gradual

increase

in

processing

machine speeds without change in the
processing or drying times has led to
longer and longer thread-ups in the wet

and dry ends of the machines.

It

was

the impetus of the television industry
which led to the first radical change in

the processing

and drying of

film.

To

satisfy television's requirements a technique for processing and drying film

Presented on October

8,

1952, at the So-

Convention at Washington, D.C.,
by F. Dana Miller, Manufacturing Experiments Div., Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester
4, N.Y.

ciety's

February 1953

at the rate of 90

Of

perfected.

fpm

this cycle

30 sec was
only 5 sec are

in

used for drying. It must be remembered
that special high-temperature processing
is used and its application is limited
to a few types of films.
However,
barring undesirable effects on the film,
the drying method might be used for
all types of black-and-white film
processed in the normal manner.

any or

Motion picture

film defects associated

with insufficient or excessive drying are

high positive, curl, buckle,
thermal "in-and-out" of focus, spokiness,

tackiness,

and

These

flute.

defects

and

their

causes were described by Carver, Talbot
and Loomis. 1 In the conventional type
of driers,

Journal of the

it

is
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to avoid the drying conditions
While
produce these defects.

which

desirable to dry films to the point
the moisture remaining in them

where

same

as the moisture

it

is

is

the

which they would

have when in equilibrium with air at
70 F and a relative humidity (R.H.) in
the range from 45% to 60%, a survey of
laboratory practice has shown
that the difficulties noted previously are
not encountered when the equilibrium
moisture content ranges from as low as
actual

30% R.H.

to as high as

60% R.H. The

usual type of film drier uses air in this

humidity range at temperatures
below 100 F. This automatically preUndervents excessive over-drying.
drying is avoided by providing a liberal

on conventional machines which for
positive films range from 8 to 20 min
and from 15 to 40 min for negative
films. 8
However, any method which
resulted in shortening this time to any
extent might be called "rapid." For
the purposes of this discussion, however,

we propose
to those

to limit

as applying only

it

methods which reduce the dry-

ing times to 10% or less of that obtained
in the best commercial practice.
For
positive films this means a maximum
drying time of about 1 min and a
maximum of 1^ min for negative films.

relative

factor of safety in the drying time. The
very nature of the rapid-drying processes

precludes both of these safeguards to
maintaining the drying within the
proper range.
It was felt desirable not only to de-

termine if black-and-white film, normally
processed, could be dried rapidly without
harmful effects but in what range the
equilibrium moisture content of the dried
film

must

fall

to

insure

satisfactory

Realizing that the very nature

results.

of a rapid-drying process would preclude
the automatic safeguard of over-drying
is present in conventional machines and that a liberal factor of safety

which

on the drying time would

partially

defeat the purpose of rapid drying, it
was decided that performance data

should be obtained on a type of drier
considered the most suitable for operation in conjunction with conventional

machines in commercial
laboratories.
This work, therefore, inprocessing
cludes

a

methods

brief

of

of

various

rapid

drying,

discussion

obtaining

which were investigated
2
by Ives and Kunz, as well as data on
under
film
a variety of air
drying
several

of

conditions.

The term "rapid drying" is used, of
course, in relation to the usual drying
times obtained in commercial practice
February 1953

Elementary Drying Principles
Before discussing the various methods
of drying, a few of the fundamental
principles of drying ought to be empha-

The removal

sized.

of water from a

material can be accomplished in two
ways. If the water is standing as fine
drops on a surface, it can be mechani-

removed by such means as scraping,
shaking, centrifuges, or air knives. The
other method is by evaporation.
If the
material containing the water is hygrocally

then only the surface water
can be removed mechanically and the
remainder must be removed by evaporaIf the
tion.
material to be dried
contains more water than it would if
it were in equilibrium with the
air
around it, water will be slowly evaporated from it until equilibrium conditions are reached.
This natural evaporation is a result of the water-vapor
scopic,

pressure in the material being higher
than the vapor pressure of the water in

the air. The change is slow because
only temperature convection currents
cause air movement near the material
and therefore the water must diffuse

through the
looks as

air.

shown

Diagrammatically

in Fig.

1,

in

it

which the

layer of air above the material is shaded
to show concentrations of water vapor.
The air at the surface is saturated and

the surface of the material is at the wetbulb temperature of the air. This
saturation drops off with the distance

Journal of the
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away from

If the

the material.

volume

of air surrounding the material is large
with respect to the material, the water

absorbed by the air will not be an
appreciable quantity and the relative
humidity change will be negligible. If
the air quantity is small, then the material

and the

rium

at

a

come

to equilib-

relative

humidity.

air will

higher

The

transfer requires a certain
of heat to vaporize the water.

limited

amount

amount
With a

of air this heat loss can

be detected in the cooling of the air.
Here, then, is elementary evaporation.
It is

Fig. 1.

surface in

Evaporation from a free-water
still air.
The degree of satura-

is indicated
the dots.

tion

by the concentration

of

frequently referred to as constant-

It is typified by evaporarate drying.
tion from a free water surface and is

practically independent of the material
being dried. Two ways by which it can

be accelerated are as follows:

one

is

artificially to increase the air circulation

over the material surface in order to
decrease the thickness of the air layer
through which the water must diffuse.

The

air

can be blown perpendicular to

the surface

or

to

parallel

it.

Either

method will reduce the depth of the air
film and therefore increase the rate of
evaporation. The higher the air velocity
used the greater the rate of evaporation.
Figure 2 is a diagram of air flow parallel
to a sheet of film

which

illustrates

In the
creases the rate of evaporation.
this
which
with
velocities
of
range

paper is concerned the air flow is predominantly turbulent, that is, its average
velocity is high enough so that it moves
along with swirls and eddies rather
than in a streamline manner.
As the distance from a point in the air
stream near the film decreases, the drag
of the film surface slows the turbulent
air flow, forcing it first into streamline
flow and finally to zero. The air velocity

of

no assistance in diffusing the water
quiescent layer of
is moving quite
has merely reduced the depth

vapor through

this

air including that

which

slowly, it
of the stagnant layer.

The
F.

static diffu-

Dana

Evaporation from a free-water

ture-laden molecules in the turbulent

Zone A.

The

stagnant layer

is

Zone

B.

how

air velocity helps the diffusion of the
moisture in the air and therefore in-

is

Fig. 2.

surface in turbulent air flowing parallel
with surface. The flow lines indicate
the mixing and dispersion of the mois-

Miller:

sion forces must force the vapor through
the layer but the rate at which it can
be done is a function of the depth of the

Raising the air velocity will
therefore result in higher rates of evaporation.
Perpendicular flow of air on the sur-

layer.

face, usually called

impinged

air,

pro-

Indications are
duces similar effects.
that up to 6500 fpm impinged air will
be most effective in increasing rates of
evaporation, but above this point parallel
air flow will be more effective.
The second method of increasing the
rate of evaporation is to increase the
difference in vapor pressure between the
water on the surface of the film and the
moisture in the air. Providing the film
receives

no heat by radiation or con-

Rapid Film Drying
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duction, the water on the surface of the
film will be approximately at the wet-

bulb temperature and its vapor pressure
be the same as for saturated
air at this wet-bulb temperature, while
the air itself will have a vapor pressure

will therefore

corresponding to the dew point temperaThis difference in vapor pressure
is sometimes referred to as the "driving
force" and is roughly proportional to
the difference between wet- and dryWhen the drying
bulb temperatures.
air is heated the vapor-pressure difference
is increased causing a higher rate of
ture. 4

A higher surface tempera-

evaporation.
ture with the

accompanying increase

in rate of evaporation can also be obtained by heating the material.

The foregoing remarks have been
made with respect to the constant-rate
phase of the drying of a material. In
the drying of many materials, and film
is one of them, the final drying is not
at a constant rate but at a falling rate.
This is a result of the rate of moisture
diffusion through the film to the surface
being slower than the potential rate of

evaporation.

The same

factors,

air

velocity and vapor-pressure difference,
affect the drying in this stage but their

action is modified by the diffusion and
equilibrium moisture characteristics of
In the rapid drying of film as
the film.

much as two-thirds of the total drying
time may be in the falling-rate phase.
As a result the type and thickness of
both support and emulsion have a large
effect on the drying time of the film
under a given set of drying conditions.
As a brief summary, then, it can be
said that drying

is

a heat transfer as

well as an evaporation or mass transfer
In the drying of motion
operation.
picture film it is partially done at a
constant rate of moisture removal and

In both
at a falling rate.
phases the vapor-pressure difference and
air velocity will affect the speed of
drying, but in the latter phase the
partially

characteristics

of

the

film

will

affect this speed.
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also

Special Requirements for a
Commercial Rapid Film Drier
In considering possible methods of
rapid drying which might be used in the
design of a commercial film drier there
are a few special limitations and requirements which do not arise in the
design of conventional machines which

should be considered.

Recognizing the
drying times are frequently obtained at elevated temperatures, it was realized that it would be
extremely difficult to control a film drier
so that the film did not approach the

fact

that

short

temperatures

high

which

to

was

it

Because the film support
subjected.
softens at 240 F, it is considered important that the film drier be so designed that the film is never subjected
to this temperature while in the dry

Some

state.
brittle

much
ture

if

films

are

made

quite

to

temperatures
lower than this and the tempera-

limit

subjected

on

driers

for

these

films

should be set accordingly.
In the case of film breaks or other
accidental stoppages the heat source in
the machine must not constitute a fire
hazard.
The machine should have some ready

means of adjusting the drying rate,
independently of the film speed.
A satisfactory rapid commercial film
drier must be economical and reliable.
The cost of drying film is not a major
cost of the processing.
However, a
rapid drier should not require an
extraordinarily high initial investment
nor should its cost of operation be
several times the operational cost of
It should be con
conventional driers.
trolled easily and require a minimum o
attention during operation.
With these requirements in

mind

th

merits of the possible methods can be
considered.
The basic differences in methods o

drying have to do with the method o
transferring the heat to the materia
In drying film the three basic hea
transfer methods can be used, namely

Journal of the
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conduction, radiation and convection.
In order to use conduction the film
must be in contact with a hot surface.

tally for

Film driers have been built in which
the support side of the film is brought
in contact with hot, rotating drums
while dry air is blown over the emulsion
There are serious difficulties in
side.
obtaining uniform contact on the drums,

damaged.

but the principal objection to the system
that in order to maintain a reasonably
small drum for high film speeds the drum
temperatures must be above the softening point of the support. Because the
drums cannot be cooled quickly, accidental slowing or stopping of the
machine will damage the film. Damage
is also apt to result if the film dries too
quickly while in contact with the drum.
Radiation methods of heating the film
is

frequently used. These usually
take the form of strip heaters or "infrared" lamps. For the rapid drying of
are

motion picture film there are serious
With any
objections to both of these.
type

of radiant-heat

absorbed

is

a

source

the

heat

of

the

film

function

has been shown that film
subjected to infrared radiation will
absorb more energy in the dark areas
density.

It

than in the

light.

Under

accelerated

drying this can lead to differential
drying and film distortion is apt to
result,
particularly with silver-image

each

film,

but

if

the film speed

accidentally decreased or the air temperature rose, the film would be
Briefly, then, the principal objections
to the use of infrared heat sources for

motion picture film rapid

driers

are

that careful control of film speed and
drying air conditions are required to

avoid damage either by overheating or
differential drying.

Internal heating can also be obtained

This
by high-frequency currents.
dielectric heating and is quite similar

is

to

other forms of radiant heating.
This
system can be self-regulating if properly
installed.
The energy absorbed by the
film will be roughly proportional to the

water content, if the correct wavelengths
In order to do this it would
are used.
be necessary to use multiple stages of
In addition, air
different wavelengths.
required to carry off the
this type of equipment
very rapid drying can be obtained.
However, because of the cost of the
circulation

is

With

moisture.

equipment for such an installation its
use can probably not be justified except
under very special circumstances.
Convection, which is the third general
method of heat transfer, seems to be the
It
most suitable for this application.
has been shown that evaporating the

other factor which must be conis that the internal temperature
of the film is a function of the radiation
absorbed by it. The evaporation of the

moisture rapidly requires high-velocity
its water-vapor pressure considerably lower than the water-vapor
This can,
pressure at the film surface.
of course, be done by dehumidifying the
done by heating
air, but it can also be

water from the emulsion will cool the

it,

air with

films.

The

sidered

surface

and make

its

temperature approach the wet-bulb temperature of the
drying air, but the internal temperature
of the film will be higher and may be
above the critical limit of 240 F. This
can be prevented, of course, by limiting
the radiation to the value

which the

film will stand with the air conditions

which are to be used while operating
at the chosen film speed.
These conditions could be determined experimenF.

Dana

Miller:

which

is
usually less expensive.
the
then, serves the dual
air,
Heating
purpose of increasing the drying potential and supplying the heat required

to balance the evaporation.

The equip-

simple and lends itself
Furto inexpensive, automatic control.
thermore, measurements of the wetand dry-bulb temperatures will de-

ment required

is

termine the actual emulsion temperatures during the constant-rate phase of
drying

and

the

Rapid Film Drying
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possible
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Table

I.

Effect of Supply Air

Supply

% R.H.
1

Humidity on Drying Time

air at 70 F
Press, diff.,

psi

at

Elevated Temperatures

Pressure differences of heated supply air, psi

125

F

150 F

200 F

Fig. 3.

Experimental Impingement Drier for 35mm Film.
is an enlargement of a section of the drying chamber.

The upper righthand corner

midway between them.

The experiments were made with film
which had been previously processed
and dried. This was re wetted by

Figure 4 is a sketch of the squeegee.
This is a Capstaff 5 type of squeegee in
which the lower rollers form a highly

winding through 70 F water three times
In the interval
in a 20-min period.
between windings the roll of film was

efficient air knife.

submerged in water.

are

1

in.

to insure

apart and guide bars are used
that the film is maintained

F.

Dana

Miller:
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two readings accurately determined the
moisture

loss of

the film passing through
set of air conditions
investigated, the effect of drying time
the drier.

For each

was explored by making experiments
at a < series of film speeds, thereby obtaining different drying times.
In Fig. 5 is shown the performance of
the machine on Eastman Fine Grain

Release Positive Safety Film Type 5302.
In this plot the ordinate is the moisture
content of the film and the abscissa is

drying time. The impingement
used were 2,000 and 4,000
fpm and at each of these, temperatures
of 125, 150 and 200 F were used.
The
dry point, indicated as a horizontal line
on the graph at the 2.5% moisture line,
was arbitrarily chosen and is the point
at which the film has the same moisture
content as it would have if it were in
equilibrium with air at 70 F and 50%
the

velocities

GAP 0005* MORE
THAN FILM THICKNESS
Fig. 4.

the

of

drying

manner with

Squeegee.

film

film

rewetted

in

this

which was dried on

the equipment immediately after procthat
there
was no
essing showed

measurable difference in the required
drying times. It is extremely fortunate
that this was the case because the

R.H.

To

safety,

the

complication of having to process the
film as it was being used would have
made an extensive survey impractical.
In making an experiment the air
temperature and pressure were adjusted
and the machine allowed to run until
it
had reached constant conditions.
Film was then attached to the leader,
threaded through the machine
the

severe drying conditions used it can be
seen that required drying times of 10

supply roll still being submerged in
and the machine
the tank of water
It was allowed to run
drive started.
at the chosen film speed until steady

Samples of the
prevailed.
dry film were cut from the film as it
emerged from the end of the dry cabinet
and placed in stoppered bottles. Wet
film samples were then cut from the
film just beyond the holdback sprocket
after it had emerged from the squeegee
conditions

and before

it

entered the drying cabinet.
of the film was

The moisture content

determined by accurately weighing the
samples in the bottles before and after
being subjected to an evacuation proThe difference between these
cedure.
92
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are

also

illustrate

the

margin

60% and 30% R.H.
Under

indicated.

the

of

levels

most

obtained and the longest
drying time was somewhat
more than 42 sec at 125 F and 2,000
fpm air velocity. The moisture absorption characteristics of emulsion vary
This emulsion
to a considerable extent.
is quite hard and as a result the film
absorbs only about 15 to 19% moisture.

were

sec

required

The performance

of the drier

on

films

of relatively high moisture capacity is
shown in Fig. 6. This is Eastman Plus

X

Panchromatic Negative Safety Film,
5231, which absorbs approximately

Type

With this film the
required drying time was 16
sec and the maximum was more than

35%

moisture.

minimum
1

min.

General Curve Shape
Interpreting these curves in terms of
the classical constant- and falling-rate

phase of drying,

it

might be said that

the early part of the drying approximates the constant-rate phase, then
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10

Fig. 5.

50
30
40
20
DRYING TIME- SECONDS

Impingement Drying of Eastman

Fine Grain Release Positive Safety Film,

Type

5302.

the curve shape reverses, indicating a
transition, and the final part of the
curves are in the falling-rate phase.
that the

of these

data has shown

part of the drying cycle is
not actually at constant rate. This is
not surprising because drying of the
first

support is limited by the rate of diffusion
of water through the support, which is
a falling-rate type of drying. At the
same time, the emulsion is probably
being dried at almost constant rate.
F.

j

2

For satisfactory properties, final moisture
should fall in shaded area. Required
drying time is determined by intersection
of curves with dotted line at 50% R.H.

Calculation

Curve

Dana

Miller:

3

4
5

6

Air Temp.

125
125
150
150

200
200

:

Air Velocity,

fpm

2,000
4,000
2,000
4,000
2,000
4,000

the amount of water being
evaporated from the emulsion during
this phase is so much greater than that
evaporated from the support, the combination of the two approximates constant-rate drying. As the drying of the
emulsion progresses, the rate at which
water can migrate to the surface of
evaporation becomes less than the rate
at which it can be evaporated and the
drying of the emulsion as well as the
support is done at a falling rate.

Because

Rapid Film Drying
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20

30

40

DRYING TIME
Fig. 6.

Plus

Impingement Drying of Eastman

X

50

Curve

Air Temp.,

Panchromatic Negative Safety

should

satisfactory properties, final moisture
fall
in shaded area.
Required

125
125
150
150

drying tune is determined by intersection
of curves with dotted line at 50% R.H.

200
200

Film,

For

It is

Type

5231.

not the purpose of this paper to

make a

detailed mathematical analysis
of the drier performance. However, a

few general conclusions do seem to be
warranted and may be helpful to others
who may wish to construct this type of

equipment.
Effect of

Temperature on Drying

Time
With any constant velocity of drying
up to 6,000 fpm, raising the air

air

94
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60

-SECONDS
F

Air

Velocity,

fpm

2,000
4,000
2,000
4,000
2,000
4,000

temperature from 125 to 150 F will
reduce the required drying time about
50%. By raising the temperature from
150 to 200 F, the reduction in required
drying time will be between 30% and
50%. These data are derived not
only from that shown in Figs. 5 and 6,
but also from experiments on a variety
of other types of films.
It was noted,
and the two examples given are typical,
that for nearly all positive films the
reduction in required drying time by
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10

20

40

30

DRYING TIME

50

SECONDS

Air Velocity on the Drying of Eastman Super XX. Panchromatic
Negative Safety Film, Type 5232, at 125 F Air Temperature.

Fig. 7. EflFect of

Curve
1

the temperature from 125
150 F was about the same as the
reduction obtained by increasing the
temperature from 1 50 to 200 F, whereas
with negative films, increasing the temincreasing
to

in

the

resulted in less

latter

range usually
than a 50% reduction in

required drying time.

At low

air

fpm

a negligible effect on the required drying
time. This was true for both positive

and negative type films. At 150 or
200 F the same change in air velocity
resulted in decreasing the required
drying time from 16% to 45%, with the
greater reduction being at the higher

temperature.
These remarks

Effect of Air Velocity

air velocity

Velocity,

2,000
4,000
6,000

2
3

perature

Air

strued as

temperatures increasing the

from 2,000 to 4,000 fpm has
F.

Dana

Miller:

should not

meaning that there

is

be cona simple

between increase in air
and decrease in required drying

relationship
velocity
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50
20
30
40
DRYING TIME- SECONDS

10

on the Drying of Eastman Super XX Panchromatic
Negative Safety Film, Type 5232, at 150 F Air Temperature.

Fig. 8. Effect of Air Velocity

Curve

Air

Velocity,

2
3

time.
It

air

This

is

definitely not the case.

was found that with any particular
temperature there

velocity

required

is

a

maximum

air

beyond which the decrease in
drying

time

is

negligible.

Eastman Super XX Panchromatic Negative Safety Film, Type 5232, was dried
at 125 F with 2,000-, 4,000- and 6,000fpm air velocities. These same velocities
were used with 150 F air and 200 F air.
The results are shown in Figs. 7. 8 and
9,

respectively.

The

actual dry point

February 1953

fpm

2,000
4,000
6,000

1

is 3.1%, but since not all
experiments were carried to this
point comparison at the 4% level
corresponding to 60% R.H. will suffice.
At 125 F there is a reduction of 35%
to 40% in the required drying time by

of this film

the

increasing the air velocity from 2.000
to 4,000 fpm, but when the velocity is
raised to 6,000 fpm no measurable
difference

in

required drying time

This

is

also

temperatures

of

150

found.
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true

F

as

with

is

air

shown in

20
30
40
50
DRYING TIME- SECONDS

60

on the Drying of Eastman Super XX Panchromatic
Negative Safety Film, Type 5232, at 200 F Air Temperature.

Fig. 9. Effect of Air Velocity

Curve

Air

Velocity,

fpm

2,000
4,000
6,000

1

2
3

No doubt there was actually
Fig. 8.
some improvement in drying when the
air velocity was increased from 4,000
to 6,000 fpm, but it was so slight that

excess of 6,000 fpm but the experiments
indicate that at some point, probably

could not be detected in these experiments. Figure 9, however, shows that
at 200 F increasing the air velocity
through this range reduces the required
drying time from 17 sec to 14^ seconds
or about 15%.
Apparently, at this

Figures 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 show that
the velocity at which the required drying
time reaches a minimum is a function

it

temperature, somewhat faster drying
time could be obtained at velocities in
F.

Dana

Miller:

about 8,000 fpm, practical minimum
required drying time would be attained.

of the

drying air temperature. It is
believed to be dependent on the
particular arrangement of the machine.
also

The

size,

number, and spacing of the

air jets as well as the passage of the air
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over the film to the exhaust must affect
this value as well.
Effect of Squeegeeing

The majority

on Drying Times

of this

work was done

with the squeegee adjusted to a constant
This pressure was
pressure of 3 psi.
selected after a series of experiments
showed that this was the minimum pres-

which would insure that all the
surface-water drops would be removed
at the film speeds used.

sure

Under

these

conditions

the

drying
squeegee varied with the
film speed;
therefore, the moisture
content of the film entering the cabinet
was a function of the film speed and was
different for each point on a drying
In the case of Fine Grain Recurve.
lease Positive, the initial moisture coneffect of the

tent of the film

dropped

as

much

as

3.5% moisture as the film speed was
decreased from the maximum to the
minimum drying during the determinations of the points on a drying curve.
The same amount of change in the
initial moisture occurred in determining
drying curves of negative films absorbing
as much as 45% moisture.
The required drying times found in
Figs. 5 through 9 were obtained at lower
film speeds and therefore at the lower
moisture content of the entering film.
It would be expected that the required
drying times would be greater if the
Ininitial film moisture was higher.
vestigation of this point showed that
the maximum difference in the required

drying times was of the order of 10%
and this was found only with films
absorbing less than 20% moisture, such
as Fine Grain Release Positive. Drying
curves at constant initial moisture were
obtained on Super
Panchromatic
Negative Film, which absorbs 40%
but comparison of these
moisture,
results with those in which the initial
moisture varied showed no difference in

XX

required drying time.
If the performance data of this equipment are used as the basis of design for
F.

Dana

Miller:

commercial equipment, it should be
assumed that the commercial squeegee
would be adjusted for a minimum of
drying and therefore the required drying
times given for Fine Grain Release
Positive should be increased by 10%.
The required drying times of the other
films are unaffected

in initial moisture

by this slight change
and do not require this

correction.

Effect

on Film Properties

In general the physical properties of
the films dried under these conditions
differed very little from the properties
of the

same

machines.

films dried

on conventional

The author

wishes to stress

that these remarks apply only to the
films actually tested and that it would be

a mistake to assume that

all films

would

react similarly.
Careful measurements
of the brittleness, curl level, humidity
curl

amplitude

made on

all

and

were
which were

distortion

of the films

used in the experiments. A comparison
of these values with typical values of

normally dried film showed no outstanding differences. The films used
in the investigation and the measurements made are listed in Table II. In
drying the films for these measurements,
the machine speed was adjusted so that
the film would be dried to approximately a 50% R.H. equilibrium moisIn addition, some samples
ture content.
were purposely overdried, particularly
at the higher air temperatures in order
to show any effects of overdrying.

When

the films were not overdried,

rapid drying had little effect on
either the curl level or the humidity
curl amplitudes. In the case of the Fine
the

Grain Release Positive there was some
lowering of both of these values. Overdrying did not seriously affect either
of these properties, although there is a
it may lower the
slight indication that

humidity curl amplitude of some of the
films.

The effect on the brittleness, as indicated by the Vise Brittleness and Pfund
Rapid Film Drying
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Fold Tests,* was negligible for all the
films except the Super
Panchromatic Negative. Overdrying this film

XX

increased the brittleness.
However,
when the film was properly dried, it was
not brittle.

An

examination of the various films

showed that nearly all
were fluted. This fluting
seemed to be more severe on the films
which had been dried at temperatures
above 180 F. Poor alignment in the
experimental machine may have been

for

distortion

of

them

It also
responsible for the distortion.
may have been caused by the softening

the hard rubber spools at these
temperatures with the result that the
films tended to climb the flanges rather
than to be guided by them. It is
possible that the distortion could be
eliminated in a well-built machine.
However, our experience illustrates how
easily the film can be distorted at these
of

temperatures, and, therefore, the necessity of extremely good film transport
mechanism in machines of this type.

Attempts to evaluate the tendency

for

the rapidly dried film to go "in-and-out
of focus" 6 have not been very successful
to date.

It

can be said that none of the

rapidly dried

films

equalled the per-

formance of the best of the normally
dried films with which they were com-

On the other hand, little differpared.
ence could be found between the average
performance of

all

of the rapidly dried

*

The Vise Brittleness Test consists of
breaking a loop of film, emulsion side out,
between the jaws of a vise closed at uniform speed.

The distance between

at the instant of film failure

is

the jaws
the value

given as vise brittleness. This is usually
done in a room held at 70 F and 10%
R.H. after the film has been equilibrated

when compared with the average
performance of all of the normally
dried films used in the test.
The "in-and-out of focus" test used is
rather severe and does not simulate
films

trade^

conditions.

consisted

It

of the

continuous projection of a 45-ft loop of
film by an arc projector operated at a
light intensity approximately equal to
the maximum in present theaters. The
arc was a condenser type, burning a
13.6-mm positive at 170 amp, and
equipped with an //2.0 quartz con-

denser set to deliver a mean net radiant
flux to the film of about 0.5 watts/sq m.
The image is projected with an //2.0
projection lens, and an observer sets
the focus each time the start of the loop
passes through the projector and records

the focus position as indicated by a dial
He also records the appearindicator.
ance of the image. The test continues

image is steady and the focus
becomes constant or until the loop has

until the

made 25

Under

cycles.

these conditions

film will almost always go "in-and-out
of focus," but the more cycles a loop
of film will travel before this occurs the
less

the chance that

it

would give trouble

in actual theater use.

High-intensity projection of a 1000-ft
of rapidly dried film in a trade use

roll

did not cause "in-and-out of focus."
This roll was projected four times per
day for forty projections at the end of
which time the focus position had
test

become

constant.

Further work is being done on this
problem but at present it must be concluded that the "in-and-out of focus"
tendency of rapidly dried film may be
somewhat greater than with normally
dried film. If commercial installations

ing of a short free loop of film alternately
emulsion in and out. A fold is considered
as a complete cycle.
This test is also run
at 70 F and 10% R.H., with the film

type of drier are made, the
be carefully checked for
should
product
this defect and procedures established
which will minimize the tendency.
Projection life of the Fine Grain
Release Positive Film rapidly dried was
the same as for conventionally dried

equilibrated to those conditions.

product as were also the tear values.

to these conditions.

The Pfund Fold

100
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Table

III.

Impingement
velocity,

fpm

Experimental Impingement Drier Air and Heat Requirements

W

Glarage size 1
type
fan running at about

single-width

rpm and
powered with a 1-hp motor would be
1800

suitable for this service.

Figure 10

is

a sketch to illustrate the

approximate size of the drier cabinet
and showing some of the features which
would be desirable in such an installation.

In this arrangement the machine
would have a single rack of film 5 ft
high with 6 strands on it. Three-inch

diameter

Backing
that

film
rollers

the

be

could

spools

used.

would be required

maximum

so

unsupported film

length would be 20 in. The air would
be supplied from a large duct at the rear
of the film cabinet. The three sections

plenum chamber would
this duct and
open into it. The two outside plenum
chambers impinging on the emulsion
surface would also open into the duct;
however, they could be hinged on the
of the center

be rigidly attached to

duct so that they could be swung aside
of the film or
threading up. Inside the air duct at
the openings to the side plenums, flaptype dampers could be provided which
would automatically close off the air
flow to the plenum chambers when they

to facilitate inspection

Fig. 10.
Arrangement of an Impingement Drier Cabinet for Drying Fine

Grain Release Positive Film

at

300 fpm.

to be used for drying Fine Grain Release
Positive Safety Film at 300 fpm with

200 F air
From Fig.

at a velocity of 4,000 fpm.

the required drying time
for this film for these conditions is 10
5,

To this must be added 10% to
compensate for the low initial moisture

sec.

were swung aside.
Attached to the

outside

plenums,

across the vertical edges, glass panels
are shown and these together with the

metal

flaps

attached

to

the

bottoms

would form a cabinet when the plenums
were in their operating position. The
top of the cabinet would be formed by
the fixed exhaust duct which should be

content of the experiment, making the
actual required drying time 11 sec.
This means the film path in the drier
must be 11/60
300 = 55 ft. This is

piped outside the building.
It would probably be desirable to
install an automatic damper in the main

approximately 15.4 times as large as
the pilot-plant machine.
Therefore,
the total air requirement is 900 cfm and
the heat required is 1800 Btu/min.

plenums in

X

The

pressure

required

to

deliver

air

at this velocity through the orifices is
2.7 in. of water.
Any fan similar to a
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air supply to shut off the

case

of

air to

accidental

the

stops

The space
is in the cabinet.
occupied by the machine would be
approximately 1 X 2 ft without fan or

while film

heaters.

Since this sketch and description are
not intended to be a finished design,

Journal of the
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no attempt has been made to show the
in detail and necessary items

equipment

such as film drive, take-up mechanism,
and controls have been omitted.

fan

many ways

There are

in

which

this

length of thread-up and air system
could be arranged and this is not preIt does serve to
sented as the best.
point out graphically

equipment can

The

probably be

the

be.

of the

cost

how compact

less

equipment would

than for conventional

The power

driers of similar capacity.

requirements are actually less than for
many conventional driers of less capacity.

a variety of films. For example, it was
found that with a drying time of 12
sec and air at 200 F and 4,000-fpm
velocity, Fine Grain Release Positive,
as well as both types of Sound Recording film would be dried properly.
However, this could not be determined

by observation of the
lieved

that

this

is

of this type of drying for

is

bedis-

any and

all

The experiments do inapplications.
dicate that the method is applicable to
that

In contemplating the installation of

It

principal

advantage of this type of drying.
The purpose in presenting these
data has not been to encourage the use

a variety of films.

Remarks

film.

the

It is

known, however,
will become

16mm Kodachrome

commercial work
there are several factors which should

extremely brittle if impingement dried
at temperatures higher than 125 F.
It is possible that other films will have

be considered.

similar limitations.

driers for

impingement

The

first

the problem of
In rapid drying the resurface water is essential

of these

squeegeeing.
moval of all

is

water spots are to be avoided.
It should also be noted that once the
drier is built experiments will have to
be made with each film which it is
intended to dry, in order to determine
if

conditions which will
satisfactorily dry the film at the design
the

operating

film

speed.

It is therefore ur-

gently suggested that before designing
or installing this type of equipment, the
manufacturers of the various types of
films which are to be processed
machine be consulted.

in the

Conclusions

This survey has shown that many
motion picture films can be safely dried

operator's judgment
The
will not be adequate in this case.

with hot impinged air. Drying times
ranging from 10 to 30 sec with air
temperatures as high as 200 F did not

curl level of rapidly dried

have undesirable

The

film,

as it

emerges from the cabinet, is not the
same as it will be after the support and
Furthe emulsion have equilibrated.
thermore, the film may feel dry and

warm

emerges even though insufficiently
This film may become tacky after
dry.
it is rolled up and the base and emulsion
have equilibrated. The proper conditions can be found by trial and error
or by making moisture analyses of the
film dried under different air conditions.
as

it

Once

these

conditions are established

the acceptable moisture range provides
margins of safety with respect

liberal

temperature or velocity.
also possible that one such set of

to either
It is

air

conditions will be satisfactory for drying
F.

Dana
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effects

on the physical

There is
properties of the films tested.
an indication that the film density is
affected by the treatment but the

amount

of change

is

small.

Consideration of several methods
which might be used for rapidly drying

motion picture film seem to indicate
that the most suitable method for commercial application is by means of highvelocity hot air.

While the method has been used
on a
wide variety of films, it would be wise
successfully in experimental tests
for

anyone contemplating the

installa-

tion of such equipment to determine
first its effects on each of the types of
film

which he intends

Rapid Film Drying

to use in

it.
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Further Experiments in High-Speed
Processing Using Turbulent Fluids
By

LEONHARD KATZ

and

WILLIAM

F.

ESTHIMER

The

results of an investigation into the effects of turbulence in the rapid
processing of photographic film under fixed conditions are described. For
test purposes a turbulent processing machine was constructed
permitting
rapid switching of fluids and evaluation of resulting reactions.

tions

A RESULT of a number of investigainvolving mass transfer under

made

were

also

performed

using

films

and

mono-bath

solutions

different
(i.e.,

conditions of turbulent flow, the possibility of increasing the speed of develop-

solutions for the simultaneous developing
and fixing of an emulsion) in cooperation

ment

with the Optical Research Laboratory,
Boston University, during April 1950.
It was observed that the time factor
varied between 2 and 3j and was

of photographic film

by means of

turbulent liquids and gases was taken
under consideration during November

As a

1949.

work, an
as

shown

some theoretical
machine was constructed

result of

initial

in Fig.

for the

1

perimenting with small

purpose of ex-

strips of

motion

picture film subjected to turbulent de-

These experiments were comveloper.
pleted in April 1950 and have been described in Ref. 1.

The experiments indicated that at
room temperature turbulent developing
fluid acted between 2 and 3| times as
fast

as

apparently influenced by variations in
the thickness of the emulsion and the
It was also observed
type of film used.
the normal equilibrium between
developing and fixing solutions in the
mono-bath was upset under conditions of
turbulent flow so that the relative rate
that

of developing

and

Although the

was changed.
experiments were
was observed that

fixing

initial

rather incomplete

it

normally agitated developing
using standard developers and

the time factor increased as the Reynolds
number was increased and no apparent

Some experiments

leveling off of the curve was observed
within the limited region of the experi-

on October 8, 1952, at the
Convention at Washington, D.C.,
by Leonhard Katz, Woburn Engineering

ments (the maximum Reynolds number
In addition, it was
was 90,000).

fluids,

positive-type

film.

Presented
Society's

Co., 19 Ward St., Woburn, Mass., who
read the paper, and William F. Esthimer,
Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltham 54, Mass.
This is a report of research carried out at
the Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltham 54, Mass.
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observed that with thin emulsions the
time factor (over normal agitation
developing) increased to approximately
5j at slightly elevated temperatures.
It appeared that the application of
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Symbols, Definitions, Dimensions and Values

A =

B =
C =
Cp =
D =
Ea =
g =
=
h

area normal to heat or mass trans-

k

sq ft
thickness of stagnant layer,
concentration,

Pr

fer,

velocity,

5

diffusivity, sq ft/hr

n

viscosity, Ib/ft

p

density, Ib/cu

Sc

Btu/lbF

diameter, ft
rate of mass transfer, Ib/hr
acceleration of gravity, ft/secj
heat transfer coefficient Btu/hrsq

T
V

Re

ft

%

specific heat,

thermal conductivity
Prandtl number, Cpn/k
Reynolds number,
Schmidt number, up/8
R
temperature,

F

ft

fpm
hr
ft

turbulent fluids might well provide an
important time gain in the rapid processing of photographic film and that
further investigation would the justified.

was the time measured

lent conditions

between the

and the

initiation of turbulent flow

cessation of turbulent flow.

The

fixing time was determined
as the time to clear the film completely
6.

was, therefore, decided to embark on
a research program in which an effort
would be made to isolate the results

of opalescence.

which were

silver nitrate tests.**

It

effect

attributable to the

solely

of turbulence

a proper

so that

evaluation could be made.

Scope of the Investigation

Although it was realized from the
beginning that the effects of turbulent
flow would be more useful if they were
combined with other changes, such as
increased concentration of developer,
different

emulsions,

tures, etc., it

different

was decided

tempera-

to limit this

investigation solely to the investigaConsetion of the effects of turbulence.
first

quently, the following standards were
established

7.

Washing time was determined by

8. Small
samples of film approximately l| in. wide by 6j in. long, on
which a photographic wedge had been
exposed, were used in a stationary
mount.

Theory

The treatment
sion

means

by

perform the functions of developing,
washing and drying and other
basic functions can, in general, be

fixing,

separated

into

to be processed was to
F (66 F to 70 F).

be maintained

at 68
4.

The

fixer to

be used was Kodak

1

.

The chemical

*

The developing time under

turbu-

M.

Lester,

See Photo Lab Index, Henry

Sect.

6,

Morgan

&

Lester,

New

12th ed., 1952.
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York,

reaction taking place

particles contained in the

photographic emulsion and the particles
introduced by external means.
2.

The

diffusion

by

which

these

chemicals are transported from the surrounding atmosphere into and out of
the gelatin to permit the accomplishment of the chemical reaction.
Photographic film can be considered
as consisting of a

Fixing Bath F-6.*
5.

two basic phenomena

as follows:

between the
1. The film to be used was Kodak
Super-XX Aerographic Film.
be used was
2. The developer to
Kodak Developer D-19.*
3. The temperature at which the film

of photographic emulof various chemicals

to

:

was

atm

partial pressure,

practically

** The

no

Theory

base which absorbs
and a gelatin

fluids,

of the

Photographic Process,

C. E. K. Mees, Macmillan,
1942, p. 532.
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New

York,

DEVELOPING CHAMBER

P--J

MODEL

Z

EASTERN PUMP

Model developing

Fig. 1.

layer which can absorb a large amount
of fluids. The processing of film requires
that the molecules of the processing
fluids diffuse into the gelatin layer

and

out of the gelatin layer depending on
whether the process is one of developing,
fixing, washing, or drying. This transfer
of fluids into and out of the gelatin layer
serves only the purpose of transporting
a small amount of chemicals which can
then react with other substances already
It can be
present in the emulsion.
seen that if this transfer rate of fluids
can be increased, the speed of chemical
reaction will, in general, also be increased inasmuch as the rate of chemical
reaction

will

be

dependent

on

TO FAUCET

the

test set-up.

of molecules of the

developing agent

which come in contact with the various
molecules of silver halides which are in
the gelatin. As the developing process
place, a concentration gradient
be established in the emulsion such

takes
will

that the

amount

of active ingredients,

unused

developer, decreases at
Given
greater depth in the emulsion.
i.e.,

a specific emulsion and a specific chemical formula to be used for the developing,
there are a

number

of factors which

can be used for increasing the velocity
of development as follows:
1.
i.e.,

The concentration of the developer,
number of available molecules,

the

can be greatly increased. As a result
this, the probability of a silver halide
molecule making contact with the

number

of chemical particles which are
carried into or out of the emulsion by the

of

transporting fluid.

developer molecules

The

greatly increased.
of the developer

is

For instance, a developing fluid will
consist largely of water containing vari-

molecules

ous chemical substances.
Upon submersion of a film in the developer, the

by an increase in the temperature of
the developer, which will so increase

fluid will penetrate the gelatin, taking

the agitation of the molecules that the
probability of collision is again greatly
increased.
3. The rate of diffusion through the

the chemical substances with
actual

developing

process

it.

The

inside

the

gelatin is then governed by statistical
rates which determine the total number

Katz and Esthimer:

2.

gelatin

velocity

may

may

be considerably increased

be increased, thereby
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concentration gradient in
the gelatin.
Consequently, the concentration of effective developer inside the

during the

emulsion

enormously increased, which

is

again increases the probability of

colli-

sion.
It

should

be

noted that the three
are to a great

mentioned

variables

1
Theory of Mass Transfer

In order to study the problems involved in diffusion more closely, it is
well to consider first the general theory
of mass transfer between a solid substance and a liquid or gaseous sur-

From the general theory
rounding.
will then become apparent which
parameters can be varied to obtain the

it

maximum

rate of

mass transfer and

so

obtain the maximum speed of processing.
It has long been recognized that heat

and mass
in nature

transfer

layer of liquid or gas.
It, is well to realize that the stagnant
layer may not always be the controlling

must be taken in
theory to other mass
transfer problems.
It appears from theoretical considerations and experimental verifications that
the law which governs mass transfer and
heat transfer can be formulated as

factor,

so

applying

extent independent variables.
Basic

and drying of
photographic film. The stagnant layer
as used in the following discussions can
be considered as a relatively non-moving

case in the developing

problems are similar

and that the same theory

will

that care

this

The

follows:

action which

is

obtained

(the total heat or mass transfer) is equal
to the driving force (temperature differ-

ence in case of heat transfer, concentration difference in the case of mass
transfer) divided by the resistance (the
thickness of the stagnant layer).
This
can be stated in abbreviated form as
follows :

mass transfer of gases

for

apply to both problems. The heat and
mass transfer between a liquid and solid
will depend on a number of variables

Ea =

(1)

B/A

as follows:
1
The area of contact through which
heat or mass transfer takes place.
2. The driving force, i.e., the temperature difference in case of heat transfer
or concentration difference in case of

mass transfer of liquids

for

.

mass
3.

Ea =

transfer

resistance

which

is

to

mass or heat

proportional to

the

number
is

the action obtained, the numerator
each case represents the driving

thickness of a stagnant layer existing at
the dividing surface between the two

in

media.

to action

The

(2)

B/A

In these equations, Ea is the total
of molecules transferred, which

transfer.

The

Cbm

force,

and the denominator, the resistance
formed by the stagnant layer

of thickness B.

two variables have usually
been well recognized, and it is the usual
practice to increase heat or mass transfer

the governing factors in mass transfer,
and it can be seen that mass transfer

by increasing the surface area or increasing the driving force, i.e., raising the

manner:

first

These basic formulas are found to be

can

temperature.

The

third variable takes into account

the resistance to heat or mass transfer

stagnant layer. This will be
especially important where the stagnant
layer is a controlling factor, as is the

in
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1.

2.

be

increased

in

the

following

By increasing the driving force.
By reducing the resistance of the

stagnant layer.

The
as a

Journal of the

resistance of the stagnant layer,

first

order approximation,
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is

pro-

the thickness of the stagnant
portional to
methods by
layer and, therefore, any
which the thickness of the stagnant

trarily

will proportionally
layer can be reduced
reduce the resistance of the stagnant

number

It

proportionality may not
the stagnant layer becomes extremely thin, i.e., of molecular
size, but as a first order approximation

when

hold true

it

will

which
which

The problem which

how

simpler

the

were changed

where

suddenly

the

was soon

specific

flow

Whereas precompletely.
smooth
viously the flow was relatively
and streamlined, the new condition was
one of extreme turbulence in which a
considerable agitation of the fluid inside
the tubes took place, and the velocity
distribution could no longer be repre-

more
by a parabola but was

rectangular.

The

first

condition of flow

was

the

of

separation

flow.

to

note

and

turbulent

flow

must

It is
flow with "vigorous agitation."
in
have
to
agitation
vigorous
possible
is a
flow
turbulent
but
laminar flow,

was reached

nature

should

numonly at extremely high Reynolds
Care
500,000).
bers (approximately
should be taken not to confuse turbulent

conditions in the tube
and the velocities of the
of

It

factors

changed

sented

possible

if

liquids increased, a point

laminar.

tangular ducts correction
be applied and for circular flow in the
to the axis of the
plane perpendicular
tube turbulent flow sometimes occurs

the tube would be approximately paraThe steep sides of the parabola
bolic.
fluid on the sides
represent the stagnant
of the wall in which the velocity was so
low that it could effectively be considered
it

turbulent and below

is

2300 only in circular ducts,
exists)
For recwith fluids flowing axially.

indicated that if liquid flowed through
a tube the velocity distribution across

However,

is

flow

is

Early investigations by experimenters
interested in the problems of fluid flow

still.

flow

determination

longer

the application of turbulence.

discovered that

all

It is especially important
that the critical Reynolds number (the
number at which laminar flow is no

reduce the thickness. A
has met with greater
however, has been found in

as standing

all

between the two kinds of

way which

success,

was the main

DVp/fj.)

general, however, the critical Reynolds
number of 2300 is a reasonable point for

to

as

=

can exist at Reynolds numbers
below 2300, and laminar flow can exist
In
at Reynolds numbers above 2300.

of the stagnant layer which has met with
success is the application of supersonic
vibrations which so agitate the surroundings

(Re

flow.

Reynolds

flow

to reduce this stagnant
mass transfer can be
the
that
so
layer
One method of reduction
increased.
exists is

turbulent

be noted, however, that conditions can
be artificially made such that turbulent

foregoing explanation it
can be seen that the stagnant layer in
is an extremely imliquids and gases
determines the
portant factor which
the

rate of diffusion.

called

later discovered that the

at a value of approximately 2300 above

Reduction of Stagnant Layer

now

was

laminar, and it was specifically found
that a critical Reynolds number exists

hold true.

From

was

governing factor in the determination
of whether the flow was turbulent or

This

layer.

laminar and the second

called

condition

provides

condition
its

into a series

in

which the

fluid

own

agitation by breaking up
It is only under
of vortices.

these conditions that the stagnant layer
is

reduced as has been previously

dis-

cussed.

As a result of a large number of
measurements in the field of heat
heat transtransfer it was found that the
the
fer coefficients will be governed by
following correlation:
*

X

0.023

(3)

arbi-

Katz and Esthimcr:
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where the Prandtl number, in a dimensionless coefficient,

defined as

is

(4)

Similarly, it was found that the mass
transfer will be governed by the following

correlation (which

by

was

first

pronounced

ment) is inversely proportional to
factor Re*-*/D.
If we have a tube through which
liquids or gases flow, the mass transfer
coefficient cannot be indefinitely in-

creased, as for a given diameter
increase in velocity will result in
increase in horsepower required

0.023 (flt)M(&)M

where the Schmidt number

(5)

is

constant velocity will cause an increase
in the pressure drop required to force
the gases or liquids through the tube
resulting

(6)

As a

result of this formulation,

means

now indicated for

reducing the thickness of the stagnant layer B.
If a
specific fluid or gas is selected for
the

following paramremain constant within

experimentation
eters

to

drive the gases or fluids through the tube.
Similarly, a reduction in diameter at

Gilliland):

1 =iX

are

an
an

usually
the range of experimentation:

in

an increased horsepower

and

equipment size.
Consequently,
there is a practical limitation to the
choice of the velocity and the diameter.
Velocities near or above the sonic level
are usually undesired because of other
effects

A

accompanying supersonic

flow.

reasonable

compromise, however,
can usually be found with velocities in
the vicinity of 50 to 400 miles per hour

and diameters
Viscosity,

/*

Density, p

numbers well

Diffusivity, d

Specific heat,

Cp

Conductivity,

k.

taining

Cp)

n,

and k
Eq.

con-

be constant.
can then be

will

(3)

(7)

(5)

The horsepower required to drive
the fluids or gases under those conditions
is

usually quite low,

can be rewritten as follows:

less

exact notation

is

pre-

ferred as follows:

equipment is
by the avail-

ability of a pump, and usually the
design of a turbulent fluid chamber is
based on a particular pump or blower

which
(8)

Usually the

and experiments

can usually be performed with pumps or
blowers driven by motors of reasonable
size (ranging from 1/20 to 2 hp).
In
general, the design of the
dictated to a great extent

written as follows:

and Eq.

the turbulent region

tude.

The Prandtl number

Consequently

in

in the vicinity of 50,000 to 500,000 and
Re-*/D factors of considerable magni-

As a result the Schmidt number
which contains the values /i, p, and 5 will
be constant.

in the range of 0.1 to 7
This permits the use of Reynolds

mm.

is

optimum

available

rather

than

on

theoretical considerations.

Application of the Theory
to

Photographic Development

The

foregoing theory indicates that

(9)

improvement can be obtained from the

This equation indicates clearly that
the thickness of the stagnant layer B
which is a controlling factor in the rate

application of turbulent fluids to photographic development and that this will
be a function of Re*-*/D. The improvement, however, will only be significant

of diffusion (and thus the rate of develop-

if

110

the following conditions prevail:
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1.

A

substantial

concentration

gra-

dient exists through the emulsion.
time through
2. The diffusion

emulsion
3.

is

the

not abnormally high.
of chemical reaction

The time

is

not abnormally long.
4. The emulsion is relatively thin.

any one of these aforementioned
becomes dominant, so that
becomes the main controlling factor

If

quantities
it

of the photographic process, the improvement due to the application of turbulent

considerably reduced.
any reduction in these

Conversely,

will
increase the time gain
obtained by the application of turbulent
fluids.
Consequently, the gain resulting
from the application of turbulent flow
will, in general, increase as the speed

factors

of photographic processing is increased.
Therefore, greater improvements can
be expected from the application of

turbulence

if

more concentrated, higher-

temperature developers are used with
thinner emulsions.
Description of

In

order

experiments in

perform

constant.

The

original

proc-

which had been constructed

during early experiments (see Fig. 1)
suitable because it did not

was not

permit switching fluids. Consequently,
the film samples had to be removed
from the chamber by hand and be
immersed in a fixer or stop bath for the
processing. This hand operation varied
too much in time from one sample to
the next and consequently a wide
spread in the data was obtained.
It was, therefore, decided to build an
equipment to conform to the following
specifications :
1.

succession.
4.

The machine

Timing
and

be accomplished elec-

will

trically

so

automatically

human

eliminate

as

to

error.

5. At least one of the fluids will be
variable over a wide range in pressure

and volume.
6.

Provisions will be

made
the

statically controlling
of the solutions.
7.

Volume

flow,

for

thermo-

temperature

temperature

and

pressure of the fluid will be measured.

As a
machine

1.

be obtained with a reasonable
degree of consistency, a turbulent processing unit had to be constructed which
would permit changing the desired
variables while leaving all other paramessing unit

3. The
machine will permit the
introduction of several fluids in rapid

satisfactory

which quantitative data

could

eters

different diameters.

result

was

a

turbulent

designed

processing

shown in
This machine
as

Figs. 2 to 8, inclusive.
consists of three basic units as follows:

Equipment
to

mm

2. The
machine will permit the
introduction of different channel diameters over the film so as to
permit the
study of different Reynolds numbers and

be

will

fluids

introduction and withdrawal of a film
wide and 6?
approximately 35
in. long on which a
photographic wedge
has been exposed.

strip

will permit the rapid

Katz and Esthimer:

frame

Base

containing

motors,

pumps, drip tank, variable speed drive,
fluid tanks and cooling system.
chamber
2. Turbulent
developing
with intake, exhaust and by-pass valves.
3. Control
panel containing motor
and valve timing controls.

The

base frame (see Figs. 2, 5 and 6)
of angle-iron construction of dimen42 in. Four 1-hp,
30
sions 60
1725-rpm, 220-v, 3-phase, Ideal motors
is

X

X

mounted on the lower level of the
frame. Each of these motors
drives an Eastern Industries Model Z,
are

base

flange-mounted, 304 stainless-steel pump
through belts and pulleys. The pumps

mounted several inches above the
motors, which permits the changing of
pulleys so as to get different operating
In addition, a
speeds of the pumps.
Worthington All-Speed drive was installed between one of the motors and

are

the

pump

to permit continuous varia-
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Fig. 2.

Overall front view of completed high-speed film processor.

speed from one-eighth
to twice the motor
A cast-iron protectively coated
speed.
junction box was mounted on the frame
to allow waterproof electrical connecAll wiring was encased in steel
tions.
tion of the

the

pump

motor speed

tubing and
the

completely shielded

from

A

large

splashing

of the

fluids.

drip pan of 10-gal capacity
was placed beneath the pumps, above
stainless-steel

the motors, with provisions
the pan in one corner.
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drain

The chamber and
hand

side

valve frame (see
the top right-

mounted on

Figs. 2-6) is

of

the

frame.

base

The

valves control the introduction of the

various fluids into the processing

cham-

This processing chamber is made
of 1-in. lucite, and designed in such a
way that film can be introduced into
the chamber easily, while still permitting
For
the use of different channel sizes.
this purpose a draw slide was built into
ber.

this

Journal of the

chamber

SMPTE

(see

Figs.

Vol. 60

3

and

4)

in

Solenoid-Operated Slide Valves

From

From

From

Film

From

Developer

Short- Stop

Pump

Pump

Cross section through
Fig. 4.
turbulent developing channel.

two clamps in which the film

The
To Developer
Tank

is clamped.
approximately

long by If in. wide. The two
clamps are designed in such a
manner as to cause a minimum of flow
film

Turbulent developing chamber

and

are

strips

in.

To
Short-Stop

Solenoid-Operated Slide Valves

Fig. 3.

film

slide valves.

A steel and sponge-rubber
hinge assembly closes on the outside
of the chamber to minimize leakage.

disturbance.

The

which the film is fastened and onto
which the turbulent flow channel is
attached.

When

the

draw

slide

is

pushed into the unit it is sealed by
means of a gasket, firmly connected

on the outside and clamped by means
of

three

screw

handles.

The

entrance and exit consist of two
stainless-steel

two

nipples

lucite endpieces.

endpietes

are

two

ponents and circuits. The lower four
buttons control the 1-hp motors which
operate the pumps. A set of buttons
across the top of the panel control the
The timers are mounted

fluid

solenoid valves.

1-in.

below the buttons and a selector switch
has been mounted so as to permit the
introduction of the timers into any one

press-fitted into
Adjacent to the

plenum

third component of the equipment
the control panel (see Fig. 8).
It
contains all the electrical control comis

chamber

provide a space in which
the fluid pressure can be equalized across
the channel face.
From the plenum
chamber the fluid goes through a narrowing section until the channel has the
desired configuration of the channel
above the film. The film slide contains

sections to

Katz and Esthimer:

of the circuits.

One

tinier controls the

time during which the fluid is pumped
through the chamber. At the end of the

pumping
selector

cycle,

switch,

matically closes
sent through the

selected

as

the

fluid

by

valve

the

auto-

and an air stream is
chamber to flush the

system for a short period of time.

Turbulent Fluid Processing
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Fig. 5.

Turbulent processing

unit, rear

view of base frame

with associated plumbing.

Fig. 6.
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Base frame of turbulent processing unit.
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A!R
CYLINDER

Fig. 7.

Detail of

VALVE LOAOiNG
SPRING

upper valve mechanism of turbulent processing

flushing time period can be set on a
separate timer in preparation for the
30-min timer has
following fluids.

A

been mounted on the panel to permit
automatic developing for longer periods
of time.
These timers have an accuracy
of J sec over their entire range.
Inasalso

much
entire

as

it

was expected
in

to operate the

total

darkness,
in order to permit emergency disconnection in case of failure of the

equipment

A!R
SOLENOID VALVE

and

The

valves used in this

stainless steel,

Ij

in. in

unit.

machine were

diameter oper-

compressed air. The air
cylinders were controlled in pairs from
a two-way pilot valve in such a way
ated

by

the by-pass valve or the
intake valve was open at all times. The
pilot valve automatically reversed the

that either

position of the two valves when actuated,
and a suitable delay was built into the

equipment, a bar was provided across
the front of the panel which actuated

pilot valve system so that the by-pass
valve would not close until the channel

main contactor, disconnecting
and motors, when depressed.
reset button was mounted behind

The four
intake valve was open.
exhaust valves were each controlled by

the

valves

all

A
this

emergency bar.

Two pressure gauges were installed
on the control panel to read the input
and output pressure of the film chamber.
A stainless-steel flow meter (Shutte &
Koerting Co., Size 6 Rotameter) was
installed to permit an accurate measurement of volume flow of the fluids going
through the chamber.
Katz and Esthimer:

their

individual

electrically

operated

pilot valves.

plumbing between the valves and
chamber was either stainless steel

All

the

or Carlon.*

In addition a water line

was
a

built into the system controlled by
hand-operated stainless-steel valve

*
Carlon Products Co., 10225
Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio.
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Table

I.

CHAMBER OUTLET
PRESSURE GAUGE

Fig. 8.

Front view, control panel of turbulent processing unit.

mounted in the turbulent developing
machine and developer fluid was run
over

the

fixing,

film at high speed.
After
washing, and drying, the samples

were carefully examined and no largedistortions detectable under a
microscope were found to exist, so that
it was possible to continue with the
remaining tests without any further
scale

worries of distortion.
test

A

sample of

has been reproduced in Fig.

Turbulent

developing
follows

Developing.
tests

were

The

this

9.

turbulent

performed

as

:

A sample of film was taken in complete
Katz and Esthimer:

from its storage box and
mounted in the turbulent developing
chamber containing a channel preThe draw slide was
viously selected.
pushed in and the gasket seal was
clamped on. The timer had previously
darkness

been set to the desired turbulent developing time and the motor and pumps
were running. The valves were in the
by-pass position so that fluid was already
being pumped around but did not pass
through the chamber.
The timer button was then pushed,
permitting the developing fluid to pass
over the test sample for the desired
period of time. After the completion
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of the timing cycle the fluid was drained
out of the chamber and air was intro-

duced to blow the remaining fluid out
approximately one second. The
fixer solution was then introduced into
the chamber and permitted to fix the
sample. The time used for fixing was
for

always in excess of the
118
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time

resolution

test.

required for complete fixing of the
sample.
The following control tests were per-

formed

before

and

after

each

run.

Before the beginning of a run of tests
a number of samples were put in a tray
for different lengths of time and de-

veloped

Journal of the

with "no

SMPTE

agitation."

Vol.60

These

lamples were then removed and put in

variations of the fluids as observed were

k tray containing fixing bath and later
Ivere put in a normal wash tank with

was maintained

running water. A number of samples
Ivere also developed under condition of
rcontinuous agitation." These samples
Lvere again fixed in a regular tray and
kvashed in a regular bath. The same
brocedure was also followed after the

Completion of a run of tests and before
the particular developer used in the
These control
tests was thrown away.
close check on any small
[tests gave a
variations in the properties of the deAll
fluid.
were
samples
veloping

marked during the tests so
that identification was possible after
the samples had been washed and dried.
The washing of all samples was done
properly

running water tray bath
one hour and the
samples were then dried by hanging

The temperature

J.

approximately

at 68 F.

Turbulent Fixing. Turbulent fixing tests
were performed in the following manner:
A strong light was mounted behind the
turbulent processing chamber and the
observer placed himself on the other
side of the chamber, so that he could see

the sample mounted in the chamber
with the light shining through it. Turbulent fixer was then passed through the
chamber and the observer noted the time

required for the sample to clear comAs soon as the sample was
pletely.
completely cleared the observer would
notify a second observer who noted the
exact time elapsed.
All the different

in the regular

channels were used in the turbulent

for a period of at least

fixing tests under different conditions of
flow as observed in the flow meter and

them up on a

line.

The

densities of the

the

pressure

exposed wedges were read on a densitom-

fixing

eter.

tests

The

film used during the entire tests
Super
Aerographic film which

XX

was
was cut up into small samples approximately 6 in. long and \\ in. wide.
These film samples were exposed to a

photographic wedge in the sensitometer
at Boston University. The film samples
were kept in a light-proof box in the

darkroom and were usually used for the
tests within a day or two after exposure.

A number of different channel
were used in the

heights

with the different
channels as described previously. In
addition, for each channel the pump
speeds, and consequently the flow rate,
through the chamber were varied considerably by means of the variable speed
drive contained in the system.
tests

The temperature

of

the

operating

was accurately maintained by
means of an independent temperature

fluids

control system.
This system consisted
of separate thermostats for each tank,
operating a solenoid valve which intro-

duced cooling water through the cooling
in the tank.
The temperature

coil

Katz and Esthimer:

"No

gages.

agitation"

and "constant agitation" fixing
were performed to check on any

variations

in

the

fixing

bath.

The

samples used were

not developed to
eliminate variations introduced by the
developer.

For the turbulent
a sample was first de-

Turbulent Washing.

washing

tests

veloped in a tray under conditions of
"no agitation," then fixed in a tray

under conditions of "no agitation."
The wet sample was then mounted in
the turbulent developing chamber and
turbulent water was passed over the
sample. It should be noted here that
the water used for turbulent washing
was recycled but fresh water was also
added continuously during the test.
After a fixed period of time, as determined by the electric timer, the water
flow over the sample was shut off, the
sample was quickly removed from the

chamber and mounted

in a test tube

containing silver nitrate. The sample
was then vigorously shaken until a deamount of
posit was formed and the
with
a number
was
compared
deposit
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Plot of time factor (turbulent developing time compared
Fig. 14.
to "no agitation" developing time) as a function of gamma.

not vary substantially from this average
test.
If a substantial variation was
noted then the data with this particular
type of developer were discarded and the
developer was declared spoiled. Figures
12 to 15 inclusive contain the time
factors of turbulent developing over no
agitation and constant agitation deThe factors are defined as
veloping.

developing time between continuous
agitation developing and turbulent developing to reach the same gamma.
2.
The time factor of turbulent
developing over no agitation developing
is defined as the ratio of the
developing
time between no agitation developing
and turbulent developing to reach the

follows:

same gamma.

1. The
time factor of turbulent
developing over constant agitation developing is defined as the ratio of the

indicates that the time factor appears
to be a slightly rising function of the
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factor Re**/D.
It can be seen that a
variation in the Re*/D factor between
2 and 9^ produces a variation in the
time factor of turbulent agitation over

no agitation varying from 2.3 to 4.5.
Similarly, it is apparent that the time

resulted in a wide spread in the data.
This verified the theory which indicated
that the Reynolds number is not the
critical variable in the rate of

ment but
the

that

important

the

figure
factor.
(A

develop-

Re-*/D

is

theoretical

over

derivation of the reasons for the use of

agitation developing varies
between 1.1 and 2.0 for a gamma of

has been given previously.)
factor is used as the
abscissa on points obtained with different channels, they fall into a relatively

factor

of

turbulent

developing

constant
1.0

and between

1.25

and

2.2

for

a

gamma of 1.3.
Attempts to plot the data obtained
Reynolds number alone

as a function of

Katz and Esthimer:

this factor

When

the

Re*/D

smooth curve.
It is interesting to

note that a variation
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of approximately 5 to 1 in the Re-*/D
factor produced a variation of approximately 2 to 1 in the time factor, either

when compared to no agitation development or constant agitation development.
appears that the time factor is greater
higher gamma development than
for lower gamma development.
The lower ends of the curves in
Figs. 12 and 13 are not shown but it
can be noted that the curves in Fig. 12
should go through the point 1.0 on the

pattern except that some of
indicate that the time

to

curve

gamma

sufficient

is

0.

This

the

abscissa

that

indicates

(Re-*/D)

when

the

time factor is 1.
Similarly, the curves in Fig. 13 should
go through 0.6 on the ordinate when the
fluids are at rest the

abscissa

(Re^/D]

is

0,

indicating that

ratio between no agitation and
constant agitation is approximately 0.6.
In Figs. 14 and 15 are plotted the

the

vs.

is

of
1.0.
Inapproximately
data were taken to determine
the exact behavior of the curves and

It

when

factor

a linear curve, and the
upper three indicate that the curve might
be slightly concave with a minimum

gamma

for

ordinate

them seem

consequently they were plotted as the
It
is
experimental points indicated.
interesting to note that the curves obtained with channel 6 (1 X -^
-)
at a Reynolds number of 38,700 and
with 8.7 gpm of developer flowing
through the chamber showed a time
factor in excess of 2 over the entire

m

range of gamma. The horsepower required for this rate of developing was
approximately ^.
Turbulent

Fixing.

The

results

of the

comparing turbulent developing to no

turbulent fixing experiments are shown
in Figs. 16 and 17.
It can be seen from

agitation developing and constant agitation developing.
It can be seen that

results

time factors as a function of

the time factor,
slightly as the
that this increase

in

gamma

general, increases
increases and

gamma
is

not always constant.

The

dispersions in the curves must be
attributed to the fact that insufficient

data were taken, so that a small amount
of fog or uneven developing would
cause a considerable uncertainty in the
data.
Figure 15 gives a good indication of what type of data can be exAll curves follow a fairly
pected.
reasonable pattern in that the time
factor increases as a function of Re-*/D.

The only exception

in these curves

is

squares) which was taken with channel
This channel was completely differ7.
ent from all the other channels in that
it had a width of 2 in. instead of 1 in.

opening depended completely on
It was observed
the fluid pressure.
that the development across the width
of the channel was not even under all
its

conditions and, therefore, considerable
variation in data may have taken place.
All the other curves follow a regular
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follow a clearly definable pattern
plotted as a function of Re*/D.

when
From

Fig. 16 it can be seen that the clearing
time for no agitation fixing is 255 sec,
the constant agitation clearing time is
158 sec, and the turbulent fixing time
varies from 100 sec to 68 sec over a

range of Re-*/D from 0.4 to

8.8.

A

plot of the turbulent fixing time factors

over no agitation fixing and constant
The time
agitation is shown in Fig. 17.
factors as shown in Fig. 17 are defined
as follows:
1
The time factor of turbulent fixing
over no agitation fixing is defined as
the ratio of the fixing times between
turbulent fixing and no agitation fixing
to reach the same clearing point (total
.

the second one from the top (marked with

and

these figures that the large number of
obtained with different channels

clearing).
2.

The

time

factor

of

turbulent

fixing over continuous agitation fixing
is defined as the ratio of the fixing times

between turbulent fixing and continuous
agitation fixing to reach total clearing.
It

Journal of the

can be seen from
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Fig. 17 that the

ZbU
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An

explanation of the variations of the
from the theory can be found

results

hi the experiments which will be presented in a later paper regarding the
condelayed onset of turbulence.
siderable amount of research is now

A

being carried on in the field of heat
to gain more knowledge regarding the onset of turbulence. It
may be possible that the experiments
presently being conducted in the field
of heat transfer concerning the study of
turbulence promoters can be directly
applied to turbulent developing so that
the time factor will again become a
linear function of Re os/D.
Some indications exist that increased rates of development can be obtained by fully developed
transfer

turbulence.

From

it

appears
that using Super
Aerographic film
and D-19 developer at a temperature of
68 F the time factor of turbulent developing over continuous agitation developing
will vary between approximately 1.5
and 2.25 and the time factor of turbulent
developing over no agitation developing

XX

varies
4.5.

between approximately 2.2 and
It

reasonable

therefore,

is,

to

conclude that a time advantage of 2
over continuous agitation can be obtained under field conditions if turbulent
developing is used. Similarly, a time
advantage over no agitation of approximately 3^ can be obtained under field
conditions
used.

if

Higher

turbulent

time

developing

factors

may

is

be

feasible, especially at higher functions of
Re"-*/D, but this has not yet been

experimentally verified.

Examination

of

Figs.

16

and

17

indicates that a time factor of turbulent
fixing over continuous agitation fixing
varies between 1.78 and 2.35 with an

value

of approximately 2.
a time factor of turbulent
fixing over no agitation fixing of 3.15 can
be expected under field conditions where
this time factor actually varied from 2.55

average

the experiments.

The overall results of the experiments
performed seem to indicate that a time
factor of turbulent
processing over
continuous agitation processing of at
least 2 can be obtained under field
conditions for the entire photographic
process using Super
Aerographic
film with standard developer (D-19)

XX

and standard
of 68 F.
also

the data obtained

Similarly,

to 3.75.

The experiments on

turbulent wash-

Katz and Esthimer:

XX

indicate that using Super
Aerographic film at 68 F the time factor
of turbulent washing over
washing in a
tank with water flowing continuously
will be approximately 3j under field
conditions.
The time factor actually
varied between the values of 2 and 5 in

ing

that

a temperature

fixer (F-6) at

The
a

overall results indicate

time factor of turbulent

processing over no agitation processing
of at least 3j for the entire photographic
processing can be obtained under field
conditions using Super
Aerographic
film with standard developer (D-19)

XX

and standard temperature of 68 F.
The experiments seem to indicate
conclusively that the rate of processing
be a function of Re*-*/D and it has

will

been observed that high Re-*/D
can be successfully obtained with
extremely narrow channels requiring a
also

factors

minimum of horsepower for the pumping
of fluids.
highest

It

rates

was observed that the
of development were

usually obtained with a total required
to f
horsepower of not more than
for a photographic strip 6 in. long and

~

approximately

1

in.

wide.

Further Improvements

The

experiments

to

Be Expected

described

above

indicated that a minimum time factor
of 2 is certainly obtainable using turbuThe fact that
lent flow principles.

standard developer (D-l 9) and standard
fixer (F-6) were used at a standard

temperature (68 F) indicates that this
time factor of 2 is independent of other
improvements which can be obtained
by other means. Consequently, the
tune factor of 2 will always be in addi-
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tion to other

be

obtained

improvements which can
by operation at higher

temperatures or higher concentrations.
The theory further indicates that
the time factor of 2 will considerably

when

increase

the entire photographic

The speeding
process is speeded up.
up of the photographic process, in
general, might be obtained as follows:
1. Operation
at elevated temperatures (approximately 85 to 100 F).
2. Operation with more concentrated
chemical solutions (both developer and

fixer).
3.

New

chemical compositions such

mono-bath or other chemicals which
may have harmful effects when used
under conditions of no agitation or
as

agitation but may be well
suited under conditions of turbulence.

constant
4.

The

application of electric fields

to increase the ion transfer occurring in

the photographic process.
5. The use of developing
solutions in

over

the

having

film

in

or

fixer

solutions are passed
succession without

previously

been

Most

a developer solution will
normally consist of various constituents
such as alkali, developing agents, reducing agents and retarder. It may
be possible that a greater increase in
the rate of developing can be obtained
shots of

I.

proximately one second. In this way
it
might be feasible to swell the gelatin
rapidly first, then rapidly introduce the
developing agent which may have a
different rate of diffusion than the
swelling agent, then give a shot of retarder

which again may

diffuse

through

As a
the gelatin at a different rate.
result it might be possible that the sum
total

of

chemicals

deposited

in

this
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Discussion
Paul Ireland (EDL Co.) You referred to
is
that the equivalent
the diameter
diameter? You don't have an actual
You have a rectangular
cylindrical tube.
Is there a mathematical
cross section.
equivalent to the diameter?
Mr. Katz: Yes, we use the equivalent
diameter e which is given by the following
:

D

equation

:

the

2Z):Z) 2

gelatin is identical whereas the total
rate of transfer is increased because of

the increased concentration of each of the

where DI and

components.

rectangle.
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D

2

are the sides of the

equivalent
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diameter

is

also

four

times

the

way you'd
Mr. Ireland: From

whichever

hydraulic

radius,

like to express
this equation

you give here, since the

it.

that

viscosity and
the diffusion

are constants, is
8
then?
proportional to the velocity
Mr. Katz: The diffusion is equivalent
8
divided by the diameter
to velocity
You may notice that
to the 0.2 power.
the expression governing the rate of mass
So
transfer always has diameter in it.
density

-

-

is not sufficient to have high velocity,
you must also have a very small diameter.
Mr. Ireland: Were these experiments
Were
all done with turbulent fluid flow?
there any in which the Reynolds number
was less than that necessary to give turbu-

it

lent fluid flow?

Mr. Katz: No, the machine was designed so as to operate at a Reynolds
number of at least 10,000, which is well
1 0,000 to 1 00,000
in the turbulent region.
is the range in which we operated.
Charles
Corp.)

:

I

N.

was

Edwards

(Fairchild

especially

curious

Camera
about

Katz and Esthimer:

your talk on further research when you
mentioned using electrical fields to accelerate ionization.

Can you

give

me more

information in regard to your work with
this process?

Mr. Katz: The biggest ion

transfer in

the

photographic process is, of course,
washing and we simply computed that
the rate of diffusion of the ions through the
gelatin would be helped if an electric
field would be applied to them.
Then
once they got to the surface they could be
carried off by the turbulent stream, so in
combination of electric field and turbulent
flow you might get a very large decrease

and therefore
you would save a lot of water by doing so.
No further work has been done on this.

in the washing time required

William

H.

0/enhauser,

Jr.,

Consultant,

New

Canaan, Conn.: (In accordance with
a suggestion by Mr. Offenhauser, the
author has augmented his original definitions in order to make the presentation as

nearly as possible complete within
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Isotransport
for 100,000
DAVID MILLER

By C.

Camera
Frames per Second
ARTHUR SCHARF

and

A

detailed description is given of the theory, construction and application of
type of Isotransport camera using the rotating drum principle and
designed to provide a potential repetition rate up to 100,000 frames/sec. It

a

new

this camera will be of particular interest to organizations
equipment in the higher speed range does not justify the
investment required to provide a permanent installation.

is

expected that

whose need

M,

.OST

for

OF THE USEFUL applications of

high-speed photography involve the
speed ranges covered by available commercial equipment, from 2,000 to 1 5,000
frames/sec.
However, a considerable
need exists for equipment usable within
the next higher order of speed, from
10,000 to 100,000 frames/sec.
excellent

Although

equipment can be constructed

for use in this higher speed range, the
investment cost is necessarily high as

compared with that of the available
commercial equipment for use in the
lower

speed

Because

range.

of

the

somewhat less frequent need for equipment in the higher speed range, an
individual commercial organization

may

require such equipment throughout an
interval of only a few months within a

ten-year period.

For such limited use

Presented on October
ciety's

9,

1952, at the So-

Convention at Washington, D.G.,

by C. David Miller, who read the paper,
and Arthur Scharf, Battelle Memorial
Institute, 505 King Ave., Columbus 1,
Ohio.
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the investment cost

is

often prohibitive;

hence, desirable and useful research or

development projects remain undone.

As a remedy
tion,

for this undesirable condi-

Battelle

has developed and conof Isotransport
operation in the higher

new type

structed

a

camera

for

This camera is now
range.
available for use in research or development for industrial or Government

speed

Use of the camera is expected
from a few months to several
years for each sponsor, at a cost to each
sponsor for the camera itself of only a

sponsors.
to range

small fraction of the total investment.
Cameras of several types have been
developed for operation in the speed

range from 10,000 to 100,000 frames/sec.

A

judgment of the excellence of these
will rate them in various orders,

cameras

depending upon the particular desirable
feature used as a basis of comparison.
The Isotransport principle, selected as a
design of the Battelle
an exceptionally good
compromise between the following debasis

for

camera,

Journal of the

the

offers

SMPTE

Vol. 60

and often mutually

jfeirable,
I

characteristics:

I

High

((High

conflicting,

-

optical speed,

mechanical speed,

factory service over a period of about
thirteen years.
Many of the results of

Good resolution,
Freedom from distortion,
IjFreedom from blurring due to relative
motion between image and film,
Adaptability to various types of photography and subject matter,

I

II

Large number of pictures exposed in one

i

Projectability of photographs as exposed

sequence,

I

without re-registration,
and ruggedness of construc-

Simplicity
tion,

I

Economy
Economy

of construction, and
in the use of photographic

film.

The
in

tories of the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. 1 2 That camera,
of which three units were constructed
by NACA, has given highly satis-

Isotran principle

was

first

used

a camera developed in the labora-

its

work

maximum

have

been

speed

is

published.

8

Its

40,000 frames/sec.

In the Isotran camera developed at
the mechanical and optical
arrangements have been considerably
modified from those of the NACA
Battelle,

camera, to permit a potential increase
of repetition rate to 100,000 frames/sec.
The unique feature of the Isotransport
camera is the transport of film and
photographic images by the same opticalmechanical part. By this means identity
of motion of film and image, both as to
speed and direction, is permanently and
Backlash of gears,
rigidly assured.
increasing with wear, is never involved.

ISOTRANSPORT DESIGN
General Design Features
Figure
Battelle

a

photograph of the
Isotran camera.
The visible
1

is

major components are labeled

in the

photograph. The only moving part
is
photographically functional is
a disk, approximately two feet in diamwhich spins within the rotor
eter,
This disk, weighing about
housing.
50 Ib, is fabricated of forged aluminum
that

it turns
at 12,000 rpm for a
alloy;
repetition rate of 100,000 frames/sec,
or at proportionately lower speeds for

lower repetition rates. The disk carries
either one or two strips of standard 8mm
six feet in length,
circular loops on the inner
surface of ledges at its periphery.
film,

in

approximately

closed

The spinning
to

a
about

the film,

disk carries, in addition
series

of small mirrors

its
outer periphery.
disposed
These mirrors operate in pairs, one pair
for each frame to be exposed, a total of

1,000 mirrors for the 500 frames that
can be exposed in one photographic
sequence. These mirrors, which will be

Miller

and Scharf

:

explained in detail later, function in
conjunction with a number of stationary
parts of the optical system of the camera,
and they constitute the image-transport

mechanism. Hence the spinning disk,
with the attached reflectors, constitutes
both the image-transport and the filmIt is from this
transport mechanism.
condition, allowing no
conceivable variation in relative speed
of image and film, that the name

advantageous

"Isotransport"

is

derived.

The spinning disk is driven by a pistontype hydraulic motor which occupies
part of the space within the hydraulicmotor housing. This hydraulic motor is
geared to the shaft of the spinning disk,
to provide 3^ turns of the disk for each
turn of the motor. Fluid is delivered
at 1000 psi to the hydraulic motor by the
vane pump, direct-connected to the
three-phase induction motor.
The hydraulic drive, as opposed to a
direct or geared connection of the
electric

motor

to

the

spinning

disk,

represents the most convenient solution

Isotransport
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FIRST SURFACE

MIRROR
OBJECTIVE LENS
HOUSING OF
OPTICAL SYSTEM

\

-
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*

^
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The

Fig. 1.

Isotransport camera developed at Battelle.

.SUBJECT

OBJECTIVE LENS

FIRST REFOCUSING LENS

SECOND REFOCUSING LENS_

FILM AND FINAL IMAGE

Fig. 2. Simplified schematic

diagram of optical system of Isotran
camera in perspective.

problem of transmitting mechanipower into an evacuated space.
The problem of drive is entirely one of
to the
cal

acceleration to operating speed within
a reasonable time, against the forces of
inertia

and windage.

After operating

speed is reached, the driving power is
shut off and the entire series of pictures
is
After the
exposed immediately.
pictures are exposed, the electric motor
132
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and the vane pump are stopped, and
the hydraulic piston motor is allowed
to operate as a pump.
tion is then achieved

Rapid deceleraby constriction of

the flow of fluid in the discharge line

from the hydraulic piston motor.
Also contained within the hydraulicis a tachometer generator, connected with an indicator on the

motor housing

instrument panel to show speed in rpm.
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The

optical
system, indicated in
comprises five stationary lenses
and five stationary mirrors, in addition
Fig.

.90-DEGREE REFLECTORS

1,

moving reflectors mounted in the
periphery of the spinning disk.
The entire assembly, including the
30-gal reservoir for the hydraulic system,

to the

is mounted on a structural steel framework, which in turn is supported on
The camera, weighing about
casters.
one ton with fluid, can be pushed about
It has been moved
readily by hand.
over distances of 100 miles by truck
without any need for readjustment of

90-DEGREE REFLECTORS

Fig. 3.

Means

motion

of imparting translational
ray of light.

to reflected

the internal optical system.
final image on the film will move at the
same speed and in the same direction

Optical Design

Figure

2

illustrates

the

Isotran

The
principle in its simplest form.
difference between this simplest

form

and the form actually used is the omission of several stationary mirrors, whose
only function is to bend the optical path
for

mechanical convenience.

The

as the film.

main

essential optical

components are:
(1) an objective lens, (2) the moving
mirrors providing image transport, (3)

Figure

3

illustrates

which the mirrors

the

manner

the spinning disk
motion to the primary image formed
by the objective lens, as viewed from

the position of the first refocusing lens.
In this figure, the solid lines show a
pair of mutually perpendicular mirrors
one position, and the dashed lines

in

a first refocusing lens, (4) a second refocusing lens and (5) the moving photo-

show the same pair of mirrors

sensitive film.

is

The
image

objective lens forms a primary
of the subject to be photographed.

This primary image
location

of the

formed at the

is

mirrors

that

provide

image transport. These moving mirrors
impart a motion to the primary image,
without rotation, as viewed from the
direction of the two refocusing lenses
and the photosensitive film. This translational motion imparted to the primary
in a direction at right angles
to the optical axis of the first refocusing

image

is

lens.

The purpose

lenses

is

of the two refocusing
to gather the light from the

moving primary image, to refocus this
light to form a secondary and final
image on the moving film, and to modify
the direction and speed of motion of
the

secondary

image

relative

to

the

and speed of motion of the
primary image in such a way that the

direction

Miller

and

Scharf:

in

in the periphery of
impart translational

position.

in

a later

A

single incident ray of light
which may be considered as

shown,
having come from the objective lens.
Two positions are shown, however, for
this same ray of light after having been
reflected by both mirrors of the pair.

The upper emerging

ray

is

in the posi-

tion corresponding to the first position
of the mirror pair, the lower emerging

ray in the position corresponding to
the second position of the mirror pair.

By simple geometry, the second emerging
ray may be shown to be displaced from
the position of the first emerging ray
by a distance twice as great as that
through which the mirror pair moves in
passing from the position of the solid
lines to the position of the dashed lines.
In Fig. 3, for both positions of the

emerging ray, the incident ray is reflected first from the lower mirror of
the pair, then from the upper mirror.
At a later stage in the motion of the
Isotransport

Camera
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SECOND REFOCUSING LENS
FIRST REFOCUSING LENS

A

PRIMARY IMAGE PLANE

Fig. 4.

Manner

of modification of

image motion by refocusing

lenses.

mirror pair, the order of reflection would
be reversed, the incident ray first striking the upper mirror, then the lower.
However, no change occurs in the

manner

of

movement

of the emerging

ray at the time of reversal of the order
in which the mirrors function.

As

similar translational

movement

mirrors, the primary

image

as

represented by the emerging rays must
appear to move in the same direction

and

at twice the speed of the

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of optical
system as used in the Isotran camera
at Battelle.

is

imparted to each ray of light proceeding
from the objective lens to the primary
image, upon reflection from the pair of

moving

SECOND REFOCUSING LENS

moving

primary image as in the secondary.
Hence, if one of the crosses in the primary image is regarded as a displaced
position of the other, the displacement
half as great in the secondary image.
Hence, the rate of displacement of the

is

is

half that

of the

mirrors.

secondary image
primary image.

Figure 4 illustrates the manner in
which the refocusing lenses modify the
motion of the final image on the photosensitive film relative to the motion

Besides the function of imparting
apparent motion to the primary image,
and consequent real motion to the final
image on the moving film, each pair of

imparted to the primary image by the
moving pair of mirrors. This figure
represents a condition, approximated

mutually perpendicular mirrors serves as
a focal-plane shutter governing the
exposure on the moving film of the
particular frame with which that pair
of mirrors is concerned. As each pair

in the actual

camera, in which the speed

of the photosensitive film is the same as
the speed of the mirror pairs.
For this

condition, the focal lengths of the re-

focusing

lenses

and

their

positions

primary and secondary
images must be such that the secondary
image will be exactly half as large in
any linear dimension as the primary
image. Both primary and secondary
image, as shown, include an arrow with
a cross alongside at each end. As may
be readily seen, remembering that the
arrow in the primary image is twice as
relative to the

long as in the secondary image, the two
crosses are twice as far apart in the
134
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of mirrors sweeps across the primary
image, exposure of the different parts
of the final

image on the film proceeds

in exactly the same manner as if the
image of the reflectors themselves formed

the moving slit of a focal-plane shutter
on the film. All pairs of mirrors start
and end the exposures of frames at the
same absolute locations. The continuous

motion of the

film, therefore, effects the

necessary displacement of the successive
frames one from another throughout the

length of the

strip.

Figure 5 illustrates schematically the
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OPTICAL AXIS

-OBJECTIVE LENS
FIRST REFOCUSINC LENS

CYLINDRICAL LENS

TWO FIRST SURFACE MIRRORS
AT 90 DEGREES (ONE NOT
SHOWN)
SECOND REFOCUSINC LENS
SPINNING DISK

TACHOMETER GENERATOR

Fig. 6. Vertical section of camera,

through

Isotran system in the form used in the

new camera.

This arrangement

from that of

Fig. 2

by the

five stationary first-surface

differs

insertion of

mirrors, for

Two

position

pairs of

mu-

tually perpendicular mirrors can be
carried in the outer periphery of the

between the primary image

positions:

manner

moving

details.

and the first refocusing lens; between
the two refocusing lenses, on the axis of
the first refocusing lens; and between
the second refocusing lens and the film.

the purpose of bending the optical path
around a nearly closed path, in such a

that the

showing mechanical

axis of rotation,

stationary mirrors are used in the
between the two refocusing

lenses,

on the

axis

of the second

re-

These two mirrors, mu-

focusing lens.

forming an integral part of the same

tually perpendicular, are used, instead
of a single plane mirror, to reverse the
direction of movement of the final image

spinning disk.

on

spinning disk, while the photosensitive
film is carried on the inside of a ledge

With

this

and
are mounted

arrangement, the

first

second refocusing lenses
with parallel optical axes. One stationary mirror is used in each of three
Miller

and

Scharf:

the

film.

Otherwise,

image would move

at the

the

final

same speed

as the film but in the opposite direction.

Figure

6

longitudinal

Isotransport

is

a somewhat simplified
through the axis

section

Camera
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of the spinning disk and through the
axes of the various optical parts, showing

the
this

important mechanical
Isotran camera.
In

details
this

of

sketch

two cylindrical lenses are shown which
were not included in the diagram of

The spinning

disk

is

symmet-

axially

A

second optical system is now
being constructed, which with the
present system will allow photographs
to be taken simultaneously on film
rical.

strips

mounted on the inner surfaces
on both sides of the disk.

Fig. 5.

of the ledges

The cylindrical lens near the focal
plane of the primary image causes the

This

second

will

system

optical

be

the

located at a position along the circumference of the rotating disk 25
away

cylindrical surface traced by the lines
of intersection of the pairs of mutually

from the present system. The second
optical system will be reversed from

perpendicular mirrors in the periphery
Upon the second

system shown in Fig.

image

primary

to

of the spinning disk.
passage of the light

conform

to

beam through

right to left relative to the
1

first

optical

.

moving mirrors, the light rays are restored approximately to the condition

The possibility of taking two series
of photographs of the same phenomenon,
with an absolute chronological correlation, will be of great advantage in the

corresponding to a

study

cylindrical lens, after reflection

flat

this

from the

primary-image

of

combustion

and

in

also

an
for

engine
other

plane.

cylinder,

The cylindrical lens near the moving
photosensitive film causes the final image
to conform to the cylindrical shape of the

In the study of comapplications.
bustion, schlieren photographs will be

moving

film.

The emulsion
film, carried

of the

photosensitive

on the inner surface of the

very slightly closer to the axis
of spin of the disk than are the lines of
intersection of the moving, mutually
ledge,

is

perpendicular, mirrors.
of the final

dimension

Any

linear

image

must,

correspondingly, be slightly less than
half the same dimension in the primary

image.

Ready adjustment

of the final

image to the exact size required is
made possible by the condition of parallelism of the optical axes of the two

The three stationary
refocusing lenses.
mirrors located in the optical path
between the two refocusing lenses are

possibly

taken at the same time as direct-flame
photographs. The results should answer

a number of questions relative to the

meaning of phenomena observed

in the

schlieren photographs but not seen in
direct-flame photographs.

Optical-Mechanical Details

The lenses used in the present optical
system of the camera are all standard
products purchased from the Bausch &
Lomb Optical Go. The objective lens
is
a Tessar, //4.5, of 139-mm focal
The first refocusing lens is a
length.

152-mm focal length;
the second refocusing lens is a Baltar,
These
//2.3, of 75-mm focal length.
Baltar, //2.7, of

mounted on a

were selected partly on a basis
of high optical speed, but primarily on
the basis of optimum resolution.

refocusing lens is held stationary
while the bracket mounting the three

For the second optical system of the
camera, now under construction, primary emphasis will be laid upon high
optical speed, with good resolution as a

single bracket, which can
be adjusted in a direction parallel to
If the
the axes of the refocusing lenses.
first

stationary mirrors is moved outward,
and if the second refocusing lens is

moved along
manner as to
final
final
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optical axis in such a
retain a sharp focus of the
its

image on the film, the
image changes.

size of the
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lenses

secondary consideration. At the same
time that the present optical system is
used for schlieren photography, the
second system will be used for directflame photography, that is, for photog-
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RETAINING SECTOR

I

Fig. 7. Portion of periphery of spinning disk showing form of mutually perpendicular reflectors and manner of
mounting with notched retaining sectors.

aphy of flame by the

light

which the

Because securing
adequate exposure densities is very
difficult in
direct-flame photography,
some sacrifice in resolution appears
flame

itself radiates.

held in position by the aluminum retaining sectors which also fit into the
undercuts. After assembly, each of the

aluminum

retaining sectors is secured
by three No. 0-80 machine

in position

which are locked by a drop of
Glyptal on the head.
When the disk attains a speed of more
than a few revolutions per second,
centrifugal force drives each prism-type
screws,

justified.

In the second optical system, the two
Alcylindrical lenses will be omitted.
though the resulting images will not
conform exactly to the rotational surface
of the

moving optical parts, detracting
somewhat from the quality of the

reflector firmly against its seat in the
Each prismprism-retaining sectors.

a saving of approximately
of the light passing the objective
For the second optical
lens will result.

steel,

resolution,

15%

type reflector, fabricated of a high-alloy
is polished and coated for
high
reflectivity

on one surface

only.

The V-

objective lens will be a
Baltar, f/2.7, of 152-mm focal length.

notches were cut in the prism-retaining
sectors with an accuracy of
2 or 3

The

min

the

system,

first

Dhor,

refocusing lens will be a Cineof 6.00-in. focal length.

//2.6,

The second

refocusing lens will be a
Supercinephor, //2.0, of 2.75-in. focal

A suitable

method

for fabrication

and

mounting of the mutually perpendicular
mirrors in the outer periphery of the
spinning disk presented a perplexing
problem. Figure 7 represents a portion
of the periphery of the spinning disk

showing the form of the mutually perpendicular reflectors and

the

the

manner

with

notched retaining
This figure shows a wide slot

mounting

sectors.

in

As the
are

peripheral

undercut at each
prisms and

mounted.
figure, the

surface of the disk,

side, in

which

reflecting
prism-retaining sectors are

As may be seen from the
ends of the reflectors extend

into the undercuts of the slot in the

peripheral surface of the disk,

Miller

and

and are
Scharf:

reflecting surfaces

driven

by centrifugal
force firmly against the notched surfaces
in the retaining sectors, the 90
angle
between the two

.ength.

of

of arc.

themselves

reflecting surfaces of

pair is accurate within the same
tolerance as that maintained for the

a

V-notches in the prism-retaining sectors.
Although the arrangement of mounting of the 500 pairs of mutually perpendicular reflectors in the periphery
of the spinning disk permits use of prisms
having only one polished reflecting surface, the requirements for uniformity of
dimensions in these prisms presented a
rather difficult problem. Eventually,
a remarkably easy solution to this prob-

lem was found, by which the prisms
could be manufactured at a comparatively low cost and with extreme uniformity.

According to
Isotransport

this

Camera

method, the prisms
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periphery of the spinning disk involved.]
them in place at a time,
then inserting an aluminum retaining

laying 50 of

u

end and securing with

sector at each

I

screws.

Tests have

shown, for the

Isotran.

ca^nera at Battelle, a resolution in the
projected motion pictures of 20 lines/mmij
lengthwise of the film and 15 lines/mm
i

crosswise.

The

resolution in individual-

frames viewed as stills is slightly less.
In the earlier form of the Isotran

camera, the two mutually perpendicular*
reflecting surfaces used for image transport were two faces of a single glass)
Reflection was internal, and!
prism.
the light rays travelled a distance of]
about 0.15 in. through glass.
i

Fig. 8. Finished block of

60 reflecting prisms.

A

were fabricated

in

blocks

illustrated in Fig. 8.

From

air-hardening

steel,

were

cut,

alloy

of

60, as
plates of an

44

blocks

each approximately 2^

in.

-in.
thick.
The blocks
square and
were then divided into 22 pairs and
next were heat-treated to 50 Rockwell

G

and ground

all

over.

One

surface of each block of a pair

entire

was then

difficulty was always encountered^
in obtaining glass prisms of this miniature

angle between the reaccurate to within
If this angle is not exactly

type with a 90

surfaces

flecting

The displacement
superposed images.
between the superposed images is pro-'
portional to the error in the 90 angle,
j

to the distance between the focal;

covered, by grinding, with V-grooves.
The grooved surfaces of the two blocks

and

were then cemented together, the grooves
This assembly was then
interlocking.
placed on a magnetic chuck, and the
upper plate was removed by grinding
until nothing was left of it except prisms

of

of the desired cross section, but more
than three times the desired length.

on the film regardless of any small
error in the 90
However, as
angle.

Finally, four grinding cuts were made
across the face of the block and the

imbedded prisms,

to cut three prisms of
the correct length from each long prism.
After completion of the grinding

operations,

the

block with

the imbedded

entire

polished optically.
layer of aluminum

A

of the
prisms was

surface

vacuum-deposited

was then applied,

a protective layer of quartz.
prisms were then pried
out of the matrix, with some aid by a
solvent to loosen the adhesive.
Assembly of the reflectors in the

and,

The
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finally,

finished
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i

15 min.
90, the Isotran camera produces not
one image on a film frame but two|

plane of the primary image and the line
intersection

faces.

be

Hence,

made

the

of
if

two

the focal plane could

to contain the line of inter-

section of the reflecting faces, the two
superposed images would be identical

the reflected light

beam

passing to the

refocusing lens must be separated
from the incident light beam proceeding
first

from the objective lens, it is only possible
to form the primary image in a focal
plane that is pierced by the line of intersection of the two reflecting faces.
Hence, the two superposed images on
the film can be made identical over
their entire area only if the 90
between reflecting faces is exact.

With

reflecting

Journal of the

angle

arrangement in the new
camera, in which the two

the

Isotran

faces

SMPTE

are

surfaces

Vol. 60

i

reflecting!

of inde-

endent prisms, the 90

angle is fixed
at exactly the same
y centrifugal force
blue as the angle between the correkonding two surfaces in the notched

has been alleviated in the

gaining sectors. As these notches are
Si cut with the same tool, it has proved
ossible to maintain the 90
angle with
15
much greater precision than

the spinning disk.

The separation between the two
iperposed images on the film is thereby
reatly reduced.
In the older Isotran camera, the
^fleeting prisms are carried on the
lin.

mer

surface of a ledge, alongside the

hotosensitive
bjective

film.

lens

Light

reflected

is

from
from

the

photosensitive film surface

pposite side.

With

this

at

the

arrangement,

necessary that the prisms be set
n the inner surface of the ledge with
lie lines of intersection of the mutually
is

erpendicular reflecting surfaces at a
onsiderable angle to the axis of spin of
The motion of the prisms
le disk.

irough the light beam from the objecve lens includes a component of rotaon about the optical axis of that lens,
""his rotational component of the prism
aotion imparts a rotation to the final

mage on the film. This aberration
as been eliminated in the new Isotran
amera by the mounting of the reectors on the outer periphery of the
isk,

with the

lines of intersection of the

perpendicular reflecting suraces parallel to the axis of spin of the
nutually
isk.

In the older Isotran design, with
noving prisms of triangular cross section,
rays of light pass through one glass-air
urface of the prism twice in order to
each and to return from the reflecting
11

urfaces.
lis

nd

Upon

each passage through

surface, part of the light is reflected
reaches the film to form a stationary

image, uncompensated for film
novement.
Consequently, highlights
re sometimes recorded as longitudinal
treaks across the film.
This condition
.nal

Miller

and

Isotran

involved in the image-transport
at the outer periphery of

is

glass

new

which no transmission through

mechanism

The cylindrical lens located near the
plane of the primary image of the new
Isotran camera reflects part of the light
beam, just as do the surfaces of the
moving prisms in the older design.
However, this reflected light is not
brought to such an undesirably sharp
focus on the film, and for the most part
it falls alongside the film rather than on
the film.

the

risms directly across the rotating disk,
irough the two refocusing lenses, to
ic

design, in

Scharf:

Mechanical Design

The camera
wide, and 35
is

80

high.
of the

lens

objective

system

is

in.

in the

same

long, 32 in.
axis of the

The

in.

present optical
vertical plane as

the axis of spin of the disk, and is inclined
12j to the vertical. With an external
mirror above the objective lens, the
is 38 in. above
connections are
made to a 220-v, 3-phase, power source
for driving the motor.
Also, an elec-

horizontal line of view

the

circuit

trical

the

External

floor.

shutter

is

provided for tripping

above the objective

lens,

limits the overall time of operation
to a single rotation of the disk.
3-hp

which

A

Stocks

vacuum pump

has proved very
evacuate the chamber

satisfactory to
to minimize windage losses.

It

provides

a 25-in. vacuum within the housings for
disk and the hydraulic
motor within a few seconds.
The spinning disk, machined from a
was designed
forging of aluminum alloy,

the

rotating

piston

up to 12,000 rpm, correspondThe rough
ing to 100,000 frames/sec.
this disk was supplied
for
blank
forged
for service

by the Aluminum Company of America.
material, 14S-T61, has a certified
with 12%
yield strength of 61,500 psi,
the blank
After
forging,
elongation.

The

a primary heat treatment,
treatment,
rough machining, a final heat
and finish machining. The forging was
checked by ultrasonics and found free
received

Isotransport
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from

Two

defects.

bands were

left

the sides of the disk for removal of
to

terial

correct

were

bands

not

on

ma-

These

unbalance.

however,

utilized,

because balancing equipment sensitive
to an unbalance of 0.1 oz-in. showed no
sign of unbalance.

The

calculation of disk stresses

was

in

accordance with the method outlined
by Timoshenko. Computations started
with the centrifugal force exerted by
the prisms, and worked back toward
the axis in six concentric bands.
These

showed that the tangential
the bore, which was the maxi-

calculations
stress at

mum

stress,

was 25,000

psi for

a spin

rate of 12,000 rpm.

Two critical speeds were determined
mathematically, at which forward or
retrograde precessions should have rates
identical with the rate of spin of the
disk.
The results indicated a critical
speed for forward precession of 41,200
rpm, and a critical speed for retrograde
precession of 4165 rpm. Although the
speed of 4165 rpm for retrograde
precession is within the operating range
of the camera, no difficulty has been
encountered upon acceleration of the
critical

disk through this speed.
in fact, was expected.

The

photosensitive

No

film

difficulty,

hanging end of a 2-in. shaft. It
pressed onto a taper, is secured by twq
i:

nuts,

held

in

proper position, on each side of the
spinning disk, by a series of 50 aluminum
pegs, one for each tenth perforation of
the film. An overlap of several frames
is allowed when the film is cut to proper

is

driven by a face-type key

shaft rotates in a pair of Class
The preload
precision ball bearings.
"/

in these

by

matched bearings
with

clamping

the shaft of the spinning disk, and between that shaft and that of the tachometer generator.

The housing

for the hydraulic piston

motor and the tachometer generator
was fabricated of Meehanite castings.
It is vacuum-tight and is pierced by the
hydraulic lines, electrical leads for the
tachometer, an access plug for lubricat-l
ing the tachometer, and a tube for
The housing
insertion of gear grease.
for the spuming disk and its cover were)
I

j

cast of

an alloy

100,000

steel

psi.

peripheral surface of the housing
thick, to provide some protection
All
against possible failure of the disk.

is 1 in.

the

optical components excepting
on the spinning disk are mounted
the housing or upon brackets attached

those

The cover of the]
the housing.
housing of the spinning disk will serve
as the principal support for the second
to

The

direction of loading is the same as
that of operation, so that the trailing
end of the film overlaps the leading end.

for

Centrifugal force ensures that the emulsion is in the focal plane during exposure.

lens, the external
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over-

the!

The

optical system.

the

of

housing and of the optical
mounting pads at the periphery of this
housing is ensured by five deep ribs.

is readily turned by hand as the
film strip is fed through a handhole and
pressed onto the pegs one at a time.

mounted on

with a yield strength

Alignment

bearing

in

is

outer

prevent passage of oil into the
housing of the spinning disk.
Ground helical gears are used between the hydraulic piston motor and

a light-tight container, and is placed in
the camera through handholes in the
housing few the spinning disk. The

disk

produced

and

seals

of

The

is

provided by three drops of high-speed
bearing oil inserted into the vacuumLabyrinth
tight oil tube each morning.

length in the darkroom. The strip of
film is brought to the camera coiled in

disk

inner

Service is
spacers of identical length.
so intermittent that no heating problem
is
involved.
Adequate lubrication is

of
is

and

The

Meehanite castings form the brackets
mounting of the mirrors in the

optical systems.
ports the focusing

The top bridge supmount for the objective

mirror for horizontal
viewing, and, on its underside, the
mirror located in the optical path from^
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he moving pairs of reflectors on the
pinning disk to the first refocusing lens.
Phe side bridge carries the three mirrors
ocated in the optical path between the
wo refocusing lenses. The three mirrors
upported by the side bridge can be
noved in a direction parallel to the axes

12,000 rpm, a reasonably short acceleration period for the 50-lb disk, an effective
means of braking, and the need for

smooth

and

acceleration

deceleration

throughout. An estimate of the power
required to drive the disk in air yielded
a prohibitive value of 40 hp. Operation

the two refocusing lenses by adding
removing spacer blocks between the
Side plates
iridge and the housing.

encouragement was received from the

orm

manufacturers of seals for the

f

r

light-tight

covers for the optical

ystem.

The lower two mirrors mounted on
he side bridge must be adjustable to a

with great accuracy. The
nounting of only one of these mirrors
s attached directly to the side bridge,
angle

he other mounting is hinged to the
irst, and is positioned by a differential
crew, providing an exceedingly fine
djustment.

A

simple

vithout the need of

nents but the
ine

optical

any optical

human

check,
instru-

eye, permits the

adjustment needed.

The mounting for the second reocusing lens is somewhat complicated
y the need of incorporating the final
and the cylindrical

nirror of the system,
ens near the film.

of the disk with at least a partial
therefore appeared necessary.

No
trans-

mission of power through the rotating
shaft from atmosphere into the evacuated

chamber. Although the use of a highfrequency synchronous motor within
the evacuated space, cooled by circulating water, showed promise, this solution
was considered to be somewhat too

developmental.
Finally a hydraulic system was chosen,
This
to be supplied by Vickers, Inc.
system is standard, with the exception
of the use of a needle valve in the dis-

charge line of the hydraulic piston motor
The 10-hp
as a means of braking.
electric
motor drives a constant-delivery

pump

A

As the angular velocity of the spinning

vacuum

pump. Both motor and
mounted on a 30-gal reservoir.

vane
are

pressure-relief valve in the line from
pump to piston motor is set at

the vane

very constant during the period
one rotation during which photographs
re exposed, no provision is needed for

The flow-control valve pro1,000 psi.
vides a satisfactory flow rate of fluid,

stablishment of repetition rate on the
hotosensitive film itself.
reading of
he tachometer, recorded at the time

pump, 5 in. in diameter,
hp at 3600 rpm.

isk is

>f

A

he photographs are exposed, is satisHowever, a special spark plug,
actory.
lot indicated in the figures, has been built
nto the camera housing for establishment
f chronological identity between one or
nore frames of the high-speed pictures
ind corresponding datum points in
>ther records, such as a photograph of a

regardless of load.

The

hydraulic piston
is rated at 5

In operation, the electric
started and the flow-control
set for

motor

is

valve

is

a flow rate corresponding to the

The
desired spin velocity of the disk.
pressure gauge in the line between vane
and piston motor verifies the

pump

establishment of driving pressure and
the cutoff of driving pressure when
operating speed is reached. The camera

:athode-ray trace.
The design conditions imposed severe
equirements upon the drive for the

disk accelerates with this arrangement
to 6,000 rpm in 3 min., with a 25-in.

pinning disk, involving a top speed of

time from 6,000

Miller

and

Scharf:

vacuum

in the

Isotransport

chamber.

rpm

Camera

is

also

Deceleration

about 3 min.

141

Fig. 9. Schlieren photographs of combustion of natural gas in cylinder of Cooper
Bessemer
engine, exposed at 20,000 frames/sec. Order of exposure is from
to 20, through Row A, then through Row B, and so on. The igniting spark occurrec
at unrecorded time at the position shown by S in frame A-3. First visible flame appear
as dark area in vicinity of ignition spark at about frame C-4, and is clearly visible a
F in frame E-3. Flame traverses chamber and disappears throughout remaininj
frames of series.

GMV
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RESEARCH APPLICATIONS
The new

Isotran

sed at rates

up

camera has been

to 50,000 frames/sec in

study of scavenging, turbulence, fuel
njection, combustion, and exhaust blowlown in a cylinder of a
engine

GMV

mirror to the top of the piston. The
diameter of this mirror, located near the

edge of the

14-in. piston,

is

2

in.

A

window of the same diameter,
mounted in the cylinder head, permits

glass

nanufactured by The Cooper-Bessemer
This spark- ignited engine
Corporation.

chamber.

of the two-stroke-cycle type, and uses
The bore and
atural gas as a fuel.
The engine,
troke are each 14 in.

Flame first becomes visible as a small
dark cloud in the vicinity of the igniting
spark at about frame G-4. Throughout

s

nost often

built in

10-cylinder

V

ar-

angement of approximately 1100 hp,
widespread use for the pumping of
atural gas through distribution pipe-

s

in

All of the processes

ines.

enumerated

been made visible by the schlieren
nethod in the high-speed photographs,
lie photographs have given Cooperlave

Jessemer

valuable

information

con-

erning these phenomena, and have in
eneral verified conclusions previously

cached on other bases and used
data.

as

The

high-speed photoraphs taken in this study over a period
f two years are the first known of
jhenomena occurring within engine
esign

ylinders of comparable size.
Figure 9 is a reproduction of a highpeed motion picture of combustion in

GMV

exposed by the
chlieren method at 20,000 frames/sec,
'hese photographs are reproduced here,
n preference to those taken at 50,000
rames/sec, because the speed of the
ihenomena observed does not justify
ie

engine,

le higher repetition rate.

the schlieren view into the combustion

the remaining frames of Row C, all
frames of Rows
to G, and the first
five or six frames of Row H, the flame

D

travels across the entire visible part of

the combustion chamber. During the
and the
remaining frames of Row

H

early frames of
itself

out in

9,

the

)osition of the igniting spark was placed
vithin the field of view, so that ignition

The position
the igniting spark, at the apparent
ntersection of the wire electrodes, is
ag could be determined.

all

I

the flame burns

visible

of the

parts

The mottled appearance of
the frames in Rows A and B, and in
Rows J and K, is due to stratification
chamber.

air, residual gas from the
previous combustion cycle, and injected
gaseous fuel. In the projected motion

of scavenging

pictures, movements of these
fications are plainly visible.

Besides

nomena
camera

its

strati-

use in the study of phe-

in the cylinder of the

Bessemer

GMV engine,

the

Cooper-

new

Isotran

being used in a study of the
fundamental physical nature of knock
is

in a spark-ignited piston engine burning
various types of liquid hydrocarbon.
This project is sponsored cooperatively
through the Coordinating Research

Council,

For the photographs of Fig.

Row

Inc.,

with financial support

by the automotive, aircraft and oil
industries, and by the Bureau of Aeronautics,
Department of the Navy.
Photographs taken on this project are

f

not yet available for publication.

esignated by the letter S in frame A-3.
The order of exposure of the frames of

for additional research projects,

ig.

9

is

from

left

to

right

through

low A, then from left to right through
low B, and so on. The three round
lack spots appearing in most frames are
ic heads of three cap screws holding a

Miller

and

Scharf:

The new

Isotran camera

is

available

which

might be sponsored by industry or
Government, several of which may run
Most combustion pheconcurrently.

nomena, exclusive of explosions, fall within
a speed range for which this camera is
best

suited.

Isotransport

Most

Camera

large-scale

move143

ments of mechanical objects can be
with lower repetition rates.
However, the new Isotran camera is
expected to have many applications in

second," SAE Quarterly Trans.,
143, Jan. 1947.

studied

the study of

movements

of miniature

mechanical parts. An inverse relation
only now becoming recognized is the
one existing between the size of a
physical object

needed to

and the repetition rate
its movements at a
Even when moderate

clarify

given velocity.
speeds are involved, repetition
rates are needed in the range for which
the new Isotran camera was designed
in the study of phenomena such as the
formation of chips by a cutting tool, the
cutting action of an abrasive particle,

linear

the motion through air of droplets of

breach mechanism of a small gun, the operation
of miniature high-speed gears and ball
liquid, the action of the

the spinning or drawing of
fine artificial fibers, and the transference
of ink or other material from the surface
bearings,

of a high-speed roller.
The new Isotran
camera offers the possibility of studying
these largely uninvestigated

phenomena,

and

offers for this purpose resolution
adequate for most needs. The camera,
however, is not intended to be competitive with those commercially available
for use in the speed range now covered
by them.

Discussion
Carlos Elmer (Naval Ordnance Test Station
j\

China

Lake,

2.

and

Chairman

of

the-

4

a motion picture as theyj
the developer after removal

for projection as

come from

from the camera, and they project
steadily on the screen.
Anon:
the

How

drum onto

the film taken
the spool?

is

up

verjH

fromi

Mr. Miller: The film is placed in one
continuous strip around the inside of thd
ledge on the side of the drum. We take
photographs only for the time required
for one complete turn of the drum.
The
drum is brought up to speed; then a
shutter at the objective lens is opened.

The

shutter stays open for approximately

the time required for one complete turn
of the drum.
The film is placed in the

camera by hand, through the handhole,
and is held in accurate position by pegs
in the ledge of the drum, one peg for every
ten perforations of the film.
Earl A. Quinn (Eastman Kodak Co., RochIt appeared to me from
N.Y.):
ester,
your drawings that the film was on the
Is that
opposite side from the prisms.
I understood you to say it was on
true?
the same side.
Mr. Miller: Yes and no. In the earlier
form of the camera, in the laboratories of

National

Advisory

Committee

for

pensation at 40,000 photographs per
second," National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics, Report No. 856, 1946.
C. D. Miller, "Roles of detonation

Aeronautics, the prisms and the film were
both on the inside of the drum, and the
light went across the drum in passing from
the prisms to the film. However, in the
form of the camera I have described here,
the film is on the inside of the drum and
Instead
the prisms are on the outside.
of passing across from one side of the drum
to the other, the light follows a circuitous
path, from the prisms on the outside of the
drum to the film on the inside, but with

waves and autoignition

the

C. D. Miller, "40,000 frames per
second," PSA Jour., 74: 669-674, Nov.
1949.
C. D. Miller, "The
high-speed

NACA

motion

3.

Calif.,

Can

these photographs be printed*
iri motion picture form?
Mr. Miller: The photographs are ready

Session):

the

References
1.

98-

7:

picture -camera-optical

com-

in spark-ignition

engine knock as shown by photographs
taken at 40,000 and 200,000 frames per
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same angular position for prisms and
as measured around the periphery
of the drum.
film
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Photographic Instrumentation in
the Study of Explosive Reactions
By

MORTON SULTANOFF
A

brief description of explosive reactions is presented to acquaint the reader
with the problems which arise in the study of explosions by photographic
techniques. Optical and electronic equipment, designed to produce exposure

times approaching 10"9 sec, is discussed from the standpoint of light-gathering
power, exposure time and cost. Three basic types of cameras (streak, single
short-duration exposure, and very-high-speed motion picture) are described,
and examples of typical photographs are presented.

JL

HE APPLICATION of photography

to

study of explosive reactions is a
natural consequence of the high lumi-

the

which accompanies these reactions.
Three problems of paramount
importance, with which most other

so disposed as to afford adequate profrom explosive charges as large

tection

as 8 Ib at distances as close as 3

The very high

nosity

photographic studies are not concerned,
dictate the techniques, equipment, and
materials employed in the photographic
studies of explosions.
First,

protection from the blast

and

fragments and debris must be
afforded for both the equipment and
personnel. Great distances can be used
flying

to

separate the

explosion safely from

the recording equipment. However, all
the work described in this paper was

accomplished in a blast chamber built
directly into

an optical laboratory, and

on October 8, 1952, at the
Convention at Washington, D.G.,
by Morton Sultanoff, Ballistic Research
Terminal Ballistics Lab.,
Laboratories,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.
Presented
Society's

February 1953

ft.

speeds of the events

which accompany explosive reactions

make

it

essential that the exposure times

any photographic recordings do not
exceed 1/1,000,000 of a second, a unit
of time which is generally called a
microsecond. To date, the problem of
short exposure times has been solved
of

only by making necessary compromises
as described in later parts of this paper.

Even after the first two problems have
been solved and successful photographs
of explosions have been obtained, the
researcher in this field
task

of

interpreting

is

faced with the

the

photograph.

Although much has been learned about
the identity of the luminosity by past
1

uncertainty
investigators, there is
as to the source of radiation in the
recorded spectrum in
still

photographically
many phases of the explosion.
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In the interest of brevity this paper
is

restricted to those phases of the explo-

which involve the detonation of an
uncased explosive charge and the shock
which is observed in the immediate

sion

The equipment
and techniques discussed are those with
which the author is familiar and those

vicinity of that charge.

which, in his opinion, are applicable
to the studies covered in this paper.
Because of the requirements of military
there

are

omissions of
material and credits to other investi-

security

many

gators engaged in similar work.

Explosives

An
when

the blast

damage common

to explosions.
application of explosives
based on the "Munroe Effect"
(shaped
charge) which involves the "focusing"
of the explosive forces, and which is

A

special

especially effective in the penetration
of tank armor, has been described
recently in many unclassified papers. 2
Since several photographic studies discussed in this paper involve the

shaped

charge,

it

should be noted that

causes

explosive substance is one which,
subjected to the proper initiating

conditions, undergoes a rapid chemical
transformation to form more stable

which are mostly gaseous
and which have a combined volume
(under normal atmospheric conditions)
substances

a

cylindrical stick of explosive with a
conical metal liner in one end is initiated
at the opposite end, the detonation

wave which

and Explosive Reactions

when

passes over the metal cone

collapse rapidly, and a
"jet" of small metallic particles streams
out at very high velocity. This jet

can

it

to

penetrate to amazing depths in
metals and, employing this

common

effect, relatively

small explosive charges

have been used to produce holes through
the walls of tanks.

tremendously larger than that of the
The chemical reoriginal substance.
action is usually accompanied with
temperatures in the range of 3500

for

and pressures of several million pounds

cording

per square inch. The progress of the
icaction or detonation front through

photography employed in the study of
explosive reactions. This type of record-

regular and well ordered.
front moves with a

ing produces a plot of distance vs. time
on a single strip of film by the relative

K

the explosive

is

The detonation
speed

of

about

25,000

fps

(feet

per

second), with the exact speed depending
on the composition and density of the
explosive.

Large volumes of gas are liberated
by the detonating charge in such a
short interval of time that a rapidly

moving surface of discontinuity, across
which there is an abrupt change of
pressure and temperature, is formed in
the air which surrounds an uncased

The velocity of this "shock
charge.
front" is initially even higher than the
detonation rate in the explosive (about
30 times the speed of sound in air), but
decays initially very rapidly. As the
shock velocity approaches the velocity
of sound the decay rate becomes very
It is this shock which inflicts
gradual.

it

Morton

Sultanoff:

Photographic Instrumentation
Comparison of Basic Types of Instruments
Photographing Explosions. Streak reis

the most

common form

of

motion of a narrow transverse slit along
the film.
Rotating mirrors and rotating
drums have been used to produce the
motion of the slit with respect to the
film, and image speeds as high as 10,000
as
fps, which produce exposure times
short as 10~8 sec are readily obtainable
with relatively simple equipment which
can be fabricated at a reasonable cost in
This
the average research laboratory.
type of recording has a serious shortcoming in that only the action which
takes place in view of the narrow slit
recorded. The streak camera is blind
to the events which occur out of the

is

plane of vision of the slit.
Single exposures of explosive events
have been obtained with ordinary pressor professional-type sheet-film cameras

Study of Explosives
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Explosive-

.

Ul
Initiated

end

SIDE VIEW
Lens
Rotating mirror
Fig. 1.

Schematic diagram of the formation of the streak image
in the rotating-mirror camera.

by replacing or supplementing the
standard mechanical shutters by electronic shutters
parts.

which have no moving

The equipment most widely

used to obtain

submicrosecond single

exposures involves the interference of
This type of shutter
polarized light.
is generally expensive, and competent
electronics personnel are required to
design, build and operate it. The major

shortcoming of this equipment is that
only a single exposure can be obtained
with each shutter. To obtain data in
the study of explosives,

it

is

therefore

necessary to have a whole battery of
cameras or to fire large quantities of

and get a single exposure
from each, timed at a different instant

like charges

characteristics
performance
expense of other desirable,

at

the

but

less

essential, characteristics.

Table

I is

a

summary of the equipment

discussed above

and includes the

cameras

now

Ballistic

Laboratory,

specific

in use at the Terminal

described in

the

following paragraphs.
Streak-Camera
Mirror}.

The

distance

as

(Bowen

RC-3

Rotating

type of camera
used successfully in the study of high3
speed transient phenomena, and perhaps
the most widely used today in the study
of detonation and shock rates, is the
streak-camera. The photographs obtained with this camera are records of
earliest

a function of time, and
from standard photo-

after firing.

therefore

The most desirable, but by far the
most complex and costly of the cameras
employed in the study of explosives are
motion picture cameras which can be
used at rates from 100,000 to 100,000,000
frames/sec with the exposure times of
the fastest cameras approaching 10"9
sec.
Cameras operating in this speed

graphs, which are essentially records of
space taken at a fixed time.

range are usually designed for specific

rotating-mirror has proved
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The

differ

essential

feature

of the streak-

camera is a method of producing relative motion of a slit along the film plane.
Rotating-drums and rotating- mirrors
have been used to produce the relative
motion of the slit along the film, and the
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a.

Streak rote

Cylinder

recording.
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two methods.
The
superior of these
discussion which follows describes the
formation and motion of the image in
the Bowen RC-3 rotating-mirror streak4
camera.
In all streak-cameras the event (or an

image of the event) takes place
In Fig. 1 an image of the
slit is formed on the film plane by the
lens after reflection from the rotating
optical
at the

slit.

mirror.

A

located

end

cylindrical stick of explosive,
the slit and initiated at the

on
shown

in Fig. 1, will light the slit
and an image
at the detonation front I
as

,

particular "profile" study depends on
the waveshape and data required.
This simplified explanation of the
operation of the Bowen RC-3 rotating-

mirror streak-camera does not include
a discussion of such details as the actual

shape of the focal plane which is generated by reflection from the octagonal
mirror which is not rotating around its

That

face.

published.

4

analysis has previously been
Synchronization of the

event with the position of the mirror,
although not essential in the Bowen

RC-3 camera,

was accomplished as
and as previously dewas
synchronization

portion will be formed
on the film plane at IV

shown

At some later time the detonation front
will have moved along the slit and

found

reached a position in the charge indicated
by Ii. In this period of time the rotating

detonating charges.

of the lighted
by the ray RO

mirror

will

have

moved through an

angle a, and by a simple geometric
construction it can be seen that the
position of the lighted portion of the
slit will fall at I'i.
By

image of the

similar construction a continuous series

of points can be located along the film
plane, and the streak "S" will be

formed.

Since the axis of the motion

along the film represents time and the
motion along the slit represents distance,
the slope of "S" is velocity when the

proper scale-distance and scale-time are

employed in the measurement of that
By the same type of geometrical
slope.
construction it can be shown that if
velocity varies along the
will

be curved (Fig. 2a).

slit

the streak

These velocity

recordings are commonly referred to as
"rate" records.

a stick of explosive is
perpendicular to the slit, and the stick
is initiated at one end, the "profile" of
If the axis of

the front will be recorded as

shown for
End-view

the curved front in Fig. 2c.
emergence records are also obtainable

with the rotating-mirror streak-camera
with the slit oriented as shown in Fig.
2b.

The

choice of which of these two

types of recordings

is

best suited to a

Morton

Sultanoff:

in Fig. 3
scribed. 1
This
'*

to be extremely effective in
improving the quality of the records of

The rotating-mirror streak-camera is
a powerful tool for the determination of
in
but
research,
velocity
explosive
caution must be taken in extrapolating
information from the slit to other portions of the charge to
blind.
For most

which the camera

explosive studies
the low effective aperture of this type
of camera is no handicap.
High writing

is

speeds are obtained with simple mechanical systems by employing a long
optical arm.
In the Bowen

camera the image speed
along the film will resolve time to the
accuracy required in the study of explovelocities.
However, the actual
instantaneous shape of the detonation
front, the air shock associated with it,
and the change in shape of the detona-

sive

tion

and shock

progresses are
streak-camera.

fronts as the explosion

not

recorded

by

the

Shutter (RapaSingle-Exposure High-Speed
4-/xsec Rapatronic Shutter,*

tronic).

A

which embodies the Faraday magnetooptic effect, was successfully perfected
by the firm of Edgerton, Germeshausen
and Grier of Boston. Dr. H. E. Edgerton, in his

expressed

many

visits to

interest

in

our laboratory,
the
problems

associated with the study of explosive
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Camera

Fblarizing

analyzer

Po

Glass slug
Pulsing coil

Source

First
Polarizer

L_LJ
E(impressed voltage)

Diagrammatic presentation of the principle of the Faraday shutter.

Fig. 4.

reactions,

Faraday

and the experimental 1-jusec
was developed and

shutter

loaned to our laboratory to be used in
the study of explosives.
An analysis
of the applicability of that shutter to
56
explosive studies has been made.
In 1845 Faraday noted that a block
of glass in a strong magnetic field disFurther, he
played optical activity.
observed that when a beam of plane-

polarized light passed through the glass
to the lines of force in the

parallel

field the

plane of polarization
was rotated in accordance with:

magnetic

VHl
where

4

V

plane-polarized light passes through the

the angle of rotation in minutes of
arc;
is the Verdet constant in minutes of
arc/Gauss/cm (0.064 for the sodium

5893

A line);

the field strength in Gauss; and
the length of the path through the

is

which

is normally optically
stopped by the polarizing
analyzer PA whose axis is perpendicular

glass slug,

it is

isotropic,

to the original polarizer PQ.

However,

high-voltage pulse E is sent
through the coil of wire which is wrapped
around the glass slug, a rotation of the

when a

plane of polarization of the beam from
PO results (Faraday effect) so that the
analyzer PA is no longer perpendicular
to the plane of vibration incident upon
The components of the rotated
it.

beam P

:

is

H

The polarizing
vibration.
passes only the components of
vibration shown.
After the beam of
random
P

screen

camera.

<

in PA pass through to the
The duration of the pulse E

therefore controls the duration of the

passage of light through the analyzer
PA to the camera.
The main units of the Faraday shutter

application of this effect to the

can be seen in Fig. 5. It is essential that
the opening of the shutter be synchronized with the event so that a study may
be made of an explosive reaction at any

magnetooptic shutter is shown in Fig. 4.
The rays from the light source, L, are
propagating in the direction D with

desired instant.
To accomplish this
synchronization to within 1 /xsec the
Rapatronic shutter is supplied with a

/ is

field in

The
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Discharge condenser

and trigger gap
unit

Fig. 5.

Faraday shutter: top, lens and slug; bottom, assembled
shutter in 4

Morton

Sultanoff:

X

5 in. camera.
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Fig. 6. "Static" single

exposure of spherical charge

in firing position to

photoelectric pickup which receives a
signal from the first light radiated from
the event. This signal is then fed

through a variable time delay which
pulses the shutter at any selected time

show

line structure.

respects

Kerr

it

is

superior to similar 1-jusec
which operate on the

cell shutters

principle of birefringence displayed by
nitrobenzene under an impressed electrostatic field.

after the first burst of light.

A

large amount of light is lost in this
shutter through polarization and ab-

sorption in the glass slug.
of the slug further

size

The

physical
the

reduces

aperture of the system. This light loss is
tolerable since the luminosity of most

phenomena is very high.
The Faraday unit is highly portable,

explosive

simple to operate, and has given continuous trouble-free service.
In these
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High-Speed Motion Pictures (Grid FramThe ultra-high-speed
Camera).

ing

camera, which was developed specifically for use in the study of explosives,
has been described in considerable detail
in an earlier Journal.* However, as a
matter of review, the principle of
multislit focal-plane scanning 7
this

camera

An

Journal of the

is

based

is

image of the event

SMPTE

Vol. 60

on which

described below.
to

be studied

Image on

film plane

Rotating
mirror

:rir_"iiiirr."_T:
-Object

Fig. 7.

is

First

^Second

lens

lens

Schematic diagram of the optical system of the
100,000,000 frame/sec camera.

formed through the

multislit

focal-

plane shutter which is in intimate contact (optically) with the photographic

The

emulsion.
shutter

are

slits

parallel

0.0002

in.

in

this

wide and are

separated by opaque spaces of 0.020 in.
A single exposure of a spherical explosive
charge taken through this shutter is

shown

It should be noted
in Fig. 6.
that this picture resembles the image on
a television screen in that it covers the

picture size, but only a fraction of
the total area is involved in the image

full

formation

one

slit

(1%

for the shutter described

If the shutter is

above).

width the

now moved

first

exposed image is
completely covered and unexposed film,
on which a second picture can be
formed, is uncovered by the narrow slits.
One hundred independent exposures can
be formed with only 0.020 in. of motion
of the shutter described.

In order to photograph an event at
the rate of 100,000,000 frames/sec the
shutter is required to move 20,000

Since

in./sec.

it is

not feasible to

move

the shutter mechanically at this speed
and still hold it in intimate contact with
the film, as required to overcome the
deleterious effects of optical diffraction,

a rotating-mirror system as shown in
Fig. 7 was employed. With this arrangement a 20-in. optical arm and a mirror
velocity of approximately 100 rps produces 100,000,000 frames/sec. An accurate 1 1 image of the grid is formed
:

at the film plane so that

when

Morton

the corn-

Sultanoff:

Fig. 8. Exposed plate of shock from
pentolite sphere taken with the ultra-

high-speed camera showing complete
exposure and selected single frame.
record of superposed images is
obtained with this camera a single frame
can be selected by the proper placement
of the multislit shutter back on the
plete

exposed plate as shown in Fig.

Study of Explosives
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Fig.

10.

Devices for analyzing ultra-high-speed camera records:
bottom, motorized motion picture viewer.

top, single-frame selector;
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This camera exhibits a very low lightgathering power and has a total run of
At the
only 100 independent frames.

Here continuous and correcharge.
lated qualitative and quantitative data

a

plate played back as a motion picture,

run will expose the entire film
It should
be noted, however,
that the events remain luminous for a
considerably longer time than 1 /zsec,
and repeated exposures are formed on
each frame. The usefulness of this
multiple exposure can be seen in Fig. 8,
where about six images of the shock,
each at 100-frame intervals, are apA direct measure of velocity
parent.
can be made from each independent

or by single frame, and frame-to-frame
measurements in the viewers shown in

speed

of

100,000,000

frames/sec

1-jusec

area.

frame, thus overcoming the errors which
result from measurements that depend

on data obtained from successive frames.

all

three types

cameras already described is
The photographs
displayed in Fig. 9.
presented are of the reactions from a

of basic

square stick of the standard explosive,
From the rotating-mirror
pentolite.
streak-camera record the investigator
can only obtain values for the velocities

and the shock
moving away from the end of the stick.

of the detonation front

Geometrical

of

shapes

mechanisms are

lost,

the

explosive

and nothing can

be accurately inferred about the action
taking place in any part of the charge
other than along the line which is in
view of the camera slit.

The Faraday
9c)

show

shutter exposures (Fig.
both side and end views of

the detonating charge and reveal the
shape of the luminous fronts and other

luminous

effects.
However, only those
occurring at the instant of
exposure are recorded. These pictures
add a qualitative understanding to the

events

quantitative

streak-camera

data

obtained

with

Fig. 10.

The accuracy

of the velocities obtained

are not as high with the
ultra-high-speed
camera as with the streak-camera, but

knowledge is extended to include the
whole charge.
The quality of the
exposure and therefore the discernible
details in the ultra-high-speed camera
picture are not as good as that of the
Faraday shutter, but continuous studies
must be obtained if information concern-

ing the shapes of the explosive processes

Shock

Detonation of Square Stick of Pentolite.

of using

by studying the exposed

which change with time

Results of Photographic Studies
of Explosive Mechanisms

The advantage

are obtained

the

From

Pentolite

Spheres. Figures

11

A

is

to be studied.

and

Hemispheres

and 11B compare

from the three types of
As with the square
stick, each camera resolves those features
for which it was intended, and a study by
all three of the cameras employed at the
Terminal Ballistic Laboratory is required
typical records
basic cameras.

make an adequate analysis of the
mechanisms associated with the detona-

to

tion of a hemispherically shaped charge
of pentolite. Each picture in the series

of Faraday exposures

was obtained from

charge with the shutter
openings timed at the intervals shown.
An extension of the streak-camera
a

separate

technique to include backlighted spherical charges

is

shown

Shaped (Munroe

in Fig. 12.

Effect) Charge.

A

com-

plete understanding of the collapse of
the cone, the formation of the jet, and

the penetration of the target materials
by the shaped charge has eluded the
great deal
investigator in this field.

A

has been learned about these mechanisms

The applistudies.
cation of the three basic types of cameras
to the study of shaped charges has resulted

from photographic

.

The

100,000,000-frames/sec camera
record shown presents a continuous
study of the shape of the shock from the

Morton

Sultanoff:

in the photographs

Study of Explosives

shown

in Fig. 13.
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Time

Hemispherical
charge

a.

"Rate" streak

record

(Multiple exposure)
c.

b.

Fig. 11 A. Comparison of photographs of an exploding hemispherical charge
taken with three "basic" types of cameras: a. rota ting-mirror streak-camera; b.
ultra-high-speed motion picture camera; and c. single-exposure Faraday camera.
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Time

Detonotion front

Shock

from
cone

collapsing

Shock from
end of charge
First

of

Direct

appearance

jet

photograph

Multiple

Backlighted

exposure
C.

b.

Shaped charge photographs obtained with the three "basic" types of
streak-camera; b. single Faraday shutter exposure; and c. ultra-highspeed camera record.
Fig. 13.

cameras:

a.

In these studies

many

it

was noted that

of the events are not self-luminous.

A source of backlighting was

introduced,

and by employing a semishadow technique the photographs shown in Figs.
13b and 14 were produced.

Summary
The material

explosives.

of
the
various
Synchronization
cameras is of considerable importance
This subject
in many of these studies.
has been dealt with more completely
in Ref. 8,

presented in this paper

has been kept brief intentionally. However, it is felt that sufficient reference
is

in a further study of the subject of photographic instrumentation in the field of

given to other publications to

assist

Morton Sultanoff

:

study

of

which
the

also contains a

backlighting

thorough

techniques

which were developed at this Laboratory
and which are mentioned briefly in
this report.

Study of Explosives
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Fig. 14. Backlighted l-/usec

Faraday shutter exposure of target

penetration by shaped charge

jet.

In carrying out photographic studies
of explosive reactions extreme caution
is essential in the interpretation of the

standing, and in many cases is ahead
of our work.
The image converter

obtained with any one type of
camera. Employing the three types of
cameras described in this report, the
certainty as to the identity and nature
of the explosive events is increased, but
real scientific rigor cannot yet be assigned to theories which have been

the most versatile

physics of explosions the researcher is
faced with new problems and a require-

postulated on photographic studies alone.
Past British work in this field is out-

instruments.

results
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(Table

and m.) which is probably
and powerful single
the studies of detonation and

I,

tool for

d.

shock

is a good example of recent British
development.
With each phase in the study of the

ment

Journal of the

for

almost "fantastic" recording
It appears that the only

SMPTE

Vol.60

limit

imposed on speed, exposure time

and

light-gathering

high-speed cameras
of the investigator.
the references listed

make

power
is

A

of

very-

the imagination
brief survey of

below the chart

in

3.

obvious that this
limit has proved to be only a minor
handicap in pushing toward better
cameras for the study of explosives.

Table

I

will

it

4.

camera, Model 2," OSRD Contract
OE Msr-478, Apr. 27, 1945. Available
from the California Institute of Tech-
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Camera Equipment
Advanced Design

Television

of
By

L. L.

The

POURCIAU

and mechanical design features of a television camera chain
The chain, in order to achieve flexibility and ease of opera-

servo circuits

are described.

remote control of lens selection and focus. Centralized funcgrouped together for operating convenience. The equipment is compact, light in weight and sturdy for field use, yet meets the high
performance standards required in the studio.

tion, features

tional controls are

I

N THE COURSE of design of the camera
chain and associated equipment to be
described, major emphasis was placed on
producing a set of equipment which
would allow the television broadcaster
to present to the viewer a picture of the
highest quality at

the lowest possible

cost and would require a
of operator skill.
Toward this end considerable atten-

operating

minimum
tion

was given

to functional design con-

Controls were divided into
functional groupings and placed accordControl functions were stabilized
ingly.

siderations.

minimize the need for operator attention during programming, and probably
most important, control over lens aperture was brought to the camera control
In addition, provision has been
unit.

made

optical focus, allowing cameras to be
employed in positions where operation by

a

camerman is impossible or impractical.
The equipment to be described is

Presented on

October 6, 1952, at the
Convention at Washington, D.C.,
by L. L. Pourciau, General Precision
Laboratory Inc., Pleasantville, N.Y. The
substance of this paper was also presented
orally at the 6th Annual
ence, Chicago, 1 952.
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Confer-

At the upper

illustrated in Fig. 1.

left

the camera; below, from left to right,
are the camera chain power supply,
master monitor, camera control unit,

is

video switcher, and synchronizing signal
generator.
Some of the most interesting and novel
features are to be found in the camera.
Physically,

to

Society's

remote control of lens turret

for

and

plus

a

shown

it

consists of

number
in

of
2.

Fig.

a main frame

subassemblies, as
The subassemblies

be removed for replacement or repair in a matter of minutes.
Figure 3 is a block diagram of the
camera. Neglecting the viewfinder for
the moment, it may be seen that the

may

camera

contains

horizontal-sweep

the
circuit,

image-orthicon
a sweep-loss

protection circuit, a regulator for the
a pulse-type supply
for the multiplier and image sections,
focus-coil current,

Journal of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

Fig. 1.

Camera chain (camera, power supply, master monitor, control
switcher and synchronizing pulse generator).

Fig. 2.

unit, video

Camera main frame and subassemblies.

L. L. Pourciau:

Television

Camera
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Fig. 3.

and a servomechanism

Camera block diagram.

for optical focus

In addition, there is a drive
motor for the lens turret with the associated actuating pushbuttons and control
microswitches and the iris drive mechanism.
control.

The image-orthicon

horizontal-sweep

a conventional circuit with

circuit is

re-

finements

allowing linearity of better
than
1% to be obtained. The sweep
feed to the deflection yoke is balanced to
reduce radiation of the flyback pulse.
Pulses taken directly from the horizontal

and

vertical

deflection

coils

serve

to

actuate a protection circuit which biases
off the image orthicon in the event of
failure of either or

both sweeps.

These

same pulses are amplified and mixed
form the target-blanking waveform.

The

to

focus-coil current regulator acts

keep the current in the image-orthicon
focus coil constant within 0.1% for a 10%
change in coil resistance. This serves to
to

prevent
168

drifts in focus,

sweep

size, etc.,

February 1953

which might otherwise occur. A circuit
diagram of this current regulator is
shown in Fig. 4.

The

current

in

the

focus

coil

is

measured by means of the 100-ohm reA change
sistor in series with the coil.
in current through the coil causes a
corresponding change in voltage drop
across this resistor.
This change in
voltage is amplified and applied to the
grid of the control tube in such a manner
as to counteract the original change.

The

voltages required by the image
sections of the camera

and multiplier

tube are supplied by rectifiers driven
from a pulse-type supply which is synchronized at horizontal rate.

The
that

is quite novel in
rather
than manually
electrically

lens turret drive

it is

controlled.

Lens selection

is

achieved

by means of pushbuttons on the rear

of

camera. A set of eight microswitches, actuated by cams on the rear
the

of the turret plate, serve to stop the turret

Journal of the

SMPTE
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380

100-"-

Fig. 4.

Image-orthicon focus

coil

current regulating

circuit.

CW
ccw

RE

YS

Jr*

CONTROL SWITCH
AT CAMERA
a ecu-

Fig. 6. Iris drive

tion of the

image orthicon where

light

very high and also to allow
lenses to be operated at more nearly
optimum apertures. In addition, they
enable reduction of depth of field where
the director desires to concentrate audience attention on a particular plane of
levels are

Control of optical focus is by means of
a servomechanism. A simplified schematic of the servomechanism is shown in

The

image orthicon carriage is controlled by a
bridge arrangement in which an unbalance causes an error voltage to appear at
5.

"feels" the

a

indicator schematic.

focus

control

position

of

the

the amplifier input, in turn causing the
motor to rotate the error potentiometer
in the direction

regardless of the lens in
use.
Lacking this provision, the camera
operator would have to compensate for the
fact that the

motion of the focus control

would vary over a range of perhaps 8 or 10
to 1 with the range of lenses commonly
For especially close shots, the
compensating arrangement may be disabled by a switch allowing full travel for

which causes a reduction

A

any

lens.

In addition to the advantages offered

by the ratio variation, servo control of
focus allows for remoting of the optical
focus control

if

desired.

This feature,

combined with the remote
tioning

cameras

turret-posicontrol, allows placement of
in locations which, because of

of the unbalance or error voltage.
generator on the motor shaft provides a

occupied by the cameraman.

feedback signal proportional to velocity

of optical focus

The

to stabilize the system.

of the servomechanism

is

sensitivity

such that the

camera tube position can be controlled
to within 0.001 in.

A

which

same

used.

interest.

Fig.

with

operator

and

which determines the ratio
of carriage motion to focus control-knob
motion is contained in the lens mount.

made

propor-

and

cannot be
Control

lens selection

may

then be brought to the camera control or
director's position.

Among
controls

resistor

This allows the ratio to be

inaccessibility or other reasons,

the

various

image-orthicon

which determine the quality

of

picture transmitted, it has been found
that the lens aperture is one of the most

important.

come more

In
or

fact,

other controls be-

less pre-set if

convenient

tional to the focal length of the lens in
use.
The ratio chosen allows focusing

control over lens aperture is available.
For this reason, the camera control

infinity to close-up with one turn
of the focus control knob for all lenses

operator has been provided with control
over the camera lens aperture. This is
accomplished by means of a motordriven gear which meshes with a sector
gear on the lens mount attached to the

from

within the limits imposed by the 2\ in.
of available carriage motion.
Close-up
is defined in this case as a diagonal object
size of 9 in.
This provides the camera
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lens iris control ring.
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Motor

rotation

is

Fig. 7.

Camera

control block diagram.

VIDEO FROM

MIXER OR TRANS.

Fig. 8.

by means of a

controlled
the

camera

available

cable.

at

the

single lead in

Control

camera

ordinarily used.
The position of the lens

Camera

of course,
but is not

is,

iris is

indicated

on meters calibrated in // numbers at
both the camera and camera control
L. L. Pourciau:

control unit video chain block diagram.

unit.

This

of a

cam on

is

followed by a
of the turret.

accomplished by means
the lens

drives a potentiometer
the meter indication.

Figure 6
Television

is

mount which

is

cam follower at the center
The cam follower in turn
which provides

a schematic of the

Camera

iris

con171

trol

and indication means.

The

control

relays are both normally closed and, consequently, no power is applied to the

motor.

means

relay is shorted by
of the switch, the relay opens and
If

either

causes motor

motor

power

to

The

be applied.

rotates in a clockwise direction if

the upper relay is shorted, or in a counterclockwise direction if the lower relay

Since both B-f and ground
to the camera for other
purposes, the only additional lead required to bring control to the camera
control unit is the one common to both
The iris-indicating meters read
relays.
the voltage from the arm of the indicator
is

shorted.

must be brought

cable when cable lengths of 600
longer are used.

ft

or

The third stage provides control of
video gain by means of bias control of a

The output

remote cutoff tube.
stage

may

of this

clamped to remove hum which
have been picked up on the signal
is

and

also to provide a black-level reference for the insertion of blanking and for
white-peak clipper action. The clamp
pulse is flattopped and of about 2 /xsec
duration.
It is derived from the com-

plete synchronizing signal by means of a
shorted delay line differentiating circuit.
This allows the clamping signal to be set
in the proper phase relationship with the

potentiometer to ground.
The camera viewfinder is essentially a
monitor.
The
picture
high-quality

incoming camera signal which may be
delayed up to 3.3 /xsec, depending upon
camera cable length. Control over the

provide excellent linearity,

delay of this pulse is effected by means of
the second section on the cable com-

sweep

circuits

and a pulse-type high-voltage supply
synchronized at horizontal rate provides
a source of accelerating potential which
is independent of the horizontal-sweep
circuit.
The grid of the picture tube is

clamped, providing excellent black-level
A type 5FP4A picture tube is
control.
used in conjunction with a magnifying
lens which serves not only to provide a
larger picture, but to allow more comfortable viewing

on the part of the oper-

ator.

A block diagram of the camera control
is shown in Fig. 7.
Besides the
main video amplifier chain, it contains
picture and waveform monitors with

unit

The clamp

pensation switch.

pulse has

been made as wide as possible to eliminate the

random

streaking effects caused

by clamping on noise peaks.
Blanking and vertical shading are
added to the signal at the plate of the
clamped

Insertion of blanking in

stage.

the plate of the clamped tube ensures
constancy of "setup" with picture-con-

Because of

tent variations.

this,

there

is

usually no need to touch the "setup"
control during a program.
Following
blanking insertion, the signal is clipped

associated circuitry, the image-orthicon
vertical-sweep circuit, and the intercom-

The
to the peak-white limiter.
peak-white limiter helps to prevent excessive modulation of the transmitter or
overloading of external video line am-

munication amplifier.

plifiers.

A block diagram of the video amplifier

chain

is

shown

in

Fig.

8.

The

first

and fed

clip

The

control

is

peaks which exceed

mal white

usually set to
v for a nor-

1.1

level of 1.0 v.

After passing

a straightforward video amplifier.
stage
The second stage provides compensation

through

for high-frequency losses in the camera
cable.
Variation in compensation is

signal if desired, and the complete signal
is fed to the video output stage which

accomplished with a six-position switch,
each position corresponding to 200 ft of
cable, enabling compensation for up to
1000 ft of camera cable. A second section of this switch causes a 10% increase

feeds the

is

in the a-c voltage supplied to the
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camera

the

peak-white

chronizing signal

is

added

limiter,

syn-

to the video

75-ohm output line.
Both picture and waveform monitors
are normally fed from the output line.
However, a "transmit" relay is provided
which allows the output video to be cut
off, in which case the pick-off point for
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Fig. 9.

Camera

control unit.

monitors is switched to a point
ahead of the output stage. This switch
can be used in case of trouble at the cam-

which provides a 5% increase in camera
sweep amplitudes. The overscan switch
makes it quite simple to overscan the

switcher operator

target during rehearsal, thus effectively
increasing the useful life of the image
orthicon.

the

era

to

prevent

the

from putting the camera on the

may
tem

air.

It

also be used with a ready-light systo provide the director with an

camera availability.
The camera vertical sweep circuit is
contained in the camera control unit,

indication of

reducing the circuitry required in the
camera and at the same time making the

camera vertical-sweep control available
to the camera control operator.
The
employs sufficient feedback
to eliminate the need for a vertical
The feedback mainlinearity control.
circuit

sweep

tains

vertical

linearity

to

well within

1%.
Control over camera horizontal-sweep
amplitude is also available at the camera
control unit as is an "overscan" switch
L. L. Pourciau:

The

picture

monitor

uses

a

8AP4A cathode-ray tube. The
8AP4A was chosen because of its

type

type
light

weight and its high ratio of useful picture
area to tube size. It presents a picture
only 1 5% smaller than that presented by
a 10-in. tube, yet is 2 in. smaller in diamthus providing an excellent compromise between the needs of studio and
eter,

field uses.

Picture monitor vertical- and horizontal-sweep circuits provide linearity of
better than
1%. The vertical circuit

employs feedback to provide excellent

A

separate pulse type
high-voltage supply, identical with that

long-term stability.

Television

Camera
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Fig. 10.

Fig. 11.
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Camera chain power supply

Synchronizing pulse generator.
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used in the viewfinder, provides 8 kv with
good regulation for the 8AP4A anode.

j

The waveform monitor employs a type
3KP1 cathode-ray tube in a circuit

I

;

|

which provides excellent focus over the
Three choices of sweep speed
tube face.
are provided by means of a switch on the

They are: half-line rate,
half-field rate, and a sweep at field rate of

video operator's attention
In operation the upper
switch position would be used during rehearsals, and the center position would
be used while on the air to prevent
interference with the director's instruc-

when

tion.

A
the

calibration

means

is

calibration

may

be

provided and
conveniently

checked by depressing the "calibrate"
button on the front panel. The waveform monitor may also be used as a test
oscilloscope by means of a jack on the
An edge-lighted standard
rear panel.

IRE

scale

with a green
tral

provided in conjunction

is

filter,

matched

to the spec-

characteristic of the PI

phosphor,

which provides a presentation of excellent
contrast.

To allow single camera intercommunication operation independent of
external equipment, an intercommunication amplifier is provided in conjunction
with an intercommunication system,
offering great flexibility.
tion key switch on the

allows three

A

three-posifront panel

modes of system operation.

With the key in the upper position, all
intercommunication positions have full
privileges, that

is,

all

may

talk

and may

In the center position, only the
director has full privileges and all other
stations may listen only.
The lower
position provides a private line between
camera and camera control unit to enable the operators to converse without

listen.

disturbing the

This

main intercommunication

a
particularly
camera is in trouble and cooperation between video operator and cameraman is

line.

is

useful

if

A

call butnecessary for rectification.
ton is provided at the camera which

causes a light to flash at the camera control unit enabling the cameraman to

L. L. Pourciau:

necessary.

tions.

Figure 9 serves to illustrate the func-

front panel.

approximately twelve lines' duration.
This latter may be used to examine the
vertical synchronizing signal as a check
on synchronizing signal generator opera-

the

attract

tional grouping of the controls on the
camera control unit. The large knobs

and righthand corners
are the setup and video gain controls,
The edge controls, berespectively.
tween the large knobs, control target
in the lower left-

and beam

The pushprovides a negative 2-v shift in target voltage to allow
the target to be easily set to 2 v above
voltage

button at the lower

This

cut-off.

"stepping-off"

current.
left

a

provides
point

for

voltage adjustment since

convenient
final

target-

optimum

target
potential will usually be found to lie between 1.8 and 2.2 v above cutoff.

The three small knobs just above the
gain control, reading from left to right,
are the beam-focus, image-focus, and
multi-focus controls.
The pushbutton
to the left of these controls provides a
check on waveform-monitor calibration.
The key switch to the right of the waveform monitor controls the waveformmonitor sweep rate. The "transmit"
switch

is

to the far right, with the iris

indicating meter in between these two
switches.
Just above the transmit switch
is

the

iris

control key,

and

sponding position on the

in the corre-

left is

the inter-

communication key. Knobs at the top
left and right control the picture-monitor
Other concontrast and brightness.
trols are found under the door on top of
the unit and along a panel running down
the

left side.

The camera chain power supply

is

in.
It is only 12
shown in Fig. 10.
high and weighs 87 Ib. Components are
mounted on two standard rack panels,
one of which swings out, as illustrated, to

provide

access

to

the

undersides.

A

meter on the front panel allows measure-

ment of
Television

all

d-c voltages and currents in

Camera
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Fig. 12.

Synchronizing pulse generator block diagram.

MAIN DIVIDER

60~

3I.5KC

Thus, once the desired pulse
widths are chosen there is no need for
stages.

further adjustment.

A

generalized form of the circuit used

to generate the output pulses is shown in
It is seen to be a variation of
Fig. 14.

well-known Eccles- Jordan trigger
which is now known as a bistable multivibrator.
This latter term is
quite explicit since the circuit has two
stable conditions:
one in which tube A
the

circuit

is

Fig. 14. Bi-stable multivibrator.

The chassis
external 60-cycle reference.
also contains a single binary counter
stage which provides 15.75-kc pulses to
The master
the pulse former chassis.
panel contains the only circuit

oscillator

controls in the synchronizing pulse generator.
They are: the frequency con-

the oscillator, a phasing control
for adjusting the phase of the 60-cycle
lock-in, and a bias control on the reacttrol for

ance tube. The reactance-tube current
may be read on the front panel meter.
This enables the synchronizing pulse
generator to be locked to the reference
frequency at the center of the AFC control

range without the necessity of ex-

ternal test equipment.
The counter chassis

consists

of ten

binary counter stages which are made to
provide a count of 525 by means of pulse
feedback.

The

chassis accepts 31.5-kc
the master oscillator and

pulses from
furnishes a pulse at 60-cycle rate to the

pulse-forming

circuits.

Other outputs

at various points along the divider chain
are also used in the pulse-former in the
interest

of overall simplification.

The

binary type counter is a very simple and
very stable circuit requiring no adjustments whatsoever.

fully

conducting and tube

B completely
B fully conIt may be

cut off; the other with tube
cut off.
ducting and tube

A

transferred

other by a

from one condition

number

to

the

of triggering means.

For

if
a trigger is apinstance,
plied to a point which is common to
both triodes, such as the cathode con-

nection, a transition from one condition
to the other occurs with each trigger
pulse.

If the circuit is to

be used to

generate a pulse of a particular duration,
triggers corresponding in time to the
leading and trailing edges of the required
pulse may be applied respectively to the

A transition from
points "a" and "b".
one stable state to the other occurs upon
arrival of the leading-edge trigger and a
return to the original stage occurs upon

arrival of the trailing-edge trigger, thus
causing the circuit to generate a pulse of a

duration corresponding to the time interval between the leading-

and

trailing-

edge

triggers.
The circuit is

used in this manner to
and vertical
horizontal
both
generate
In the case of the horirate pulses.
zontal

pulses,

triggers

of the

correct

timing are obtained from a delay line.
Vertical-rate triggers are obtained from
the main divider and from a secondary
divider chain which operates in con-

puts from the master oscillator and
divider chassis and generates the desired

junction with the main divider.
The synchronizing signal generator
power supply furnishes unregulated 200 v

output waveforms. All timing of pulse
widths, including the equalizing and

and the master

The

pulse-former chassis accepts out-

vertical-synchronizing pulse-gating waveforms, are determined by a delay line or
by pulse counting by means of binary

L. L. Pourciau:

to all circuits except the pulse clippers
The voltages
oscillator.

for these circuits are regulated by
The a-c
tubes.

of a pair of

VR

consumption

is

Television

means
power

250 w.

Camera

177

Video switcher.

Fig. 15.

The video mixing unit, or switcher, is
illustrated in Fig. 15.
It is designed to
provide studio switching facilities in a
package. The switch panel is
in the operating position.
When
not in use or when in transit, it may be

unit

shown

is

in Fig.

16.

It

may

be

seen that black level clamping is provided to eliminate switching transients.

field

The output

shown

but through a pad arrangement which
isolates the monitor from the hum and
tilt usually introduced by a telephone

swung back

into the

main

The

unit.

box containing the switching facilities
may be easily removed and can be
operated

at

distances

up

to

five

feet

from the main unit. The switcher will
accept inputs from as many as five local
and two remote signal sources. A preview buss, two effects busses and an instantaneous switching buss are provided.
The instantaneous buss and the two
effects busses

with their associated faders

company

line

is

monitored

line connection.

directly,

Besides the

and master monitor outputs, an
effects monitor output and a separate

line

line

monitor output are provided. The
monitor output is used to monitor

effects

the output of the effects busses,

and the

separate line monitor output may be
used to drive a studio or announce monitor.

The

switcher intercommunication cir-

intercommunication

allow cuts, superimpositions. fades, etc.
The preview buss provides for the previewing of any input signal or the output
of the effects busses, thus allowing an effect
to be properly set up before transmission.
A "transmit" button on this buss provides
means for monitoring the output line.
The main output provides a 75-ohm
source impedance for proper matching

signed to work in conjunction with the
video switcher or as a general-purpose

to telephone

monitor.

A
178

company

lines.

block diagram of the video mixing
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cuits

provide

fa-

the director and allow transmission of program audio to other inter-

cilities for

communications positions if desired.
The power supply for the video switching unit

is

self-contained.

The master monitor

It

includes

picture monitor

Journal of the

SMPTE

and a

Vol.60

(Fig.

both
3-in.

17)

is

de-

an 8^-in.
waveform

L. L. Pourciau:
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Fig. 17.

Master monitor.

monitor. Facilities are provided for
switching to one of three input signals.

A synchronizing signal
ment

is

handle

interlock arrangeprovided to enable the unit to

both

composite

and noncom-

Precision Laboratory Incorporated and
at Pye, Ltd., in Cambridge, England.
Much credit goes to Messrs. J. E. Cope,

L.

W. Germany, and D.

were responsible

for the

Jackson

work

who

at Pye, Ltd.

posite signals.

Picture

and waveform monitor

circuits

are very similar to those used in the
camera control unit. Accurate mainte-

nance of black level is assured by means
of a clamp on the cathode-ray tube grid.
Three sweep rates are provided for the

waveform

monitor,

corresponding

to

camera control unit.
The design and development of the
equipment which has been described are
those in the

the result of the efforts of a considerable

number

180

of engineers, both at General
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Discussion
Barton

Krenter (RCA

Victor Div.,

Camden,

N.J.): Did I understand that this camera
had a remotely controlled lens-selecting

mechanism
understand
for the

for
it,

changing

it

incoming

lenses?

As

I

selects the shortest
lens.

The

an arc

path
lens never has

as the circle.
the maximum time it would take
to change the lens?
I think it runs about 1 \
Mr. Pourciau:
to 1^ seconds per lens, so that the maxitime would be about 2^ to 3 seconds.

to travel

What

as great

is

mum
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Motion Picture Safety Film
Without Cements or Adhesives
Splicing

By

LEONARD

A.

HERZIG

A method and

apparatus for butt-weld splicing motion picture film, not reusual
the
scraping or cements, are described. The principle is
quiring
based on a combination of a controlled heat and cooling gradient applied
under pressure within a given time cycle, and producing a homogeneous
Properties of the film are not affected, as the film is automatically
for all types of
preplasticized prior to splicing. The method may be used
splice.

safety film.

JT ILM SPLICING has been a serious
problem since the advent of motion

and eliminates the need
cementing and overlap.

The standard method of splicpictures.
has
ing, in use for the past decade,

weld

required scraping, cementing and overlapping the film. In some cases it has
also required the application of heat to

up the drying time of the solvent.
The problem has been increased with

speed

the advent of different types of safety
bases such as standard acetate, tri-

Addiacetate, butyrate-acetate, etc.
tional difficulties are now forthcoming
with the use of magnetic-striped soundtracks

and magnetic

film,

where an

overlap splice introduces distortion and
loss of sound.
A new method of splicing has been
developed which incorporates the principle

of butt-welding

film

end-to-end

on October 7, 1952, at the
Convention at Washington, B.C.,
by Leonard A. Herzig, Prestoseal Mfg.
Corp., 37-27 33rd St., Long Island City 1,
N.Y.

Presented
Society's

February 1953

of scraping,

In order to obtain a satisfactory buttsplice,

considered.

many factors had
One of these was to

to

be

obtain

a precise controlled heat having a heat
narrow
gradient confined in area to very
Another was to find a material
limits.
a cooling gradient capable of
reducing to the required temperature
within a maximum period of three

with

seconds.

Of

these

two

factors,

it

was

found that the cooling gradient was of
prime importance and took precedence
in the designing of the proper heater
Materials which have very poor
block.
heat-conducting properties, but which

would have a proper heat gradient as
It was necessary
well, were required.
that the parts be able to withstand exin
treme, as well as sudden, changes

temperature.

Also, as

mentioned preitself had

viously, the heating element
to be capable of cooling in a period of a

few seconds.
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an

electrical insulator to

prevent con-

tact shorting of the heater ribbon to the

The

stainless-steel platen.

thickness of

mica determines the heating and

the

cooling gradient. The optimum thickness has been found to be between 0.002

and 0.003
In

in.

the

development stage of the
mica was used as a
heater platen, but it tended to flake
and adhere to the film being spliced,
which, of course, was not desirable. To
overcome this, a stainless-steel platen
Presto-Splicer,

1

(Fig.

Fig.

1.

Heater block assembly.

To accomplish this, it became necessary to discard all types of coil heating
elements and to introduce a ribbon type
of nichrome wire (Fig. 1 (6)).
This
ribbon
greater
is

has a cross-section area no
than 0.006 X 0.047 in. and

capable

of

dissipating 40.5 watts
inch, or an equivalent of

per linear
0.1142 Btu. The heater ribbon is sunk
into a piece of transite material (Fig.
1
(2)), until it is absolutely flush with
the surface of the transite. The accuracy of the positioning of this ribbon
wire in the transite is important. The
nichrome ribbon carries a current of
approximately 16 amp which, in air,
would normally cause the ribbon to
burn out. This current-carrying capacity of the ribbon changed considerably when the wire was placed
under pressure due to the dissipation of
heat from the ribbon to other materials
in pressure contact with the ribbon.
To prevent undue burning out of the
heater wire, safety switches had to be

provided which would prevent the
operator from splicing without first
applying pressure to the film and
heater element.
Mica (Fig. 1 (3)) is used as one of
the heating and cooling gradients.
The type of mica used, as well as the
thickness of the mica, is extremely
important. This mica also serves as
182
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(7)),

0.005

in.

in

thickness,

having a high electrical resistivity, was
It is interesting
placed over the mica.
to note that resistivity played an important

inasmuch

and,

part,

as

re-

proportional to heat
conduction, the use of a specific type of
stainless steel became necessary.
This
steel introduced problems of
warping
sistivity is inversely

and elongating under heat, so that it
therefore became necessary to have the
grain of the material perpendicular to
the line of heat.

Pressure Requirements
After elaborate testing,

it

was found

that pressure under 200 psi applied to
the line of splice allowed gas bubbles
to appear in the splice, causing a poor
bond and brittleness of the film. When

pressure of 200 psi or more was applied
to the splicing area, these gas bubbles

disappeared and a satisfactory homogeneous bond resulted.

Heat Transfer

it

With the advent
became necessary

having

the

of tri-acetate film,
to find the material

poorest

characteristics

heat-conducting

which would allow the

concentration of heat to be applied to
the film rather than* to be dissipated to
the material used for applying the
pressure

to

the
of

requirements

film
this

2).

Other

pressure

platen

(Fig.

were that it should in no way affect
or adhere to the emulsion of the film.

At

present,

Journal of the

the material used for this
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TEFLON TAPE

TEFLON PRESSURE

PLATEN

View

Fig. 2.

pressure platen
this

has

is

"Teflon" (tetrafluoro-

The type

ethylene).

of splicer showing Teflon platen

of orientation of

Teflon block is important as Teflon
a very serious contraction and

expansion characteristic.

It also

became

mechanical
motion by encasing the block with a
restrain

necessary

to

U-shaped

sleeve.

One

its

of

the

disad-

and

tape.

This plasticizer had to handle
the

various

existence

bases

film

today.

In

brittleness

venting

plasticizer also

all

of

which are

in

addition

of

the

to

splice,

prethe

broadens the flow point

which previously
required precise heat control to within
With the introduction of the
1
F.

of high-acetate film,

vantages of this material is that it is
extremely soft and tends to mark very
To overcome this, a roll of
easily.

plasticizer,

Teflon tape was placed between the
Teflon block and the heater block.
This tape automatically advances with

consists

every splice.

timing components with the exception
of the heater element, located in the

Plasticizer

When
film,

there

is

is

to

applied

acetate

a tendency for this heat

the splice

brittle.

loss of plasticizer,

plasticizing

unit

(Fig.

3),

To

over-

an automatic
which plas-

edge of the film before it is
spliced, had to be added to the splicer.
ticizes the

The

Presto-Splicer, shown in Fig. 4,
of a foundation base and an

interchangeable 16mm or 35mm head.
The base contains all the electrical and

assembly. The interchangeable
heads can either be removed from the
base or assembled thereto in about 30

head
heat

to drive out a small proportion of the
This tends
plasticizer from the film.

to make
come the

the permissible temperature
range has been broadened by 10 F.

sec.

Two

knurled screws are used for

interlocking the head to the foundation
base.
tongue-and-groove locking device is located on the front of the head

A

and the base assembly

in order to

add

additional rigidity.

Leonard A. Herzig:
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The

overall dimensions of this splicer

Clamping and

are:

The
9 in.

Height

Width

lUin.

Length
Weight

17

in.

17ilb.

Maximum power

consumption .100

vv

The

splicer operates on 110/120 v,
50/60 cycles and can be converted for
use with 220 v. The castings throughout are #108 aluminum alloy with a
hard-baked black crinkle finish.

No

has

trouble

is

Parallel

clamped

Alignment
in the conven-

way except that a banking edge
required in order to obtain perfect
alignment control throughout the splic-

tional
is

The clamps, therefore, incorpoj-ate a pair of film followers (Fig.
3) which push the film to the banking
ing cycle.

side of the

clamp prior

to the clamp's

being closed.
is indexed and
clamped,
then cut, and the clamp still holding
the film is swung through a 180
arc

After the film

it is

the

into

Splicing of Dissimilar
Safety Base Materials

film

heat-sealing

position.

The

same cutting blade is used to cut both
As the second clamp is
pieces of film.

been

encountered

rotated to the heat-sealing position, the

splicing present types of film,
whether to the same or to dissimilar

edge of the film to be heat-sealed is
coated with the plasticizer (Fig. 3).
At this point it should be noted that
one of the major splicing technique
changes is that the film is clamped with
the emulsion side facing down and the

when

However, different time and
heat settings are necessary when splicing
dissimilar
materials
to
each other.
These settings can be classified as low,
film.

high. The Du Pont safetyinto the low category

medium and
base film
as

it

has a low heat requirement.

Nega-

Eastman Kodak stock

within

tive

the
tive

falls

falls

medium heat requirements, and
Eastman Kodak stock falls

posiinto

When
high heat requirements.
splicing a low heat requirement material to a high heat requirement material, the higher of the two settings is

cellulose side up.

Of

course,

when

the

pivoted over a 180 arc to the
heat-sealing position, the emulsion is
facing up and the pressure is applied to
the emulsion surface.
The heat is then
film

is

applied to the cellulose side (Fig. 2).

the

used.

Accuracy of Indexing
In

the

splicing,
tion to

of

cement

accuracy of the cut with
the sprocket hole does

introduce any serious problem.

rela-

not

How-

where

butt-welding is to be
achieved, this cut, with relation to the
sprocket hole, has to be kept very

ever,

accurate.

To

necessary

to

184

platen

same
hole

this

elimi-

cuts.
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the

acetate
holes

to

flow

adjacent

To prevent the
flow of acetate into these sprocket holes,
ears were stamped into the heater

steel

two or more
sprocket indexing pins and it became
necessary to use only one indexing pin

tendency of

the four sprocket
to the point of weld.

the

both

up completely during the heat
With 35mm film, there is also

into

account

into

picture field.
Obviously,
nated the possibility of using

(Fig. 3) for

the

tolerated in the motion

take

35mm

problems

cycle.

was

this,

and

film each present
during the heat
The frameline of a 1 6mm picture
cycle.
is on line with the sprocket hole, which

it

accomplish

0.2% shrinkage

16mm

different

fills

method

current

Acetate Flow During the Heat Cycle

These ears
(Fig. 5).
size and shape as the

and extend above the

are

the

sprocket
stainless-

platen by 0.006 in. The acetate,
besides flowing sideways, would also
flow along the line of heat and out each

were not restrained. To prevent
edge-flow plates (Fig. 5) made of
stainless steel are placed against the

end

if it

this,
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PLASTiCtZER BANKING

WICK

FILM
FOLLOWER.

WALL

INDEX
PIN

Fig. 3.

Automatic plasticizing unit.

HEAD

BASE

Fig. 4.

The

Presto-Splicer.
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banking edges of the film. The edgeplates must be slightly thicker
than the film to prevent the flow from
going over the top of the plates. Locking

flow

clamps

1

(Fig.

flow

plates
also used.

to

(9)),

the

to lock the edgeheater block, are

film

when

the magnetic

was run backward or forward

in

this range.

below 700 cycles

Frequencies

in-

audible.

Strength tests indicated that the
area was equal to 90% of the
tensile strength of the film itself.
When 16mm or 35mm standard print
stock with a stripe of magnetic material
on the side opposite to that of the
emulsion is used, it is necessary to change
the stainless-steel heater platen (Fig. 1
(7)), to a special stainless-steel, Tefloncoated platen. This prevents the oxide
coating from sticking to the heater
splic,ed

Splicing of Magnetic Film

When

noticeable

slightly

splicing

magnetic

it

film,

is

necessary to replace the stationary and
movable knife blades with nonmagnetic
5.

materials, Fig.

The same procedure

followed for splicing magnetic film
as that used for 16mm or 35mm motion

is

One of the advantages of
picture film.
magnetic film over motion picture film

platen.

that the oxide coating does not tend
to roll back the few thousandths of an

Splicing of Color Film

is

which ordinarily
characteristic in splicing
inch

seems to be
motion picture

film.

When a machine is to be used strictly
16mm magnetic film, it is advisable

A

number

of companies

are

using

this splicer for splicing color raw stock
and, again, this Teflon-coated platen

had

change the location of the index pin
between sprocket holes
rather than through them, as this

be used to prevent the anticoating present on coated
raw stock from sticking. When splicing
color prints, it was found that replacing
the Teflon tape with a cellophane tape

eliminates

the reperforating process.
Obviously, there are very few users
who could afford to tie up a splicing

was advantageous.

machine

Splicing of negative 16mm or 35mm
film gives exceptionally gratifying results.

for

to

so as to splice

work on magnetic

for

film

Therefore, this change is never
reunless
incorporated
specifically
only.

Frequency

tests

run on magnetic film

disclose the following:

with no modulation was
every 20 ft and recorded on
without any wiping or de-magnetizing
of the film. No audible noises were
noted. An additional film, having a
frequency range of from 30 to 15,000
cycles recorded on it, was spliced in
each of the various fixed frequencies.
This was checked on
equipment
with the following results:
film

spliced

RCA

Frequencies
cycles

the

same

from

1,000

to

15,000

inaudible or at
splice was
level as that of the normal noise

of the material.

When

prints are made from spliced
no indication as to where the
No
splice was made can be noted.
out-of-focus frames are introduced and

perfect

1

,000 cycles
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of

registration

the

picture

is

achieved without the side shift normally
observed as a result of the cement
method of splicing.
Splicing of

Raw

Stock

By removing the viewing
placing a Wratten

lights

or

over them, it
is possible to splice raw stock in the
dark.
Previously, splicing of raw stock
entailed using the "hit-or-miss" method
as to whether the emulsion was completely scraped off, and, therefore, the
splicing

Frequencies from 700 to
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Splicing of Negative Film

areas,

quested.

A

to

halation

tempted.
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raw stock was
Because
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the

rarely

at-

butt-weld

LOCKING CLAMPS
EDGE FLOW PLATE

STATIONARY
KNIFE BLADE
Fig. 5.

method
used,
stock

it

no
is

Details of Presto-Splicer.

cements

are

relatively easy to splice

raw

scraping

without

light.

or
It

is

a

decided

16mm

when
this way

raw
splicing
to move the indexing
stock in
pin to the center of the frame in order
advantage

avoid having to reperforate in the
This method of splicing has been
dark.
successfully used in darkrooms for processing, eliminating the need for stapling
It has also
leader stock to "takes."
been used by a few of the larger comto

panies for telefax work, where temperatures in the developing tank go as high

125 F, thus avoiding the trouble
encountered when rivets are used.
as

Effect of Ambient Temperature
Relative Humidity on Splicing

and

from

70

Temperatures

ranging

is
1 1

correct for

When

all

and
over

the normal setting.
Relative humidity ranging from 40 to
100% is exceptionally good for the

butt-weld method.

When

the relative

between 10 and 20%, it is
necessary to keep the plasticizer wick
humidity

is

very moist.
Tensile and Flexing Strength
strength of the butt-weld
ranges between 90 and 95% of

Tensile
splice

the film itself.
The flexing strength
has not been tested on a flexometer but
has been placed on endless loops in all
types of projectors. Tests have been
run in excess of 1,000 times before any

edges showed signs of cracking.

F

5 F.

55

5%

to

seemingly have no effect on the
When the ambient temperasplicing.
ture rises above 80 F, it is necessary to
reduce the current by 5%. This 5%
80

room ranges between
68 F, the current is increased

of the

temperatures up to

the ambient temperature

Conclusion

Butt-weld splicing has many advantages over conventional cement splicSplices can be made every 10 sec
ing.
and used immediately in the darkroom
either for

Leonard A. Herzig:

raw

Film Splicing

stock, negative, positive,
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dissimilar materials,
magnetic
materials, striped stock or for the new

color,

film,

Du

"Milar," recently announced by

Pont.

Prior to the introduction of

equipment to the motion picture
field, the Presto-Splicer had been timethis

tested

by many Government agencies

ASA

where the loss of
not tolerated,
We believe that, now that the motion
picture industry has changed over to
safety film, the Prestoseal butt-weld
method of splicing can be of invaluable
in the microfilm field,

document area

is

service to this industry as well.

Photographic Standards Board (PSB)

IN ACCORDANCE with the recommendation of the Committee on Procedure of the
American Standards Association, approved by the Standards Council on January
14, 1953, the name of the Photographic Standards (Correlating) Committee (PS(C)C)
has been officially changed to the Photographic Standards Board (PSB).
The complete procedures in the development of American Standards were published in the

August 1952

Journal, p. 155.

Proposed American Standard PH22.75

A and B Windings of 6mm Single-Perforated Film
1

THE PROPOSED American Standard on A and B Windings

of

1

6mm Single-Perforated

Film was published previously in the September 1949 and January 1951 Journal
and is again published on the following page for three-month trial and comment.
A major manufacturer of equipment using a nonstandard winding took exception
to the A winding on spools as specified in the January 1951 draft.
Apparently the
SMPE 1941 Recommendation upon which the proposal was based was misinterpreted
and consequently this winding was reversed. Inasmuch as the demand for A-wound
film on spools is small and supplied in the main by one firm, the 16mm and 8mm

Motion Pictures Committee agreed to delete this specification entirely.
If no adverse comments are received this proposal will be submitted
Sectional Committee PH22 without further balloting.
H.K.
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to the

ASA

Proposed American Standard

A

and B Windings

of

16mm

PH22.75

Single- Perforated Film
Draft)

(Third

The purpose of

this

standard

is

to insure

a

uniform method of designating the type of
winding (the location of the perforated edge)

when ordering

or describing

16mm

raw-stock

along one edge.
With the types of winding described below,

film with the perforations

the emulsion side of the film shall face the
center of the

Winding B
Emulsion side

Winding A
Emulsion side

Film on Cores for

When

a

roll

of

albng one edge
of the film

is

in

Darkroom Loading

16mm raw

stock perforated
held so that the outside end

leaves the

roll

at the top

A

and

have the
right, winding
perforations along the edge of the film toward
the observer, and winding B shall have the
perforations along the edge away from the

toward the

shall

observer.

No

preference for either type of winding is
implied since both types are required for use

on existing equipment.

in

the other flange,

When

is wound on a spool with a
one flange and a round hole

the film
in

it

in

shall

be specified as

winding B when wound as described for B
above and with the square hole on the side

away from

the observer.

Windings other than winding

B,

on spools,

are considered as special-order products.

Appendix
(This Appendix is not a part of the Proposed
American Standard for A and B Windings of 16mm
covSingle-Perforated Film.) The types of winding

ered by this standard are limited to those which are
in general use.

recognized that film on spools, with a square
one flange and a round hole in the other,
can be wound in other ways than that described as
winding B, and that for special purposes these windIt

Film on Spools for Daylight Loading
square hole

roll.

hole

ings

is

in

may be

supplied commercially.

NOT APPROVED
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SMPTE - Exhibitor

Conference on 3-D

Stereo, Cinerama, Cinemascope, widescreen and stereophonic developments
have added yeast to the motion picture

cake and the dough

is

already rising.

The

practical application of these innovations raises serious questions of operat-

ing standards both in production and

The major producers,
through the Motion Picture Research
Council, are actively engaged at present
in efforts to answer the production questions connected with 3-D.
In an effort

exhibition.

to clear the air for the exhibitors, the
Society called and held a conference of

the major exhibitor organizations

(in-

cluding two producer groups) on February 5, 1953. Invitations to attend the
conference were sent to the organizations
listed below, with but the latter three
unable to send representatives:
Allied States Association of Motion Picture
Exhibitors
Wilbur Snaper
Metropolitan Motion Picture Theaters Association
Emanual Frisch
Motion Picture Association of America

John McCullough
Radio City Music Hall

RKO

Theatres
Theater Owners
Pinanski

Vincent Gilcher
Charles Horstman
of America
Samuel

Frank Cahill
Warner Brothers
United Paramount Theaters Harry Rubin
Independent Theater Owners Association
Harry Brandt
Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers

Ellis

Arnall

Representing the SMPTE were: President, Herbert Barnett
Engineering Vice;

President, Henry Hood Chairman, Stereoscopic Motion Pictures Committee, John
A. Norling; Executive Secretary, Boyce
Nemec; and Staff Engineer, Henry Kogel.

weeks."

And

to avoid

any

possible mis-

understanding, he stated further, "It
will be necessary to scrupulously avoid
any attempts at comparative evaluations
of competing systems, or the preference
of one system or the individual features
of one system over the others."
To lay the groundwork for the discussion, John Norling sketched briefly the
chief characteristics of the new developments and the equipment changes, exhibitor-wise, required for each system.

Cinerama: This system is designed to
the illusion of reality through

create

panoramic effects. To do this three
cameras are used in the taking process
and three projectors are used in the

The three projected images are
interlaced as a mozaic on a wide, curved
theater.

screen to

provide extreme wide-angle

pictures involving the use of both front
and peripheral vision. In addition, 6

microphones are used for recording the
sound from different action areas on
separate sound tracks and 6 or more
speakers are used in the theater to further
aid the illusion of reality by having the
sound come from the apparent source
location.

The sound

on a separate
film.

tracks are recorded

35mm

Installation

magnetic coated
three

of

projector

booths, the special, wide curved screen,
additional speakers and a magnetic
sound reproducer are the required mini-

mum equipment

modifications.

;

Cinemascope: Previously
this too

known

as ana-

designed to create the illusion of reality through pano-

morphoscope,

is

Herbert Barnett chaired the meeting.
outset, Mr. Barnett clearly outlined the Society's position, "This meeting has been called by the SMPTE in
an attempt to coordinate the engineering

ramic effects. Here special lenses are
used on the camera and projector, the
one to compress extreme wide-angle shots
for standard 35mm negatives and the

aspects of the development of systems
third dimension and wide
utilizing

for projection

screen which have caught the imagination of the American public in recent

quires, besides

At the
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other to expand the compressed image
on a slightly curved screen
roughly twice the present width. This relens,

a wide screen and special

a higher projector light output.

3-D, Stereoscopic Motion Pictures: The
design feature here is reality through the
Present-day 3-D
perception of depth.
systems utilize two cameras, one for the
left-eye image and the other for the right-

image,

eye

normal

simulating the

vision.

Two

process

of

inter-

projectors,

SMPTE and
and that the above-mentioned standards goals would undoubtmaintained between the

MPRC

the

edly be used as a guide.
The remainder of the conference was
devoted primarily to expressing the most
pressing questions before the exhibitors.

locked to run synchronously, are then
used with polarizing filters to project
two separate images, one for the left eye

These were

and the other for the

On

right eye.

Viewing

permit each eye to receive its own
image as viewed originally by the two
cameras. The brain fuses the two images and the flat screen then provides
images with apparent depth.
filters

Mr. Norling then listed the requirements for 3-D showings

listed as follows:

Pertaining to 3-D
\

Screens

Can an

all-purpose screen be developed
3-D and panorama pictures?
existing screens, in good condition,
be sprayed with a metallic paint to provide a satisfactory surface for 3-D use?

.

for 2-D,
2.

Can

On
3.

Lenses

What

the required accuracy of lens

is

matching?

:

1.

2.

3.

A

metallic coated screen,
of synchronizing the two projectors and their shutters,
Lenses matched for focal length and dis-

Method

tortion,
4.
5.

6.

output from each projector,
Light output increased from each projector by roughly a factor of 2,
Larger magazines and reels for acceptance of several intermissions.

Equal

light

On

Filters

there a nonfading type of
projector filter?
5. Has the projector filter been
ized?
6. Has the viewing filter been
ized?
7. Must the projector filters be
cooled?

4.

Is

On
8.

Mr. Barnett then asked how the

Soci-

ety could best serve the interests of the
The reply to this boiled
exhibitors.

down
1.

2.

3.

to three essentials

aidinterchangeability;
much of present equipment

b. retain as

as possible;
c.

prevent newly purchased equipment

artificially

Lamps

portion of

be compensated

light loss must
by increased lamp

filters'

for

output?
9.

light output differences between
projectors can be tolerated?

What

On
10.
11.

Projectors

What

is the probable size of future
magazines and reels?
Are special arc supplies required for

continuous projection?
General Questions
12. What are the chances of

3-D without
viewing glasses or with a single pro-

jector?
13.

What

are splicing instructions for 3-D

14.

Are special rewinds and synchronizers
needed?
Explain apparent decrease in picture

permit readily interchangeable projection of either 2-D or 3-D motion

15.

pictures.

16.

Explain in simple terms the fundamental characteristics of the new developments in motion pictures.

17.

Explain
sound.

18.

What can an

Mr. Nemec

In regard to the first item.
advised the group that the Society is in
the process of preparing just such a story,
which should be available in the near
future.

As

standard-

films?

from becoming obsolete; and
d.

standard-

:

Explain in laymen's language the new
technical developments and future developments as they occur. This would,
in itself, eliminate much confusion in the
trade.
Supply unbiased answers to the questions facing the exhibitors.
Establish standards which will
a.

Projection

What

polarizing

for standards,

closest

he stated that the

cooperation and liaison

is

being

size.

stereophonic

and

binaural

exhibitor safely (to pre-

clude rapid and expensive obsolescence) do now to prepare for scheduled
3-D showings?
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Pertaining to 2-D and Wide-Screen
Processes

reel size

recommended change of
aspect ratio for 2-D pictures to give
panorama effect with present equipment, shorter lenses and wider screens.
What are possibilities of achieving this
in the near future?

19. Exhibitors

The

exhibitors were advised that these

questions would

be submitted to the

comand the MPRC and that the
answers would be forwarded to the exhibitors as soon as they became availSociety's appropriate engineering

mittees

able.

(Several answers have since been
are listed at the end of

made known and

this report.)
At this point, the Society's

structure

committee

was outlined and

invitations

nically qualified people.
In addition to asking questions, the
exhibitors proposed that several of their

recommendations be submitted to those
concerned in the new developments
:

Any 3-D

screen to be designed as an
all-purpose screen capable of also be-

ing used for normal and wide-screen
2.

motion pictures.
Immediate consideration be given to
increasing the present 4 3 aspect ratio
to a picture width to height ratio
more closely approximating 2:1.
:

Here,

it

was

felt

that with a

minimum

expense, panoramic projection
could be immediately achieved to supply renewed interest to large
of patrons.

numbers

Immediate standardization of technical

terms to eliminate misunder-

standing. Specific example was made
of the term "3-D" which has been
sorely misused.

One

of the questions posed previously

was

isolated far direct reply
exhibitor safely do now to

scheduled

:

What can an

prepare for

showings? Mr. Nemec
his opinion 3-D is here to

3-D

stated that in

The prospects are such as to insure
stay.
relatively long term use of two-strip stereo
equipment installed at this time. In connection with this, type of screen and reel
192

a 24-in. magazine and 23-in. reel will cover
all such cases.
(The SMPTE was subsehad
quently informed that the

MPRC

agreed on 25-in.
reels.)

If

magazines and 24-in.
two or more intermissions are

acceptable then of course smaller magazines

and

reels

can be used.

Metallized screens will be required and
will work equally well for all 3-D polarizing
filter systems.
They can also be used for
regular 2-D projection, although a certain
loss

of brightness from side seats

would

Answers to several of the other questions
listed have now become known:

Q

2. Painting of existing screens may be
satisfactory if carefully done so that perforations are not filled.
5, 6. Polarizing filters for projection

Q

and viewing have been standardized.

V-

having planes of polarization of 45 with the vertical, must be used.
10. In order to allow a show of 10,000
ft with only one intermission, 25-in. magatype

filters, i.e.,

Q

to accommodate 24-in. reels are
recommended. These reels will hold up to

zines

5000 ft of color positive film or approximately 5500 ft of black-and-white. Because of their size and weight, such reels
must have free-wheeling flanges to minimize strain on the film when the machine
is started.
Otherwise perforations will be
pulled and the pictures will be out of
synchronism. The MPRG believes that
the spindle diameter may have to be increased.

of

3.

two- or three-projector theater, a minimum
of one intermission will be unavoidable and

result.

were extended to the exhibitors to join
and be represented through their tech-

1.

were discussed at some length. The
is dependent on the number of
intermissions which are considered acceptable and upon mechanical limitations of
present-day projection equipment. In a
size

Q

13.

The

MPRC

is

preparing written

instructions for theater projectionists which
include splicing instructions.
14. The rewinds will have to be raised
so that the larger reels will clear the rewind
table, and the theaters will now require

Q

synchronizers.

Q 18.

Answered above.

In addition to activities and reports
forecast above, plans now are made to
publish an excellent background and re-

view

article in the

March

Journal.

It is

John Norling's "The Stereoscopic Art,"
reprinted from the PSA Journal for
November and December 1951, and
January and February 1952. Henry
Kogel, Staff Engineer.

73d Convention, Los Angeles
The

special features of this convention are

announced

have previously been

Plans

increasing.

for giving special attention to

outdoor theaters and for scheduling SMPTE
Convention sessions to avoid conflict with
ithe National Association of Radio and
(Television

Seventh Annual
at the Los Angeles

Broadcasters'

Conference which

is

j

Biltmore, April 28

May

1

.

Equipment Exhibit

An equipment

A

and

distributors.

Anybody wish-

ing to exhibit new equipment or equipment
to be discussed or demonstrated in papers
at the

27 -

May 1

moderator, to cover operational aspects
such as: camera design and construction;

camera operation

in

laboratory problems
balance, density, etc.

production shooting;
in

matching color

projection problems
such as interlocking, and large reel take-up
;

;

stereophonic sound; and screen-brightness
problems pertinent to stereoscopy.
There may well be some reports on
SMPTE standardization and engineering
activities in the stereo and related fields.

exhibit will be a feature

SMPTE

Convention. The
of this Spring's
hotel has made exhibit space available near
the meeting rooms.
questionnaire and
application blank are being sent to manufacturers

Statler, April

Convention should write or wire

Gibbons, Minnesota Mining & Mfg.
Co., 446 N. LaBrea Ave., Hollywood 36,

Tom

Calif.

Reservations

The Convention announcement card,
giving the general plan of the sessions and
the tear-off postal for hotel reservations is
scheduled to be mailed on

March

2.

There

are indications that hotel rooms may be
in short supply, so those who can now plan
their attendance should write for reserva-

Mr. Thomas O'Hara, Front
Manager, Hotel Statler, Wilshire
Blvd. and Figueroa St., Los Angeles, Calif.
tions

to:

Office

Rates are:

Three-Dimensional

I

Plans for consideration of three-dimenwide-screen and other current
sional,
developments may be one or more papers
will be presented to bring out or lead
to discussion of particular problems or
or plans may materialize
potentialities;

S 7.00 to $14.00

Single

Double

12. 00 to

14.00
16.00

9.

Twin

50 to

:

For

an organized panel of speakers, with a

Parlor Suites

(one bedroom)

.

.

.

19.00 to

34.00

.

.

21. 50 to

34.00

Parlor Suites

(two bedrooms)

Board of Governors Meeting
At the January meeting of the Society's
Board of Governors, there were the required reports which are the record of
what is past and there were the projected
dollars and ideas budgets for 1953 and
more.

Reporting in person on the activities
and responsibilities for their respective
offices were:
Herbert Barnett, John W.
Servies, Henry J. Hood, Barton Kreuzer
and William H. Offenhauser, Jr. Reports
of the other officers were read for them.

The complete
and governors
cover of each

roster of
is

SMPTE

officers

given on the inside back

Journal.

Accomplishments of 1952 are already
largely available to the

membership

in the

form of the conventions and meetings held,
the standards and engineering reports and
the

Journals

published.

the

business,

financial

The

record

of

and membership

appear again this year in the
April Journal.
detailed operations report was given
Nemec. The relationships of
activities will

A

by Boyce

of income and expenditures were
reviewed, with Gordon Chambers, a new
Governor, analyzing the need for conactivities
tinuing to chart graphically
The salient
proposals and expenditures.
are
points from the operations report
reflected throughout the programs noted

types

below.
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Conventions

Engineering
be said here

Little will

and

:

projects planned

in progress are

reported regularly in
the Journal by the Staff Engineer. Henry
Hood presented to the Board drafts of four
Standards which were approved for

These proposed
transmittal to ASA.
standards have appeared in the Journal
and will be published as final when approved by the ASA. The advice and
approval of the Board were sought regarding enlarging the scope of the Screen
Committee.

Brightness

The new scope

appear in the April Journal when the
complete roster of SMPTE Committees
will

is

published.

Charles

Townsend

outlined several as-

pects of engineering related to television
and film to which he suggested the Society
should be certain to give attention. Axel

Jensen clarified for the Board the duties

and functions of the Joint Committee for
Inter-Society Coordination which works
to avoid overlapping of efforts among this
Society, the Institute of Radio Engineers,
Radio and Television Mfrs. Assn. and the

Jack Servies reported that he felt that
the Spring Convention is in good hands
and that all information from Hollywood
thus

far

indicates

a large,

successful convention.

News

varied and
of developing

plans appear in each Journal's story about
the^73d Convention.

Sections

A

report for the Atlantic Coast Section

was read by its new Chairman, William
H. Offenhauser, Jr. Reports for the other
An increased
sections were also read.
budget was put forth in view of the accomplishments of 1952 and the plans for 1953,
some of which are noted below in President
Barnett's announced program.
Geo. W. Colburn observed that the
occasional reports of section meetings in
the Journal had been very well received.
It was agreed that a program of publishing
the sections' quarterly reports, or pref-

erably monthly meeting reports, would
help keep the membership informed.

Two

such reports appear in

New

Plans

this issue.

National Assn. of Radio and Television
Broadcasters.

Publications

Norwood

Simmons' Editorial Vicereport was read, noting the
excellent and vital work of Arthur C.
Downes, Chairman, and the Board of
Editors. Hard work by 1952's Convention
President's

Program Chairmen Geo. W. Colburn and
Joe Aiken, with real help from the Papers
Committee Vice-Chairmen, especially John

Waddell for the International Symposium
on High-Speed Photography, not only produced well-attended sessions but also
apparently reversed the trend toward a
smaller volume of worthy papers for the
Journal.
Greater and more varied efforts
by the Papers Committee are expected
to produce an increasing volume of material
which the membership wants.
Those
wants

will

results of the

be

better

known when

the

Membership Service Question-

naire are tabulated.

On

the basis of hopes for a reasonably
greater volume of worthy Journal material
for 1953,

pp.
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a budget was approved for 1328

So that the Society will be prepared,
when it can afford such a program, the
Board approved the appointment of a
committee to examine the advisability of
extending the Society's

activities in order

promote more effectively the purposes
for which this Society was founded, and
particularly to examine the advisability
to

of the Society's engaging in, promoting or
financing scientific research, research fellowships and such other scientific projects
directly promotive of the purposes of the
Society.

From the report by President Barnett,
we have abstracted the introduction and
the six points in the Society's program as it
presently expanded:
The importance of long-range film and

is

television

engineering is exemplified by
the film industry's thorough preparation
for FCC theater television hearings that
were renewed on January 26, and the list
witnesses scheduled to
appear, as an outgrowth of three earlier
theater television channel appeals preExsented before FCC by the Society.
perimental channels secured by SMPTE

of well-qualified

gave studio

and theater companies an

opportunity to determine by actual practice
the form that a national theater television
service might take.
Also, the current
stimulated
interest
by threepublic

dimensional pictures, Cinerama, new types
of screens and other dramatic innovations
to

likely

appear are the result of

many

years of research and development.
Improved public relations are needed
to insure that engineers new
by

SMPTE
motion

to

made aware

pictures and television
of engineering services

are

and

standards information available from the
These six points are especially
Society.
emphasized in the expanded program:
SMPTE subsections in
1. Form new
film and television engineers
help and stimulation from joint
meetings.
Offer counseling assistance to col2.
leges and universities interested in preparing engineering students for careers in

where

cities

need

motion pictures and television.
Find gaps in the published engineer3.
ing literature and offer assistance in

filling

Invite

more

active participation

Pacific Coast Section
The

first

of 1953

from

F.

The

Society's public relations activi-

must emphasize (a) the need for special
training of young engineers for work in
motion pictures, (b) the need for improved
technical quality in classroom motion
pictures and in the manner of presentation,
(c) the need for improved technical quality
of films made for television to avoid a
bad trade reaction that would adversely
affect future

markets for such films and

(d) the need for television broadcasters,
motion picture companies and theater

be constantly on the lookout for
products and processes available
commercially or through research and
circuits to

new

Pacific Coast Section meeting
was held on Tuesday evening,

Dana

Miller,

Eastman Kodak Co.,
was presented

Rochester, N.Y., which
at the 72d Semiannual

Convention at
Washington and repeated here for the
benefit of local members who had not
attended the Convention.
Dr. Karl Freund, President of PhotoResearch Corp., read a paper describing
a newly developed direct-reading photoThe meter
electric
brightness meter.
was demonstrated and various expected
applications of the instrument were mentioned, including

measurement of motion

picture screen brightness, set illumination
and kinescope brightness or contrast.
In a progress paper on Eidophor, the

new system

for

color

or partially support.

V.A.

Meeting

January 20, at the Filmcraft Television
Theater, Hollywood, with an audience of
approximately 400. The program featured
"Rapid Drying of Normally Processed
Black-and- White Motion Picture Films"

by

6.

ties

development programs which they wholly

them.
4.

other technical societies, trade associations
and cultural groups in technical activities,
and through these channels encourage educational use of motion pictures, television
and theater television.
5. Publish
special engineering studies
for the benefit of businessmen, engineers
and operating personnel, giving information on the functions, applications and
effects of current technical developments.

theater

television,

Lorin D. Grignon discussed engineering
research

developments in the Eidophor
Results

date.

program

to

practical

theater

of

the

demonstrations

of

first

the

Eidophor were described, as well as some
of the problems which have been uncovered
by these demonstrations. Members asked
Mr. Grignon practical questions regarding
future application of Eidophor and there
was a very favorable general reaction,
technical
for
the
enthusiasm
with
knowledge that was made available.
Membership Chairman J. W. Duvall
distributed approximately 100 application
show of hands
blanks at the meeting.
revealed that 25% of those attending
were not members. It is our hope that

A

new year will bring a sizable aggregate
new membership.
The February meeting will feature a

the
of

vital

current topic

stereo-photography.

Philip G. Caldwell, Secretary-Treasurer,
Pacific Coast Section.
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Central Section Meeting
The

Section's

Board of Managers met on

January 29, before the papers' program
at the Western Engineers Society, Chicago.
As a delegate from the Section to the
Illuminating

Engineering

Board chose Carl

made

the
Plans were

Society,

F. Jenson.

continue the Section's present
format of a letter-size meeting notice and
to systematize the use of the lapel cards
by the Section for membership promotion
and program planning. In discussing the
to

types of meeting reports, it was felt that
a combination of business and management
information and of the papers program
An
might best serve the membership.
assessment is being made of the costs
and values of sending notices of both
section and subsection meetings to those
in the Southwest.
The Central Section heard William P.
Kusack, Chief Engineer of television

WBKB, Chicago, talk about
"Production Practices for Television" and
station

Gordon Ray

of Reid H.

Ray Film

In-

dustries,

Inc.,

St.

Paul,

discuss

"Color

Continuity and Reproduction."
Mr. Kusack pointed to the necessity of
operating within boundaries of technical
characteristics
while aspiring to good
visual television reproduction. Basic rules
need to be formulated, he said.
The
television

transcription

Lighting," produced
to demonstrate the
and supplement the
Mr. Ray discussed
design

film

"Television

by CBS, was shown
technical boundaries

paper.
the building of color,
continuity of various scenes

and

motion picture films and slides and he
went into the problems of making photographic color reproductions which simulate
in

the original color film or photograph. He
also covered the basic correlation between
slide

films

and motion pictures

to tell a

story visually.

The next Central Section meeting will
be held on February 19. James L. Wassell,
Secretary-Treasurer, Central Section.

Magnetic Striping
Plans and hopes now are to publish as
Part II of the April Journal all seven of the
papers on the Friday afternoon session,
October 10, at the Washington Convention. Also, a paper which fits into this
group has been made available by the

The symEngineering Society.
posium was held under the chairmanship
Audio
of

Glenn Dimmick.

Our

efforts to publish

the group, complete with discussions from
the Washington Convention and from the

Central Section Meeting, have been greatly
enhanced by the extensive and careful
work of R. T. Van Niman who has organized the transcribing, editing, circulating
and preparing of final corrected copy of
The papers are
the extensive discussion.
listed

below.

V.A.

"Manufacture of Magnetic Recording Materials" by Edward Schmidt and Ernest W.
Franck, Reeves Soundcraft Corp. Presented on October 18, 1951, at the SMPTE
Hollywood Convention.
"Commercial Experiences With Magna-Stripe" by Edward Schmidt, Reeves Soundcraft
Corp. Presented on October 10, 1952, at the SMPTE Washington Convention.
"Magnetic Striping Techniques and Characteristics" by B. L. Kaspin, A. Roberts, H.
Robbins and R. L. Powers, Bell & Howell Co. Presented on October 10, 1952, at
the SMPTE Washington Convention.
"Magnetic Striping of Photographic Film by the Laminating Process" by A. H. Persoon,
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co. Presented on October 10, 1952, at the
SMPTE Washington Convention.
"Magnetic Sound Tracks for Processed 16mm Motion Picture Film" by Thomas R.
Presented on October 10, 1952, at the SMPTE
Dedell, Eastman Kodak Co.

Washington Convention.
"Notes on Wear of Magnetic Heads" by G. A. Del Valle and L.
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W.

Ferber,

RCA Victor

Presented on October 10, 1952, at the

Camden, N.J.

Div.,

SMPTE

Washington

Convention.

"A Study of Dropouts in Magnetic Film" by Ernest W. Franck, Reeves Soundcraft Corp.
Presented on October 10, 1952, at the
Washington Convention.
Victor
"Methods of Measuring Surface Induction of Magnetic Tape" by J. D. Bick,
Presented on October 29, 1952, at the 4th Annual Convention
Div., Camden, N.J.

SMPTE

RCA

of the Audio Engineering Society.
"Standardization Needs for 16mm Magnetic Sound" by E. W. D'Arcy, De Vry Corp.
Presented on October 10, 1952, at the SMPTE Washington Convention.

Current Literature
Editors present for convenient reference a list of articles dealing with subjects cognate to motion
in a number of selected journals.
Photostatic or microfilm copies of
picture engineering published
articles in magazines that are available may be obtained from The Library of Congress, Washington,

The

New York

D.C., or from the

Public Library,

New

Oct. 1952
436) J. Van Natta
vol. 33,

Two New 16mm

Films

(p.

.

.

.

Cinerama

(p.

British

vol. 33,

of

Follow-Focus

T. C.

A New

TV

Commercials

(p.

Television Recording

Dec. 1952
in Cine-

532) W. R.

Standards

(p.

(p.

Audio Engineering
Oct. 1952

of Sound Reproduction, Chapter 5
"Musical Instruments and the Human Voice"

M.

Productions

of

Sound Reproduction

(p.

40) E.

in Television

127) R. Toombs

Electronics
vol. 25,

(p.

Nov. 1952

AFC Systems for Television

Receivers

132) G. Howitt

International Photographer

Shooting Live

TV

Cameras (p. 5) K. Freund
Television Filming (p. 8) V. E. Hughes
vol. 24,

Vision 3D Camera
Cinerama (p. 9) A. Nadell

The Natural
vol. 36,

of

Sound Reproduction

(p.

Dec. 1952
20) E.

M.

Villchur

Nov. 1952

Shows with Motion Picture

M.

Villchur

Dec. 1952

(p. 5)

International Projectionist
vol. 27,

und Ton
vol. 5,
der Filmkopien in

Nov. 1952
Abhangig-

Die Lebensdauer
keit von den Abmessungen der Transportrollen
(p.

(p.

vol. 24,

Nov. 1952
New Medium-Cost Amplifier of Unusual Performance (p. 30) G. L. Werner and H. Berlin

Bild

Spooner

Villchur

vol. 36,

Handbook

M.

:

36) E.

Handbook

Nov. 1952

Considerations Affecting the Design of Television
Cameras (p. 117) G. C. Newton
Inlay Process for Television Production (p. 122)

Evaluating

Handbook

39)

93) G. Robinson
vol. 21,

A.

vol. 36,

(p.

88)

Modern Kinema Lighting

Use of the Radio Talk-Back Unit
Scientist

vol. 40, Oct. 1952
Underwater Television and Marine Biology (p.
679) H. Barnes

(p.

Camera

vol. 21, Oct. 1952
Conference on Cinematographic

International

Witherell, Jr.

American

and

Macnamara

TV

528) J. Ruttenberg
for

Collins

W. D. Kemp

523) F. Foster
matography
Overhead Lighting for Overall Set Illumination
(p.

N.

32)

(p.

(p.

Techniques

die

Aug. 195:

vol. 21,

F. Foster

Carefully Balanced Lighting Vital to Best
Film Results (p. 486) P. Tannura

iiber

Kinematography

High-Definition Films

I

The Development

Bericht

:

356)

(p.

480) J. W. Boyle

Used the Garutso Lens in Filming "The
Four Poster" (p. 482) H. Mohr
Variable Shutter for the Bolex H-16 (p. 484)

Why

rates.

Normung

ISO-Tagung

Nov. 1952

vol. 33,

And Now

York, N.Y., at prevailing

Kinotechnische

American Cinematographer

347) K. 0. Frielinghaus

Oct. 1952

Safety Film: Performance Characteristics (p. 5)
R. A. Mitchell
Cinerama A Step in the Right Direction (p. 10)
A. Nadell
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vol. 27,

Nov. 1952

Safety Film: Performance Characteristics, Pts.
II, (p. 6) R. A. Mitchell
Transistor Successor to the Vacuum Tube?
(p. 12)

De

JAN

Vry's

Magneto-Optical Portable Pro-

Motion Picture Herald
vol. 189, Nov. 22, 1952
Natural Vision Ready for Public Showing (p. 38)
W. R. Weaver

Motion Picture Herald

vol. 27,

Dec. 1952

Have Improved

(p.

Process (p. 13)

R. A. Mitchell

Kinematograph Weekly

Kinema

(Ideal

section)

vol. 18, Oct. 9, 1952
(p. 13) R. H. Cricks

Optics of the Sound Head
Cricks Sees Synchro-Screen

(p. 11)

R. H. Cricks

Kino-Technik
Oct. 1952

vol. 6,

im Gegentaktverfahren (p. 232)
Filmaufzeichnugsanlage im Fernsehbetrieb

What

Tonschriften

(p.

236)
Britisches Farbfernsehen vor deutschen Augen
(p. 237)
Storungen bei der Vorfuhrung von Tonfilmen
(p. 245) K. Braune and H. T'mmel

no. 11, Nov. 1952
Fernsehkameras ferngesteuert und fernbetrieben (p. 252)
Kinematische Fragen an Filmschaltgetrieben (p.

Projectionists

Stock

7)

%

The New Ansco Color Film and

Know About

Film

(p.

276)

L. Busch

projektion (p. 279) C.
(p.

Review

Photographic Journal
vol. 92B, Sept.-Oct. 1952
(High-Speed Photography Issue)
Flash Cinematography (p. 129) R, H. J. Brown

A

Synchronized Flash-Discharge System for
High-Speed 35mm Cinematography (p. 133)
W. D. Chesterman and G. T. Peck
Image Converter Tubes and Their Application
to

High-Speed Photography

in der Schmalfilm-

ermoglichen

280) E.

pausen

137) J.

(p.

Image Converter Techniques Applied

to HighSpeed Photography (p. 149) R. A. Chippendale
An Electronically Operated Kerr Cell Shutter
(p. 158) K. D. Froome
Electro-Optical Shutters as Applied to the Study
of Electrical Discharges (p. 161) J. M. Meek
and R. C. Turnock

&

Television

News
Nov. 1952

vol. 48,

Miniature

TVI Wavetraps

(p.

Television

"Snow"

W. H. Buxhsbaum

Self-Focus Picture

(p. 58)

Tubes

&

Radio

Television

(p.

41) R. P. Turner

122) E.

M.

Nov. 1952

vol. 48,
(p.

282)

Noll

News

May

Die Fernseh-Grossprojektion im Kino

S.

Courtney-Pratt

Heimann

200-m-Schmalfilmspuler

Vorfuhrung

G. Gagliardi

Dec. 1952

Zum Normblatt-Entwurf Sicherheitsfilm
Verwendung von HI-Kohlen

Should

(p. 37)

vol. 14, July 1952
High-tension Generators for Large-Picture Projection Television (p. 21) J. J. P. Valeton

Radio
vol. 6,

Today

Philips Technical

262) H. Weise

lose

1952

(Better Theaters Section)

Projector Mechanisms
L. Chadbourne

1

Dec.

6,

vol. 189,

jector (p. 19)

(Radio-Electronic Engineering Section)
Studios (p. 3) E. P.
Audio Facilities for

TV

F. Winckel

Storungen bei der Vorfuhrung von Tonfilmen
(p. 290) K. Braune and H. Tummel

Vincent

Color

TV Definitions

(p.

32)

Book Review
Exposure Meters and
Practical Exposure Control
By

J.

F.

Press,

London WC2,
pp. index)

97
35

illus.

Published (1952) by The
46-47 Chancery Lane,
England. 252 pp. (incl. 10

Dunn.

Fountain

+ 8 pp. adv.

and

plates.

Numerous
6^

X

8

in.

tables;

Price

shillings.

Technical aids to the control of photographic exposure have always been a matter of lively interest to photographers of all
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and have occasionally been the suband perhaps excessively
As long as still monopartisan debate.
chrome photography with wide-latitude
materials was all that was involved, excellent results could be obtained with a moderately wide range of exposures, and the distypes

ject of passionate

between the various devices
employed and the techniques used were
crepancies

not of great importance. In recent years
however, the accuracy demanded of ex-

posure

estimating

equipment

for

color

motion

high-grade
pic[photography,
ture work, and for many specialized photographic processes has sharpened the debate
and brought into much clearer focus the
relation between the light distribution of the
original scene and that of the final photo-

not detract from the general excellence of
the presentation. The author has gone too
far in an effort to substitute nontechnical

graphic product.

would be more

Mr. Dunn's book makes available to the
working photographer, amateur or pro-

in

for

a single source describing virtually all the equipment and techniques for
determining exposure. A chapter on the
fundamental theory of exposure requirements presents an informative discussion
fessional,

of the derivation of film speed ratings, the
criteria of correct exposure, and the meth-

ods of assessing the subject lighting, includbrightness measurements (highlight,
average, and "keytone") and
"incident light" evaluation. Chapters on
ing

shadow,

exposure tables and calculators, extinction

language for relatively simple technical
I suspect for example that the
concepts.
use of the term "kissing" for "tangent"

likely to involve the reader
speculations as to the aptness of the

metaphor than

it

would be

likely to clarify

the concept of tangency. In discussing the
variation of light output of incandescent
lamps with voltage (in a table on page 83
and in connection with the calibration of
exposure meters on page 129) the actual
voltage variations are used rather than the
Inasmuch as the
percentage variation.
lamps described are operated at about 230
volts, the voltage figures as given are not
valid for lamps operated at 115 volts or
lower. If the variation had been given in

meters,

per cent, the data would be sufficiently
accurate for lamps operated at any voltage.

scriptions

devices are described
of "guide numbers"

photoelectric integrating meters,
photoelectric incident light meters and
exposure photometers include detailed deof most

equipment

available

(European

and

commercial
American).

Useful intercomparisons of the results obtainable and the uses, limitations, and precautions to be observed in each case are
provided.
fering

Throughout the book, the

requirements of

still

dif-

monochrome

Although exposure tables and calculating
extensively,

tables

commonly used

at

United States with photoflood

least in the

and photoflash

light sources are not

men-

tioned.

Mr. Dunn devotes considerable space

to

a

description of exposure photometers,
particularly the SEI meter, for which he is

photography and motion picture and color
work are emphasized.
Many tables are included, such as film

so largely responsible.
It should be noted
that although his perhaps pardonable en-

speed ratings, comparisons of various speed

parts of the

Most of the working
rating systems, etc.
data that involves speed ratings is presented in a double notation giving the B.S.
(British Standards Institution) and A.S.A.
ratings side

by

The exposure

side.

however are presented
B.S. ratings only.

use with the
American readers will
for

Exposure Computer

may

find

for daylight
it

worth while

photogto con-

vert to B.S. ratings in order to make use of
the excellent tables for photography by
artificial light.

be

Only a very few minor criticisms might
made of Mr. Dunn's book, and these do

A new

for

instrument

which

Whether the reader

its

is

already committed

what techniques to use, or even if
not interested in a meter at all and

tain or

he

is

wants only a general understanding of the
problem together with a set of useful
tables, he will find the book instructive
and helpful. Theodore H. Projector, National

Bureau of Standards, Washington

25,

D.C.

edition of the Society's Test Film Catalog

SMPTE

in

to using a particular kind of exposure meter,
or wishes to determine what meter to ob-

is

now

no charge from the
and 35mm, for use by

available at

It covers 27 different test films,
Society's headquarters.
theaters, service shops, factories and television stations.

developed by the

this

book

fairly.

tables

prefer equivalent tables based on A.S.A.
ratings, such as the A.S.A. Photographic

raphy, but

colors the
construction
and use are described, it has not affected
the sections dealing with other types of
instruments, which are described fully and

thusiasm

16mm
These

test

films

have been

and the Motion Picture Research Council.
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New Members
The

following members have been added to the Society's rolls since those last published.
designations of grades are the same as those used in the 1952 MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY.

Fellow (F)

Honorary (H)

Active

Adams, John H., Technical Chief Radio and

KFDX, KFDM.

Television Engineer,

Mail:

2207 Grant St., Wichita Falls, Tex. (M)
Anderson, Louis L., Manager, Magnetic
Equipment Dept., Brush Development Co.
3405 Perkins Ave., Cleveland 22,
Mail:
Ohio. (M)
Baker, Stanley E., Photographer, North American Aviation. Mail: 8321 Keokuk Ave.,

Canoga Park, Calif. (A)
Baumert, Ernest, Supervisor, Technical Maintenance Branch, Signal Corps Pictorial Center,
39 Ave., Long Island City 4, N.Y.
51-01
(M)
Berti, Nullo, Salesman, 56-01

(A)
ing 55, N.Y.
Bibas, Frank P., Motion

137

St.,

Picture

Flush-

Director,

McCann-Erickson, Inc. Mail: Blindbrook
Lodge, Rye, N.Y. (M)
Mail:
Blair, E. M., Chief Engineer, E.D.L. Co.
1240 Clay St., Gary, Ind. (M)

Brown, Sam

Academy

of

E., Assistant Executive Director,
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

Mail: 177 South Citrus Ave., Los Angeles 36,
Calif.

(M)

Bryant, William E., Television Engineer, National Broadcasting Co., Sunset & Vine,
(A)
28, Calif.
Eric F., Director, Post Film Library
Services, U.S. Army Signal Corps, Signal
(A)
Office, Ft. Eustis, Va.
Gaboon, Roy D., Prairie Regional Engineer,
143
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Mail:

Hollywood

Burtis,

Wildwood

Manitoba,
Park,
Winnipeg,
Canada. (M)
Cane, Albert Chemical Engineer, Technicolor
Motion Picture Corp. Mail: 856 South
Normandie Ave., Los Angeles 5, Calif. (A)
Cole, Lionel J., Film Producer, Shell Caribbean
Petroleum Co., Apartado 809, Caracas,
Venezuela.

(M)
Connelly, James J.,

Project Engineer, Sperry

Mail: 2327 Andrews Ave.,
(A)
68, N.Y.
Gopeland, William H., Radio-Television-Broad-

Gyroscope Co.

New York

Mail: 255
South Amalfi Dr., Santa Monica, Calif. (M)
Curtis, Sgt. Charles F., Motion Picture Technician, 3206 Photo Test Squadron, Eglin Air
Force Base, Fla. (A)
cast Engineer, C.B.S. Television.

De Rycke, Lawrence
rapher,

GMC

Mich.

(A)

F.,

Illustrative

Photog-

Mail:
Truck & Coach Div.
27 North Baldwin Rd., R #1, Lake Orion,

Woods W., AO-577368,
Charge of Motion Picture Section,

Dieffenbach, Capt.
Officer in

200

(M)

The

Student

Associate (A)

(S)

32,06 Photographic Test Squadron, Eglin Air
Force Base, Fla.
(M)
Diehl, Adam E., Dean, Los Angeles City College.
Mail: 5056 Ambrose, Los Angeles 27.
(A)
Donneau, Peter J., Television Engineer,
WJAR-TV. Mail: 26 Monty St., Woon-

socket, R.I.

Morris

(A)

General Manager, Packaged
Programs, Inc., 634 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh 22,

Fierst,

Pa.

E.,

(A)

Dennis R., Technical Manager, Kodak
South Africa, P.O. Box 735, Capetown, South

Fisher,

Africa.
(A)
Ford, K. A., Partner, Triangle Continuous DayMail:
light Motion Picture Projector Co.
537 Woodlawn Ave., Glencoe, 111. (M)

Frothingham, Anthony, Sales Engineer, KodakS.A.F., 17 rue
8 erne., France.
(M)
Pathe'

Francois

ler.,

Paris

Galbreath, Richard E., Motion Picture Producer, Galbreath Picture Productions, Inc.,
2905 Fairfield Ave., Ft. Wayne, Ind. (M)
Goldberg, Benedict S., Jr., Motion Picture
Cameraman, Lockheed Aircraft Corp. Mail:
6927 Aura Ave., Reseda, Calif. (A)
Gray, David Anton, Williams College. Mail:
Box 564, Williamstown, Mass. (S)
Gustafson, G. E., Vice-President in Charge of
Engineering, Zenith Radio Corp., 6001 W.
Dickens Ave., Chicago, 111. (M)
Hales, Frederick J., Recordist, Warner Brothers
2 Cordigan Mansions,
(England). Mail:
Richmond Hill, Richmond, Surrey, England.
(A)
Hanna, Clifford, Motion Picture Producer,
Video Films, 1004 East Jefferson Ave.,
(A)
Detroit, Mich.
Mail:
Hilfinger, Harry P., ESO-S Pictures.
828 W. 39 St., Kansas City, Mo. (M)

Hirschkop, Morton A., New York University.
Mail: 255 South Third St., Brooklyn 11,
N.Y. (S)
Hulcher, Charles A., President, Charles A.
Hulcher Co., Inc. Mail: 40 Manteo Ave.,
Hampton, Va. (A)
Jaime, Jose' de Lugo, Laboratory Assistant,
Mail: Empedrado
Especialidades Filmicas.
(A)
#360, Apto. 311, Havana, Cuba.
Jelsma, Charles E., Motion Picture Technician,
1880 Riverside Dr.,
Berndt-Bach. Mail:

Los Angeles 39, Calif. (A)
Karson, Walter E., Motion Picture Equipment
Mail: 5750
Rebuilding, Edwar3 H. Wolk.
South Elizabeth St., Chicago 36, 111. (A)
Kurtz, Jerome, New York University. Mail;
3150 Rochambeau Ave., New York (S)

Levine, Harold H., Sound Dubbing, Ryder
Mail: 1809 Pass Ave., Burbank,
Service, Inc.
(A)

Calif.

Lidner, Scott M., New York University. Mail:
1305 President St., Brooklyn 13, N.Y.
(S)
Lipman, Robert N., Mechanical Design EngiMail: 235 Lawnside
neer, RCA Victor Div.
Ave., Collingsvvood

7,

N.J.

(A)
Rd., Glen Rock, N.J.
Martin, Glenn C., Jr., Stage Lighting Designer
and Assistant Manager, Texas Scenic Co.

San Antonio

Fulton Ave.,

1,

Attilio, Recording Engineer, Fulton Recording Co. Mail: 1686 Grand Concourse,
New York, N.Y. (A)
Micco, Leopoldo A., Physicist, Ansco. Mail:
125 Leroy St., Binghamton, N.Y.
(M)
Morgan, Miles, Photographer, U.S. Army.
Mail: 6350 Franklin Ave., Hollywood.
(A)
Nash, John S., Motion Picture Photographe

Mian,

and Editor, 7313 Santa Monica Blvd., Holly-

wood

(M)

46, Calif.

Ariz.

(A)

Gevaert
Gerritz

Chief Chemist,
Mail:
Photo-Producten.

Lauwers,
Ave.,

Harold

New

York, N.Y.

C., Consulting

(S)

Radio Engi-

Chief Engineer, KGW, KGW-TV.
Mail: 4488
Council Crest Dr., Portland
1, Ore.
(M)

neer,

SW

H., Motion Picture PhotogBureau of Public Roads, Dept. of
147 Fleetwood Ter.,
Commerce. Mail:

Henry

Stewart,

rapher,

Silver Spring, Md.
(A)
Taylor, Frank Nash, Works Manager, Kodak
South Africa, 102 Davies St., Doornfontein,

Johannesburg, South Africa. (A)
Theis, H. Grant, Manager, Film Service OperaMail: 440 East
tions Dept., CBS Television.
Palisade Ave., Englewood, N.J.
(M)

Umbarger, Ralph, Cameraman, Rarig Motion
Seattle 44,

302

Mail:

Co.

Picture

Ave.

19

South,

Wash.

(A)
Watterlohn, R. H., Electronics Engineer, Bell

&

Howell Co.

Mail:

5448

West Huron

Chicago 44, 111. (M)
Weber, Carlton F., Director of Photography and
Mail:
1110 North Mariposa, Burbank, Calif. (A)
Mail:
Westfall, Robert M., Officer, U.S. Navy.
503-B Saratoga, China Lake, Calif. (M)
Williams, Charles J., Cinetechnician, SubUnicorn Theaters, Inc. Mail:
foreman,
14825 Fox St., San Fernando, Calif. (A)
Television Recording, U.S. Air Force.

(A)

Claude, Recordist, National Film
Board of Canada, John St., Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada. (A)
Pfening, Fred D., Jr., The Fred D. Pfening
Co., 1075 West Fifth Ave., Columbus, Ohio.

Pelletier,

Philippe,

Singleton,

St.,

Filming Director, Arizona

Nortman, Richard P.,
State College, Tempe,

Shapiro, Irvin, Motion Picture and Television
Executive, Standard Television Corp. Mail:
565 Park Ave., New York 21, N.Y. (M)
Shibuk, Charles, New York University. Mail:

2084 Bronx Park East,

(A)

Luce, R. Robert, Supervising Editor, Geo. W.
Colburn Laboratory. Mail: 1954 Farwell
(A)
Ave., Chicago 26, 111.
Lukas, Walter, Engineer, Emerson Radio &
115 Belvidere
Phonograph Corp. Mail:

1255
Mail:
Tex. (A)

Grover, Director of Photography,
Soundfilm Studios, Inc. Mail: 4815 Cabot
Ave., Detroit, Mich.
(M)

Seyfried,

N.

V.

21

L.

Berchem, Antwerp, Belgium.

Wood,

Lt.

Douglas

R.,

Motion Picture

Officer,

U.S. Air Force, 3206 Photo Test Squadron,
(A)
Eglin Air Force Base, Fla.

(A)

Raymond, Julian E., Audio Engineer, Assistant
Cameraman, Set Designer, TV Ads, Inc.,
3839 Wilshire Blvd., Los
Rett,

Hubert

Angeles, Calif.

C., Television Engineer,

Broadcasting Co.

Mail:

14 West

Chicago 10, 111. (A)
Technical
Irving,
Rosenberg,

(M)

National

Elm

St.,

Supervisor,

Columbia Broadcasting System. Mail: 9834
63 Dr., Forest Hills, N.Y.
(A)
Rosenberg, Jerome M., Electrical Engineer,
Chromatic Television Laboratories, Inc.,
703
37 Ave., Oakland 1, Calif.
(A)
Ruppert, Clyde R., Motion Picture Film Editor,
4027
Mail:
W.
Geo.
Colburn Laboratory.
North Maplewood Ave., Chicago 18,^ 111. (A)

Mario, Toolmaker, Pathe' Labora2339 Prospect Ave.,
Mail:
Inc.
tories,
(A)
Bronx, N.Y.
Saunders, Bernard G., Physicist, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory. Mail: 100 Plymouth
(A)
Cir., Oak Ridge, Tenn.
ConScripps, William J., Telecommunications
W.
J.
sultant,
Scripps Associates, Inc., 286

Sargente,

S.

Woodward, Birmingham, Mich,

(M)

CHANGES IN GRADE
Auerbach, Gerald, (S) to (A)
Greenberg, Raymond, (S) to (A)
Jeffery, Seymour, (A) to (M)
Little, Ralph V., Jr., (A) to (M)
Pearson, Lloyd K., (A) to (M)
Thome, Frederick R., (A) to (M)

Ungar, Albert

J., (S) to

(A)

DECEASED
Chatelain, Arthur B., Foreman,

Laboratory,

Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp. Mail:
701 S. Verdugo Rd., Apt. 3, Glendale 5,
Calif.

(A)

William L.
Foss, William L., President,
Inc.,

927-15

St.,

Foss,

N.W., Washington, D.C.

(M)
Jones,

Merwin

C.,

Maintenance Supervisor,

KGO-TV, American Broadcasting Co.

Mail:

270 El Bonito Way, Millbrae, Calif. (A)
RCA Service
O'Toole, Russel, Sound Engineer,
1321 Spear, Logansport, I ml.
Co. Mail:
(A)
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Journals Available and

Wanted

These notices are published as a service to expedite disposal and acquisition of out-of-print Journals
Please write direct to the persons and addresses listed.

Available
1951-1952 Journals

in excellent condition plus the

Indexes

for

1916-30, 1930-35, 1936-45

and 1946-50; and including the 1949 High-Speed Photography.
to K. C. Tsien, 147-51 Charter Road, Jamaica 35, N.Y.

For best

offer write

Wanted
Transactions 1, 6

New York

17,

and

7.

Write Mrs. Dorothy Gelatt, Henry

M.

Lester, 101 Park Ave.,

N.Y.

January and February 1946 Journals. Advise the Record Engineering Library, Radio
Corporation of America, RCA Victor Division, 501 N. LaSalle St., Indianapolis, Ind.

Meetings
Motion Picture and Television Engineers, Southwest Subsection Meeting,
Mar. 16, Fort Worth, Tex.
Inter-Society Color Council, Annual Meeting, Mar. 18, Hotel Statler, New York, N.Y.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, New York Section, Meeting on "High-Energy
Accelerators," Mar. 19. Engineering Societies Bldg., New York
Optical Society of America, Mar. 19-21, Hotel Statler, New York, N.Y.
American Physical Society, Joint Meeting with APS Southeastern Section, Mar. 26-28.
Duke University, Durham, N.C.
Symposium on Modern Network Synthesis, planned by Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn,
Apr. 16-18, Auditorium of Engineering Societies Bldg., New York
International Symposium on Nonlinear Circuit Analysis, Apr. 23-24, information from
Microwave Research Inst., 55 Johnson St., Brooklyn 1, N.Y.
73d Semiannual Convention of the SMPTE, Apr. 27-May 1, Hotel Statler, Los Angeles
National Association of Radio and Television Broadcasters, 7th Annual Conf., Apr. 28May 1, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles
American Physical Society, Apr. 30-May 2, Washington, D.C.
Acoustical Society of America, May 7-9, Hotel Warwick, Philadelphia, Pa.
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, Southwest Subsection, May 20,
Society of

Dallas, Tex.
Society of Photographic Engineers, Third Annual Conference on Science in Photography
and Photographic Instrumentation, May 20-22, U.S. Hotel Thayer, West Point, N.Y.
American Physical Society, June 18-20, Rochester, N.Y.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Summer General Meeting, June 29- July 3,
Atlantic City, N.J.

Annual Meeting, Aug. 31-Sept.

3, Hotel Statler,
Los Angeles, Calif.
The Royal Photographic Society's Centenary, International Conference on the Science
and Applications of Photography, Sept. 19-25, London, England
National Electronics Conference, 9th Annual Conference, Sept. 28-30, Hotel Sherman,
Chicago
74th Semiannual Convention of the SMPTE, Oct. 4-9, Hotel Statler, New York
Audio Engineering Society, Fifth Annual Convention, Oct. 14-17, Hotel New Yorker,
New York, N.Y.
Theatre Equipment and Supply Manufacturers' Association Convention (in conjunction
with Theatre Equipment Dealers' Association and Theatre Owners of America),
Oct. 31-Nov. 4, Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago, 111.

Biological Photographic Association, 23d
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Theatre Owners of America, Annual Convention and Trade Show, Nov. 1-5,
Chicago, 111
National Electrical Manufacturers Association, Nov. 9-12, Haddon Hall Hotel, Atlantic
75th Semiannual Convention of the

76th Semiannual Convention of the

Employment

SMPTE, May
SMPTE, Oct.

TV

position

in

Washington, D.C.
18-20, 1954 (next year), Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles

Service

Position Available

Permanent

City, N.J.
3-7, 1954 (next year), Hotel Statler,

Southwest

Producer-Director:

Formerly Chief

TV

for

experienced motion picture cameraman;

must have sample interior and exterior

of Production in Army's first mobile
system, experience in writing-directing
high-speed, low-cost instructional productions;
producer-director,

TV

KRON-

Write letter,
footage to indicate ability.
giving re'sume' of professional experience,

TV

Susong Agency, 524 Commercial Bldg.
All replies confidential.
Dallas, Tex.

preferably employing kinescope technique;
married; prefer West Coast, but willing

to

San Francisco,
connection

Desire

to travel;

shows weekly.

five

in

educational

TV,

resume', script samples, pictures

of work

Positions

on request. Robert Lownsbery,
1116 E. Claremont St., Pasadena 6, Calif.

Wanted

Audio-Visual School of Education Graduate: M.A., Audio-Visual Education, New

Resigning Feb.

York University. Sound background in
personnel and contact work, attractive,

of production, large southern film studio.
15 yrs. experience as prod, mgr., editor

Prefer position New
personable.
New Jersey area. Spent 3 years
abroad, civilian, Special Services Director.
Miss Fredericka Appleby, 810 Broadway,
Newark, N.J. HUmboldt 5-4582.

and

single,

York or

1

as gen. mgr., charge

16mm

cameraman,

and

35mm.

References
grad.
and resume on request
Harlan H.
Mendenhall, 1609 Blodgett, Houston 4,

Married,

37,

college

Tex.

Motion pictures

in color depend on the engineers' knowledge of the "Principles of
Color Sensitometry." A 72-page article bearing that title and prepared by the Color
Attractive reprint
Sensitometry Committee appeared in the Journal for June 1950.
copies may be purchased for $1.00.

SMPTE
the

Lapel Pins are available from

headquarters. They are
gold and blue enamel, with a screw back.
The pin is a -in. reproduction of the
the film, sprocket and
Society symbol
Society's

SMPTE
Officers
Journal.

television

which appears on the

tube

The

$4.00,

price of the pin is
in New
including Federal Tax;

York

City,

Journal cover.

add

3%

sales

tax.

Officers and Committees: A new publishing of the roster of Society
and the Committee Chairmen and Members is scheduled for the April

The

last

one

is

in April 1952.
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New

Products

Further information about these items can be obtained direct from the addresses given.
As in the case of technical papers, the Society is not responsible for manufacturers' statements, and publication of these items does not constitute endorsement of the products.

The Robot

II Splicer
currently available Mark

is

shown

in

the

IV 35mm model.

Developed in England by Gustav Jirouch,
it is marketed in England by Cine Television Equipment Ltd., and is distributed
in the United States by Hollywood Film
Co., 5446 Carlton Way, Hollywood 27,
to be a very fast

Calif.

Designed
automatic splicer,
as
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0.077

in.

Its

and

fully

width is given
dimensions are 7J X

its

splice

8f

X

is

6^

in.

$650.00,

and

it

The

price

Particular

ad-

weighs 38

delivered.

Ib.

vantages claimed for it are equal scraping
of emulsion down to the base and removing
:

the emulsion in one piece, thus minimizing

and dust; straight and square end
cutting; elimination of any special soundtrack blooping; and making double or

dirt

treble joins without loss of material.

Sound-on-Film Recording Using
Electrooptic Crystal Techniques
ROBERT DRESSLER

By

and

ALBERT

A.

CHESNES

This paper deals with the theoretical and practical aspects of a sound-on-film
recorder with no moving parts, utilizing the birefringence properties of

The

certain crystals.

physical properties of various crystals, as well as final

performance measurements of the entire sound system, are discussed.

.T OR THE PAST ten years, Paramount
has been engaged in the

Pictures

development and production of a theater
television and video recording inter-film
In a system of this type, both
system.
the sound and picture must be impressed
on the film simultaneously. Conventional modulators used for sound recording are expensive, quite fragile and can

physical

phenomena which make

modulation

light

possible.

General Considerations
If

a light source

crossed

is

placed

behind

polarizers, essentially all light
from this assembly is obscured.

easily

output
Light dips of 300:1 or better are obtained with reasonable polaroids.
It
has been noticed that a large number of

voltage.

common

be rendered inoperative by overSince Paramount's inter-film
equipment is designed to be operated by
lay people for the most part, there came
the need for a low-cost, rugged sound

will

modulator.

comes

The

light

modulator to be described

makes use of the physical properties of
some materials which allow them to retard polarized light.
Before beginning
a detailed description of the modulator,
it

is

well to

become

familiar with the

Presented on

October 10, 1952, at the
Society's Convention at Washington, D.C.,
by Robert Dressier, who read the paper,
and Albert A. Chesnes, Paramount Pictures
Corp.,

1501

Broadway,

New York

36,

N.Y.
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solid

materials,
these polarizers,

transparent

when placed between

produce two rays travelling with
different velocity so that the light beelliptically polarized and produces
a component of energy that will pass
through the second polarizer. Cellophane, lucite and polystyrene are just a

few of the materials which will produce
There is also a
optical birefringence.
class of liquids which when placed in a
strong electric field will

a polarized

produce rotation of

beam of light. This

effect for

liquids was discovered by Kerr and bears
Kerr cells
his name, the Kerr effect.
made with these liquids can and have
been used as light modulators. However, several difficulties appear when
1

of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60
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Fig. 1.

Typical

ADP

crystal.

One important
using cells of this type.
with liquid purity and

difficulty deals

manifests

itself

because

of the

many

ma-

which exhibit a high Kerr effect
are deteriorated by the electric field reIt therequired to produce the effect.
fore becomes necessary to constantly
terials

pump new liquid
it

through the

cell to

keep

Fig. 2. Application of voltage
to crystal structure.

pure, an obvious disadvantage.
Continuing with materials which ex-

when placed

hibit optical retardation

an

electric field,

solids

studied

Pockels,

we come
the

for

and the

effect

in

to a

group of
most part by

is

known

as the

Pockels effect. 2

Examples of some of
these materials are quartz, sodium chloride and zinc sulfide crystals.
These materials are stable solids and form a suitable group on which light modulation
studies can be built.
Almost every early
experimenter who has worked with the
Pockels effect cites the zinc sulfide crysthe one with the ideal property

tal as

for light
tals

To

the present

no zinc

sulfide crys-

modulation.

time, unfortunately,

have been synthesized, and pure

crystals of usable size are rarely found
in nature.
So, while the zinc sulfide
less

the most desirable,

nonethebecomes necessary to study other

crystal

is

it

crystals, particularly the types

which can

be easily synthesized in the laboratory.
such crystals are ammonium dihy-

and

is

comparatively

do

grow.

cations, although it will be shown that
they do have certain advantages over

the

ADP

for

sound modulator applica-

tions.

stated an intention to use a
produce a desired effect, it is
necessary to state which section of the
complete crystal will be used, since crystals may have different optical properties for different sections through them.
The section of the ADP crystal which
displays the property we wish to study is
a basal section, or a "Z" cut as it is
termed. Figure 1 shows a complete

Having

crystal to

crystal of

ADP, and

the dotted portion
Another con-

shows the basal section.

sideration necessary to produce the desired effect is the application of the elec-

the crystal section chosen, or
the crystal shall be submerged in the
For zinc sulfide, the elecelectric field.
tric field to

how

drogen phosphate (ADP) and potassium
The
dihydrogen phosphate (KDP).
ADP crystal has many commercial uses

tric field is

March 1953

to

crystals take longer to grow and
not have as many commercial appli-

Two
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easy

KDP

light

Journal of the

beam

applied perpendicular to the
passing through the crystals.
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With ADP, the

electric field

is

beams entering

most lightelectrode used in the

on

glass), the

present modulators.
An interesting property results when
the mode of operation is such that the
light

beam and

electric field are parallel ;

namely, the light retardation depends
only on the potential across the crystal.
This is important since it makes the operating voltage independent of the aperture
With a
of the optical system (Fig. 2).
transverse electric field, the wider the
in
aperture, the smaller the electric field
the crystal for a given applied voltage
and therefore less retardation. If the
electric field

parallel to the light passthe crystal,, the electric field
is

ing through
is constant and independent of the aperThis would seem to indicate that
ture.
the voltage would
ness of the crystal.

depend on the
This

thick-

not the case,
however, since the electric field is halved
by doubling the crystal thickness, but the
is

time, or length of path, the light beam is
in the crystal is doubled and the two

Therefore, the total retardation depends only on the potential
placed across the crystal. Apertures of
any size can be used and closed with a

effects cancel.

in contrast to the ex-

given potential,
tremely high voltage which would be
necessary for a Kerr cell with large
is placed
between crossed polarizers and the zero
potential condition examined, the resulting transmission field, instead of being
uniform, shows ellipses of alternate dark
and bright sections. This configuration
is the last phenomenon that needs investigation in connection with ADP crystals.
It is caused by the angular field of

the

beam

ADP

of light entering the crystal.
not only retards the light beam

when placed

in

an

electric field,

but

it

has a complex retardation function with

Dressier

are

and Chesnes:

to say,

is

angles, in
different

retarded
by
Consider the zero potential

condition

and

refer

to

Fig.

3.

The

center black portion indicates retardation for light that is normally incident to
the crystal. Notice that for zero potential

applied, there

is

no birefringence;

therefore, there is a dark spot in the
center since only a single ray is passed
and the polarizers are crossed. The

next light ring on Fig. 3 indicates the
locus of rays of all light entering at an
angle away from normal incidence.
The next dark section indicates a retardation of one ray with respect to the
other of 360.
So, while the light areas
look alike and dark areas look alike, they
nonetheless represent different amounts
of relative retardation.
It is for this

reason that only the region near normal
incidence is utilized in the modulator.
This is accomplished by placing the crysstructure in a collimated beam.
However, the conventional sound track
has finite dimensions and it will be im-

tal

possible therefore to collimate the beam
The effect of having to use a

exactly.
finite

angular

field

will

be discussed

later.

Transfer Characteristics

With the device thus

outlined, the first
is that of the transfer
interest
of
point
characteristics, that is, a statement on

output.
light
input versus
a summary of the important
relationships associated with analytically

voltage

Figure 4

apertures.
If the crystal thus described

at different

amounts.

general,

thin coating of chromium or gold makes
excellent electrodes. Nesa glass (stannous

chloride sprayed
efficient, is the

That

incident light angle.

placed

to the light beam, necessitating
Nesa glass or a
transparent electrodes.
parallel

is

expressing the transfer characteristics.
The function is not linear but it does have

a reasonably linear portion. By expandan arbiing the transfer function about
trary bias point into a Bessel expansion,
it is seen that harmonic distortions will
occur due to the nonlinearity of the

transducer as the percent modulation is
increased.
By choosing a proper bias
can be made symfunction
the
point,
metrical about the bias point, thus causing

all

even harmonics to vanish.

Electrooptic Recording
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ANGLES OF INTEREST
Fig. 3. Transmission field of crystal
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between

cross polarizers with zero potential.
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Intensity Transmitted:
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even harmonics vanish.

Fig. 4.

Transfer characteristic relationships.

100

75

OPTIC

D. C.

Fig. 5.

shows a plot of the transfer characterwith a proper bias point. This
point is labelled optical bias since it is not
obtained by d-c biasing the crystal, but
5

rather by inserting a mica quarter-wave
plate between the polarizer and crystal.

Substitution in these relationships indicates that for 74% modulation, the secis

Dressier

zero,

APPLIED

Transfer characteristic.

istics

ond harmonic distortion

VOLTAGE

6/AS

and the

and Chesnes:

harmonic distortion is approximately 2.2% of the fundamental compoAs the percentage modulation is
nent.
increased, this figure rises rapidly, and
thus the nominal modulation level for
third

proper light valve operation is 75%. Of
course, nonlinear electrical amplifiers
may be included in the sound system
allowing higher percentage modulation.
Electrooptic Recording
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.75

.70
.65

.60
.55

.50
.45

.40
.35

.30
.25

.20

.15

.10
.05

0.

Fig. 8.

/ 5"

Complete laminated structure.

Schematic layout
of light modulator optical
Fig. 10.

system.

'

ZERO ADJUSTMENT RESISTOR

A-C INPUT

J

MONITOR CHASSIS

D-C SUPPLY CHASSIS

Fig. 11. Interconnection

diagram

for complete audio system.

indicated by the response curve, midfrequency gain is attained from approxi-

have been crystals constructed where
added mechanical damping has com-

mately 3 cycles/sec until the first Piezo
resonance, which in our instance is
approximately 40 kc. This resonant

shown on the

point depends upon the physical size
of the crystal, in particular upon the

length of the sides of the crystal face.

The frequency

relationship

the figure where

K

for

is

ADP

shown

in

is

resonant peak
Thus, a more
uniform transition from one amplitude
region to the other is obtained. These
crystals, with proper electrodes, can be
pletely

depressed

operated well into the megacycle regions.
Figure 9 also shows a comparison of
ADP and KDP. The frequency characteristics are very similar.
Notice that

approxiThis
constant varies slightly for the
crystal.
Beyond the resonant peak,

less drive)

whose height incidentally depends upon

ADP

the mechanical

are not as

c

mately 110 kilocycle-centimeters.

KDP

the sensitivity

of the crystal,
to about 0.6 of its

damping
falls

original flat-region amplitude.
transition from one level to the

The

212

the

KDP is more sensitive

(requires 30%
to applied voltage than the

crystal.

Also, the resonant peaks

pronounced for the same
damping and further, the amplitudes
after transition are very similar.

next

has been omitted from Fig. 9. It is
not a smooth curve as shown in that
After transition, the response
figure.
remains substantially flat until the next
resonance which is a molecular resonance
at extremely high frequencies.

the

curve.

There

March 1953 Journal

Physical Description

Figure 10

is

a schematic representation

sound
modulator. A tungsten filament lamp
was chosen as the light source since gas
for the layout of the optics of the

and arc lamps generate
of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

in their light

beam

amount of noise which is
Between the tungsten coil

a certain

undesirable.
|

and the

optic, a blue filter

first

is

placed.

two purposes. The
first is to limit the wavelength which
will pass through the crystal structure.
This is done since retardation is a funcThis

serves

filter

tion of wavelength.
Second, the filter
Foracts as a heat-absorbing filter.
|

tunately,

both

of

these

requirements

contribute only second-order effects to
the output, and with no filter the increase
in distortion

since there

is

quite slight.
However,
light available for

ample

is

our application, a blue filter has been
The wavelength to be transincluded.
mitted was determined by the spectral
response of the motion picture film used.
The lamp filament, which is of the
is

imaged slightly
oversized and out of focus on a slit
whose dimensions are 0.1 in. X 0.0006
tight-coil

in.

The

variety,

filament image

is

run

slightly

out of focus to give a more uniform light
distribution across the slit since the coils
of the filament, even though they are

wound

quite closely, give

tion variation.

The

slit

some illuminanow becomes

and the next optic picks
aperture and collimates the

the light source

up

this

light beam for passage through the crystal
structure.
The laminar structure in-

cluding the
described.

has already been
placement of the slit

crystal

The

optic just mentioned is such
that the angular field requirement is

Electrical

Since a

length.

between

the

filter

has been inserted

lamp and the

tungsten

crystal, the

wavelength of the transmitted
For 4500 A the required
light is known.
voltage is 7.4 kv per half-wave of retardation.

75%

The

retardation required for

modulation

is
something less than
a quarter-wave and requires between
1600 and 1800 v rms drive.
It is
interesting to note for zinc sulfide the
driving potential is approximately 500 v.

The
the

electrical drive

ADP

requirements for
can be deter-

crystal structure

mined from the driving point impedance
of the

structure.

The

driving

point

impedance of these crystal structures is
capacitive, and has a dissipation factor
of approximately 0.07 which is sub-

The castantially constant to 50 kc.
pacity measured at the crystal terminals
is 64 /z/xf and is also substantially constant with frequency.
The slight variations from a constant as a function of

frequency of these factors does not affect
the design of the driving system and does
not affect sound quality. The amplifier
used to drive the modulator is a 50-w
high-quality amplifier working into a
special output transformer designed to

drive this load over the frequency range

This design was accomplished,
giving an overall system response essentially uniform from 30 cycles to 10,000

pickup

desired.

The final optic or projection optic
gathers the collimated beam from the
crystal and focuses the image of the slit

cycles.

met.

Requirements

was pointed out in an earlier section
that the magnitude of the voltage for a
given retardation is a function of waveIt

Studies

at

this

laboratory

indicate

onto the film.

This optic is adjustable
so that the image may be sharply focused

that frequency components above 8500
cycles are very often distorted during

on the film

film processing and, in addition,
theaters have equipment which

for different film distances.

The magnification of the optical system
is unity and therefore the modulation
height remains 0.0006 in. high.
This allows 9,000 to 10,000 cycles to be
impressed on the motion picture film
without amplitude loss when it travels
at 90 fpm.
The light transmission

slit

efficiency of the entire

modulator

is

16%.

Dressier and Chesnes:

many

would
only serve to distort frequency components above this figure. As a result,
a wave filter is included in the electrical
system to limit the nominal frequency
passband from 75 cycles to 8500 cycles.
The low end has been attenuated to
filter out hum which may exist in some
Electrooptic Recording
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Fig. 12.

Completed modulator with cover removed.

Fig. 13.

214

Modulator mounted on
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of the

35mm

SMPTE

camera.
Vol. 60

If

installations.

hum and

the theater

reproducing system do not cause lowfrequency distortion, the low-frequency
A diagram of
filter may be removed.

that period to record sound for approximately 2700 hr. These crystals are
stable solids and should have a life
in tens of years.
The crystal
held in place by spring clasps
occupy only one position in the

measured

the electrical system is shown in Figure
It indicates the required modula11.

structure

equipment as well as the auxiliary
equipment such as VI meters and

The tungsten lamp is
optical system.
mounted in a prefocus socket so that
interchanging the lamp requires no

tion

calibrated attenuators.

The lamp power supply

is

a variable

d-c supply, feeding a 10-v 7|-amp lamp.
With the 16% light efficiency figure,
the

lamp

run at 6

is

amp

for positive

and 6.8 amp for negative
Both levels are well below
recording.
the nominal lamp rating. These values
were determined from standard interrecording

modulation

tests

for

various

and can

adjustment of the optical system. Figure
13 shows the modulator mounted on the
35mm camera. The hole under the
mounting is for a small fan which cools
the entire housing to prevent crystal
overheating and increase the lamp life.
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time.
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on the film with this device?
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Lewin

the

Corps Photographic
take a picture of a subject
through this device and use this principle
as an instantaneous shutter.
Mr. Dressier: I think scientifically the
answer is yes. In fact, pictures have
been taken using crystals of this type.
The problem, however, is the narrow
angular field. The crystals we are using
this gives a 5
now are 35 mils thick
In photographic
angular field of view.
work, a wider field of view is generally
This crystal is suited for use
required.
as a shutter with optical systems where
you can control the light path so as to work
with a nearly collimated light beam.
When using a crystal of this type for
photography, the object to be photographed
is put a long way off so as to restrict the
angular field. In general, the structure
as we have it here is not suitable for
George

Center)

:

(Signal

Can you

picture taking.

of the

SMPTE
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Intermediate Positive-Internegatiye System
Color Motion Picture Photography

C. R.

D.

ANDERSON,
M.

N. H.

GROET,

C. A.

HORTON

and

ZWICK

A

color printing system for motion pictures is outlined employing: Eastman
Color Negative Safety Film, Type 5247; Eastman Separation Panchromatic
Safety Film, Type 5216; Eastman Color Internegative Safety Film, Type 5243;
and Eastman Color Print Safety Film, Type 5381. The sensitometric charac-

Some methods of
teristics of the two intermediate materials are described.
using them and the problems involved in color registration printing are
discussed.

IN

THE PRODUCTION of motion pictures

necessary, as in black-andwhite work, to introduce special effects
for dramatic emphasis or enhancement
in color,

it is

mood

It is also
of the story.
convenient to be able to correct portions

of the

negative footage for
contrast, density or color balance because
of unavoidable or accidental variations

of

the

camera negative may be printed

directly

a release print, or it may be
printed through the separation positives
to give

and internegative to a release
The first method is a rapid way of
"dailies";

ing

original

gives

the

second

print.

print-

procedure

an opportunity to introduce

effects

or adjustments in the final print.

in

Such a duplicating system might be

exposing or processing the original film.
To accomplish these results it is con-

expected to consist of a color negative
film, a color duplicating positive ma-

which

may have

occurred

either

venient to use duplicating steps which
yield a color internegative whose color
characteristics are such that

it

may

be

intercut with the original color negative.
Such a sequence of steps is shown

schematically in Fig.

1.

The

original

Communication No. 1524 from the Kodak
Research Laboratories, by C. R. Anderson,
N. H. Groet, C. A. Horton and D. M.
Zwick,

Kodak

Research

Laboratories,

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester 4, N.Y.
The paper was presented on October 18,
1951, at the Society's Convention at
Hollywood,

terial,

a color duplicating internegative,

and a color release print film. This
would follow the familiar practice in
black-and-white work. Such a system
has, at present, two practical disadwould leave the
it
First,
vantages.
producer's

investment

in

be obtained, at the present time, using
four generations of color pictures, is
not up to that which is obtained with
the system illustrated in Fig.

Calif.
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production

dye images whose permanence
or resistance to fading has not yet been
which can
proved. Second, the quality
costs in

of the
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3.8

3.4

3.0

2.6

2.2
_>>

I

8
1.8

1.4

1.0

6

Relative

log

E

curves of Eastman Color Internegative Safety Film, Type
and blue printing density versus relative log exposure.

Fig. 4. Characteristic

red, green

new film extends to longer wavelengths in the red region of the spectrum
than that in the older material. This is
this

to bring the maximum sensitivity close
to the peak absorption of the cyan dye
in the color negative, thus giving

mum

contrast

maxi-

and color separation

specified time of development.
present film contains a dye in

any

for

The
the

not fully removed
during processing. This dye imparts
a slight greenish tint to the processed

emulsion which

is

The

internegative film, Eastman Color
Internegative Safety Film, Type 5243,
contains the same color formers and has

the

220

Color Negative Film, Type 5247.
speed,

graininess

and

same density range

as

Eastman

March 1953 Journal

sensitization

The
are

quite different.
Figure 4 shows the
sensitometric characteristics of this film.

The minimum

densities of the blue

and

green are higher than that of the red,
owing to the presence of the colored
The contrast is higher than
couplers.
that of the negative film, Type 5247.
In this film, the magenta coupler is in
the top, blue-sensitive layer, so that the
blue exposure leads to magenta dye.

The green exposure

film.

5243;

results in the

forma-

and the red exposure
gives yellow dye. These noncomplementary relations between sensitizer and dye
image are used in order to profit from two
tion of cyan dye,

of the
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Original
Subject

Eastman
ColorNegative,
Type 5247

J

Neg. Yellow Image

Magenta Image
Cyan Image

Original

Eastman
Panchromatic
Separatio
"

Film

Type 5216

Breen
Separation

Separation
or Yellow

or

Printer

Separation

Magenta

or

Printer

Printer

Cyan

Eastman Color
Internegative
>24
Type 5243

Fi

Blue -Sensitive ^2
Green-Sensitive

Neg. Magenta Image
Neg. Cyan Image
**~~Neg. Yellow image

Red-Sensitive

Eastman
Color Print
Film, Type 5381
Pos.

* Pos. Magenta image
Cyan Image
*-Pos. Yellow Image

Green- Sens itiv
Red -Sensitive
Blue-Sensitive
Final

Release
Print

r

ig. 5.

Schematic diagram showing relation of film sensitivity to dye formation through
complete printing stages from color negative to the final release print.

bserved facts: (1) that the magenta dye
in a color film determines, to a

mage

arge degree, the sharpness of the picture ;
nd (2) that the top layer of a multilayer
film, in general, gives better picture

sharp-

ness than the lower layers.
Of course,
such relationships between color sensitivities and dye formation, if used in a
camera film which was printed on a
color film with normal sensitizing, would
yield a false-color system quite useless
for visual purposes.
Because the three

records of the separation positives are
printed separately on the internegative,
this condition is avoided.

The

internegative contains
couplers, similar to those in

Color

Negative,

colored

Eastman
which provide auto-

matic masking to correct in part

for the

unwanted absorptions of the cyan and
magenta dyes of the negative image.
Thus,

the

introduce

hue

shifts

absence of

duplicating stage does
the brightness changes

which would occur
this

in

not

and
the

masking.

Processing of the internegative is
carried out in the same solutions and

with the same precautions as Eastman
Color Negative, though at reduced
time of development.
Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of
the relations of sensitivity to dye formation in the complete printing system
from the color negative to the release
At the top of the figure the red,
print.
green and blue represent the amounts of

Anderson, Groet, Horton and Zwick:
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these colors reflected from the original
These colors expose the camera

subject.

the

negative image in
yellow dye, reFrom the color negative
spectively.
three separation positives are prepared
film,

cyan,

forming

magenta

and

on Eastman Separation Panchromatic
These positives are exposed
Safety Film.
through red, green and blue filters,
giving a permanent silver record of each
of the three dye images.
It is now
possible to print these records in the correct dyes of the internegative film. This is

shown

in the lower portion of the dia-

gram where
the

left,

the sensitivities appear on
the dyes formed on the right.

or multiple

We

be

printed with green light.
Similarly, the magenta dye in the bluesensitive layer requires the green separation positive to be printed with blue
light, and the third, or blue, separation

must be printed with red light. Thus,
the original dye images of the negative
will appear in the same dyes in the internegative and will give a print with
normal color reproduction.
In order to achieve proper tone reproduction in printing the color internegative

from

the

three

separation
positives, it is necessary to adjust the
exposure so that the straight-line portion
of the sensitometric curve of the color

The set of filters recommended
making these separations is:
Kodak Wratten

Separation
Positive

70

Green

16

48A

Blue

filters have been chosen to give
the highest contrast and the most satisfactory color separation from the masked-

dye negative images.
There are fewer restrictions on the
choice of filters to be used when printing
the separation positives on the interBecause the printing at this
negative.
stage is from silver images, no effect
is produced on the contrast or color

by changing the

reproduction

missions of the

filters

made so broad that the
transmit in an adjoining region
of the spectrum. For example, the total
transmission of the green filter must
filters

not be so broad that it exposes either
the red- or blue-sensitive layer of the

Overexposure produces an internegative that may be too dense to print
and may lead to low contrast in the

match the peak

The recommended

have been chosen

in this case to

sensitivities of the inter-

negative film as follows:

Kodak Wratten

highlight areas.

Filter

stage in Fig. 5 shows the
printing of the internegative on Eastman
Color Print Film. This stage of printing

trans-

unless the trans-

missions are

filters

No.

last

may be done with
as may be found

222

+ 61
+ 2B

These

internegative film.

Color

No.

Filter

Red

the shadows, as observed in the final

The

specific

critical.

for

Underexposure
internegative is used.
at this stage causes loss of contrast in
print.

more

study of these operations and to the
precautions which must be observed.
Because of the presence of the dye masks
in the original negative, the choice of
in making the separations is
filters

it is necessary that the record of
the dye images of the negative become
finally the corresponding dye images

must

may

printers

the printing aperture.
may turn now to a

Since

of the internegative, it is obvious from
the figure that the red-separation positive

light-source

be employed in which red, green and
blue light are appropriately mixed at

white light modified

necessary by Kodak
Compensating Filters, or single
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Yellow

printer
separation

Magenta

or

blue

29

printer or green

34

separation

Cyan

printer

or

SMPTE

38A

16 -f 61

separation

of the

+

red
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Shutters

- AXIS
C2

Gote

Schematic diagram of a two-lamp step-contact printer, of a type suitable for
maintaining registration through two steps of printing without the necessity of chang= lamps; C,, Cg = condenser lenses; A =
ing registration pins: L
heat-absorbing
Fig. 6.

F =

glass;

In
final

filterholders.

order to produce a satisfactory
with the color images in

print

two requirements

registration,

in print-

of the registering printer enter the same
perforation relative to the frame, both
in

making the separation
on the

ing equipment must be met.
1. Provision must be made for main-

in printing these

taining registration and correct orientation during the printing of the separation
positives from the original negative and

contact

during the printing of the internegative
from the separation positives.
2. Provision must be made for color
If an entire picture is to be
timing.

Fig.

printed from an internegative, it is likely
that proper timing during the printing

separation positives and internegative will result in an internegative
from which the final release prints can

This

positives

and

internegative.

be achieved by using a stepwith registration pins
and two light sources, one on each side

may

printer

of the gate, as

In

6.

shown schematically

this

in

symmetrically

figure,

placed on each side of the gate, are
shown the lamps, L, the condenser
lenses, C\ and C2, the heat-absorbing
In
glasses, A, and the filterholders, F.
making the separations from the camera

lamp on one

of the

original, the

be made at one printer

In printing the separations on the internegative, the lamp on the other side is
In this way it is unnecessary to
used.
turn the separation positives over to
maintain emulsion-to-emulsion contact

light

setting.

However, if the final print is made from
an intercut original and internegative,
the printer used in making the final
print

will

ment.

color-timing equipFurthermore, the internegatives
require

require slightly different intensity
timing since an internegative will be
of somewhat greater density than the
will

corresponding original negative.

This

in

printing.
plishing the

side

is

used.

Another way of accomsame result with a single

light source is to have removable pins
in the printing gate so that they may be

to the correct position for the

changed

second operation.
printer

registering

In the design of any
it

is

desirable

to

require an increase in printer
intensity of several printer points.
Because of the diversity of printing

have the full pin fill the same perforation
This is not
as was used by the camera.

impossible to give
specific rules for every kind of printer,
but some general suggestions may be

from an

may

equipment

is

To maintain

useful.

tration

it

it

is

accurate regisessential that the full pin

to

essential

it

registration

when

printing

integral-tripack original
improves screen steadiness.

but

In such a step-contact printer, picture
is
improved if a partial

sharpness

vacuum

Anderson, Groet, Horton and Zwick:

is

maintained between the two
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c

during the exposing part of the
Figure 7 shows a front
printing cycle.
view of the contact printer gate, where
is the exposing aperture and B are

films

A

the registration pins.
between the two films

Any

air

trapped

drawn out from
holes matching the perforations by a
vacuum pump attached at G through
the channel, shown in dotted lines.
is

an optical printer is used for both
must be
steps, the same requirements
satisfied regarding registration and may
be achieved by the same means. If the
separations are made on a step-contact
is printed
printer and the internegative
on an optical printer, or vice versa,
If

the location of the registration pins in
both printers must be arranged to permit
the

maintenance

orientation

for

of

registration

projection.

In

and
any

the
resulting
printing step,
optical
contrast will be dependent on the
Callier Q-factor of the original.

true

particularly
the separation
silver

when

This

printing

positives because
scatters far more light

image
a dye image

is

from
the

than

give too low a contrast for a satisfactory
contact print.

In making certain types of effects
using the present films, it must be kept
in mind that the gammas of the three
separation positives are not equal, since
the unequal process gammas of the color
internegative are compensated for
This is illustrated
these positives.
Fig. 8,

in
in

which shows the "print-through"

sensitometric curves for a color negative
neutral scale exposure printed on the

separation positive film. The X's on
the curves mark the densities of the
whites and shadows occurring in a

The density ranges in
typical scene.
the three separations are not equal.
If a fade or dissolve is made by printing
such positives on the internegative film,
these density ranges must be spread over

the

same number of frames, or a

in

color

balance

will

occur.

shift

Conse-

quently, the shutter, diaphragm or
other mechanism must be actuated at
different rates for the different separa-

course, that if
made at the correct contrast for optical

In cases where the effects can
be introduced in making the positives,
this difficulty is avoided because the

will
printing on the internegative they

original has

means, of
separations have been

does.

This

tions.

Anderson, Groet, Horton and Zwick:

matched gammas.
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Kinescope Recording
Film Exposure Control
Bv

RALPH

E.

LOVELL

and

ROBERT

M. ERASER

Various devices have been perfected to control accurately the exposure of
video pictures to be recorded on motion picture film. These devices, combined with sensitometric control, take much of the guesswork out of the
kinescope recording process.

M,.UCH HAS
various

BEEN WRITTEN about the

phases of recording

images on motion picture

television

film.

Equip-

ment has been

described, characteristic
curves of the various components have

been examined, and questions of resoluLittle mation have been discussed.
is available, however, about the
methods by which proper film exposure
can be obtained from a kinescope tube.

terial

It

is

the

purpose of

paper to

this

describe a practical operating procedure
for obtaining

optimum

film exposure

on

This is
kinescope recording negatives.
a technique involving the use of some
instruments well known in connection
with electronic applications as well as
others
designed specifically for the
purpose.
One of the

which the technician worked in the early
days of video recording was the lack of
for

determining

conditions of film exposure.

The

early

commercial

kinephoto monitors had,
as their sole instrument for determining
the effects of changes in contrast,
brightness and high voltage, a single
50-jua meter, which by selective switching
was supposed to indicate conditions in
The only method of
various circuits.

judging maximum exposure conditions
with this apparatus was to observe the
average cathode current of the 5WP11
recording kinescope.

A

rough approxiexposure condias black level

minimum

mation

of

tions

referred

to

could be obtained by an indication of
the

many handicaps under

instruments

suitable

grid

bias

kinescope.

voltage

With

this

of

the

5WP11

crude method of

instrumentation the technician was sup-

on October 7, 1952, at the
Society's Conventional Washington, D.C.,
by Ralph E. Lovell, National Broadcasting Co., Sunset and Vine, Hollywood
28, Calif., who read the paper, and Robert
Presented

M.

Eraser, National Broadcasting Co., 30

Rockefeller Plaza,
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N.Y.

posed to maintain uniform exposure and
produce good photographic results.
Needless to say, this was an almost
impossible task.

The

situation today at

different.

Journal of the

SMPTE

Several
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NBC

is

instruments

quite

have

TYPICAL

MEASURED
LEVELS

REFERENCE

100-*-WH1TE PEAK.

80 -

WHITE LEVEL

604020-

*- BLACK PEAK
- REFERENCE &LACK LEVEL*
.
BLANKING LEVEL

-20-40-

.-_ SYNCHRONIZING

LEVEL

NOTE: REFERENCE BLACK LEVEL TO BE SPECIFIED
WITH OPERATING PRACTICES.
Fig. 1. Television level

been designed or adapted for this parpurpose which have made ex-

ticular

posure control a practical

reality.

Nomenclature
Before describing these instruments
a few of the terms used in television
nomenclature may be briefly reviewed
Current television engineer(Fig. 1).*
ing practice is to produce a composite

video

peak-to-peak
signal having a
amplitude of 1.4 v. The reference zero
for a composite signal is at blanking
as shown at the left of Fig.
The synchronizing pulse is required

level,

1.

to

have an amplitude of 0.4 v or 40 units
in a negative direction, from the reference
zero.
Picture information is contained
in the 100-unit portion above reference
having a maximum of 1 .0 v. Thus
peak whites represent 1.0 v above zero
with black picture information
comzero,

monly

referred to as black level

about 10 units or

0.1

v above

falling
zero.

peak-to-peak amplitude
has been adopted as standard for video
it is essential that some reliable
source be available with which to cali-

signals

J. H. Roe, "Standardizing and measuring
video levels in a
station," RCA Broadcast News, 65: 30, July-Aug. 1951.

TV

Lovell

and

Fraser:

measurements.

brate monitors and oscilloscopes throughout the television plant.
One such
source is a peak-to-peak reading volt-

meter which is connected across the
output of a step-down 60-cycle transformer and potentiometer.
By carefully adjusting this meter to read 1.4 v

and by applying this voltage to the
"calibrate" position on all monitors in
the television plant it becomes possible
levels from the
uniform calibrating
voltage, such as this, is of extreme importance in kinescope recording and
forms the basis for all accurate measurement.
The most important single instrument

to

obtain

identical

various studios.

A

controlling exposure is the step
generator (Fig. 2), a tool which possesses
great value and versatility. This is an

for

electronic signal generator designed and
built by
principally for kinescope

NBC

recording, although it is useful in other
parts of the television plant and par-

of the video signal level.

1.4-v

*

ACCORDANCE

ticularly, in this instance, for the stepping

Exposure Control Equipment
Since

IN

When

hori-

zontal-drive, synchronizing and blanking
signals are fed from an external source,

the generator is capable of producing
four types of signals (Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6).
The step signal, as seen on the face

kinescope (Fig. 3), resembles a
photographic step tablet such as that

of a

Kinescope Exposure Control
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Fig. 2. Step generator in rack adjacent to

used

in

intensity-scale

sensitometers.

The number

of steps can be adjusted, by
of a potentiometer, from 3 to 22.

TM-5A

taneously to simulate black level while
the pulse is adjusted to 100 units.
In
this way the extremes of picture in-

means
However,

formation

steps,

signal

it is usually set to produce 10
simply because the resulting 10
density strips on each frame of motion
picture film are large enough to be read
easily by a densitometer.
Step 1, reading from the bottom, is adjusted to simulate black level, i.e., 10 units above

blanking

Each succeeding step

level.

raises the signal

1

units

above

its

prede-

step 10 represents 100
units or peak white.
second type of signal (Fig. 4)
produced by the step generator is a

cessor

until

A

rectangular
pulse,
approximately 10
in width, and occurring at the
horizontal
scanning rate of 15,750
cycles/sec with an amplitude controllable

master monitor.

to a given video
be represented.
If desired,
the pulse may be eliminated and the
pedestal control adjusted to any level
between zero and 100 units, thereby
producing a blank raster of uniform

relating

may

brightness dependent

upon the

pedestal

setting.

An

external input position permits the
of various types of test

introduction
signals,

such

wave shown in
sine wave seen

An

as

the

4,500-cycle

sine

Fig. 5, or the 15,750-cycle
in Fig. 6.

oscilloscope with a 7-in. calibrated

fjisec

screen plays an important part in ex-

from blanking

posure control, for not only can it be
used in conjunction with the step
generator signals to determine proper

level to

peak white.

A

pedestal control can be adjusted simul-
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kine-

scope,

but

can

it

television

picture

also

monitor

the

3.

being

re-

due to

signals

corded and immediately indicate to the
in

discrepancies
might need correction.

operator
is

because

preferred

scale

expanded
tions

An

upon

The

which

7-in. screen

presents an
which level varia-

ingenious

made

in

staff

is

used

to

a spot photom-

by

England

Salford

Electrical Instruments, Ltd.
Although
not currently in operational use in

NBC

Hollywood
the

establish

discussion

it

has served well to

control

procedure under

and might well serve other

Brightness values
in log foot-Lamberts can be read directly
from small areas on the face of the reinterested

persons.

cording kinescope. Since visual matching of the luminances of fields of different
colors presents difficulty, it is desirable
to measure the photo-actinic output of

a blue

the phosphor;

may

filter

also be

photometer as an aid in
matching the kinescope phosphor color.
A calibrated density wedge, incorporated
in the instrument, is visually compared
through an eyepiece with the brightness
installed in the

produced by the small
measured.
Operation, in
is

much

like

area
this

being
respect,

that of a Capstaff-Purdy

Densitometer.
Since this photometer
can read minute areas on the face of the
kinescope it can be used to determine
the brightness of the various steps of the
step generator signal, particularly the

two extremes, step

1

and step

10.

Kine-

scope brightness may therefore be set in
accordance with predetermined brightness values to produce desired exposure
on the film negative.

While
it

this is a very useful instrument,
has three operational disadvantages:
1.

The human element

enters

into

the readings, hence no two people will
get precisely the same results.
2.

Due

to slight differences in kine-

scope phosphor color, it is often difficult
to decide when the two comparative
densities are perfectly matched.
Lovell

and

occurs

rapidly

is

lamp supply. One remedy
an auxiliary battery box

supply.
to

Use of the spot photometer soon led
the design and construction of a

human

different device eliminating the

device

little

this

drift

insufficient current capacity in

the exposure
for

it

can be readily detected.

advantage by our
eter

level

Calibration

Fraser:

element from the kinescope brightness
measurements. This was the phototube
amplifier shown attached to the hood
in Fig. 7 which, although not impressive
in appearance or complexity, has intro-

duced a high degree of accuracy into
our exposure control measurements.
Positioned

outside the recording
the type 929 high-vacuum
phototube receives light from the kinejust

light path,

scope face during scanning and no light
during the horizontal and vertical retrace
times.
If employed only with a blank raster
produced by the step generator this
phototube and its amplifier produce an
electrical waveform having an amplitude

proportional to the intensity of the light
output from the kinescope. By frequent
calibration of the phototube amplifier

an exact comparative measurement of
light output can be obtained and fed to
the calibrated 7-in. oscilloscope (Fig. 8).
A low-gain switch position is used for

peak-white measurements where
light

is

a high-gain switch position
for

much

produced by the kinescope, and

black-level

is

provided

measurements where a

very low level of light output is produced
by the kinescope. Thus the two extremes of exposure, namely peak white
and black level, can be accurately set
with no "human element" error such
as occurred with the spot photometer.
In addition to the electronic instruments thus far mentioned, two conventional instruments well known to
the film industry are employed. These
are the Eastman Processing Control
Sensitometer, an intensity-scale type,
and the Eastman Densitometer, known
generally as the Capstaff-Purdy Densi-

tometer after

its

inventors.

Kinescope Exposure Control
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Operating Procedure

The

operating procedure used to
maintain accurate exposure control with
the instruments described above may
be classified in four categories:
1

.

This signal

(2)

Calibration of equipment.

2.

Peak-white measurements.

3.

Black-level measurements.

4.

Sensitometry.

Calibration of Equipment.

As indicated

steps

(1) Adjust the 60-cycle calibrating
voltage to exactly 1.4 v peak-to-peak
as read on the meter previously de-

scribed.

hi

adjust

the

TM5A

the
the

oscilloscope

"calibrate"

selector
position,

amplitude of the
master monitor oscilloscope until
vertical

the 1.4-v calibrating signal exactly fits
arbitrarily prescribed lines for the 1.4-v

video signal.
(3) Apply the 1.4-v calibrating signal
directly to the input of the 7-in. oscilloscopes at each recording position and

adjust amplitude to prescribed lines
the tube face.

on

(4) Apply the 1.4-v calibrating signal
to the input of the phototube amplifier
and adjust its gain until the output as

seen on the scope fills prescribed calibrating lines.
(5) All electronic measurement instruments in the system have now been
calibrated.

Peak-White

Measurements. There

are

means

by which peak-white
measurements can be made satisfacFrom an operational standpoint
torily.
the most desirable is as follows:
several

7-in.

and the amplifier gain adjusted to
the desired amplitude as shown on the
calibrated oscilloscope.
(3) There is, of course, a fixed relationship between signal amplitude and

different

is

With

The

fier,

The five operational
exposure.
for calibration are as follows:

(2)

re-

oscilloscope is then connected across
the output of the recording video ampli-

kinescope

switch

then fed to each

signal to be recorded later.

extremely important that
all units in
the recording plant be
carefully calibrated, since amplitude
drift or level discrepancies affect film
it

earlier,

is

position through exactly the
same distribution amplifiers and coaxial lines as will be used for the picture

cording

light
output,
film exposure.

maximum

Measurement.

Black-Level

procedure

is

measurement

black-level

hence

A

also

somewhat

employed
since

for

has

it

been found to be much more critical
than peak-white measurement.
(1) The blank raster, or pedestal,
position of the step generator
adjusted to 20 units

carefully

master monitor oscilloscope.

is

used,

on the

The

20-

unit adjustment, instead of the customary
10 for black level, was chosen because

produced a density of about 0.1 on
the film, a value far enough removed
from the base fog region to give more conit

sistent operating data.

The

(2)

7-in. oscilloscope at

each

re-

cording position is now connected to
the output of the phototube amplifier.
The black-level control is then adjusted
to produce the desired amplitude as
indicated on the calibrated oscilloscope.
of course, will determine the

This,

minimum

exposure, or black level, on

the film.

The two extremes of the anticipated
video signal, peak white and black level,
have now been

set.

The final test of the
make an exposure, develop

Sensitometry.

above
the

is

to

film,

and

measure

the

resulting

densities.

The familiar step signal produced
by the step generator is used and the
three important steps, 1, 2 and 10,

(1) This is done using the step signal
carefully adjusted as described.

carefully adjusted to
on the face of the

two

(1)

prescribed

master

lines

monitor

oscilloscope.
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(2)

The

test

hours

exposure is made about
recording time to

before

permit development,
adjustment.
of the
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analysis

and

re-

Fig. 7.

Phototube amplifier mounted in operating position on kinephoto monitor.

929
PHOTOTUBE

VOLT
PEAK-TO-PEAK
CALIBRATING

1.4

.

/

VOLTAGE
I

I

L

Fig. 8.

Schematic diagram of phototube amplifier.
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An

(3)

exposure

whether

is

intensity-scale

sensitometric

made on each

film recorded,
to determine

test

or

show,
processing conditions at time of development.

Step

generator densities, particularly those resulting from steps 1,
2 and 10, are read and brought to the
(4)

attention of the operator at each
If slight

camera
in

ex-

position.
adjustments
posure are indicated the operator makes

them just

prior to recording time.
short section of step signal is
recorded either at the head or at the tail
(5)

A

of each show.

An

tometric exposure
(6)

A

is

intensity-scale sensialso made.

characteristic curve

is

plotted

each show as well as a step density

for

plot resulting

from the step generator

The data

thus accumulated are

recorded in an operating log maintained
at each camera position as well as in our
sensitometric

file.

The above procedure,

described

in

necessary detail, may sound laborious
and time consuming. Actually the whole
its

process can be accomplished in a few
minutes, with spot checks requiring less
than 30 sec. Consistency of exposure,

over long periods, resulting from this
method is ample testimony to its value,
and we are convinced that the quality
of our product is greatly enhanced by
its

use.
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Stott

us

tell

(Du-Art Film Laboratories}:
how you take care of the

problem of resolution of scanning
when you do the densitometry of

lines

that

step-wedge tablet?

Mr. Lovell: When we read the stepwedge with the densitometer? Well, actually

we

ignore

it.

We

realize

that

probably there are some strange things
going on there, but we haven't tried to
We
analyze what the effects really are.

do

get a perfectly satisfactory density
reading and while from a theoretical
standpoint it may not be what it would be
on a normal film, nevertheless it is consistent and it does give us operating data

which are very useful.
Mr. Stott: Well, you have to do your
with

densitometry
then,

Mr.

exposure.
(7)

Discussion

is

a

visual

instrument

that correct?

Lovell:

staff-Purdy

We

use the

Densitometer

Eastman Capto

make

all

our readings.

Mr. Stott: You would probably run into
some difficulties then if you used the electronic or photocell type of densitometer?
Mr. Lovell: I believe not.
have used

We

a regular ERPI Densitometer with no
detrimental effects.
We get comparable
readings and, of course, they don't read
exactly the same, but no two densitometers
ever do, I believe, and as long as there is
a constant difference between the two, we
I should say that perhaps
are happy.
two ERPI Densitometers do read the
same, but not necessarily two different
types of densitometers would read the
same.

of the
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Time-Zone Delay of Television
Programs by Kinescope Recording
RALPH

By

E.

LOVELL

A technique is

described whereby network television programs can be delayed
hours to compensate for the time differential between the east and
west coasts. The use of 35mm film for picture and magnetic recording for
for three

sound insures high-quality reproduction.

IN

TELEVISION, as in radio, the matter
three-hour time difference be-

a

of

tween the east and west coasts of the
United States creates a serious problem
in releasing programs at a time which will
reach the desired audience at all points
throughout the country. In radio, the
problem has for years been solved by disc
or tape recording with appropriate hours
of delay in playback to compensate for
the time-zone differential.
The opening
of the coast-to-coast television

network

created a similar challenge to
kinescope recording of television pro-

in 1951

grams.

As

in radio, there are

two aspects of

delayed broadcasting. Many live
television programs intended primarily
this

for eastern

evening reception originate in
Hollywood in the late afternoon, but are
not released to the west coast cities at the
time of origination because the desired
western audience is not available at that

on October 7, 1952, at the
Convention at Washington, D.C.,
by Ralph E. Lovell, National Broadcasting
Presented
Society's

Co., Sunset

and Vine, Hollywood

March 1953

28, Calif.

time.

These programs can now be

re-

corded in Hollywood and reproduced
for viewers in
usually three hours later

Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle and
San Diego, at the west coast evening
hour desired by the sponsor or network.
Conversely, many shows originate in

New

York, or other eastern cities, at a
time convenient to eastern audiences,
but again they are three hours too early
These programs
for western audiences.
can likewise be recorded in Hollywood at
the time of their live origination in the
east and be telecast throughout the west
The terms
coast three hours later.
"Quick Kine" or "Hot Kine" have been
coined to describe such three-hour delay
recordings, the techniques for accomplishing which are new and rather complex,

and depend upon close coordination between recording, processing, editing,
projection and messenger personnel.
Figure 1 shows a portion of the kinescope recording room at NBC Hollywood. On the right is a 16mm singlesystem camera, and on the left a 16mm

sound recorder of conventional design.
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A portion of the kinescope recording room at NBC Hollywood.
the right is a 16mm single-system camera, on the left a 16mm sound
recorder, and in the center a 35mm camera.

Fig. 1.

On

Fig. 2.

A

35/16 synchronizer with a magnetic reproduction

head
236

for editing purposes.
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In the center is one of the three 35mm
cameras installed about a year ago to
accomplish the three-hour delay recordIt is to be
ing to be described here.
noted that the 35mm camera is equipped
with a 3000-ft magazine, permitting a
running time of 33 min. The 35mm
cameras used thus far have been of the
"silent" type; that is, they record only
It
the picture portion of the program.

expected that single-system 35mm
cameras capable of recording both picture and sound will soon replace the
silent cameras shown here.
The sound

is

portion of the program is currently being
recorded very successfully on 1
perforated magnetic film, running at the

6mm

For this purpose,
1 6mm speed of 36 fpm.
two rack-mounted, synchronously driven
RCA magnetic recorder-reproducers are
employed. Two RCA 16mm optical
recorders which have been modified by
the addition of a recording head and a
monitor head may also be used to perform magnetic recording. Lip synchronization between picture and track
is cued by insertion of an audio tone in
both picture monitor and sound recorder,
thereby creating easily recognizable patterns comparable to studio slating marks.
It has been the experience of broadcasters for many years that a small
investment in an extra copy of a disc or

amply repaid because some

tape

is

dent

may damage

ing.

the

"A" copy

acci-

record-

This same philosophy applies to

kinescope recording: hence most companies make two negatives, one being
considered the "A" copy, the other the
It is in this
protection, or "B" copy.

quick

kine

"B" copy operation

that

single-system, 16mm cameras are
particularly useful, for they permit the

It is to be noted that only two and
a half hours now remain till the film must
be processed, edited, and in the projector,

ing.

ready to be rebroadcast to the west coast
audience extending from San Diego to
Seattle.

The 16mm
developed by

single-system

NBC

"B" copy

is

personnel in one of

two Houston Model 22 processing maA half-hour program requires
chines.
about 45 min for complete processing,
including a waxing treatment to enhance
Meanwhile, the 35mm "A".
projection.
copy negative has been placed in its
original light-tight carton, and handed
to a waiting messenger who drives a few
blocks across town to a commercial film

laboratory where a crew is prepared to
Since the
process the film immediately.
film used for the kine camera negative is
actually a low-contrast positive, it runs
through positive developer at the normal

machine speed of 125 fpm,
negative

gamma

therefore

creates

no

resulting in a

about

of

1.60.

It

problems,
such as changes in machine speed or
threading, and can be connected directly
to other positive work going through the
machine. After the film passes through
special

hypo and wash, it receives a
waxing treatment which lubricates the
film to permit immediate projection.
Approximately one hour after the 2700-ft
developer,

roll

of undeveloped

film

reaches

the

laboratory, it comes off the dry end where
the messenger is waiting to return it to
the television station for editing.
During the time the two negatives are

being developed, the editing personnel
With the aid of a magnetic
are not idle.
sound reader, the synchronization tone-

and

6mm

NBC's

bursts at the head

recording of both a picture negative and
a photographic, variable-area, direct-

magnetic film are located and marked
Identification leaders
with a wax pencil
are prepared in advance and attached
to the All-Purpose Film Leader which has

positive, sound track on one, single-perforated strip of film.
At the end of each
half-hour of quick kine recording, both

35mm and 16mm magazines are
immediately removed from the cameras
and taken into the darkroom for unload-

the

Ralph E. Lovell:

tail

of the

1

.

replaced the
vision films.

Academy leader for teleThe 16mm single-system

"B" copy negative then arrives from
processing, and is made ready for projection

by the addition of the prepared

Kinescope Time- Zone Delay
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Fig- 3. Quick kine projection facilities; a 35mm projector with an interlock
motor which drives the 16mm magnetic film reproducer in the background.

leaders.

The

return of the

35mm "A"

copy negative is the signal for prompt
action by the editing personnel who
place the film on a 3000-ft, doublesided flange and proceed to line it up in

16mm

wheels of a 35/16 synchronizer
thereby making it a combination sound reader and synchronizer, and
(Fig. 2),

permitting rapid and safe handling of
the

two

films.

Identification

leaders

the synchronizer with the 16mm magnetic sound track.
At the request of

are attached, a special adhesive marker is
applied to the magnetic track for accurate

the Moviola Company installed a
magnetic reproducing head in one of the

thread-up positioning, lip synchronism is
checked at both ends of the show, and

NBC,
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the

35mm

negative

is

3000-ft projection reel.

mounted on a
All of the above

transprocessing and editing, including
across
portation of the 35mm negative
town twice, has taken approximately

two hours, leaving about a half-hour

for

selsyn interlock distributor motor, chaintelevision prodriven by the

RCA 35mm

supplies driving

This interlock motor
power to one of the RCA

rack-mounted

16mm

motor.

magnetic repro-

ducers located at the right of this picture.
The 1
magnetic track therefore runs

6mm

synchronism with the 35mm
By simply flipping the
iconoscope polarity switch to "Negative"
and reshading accordingly, a positive
picture image of high quality is obtained

in perfect lip

picture negative.

Ralph E. Lovell:

flick of

a button will put the "B" copy

picture

and sound on the

If

threading in the film projection studio.
Close examination of Fig. 3 reveals a

jector

from the negative film. The single-system "B" copy is run in a 16mm projector on an adjacent iconoscope, so that in
the event of trouble with the "A" copy, a

1

air.

6mm release prints are required for

syndication, they are obtained by reduction printing from the "A" copy 35mm

and by contact printing
negative sound track.
Picture quality thus obtained on 16mm

picture negative

from a

16mm

release prints

is

superior to that obtained

by contact printing from a 16mm negative of the same subject matter.
Although this three-hour time zone
delay operation may sound very precarious and nerve wracking, it has been
in daily use for one year with very few
errors and with picture and sound
quality rivaling that of

Kinescope Time- Zone Delay

many

live shows.
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History and Present Position of

High-Speed Photography
By W.

in

Great Britain

DERYGK GHESTERMAN

The

history of high-speed photography in Great Britain is outlined, beginning
with intermediate-rate cameras, defined as those in which the film is transported continuously through the camera mechanism at speeds not exceeding
40 m/sec. Then follows a survey of drum cameras, in which a single loop of
is transported at
speeds up to 240 m/sec on a rotating drum, or where
images are swept along the stationary film at this rate by moving optical
Recent developments in light sources of short duration are discussed
parts.
and the review concludes with a description of some research studies in
zoological, biological and medical sciences, and some recent military applica-

film

tions.

J_
is

HE TERM HIGH-SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY
generally used to cover a wide

now

range

of

observational

techniques

in

which photographic images are recorded
to examine the sequence of happenings
in a rapid event.
Sometimes a series of
produced for subsequent
cinematographic projection, or alternapictures

is

the

research

observational
devised.

The

worker who uses the
which has been

tool

progress

photography in Great
Europe and the United

of

high-speed

Britain,

as

in

States, may be
considered as a search for methods of

higher repetition rate together with
ever shorter exposure times.
It is always

tively,

most desirable, but also difficult, to
maintain the highest picture quality
while improving these other variables.

repeatable event, by subsequent analIt is convenient to classify the

Intermediate-Rate Cameras

separate individual pictures permit study of a repetitive motion of a

ysis.

methods both by the repetition rate of
taking pictures and by the individual

Each of

picture exposure time.

fundamental variables

is

of vital

these

im-

portance to the camera designer and to

on October 9, 1952, at the
Convention at Washington, D.C.,
by W. D. Chesterman, Royal Naval
Scientific Service,
Admiralty, London,
England.
Presented
Society's
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In the present paper we shall deal
with intermediate-rate cameras, or
those in which the film is transported
first

continuously through the camera mechanism at speeds of less than 40 m/sec.

These cameras are of two categories
those in which the film is moved intermittently and is stationary at the time
of exposure, and those in which the film
moves continuously at a high rate, the
images being optically stabilized on the
of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

by a variety of means. The author
1
has reviewed elsewhere the variety of

(film

I

made in Great Britain,
France and the U.S.A.
during the last 30 years. Unlike some
cameras in the higher ranges of speed,
many of these instruments were produced commercially in numbers of a
few dozen, and in rare cases, of a few
hundred. In Great Britain the emphasis has been on types using 35mm
This may well
rather than 16mm film.
be due to the feeling among many
workers that the large picture size is a

half the

The

circumference.

sprocket

from the prism shaft with

driven

is

instruments

appropriate

gearing.

The

Germany,

camera takes 2000 normal-size

35mm

reduction

ready for cinematographic

frames/sec,

With an

projection.

octagonal-section

prism the maximum rate becomes 4000
frames of half height per second. With
the prism removed the camera can be
used as an oscillograph recorder with
a film-transport speed of 40 m/sec.

The

optical systems embodied in the
camera permit the simultaneous triggering of a power stroboscope, synchronized

great aid to certain detail analysis, and
reason the higher repetition rate

with the picture formation.

possible with smaller format films
and 8mm) has been sacrificed.

forming axis, a collimated light beam
passes through the spinning prism on tq a
photocell to trigger the light source of a

for this

One may

(16mm

instance three instruments.

For speeds up to 240 or 300 frames/sec,
the Vinten HS. 300 is a valuable and
2
flexible camera.
It is in the category
of a normal slow-motion cine camera,

and has the facilities normally associated
with fine-quality studio cameras. It
has been widely used in field work and
has proved capable of producing a
picture quality equal to that of the best
cine cameras. The maximum repetition
rate at which it can be used is 10 times

normal cine-frame rates. Beyond this,
cameras using a different film-transport
system are used, the film motion being
continuous rather than intermittent.
Optical stabilization may be achieved
by a lens disk of 48 matched objectives,
and Geary3 has described the Vinten
HS. 2000 camera which was produced
last war for ballistics research.
more recent development in 35mm
cameras was constructed by Myers and

during the

A

the

author4 in

Acmade
In

at

1950,

the

firm

of

Ltd.

this

formation

instrument,
is

stabilized

normal picture
on the film by a

spinning cubical prism of the conventional form.
In order to achieve
a powerful film drive coupled with high
acceleration to full speed, the design
is based on a
large-diameter 24-frame
sprocket,

and the

W, D,

film

is

in contact

Chester-man:

over

tion at right angles to the

short-duration

In a direc-

main

flashtube.

It

picture-

is

also

mask

off a part of the picture
then image the spot deflection

possible to

area and
of a high-brightness oscilloscope onto a
part of the rapidly moving film. The
normal timing markers at 1000 cycles
are recorded on the film rebate.
This camera has been widely used

during 1951 and 1952, in Great Britain,
for

cavitation studies,
It
research.

and

for various

convenient
instrument for photomicrographic studies
The stimulus and
at high speed.
achievement of similar American deballistic

is

a

velopments is readily acknowledged.
In Great Britain there has not yet
been constructed, to the writer's knowledge, a 16mm camera in the intermediate speed range. This is probably

due

to

the

availability

of American,

instruments, which
in
small quantity

German and French
have

often

been

production.

Drum Cameras
At rather higher picture repetition
it is no longer possible to transport

rates,

film at the necessary speeds continuously

through a camera mechanism. Drum
cameras have been devised to take
pictures at rates from 2000 to 200,000
pictures/sec, depending on the picture

High-Speed Photography
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and the elaboration of the

size

instru-

ment.
The earliest British type was
termed the Heape and Grylls Machine*
and was described by Connell 5 in 1926.
At that time, a quarter of a century
ago, it was a considerable optical
achievement. By rotating a 1.73-m
drum at 1000 rpm a transport rate for
the film of nearly 100 m/sec was obtained.
Optical image formation and
stabilization were carried out by a disk
of lenses rotating in front of the film
The camera could take stereoplane.
scopic pairs of pictures and a picture
repetition rate of 5000/sec was obtained.

In those days of very slow emulsions,
the subject presented a pro-

lighting

digious problem, and two searchlights
were used to focus the light energy
(and heat!) on the subject. Flash dis-

charge sources or pulsed arcs make the
present-day problem far easier to solve.
The Jenkins camera 6 was of the same
period and used the same principle of
Altogether simpler instruments were
made for specialized tasks by Baxter7
and Brailsford. 8 The latter used a
rotating cubical prism block and a
simple loop of film on a small drum.
successive

pictures

of the

event

were recorded, and the cameras were
eminently

suitable

camera of quite different design,
Marley camera, has already been
reviewed in this Journal by Shaftan u
and also by Jones and Eyles. 11 The
high repetition rate of 100,000 pictures/
sec is obtained at the rather low aperture
of ^/64, but the camera is most suitable
self-luminous

for

from a

in

explosion

different aspect, and
must be taken into account

slightly

this feature

when

studies

Each image shows the event

research.

reconstructing the spatial develop-

ment of the rapid event.
12
Henry has made and used a simple
and cheap form of drum camera combined with repetitive air-spark illumination to take excellent pictures of loom
behavior in cotton processing research.
The Cotton Research Association is one
of the groups in England well aware of
the importance and potentialities of
high-speed photography.
In a review of this kind, which attempts to cover both the past history

and the present

optical compensation.

Fifty

A

the

for

self-luminous

position in this field,
not, perhaps, amiss to describe a
The author
project still in progress.
it

is

has been working in collaboration with
Barr and Stroud Ltd., for the last four

an ultra-high-speed drum
which the images are formed
rapidly on stationary film by somewhat
The camera is designed
novel means.
years,

on

camera

in

subjects such as the changes in a welding

to operate

arc.

24
square. The
aperture of the system is //8 and all
images are seen from the same aspect.
film stock can be
Any standard 35
picture

The Second World War was
lus

to

more

elaborate

the stimu-

constructions.

Notable amongst these was the Scophony Camera, 9 which, unlike the earlier
four cameras mentioned, was produced
commercially in small numbers. This
instrument was one of the first to succeed

combining the high repetition rate of
10,000 pictures/sec with a large image

in

24 X 24 mm. A mirror drum
with 49 facets rotated concentrically
with the film drum to achieve image

size of

A

up

size

to 25,000 frames/sec at a

mm

of

mm

used in the instrument.
In drum cameras in which the images
are formed on the film by a rapidly
spinning central mirror, the optical
systems are of two types. In both types
a primary objective forms an image of
the event on the axis of the spinning
mirror.
Surrounding this mirror is a
ring of secondary lenses which form a

film drum
stability during exposure.
of 0.39-m diameter rotated at 12,000
rpm to give a film-transport speed of

set

240 m/sec.

of the spinning mirror
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of images on the stationary film.
In systems which require image-rotation

compensation devices, the axis of rotation

Journal of the
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is

coincident with

the optical axis of the primary objective,
and the plane of the mirror surface is

generally at 45

to the primary objective
Systems which do not require
image-rotation compensation have the
axis of rotation of the mirror normal
axis.

to

the

optical

is

axis

of

th^

primary

The Barr and Stroud camera

objective.

a system of the latter type, and there

only one moving part. The central
prism design is the most important single
camera. It consists
of the
feature
essentially of a sphere of glass divided
the flat
along a diametral plane;
is

surfaces

are

silvered

form

to

and in addition, proved
by optical means how short was the
duration of his sparks. Today, Adams 18
and his team at the Armament Research
Department use sparks widely for their
work and have combined this form of
bullets in flight,

with multiple-gap systems
the plastic bending of a
steel rod under very high impact shock.
Guided sparks, in which the discharge
is made to take
place along prearranged
channels, permit a more efficient use
of the light source in combination with
light source
for studying

the optical systems necessary for these
studies.
The relatively poor conversion
of electrical energy to light can be partly

plane
mirrors and the sphere is then joined
together again and held in a steel cage.

overcome

The prism

high blue

unit,

which

is

6

in. in

diam-

spins at 7,500 rpm to sweep
the images across 100 secondary lenses.
The film drum is 58 in. in diameter, and
eter,

the whole camera weighs about

1

ton.

From preliminary photographic tests
already made the image quality appears
to

be extremely good.

A full

the camera will be published on
completion of the project. An interesting feature of the design is that the
instrument can work at unit magnification.

Light Sources of Short Duration

study of rapid events by photography.
Fox Talbot 13 suggested its use a century
ago, and the air spark is still used in
ballistic research laboratories all over
1

The time duration

is

less

psec and by the use of delay line

discharges can be

made

as

or on a stationary plate if the translational velocity of the event causes the

images to move across the image plane.

low

Sparks in Rare Gases. Condenser discharges in argon, krypton, xenon and
other gases have been studied in very
19
His
great detail by H. E. Edgerton.
has
from
1931,
work,
dating
pioneer
been reported in this Journal and many

others.

Air Sparks. The electric spark in air
was the earliest light source used for the

than

Repetitive flashing of a single gap is
the successive images being
received on a conventional drum camera,

also used,

description

of

the world.

by using emulsions having
sensitivity.

as 0.1
14

Sixty years ago Lord Rayleigh
described the use of the spark for the

This research has provided a
stimulus

strong

particularly
light

sources,

to

where

other

laboratories,

repetitive

flashing

with a high degree of

and repeatability of behavior,
Energy ranges in the lamps
have been from one to many thousands
of joules in the single-flash types, and
the flash times have ranged from about
reliability

are needed.

a microsecond to as high as a milliIn Great Britain Aldington 20
has made notable contributions to the
field and developed a wide variety of

jusec.

second.

study of air jets and thin films, and at
the same time Worthington 15 was carrying out his beautiful work on the study
of splashes and the impact of liquid drops
on solid surfaces. Wood 16 studied the

lamps, generally xenon-filled, for many
research and industrial purposes.
For ballistic research Mitchell 21 de-

properties of sound waves in air by these
17
methods.
one of our greatest
Boys,
took
the first pictures of
experimenters,

W. D. Chesterman:

veloped an argon-filled lamp called the
Filled to high pressure and
operated from a low-value capacitor,
the duration can be of the order of a few

Arditron.

High-Speed Photography in Great Britain
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microseconds. This tube has been produced commercially by several firms and
is

widely used in many
The author and his

studied in

some

laboratories.

colleagues have
detail the use of xenon

22
The
very short-duration flashes.
work was at first concentrated on making
a repetitive light source for flashing

study of ultrasonic patterns in a water
great advantage is that the
pressure fields are not disturbed by the
insertion of any measuring instruments
or gauges.

for

rates

up

to

4000/sec.

Photographic
duration for a 4-j flash was reduced to
23
5 jisec.
Stamp and Coghlan have described the
this

method

duration.

of

measurement of

The work reached a

successful conclusion in the

development

of a high-power stroboscope 22 which can
be used in conjunction with the Acmade

camera. 4

The

research

progress.

The

on xenon is still in
on the electrical

effect

discharge characteristics of changes in
gas pressure, energy in the lamp, and

tube arc length have been studied. The
design of the lamp must be integrally
related to the external circuit conditions
in the discharge loop.
opinion there is still

In the author's

much

necessary

fundamental research to be done on the

Eleptrooptical Shutters

There

is

application

beam occurs when a
high voltage is applied across a glass
cell containing nitrobenzene.
Exposure
times of 0.1 /xsec have been achieved
25
by these systems and Froome has applied repetitive pulses at a high rate to
He was
get a succession of pictures.
26
the behavior of the cathode
studying
spot on an undisturbed liquid "surface,
zation of a light

since the translational

discussed in some detail by
Holtham and Prime, 27 members of the

Schlieren Systems
Schlieren systems have been widely
used by the Safety in Mines Research
Laboratory in Great Britain in their
studies
of
"fire-damp" explosions.

Aerodynamic research
airflow
teresting

the use

optics in
research.

institutions

use

forms

for

various

team
research
University
under Meek, who have made various
contributions

original

in

high-speed

photography over a number of years
Great Britain.

in

The image-converter tube is now
beginning to be widely explored as an
electrooptical shutter of negligible time

valuable source for flash work.

schlieren

of

The photographic asstationary plate.
pects of Kerr cell shutters have been

Liverpool

is

movement

the self-luminous event was high, successive phases could be studied on a

and photographic afterglow
most important to understand.
The enhanced light output of
the xenon discharge over that of the
air spark makes the former a most
it

short exposure times
is well known,
the

simplest system employs the Kerr effect,
in which rotation of the plane of polari-

critically

transient

As

are required.

short-duration spark discharge in xenon.
It
is
the interrelation of electrical

which

undoubtedly a wide field of
ahead for electrooptical

when very

shutters,

and

Among recent incontributions one may mention
24
by Holden and North of a

inertia

and considerable

flexibility

Courtney-Pratt

application.
the potentialities

the

of

28

of

showed

system.

In

Turnock 29 have
use
of
an iconoscope
the
investigated
tube and shown that it has promising
addition,

Prime

and

possibilities.

Some Research

Studies

color emulsion for their schlieren images.

Space forbids more than a brief men-

Quantitative analysis is made easier
by this development.
The author has used the collimated
double-mirror schlieren system for the

tion of the diverse subjects studied with
In Great
these high-speed methods.
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Britain, as in

the
of the

\

The

tank.

many

observational

SMPTE

countries, some of
of war have

tools

Vol. 60

i

found interesting applications in peacetime research. This is particularly true
in the zoological, biological and medical

wide use of high-speed photography.
The problems of underwater illumination have been studied by the author34

fields.

in relation to

Zoological,

Biological

and Medical Ap-

Here one may quote motion
plications.
studies of insects, birds and fish in their
Chadwick 30 innatural environments.

bomb

of these problems.

explosions.

vestigated wing-beat rates in his genetic
studies of Drosophila, and other workers

The Future

have shown experimentally a wide wingbeat rate from 6 to 300/sec by these
31
has made many
means.
Hosking

notable

beautiful studies of birds in flight, using
Brown 32
flash-discharge illumination.

many

Recent work which is typical of the
investigations has been described by
35 and
more recently by Taylor, 36
Senior,
the latter in respect of one of the atomic

In Great Britain there have been
contributions

the

to

many

advance

and applications of highspeed photography. There is, however,
still a lack of consciousness, except in
of the methods

has studied the wing movement of various birds in the laboratory, regarding the
movements from the standpoint of a

some major research teams, of how

mechanical system. The importance
of different wing muscle groups has been
The top speed of the wing of
clarified.

for

a carrier pigeon has been proven by this
means to be as high as 60 mph.
The author and his colleagues have
studied fish movements in slow motion

then arise from their

with underwater cine cameras operated
by a frogman with air-breathing self-

A

most interestcontained equipment.
ing unsolved hydrodynamic problem is
the motion of a porpoise at full speed,
which occurs without cavitation.
In medical research the flash source is
Potter
a most valuable "cool" light.

and McDonald 33 have studied the speed
There is unof arterial blood flow.
doubtedly much work to be done in
high-speed photomicrography using flash

great are the potentialities ahead. The
engineer, the physicist and the worker

whom the technique is required must
form their plans with the greatest coherence.

applications

The

many
I
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A201: 175-186,

Rapid-Sequence Camera
Using 70mm Film
By

CHARLES

A.

HULGHER

This paper presents the problem of obtaining relatively large photographs
in sequence at frame rates up to 50/sec. Design characteristics required for
a camera suitable for obtaining photographic data of missile launching* and
The
flights with negatives 2j in. wide and 2^ or 5 in. long are enumerated.
intermittent film transporting mechanism and shutter system used in the
solution of this

JL

problem are described.

HE ADVANTAGES of a large negative

study of photographic data
are thoroughly recognized
and are
employed wherever the existing condi-

for

detail

tions permit.

However,

in cases

where

photographic data are required in sequences of more than several frames
per second, the desirable characteristics
of the large negative have, of necessity,
been compromised in favor of the 35mm
or 16mm motion picture frame sizes.
The Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
of the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics at Langley Air Force Base,
Virginia, has developed a rather unique

camera capable of producing relatively
large negatives at sequence rates considerably higher than heretofore avail-

The

basic principles of this camera
have since been incorporated in a reable.

fined

placed

model which has recently been
on the market. While this

Presented on October

10,

1952,

at

the

Convention at Washington, D.C.,
by Charles A. Hulcher, Charles A. Hulcher
Co., Inc., 40 Manteo Ave., Hampton, Va.
Society's
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camera was developed primarily to
obtain photographic data from rocketpowered missiles, it has proven especially
useful in numerous other fields. These
instruments are now in service in several
stations in this country

and

in

Canada.

The Problem
Preliminary specifications
lished as follows:

were estab-

Provide a negative size at least
This was
in. long.
considered a minimum frame size for
(1)

2

in.

fixed

wide and 5
cameras

launchings.

photographing missile
5-in. dimension could

The

be aligned with the proposed missile
This would provide for

trajectory.

the use of focal lengths long enough to
obtain the required image sizes and still
maintain enough field to insure photo-

graphic coverage.
(2) Provide minimum sequence speeds
of at least 10 frames/sec.
(3)

would

Provide a shutter system which
motion without

efficiently stop the
excessive distortion.

of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60
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Fig. 1.

Exterior view of the Hulcher

Fig. 2.

70mm

Interior view of the film transporting system;

see text for description of

Provide for a high degree of
This was considered very
important since jamming or other
malfunctioning of the camera could
result in total loss of records in the event
(4)

reliability.

some mishap

While
launching.
covered the major
requirements, it was also considered
desirable to develop a camera rugged
enough to withstand the abuse associated with the installation of these
of

keyed

parts.

instruments on a sandy ocean beach,
be reasonably simple to operate and
maintain, utilize the available lens
systems of the K24 Aero Camera and
not be excessive in weight or cost.

at

these specifications

248
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The

Solution

A prototype camera was subsequently
designed and built and has since proven
successful in meeting the requirements
This
set forth in the specifications.
of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

camera
on

utilized

70mm

constant speed from the supply spool
through the camera and on to the take-

perforated film

100-ft

It
daylight-loading spools.
produces negative sizes of either 2\ in.
by 5 in. or 2\ in. by 2\ in. It operates
variable sequence speeds up to
at

twenty-five 5-in. pictures per second
or up to fifty 2^-in. pictures per second.

double rotating shutters, operating
the focal plane, provide high
motion arresting characteristics.
The
Its

close to

camera contains no reciprocating parts
and since all moving parts are balanced
and rotate at a constant preset speed,
the camera has proven remarkably
reliable and trouble-free.
Rugged cast
aluminum alloy construction and the

up spool. Rotation of the interrupter,
however, changes the length of the film
This
path between rollers G and F.
lengthening of the film path causes
the loop above the pressure plate to be
decreased when the film path below
the

pressure plate is extended, thus
accelerating the film through the pressure plate.
As the interrupter rotates,

however,

it

leaves the film, causing an

excessive loop to be formed below the

absence of any small or intricate parts

While this loop is
plate.
being consumed, there is no movement
of the 5-in. strip of film held firmly by
the constant force exerted on it by the

have proven more than equal to the
abuses inherently associated with this

ters are

type of installation.

pressure

pressure plate.

The

rotating-disk shut-

geared with the sprocket and
interrupter in such a manner as to

Description

expose the film completely before it is
again placed in motion. The double-

The exterior view shown in Fig. 1
indicates the general form of the camera.
The lens mount slides in machined

roller arrangement on the interrupter
causes the film in the pressure plate to
in. of film
stop twice for each

grooves in the front casting and may be
removed to insert the desired lens.

supplied by the sprocket. The shutters,
however, are so arranged as to expose

is
accomplished by rotating
knob on the top of this housing which

the film only once for each complete
rotation of the sprocket and interrupter
when taking 5-in. pictures. This shutter

Focusing
the

swings a front surface mirror into a
45 position reflecting the image onto
the ground-glass screen for focusing.
The 6-in. square base is designed to fit

through the pressure

under the interthence under the sprocket

shutter closest to the film plane serves
to expose the film and is geared to make

The camera weighs

Figure 2 is an
interior view of the camera's film transIb.

Film supply from
porting system.
is fed over the sprocket and
spool
held in position by the film hold-down
device G.
It then passes in an easy

D

loop over roller

I

plate behind roller G,

and on

E and

replaced by another having double
openings, and a mask is inserted in the
In
aperture for taking 2j-in. pictures.
is

this manner the frame size is reduced
from 5 in. to 2j in. in length and the
camera produces pictures at twice the
5-in. frame rate while rotating at the
same speed.
The shutter system is composed of
two 9^-in. diameter disks, Both of which
The
rotate in the same direction.

standard tripods.
approximately 30

rupter

5^

to the take-up spool.

Both the

sprocket and the interrupter rotate in
a counterclockwise direction and at the
same speed.
Each revolution of the

sprocket feeds 5 T^

in.

of film in on the

topside and out on the bottom

to the

take-up spool. Except for the action
of the interrupter, the film runs at a
C. A. Hulcher:

four

complete

revolutions

for

5^ in. of film fed by the sprocket.
provides
sulting in

a

each
This

high traversing speed rea short time increment be-

tween the top and the bottom of the
This exposing disk has
5-in. aperture.
one 21 opening. To prevent the film's
being

70mm

exposed

four

Sequence Camera

times,

another
249

Fig. 3.

250

Contact prints of a sequence taken at 45 frames
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shutter having one 90 opening rotates
directly in front of the exposing shutter
and at one-fourth the speed of the

out increasing the speed of the camera.
Inasmuch as the exposing shutter is

exposing shutter. This masking shutter,
therefore, prevents film exposure for all
but one of the four revolutions made by

exposure remains the same for the 2j-in.
frame size as it was for the 5-in. frame

the exposing shutter. Both shutters are
aligned with the interrupter in such a

The 5-in. picpictures twice as fast.
tures are spaced approximately 0.1 in.
apart and the 2^-in. pictures approxi-

manner

as to provide exposure of the

film strip only while the film is
motionless.
The exposing shutter was
5-in.

purposely designed with a fixed opening
in the interest of simplicity and to lessen
the chances of malfunctioning which may
arise with an adjustable opening. Since
the exposing shutter, however, consists
primarily of a simple flat disk, other
disks with different openings may easily
be substituted. Although the size and
arrangement of the interrupter have
been designed to stop the film for a

at

rotating

the

same speed, the

even though the camera

size,

is

film

taking

mately 0.05 in. apart, thereby resulting
in a minimum film waste.
Lenses are mounted on a lens plate
which slides in machined grooves on
the front of the shutter housing. This
housing is hinged and may be swung

open

to

change

shutters.

When

closed,

against machined
surfaces and aligned by a conical ring.
Lenses of from 5-in. to 40-in. focal
it

locked

is

firmly

lengths have been utilized and several
installations are considering the use of

minimum

interval, it is, nevertheless,
possible to increase the opening in the
and still
exposing shutter up to 70

considerably longer focal lengths. The
2j in. by 2j in. frame size provides 1\
times the area of the 35mm standard

obtain

frame.

exposures before the film is
again in motion. Exposure time in
seconds is calculated as follows:
Shutter opening degrees

360
5-in.

frames /sec

X

4

Exposure time in seconds.

To change from

5-in.

to 2|-in.

pic-

masking shutter with one
90 opening is removed and replaced
by a similar shutter having two dia-

tures,

the

metrically opposite 90 openings. This
masking shutter is keyed to the shaft in

the

same

masking

position

shutter.

as the 5-in. frame
Since -the interrupter

It is possible, therefore, to track

with the same accuracy as
obtained with the 35mm camera with
lenses of more than twice the focal
length employed with 35mm cameras.
This camera is powered by a f-hp
series
motor with a variable-speed

missiles

centrifugal electric governor.
interior provides adequate

Its

roomy

space for
special timing devices, either within the
lens mount when the timing system
requires the use of the shutters, or at or

near the sprocket, when the timing
system requires that the film be traveling
When timing is
at a constant rate.
inserted on the lower side of the sprocket,

between the timing
marks and the exposure remains conthe film distance

stops the film twice for each 5 ^o i n of
film supplied for each revolution, the
double opening shutter allows the ex-

stant irrespective of the size of the loop
used when threading the camera, since

posing shutter to make exposures twice
each revolution of the interrupter.

loop.

-

for

A

mask having an opening 2^

in.

high

the camera automatically fixes the lower
It is believed that this

slipped into the grooves provided in
In this manner, 2^-in.
the aperture.
pictures are provided at twice the se-

much

5-in. pictures with-

frame

is

quence speed of the
252
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to

existed

of the

of the

camera

will

do

the gap which has so long
between the small frame size
fill

movie camera and the large
size of the

SMPTE

still

Vol.60

camera.

Precision Film Editor Utilizing

Nonintermittent Projection
By

TORBEN JOHNKE

Maximum

efficiency in editing film both in production studios and in television
the objective of a recently developed preview-and-editing machine
which utilizes a continuous projection process in place of the customary interstations

is

movement and shutter.

Because projection is continuous, and because
machined that no portion of the film except the sprocket-hole
area ever comes into contact with any surface, valuable originals and fine-grain
masters can safely be edited on this machine.
mittent
all

parts are so

NE IMPORTANT WAY to reduce COStS of
production is to minimize time lost in
previewing and editing. To attain
utmost economy in those two processes
three requirements must be fulfilled.
First, the equipment used must be of
such nature that valuable originals and
masters can be entrusted to it without risk
damage. Otherwise editing and previewing must be deferred until after
If producduplicates have been made.
tion must be suspended pending previewing, the time thus lost can be of

of

Third, the equipment should permit
several persons to see the picture

hear the sound simultaneously.
the picture

is

persons to see it clearly under ordinary
room lighting that is a further advantage.
The Precision Film Editor is a device

engineered in every detail to meet the
above requirements completely and with

generous tolerances. It is versatile and
flexible in operation to a degree that is
unprecedented in operation if used with
only ordinary care, even by unskilled
;

it

can be trusted absolutely

personnel,

Second, the equipment used should be
sufficiently versatile in design and details

not to damage film;

meet

all

normal demands of studio and

telecasting procedures without
for modification

setups of

any delay

of facilities or special

any kind.

Presented on April 25, 1952, at the Society's
Convention at Chicago, for R. M. Savin i,
by Torben Johnke, Editor Precision Equipment Corp., 130 W. 46 St., New York 36,

N.Y.
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if

bright enough for several

significant importance.

to

and

And

in.

it

screen image bright

presents a 7

enough

X

9

to be seen

under ordinary room illumination
and a loudspeaker output of 4 w.
Figure 1 is a general view of the maAt top, rear, is the screen, flanked
chine.
on one side by the loudspeaker grille and
on the other by a dummy grille included

clearly

symmetry of appearance, behind
which is located the amplifier.
The projector mechanism and sound-

for,

of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60
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Fig. 1.

The

Precision Film Editor.

I
Fig. 2.

254

Panel control board.
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ead are grouped on the panel in the
enter of the table, with the projector
earer the screen and the soundhead at
rear,

tie

nearer the operator's position.

two turntables at left are intended
or picture and sound reels, respectively,
he one nearer the screen carrying the
>icture film and the one nearer the operaThe corresponding
or, the sound film.
The

ake-up turntables
lowever, right and

are

at

the

right,

can be reversed,
ince motor direction can be reversed
left

th ease.

The

for adjusting synchronism between picThe sound reel always
ure and sound.
uns at constant speed
although that

be varied; the chromium
used to adjust the speed of the
Dicture reel faster or slower with refer-

may
is

ence to the

mechanism, no

and sound apertures

picture

19

exactly

frames.

is

always

When

separate
picture and sound prints are used, and
the purpose is to edit dialogue or perform any other function for which sound
is not important, the sound film
can be threaded through one sprocket
only instead of two for faster, easier

flutter

There are two general methods of
In one, the editor uses the surediting.
face of the editing machine as a rewind
bench, and cuts and splices the film as he
In the other, the editor makes
proceeds.
notes which are passed on to another
person who subsequently does the cutting
and splicing. These notes may include
information on the number of frames dis-

placement needed for synchronism. They

sound

reel, until synchronism
frame counter shows
many frames displacement

A

attained.

lis

in this

loops are needed; and if the film is
threaded taut the displacement between

are seen,

s

ontrol

continuous and an intermittent move-

ment does not exist

operation.

controls

conveniently
ocated for the right hand, on the front of
he desk. The chromium control at left

peed

is

may

also include references to the film

Were needed

markings made by the editor, for this
machine has two film markers, one at the

jtrol

sound aperture.

pxactly

how

to achieve synchronism.
At the right of the synchronization conwheel is the speed control knob.

This alters the speed of both sound
picture reels simultaneously
imits of 2 and 56 frames/sec.

and

between

To

the

right of the speed control is a row of
switches for the amplifier, motor, etc., and
a

volume control.

The foot pedals can be
hand control, if pre-

used instead of the

and the other

at the
Figure 3 shows the
A small chip is nicked out
latter in use.
These chips drop into conof the film.

picture aperture

tainers provided for them,

which must

emptied occasionally; loose chips
might conceivably get into the drive and
scratch film, hence these special containers which make any such occurrence
be

the equipment into operaPressure on the right pedal drives
the films forward; pressure on the left

impossible are provided.
The drawers at the right and

pedal automatically disengages the for-

maage space for film, reels, splicing
for
terials, note pads and other facilities

ferred, to set

tion.

ward drive and throws in reverse drive.
Figure 2 shows the panel controls in
greater detail, and also shows the editing
machine with separate picture film and
sound film threaded in, in one of the

ways of threading.
There are two other ways of threading.
When previewing or editing combined
picture and sound prints, the picture film

three

threaded through the aperture and
then run directly to the soundhead with-

is

out loops.

Since the projection process

Torben Johnke:

of the

left

machine provide reasonable

side
stor-

efficient operation.

Figure 4 shows some of the mechanical
details

of

the

drive.

The motor

is

3-phase a-c, and has a
built-in stepless gear for continuous variaIn Fig. 4 we are
tion of driving speed.

wound

for

220

v,

machine as it would
the underits back
appear
side of it faces us and the control panel is at

looking

at

the

if laid

over on

;

the top. The chromium synchronizationcontrol wheel is just visible at the top,

Film Editor

255

Fig. 3. Film

Fig. 4.

256

marker

Underside of machine's

at the

table,
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sound aperture.

showing drive; control panel

of the

SMPTE
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at top.

Open

5.

Fig.

rolls

of film

on machine.

Fig. 6. Film

on

reel

on machine.

toward the right; from it a shaft with a
universal joint extends diagonally downward. Just right of the synchronizationcontrol wheel

from

is

the speed control knob;

a shaft extends vertically downto a sprocket;
and from this

it

ward

sprocket a chain runs leftward to the
housing of the combined motor and step-

speed control gear. The V-belt
drives to the four turntables are plainly
visible, and at the extreme left there is a
less

glimpse of one of the relays that control
and reverse the drive motor.

The machine can accommodate

either

open rolls of film, or film on reels, as
shown in Figs. 5 and 6 there is no need
to take time out and delay proceedings
merely to put film on a reel or take it off
one it can be taken either way it comes.
;

How

this

is

accomplished

is

shown

in

where the spindle for open rolls
has been lifted off and placed to one
Fig. 7,

revealing the spindle used when film
on a reel. Up to 2,000 ft of film in one

Fig. 7. Spindle for open rolls placed to
one side to show spindle for film on reels.

however, is not circular, for its
rim has been ground to a duodecagon.
Each prism face has approximately the
same dimensions as one frame; and the
rate of rotation is 2 prism faces per frame
this disk,

in the

same

direction as the film.

On emerging from this rotating
prism the light

is

projection lens and
blage of three motionless

accommodated.
The heart of the Precision Film Editor

roll

is

or reel can be

the shutterless continuous projector.

The lamp used for projection light is
actually a sound exciter lamp of 10 v,
?i amp rating. Screen illumination at
75

w

is

ample.

From the lamp the light path is
through a condenser lens and then through
the film.
Film motion is, as the pictures
show, lateral instead of vertical. After
passing through the film the light enters
and traverses a 12-side revolving prism.
This prism can be described as a disk of
optical glass as high as a frame is wide,
rotating horizontally behind the film;

Torben John ke:

These

1

2-face

beam

side,

passes through the
then into an assem-

triangular

perform three functions: by their agency the light beam is
deflected upward; the image is erected
so it will appear erect on the screen;
prisms.

latter

and, finally, the light beam is deflected
forward, above the top of the rotating
prism housing, to the screen.
In Fig. 2 the projection lamp and con-

denser lens are inside the housing nearest
Thence the light path is
the screen.
forward, through the film, toward the
Having passed through the
operator.
film, the light proceeds to and through
the rotating prism under the circular
On the near or left side of the
housing.

Film Editor
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Fig. 8.

Film editor in use, showing synchronization control.

circular housing can be seen the turret
arrangement within which are the prolens

jection

and three

little

turret the

straight

across

lamphouse

the

tri-

top of this
is

prism

projected

wheel

and

to the screen.

In operation,

this

mechanism produces

a screen image that

The image

stationary,

From the
light beam

angular prisms.

is

free

is

from

always in frame.
even at the

flicker

Because projection is nonintermittent
the film can be brought to full speed from
a standing start within one frame without danger of damage; and it can be
stopped and reversed in direction \vith
similar rapidity without danger of dam-

With

age.

intermittent

with a projection gate,

projection,
this

or

would be

impossible.

The soundhead

in Fig. 2

is

the panel

The

low projection speed of 2 frames/sec;
successive frames appear to merge into
one another. This of course is what

assemblage closest to the operator.

they do, since there is no shutter.
This nonintermittent projection system needs no gate and has none. At no

film

vertically-disposed filament.

point in the film path does the picture
area come into contact with any me-

audible a-c frequency. The photoelectric cell is inside the drum just to the rear

chanical surface.

(right) of the exciting

less.

Operation is vibrationto 24 frames/sec

At speeds up

curving hood
houses

the

motion

1-amp

at the front of the panel
Since the
exciting lamp.

is

rating,

lateral, this

It is

of 6-v,
super-

The comfort

operator has been fully considered. The
1 are cable-connected,

apparent.

and enough
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lamphousing.

of the editor or other

foot pedals of Fig.

258

a lamp with a

and powered by a

is absolutely silent; at higher
speeds some machine noise may become

operation

is

of the

SMPTE

slack in the cable has been

Vol. 60

can be drawn forward,
provided so they
For exout from under the machine.
ample, the continuity girl might put her
the film editor and
typewriter alongside
these foot pedals under her typing table.
Figure 8 shows the film editor in use.

The operator

is

relaxing comfortably,

Footage and frame counters can be
reset manually to zero at any time.
The Precision Film Editor is available
for

16mm as

7mm

well as

35mm film,

and

also

but not as yet for -in. tape.
A magnetic soundhead has been designed, and can be added to the equipfor

1

;

with his right

hand on the synchroniza-

ment shown

tion control.

The resynchronizing frame

has also been

in these pictures.
Provision
made for using headphones,

counter can be seen clearly just to right
of the exciting lamp hood ; on the other
side of that same hood is the footage

when

counter and a continuous frame counter.

distraction to the user.

so the

desired, in place of the loudspeaker
equipment can be used in a noisy

location without disturbance to others or

Torben Johnke:

Film Editor
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The Bridgamatic Developing Machine
TANNEY

By JOSEPH A.

and

EDWARD

KRAUSE

B.

A

need was felt for a reasonably priced, quickly accessible, self-contained
automatic film processor for television stations and small laboratories. This
led to the design of the Bridgamatic machine which embodies standard commercial design plus a continuous overdrive, tension-relieving devices, straight-

and ease of handling. 16mm and 35mm negative-positive and
reversal models are described. The add-a-unit idea was adopted, so the bare

line film flow

machine can

J_

later

be equipped with whatever refinements are desired.

HE GOAL OF SMALL FILM PRODUCTION

been quick processing. It
has been attained by some, like the
units has long

big-city television stations

which

telecast

"spot" newsreels of the day's events the

than changing reels.
Exposed
was to be fed into one end so it
would emerge at the other end, defixed,
washed, dried and
veloped,
other
film

same

night.
Many racetracks, too,
project an entire event within a few

reeled ready for projection or printing.
This seemed at first a comparatively
easy problem; but because film stretches

minutes after the finish. But the equipcost has been almost prohibitive

when
when

for educational institutions, small producers and commercial film studios

continuous

ment

catering to the lesser television stations.

The Bridgamatic was designed

to

fill

need for a compact, self-contained
automatic processor. After several years
this

of experiments, a practical, simple
drive mechanism was designed which

would be reasonably tamperproof and
It
require no special skills to operate.
was planned that with intelligent hanit should
keep the film moving for
hours without much operator attention,

dling

Presented

on October

8,

1952,

at

the

Society's Convention at Washington, D.C.,

by Joseph A. Tanney, who read the paper,
and Edward B. Krause, S.O.S. Cinema
Supply Corp., 602 W. 52 St., New York 19.
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it
it

wet and again contracts
is a constant and

is

dries there

variation

in

its

linearity.

was found that a fixed speed drive
would not take care of this without
manual readjustment while the machine
It

is

So,

running.

the overdrive system

was adopted.
Function of the Overdrive

This equipment operates through the

medium

of

combined

two separate drive systems
produce an overdrive on

to

the upper banks of rollers (Fig. 1), thus
eliminating any troublesome drive components immersed in the solutions. The
basic drive consists of a chain which is
driven through a conventional gearbox
and a drive motor. This in turn drives

a

series

of the

of

SMPTE

chain
Vol. 60

sprockets

synchro-

T,rrr-

Fig. 1.

Bridgamatic drive compartment with cover removed, showing individually
driven phenolic yieldable clutch pulleys.

nously, one sprocket for each bank of
rollers in the machine.
Permanently

each

sprocket is a
phenolic pulley of
the same diameter.
This serves as a
connecting medium to the secondary
drive system, thus providing the means
of operating the upper banks of laminated phenolic bakelite pulleys. A
affixed

to

laminated

chain

bakelite

and

so

chine.

on throughout the

on the film strands

pulleys decrease in diameter
from the feed-in end of the machine
through the drybox to the take-up. This
tapering diameter sheave system in-

dependency at

the

an

peripheral
overdrive

speed
in,

to produce the overdrive in the
Bridgamatic machine.
This overdrive is mathematically cal-

when the pulleys are made
amount of overdrive is positive for
the life of the machine and has no
the

overdrive

machine.

Tanney and Krause:

all

other

on

critical

spring

fine

any one section of the
For instance, in the extremely long machines used for color

and

banks of rollers, each bank rotating at
a greater rate than the one behind it,

or

adjustments.
Through this means of transmission it
is also possible to vary the amount of
pressures

upper

of,

the

Each

Significantly enough,
locking collar.
these springs in themselves contribute

culated

creases

any time.

is

and the upper pulley the driven medium.
Attached to each upper sheave is a
These upper
yieldable friction clutch.

induces

at

adjustable as to tension by a
tempered compression spring held by a

clutch

little

driven

ma-

yieldable friction clutches
hold the overdrive in check, and will
not allow any unnecessary strain or pull

connects the upper and lower
thus making the lower synchronous pulley the actuating medium
belt

pulleys,

entire

The

processing,

at

it

is

possible

Developing Machine

to

eliminate
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Fig.

2.

Operator inspecting film before making quick
machine is still running.

completely the overdriving tendency in
the drybox where the film is contracting
while it is drying.
In the usual types
of Bridgamatic machines for small
laboratory use, the overdrive is carried
through from the film entry point right
to the take-up reel.
Even the film in
the drybox has an overdrive working
there which

is

controlled

also

by the

The springs on the
yieldable clutches.
clutches are merely sufficient to place
the upper banks of rollers in operation
and the overdrive automatically takes

over

from

there.

This

place continuously in

all

action

takes

sections of the

machine, even though the movement
normally imperceptible.
262

is
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splice

while

Adjusting the Overdrive

Each individual bank or group
is adjustable to tension by

rollers

of
re-

leasing the locking collar setscrew using
an Allen wrench and compressing or

An
releasing the spring as necessary.
overall adjustment can be made quite
The film is hand
easily and simply.
held at the feed-in end and the machine
started.
Each bank of rollers will

is

in

turn

automatically stop rotating.
then released and the rollers
are observed as they resume driving.
Each bank should start successively
without hesitation the moment the
tension is released.
The first should

The

film

start,

of the

is

then the second, and so on, until

SMPTE
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Fig. 3. Interior of stainless-steel tanks showing nylon bearings, stainless-steel
shafts and other parts of inert materials.

the take-up reel

machine

is

I

;

!

i

is

turning and the entire

in operation.

If there

is

lagging, the cycle is repeated to locate
the offending bank, then the lock collar

loosened and more spring tension
applied as necessary to that particular

is

section.

When

system was being
designed one of the requirements which
seemed important was to keep the drive
mechanism completely clear of any
Anchemical contact with solutions.
other important item was to keep the

machine
free

of

this

as

drive

wide open as possible and

complicated

covers

and

in-

This was solved by
accessible places.
enclosing the entire drive mechanism in
a separate housing of its own (Fig. 1)
where it is completely out of sight and

away from
entire

film

solutions, tanks, etc.
roller
assembly can

The
be

removed from the machine in a half
hour with nothing more than an Allen
This provides for simple
periodic cleaning of the tanks and rollers

wrench.
if

Control of Film Transport

any

necessary without a total breakdown
machine with its attendant layup

of the

period.

Tanney and Krause;

Tests

made

at the factory with this

type of drive showed that

it

was

possible

run single 8mm film through the
machine without any film breakage.
A splice using only one staple did not
to

go throughout the entire process.
alleviating the stresses and strains,
this machine's drive exerts so little

let

By

driving torque that it produces a very
clean film product and reduces abrasion
marks on the base side of the film to an

absolute

minimum.

particular

section

Test strips (or any
work going

of the

may easily be removed at
any time, in any stage of processing.
This is done by simply grasping both
ends of the film to be removed, making a
quick cut and stapling the loose ends
through)

(Fig. 2).

Controls

and Connections

One

master switch controls the entire
Thus one cannot run the
machine without the heater and blower
assembly.

drybox or the refrigeration system
This prevents
also being in operation.
in the

Developing Machine

263

from coming out of the machine

film

Heliarc- welded 18-8 stainless-steel in-

tanks are regularly supplied together with stainless-steel film guides or
grids and simplified lifts at the bottom

sert

These keep the film on

of each tank.

the lower banks of rollers

when

lifted for

or

the

phenolic

threading

cleaning

All parts in contact with
bearings.
solutions are of stainless steel or other
inert materials (Fig.

This equipment requires a minimum
In the absence of permanent connections, a garden hose

the two pipe fittings protruding
from the wash tank. The lower pipe
connects to the darkroom water supply
fits

and the upper pipe

to

dram

the

or

This gives a circulating water
supply in the wash tank. If a rapid
water change is desired, a portable
drain pump is useful in several ways.
It will pump all solutions into and out
of the tanks and act as a draw-off pump

sewer.

on the upper wash drain. A smaller
pump, especially for overflow draw-off,
also available as optional

equipment.

There are three speed-change pulleys
mounted on the drive motor at the
end of the standard machine: small
for
for

negative processing, intermediate
sound-track processing and large

for positive film processing.

announced optional feature

A

is

recently

a 10 to

1

variable

speed control transmission which permits an unlimited
range of developing times from 2 min
to
20 min. This entirely enclosed
assembly is integral with the main
ratio

min for negative, 5 min
and 2 to 2f min

for

track

for

positive film. Raising solution temperatures to an average of 90 F decreases
the developing-time cycle, and increases

the machine's output considerably. An
immersion heater for the water jacket
with thermostatic control and an extra

Calrod strip heater in the drybox can
be installed as original equipment, or

added

later.

A

3).

of plumbing.

is

are 6 to 7

sound

wet.

motor, and replaces the step
with their three fixed speeds.
A variety of formulas can, of course,
be used and the raw stock suppliers

special Bridgamatic high-speed Reversal
machine to process at 100

16mm

fpm

also available.

is

It is

designed

for

ultra linear operation with but 100 ft of
leader in the machine and it allows 200

of picture to be completely processed
It operates at 125 F using a
pressurized spray and the latest prin-

ft

ciples

embodying rapid drum-type

dry-

The machine can be designed to
ing.
exit the film head or tail first, whichever

is

desired.

This unit

is

automatic, including thermostats, pumps,
filters and by-pass controls.
Savings Effected in Chemicals

The machine will operate with only
one to two gallons of developer and
produce excellent results, effecting a
considerable saving in chemicals on
small jobs.
Normally for larger runs,
quantities of 2 J to 5 gal are used. There
is
a replenishment formula furnished

with most developers and over long
periods this should be added as instructed. Ordinary hypo formulas with
hardener added are used in the third
or fixing tank. Air squeegees are
provided for blowing the water from
film

before

the drying
of course, to

enters

the

pulleys

cabinet.

can

have a compressor of proper capacity
This must
operating the squeegees.
be the type that puts out oil-free air,

provide

can

also

Index.*
*

Photo

developing and
Additional formulas

suitable

mixtures.

a

filter

is

recommended

be found in the Photo Lab

well.

The average developing

Color Processors Also Available

Lab

Index,

Morgan and

Publishers, 101 Park Ave.,

264

although

it

It is necessary,

times
Lester,
17.

New York

March 1953

as

The basic processing machine is
of a negative-positive design with four
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s

]

'

entirely

drive

fixing

]

in 3 min.

Fig. 4.

Bridgamatic TV Reversal Model showing daylight magazine,
and light-tight cover for first three tanks.

feed-in elevator

and wash.
models have an added wash
ank with spraybars. A length of
rom 200 to 400 ft of leader is required,
md tank capacity varies from 2\ to
5 gal, depending on the model, whether
16mm, 16/35mm combination or 16mm
anks:

developer, rinse, fix

Vficrofilm

1

eversal.

The most popular model
:nown as the Bridgamatic

at present

is

TV

Reversal
a nine-tank machine measuring
} ft
long, 2 ft wide and 4 ft high, weighng 650 Ib. It features a daylight
oading magazine, feed-in elevator with
indicator and
buzzer alarm,
ising
Special,

ake-up elevator, re-exposure lamp and
wo heats in the drybox (Fig. 4). Aeraion or bubble agitation with a con-

Tanney and Krause:

valve is provided for the
bleach tank, with a spray header in
the final wash.
Speed is rated controllable

The

new

High Speed Rapid Reversal pan

films

servatively

at

750

ft/hr.

recently introduced (such as Du Font's
931) have increased this speed ap-

proximately 50%. The machine is
made for operation under average room
lighting and consumes but 20 amp.
These machines are now also custom
built to a variety of speeds and sizes,

from 16mm to 70mm. Two new
models are being built for the new

Eastman Negative-Positive Color Process
or Ansco Negative-Positive Color ProcIt may soon no longer be necesess.
sary for the film producer to think of
Developing Machine
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Fig.

5.

of Bridgamatic 16/35mm machine showing
design with all major parts instantly accessible.

Top view

straight-line

terms of outside laboratory
Heretofore color
processing machines were huge, costly
color

in

work and expense.

and cumbersome, and

certainly only an

investment for the largest commercial
laboratories since the cost of chemicals
alone

was

tremendous.

This

small,

reasonably priced color processor is
expected to save many times its cost in
a short time as the most expedient way
of processing and controlling color
quality on the spot, without the delays

and accelerated production costs which
go with expensive retakes.
Add-a-Unit Construction

The

basic

Bridgamatic machine of
its bare essentials may

any model with
266
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be installed

first.

are required in

an

Certain attachments
such as:

all installations

compressor to activate air squeea drain
supply aeration;
pump for changing solutions and cleaning out the tanks; air and water filters;
and a film stapler with rust-resistant
air

gees

and

Other recommended attachments are: recirculating pumps and

staples.

draw-off pumps;
time-delay
filters;
feed-in or take-up elevators; refrigeration with temperature controls; daylight
loading magazine; sub-base to house

and to raise the machine
more convenient working height;

accessories

to a
re-

plenishment system; hydraulic speedcontrol system; and top overflow and
All may be
bottom drain valves.
of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

urchased as original equipment or some
may be added later. Permanently
ffixed units which involve plumbing
lould be incorporated with the original
nits

lachine.

The advantages of this add-a-unit
rrangement are considerable, for the
lachine's usefulness can be expanded as
ic

needs

Budgets often

arise.

arbi-

amount which can be
one time, so breaking up the

arily limit the

pent at

smaller

into

quipment

components

circulated solutions dispersed
tanks?

within the

Mr. Krause: What we use is a stainlesspump and the developer
is drawn down
through the input end of the
pump and then is pumped back in through
a stainless-steel line to the tank and through
stainless-steel barrels which have various
steel recirculating

size

holes

depending upon the solution
pumps and we use
impingement jets of solution below the
tanks and the size of the

surface of the solution

itself.

Hollywood): With
is it
type of overdrive mechanism
not true that if the film stops in, let's say,

roves a distinct advantage.

Ralph

Lovell

(NBC,

this
iase of

Servicing

parts are instantly and
complete
asily accessible (Fig. 5).
nockdown service job can be done in a

Important

w

A

hours right

on the premises where
installed.
Major re-

ne machine is
lacements can be
lost

made

quickly,

assemblies are standard

and

as

inter-

There are no expensive
ihangeable.
jigging or erection costs as the machine
s shipped ready to plug in and operate.
Extreme portability and comparative
ight weight enhance the utility of the
iipparatus, while the cost makes it a
practical equipment for even the smallest
rganization
seeking automatic film

Drocessing

equipment.

the drybox, or somewhere near the end of
the machine, the film in the developer end

continue

will

and

thus

section.

Mr. Krause:

not allow the film
the overdrive will
admit only enough film to break the
driving traction between the driving rollers
and the film itself. From that point on,
the film remains in a static position until
normal operation is resumed. Unless
the film was deliberately held manually
in the drybox, this condition could not
to

"tangle,"

It will

since

occur.

Mr.
in

do you have any filter
chemical developer recirculation

Lovell: Also,

the

Mr.

Krause: Yes,

stainless-steel

(Eastman Kodak Co.)
v what method or channels are the reElias

overdrive

system?

Discussion
Bernard L.

to

produce tangled film in the developing

:

Tanney and Krause:

filters

we

use

between

and our recirculating pump

the

our

Fulflo

tanks

to filter out

the small particles.

Developing Machine
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An accelerated interest in stereoscopic photography has been inspired in
recent years by the appearance of compact, well-designed cameras and viewing devices marketed at moderate prices. These new products and their increasingly widespread use support the belief that any art such as stereoscopic
representation depends for popularity, indeed for survival, on the equipment
available to enable people to practice the art.

JL HAT AN APPRECIATION and understanding of stereoscopic vision has existed for a long time is evident from
Euclid's definition:

To
eye

see in relief is to receive by

the simultaneous impression

means of each
of two dis-

to be flourishing again as it did half a
with one principal differcentury ago
ence: it is a participating art instead of
simply a spectator art. More and more
people are not only viewing threedimensional pictures, but they are taking
them with their own cameras. The

similar images of the same object.
this definition by Euclid (280 B.C.)
the entire stereo art is based.
And that

looks as

stereoscopic representation has long been
practiced is borne out by the stereoscopic

an increasing number of camera enthusi-

On

drawings of Giovanni Battista della
Porta around the year 1 600. How della
Porta's drawings and similar drawings of
other artists of that era were viewed
is
not known. But it is well known
the

of stereoscopic
popularity
a peak about 50
years ago when the stereoscope was virNow, although
tually a parlor fixture.
that

pictures

reached

the parlor stereoscope is instead a mupiece, the art of stereoscopy appears

popularity of stereoscopic photography
if it is here to stay.
With a wider
appreciation of its possibilities, and with
asts trying their skills at stereoscopy, its

possible eventual widespread acceptance
as the ultimate form of photographic

realism

may one day come

about.

Early Viewing Devices

One

of the

first

known viewing

devices

was the Wheatstone Stereoscope (Fig. 1),
which was described before the Royal
Society in 1838 by Sir Charles Wheat-

seum

stone sixteen years after Niepce produced
the first permanent photographic image.

Reprinted from PSA Journal, The Journal
The Photographic Society of America,
Inc., Nov. and Dec. 1951, Jan. and Feb.
1952.
The author is president of Loucks
& Norling Studios, 245 W. 45th St., New
York 19, N.Y.

This instrument supported a pair of pictures on easels clamped to a bar, one at
each end. Midway between the picThe
tures were mirrors facing them.
observer saw the reflected images and
was able to fuse them provided they were

of
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-EASELS
BAR

Fig.

1.

Diagram of the Wheatstone Stereoscope.

Fig.

the

the principles of
This ar-

2. Illustrating

Brewster

Stereoscope.

rangement for prisms was used for
pictures whose centers were farther
apart than the normal human interocular.

But its
properly spaced and aligned.
unwieldiness contributed to its lack of
popularity.

The

first

practical stereoscope

was

in-

vented by a Scotsman, Sir David Brewster, who introduced it in 1849 (Fig. 2).
This was modified by Oliver Wendell
Holmes some years later in America.
In its early form, the Brewster stereoscope
contained a pair of prisms which, in
1856, were replaced by segments of a
convex lens. The Brewster and Holmes
stereoscopes were used for viewing paper
stereograms.

Later, several Europeans

brought out a large variety of viewers for
transparencies, frequently
cabinet form (Fig. 3).
Just about the

in

elaborate

and novel lens-holding viewers.

The accompanying

illustration of

first

was introduced, there appeared some stereoscopic Daguerreotype

stereoscope

The

one of

these stereogram products is provided
through the courtesy of Mr. Douglas

Stapleton (Fig.

handsome

4).

It is

mounted

in a

provided with a viewer
containing a pair of convex lenses, with
centers spaced 2\ in. apart.
The pictures, peculiarly enough, are spaced only
2 in. apart, introducing a little difficult}
case,

in viewing, but fusion can be attained.

The name

of this device

is

"Macher's

Improved Stereoscope," patented March
It was made in Philadelphia.
8, 1853.
Unfortunately, many stereoscopes had
"eye-strain" as a built-in feature.

time Brewster's

J. A. Norling:

portraits

Many

stereograms were poor in definition and
contrast,
faults,

and sloppily mounted.

These

working together, probably pro-

Stereoscopic Art

A
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Fig. 3.

of

A

variety
cabinet

early

stereoscopes.
Courtesy

Robert

of

N. Dennis.

Fig. 4.

A

stereoscopic daguerreotype

with lens stereoscope.

Fig.

Three

5.

stereoscopic

still

cameras. Left,
Richard.
Stereo

Center,

Graphic.

Right, lea.
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i

vided one reason for the loss of popularity
of the stereoscope.

Amateurs who

kept alive their instereoscopy had to perform a
number of operations not required in
still

terest in

photography,

ordinary

such

as

the

and mounting of the pair of
These requirements made

transposition
pictures.

many

up

give

the pursuit of the art.
Holmes called a photo-

Oliver Wendell

graph "a mirror with a memory," and it
was this pioneer in the art who christened
the stereoscopic picture "sun sculpture."

The "sculpture" in a stereogram is
naciously remembered and details are

plane shutter.
pair on a 5 X 7

It

took the stereoscopic

in. plate.

The Europeans, principally the French
and the Germans, have been very active
in stereoscopy and have
produced a
wide range of cameras and other stereoA well-designed French
scopic devices.
camera was the Richard Verascope,
which accommodated both plates and
roll
films.
Separate magazines were
furnished for each.
The one shown as a
part of Fig. 5 took the pictures on 7 X 13
cm plates; Verascopes were also made
in 6 X 13 cm and 45 X 107 mm sizes.

te-

A

re-

between the elements of

single guillotine-type shutter operates
their two lenses.

tained that are soon forgotten in a "flat"

Shutter

picture.

provided.

speeds

up

to

y^

sec

were

Other similar European cameras made

Binocular Vision

The

pictures a good deal smaller than

the

made

pic-

horizontal

and

but some

sensations received by the eyes are
transmitted to the brain where, in a

original Richard,
tures as large as

psychic assembly room, the two disparate
images are fused together, so that we become conscious of relief in the view. But

4 in. vertical.
The German lea contained a valuable feature usually overlooked by makers of stereoscopic camThis was a provision for changing
eras.

fusion cannot be accomplished without
strain unless the two images are of ex-

in.

the lens spacing for principal objects at

and the "picture"
axes aim at the same points.
Inability
to fuse exists in an eye disorder called
"diplopia" in which double images are
seen, and in "anesikonia," the term applied when the eyes form images of differ-

distances.
The lea's lenses
move toward each other, reducing the
lens interaxial when focusing on a near
object, and spread farther apart when

ent sizes or shapes.

later

actly the

The

same

3^

Stereo

Still

size

different

This is a feafocusing on a far object.
ture of great importance and is discussed

some detail. Probably, other
camera makers will some day

in

stereo

Camera

make

A

devices to provide the highly useful
often necessary varying interaxial.
were built into the camera, there

stereoscopic camera not having
matched lenses can be said to have

and

"anesikonia," as can projectors with unmatched lenses. If the images on the
screen do not align properly, the projec-

would be no necessity for using smaller
slide masks that cut down the sides of the

tor has "diplopia," and the observer's
eyes will have to perform acrobatic feats

we

to attain fusion, and in the process, will
suffer strain.
Veracity in a stereogram

only if it is taken properly.
Stereoscopic cameras were made in
scores of styles throughout the past hundred years (Fig. 5). Among the most
exists

widely used American stereoscopic cameras was the Stereo Graphic with a focal
J. A. Norling:

The

If

it

image

to attain satisfactory viewing, as
recommended practice for close-

find

ups made by many modern cameras.
Undoubtedly, the camera most

re-

sponsible for the resurrection of interest
in the three-dimensional art is the Stereo
This camera was the first in the
Realist.

modern development of the stereo art
which has features that appeal to amateur

photographers,

particularly those
color transpar-

who have been making

Stereoscopic Art

A
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Fig. 6. Single lens

encies on

ular

35mm

Like most popminiature cameras,

film.

'"single-eye"

Realist

the

camera mounted on a

has

coupled

range-finder

focusing, easy-to-learn controls, and in
contrast with earlier cumbersome camit fits

eras,

"Slide

A

the hand.

Board"

for Stereo Still Lifes

single lens

make

camera can be used

stereoscopic pictures of

still

will

be of exactly the same size, and there
be none of the faults contributed by a

The slide
board may be a simple one made of
pair

of

unmatched

lenses.

wood, but the precision provided by
metal construction is much to be preSlide boards can be made as
long as desired, but there is little use for
one that permits a camera shift of more
than 3 or 4 in., except for very special
ferred.

purposes.

With a

be only a few millimeters (Fig. 8).
board enormously extends the

may
The

slide

range of effects offered by stereoscopic
photography, and it is an economical and
convenient method for the person who
would like to start in stereoscopy without
first buying a two-lens camera.

Kennedy

slide

March 1953

Stereo

Camera

Even without a

slide board, the single

is large enough, can
be employed to produce stereograms of
excellent quality.
Its usefulness seems

lens, if its

aperture

to fall only in the still-life field, since the
effective aperture employed for each

image
system

is

The
and was de-

of a rather low order.

is

simplicity
and built

itself,

by Prof. Clarence
Smith College, in cooperation with Dr. Edwin H. Land and Otto
Professor Kennedy
E. Wolff (Fig. 9).
had employed it principally to obtain
signed

Kennedy

large

board, closeup stereograms can be made of objects so small and
272

so enlarged, that the interaxial spacing

to
life

subjects by mounting one camera on a
"slide board" (Figs. 6 and 7).
Because
only a single lens is used, both images
will

board.

slide

of

stereograms

of

sculptures.

Its

diagrammatic representation shows that
only a part of each lens is used for form-

Journal of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

Fig. 7.

A

simple slide board: A, sliding

member; B, camera screw (^-20); C,
main body; D, bushing for tripod screw;
E, spirit level; F, holes to clear screw
driver so camera may be attached to

A

from below; G, angle brass; H, brass
K, pointer; L, scale (paper

strip; J, stops;

or cloth tape).

Fig. 8.

Stereogram of a watch movement (lens interaxial 5 mm).

LEFT DIAPHRAGM

RIGHT DIAPHRAGM

principle of the
stereoscopic single lens camera.

Fig. 9. Illustrating the

Kennedy
J. A. Norling:

The
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ing each member of the stereoscopic pair.
If the lens has a large enough diameter to

accommodate

the desired result, the two

individual lens "stops" can be separated
to the required spacing called for by the

geometry of the stereogram's planned

mm

A lens of large diameter, 75
use.
or
more, must be used. Its focal length is
determined by the type of stereograms
A large diameter demands
to be made.
a lens of long focal length. Consequently, this particular process

is

limited

Because of the
stereograms.
large size of many stereograms used this
way, projection would introduce many
to

still

problems.

Viewing boxes are used

in-

stead.

the eyeballs, whether they are
crossedj
toward each other or straightened toi
parallel, and infinity, is the recording device which informs the brain about thei

length of the convergent triangle. Hence
the brain can infer with reasonable
accuracy, depths, from a fe\v inches to
the better part of a mile."
Versatile Stereo

While the amateur has available a

navigation and solid geometry
They provide the student an
(Fig. 10).
unusually effective portrayal of spatial
Some of Prof. Rule's
relationships.
celestial

drawings have been published in vectograph form as an adjunct to classroom
The vectograph method is distexts.
cussed later in this article.

In the illustration field, Paul H. Stone
has produced a number of striking
With his kind permission,
stereograms.
we are able to publish one of his remarkable creations which he has entitled
"Clinical Study of How Stereo Registers
to the Brain" (Fig. 11).
Mr. Stone has

a theory which makes interesting reading
on the subject of how the eyes work
"Our two eyes scan every pin-point of
:

a scene, as rapidly as a television beam
from top to bottom, side to side, and,
most important, from near to far. It is
less the focus of each cornea than the
;

convergence of the two beams of vision

of stereoscopic cameras
there are no well-

\\ide

selection

and

accessories,

designed cameras for the professional.
If he wants to go into stereoscopy, viri
tually the only thing he can find is an old
Stereo Graphic in a second hand store,

or

Stereographic Drawings and Paintings
A more or less obscure form of the 3-D
art is the rendering of Stereographic
drawings and paintings. As a teaching
aid, Prof. John T. Rule of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
has
introduced such novel drawings for

Camera

if

leas.

he is fortunate, one of the excellent
But neither of these has all the

features required

A

by the serious worker.
stereoscopic camera

professional

should contain, as principal features, a
means for varying the lens interaxial and
a means for converging the picture axes

on any desired plane.
Probably the

easiest

way

to

show what

a versatile stereoscopic camera is like is to
describe one of several types designed by
the author (Figs. 12, 13a and 13b).

The diagram shows the plan view layout.
The assembly comprises two camera
bodies mounted on a common base.
Each has its own lens, but the lenses are
mounted in a unique way, pointing off at
right angles,

one to the

left,

the other to

In front of each lens
the right.
surface mirror whose face is 45

is

a

first

to the

A righthand-lefthand screw
provides a means for moving the camera
bodies together or apart, thus controlling

lens axis.

This spacing
interaxial spacing.
can be varied from 1^ to 6 in., permit-

the

ting satisfactory setting for objects as
The
close as 4^ ft, using 7-in. lenses.

assemblies which carry the lenses and
moveable for a small

front mirrors are

distance forward

makes

and backward.

This

which telegraphs a sense of depth, of

possible to converge the picture
The images
axes to any plane desired.

distance to the brain.

are framed within metal masks which

"I believe the actual muscular pull on
274
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so they
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can retract

for the

JOHN
Fig. 10.

Fig.

A

T.

RULt

stereographic drawing illustrating a geometrical
problem. Courtesy Prof. John T. Rule.

11. Stereoscopic painting.

MOVEABLE

FOR

CONVERGENCE
CONTROL

Courtesy Paul

.

.

t

t

\

J

H.

Stone.

MOVEABLE FOR
CONVERGENCE

CONTROL
INSIDE

IRROR

LE.

J FRONT MIRRORS LJ
LENS
R.E. LENS

FILM
Fig. 12.

Diagram

illustrating the

special

still

J. A. Norling:

arrangement of components of a

picture stereoscopic camera.
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CONTROL
Fig. 13a.

A

versatile

still

stereoscopic camera, one of several designed

insertion of the film holders dark slide.
These masks accurately define the picture areas, and if the convergence con-

properly used, the masked margins
provide precise registration for mounting.
It should be emphasized that precise
trol is

alignment of the pictures is an absolute
requirement for projected stereograms.
If not precisely aligned, the 3-D pictures
cannot be viewed with complete visual
comfort,

workers

is

and the goal of the serious
and should be nothing short of

mitted by the size of the mirror. Of
course, the "left eye" camera (in the

have its image
but that is unimbecause the negative can be

arrangement shown)
reversed

will

left for right,

portant
turned back to normal in printing.
The mirrors should be the pellicle
type, such as are used in some colorseparation still cameras.
Satisfactory
results have been obtained with thin
glass

close to the picture area that permits a
cue mark for the purpose of quickly

used

because a second

show

in

facilitating

the

This camera

is

used mostly for making color 3-D slides,
although it has been used to make master
black-and-white negatives for vecto-

author.

This method permits the interaxiai to
be varied from zero to the limit per-

complete visual comfort in viewing.
The mask on the right has a small hole

thus
it,
identifying
assembly of the pairs.

by the

mirrors, -% in. thick or thereabouts.
thick glass mirror cannot be

A

mirror.

reflection

will

the image picked up by the
If a thin glass mirror is used,

secondary reflection will not be
separated far enough from the primary
image to become discernible if the mirror
the

is

mounted

at

about 57, as shown

in the

graphs and anaglyph stereograms.
One arrangement that can be employed to attain the variable interaxiai
feature is illustrated in Fig. 14.
In this
arrangement a partially reflective, partially transmittive mirror is used, one
camera being placed behind the mirror,

diagram.
If a pellicle mirror is used it must be
mounted in a frame that will afford the

the other being placed so that it receives
the image by reflection from the par-

fronted with just about the same problems as the conventional still photog-

tially silvered first surface of the mirror.

rapher, plus a few extra problems that
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facility for stretching
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still

it

taut.
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is

con-

Fig. 13b.

Rear view of camera showing the picture mask.

MOVEABLE,- PARALLEL
TO PLANE OF
MIRROR

l

|

k-H

PELLICLE
MIRROR
50% REFLECTING 50% TRANSMITTING

Fig. 14. Illustrating an arrangement that provides a variable lens

RE CAMERA

interaxial using a partially trans-

mitting pellicle mirror.

are peculiar to stereo.
Interocular distances, interaxial distances and converg-

ence problems are some of the extras
which lie only in the province of stereo.
But they are soon mastered and the
pleasure derived from their mastery is

rewarding indeed.

A

difference in focal length between
camera of more than

the lenses of a stereo

0.5%

will

produce

images

J. A. Norling:

differing

The

in size to cause eyestrain when
pictures are projected.
If glass filters arc used on the lenses,

enough

may be enough "wedging" in the
assembly to throw the picture axes
out of line. This is not serious if the misalignment is along the horizontal, but it
may be significant if it is along the vertithere

filter

cal,
it

and when the

may be found

Stereoscopic Art
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pictures are projected,
that they have disturbing
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LEFT EYE

how nearby object images are cut
image axes do not converge on objects.

Fig. 16. Illustrating

ject should be permitted to invade the

plane where the window exists if that
object "touches" any part of the window
If it does, the result is a distracting border which gives non-coincidental image reconstitution.

frame.

If the

"window"

is

at infinity, as

it

will

be with parallel lens axes, the illusion
will be that foreground middle distance
and part of the far distance planes are
between the window and the observer, a
totally

To

abnormal

effect.

create a proper
masks framing the

window

illusion the

images must be
identically alike in shape and size and
their horizontal margins must be level.
Masks can be of any shape. For instance a keyhole mask will provide a
stereoscopic view through a keyhole, an
anomalous effect since keyholes are so
small that real-life peering through one is
limited to one eye.
Where objects do not touch the window frame (the picture margins), they
can be permitted to come through the
window and even made to seem suspended in space between the screen and
the observer.
In table-top photography,
one can produce this effect by mounting
the subject on glass, being sure it is well
inside the picture area and not touching
J. A. Norling:

The

off

when

margins at any point. Convergence
to occur behind the subject.
Viewing comfort is then readily achieved.
its

is

made

Convergence is best accomplished by
moving the lenses, not by "toeing-in" the
camera bodies. Toe-in introduces a
"keystone" distortion that makes the
right edge of the left-eye picture shorter
than the left edge, and the left edge of
the right-eye picture shorter than its
This kind of disright edge (Fig. 17).
tortion may not be considered important,
and will be tolerated by some people,
but it is one of the things to be avoided if
the stereo worker wants to insure that his

projected stereograms provide complete
visual comfort.

To make
picture, the

a satisfactory stereoscopic

camera must be

level

and

to

images successfully, there
must be no vertical displacement between them and they should not "roIn other
tate" one with the other.
words, the angular alignment has to be
the same for both members of the pair.
We may work our interaxial problem
out by "rule of thumb." Stereograms
project

the

that are perfectly acceptable,

framed

in projection,

if

properly

can be made by

taking pictures only of objects further
than 50 times the interaxial employed.
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DISTORTION
IN

IN

LEFT EYE IMAGE

DISTORTION
RIGHT EYE IMAGE

Fig. 17. Left, the distortion resulting

method

Right, a

(This

is

for

camera

lenses of the

medium

This rule
usually employed.)
limits the nearest object to a distance of
angle

10

ft

with an interaxial of 2^ in. It is
an extreme if 2^- in. is used

violated to

for a 5-ft distant object,

cated interaxial

is

where the

indi-

in.

1^

Modern Viewing and

Projection

Bringing out a modern camera for 3-D
use was not enough to stimulate the rebirth of interest in the stereoscopic art.
There had to be some device enabling

people

to

the

see

3-D

picture.

The

manufacturer of the Stereo-Realist appreciated this from the outset, and accordingly brought out an individual
viewer.
Similar camera-viewer combinations have appeared since the Realist made its debut.
But an individual

viewing
obvious

device

is

hampered

shortcoming;

it

by

limits

an
the

pleasure of looking at a 3-D picture to
one person at a time. This short-

coming does not apply, however, to
projected stereo pictures.
Shortly after
the introduction of camera-viewer com-

became
projector
available and it enables many people at
the same time to see and enjoy the same
binations,
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from the "toe-in" of camera lenses

of convergence to overcome distortion.
stereo pictures.

There are now several
on the mar-

stereoscopic slide projectors
ket, all more or less alike.

In addition to the added enjoyment

it

provides, the projection of stereograms
to fill a large screen does one more thing

that the individual and personal stereoscope never can accomplish, and that is
to create the feeling that the scene is big.

While it is perfectly true that the picture
on the screen may be of the same angle of
view as the same picture mounted in a
stereoscope, and that theoretically there
should be no physical reason why the.
scene elements should not appear the
same in each, looking through a stereo-

scope very often gives one the feeling
that he is looking at a miniature, and he
has that feeling whether or not the scene

was photographed normally.

Perhaps

the fact that the picture

small in

dimension gives

is itself

rise to the feeling that

the original scene must likewise be small.
Most stereograms made today are in
the form of slides which are looked
through a hand-held viewer or seen

projected images.
illuminated viewer

Some

viewers,

The hand-held,
is

at

as

self-

a familiar device.

including

the

Realist,

have provision for a variable lens spac-
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Fig. 18. Illustrating the principle of polarized light stereoscopic projection.

Fig. 19.

a

ing

valuable

feature

tributes to visual comfort.

Realist

image

is

|-

Various types of Polaroid 3-D viewers.

in.

that

The

con-

Stereo-

wide and if

in.

mask sizes such
high, and 1-|- in.

high, but there are other

wide by -J in.
All can be
by J~| i n high.
mounted in the standard If X 4 in.
glass, which will go into the slide carriers
of the new stereoscopic projectors.
For
as

1

wide

in.

.

J. A. Norling:

The

professional type slides, each member of
the stereo pair is made up in standard

3^ X 4 in. glass, and put into a holder
which accommodates the two members
side

by

side.

Projection of stereo slides requires the
use of polarizing filters, one for each lens,

an aluminum-surfaced screen, and polar3-D viewers (Figs. 18 and 19).

izing
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Fig.

views

20.

made

Stereoscopic

by

high-

speed flash, 1 jusec exposure at f/9 in Ektachrome.

The projection filters are arranged
with their polarization axes slanting 45
from the

vertical,

one slanting to the

right, the other to the left.

The

viewers

have polarizing filters which also "slant"
in the same manner.
Consider the light
from the righthand lens, with a polarization axis slanting toward the left.
The
light reflected from the screen can be
seen through only the right-eye polarizing
filter, because it too has the same left-

hand

slant while the left-eye filter has a
from that of its
righthand slant, 90
mate. Thus the "right-eye" light is
blocked from reaching the left eye, and

the light to

The

become ordinary

light again.
that the two images will be
both eyes, and will look jumbled

result

is

seen by
like a double exposure.
Plastic screens are now available for

rear projection of polarized light stereograms. Rear projection adds a brilliant

quality quite different from the reflection
method, although a "hot spot" may be
disturbingly apparent unless arrangements are made to keep the spectator's
eyes

and the projection

axis

from

lining

up.

reaching the right eye.
The reason for using an aluminumsurfaced screen is that this type of surface
will not disturb the polarization of the
A fabric or glass-beaded screen
light.

For extremely dramatic stereogram
in. wide can
be thrown by a projector containing two
1200-w bulbs and a pair of 18-in. //3.8i
lenses.
With a picture this wide, an
audience is usually given to "oh-ing"
and "ah-ing" with delight and surprise
as each successive stereogram appears on

will cause the polarization to disappear,

the screen.

the

282
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light

is

blocked
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Hyperstereoscopy
the term applied
Hyperstereoscopy
when an interaxial base several times
is

normal

in

ployed

admirably to reveal distant de-

serves
tails

It has often been emmountain photography and

used.

is

in

relief.

The

base employed

yd or more.

often 100

is

Care must be

taken not to include any foreground,
otherwise one image will contain elements not present in the other, and it will
be impossible properly to fuse the stereogram. Since mountains can usually be
to stand still for a long
time to set up the camera
and to transport it from one extreme of

depended upon
time, there

is

the interaxial base to

the other.

But

clouds are not so considerate in "staying
as mountains, so the exposures

put"

should be

made on a

cloudless day.

Hyperstereograms, properly made, require that certain rules for determining
the interaxial be followed.
The simplest one is

d

I

where d
object,

is

A

word

of warning concerning hyper-

stereoscopy

:

it

does not seem to produce

satisfactory results for close-up objects,
and certainly will not do so if such stereo-

grams are projected.

so for close

graphing a golf

ball at a distance of one
and using a wide interaxial will produce a stereogram which makes the golf
ball appear egg shaped, and golf balls

foot

having this shape give neither the player
nor the viewer any pleasure (Fig. 20).
often employed for special purposes.
Such stereograms often reveal things not

50

distance to the farthest and

readily apparent in a flat picture.
They
are particularly useful in the study of

machine elements
other

kinds

three

high-speed

stereograms the most vivid
without eyestrain in view-

made

for

relief possible

is

object is so great that it throws distortion
into the images.
For instance, photo-

50 the divisor whose use assures success.
Keeping within the limits prescribed
will give the

This

objects because the angle formed between the two lenses at the base and the

is
-T-

the distance to the nearest

D the

000 miles, which is the distance traversed
by our planet in its orbit during a 24-hr
Other stereograms of this planet
period.
made with an even greater base disclosed
clearly the separation of its unusual rings
one from another and from the planet.

High-speed stereoscopic photography

XD

D-d

pair of which required the movement of
Earth through space that was the equivalent of an interaxial base of about 1 ,000,-

Hyperstereoscopy has been employed
to make stereograms of bodies in the
solar system where even the mean diameter of the earth often proves insufficient
as an interaxial base.
Stereograms of
most planets have been made and interesting data has thus been obtained.
Included has been the discovery of a
planetoid, which was found as the result
of this type of stereoscopic survey,

and

it

was appropriately named Stereoscopia
in tribute to the method.
Stereograms
of the moon have been made which reveal intimate details of its craters and
seas.
Some of the most remarkable have
been those of Saturn and its rings, one
J. A. Norling:

The

motion and

"strobe"

A

for

series

shots

of

were

United States Rubber Com-

to prove the behavior of a golf ball.
illustrations show the impact of the

pany

The

ing.

in

of research.

club head, the "flattening-out" of the
ball before leaving the tee,

and the

ball

few inches ahead of the club.
These shots were made on Ektachrome
in its flight a

film at a speed of one-millionth of a secusing one of Prof. Harold E.

ond,

Edgerton's newer flash units. Prof.
Edgerton and Henry Lester worked together in obtaining these shots.

The

pictures showed no "eggshape" distortion which would have resulted if an interaxial larger than called

projected

for

by the object distance had been em-

ployed.

No graphic means, besides the stereogram, can substitute for the re-creation
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16mm

two

mounted

Magazine

Cine-Kodaks,

so their lens axes could con-

verge on any desired plane (Fig. 21).

He

selected

Magazine Cine-Kodaks

be-

cause they were the most adaptable at
that time (1940) for mounting at the
normal 2^-in. interaxial.
Since this

camera arrangement requires two

strips

of film, he found it necessary to rig
up
interlocked projectors to show his pictures.
Accordingly, he selected two

&

16mm projectors and inthem mechanically (Fig. 22).
Carl Breer has had a lot of fun with his

Bell

Howell

terlocked

stereoscopic motion pictures, not only in

taking pictures and exhibiting them to
his family and friends, but also in
devising
the ways and means.

35mm
Fig. 21. Interlocked

16mm

cameras for
Courtesy Carl

stereoscopic photography.
Breer.

of the "real" in a

still-life,

and

in stereo

movies realism reaches the ultimate, for
they can include movement, color, and
principles

engineering and development program.
Occasionally, at the meetings of the
Society of Motion Picture and TeleEngineers, the subject of 3-D
motion pictures is introduced. There is
usually a remarkable response from the
members present, and also from the press.

vision

action as well as depth.

The

Stereoscopic Motion Pictures

seems incredible to many of us who
have worked with 3-D pictures that the
vast motion picture industry does not
have an extensive stereoscopic research,
It

employed

in

photo-

graphing

and

pictures.

The same fundamental

projecting stereoscopic
slides also apply to stereoscopic motion
re-

quirement that each eye sees only the
picture intended for it also applies to the

moving stereogram.

The
but

it

art of stereoscopy has "sex appeal"
seems to have excaped the con-

centrated attention of most of the people
The men in the
in the Hollywood area.
drivers' seats of the

Stereoscopic Motion Pictures for the

Amateur

The experimentally

inclined

camera

most

That the industry could
to combat television's
capture of more and more of the theater
3-D movies.

enthusiast will get a lot of thrills in making and projecting stereoscopic movies.

use

Some have done it, others are planning
new field. To encourage
those who are thinking about it, I shall

audience

to enter this

the experiences of one avid fan,
Carl Breer, Vice-President and Director
of Research of Chrysler Corp.
He has
cite

the
provided
accompanying
photographs illustrating his camera and
projector arrangements.
His first camera hook-up consisted of

kindly
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movie industry have,

part, failed to have a vital
personal interest in and understanding of

for the

something
is

undeniable.

Stereo movies

might well induce people to return to
But
their former favorite amusement.
the return is likely to come about in the
mass only if the film theater gives them
something they can't get on a 17-in.
television tube,

namely the ultimate

in

photographic realism, the stereoscopic
movie in full color, with all the dramatic
possibilities that are only waiting to be
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Fig. 22.

The

appreciated.

]

I

i

Two 16mm

projectors interlocked for stereoscopic projection.

enthusiastic

public

That

their success should

have indicated

reception given some earlier stereo movies,
and the dollar profits from these movies

further pursuit of the anaglyph process
seems logical. But the producers had,

are a matter of record.

from the

Newer, better
and
was

stereo techniques are now available,
the reason for introducing them

never more pressing.

as novelties

The Anaglyph

One

of

beginning, realized the inherent limitations of the anaglyph process and concluded that films exhibited
by that process would only be adequate

the early
exhibitions

and noteworthy

and would never be

toler-

ated for full-length feature releases.
This conclusion was arrived at by a rec-

stereoscopic

ognition of the visual "insult" resulting

motion pictures occurred in 1924, when
J. F. Leventhal produced a few "shorts"
There
utilizing the anaglyph process.
followed an 1 1 -yr lull in the use of stereoThen, in 1935, Loucks &
scopic films.
Norling Studios and Mr. Leventhal

from the projection of one color to one
eye and its complementary to the other.
This sort of delivery of images, one color
to one eye, another to its mate, produces
"retinal rivalry" and brings on physi-

theatrical

of

produced a series of short films
again employing the anaglyph principle,
These
this time in talking picture form.
films, which were called Audioscopiks,
were released by Loews, Inc., and proved
to be some of the most successful short

jointly

winning not only
domestic acceptance, but an unprecedented play in the foreign field, notably

subjects ever issued,

in

France,

Spain

and Great

J. A. Norling:

Britain.

The

ological disturbances that may induce
nausea in some observers if they look at

the anaglyph movie longer than a few

minutes.
the anaglyph
Since this process
has played an important role in the advance of the stereoscopic art, it would be
well to describe

vention

who

is

it

here briefly.

credited to

applied

Stereoscopic Art

it

A

Its in-

Ducos du Hauron,

in 1895,

Reprint

although there

Fig.

Howell

Above, Bell &
camera inter-

23.

35mm

locked for stereoscopic photogSimultaneous focusraphy.
ing of the lenses is effected by
rack and gears.
Below, Bell

& Howell 35mm interlocked
cameras provided with threecolor filter wheels for making
stereoscopic

negatives

color-separation
successive-

by the

exposure method. Used only
"stop-motion" work.

for
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is

some evidence that

its possibilities

had

been explored many years before that.
In one form, the anaglyph images are

on two separate

One member

films.

of

the stereoscopic pair is projected through
a filter of one color, the other through a

having a color complementary to
In another form, the
first.
one that was used for Audioscopiks, the
anaglyph images are printed in complefilter

that of the

mentary colors directly on film and prowithout
jected in a standard projector
filters.

The

projected images are viewed with
windows of the same

spectacles having
colors as the colors

on the

orange for the right-eye

screen.

filter

Red-

and blue-

The
green for the left are often used.
red-orange filter in the viewing
right-eye

renders the blue-green righteye image in monochrome and the lefteye blue-green filter renders the redspectacle

orange left-eye
chrome. Since

image

also

dyes

and

in

mono-

pigments

hardly ever are capable of transmitting
only the color they are supposed to transmit, there is rarely a complete "cutting"
of one color; some of it always comes
through so that part of the blue-green

Polaroid Corp., invented the

and

tical

efficient

synthetic

spread use of the present

methods of stereoscopic

Stereoscopic Motion Pictures at the
World's Fair

The
of a

first

large-scale public exhibition

35mm

stereoscopic motion picture

with excellent picture quality took place
in 1939 at the New York World's Fair.
That year a black-and-white film was
shown. The following year a similar

was exhibited

subject

More than

five million

and they're

them.

Some of the production and

still

The camera assembly for the blackand-white picture consisted of two Bell &
Ho well professional 35mm cameras
mounted so that one was "upside down"
This
in relation to the other (Fig. 23).
was done so that the lenses could be
brought close together. Even with this
arrangement, the interaxial was not
It

ideal.

was fixed at 3| in. although
showed that some scenes

"other-eye" image.
Good picture quality has never characThis and other
terized the anaglyph.
shortcomings make it eligible for discard

compromise with the

Since

the

system

introduction

of

Polaroid

light-polarizing filters, it is possible and
practical to substitute these for the red

and green
process.

of the original anaglyph
Strictly speaking, the polarized
filters

method may be defined as another
form of the anaglyph. Actually, Polaroid Stereoscopy would be a good name
for it, since Dr. Edwin H. Land, head of

light

J. A. Norling:

The

talking about
exhi-

bition problems posed by these pictures
are interesting to consider.

interaxials.

motion picture

in Technicolor.
people saw these

films,*

producing a "ghost" image.
So, in reality, one eye sees a part of the
image intended for the other, the "part,"
of course, being defined as a very dim,
but still discernible remnant of the whole

for

satisfactory

projection.

New York

calculations

as a practical
features.

prac-

polarizer

which hastened the increasingly wide-

image which is supposed to be blocked
by the blue-green spectacle filter leaks
through,

first

actually

close

as

required

as

1^-in.

But no such camera was
available then, nor was there time to
have one built. However, a complete
set of

matched

The

lenses of different focal

effected

lengths

a

quite

satisfactory

ideal.

was a
greater part of the picture
comthe
parts
showing

sort of fantasy,

Plymouth car dancing around
Their
and assembling themselves.
movements were in synchronism with
music and required the use of "stop
motion" photography; that is, "one
prising a

frame-at-a-time" snooting.

But a sub-

stantial part of the film contained "live
action" shots taken in the foundry and

The
line.
shops and along the assembly
narrator for the film was Major Bowes of
*

Produced by the author.
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Fig. 24.

Mechanical

interlock of two

35mm

Fig. 25. Above left, the Loucks and
Norling Studios' 35mm stereoscopic
motion picture camera.
Camera is

in

shooting

position.

Above

right,

35mm

stereoscopic camera
showing the variable interaxial system
which has a range from 1^ in. to 4 in.
front of the

Right, the

35mm

racked over

stereoscopic camera
up the scene

for lining

and focusing. The binocular viewfinder has interocular adjustment.
288
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projectors.

Amateur Hour fame. He appeared in
"live action" in one sequence in which
This was the first "live
he spoke.
- live
action
dialogue" shot ever made
a

in

presentation.

stereoscopic

It

some difficult problems since the
cameras would not fit into any available
studio
"blimps." However, the seshot without any parasite
was
quence
created

camera noises being recorded, thanks to
the intelligent help rendered by Walter
Hicks, then of the New York FoxMovietone Studios.
Since the Chrysler film was shot in a

two-camera setup, and no special photo-

and

graphic

for

facilities

projection

handling were available, it
was necessary to project with two pro-

single-film

(Fig.

jectors

selsyn

!

24).

A

rather

motor drive was used

complex

for interlock,

although a much simpler synchronization
could have been attained by a straightforward mechanical linkage, such as was
used for the Pennsylvania Railroad
stereoscopic

movie display

at the

Golden

filter

more
"B"

passed light to which the film was
sensitive than that passed by the
(green)

and "C5"

(blue)

whose transmission the film was least
had the widest opening. The
exposures were made by the alternate
frame method of color separation.
Three frames, one the red record, one
the green, and one the blue, were made
instead of one frame as in ordinary
to

sensitive,

photography. This procedure is followed in the photography of animated
cartoons.

These separation negatives were used
by Technicolor to make the printing
matrices from which the dye imbibition
prints were produced.
It

has always been the author's opinion

that the stereoscopic camera for professional use should be built to take the

images on two separate

This

films.

lenses

Francisco in 1940.

optical

effects in the duplicating

esses.

One

The dual

projector system used at the
Francisco Fairs is

substantially the same as that recently
on exhibition at the Festival of Britain.

According to press reports, it is also the
same system which has recently been
demonstrated by the Natural Vision
Corp. of Hollywood.
A Technicolor film, using the stopmotion technique as well as live action

on monopack was our next stereo
For the stop-motion seproduction.

shots

a unique filter attachment
was arranged in front of the camera
lenses.
The filters were mounted on
wheels which rotated together.
Color
quences,

balance was attained by making sectors
angular dimensions calculated
to pass the quantity of light required for
each color and as demanded by the sensi-

having

tivity

of

the

film.

The "A"

J. A. Norling:

(red)

The

is

to

afford the greatest flexibility in the studio
and to permit the use of short focus

Gate International Exposition in San

New York and San

filters.

Consequently, the red filter had the
narrowest opening of all and the "C5,"

and

to facilitate the

such

making
was

camera

of

procbuilt

It
contains the features
25).
deemed essential to a versatile camera.

(Fig.

The most important

are a variable in-

and a convergence

control, but
important too is a binocular finder showing in miniature a three-dimensional
view of the scene to be photographed.
Visual inspection during focusing seems
teraxial

superior for stereoscopic work and focusing is easier when the view is seen in three
The binocular viewfinder
dimensions.
has an additional advantage it enables
the cameraman to compose the scene
:

stereoscopically using the interaxial

and

convergence controls, manipulating them

he gets the best possible arrangement. He can increase the interaxial if
he wants to increase the apparent depth
He can reduce it if nearby
of the scene.
until

objects

demand
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Dual Images on One Film
Systems for stereoscopic films using
dual images side by side or one above
the other have also been proposed.

One of the problems in the two-image

ar-

rangement, whether in tandem or side
by side, is the loss of light, because the
light-covering circle covers a large area

around the area occupied by the two
images.

The ordinary circular light spot from
the projector arc spills light all around
the images. This condition can be im-

exactly what its name implies;
the light beam into two parts.

it splits

Hence,

the intensity of each part cannot be
greater than half of the whole beam.

But in addition to light loss, it has anThe pictures overlap
other drawback.

making it impossible to
mask them to a stereoscopic window.
The window must be artificially produced by a black border on the screen to
considerably,

absorb spill-over

Another shortlens works at

light.

coming:

The camera

proved upon by a light condensing system having a cylindrical lens element.

something

less

Then

than twice the amount of light required
for conventional photography.
When

the light spot becomes oval instead of round (Fig. 26).

it

The Newcomer Anamorphoser
Another method is to introduce an
on the camera to compress
the images in one direction, and a
similar device on the projector to expand them back to normal proportions.
Such an optical device is called an "anaoptical device

morphoser" (Fig. 27). Several types
have been constructed, but it remained
for Dr. H. Sidney Newcomer to design
one that does not introduce serious aberrations and have other optical handicaps.

The Newcomer Anamorphoser

almost 1^ times.

The Beam

Among

the methods suggested for the

cause the left-eye image to be selected

for projection to the screen

hand pair

will

eye image.

do the same

It is

and the

added

nomic disadvantage of the beam splitter
method. There is a corresponding light
loss in projection, and here the loss is
even more significant. Take the loss
inherent in the beam splitter, add that to
the loss in polarization and you find that
you're

about one-twelfth the
you had when you projected
frame in the conventional way.

getting

light that

the

full

Another disadvantage of the ordinary

beam
gives

splitter

certainly

is

the picture proportions

and

narrow

a

tall

it

picture,

inappropriate for stereoscopic

representation which
panoramic views.

is

so well suited for

The beam

Howis quite sharp.
considerable loss in projection if the attachment is used on a projector not provided with a special confor

each picture

ever, there

is

denser system.

If the

tions are retained, each

standard proporimage is less than

one-fourth the area of the

full

frame.

Another method which has been pro-

for the right-

posed for simultaneous projection, is the
arrangement of images with one member

a simple device and easy

splitter is

lenses producing pictures side by side.
There is no light loss in the camera,
since two lenses are used and the window

right-

to use.

290

interiors, this

requirement proves to be an eco-

Another proposed device has dual
Splitter

employment of a single film to carry
the two images is the "beam splitter"
in one form or another (Fig. 28).
The
device has two pairs of mirrors (or
prisms) placed in front of the lens and
arranged so that the pair on the left
will

setting

This means more

lens.

comes to shooting

light

is

capable of effecting a compression of the
image to almost % and an expansion of

than half the //stop

shown on the

a device that does

March 1953 Journal

above the other.
would be required.
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projectors

WITH A CYLWITH ORDINARY

INDRICAL

CONDENSERS

CONDENSER

LIGHT,

LOSS
Fig.

26.

A

light-condensing system that improves the light
distribution to dual images.

IMAGES EXPANDED
VERTICALLY BY

CONTRACTED
IMAGES ON
FILM

ANAMORPHOSER

\

Fig. 27.

Diagram
to

of the

"Anamorphoser"

principle applied

motion picture stereoscopy.

Fig. 28.

Diagram of one arrangement of

"beam

the

J. A.

NorUng:

The
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LEFT EYE

Fig. 29.

The

light

RIGHT

and dark periods

to

time,

the

members

projection of the

alternate

of a stereo

In this
pair has also been proposed.
system, the right-eye image, for instance,
is projected first, then the shutter interrupts

the

light

beam

while

the

film

moves down to position the left-eye
image. Thus there are periods of flicker
that occur at different times for each
eye.

If

we break

down, we

this

sequence of events

find that the

first

in "eclipse" stereoscopic projection.

headache or nausea

Sequential-Frame Projection
"Eclipse" System

From time

EYE

light period

has a value of 12.5% of the complete
The flicker blade on the
picture cycle.
projector shutter (considering a twobladed shutter) gives a dark period
lasting 12.5% to be followed by a light
period of the same, then a long dark

after a

few min-

utes of viewing pictures projected in this
way.
complete period of darkness

A

one eye, while light reaches the other,
will probably always result in visual
fatigue, if not in nausea, no matter
how high, within workable limits, the

for

flicker

frequency

is

brought.
frequency calls for
traction on the control muscles of the
Flicker

irises

of low

when

both eyes.

bright light enters one or
rapid occurrence of the

The

transmission of stimuli,

from one eye,
and the motor

first

then from the other,

messages from the brain to the muscles,
in rapid sequence, probably

delivered

accounts, in part, for the visual discomfort
experienced by most people when view-

ing "eclipse" stereo movies.
Perception of flicker depends

upon

consuming 62.5% for pulldown and eclipse to permit the other

the intensity of the interrupted light, as
The
well as the flicker frequency.

eye to see its image (Fig. 29). If standard sound-film speed of 24 frames/sec is
used, the resulting flicker is very an-

frequency must go before

period

noying.
Stepping up the projection to
48 frames/sec increases flicker frequency
twice, but

it still is

noticeable.

There

is

a physiological effect that is likely to
become disagreeably apparent
usually
292
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more

intense the light, the higher the
flicker fusion

Also, the larger the angular
over which flicker is distributed,
the greater the consciousness of flicker.

is

attained.

field

Hence the dimmer the
smaller

it is,

picture and the
the lower becomes the flicker

fusion frequency.

of the
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AXIS OF
POLARIZATION
Fig. 30.

Diagram of the "rotating polarizer" method of
alternate frame stereoscopic projection.

There are two ways to project and view
One is by using
stereograms.

eclipse

rotating or vibrating shutter devices held
in front of the eyes.
These are synchronized electrically with the projector.

up

The

method

other

is

to

employ a

rotating polarizer in front of the projector lens and polarizing spectacles for
In one position
the viewer (Fig. 30).

they are properly aligned vertically
horizontally, if far distant points are
not separated too far in one image from
if

and

and

that of the other,
the same size.

if they

are of exactly

Improved Single-Film Methods
Several

inventions

by

the

eliminate the drawback of the

author
single-

the polarizer delivers light through the
left spectacle filter, in the other through

film

the right

methods employ novel optical systems
which are accessory attachments to

filter.

Alternate-frame, or eclipse, projection
should have at least twice the number of

frames required for conventional films.
That means doubling the length and
providing for faster projection speed.
If the alternate frames are photographed
alternately, there is a very objectionable
fringing in pictures of moving objects.
This is a cause of eyestrain, especially
in a picture where the action seen by
one eye is in quite a different stage of
progress than the action seen by the

other.

Difficulty

in

fusion

invariably

This combination of disturbing
effects, caused by flickers out of phase
between the eyes and by fusion trouble,
results.

limits

the

appreciation

of the

eclipse

standard projector heads.
If one member of a stereogram has
even a slightly different brightness,

some eyestrain
ference
will

is

will result.

If the dif-

large, the resulting eyestrain

This

be great.

of the eyes'

is

because the action

iris

diaphragms is entirely
automatic and not by voluntary control.
If strong light falls on one eye, both
pupils will contract and the eye seeing
the darker image will have its pupil
closed down more than it should be
properly to see the image. In accommodation too, both eyes act together
and it is impossible for one independently
to

accommodate

to

a different extent

from the other.

method.

Complete

dual-image arrangement, namely
the unequal distribution of light.
These

visual comfort

can be

at-

tained in stereo movies only if the two
images are projected simultaneously, if

they are rock-steady, if they are of equal
brightness, if they are of equal contrast,
J, A, Norling:

The

The
satisfy

improved single-film methods
one of the basic requirements for

good stereograms, easy to look at, in
that both members of the pair are of
The illustration
the same brightness.
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Fig.

31.

Illustrating

the dis-

tribution of light over a pair of
images. Left, as in an arrange-

ment wherein both images have
the same position.

Right, as in

arrangement wherein
image is "flipped over" in

an

one
rela-

tion to the other.

Fig. 32.

Diagram of an improved optical system for simultaneous projection of the two images comprising the stereoscopic pair.

shows a pair of pictures having image
attitudes in a conventional arrangement.
The diagram on the right shows an

improved arrangement.

It affords

best possible distribution of the light
the projector arc (Fig. 31).

the

from

The

illuminating spot from the arc is
considerably more intense in its center
than in its outer regions. With images

having the attitudes
side diagram,

shown

in the left-

more

of one picture than

light falls at the top
at the top of the other,

resulting in a different level of illumination in an area of one than in the cor-

responding area of the other.

rangement shown on the
294

The

ar-

right provides
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equal illumination in corresponding areas
because all portions of the light spot fall

upon the same corresponding areas in
each member. This meets the requirement that there be equal brightness for
each image in order to attain complete
visual comfort.

that

the

may seem

It

intensity

difference

surprising

between

center and edges of the light circle

is

Actually, in practice, projection engineers are quite happy if there
significant.

is

only a

40% loss

60%

as

at the edges as in the center.

theater

installations,

much as 50%.
of the

SMPTE VoL

60

the

much light
In many

fall-off

is

as

x RIGHT EYE
POSITIVE
Diagram of

Fig. 33.

of images from the
tive

films

carrying

to

the

the

two

transfer

two negasingle

film

disparate

images.

The projection end of this system,
using standard projector heads, has two
optical trains containing prisms as well
as lenses (Fig. 32).
These components
are arranged so that the light beam enters
and exits normal to the prism surfaces

and there

no displacement or distorwould take place with wedge
prisms.
Alignment of the images on
the screen is effected by a micrometer
is

tion such as

control to shift the lenses.

In the lower

optical train, transmitting the right-eye

image (the one having the conventional
attitude), the image passes through in
the conventional manner, reversing to
"heads up" in the projection lens.
In the upper optical train, transmitting
the left-eye image (the one having the

negatives.
in

duced

Duplicate

negatives

are used instead (Fig. 33).

Another improved

single-film

method

has the images turned on their sides
This arrangement provides
(Fig. 34).
for the use of the full standard aperture
in case the pair of images

is

to

occupy

only one standard frame. A series of
prism elements between the film and the
lens turns these images 90.
The inverted image is "flipped over" in the

pentaprism

and right-angle prism

graphs.

Another method, devised by the author
for attaining equal illumination for

pentaprism and right-angle prism

members

ward of the

lens.

The

polarizers are

placed in front of the lenses
the intense heat.

away from

made

directly

J.

from the original
A. Norling:

The

both

of the stereoscopic pair is also
illustrated (Fig. 35).
Here, there are

two mirrors arranged between the
source and the film.

Prints for this system of projection are

not

in

Otherwise, the practical advantages of this variation are
comparable to those of the method which
is discussed in the preceding few parafront of the lens.

"flipped over" attitude), the image is
brought to conventional attitude in a
for-

pro-

an optical duplicating process

is

light

The lower mirror

a transmission-reflection type, with a

reflective coating that will reflect half
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Fig. 34.

Improved

single-film

method with the images turned on

FIRST

LEFT EYE

SURFACE
MIRROR

50% REFLECTION -50%
TRANSMISSION

MIRROR

their sides.

OTHER STEREOSCOPIC METHODS
The Friese-Greene Process
The first stereoscopic motion picture
was made by William Friese-Greene

who

patented his process in 1893.
used two negative films, one behind
each lens. The positive images were
projected side by side on a screen and
viewed through a cumbersome stereoscope permitting each eye to see only
the picture intended for it.
The complexity of this system barred it from any
commercial application.

He

The Grid System
The grid system has been frequently
proposed and a large number of variations on the basic method have been
suggested

during

the

40

past

years

eye appears, the bars in the grating hiding the left-eye image from the right eye.
It does the same
thing for the other eye.

The

chief

system

in using the grid

problem

that

is

the

observer's

viewing

of view, and of eye
placement in relation to the grid are of a

distance,

angle

fixed interlocking relationship.

Disturb

one of the three and proper viewing

fails.

A slight shift to the right or left results in
the breakdown of "correct individual
seeing" for each eye, and a double image
becomes apparent, or else a pseudoscopic

Improvements have been

effect results.

made on the basic grid system, but serious
remain as an intrinsic
This particularly applies
of light.
While a light loss is

shortcomings
part thereof.
to the loss

still

common

to all stereo projection systems,
particularly severe in this one, due
to the fact that the opaque areas in the

(Fig. 36).

it is

RlULULffLRL R L

grating have to be (in most cases) about
three times that of the open areas in
order to keep the images from overlapping.

Another matter that must be given
is the appearance of the
The dark bars
grating to the observer.
and light spaces should be small enough
to be virtually invisible as a banded
consideration

To make

the grating lines
the spacing of the elements
should be no larger than about
of
pattern.

invisible,

^Vo

LEFT EYE
Fig.

36.

the viewing distance.
shall call the grating space

We

RIGHT EYE

Diagram of the fundamental

G =
where

employs a

containing a large number of
vertically placed parallel opaque bars
forming a grating having open or transscreen

parent

spaces

between

them.

This

grid is placed some distance in front of
the projection screen, the grating in the
grid being designed so that the right

eye sees only that portion of the screen
on which the picture record for the right
J. A. Norling:

8;

3To (ormore)

-

"grid system" of stereoscopy.
Basically, the grid system

G

then

The

Dv

is

if

Thus,

the viewing distance.

Dv =

and
approx.
0.035 in., etc.

The

60

if

;

distance,

in.,

Dv =

G =
8

120

0.0175
in.,

in.,

G =

d g of any selected grat,

ing in front of the screen depends on the
v to d g
relationship of the distance

D

D

,

or by the relationship of I to
v
With the usual grid system, the picture
through the grating is viewed by con.

verging the eyes at or near the grating,
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forming an angle.

In order for the
grating effectively to select the images
properly for the eyes, the disparate

members

of the stereoscopic pair must be
projected through the grating at the

same

angle.

York Times, early in 1944,
Simyon Ivanov, a Soviet
poster artist, had invented a screen
made up of tiny squares of thousands
of strands of fine wire which produced

reported that

without

the

use

of eyeJames Aldridge, writing on the
glasses.
same subject for the North American
effects

Alliance, reported that the

Newspaper

images reproduced through the screen
were "coarse and blurred."
The article goes on to say that the
original Ivanov grid system had been

improved and developed

in the Sgvin-

torgkino Studio to the point where

promised to become
quote from the article

practicable.

it

To

:

"The

glass screen is engraved with more
than 2,000 converging lines, and it is in
these markings that the secret of the new
screen lies.
In photographing third-di-

mensional movies, the only alteration required on standard cameras is the addition
of two or more mirrors fitted near the lenses
to reflect the images onto the film."

Obviously, this appears to describe
Ivanov's photographic process as being
an application of the beam-splitter
principle.

tor, said

that the screen creates an illusion

so perfect that people unconsciously dodge
when pictures of birds or airplanes are

shown.

The New

3-D

screen
to
designed
give
rounded, three-dimensional images.
"Semeon Pavlovich Ivanov, the inven-

stereoscopic

The

article goes

"In showing the

film,

it is

on

to say

"Ivanov said he believed the screen

sur-

passes anything Hollywood had done to
achieve realism in the exhibition of motion
pictures."

On April 29, 1948, the New York
Herald-Tribune published the following:
The Com"Moscow, April 28 (AP)
munist newspaper 'Pravda' disclosed today that Semyon P. Ivanov, described as
the inventor of three-dimensional motion
pictures, had been removed from the job of
scientific

chief of the

special

studio

in

which he perfected the invention.
"The newspaper (Pravda) said that I.
Bolshakov, Motion Picture Minister, did
not take Mr. Ivanov's work seriously, tried
to picture him as a faker and publicity
seeker and finally pulled him off with the
excuse that he was freeing him from his
administrative duties."

Pravda went on

to state :

"That's how the cinema industry freed
itself of the worrisome individual whose

go down in the history of the

name

will

Soviet

and world cinema."

Truly, workers on the grid method of
stereoscopy have a bad time when someone eventually discovers that the images

:

projected onto

'two or more mirrors,' instead of directly
onto the screen, which reflects the shadows
onto the glass screen. In turn, the lines on
the screen unscramble the images, resulting
in a clearer image than has hitherto been
obtained in third-dimensional film experiments."

don't

appear
an auditorium.

satisfactory

throughout

Parallax Stereograms

Parallax Stereograms are of two principal kinds, one using a grating, or "grid,"
as the selecting screen placed in front

of the images, and the other using a
screen
consisting of small

selective

Then,
Street

in

Journal

October

1945, the Wall
reported further on the

Ivanov development:

"Moscow (AP)

The

Soviet film indus-

preparing a surprise for the world's
movie fans
a special production of
Robinson Crusoe to be exhibited on a new
try
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lens
cylindrical
side by side, and

elements,

lenticules,

running vertically.
The "grid" system was introduced by
Berthier in 1896 and was the first form

of stereoscopic viewing of still pictures
that did not require accessories. The
grid consisted of vertical bars with spaces

of the

SMPTE VoL
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LEFT LENS
DIAPHRAGM

.

,

(t)

GOFFERED
FILM

Fig.

37.

Above,

diagram of one

FILM

of lenticular stereoscopy employing the beam-splitter principle
with the addition of slit diaphragms.

method

ARC THROUGH

FILM
PLANE
ALWAYS
PARAL
WITH

^

diagram of one type of
camera for making lenticular stereoRight,

^\y^^
&/\

WHICH CAMERA
LENS SWING

FOCUSl

I

y

x

\

N

IMAGE

PLANE

grams.

GOFFERED FILM

EMULSION

The grid was usually made
on a high-contrast photographic plate.
The picture was a composite which had
the two images broken up into bands,
the image bands for one eye being interlaced between the image bands for the
When the grid was spaced at the
other.
prescribed distance in front of the composite and viewed from the correct
distance, the observer was able to sec a

of

binocular view.
The "lenticular" system used a selective screen sometimes registered in front

several inventors; among them F. E.
Dr.
Ives and his son, Dr. H. E. Ives.

in between.

J. A. Norling:

The

sometimes directly
images;
the composite photograph.
The lenticules do not cut down the reflected light as do the bars in the grid
In one system, the composite
system.
picture is made in a single-lens camera
which swings through an arc during
exposure. The center of the arc is in the
the

bonded

to

plane of the subject (Fig. 37).
Lenticular systems are credited

Ives called his the "Parallax
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have
been
agram." Improvements
made and further developments carried
out by the Americans, Vanbenschoeten
and Winnek, and the Frenchman Bonnet.

The

Lip p man's "Integral System" of
Stereoscopy

Zafiropulo Process

Another

invention

lenticular

principle

Zafiropulo,

who

motion picture

set

ing part of the right-eye image, through
the same lenticule.
The lens must be
operated at its widest aperture.

employing
that

is

out to apply

in particular.

Jean

it

to the

The

The

the

of

proc-

of

process

"integral"

infinite

number

of small "lens elements"

requires extremely accurate alignment of all elements in photography and

form of pin-holes.
what most who have seen

projection.

the

ess

The

Zafiropulo process involves the

use of a film containing embossed spherical lens elements in its base.
Prints must

have their lens elements exactly aligned
with those in the negative. The lens
elements must register with the greatest
exactitude in relation to the sprocket
holes in the film.
Sprocket teeth, en-

gaging the sprocket holes, serve as the
basic registration points for picture
Film shrinkage, which is
steadiness.
over 0.25% in the lowest-shrink film base,

have to be overcome to prevent lenselement misalignment with relation to
will

the sprocket teeth,

and

in turn to prethe film lens-

vent misalignment of
elements and the screen lens-elements.

The

Zafiropulo process requires only
in photography, but it must be

one lens

of large diameter, from 2^ in. to 3 in.
and such a lens must be of long focus,

an //2.5 lens. This is
about 153
compared with 40-mm
and 50-mm lenses, which are the most
over 6

in.

in

mm

frequently used in film studios.
long-focus

space than

lens
is

requires

needed

in

more

This

the

in

ultimate

It differs

in

affords

It
it

stereoscopic

consider
viewing.

from any other system of

stere-

oscopy in that it provides a much larger
number of images in the plane of the
photograph and "reduces the number
of viewing instruments to zero."
But
Lippman's integral photographs can be

made

only as transparencies, and they

cannot be projected, nor can they be
reproduced to supply copies that have
the qualities existing in the original.
These integrated stereograms are made

through a screen having a great number
of pin-holes, each acting as a camera

No camera

lens.

is

holes serving as lenses.

used;

The

the pinscreen can

be a photographic image in a contrasty
emulsion on the front side of a glass plate
with the photographic image produced
through it on an emulsion on the back.
The holes must be quite small; their
being established by the rules applyThere
to pin-hole photography.
must be a great number of holes for
every square inch, and the plates should
be quite large, 8 X 1 in. or more.

size

ing

studio

conventional

photog-

raphy discovered by Lippman in 1908
utilized a screen composed of an almost

Exposure
holes,

and

each

is made through the pinsince the effective aperture

filming.

of

Several other methods have been proposed for the lenticulated (goffered)

long time exposures are essential. They
cannot be satisfactorily reproduced;
hence copies are not obtainable, and the
negative image has to be rendered into a
Viewing should be
positive by reversal.

film process of movie stereoscopy.
One
in essence, an application of the "beam

is,

splitter"

that

it

from it in
bands for each

principle, differing

produces a

series of

One

band, for part of
the left-eye image, is formed through
each lenticule, and another band is
formed adjacent to it for the correspond-

image

300

(Fig. 37).
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pin-hole

is

extremely

small,

with a mirror placed so that the proper
left-right attitudes of the images can be
obtained.

The nature

of the process excludes

from practical

Journal of the

SMPTE

usefulness,

Vol. 60

it

particularly

motion pictures, but it is an interestwhich to play, and can be
ing thing with
experimented upon by anyone having

for

the required

of 40
cally

ft and this was achieved
by a displacement of one

the other of 30 frames.

placement

facilities.

selected

Motion
Single-Lens Camera for
Picture Stereoscopy
If

such

made by exposing
one image, for the required footage,
then shifting the camera to expose the
things as titles can be

as

other,

board"

is

stills

done

in

making

"slide-

referred to earlier in this

article.

A

variation of the principle can be
motion
applied to obtain stereoscopic
especially

pictures,
one

aerial

made such

author has

The

shots.

films using only

camera, and making only one negaTwo prints were made from these

tive.

and projected in interlock on two machines.
However, the

single negatives

were projected with one print

prints

having

frames displaced in relation

its

The number

to those of the other.

frames

displaced

is

of

by the

governed

and
plane's elevation above the ground
above the nearest object, in scenes
down.
straight
placement is also governed

looking

Frame

dis-

by the ground

at
speed of the plane. A plane flying
100 mph will cover 144 fps, which means
that a distance of 6 ft is covered in every
second for a film speed of 24 frames/sec.
A full reel was made during flights over

New York

City,

give

Actually, a dis-

frames

15

was

finally

the most satisfactory

results.

strip stereo films are used,

two

to

of

synthetifilm with

the camera pointing

Some stereo shots were made up in this
way from stock footage taken from a
plane flying over the Andes. The
plane was flying about 1 80 mph and the
exposures were made at normal camera
The camera pointed horizontally
speed.
toward the distant mountains.

The most startling of these shots was
one that included "The Christ of the
Andes." This heroic statue was in the
middle distance and stood out in vivid
relief against the mountains beyond.
There is one thing that creates quite
any unsteadiness in the airThis comes out in the
plane's flight.
vertiprojection as a constantly changing
and horizontal, and sometimes
cal
between the
rotational
a problem:

displacement
existed in
images. Such displacements
the films we made and had to be elimi-

nated by optical duping methods inBut it
volving a complexity of steps.
was an interesting experiment and worth
the trouble.

The Vectograph
Vectograph

is

the

clear plastic sheet

may

name

applied to a

on which an image

be rendered in terms of varying
of polarization, and viewed

degrees

down. The plane was flown at
2500 ft, and slow-motion photography
of 96 frames/sec was used.
A film speed of 96 frames/sec with a

through a polarizing filter. The
on
graph can accommodate an image
both its sides, and each image can be
made to have its axis of polarization at

plane speed of 100 mph gives \\ feet of
advance along the course as registered
by every frame. Using the equation,

that of the other.
right angles to
stereo vectograph has the images of a

straight

D

-4-

d

50, established the base of the

interaxial that
startling

would

visual

The

result in the

effect

with

the

A

stereo pair printed respectively on top
and bottom of a vectograph sheet, and

most

viewed through polarizing spectacles
with its respective windows having polar-

least

to those of the
izing axes corresponding

D, the
eyestrain.
the top
nearest
the
d,
plane,
ground;
of the Empire State building; and the
divisor, 50, indicated an interaxial base
farthest plane,

J. A. Norling:

vecto-

The

is

the
vectograph images. In slide form,
3-D vectograph can be shown in a standard monocular projector without filters.

As

in other systems using polarized light,
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non-depolarizing screens and polar-

which are transmitted by a binocular

izing viewing spectacles are required.
During World War II the 3-D vecto-

television camera, the operator does get a

graph was used by the armed services
for aerial reconnaissance and for training
Other uses
personnel in various skills.

presenting satisfactory 3-D
television to the public may be so very
great that, by comparison, the problems
of introducing color television have been

silver

for this novel, paper-thin stereo picture
will doubtless be found.
Its picture

quality

dling

and

excellent

is

ease of han-

its

and processing are distinct advanany photographic process.

tages for

3-D Pictures and Television

any new method of
visual presentation, both still and motion,
can be telecast. As a matter of fact,
an experimental stereo-television system
has been at work in the Argonne National
Laboratories.
It permits an operator to
keep a precise watch over the "hot"
Inevitably today,

handling by remote
control.
Equipped with a pair of
viewing spectacles and with eyes glued
to a pair of television screen images

he

materials

is

3-D impression.
volved

But the problems

in-

in

small

It is anybody's guess
indeed.
stereo television will enjoy a widespread audience ; if the history of stereo

when

movies can provide a
many years away.

time

clue, the

is

Nonstereo System

A

system which

has

recently

been

described as producing a 3-D effect is
the Cinerama development of Fred

This

Waller.

method,

multiplicity of cameras

requiring

and

a

projectors,

presents a dramatic panoramic view of
the scene photographed. But it is not

3-D at

all, since it does not present a
mutually exclusive image to each eye,
the basic requirement of any 3-D system.

GENERAL DATA
For successful stereoscopic projection,
important to know the size to which
the picture is to be projected, for upon
it is

this

knowledge

viewing or

comfortable
effectiveness, or

maximum

spectator depends on his viewing distance and the angle at which he views the
picture, but as in conventional movies,
distortion due to the spectator's viewpoint is not serious unless he is very far

off screen center or extremely close to or
very far away from the screen.

Stereoscopic

There are certain terms used in stereThese are
The Stereoscopic Window: The "frame"
behind which the scene apparently exists
in space.
In some cases, elements of
dow.

:

not

may

302

extend in front of the win-

These are special
belong

principles.

in

a

The

:

distance

We may

eyes.

apart

select 2.5

the interocular.

Interaxial

or

(I n )

human

The

(I):

horizontal

spacing

distance
of

the

apart,
stereo

lenses, more truly the spacing
apart of the central axes of the picture

camera
area.

Major
from the
Minor
from the
This

is

Distance

(D):

The

distance

lenses to the farthest object.
The distance
Distance (d):

lenses

the

to

closest

often the plane at

object.

which the

window is planned to exist.
In most cases, the nearest obiect will be
a slight distance in back of the nearest

stereoscopic

Terms

oscopy.

the scene

in. as

depends

Distortion of the subject for the

both.

Interocular

of the

effects,

discussion

The symbol

is

and do

of

basic

Sw.
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plane.

Width of Image (w) Refers to the width
of that part of the negative which is to
be used in the final prints. For standard
:

35mm
for

theatrical film, this is 0.825 in.;
0.4 in.; for Stereo-Realist

16mm,

slides,

0.875

in.

Focal Distance (F): Refers to the dis-

of the

SMPTE

Vol.60

node of the lens
and does not refer to the

tance from the principal
to the film,

equivalent focal length of the lens,
although in most cases the stated focal
length may be considered the focal disIt

tance.

only for extreme close-ups

is

that a differentiation

must be made.

Parallax Index (P): This refers to the
parallactic difference between disparate

members
projected.

of the stereoscopic pair when
The parallactic difference

determined by the following factors:
The distance to the nearest plane
1.

is

in the subject.

The

2.

distance to the farthest plane

in the subject.

The

3.

and

between image width

ratio

focal distance of the lenses used.

4.

The

interaxial used.

Parallax index can be expressed
the equation
I

=

W

by

T\A

companying diagram, which represents
the geometry of the system of taking
stereoscopic
photographs
(Fig. 38).
Calculations are simplified if we consider
one of the lenses collinear with the far

Points
of the

two

lenses.

the interaxial "I."
is

is

The

to use

"super infinity"

if it

can be avoided.

positions

DE

servers can look at a picture comfortably

distance

Distance

are 2\ in. apart should appear to be at
virtual infinity.
Some individuals can
tolerate 3j to 4 in., but it is best not

Homologous points that superpose on the
screen will seem to lie in the plane of
the stereoscopic window.
The minimum distance at which ob-

points.

D and E represent the

of the

stereoscopic process.

This equation was derived irom the ac-

and near

The geometry

Fig. 38.

PFD-d

is

DA or EA

the lens to film distance, and its symbol
"F." F and
are points on the near-

G

and farthest planes in the subject.
DF is "d" and DG is "D." BC is the
horizontal shift on the image plane
created by points F and G, and this
distance has the symbol "S."

when

it has a
2^-in. maximum separation of points is about 6 ft.
In general,
the maximum horizontal displacement

^

est

should not exceed
of the viewing
This requirement exists bedistance.
cause in viewing projected stereo pictures,
the observer must "uncouple" the facili-

be seen that, if the nearest point
is
superposed on the screen, the farthest point will be separated by an
amount determined by the interaxial
used in taking the picture. The maxi-

of the eyes.

It will

ties

of convergence and accommodation

In viewing,

mum value of the distance of homologous
points

2\

in.

on the screen should not exceed
to

avoid

visual

discomfort.

To

the observer, homologous points
back of the stereoscopic window which
J. A. Norling:

The

it

desirable that the

is

parallax index be 24 or greater.
Parallax index P may be stated as

where
In

is

Dv

is

the viewing distance,

and

2.5 in.

Thus where
where

Dv =

Stereoscopic Art

DT =

120

in.,

60

P =

A Reprint

in.,

P =

24;

48, etc.
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Fig.

39.

The

General Rides:
laid

down

of lens

principle

and viewing

1

for the

.

angle

Fig.

40a. Representation of a
of light vibrations.

rect

interocular

angle.

A general rule can be
photography and pro-

The projection of stereoscopic views:
jected view should have the same angular
dimension for the viewer as the scene taken
This is the ideal, but never
by the camera.

attainable

I (interaxial)

w =

width of the image on the

e

=

normal human interocular

d

=

(2|in.)
distance from the camera

along the projection axis (Fig. 39).
2.
The apparent depth of the stereoscopic view should be the same as the
s

real

employ convergence to
to

we

establish

the

are either going

have homologous points at

infinity

spread so far apart that the eyes have to
diverge to accommodate for them, or we
are going to have to adjust the projected
stereoscopic window to a plane far in
front of the screen.
It is not difficult to arrive at the cor-
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= wed

film,

practice except for just
one person at the prescribed distance
from the screen and viewing the screen

stereoscopic windows,

use the simple

sf

where

in

depth of the scene. To attain the
right apparent depth, the correct interaxial must be employed.
The required
interaxial varies over a wide range and
for projected views must be given much
more serious consideration than for
hand-held views. If we plan to project
on an 18-ft wide screen, we must not
use as wide an interaxial as we can use
on a 6-ft screen, because if we do, and

we

if

equation

cluster

f

lens to a plane just in
front of the nearest object
(plane of convergence),

=

width

=

picture,
focal length of the

of

the

projected

camera

lenses.

The establishment of the stereoscopic
window is not of great importance in
hand-held views, but it must be employed in projection, and properly emIf it is not, there will be the
ployed.
marginal disturbances that have been
mentioned before, and they are hard
to look at.

There

is

nothing in natural

vision to correspond to them,
the ideal stereoscopic view is

and since
one that

should afford complete visual comfort,
the appropriate window frame should

be calculated in every scene.

If

it

is

not, people may have trouble looking
at your stereoscopic "masterpieces."

of the
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Light passing through two plane polarizers: A, with axes parallel;
to each other; C, with axes at less than 90.

Fig. 40b.

B, with axes at 90

Very

can be made
For instance, objects

striking stunt shots

stereoscopically.

can be made seemingly to float in space
between screen and observer provided

tangent of half the angle subtended by
the eyes gives the maximum separation
on the screen at a given distance. To
obtain the required separation of images

the object is well inside the margins of
the picture areas.
Objects should not
be photographed so as to appear so

on the film, divide the projection aperture width by the screen width and mul-

near to the person observing the projected images that he will have trouble
Consideration must be
fusing them.

images (tan 4

tiply

screen).

given to the accommodation limits of
the eyes; that is, for convergence ac-

commodation

by the separation of the projected
30 ft X distance from the

limits.

eye in convergence are based
on normal close reading distance of
15 in.
(Note: This formula does not
take into consideration what physiological effect, if any, is introduced when the
accommodation muscles are used without correlative focusing.) The angle
of convergence of the eyes (interpupilary
distance of 2.625 is used) at a distance

16| in. is slightly more than 9.
The displacement of the disparate images

of

on the screen are given in inches and
decimals of an inch.
Formula:
Observer distance from
less

15

in.

separation

on screen,

multiplied

J. A. Norling:

by the

The

10
12
16

2.60
4.48
6.37
8.26
10.15
13.93

20
24
30

21.48
27.15

4

human

screen

from

screen, ft

Theoretical accommodation limits of
the

Maximum

Observer
distance

6
8

An

in.

17.71

Analysis of Light Polarization

phenomenon of light polarso closely related to the practice of stereoscopy, it is of benefit briefly
Since the

ization

is

to review

it.

Let us imagine

Stereoscopic Art

A

we

are looking head-on

Reprint
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1.00

0.80

0.60
0.40
0.20
0.00
0*
Fig. 41.

Vector diagram of a vibration.

a beam of light and that we can conit as a bundle of rapidly vibrating
arrows pointing outward in an infinite
at

ceive

A

number

of directions (Fig. 40a).
polarizing filter can cause all vibrations
to take place parallel to each other

to the polarization axis, but all the components of all the infinite number of

vibrations at angles to the axis.
The
amplitude of any vibration along the
axis

is

equal to

At cos a
where a

the angle between the direction of vibration and the axis (Fig. 41).
Since the energy of a vibration is
is

proportional to the square of

its

ampli-

tude, the relative intensity I u of light

transmitted by two polarizers with axes
at

any angle from
Iu

=

to 90
I

is

given by

cos 2 a

20*

30*40 50* 60*

Fig. 42. Relative transmission of light

to

90.

Actually, the best polarizers have
transmission of only about 40%.

the angle between the polarizing
axis is a and I is the relative intensity

of the transmitted light

when

the angle

a is zero.

A graphical representation of this, with
I
arbitrarily equal to unity, shows the
relative intensity of the light through
two polarizers with axes at various angles

to

each other

(Fig.

42).

This curve

true only for perfect polarizers
would have a transmission of
is
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which

50%.
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a

Conclusion

The fundamental requirement

of any

stereoscopic system is that each eye sees
only that member of the stereoscopic
it and excludes the
belonging to the other eye.
The disparate images of the stereoscopic pair must be distributed to the
eyes of the audience in a selective manner.
To quote from Dr. H. E. Ives:

pair intended for

image

"There are only two places where
the

distribution

can be done

;

of

to

images

eyes

these are at the screen

and

the eyes.
The number of images
at the screen can be reduced to two, if
the number of viewing instruments is
at

equal

to

the

number

of

spectators.

The number

of viewing instruments can
be reduced to zero if the number of

images at the screen

when

90

70* 80*

through two polarizers arranged with
axes at angles to each other, from

(Fig. 40b).

The polarizer transmits not only the
vibrations which are originally parallel

10*

is

made

infinite.

gain in simplification at one point
offset by increase in the complexity

Any
is

or expense at the other."
Editor's Note

When

this

paper

was

reviewed

for

reprinting, it was approved by the Board
of Editors, with two recommendations:
(1) that the illustrations be given numbers
and referred to in the text; and (2) that

references

be

prepared,

respective portions of

of the

SMPTE VoL

60

keyed

to

Mr. Norling's

the

text.

for the

Except

man

with the derby and

camera (omitted in

this reprint of
the original), the illustrations were easily

stereo

but to prepare and
key a reference list was more than could
be done in the time available, so the

enough numbered;

bibliography is presented. It
is not a complete bibliography nor is it
even necessarily a complete guide to all
the details and bases behind Mr. Norling's
This bibliography is offered
reporting.
following

what

for

it

worth in relation to

is

this

article.

A

more comprehensive bibliography on

stereoscopic and wide-screen motion pictures is expected soon from the Society's
Stereoscopic Motion Pictures Committee.
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Reels, Magazines, Spindles for
For theater owners who are planning to
equip for 3-D, the present magazine-reelspindle situation is chaotic, to say the least.
It may therefore, serve a useful purpose
to discuss a number of factors related to
the current problem, as viewed by the
engineers,

ing

made

and to report on efforts now besmooth the path toward con-

to

version.

3-D

Bwana

First:

Devil totals 7600

ft

and

House of Wax reportedly will have a release
footage of 8200 ft or approximately 10-15%
less than the average 2-D and expected

3-D

features.
Capacity of the 23-in. reel
probably in the order of 4500-4800 ft.
This capacity is therefore adequate for
running one of these features plus a newsreel
or short spliced to the end of reel two of the
is

feature.

Reel Size
vast majority of theaters
or at best three projectors,

have only

and since
two
3-D today requires simultaneous use of
two machines, the "continuous performance" goes out. The length of an
"average" motion picture program, including feature and some combination of
abbreviated second feature, newsreel or
short subjects, will run about two hours,
as a conservative estimate, and at the
standard projection rate of 90 ft/min,
will use 90 X 60 X 2 or 10,800 ft of film.
it is physically impractical to put two
miles of film on a single reel, theaters must

As
!

*

more than one reel per program.
Most will need one or more intermissions
to permit rethreading the two projectors;

use

the

At

Second:

The

demand

critical

this

moment

of

only 24-in. magazines and 23-in.

reels are

These were

available.

initially

designed for some of the larger houses who
wanted to decrease the number of changeovers and for the export market where the

demand stemmed from single-projector
To capitalize on the widespread
theaters.
3-D, the limited available

initial interest in

stock

was purchased and immediate orders

placed for future delivery.
On the one hand, flexibility in film
production and exhibition appear to call
for a 24-in. reel and 25-in. magazine; on
the other hand, immediate usefulness and
of

availability

23-in.

reels

and

dominate the scene

magazines

24-in.
for

the

moment.

minimum

is obviously preferred.
not critical if more than one
intermission is planned (although a standard will be necessary).
Considering the

Reel

size

is

Magazines

Some

exhibitors

have voiced concern

would

as to the possibility of installing the 24-in.
or 25-in. magazines on their equipment.

appear that a reel should have a minimum
capacity of 5400 ft.
Assuming a hub
diameter of 5 in. (presently contemplated),
it
has been estimated by the Motion
Picture Research Council and others that
this footage does require a 24-in. diameter
reel.
Exact determination will depend on
such variables as take-up tension, thick-

This has been with particular reference to
There
theaters still using Universal bases.
is definite information that either modification can be made with but few excepThe exceptions occur where the
tions.
Universal base is used in very cramped
quarters. In those cases smaller magazines
will have to be used and the number of

single

intermission,

therefore,

ness of film, condition

and

it

cleanliness of

intermissions increased.

should be noted that a reel
can hold roughly 10% more black-andwhite than color film because of the

Spindle Size

difference in film thickness.

with 2000-ft reels

However, the only large reels now being
produced in quantity, against orders from

increased
of film, it

a large number of exhibitors, are 23 in.
and not 24 in. The reasons for this are

diameter must be increased to withstand
No definite recomthe increased stress.
mendations have been made as yet alin. has been mentioned as a
though

film, etc.

twofold:

It

partly

economic

and

partly

based on the technical considerations of
the early

3-D productions.

Diameter of the spindle

&

in present use

With the load
some 250% by the larger reels
is

is

generally

in.

felt

that the spindle

likely value.
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Take-up Tension
With regard to

MPRG

24-in.

reel,

the

has stated that "Because of their

and weight, such

must have free
wheeling flanges to minimize strain on the
film when the machine is started."
By

size

making the
inertia

is

course,

it

reels

flanges free-wheeling, the reel

appreciably decreased. And, of
is the flywheel effect of the flange

mass which produces the film damage;
that

is,

the reel tends to stay at rest after
is started and to continue

the projector

a fixed speed once it is in motion.
Therefore, with fast start projectors, slack
at

is

created at the start and

catches

up

it

when

tends to maintain

and consequently

gives

the reel
its

speed

an awful wallop

73d Convention, Los Angeles
Stereoscopic motion pictures and the
engineering of drive-in theaters are phases
receiving special attention at the Spring

The

and entertainment program is outlined on cards mailed
on March 2 to all members in the western
hemisphere. This card and the Advance
Convention.

Program,
members,

to

the film perforations engaged in

to

the

technical

be mailed March 27 to all
be sent to anyone on

will

the

hold-back sprocket.

what is required is a method
applying an adequate and constant
take-up tension from the beginning of the
start-cycle through to the end of the reel.
Several methods, other than the freeEssentially

of

wheeling

have been mentioned

reel,

as

use of a separatepotential solutions:
drive, constant-torque motor, the doublecone type of mechanism and others.

Committee Meeting

The Film Projection Practice Committee
has scheduled a meeting to consider those
aspects of these questions which lend
themselves to and require standardization.
This will be reported in the next Journal.
Henry Kogel, Staff Engineer.

Statler, April

27 -

May

phonic sound demonstration
planned for Friday evening.

1

has

been

Television begins on Tuesday with a
papers session and a tour of the new CBS

Television City. Tuesday evening's session will have a progress report on NTSG
color standardization. (The April Journal
will have the popular paper on this subject
presented at the Washington Convention

by A. V. Loughren.) Subscription telebe on the program. The
television sessions have been scheduled

vision will also

request.

President Herbert Barnett has announced

NARTB

plans for the Get-Together Luncheon:
Mitchell Wolfson, noted exhibitor, television broadcaster and former President
of Theatre Owners of America, will speak
at the opening luncheon, Monday noon.
His keynote address will bring to Hollywood and to the engineers, the exhibitors'
views on stereoscopic and wide-screen
motion pictures, present outlook for
theater television, and current prospects,
technical and economic, for the drive-in
theaters of the United States.
The Advance Program will give the full
schedule, with abstracts, of the papers
that Chairman Ralph Lovell now has

at Azusa, Calif.
High-speed papers are
scheduled for Thursday evening and Friday
morning.
Wednesday evening is set aside for the
traditional Cocktail Hour and the Semiannual Banquet and Dance.

firmly committed.
Stereo is scheduled for

open house

after-

be presented, along with photography

and exhibition demonstrations.
310

precede

A

stereo-

the

engineering

which begin on April 29.
Wednesday morning and afternoon

sessions

On
it

drive-in theaters

is

picture

factors

affecting

and sound quality and new equip-

ment.

High-speed photographers take a trip
to the U.S. Naval Ordnance
Test Station's Morris Dam Test Facility

on Wednesday

And

Monday

noon and evening and Tuesday afternoon.
Stereoscopic and wide-screen principles
will

to

essing

it's
the morning after the ball
at the Hollywood film proclaboratories.
Thursday afternoon

offers film processing subjects

night, a general session.
are on sound recording

and Thursday

Friday's sessions

and on magnetic

and editing. (All the Washington Convention magnetic striping symposium papers are to be published as Part

Vaughn Shaner. The people now making
the plans and who will carry the Con-

II of the April Journal.}

Program Chairman
Papers Committee

striping

There are now ten committee meetings
and five committee reports scheduled
during the week.
The Ladies Program is highlighted by
an outdoor luncheon by the Huntington
Hotel pool and tour of the Huntington

Library in Pasadena, on Tuesday. A
luncheon and tour of a motion picture
studio are planned for Thursday and a
luncheon on Wednesday at the Statler
will precede a fashion show in the Terrace

Room.

Tickets for outstanding television
will be available at other

and radio shows
times

to

help

complete an

interesting week.
There will be

active

and

an equipment exhibit

arranged particularly for new equipment
described in papers on the technical
program. Questionnaire forms are due
by April 1 to Thomas J. Gibbons, Exhibit
Chairman, 446 N. La Brea Ave., Holly-

vention through are:

Ralph E. Lovell
Chairman, W. H.
Rivers
Vice-Chairmen, J. E. Aiken,
Skipwith W. Athey, Geo. W. Colburn,
G. G. Graham, John H. Waddell
73d Convention High-Speed Photography
Carlos H. Elmer
Local Arrangements
Vaughn C. Shaner
Banquet
Sidney P. Solow
Door Attendants
USC Student Chapter
Exhibits
Thomas J. Gibbons
Hotel Reservations and Transportation
Philip G. Caldwell
Luncheon
Loren L. Ryder
John W.
Membership and Subscriptions
Duvall
Motion Pictures
Ted Fogelman
Chairman,
Projection, 35mm and 16mm
M. B. Smith, assisted by Merle Chamberlin and Allan C. Curtis
Public Address and Recording

wood 36, Calif.
Opening of the Registration Desk has
been moved up to Sunday afternoon by

Harold Desfor
Publicity
Information
Registration and

Convention Vice-President Jack Servies
Chairman
Local
Arrangements

Ladies Reception and Registration
Vaughn C. Shaner

and

The
A

Robert

Young
Mrs.

Seventy-Fifth Semiannual Convention

year from

now

the Society will hold

its

The
seventy-fifth semiannual convention.
event will be marked by emphasis on the
aspect of the development of
motion picture engineering.
During the Chicago Convention last
year plans were initiated and John Frayne
accepted the Chairmanship of a special
committee formed to accomplish a special
program which will include authoritative
historical

historical papers outlining the development
of the cinematographic arts and associated

technologies.

The

Committee

is

also

James Card
John I. Crabtree
James W. Cummings
Emery Huse
Axel G. Jensen
Barton Kreuzer
B.
Peter

McCullough
Mole
H. W. Moyse
Terry Ramsaye
J.

E.

The

I.

Sponable

and Museum Comunder Chairman John B. Mc-

Historical

working on the selection of pioneers who
will be properly honored at this Conven-

mittee,

tion for their contribution to the industry.

the 75th Convention Program.

The

Edwin

W. Templin

roster of the

Committee

John G. Frayne, Chairman
Edmund A. Bertram
Frank E. Cahill

is

:

Cullough, will contribute substantially to
Suggestions or proposals for any aspects
of the 75th Convention will be welcomed

by John G. Frayne, 6601 Romaine
Los Angeles 38, Calif. V.A.

St.,
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1953 Nominations
The Nominating Committee under

Chairmanship of Peter Mole, 941 North
Sycamore Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif., is

from the East, two from the Central area
and two from the West. Incumbents are
listed on the inside back cover of each

now

Journal.

the

considering candidates for election
national offices of the Society. The
Chairman invites all Fellows and Honorary
and Active Members to submit their sugAt the end of 1953 nine vacangestions.
cies are to occur
they will be in the
offices
of Engineering
Vice-President,
Financial Vice-President and Treasurer
and the following Governorships: two
to

Pacific Coast Section

Pacific Coast Section meetwith a program entitled "ThreeDimensional Motion Pictures" brought out
an unprecedented attendance of 800. It
was originally intended to open the meet-

ing

ing to all interested motion picture and
television engineers, but the response to
the first notice was so great that follow-up
notices had to be sent advising that ad-

mittance would be restricted to members

wood

1952.

Meeting

The February

of the

Mr. Mole requests that suggestions be
him at the earliest possible date
because the Committee has a substantial
amount of work to be accomplished as is
specified in Bylaw VIII which appeared
last on page 345 of the Journal for April
sent to

SMPTE

plus members of the HollySection of the American Society of

Cinematographers.
The program, held on the sound stages
at the Republic Picture Studios, presented
speakers from the 3-D field and short
film demonstrations.
Sol Lesser Productions provided a Stableford screen from
England. Members examined it and asked
questions about it following the meeting.
Mr. Lesser very kindly provided the
Polaroid glasses for viewing the films.
Dr. Harold R. Lutes, President of the

H-L

lems encountered in stereoscopic photography and illustrated his discussion with
a series of slides designed to show the
optical illusions and depth perception
sensations possible with three-dimensional

photography.
Spottiswoode, Technical
Stereo Techniques,
Ltd.,
London, spoke on "Practical Aspects of
Three -Dimensional Motion Picture Photography," and showed three of Stereo

Raymond

Director

J.

of

films, one an animated production.
Mr. Spottiswoode's discussion
was of great interest to the group, very

Techniques'

well presented and greatly heightened by
a charming sense of humor and understanding of his audience.

Raphael G. Wolff, President of Raphael
G. Wolff Studio and Stereo-Cine, Inc.,
offered film demonstrations from current
productions to illustrate some of the results
available today to the professional motion

producer or commercial film
producer through the use of stereo photogpicture

Instrument Company, and a manuand developer of optical instruments and photographic equipment, spoke
briefly on some of the psychological prob-

G.
Caldwell,
Secretaryraphy. Philip
Treasurer, Pacific Coast Section.

SMPTE

television

facturer

the

Lapel Pins are available from

headquarters. They are
gold and blue enamel, with a screw back.
The pin is a |-in. reproduction of the
the film, sprocket and
Society symbol
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Society's

which appears on the

tube

The

$4.00,

price of the pin is
including Federal Tax; in New

York

City,

Journal cover.

add

3%

sales

tax.

Book Reviews
Design Data
Communication Engineers

Filter

for

Comptes rendu Proceedings of 1951
Stockholm Convention of the Commis-

J.
H. Mole. Published (1952) by
John Wiley, 440 Fourth Ave., New York
i-xvi + 246 pp. + 4 pp. index.
16.
127

By

56

illus.

X

6

tables.

in.

9f

Price

$7.50.

This volume,

as

its

title

indicates,

is

primarily intended for the engineer concerned with filter design. Emphasis is
on design problems to the almost complete
exclusion
of theoretical considerations.
Derivations of formulas have been included

when

only

entation.

necessary to the clarity of presAll filters treated are, with one

exception, Zobel filters.
the coupled resonant
is

This exception

bandpass

filter.

An elementary knowledge

of transmission
theory has been assumed. For
a person with such a background, the
explanation of design methods is adequate.
The author has succeeded in presenting
a large amount of design data in this

and

filter

More than 70 of the
127 figures are charts directly concerned
with numerical evaluation.
Design data
for a large number of
specific filter configurations (in excess of 30) is presented.
These vary from a single section to a filter
252-page volume.

of five

M

M-derived sections (with different

values) plus a terminating k section.
Sufficient data are presented to enable one
to determine the minimum number of

elements required for the solution of a
given design problem and to assign element
values after having determined the required

configuration

Included

.

is

a chapter on the determina-

tion of tolerances
required on individual
elements to meet a specified overall

tolerance.

This

problem

is

approached
G. W. Read,

by the theory of probability.
Westrex Corp., 6601 Romaine

wood

St.,

Holly-

38, Calif.

SMPTE
Officers
Journal.

sion Internationale

De

L']2clairage

Published (1952) by the Central Bureau of
Commission
Internationale
De
the^
1706 pp.
Available at a
L'Eclairage.
delivered price of $12.50 per set of 3 vols.,
from T. D. Wakefield, Treasurer U.S.N.C.,
I.C.I., F. W. Wakefield Co., Vermilion,
Ohio.

The

twelfth session of the International

Commission on Illumination was held in
Stockholm, Sweden, in June and July,
1951.
The proceedings are published in
three volumes described as follows:

Volume I contains the Secretariat Reports for the separate committees partici-

The twenty-odd contributing
pating.
committees cover such subjects as definitions and units, methods of measurement,
physiology and theories of vision, light
sources and all sorts of practical applications of lighting.
The Secretariat Reports
contain

much

material contributed from
which should be
of great value to any student or research
worker interested in the subjects covered;
for, in many instances, they contain very
extensive bibliographies consisting of literally hundreds of references to papers from
many lands. The report of Committee
62d on Cinema Lighting contains informa-

many

different countries

by members from Belgium,
Czechoslovakia, Denmark, France, Great
Britain, Norway, Sweden and the U.S.A.
It is gratifying to note that so many countries by independent means have arrived
at approximately the same range of recommended screen brightness as our own for
tion submitted

viewing

35mm

motion pictures.
II contains forty-five papers on
range of subjects presented at the

Volume
a wide

Stockholm Meeting by individual delegates.

Officers

and Committees:

A new

publishing of the roster of Society
is scheduled for the April

and the Committee Chairmen and Members

The

last

one

is

in April 1952.
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Volume III contains a complete list of
the delegates and visitors, minutes of the
meetings, and the official recommendations of the C. I. E. Many of the recommendations of committees of the G. I. E.
have already been published in various

Some were contained on pages
734-738 of the Journal of the Optical Society

project with the following Advisory

mittee

Com-

Milton

S.

Eisenhower,

Chairman;

Presi-

dent, Pennsylvania State College.
Arthur S. Adams, President, American

Reverend Theodore M. Hesburgh,

of America, Vol. 41, Oct.

dent, University of Notre Dame
Armand L. Hunter, Director of Television

1951.

Recom-

Presi-

Lighting in Cinemas and those of Committee 63 on Television were reported on

Development, Michigan State College
Francis Keppel, Dean, Harvard Graduate
School of Education

pages 283 and 284 of

George

this Society's Journal

September 1951. The minutes also
report the change of name of the Commission from International Commission on
Illumination (I. C. I.) to Commission
for

Internationale De L'Eclairage (C. I. E.)
because of a conflict with the prior trade-

mark

of Imperial Chemical Industries in

E. Probst, Director of Radio,
University of Chicago
Mark C. Schinnerer, Superintendent of
Schools, Cleveland
Ralph Steetle, Executive Director, Joint
Committee on Educational Television
The staff for the Institute was
V. Newsom, Associate
Director: Carrol
:

Commissioner
State of

England.
Decision

was announced

to

hold the

the

to

Hoeing,

Director:

Frederick

W.

New York

Administrative Assistant:

A

Higher Education,

Director: E. Arthur Hungerford,
General Precision Laboratory, Pleasantville, N.Y.

Consultant

Ohio.

for

New York

Assistant

next meeting in 1955 in Switzerland.
W. W. Lozier, National Carbon Co., Fostoria,

Mrs. Eunice Collins

Parker, American Council on Educa-

Television Policy for Education

tion,

From

V. Newsom, Editor. Published
(1952) by American Council on Education,
1785 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. i-xx + 267 pp.
Carrol

6X9

in.

Price $3.50.

Engineers, industrialists, administrators
from government and education, lawyers,
entertainers, producers and other leaders
related their experiences and aspirations
in developing, administering and programtelevision at the Tele-

ming educational

vision Programs Institute held at Pennsylvania State College, April 20-24, 1952.
Their papers have been abstracted in
this well-edited volume, which includes a
wealth of data on costs and practical steps
to be taken.
The Institute was sponsored by the

American Council on Education which

is

a council of national educational associations,

universities, colleges, technological
state departments of education,

schools,

and many other

interested organizations

including large public libraries.
The Institute meeting was a serious task
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i

Council on Education

journals.

mendations by Committee 62d on Screen

t

:

Washington, D.C.

and some 90 other participants there has been derived for this
volume a substantial presentation of adthese

dresses,
panel discussions, reports and
working papers. At the Institute there
were 11 demonstrations which this book

could only

cite.

Parts of the information here will not

be new to some engineers and their combut recent reports on experimunities
ence in New York state bear witness that
a little more thorough dissemination may
The State's
not be a dangerous thing.
Temporary Commission on the Use of
Television for Educational Purposes recently delivered a report that the New
York Times on March 1, 1953, called "an

and shocking document."
Times thoroughly followed out its
Reheadline:
"Incredible Document
port on Educational Video Is Shameful."
The worth of a book like A Television
incredibly clumsy

The

Policy for Education

may

be further assessed

8, 1953, New
York Herald-Tribune the concluding para-

by noting from the March

graph which columnist John Crosby wrote

I

j

<

i

\

supplying some of the

[after

vision cost figures

"The worst

known

tele-

falsifying every

effects

of this sort.

Other

educators

who had been

TV might assume

that

private

New York

Lg

to

Audio_Visual Communication
-r*

is a new
quarterly issuing from the
Department of Audio-Visual Instruction
(D AVI) of the National Education Associa*
1 1 '***-- N
6
:'
Articles dea mostly Washington
with film and
^G.
television from a cultural point of view, and
a department of "Research Abstracts"
provides precis of articles from other
publications, dealing with films and tele-

This

has examined the thing
This is

honestly and found it wanting.
Gov. Dewey has
untrue.
hostile

about educa-

and

legislatures

interested in educational

even

fact

V.A.

of the commission

report are psychological New York State
has always been considered a leader in
affairs

known

tional television."

:

'

been

and to
The commis-

the Board of Regents

they propose.
seems to have fallen all over itself to
accommodate him, even to the extent of
everything

sion

Journals Available

W

.

vision as training media.

and Wanted

These notices are published as a service to expedite disposal and acquisition of out-of-print Journals.
Please write direct to the persons

and addresses

listed.

Available
(1947-51) in perfect condition plus the indexes for 1936-45 and 1946-50 and
ncluding the 1949 High-Speed Photography, upon any reasonable offer to Vic Gretzinger, 3547 Suter St., Oakland 19, Calif.
5 years

1951-1952 Journals in excellent condition plus the Indexes for 1916-30, 1930-35, 1936-45
and 1946-50; and including the 1949 High-Speed Photography. Write to K. G. Tsien,
147-51 Charter Road, Jamaica 35, N.Y.

Wanted
and
N.Y.

Transactions 1, 6

New York

17,

7.

Write Mrs. Dorothy Gelatt, Henry

M.

Lester, 101

Park Ave.,

Jan., 1938; Apr., 1939; June, 1940; July, 1941; Feb., 1944;
Jan., Feb. and Mar. 1946; Jan., 1947; Jan. and Feb. 1948; Mar.
Write to Mr. Ishan Ghosh, Chief
(in 2 parts), July, Aug. and Sept. 1949 and Feb. 1950.
Technician, Kardar Productions 30, Government Gate Rd., Parel, Bombay 12, India.
April, 1934;

Jan.

May, 1936;

and Aug. 1945;

January and February 1946 Journals. Advise the Record Engineering Library, Radio
Corporation of America, RCA Victor Division, 501 N. LaSalle St., Indianapolis, Ind.

Sets of 74 standards (with index) in
sales tax on deliveries within
(plus

3%

heavy three-post binders are available at $15.00

New York

City).
Foreign postage is $0.50 extra.
include the latest standards approved: PH 22.1-1953, PH 22.84-1953, PH
22.85-1953 and PH 22.92-1953.
If all present owners of binders will communicate with the Society, these four new
standards will be sent to them gratis.
Single copies of any particular standard must be ordered from the American Standards
Association, 70 East 45th St., New York 17, N.Y.
Only complete sets are available from

These

sets

Society headquarters.
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New Members
The

following members have been added to the Society's rolls since those last published.
designations of grades are the same as those used in the 1952 MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY.

Fellow (F)

Honorary (H)

Active (M)

Bird, Herbert Leslie, Chief Sound Engineer,
Mission, c/o Israel Motion Picture
Studios, Ltd., Herzliya, Israel.
(A)
Brooks, Walter H., Editor, Managers' Round
Picture
Motion
Herald, 1270 Sixth
Table,
(A)
Ave., New York, N.Y.
Byars, Taylor, Motion Picture Cameraman,
Technical Director, Five Star Productions.
Mail: 623 N. Lamer St., Burbank, Calif.

UNESCO

Associate (A)

The

Student

(S)

Schmit, Joseph W., Chemical Engineer, Technicolor Motion Picture Corp., 6311 Romaine,
Hollywood 38, Calif. (A)
Smith, Warren R., Motion Picture Technician,
Warren R. Smith, Inc. Mail: 2560 Monroeville, Rd., Turtle Creek, Pa.
(M)
Sobin, Ben, Visual Education Service, Boy
Scouts of America, 2 Park Ave., New York,

67 Rd., Forest Hills, N.Y.

N.Y._ (A)_
Valenzio, Victor E., Motion Picture Cameraman, U.S. Signal Corps Pictorial Center.
Mail: 101-64 105 St., Ozone Park 16, N.Y.
(A)
Vanderhoek, E. F., Manager, Westrex Corp.
(South-East Asia), 138 Robinson Rd., Singa-

Herman, Frank J., Processing Foreman, Geo.
W. Colburn Laboratory, Inc. Mail: 7950

Williams, J. Gordon, Transmission Engineer,
Sound Services, Inc. Mail: 404 W. Valencia

(M)
Harburger, Albert

and ProYork 36, N.Y.

N., Film Editor

ducer, 630 Ninth Ave.,

New

(M)
Hartzband, Morris, Free-lance Cameraman.
99-45

Mail:

pore, Malaya.

(A)

Drexel Ave., Chicago, 111. (A)
John G., Film Technician, Printer
Foreman, Acme Film Laboratory. Mail:
1444 Miller Dr., Los Angeles 46, Calif. (M)

Killough,

Kiteley,

Raymond

C.,

Ave., Burbank, Calif.

New

Audio Productions, 630 Ninth Ave.,

York, N.Y.

Morse, Leonard

CHANGES IN GRADE
Boden, William

(A)

Bernard, Technical writer, Avion
Instrument Corp. MaU: 435 Warwick St.,
Brooklyn 7, N.Y. (M)
Robins, Ben W., Manager, Sound and Visual
Design Group, RCA Victor Division. Mail:
Postal, Julius

(A)

217-D, Haddonfield, N.J.

DECEASED
Heacock, Frank C., Office Manager, Eastern
Columbia. Mail: Box 136, San Gabriel,
Calif.

(A)

Poulsen, Arnold, Director, Electrical FonoFilms Co., Meldahlsgade 5, Vesterport 1523,

Copenhagen, Denmark.
Sherman, Harry, Labor

(A)
Editor,

Projectionist Publishing Co.,

New York

(M)

F., (S) to

Howard, William A., (A) to (M)
Ushijima, Henry, (A) to (M)

P.,

Hills Apt.

(A)

(A)

Photographer, Visual Aids
Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft.
Technician,
Mail:
10 Dorothy St., Hartford 6, Conn.

Haddon

York, N.Y.

Motion Picture Camera-

AF 11233560, Hq. Sq. Sec. Air Force
Flight Test Center, Edwards Air Force Base,
Calif.
(A)
Maguire, Frank J., Assistant Director, Medical
Films,

(A)

Burton H., Assistant Cameraman,
Camera Equipment Co., 1600 Broadway,

Zucker,

man,

New

(M)

18,

N.Y.

19

International

W. 44

St.,

(M)

Meetings
Society of

Motion Picture and Television Engineers, Central Section Meeting, Apr.

16,

Encyclopaedia Britannica Film Studios, Chicago
Symposium on Modern Network Synthesis, planned by Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn,
Apr. 16-18, Auditorium of Engineering Societies Bldg., New York
International Symposium on Nonlinear Circuit Analysis, Apr. 23-24, information from
Microwave Research Inst., 55 Johnson St., Brooklyn 1, N.Y.
73d Semiannual Convention of the SMPTE, Apr. 27-May 1, Hotel Statler, Los Angeles
National Association of Radio and Television Broadcasters, 7th Annual Conf., Apr. 28May 1, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles
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American Physical Society, Apr. 30-May 2, Washington, D.G.
Acoustical Society of America, May 7-9, Hotel Warwick, Philadelphia, Pa.
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, Central Section Meeting, May 14,
(tentative), Western Society of Engineers, Chicago
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, Southwest Subsection, May 20,
Dallas, Tex.
Society of Photographic Engineers, Third Annual Conference on Science in Photography
and Photographic Instrumentation, May 20-22, U.S. Hotel Thayer, West Point, N.Y.
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, Central Section Meeting, June 11,
Geo. W. Colburn Laboratory, Chicago
American Physical Society, June 18-20, Rochester, N.Y.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Summer General Meeting, June 29- July 3,
Atlantic City, N.J.

23d Annual Meeting, Aug. 31 -Sept. 3, Hotel Statler,
Los Angeles, Calif.
The Royal Photographic Society's Centenary, International Conference on the Science
and Applications of Photography, Sept. 19-25, London, England
National Electronics Conference, 9th Annual Conference, Sept. 28-30, Hotel Sherman,
Chicago
74th Semiannual Convention of the SMPTE, Oct. 4-9, Hotel Statler, New York
Audio Engineering Society, Fifth Annual Convention, Oct. 14-17, Hotel New Yorker,
New York, N.Y.
Theatre Equipment and Supply Manufacturers' Association Convention (in conjunction
with Theatre Equipment Dealers' Association and Theatre Owners of America),
Oct. 31 -Nov. 4, Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago, 111.
Theatre Owners of America, Annual Convention and Trade Show, Nov. 1-5, Chicago, 111.
National Electrical Manufacturers Association, Nov. 9-12, Haddon Hall Hotel, Atlantic
Biological Photographic Association,

75th Semiannual Convention of the

SMPTE, May

City, N.J.
3-7, 1954 (next year), Hotel Statler,

Washington, D.C.

I

76th Semiannual Convention of the

Employment

SMPTE, Oct.

Service

Positions Available

Cameraman-Director, young
work in Southern
Must be able to show sample
Send resume of experience and

free to travel, to

states.

footage.

can

spondence

Wanted:

man

18-20, 1954 (next year), Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles

W. LaRue,
Chicago

Inc.,

be addressed. Mervin
159 E. Chicago Ave.,

111.

11,

Permanent

Position

in

Southwest

for

personal details in letter. Address replies
to P.O. Box 1531, Louisville, Ky.

experienced motion picture cameraman;
must have sample interior and exterior
Write letter,
footage to indicate ability.

Opportunity in Midwest: for
competent photographer and cinematographer experienced in 16mm production
techniques to become permanently associated, as working partner, with well

giving re'sume of professional experience,

Career

established,

pany

financially

producing

films exclusively.

excellent character,

educational

responsible

com-

medical and scientific
Must be under 40, of

good personality and

Write, stating
education, experience, history of
employment, marital status, salary excorreconfidential
pected and where
age,

background.

to

Susong Agency, 524 Commercial Bldg.,

Dallas, Tex.

Position

Wanted

1 as gen. mgr., charge of
production, large southern film studio.
15 yrs. experience as prod, mgr., editor and

Resigned Feb.

16mm

and 35mm. Married,
References and resume'
Harlan H. Mendenhall, 5141
Houston, Tex.

cameraman,

37, college grad.

on request
Bataan St.,
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New

Products

Further information about these items can be obtained direct from the addresses given.
As in the case of technical papers, the Society is not responsible for manufacturers' statements, and publication of these items does not constitute endorsement of the products.

ROTATING MIRROR

NTERNAL LENS

new

research camera, Model 168,
and Whitley, Inc.,
San Carlos, Calif., and described here with
data supplied by Jack Chambers, Director of
Research of that organization.
This smear or streak type of camera images
the event to be studied through the vertical
slit at the upper left, then the rotating stainlesssteel mirror wipes the image onto film at a

This

is

a

developed

by

Beckman

EXTERNAL
CONDENSER LENS
TEST OBJECT-

SWCE? BHUfllOH

-

HIRfcOR

ROTiaiNG

sweep rate of 0.327

to 5.466 mm//isec.
Either
4 X 5 in. or 4
10 in. film is used.
Inside
the upper right section of die housing below the
vertically projecting knob is the mirror which
by the knob is secured in a vacuum-tight round

X

TIME RESOLVED
STREAK

FCTMmo

access panel.

The schematic shows how

a

self-luminous
image is projected through the slit by an external
condenser lens which is not part of the instrument. The internal lens forms an inverted
nonmagnified image of the slit in the film plane
after reflection from the mirror surface.
The slit width is 0.010 in. The slit plate is a
piece of flat glass with an opaque coating on one
side through which the slit line has been ruled.

The

a guillotine type to work at
high speed to prevent multiple exposures, with
exposure time of 1/200 sec. The mirror has a
,3f X 4 in. reflecting surface.
Temperatureshutter

is

monitoring thermocouples are mounted on the
outer races of upper and lower mirror bearings.
As shown in the schematic, synchronizing of
the exposure with actuation of the test object is
accomplished through the pip-generating commutator seen on top of the mirror. Each turn
of the mirror produces a 15-v minimum pulse
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is used to trigger and synchronize the
object so that the image will be positioned on

which
test

the film.

A

depicted in the last
left is a slit image
photographed for the purpose of determining
the position of the test object, a gas-filled glowdischarge tube. To the right is a second slit
image also made with the mirror stationary.
This image constitutes the time base from
which measurements are made to the streak
image at the extreme right. This image is
produced with the mirror spinning and a
typical recording

illustration.

is

At the extreme

synchronized high-voltage pulse applied to the
tube.

group of

directories of

community antenna

systems, theater-television installations, and
channel allocation tables with priority
lists.
Also included
are
revised
and

FCC

brought-up-to-date

and

neers

directories

attorneys;

of:

engiof

manufacturers

television

equipment, including receivers,
transmitters, tubes, theater-television, and

community antennas;

FCC

personnel;

trade associations;

program sources;

station

representatives;

unions;

and publica-

tions.

The Auto Camera Mark

has been
A. Maurer,
Inc., Photographic Instrumentation Div.,
31st St., Long Island City 1,
37-01
N.Y. Designed as a low-cost, lightweight,

announced

as available

from

3

J.

compact recording camera,
nally provided for aircraft use

man &

was origiby D. Shack-

it

Sons Ltd., London, England. It is
8| in. long, 3f in. wide, 4 in. high and
weighs 6 Ib. A spring motor drives the
camera to transport and expose 21 ft of
35
film, the cycle being initiated by
either a 12- or 24-v d-c pulse.
The film
is held in special cassettes.
Five shutter

mm

j

|

from 1/10 to 1/200 sec, and
"time" exposure, are provided.
The
standard lens supplied is a 36-mm focal
length, //3.5 in a graduated focusing
mount. Other lenses are available and
special models of the camera incorporate
speeds,

6- or 9-in. lenses.

There are two models to provide
natives of 200 pictures

X

alter-

or
300 pictures f in.
1 in.
Accessories
permit time-lapse recording, photomicrography, normal and stereo photomacrography, aircraft instrument and chemical
experiment recording.
1

in.

1

in.

X

One-hundred and seventy-five

tele-

vision stations authorized to start operations during 1953 are listed in the 16th
edition of Television Factbook, published

by Television Digest, Wyatt Bldg., WashThis figure covers all the
ington, D.G.
post-freeze

new

television

stations

au-

thorized through Jan. 3, 1953; of the 175,
48 are
and 127 UHF.
Television

VHF

a semiannual reference guide,
has 268 pages in the new edition and costs
new feature in this issue is a
$3.00.

Factbook,

A

A new

3-in. //3.5 telephoto lens for

16mm

motion picture cameras has been announced by Bell & Howell Co., 7100
McGormick Rd., Chicago 45, 111.
The new lens, which replaces the B & H
3-in. //4 Telate lens, has all air-glass surfaces coated.
Accuracy of focusing is
secured by matching the lens and focusing
scale within 1 %. The lens carries an easyto-read, standard spread-out iris scale with
a range from //3.5 to //22. Click stops
assure positive setting and prevent acci-

dental changes of the diaphragm opening.
The depth of field scale is filled in red for
readier identification. Distances are calibrated in feet from film. Supplied with
the lens are a metal lens cap and a sunshade.
The sunshade serves also as a
The retail price of the new
filter-holder.
lens, which is now available from Bell

&

Howell
tax

is

dealers,

is

$79.95.

(Federal excise

not applicable.)
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Slide Rulc>

This is the first working model of the
Revised Slide Rule for complete analysis
of high-speed motion picture data.
In mechanics research, rapid methods for
quantitative analysis of high-speed motion
A first
picture data are highly desirable.
step in this direction was a slide rule

Body

of the three slides is determined by the
camera speed, the magnification and the
The
length of film interval selected.
indicator is used for aligning corresponding
values in various scales, such as number of

frames

vs.

time, object

displacement

vs.

developed at Springfield Armory in 1950,
described before the Society at its 1951

image displacement, displacement vs. velocity, and velocity change vs. acceleration.
In addition, a data sheet has been de-

Spring Convention and in a paper pubin the June 1951 Journal.
That

veloped to serve as a guide for the sequence
of measuring and calculating operations

lished

model was

essentially

planned

for deter-

mining the operation time and cyclic rate
of moving parts, with additional use for

some precalculation tasks.
Recently, a more general slide rule has
been developed. It and some of its
possibilities were described in detail before
the Society at its 1952 Fall Convention.
It has been designed to allow for determination of displacement, velocity and acceleration of moving parts.
It consists of
slide rule body, three slides and an indicator,

number

and

carries scales for

of frames,

time,

camera speed,

length of film

interval, cyclic rate, object displacement,

image displacement, velocity, acceleration
and depth factor. The proper setting

and

for plotting the results.
slide rule and the data sheet

The

have
been used at Springfield Armory over a
period of some months and have proved
successful, with much time saved in calculations.

training,

and

it

A computing aid, after brief
can perform the whole operation,

appears that errors in numerical

The

calculations are reduced.

slide rule

expected to be of special value to small
installations where expensive computing
equipment is not justified.
is

Manufacture and sale of the slide rule
on a commercial basis have been postponed until the pending patent application
cleared.
able from
is

Karl

W.

Further information
Springfield

Armory,

Maier, Springfield

A new

1,

avail-

is

Atten:

Mass.

edition of the Society's Test Film Catalog is now available at no charge from the
It covers 27 different test films,
and 35mm, for use by
Society's headquarters.
These test films have been
theaters, service shops, factories and television stations.

16mm

developed by the
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Recommendations of the National Television
System Committee
By A. V.

for a

LOUGHREN

I.

The work

INTRODUCTION

of the National Television

System Committee on color television
has probably constituted a fundamental
and major advance. This report of the
NTSC's accomplishments is the author's
view, and not an official statement on
behalf of that Committee.

To

Color Television Signal

apparent before the issue
that the 12 channels then
television were insufficient
Commission's objective of

of the notice
available for
to satisfy the

a nationwide

and

competitive television broadcast
service.
Additional channels in excess
of 50 were going to be required.
An un-

the understanding of the

committed portion of spectrum known

significance of the several elements in
the total contribution, a review of some

to be reasonably suitable for television

of television's history is useful.
In 1949 the Federal Communications

ficient in extent for

assist in

Commission issued a Notice of Proposed
Rule Making 1 dealing with color television, and held a hearing on the subject
which lasted many months. The Commission appears to have had two purposes in this course of action.
First, it
certainly wanted to bring about a colortelevision

service

to

the public at an

early date.
Second, and perhaps from
its point of view,
equally important, it
wanted to establish whether or not color

would require different treatment in frequency allocation than did
monochrome television. It had become
television

broadcasting lay below 1000 me, suf70 added channels if

6 me was sufficient channel width. No
other frequency space gave promise of
being available within the foreseeable

future for television broadcasting.
state of affairs

is

shown

in Fig.

1

.

This

The

Commission was

faced, therefore, with
the difficulty "If color television cannot
be done in a 6-mc channel, we must

have less channels than needed
a nationwide competitive service or

either
for

we must postpone

color television into

future"; and there had
been evidence, in 1947, that color-television broadcasting of quality compathe

indefinite

rable

to

monochrome

television

would

require 12- to 15-mc channels.
Presented on October

6,

1952, at the So-

Convention at Washington, D.G.,
by A. V. Loughren, Hazeltine Corp., Little
Neck, L.I., N.Y. The author has reviewed
the entire
Convention transcript and
brought salient points from the oral discusciety's

sion into this presentation,
date for the Journal.

brought up to

April 1953

The Commission concluded, from the
evidence presented in the hearing, that
color television could be broadcast in a
6-mc channel, that the field-sequential
method of color-television broadcasting
was the only method which at that time
had been demonstrated both to give pic-
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VHP
12

UHF
70

Channels

6 Me

of

of
(or

Commercial
Use

88

174

Fig. 1. Existing

Readily Usable

470

216

and

UHP

or Higher

6 Me

35 of 12Mc)
Known to Be

in

Me* 54

Remote

Channels

Usable for

TV

Broadcasting Only
after Long Development
If Ever

890

2500

potential television allocations, as of 1949;

immediate need, 70 or more channels.

Panels

11

& 11-A

Subjective Aspects

Color Transcription

ORGANIZATION OF NTSC
Fig. 2.

Organization of National Television System Committee.

tures with some prospect of viewer acceptance and to be practicable with apparatus then readily available, and the

Commission adopted that method. 2

-

3

In

response to the Commission's
notice of the hearing a large number of
interested parties in the television broadcasting and television apparatus manu-

facturing

322

industries

established

April 1953

a Na-

tional Television

System Committee

to

provide a means for the industry to assist
the Federal Communications Commission by making information available
Beto it in the course of the hearing.
fore, during, and following the hearing,
some of the members of this committee
had made substantial progress with both
the theoretical and practical aspects of

Journal of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

a method of color-television broadcasting quite different from the field-sequenIn the fall of 1950 the
tial method.

NTSC

up a six-member Ad Hoc

set

Committee to investigate the progress of
developments and to report back a
recommendation as to whether or not
NTSC should work actively toward the
completion and experimental verification of a color-television signal based on
these

In the spring
turned
The committee found
in its report.
the
that
developments had indeed
reached the point where it seemed highly
all

of these developments.

of 1951 the

Ad Hoc Committee

work would lead

likely that further

to

a most advantageous form of color-tele-

The commitrecommended that the

broadcast signal.

vision
tee's

report

NTSC
nal, to

proceed actively to study the sigarrange for such tests as were nec-

essary to select the signal characteristics,
and to pursue a program of field tests of

such scope as to show clearly beyond any
doubt whether or not the signal result-

II.

Out

of the

work

in this field certain

that system is to show
utilization of the portion of the fre-

full

if

quency spectrum allocated

to

it.

Among

these principles are the following:
1. The electrical quantities in the
signal shall represent the transmitted color
in terms of its luminance, dominant

wavelength
these

may

and

purity; alternatively,

be thought of as brightness,

hue and saturation.
2.

either.

The

ComAd

Television System

mittee approved the report of

its

Hoc Committee and

it proceeded in accordance with that report to establish

additional panels organized specifically
for the several

sented in Fig.

tasks involved,

for

as pre-

Panels 13 and 14 are

2.

establishing

the

signal

specifications, Panels 15, 16

and

17, for

responsible

the independent testing of the recommendations of the first-named two panels, and the remaining panels provide
for important functions auxiliary to those

already

described.

In

the

ensuing

months the

signal specification has been
established, been subjected to extensive
studies in both laboratory and field,

and has been modified to make certain
minor improvements. The committee's
work is now at the point where the final
field

tests are

immediate

expected to start in the

future.

color broadcasting is to grow rapidly
into an important public service.

These principles are worth examinasome detail.

tion in

The

Electrical Description of Color

There are many ways of including in
an electrical signal three quantities
which when taken together can be used
to represent a color.
Only two of these
need concern us here. In the first of
these, separate elements of the signal are
used to represent the respective intensi-

for exof three primary colors
-- which
ample, red, green and blue
taken together will produce a resultant
color which to the eye is a match for the
This method of electrioriginal color.
cally describing a color appears to be
ties

The spectrum space occupied by

the luminance information must be
shared by the color information without
adversely affecting the transmission of

3.

The National

THE BASIC PRINCIPLES

principles have emerged which appear to
be basic to a system of color-television

broadcasting

ing from these choices was in fact possessed of the advantages claimed for it.

color-television

signal

must

provide satisfactory black-and-white pictures on the present monochrome sets if

A. V. Loughren:

simple and straightforward, and it can
be shown to have the further advantage
that the three indications may be preColor Television
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fSKILLED a
J INSTRUCTED

lOBSERVERS

^INSTRUCTED
GROUP

0.25

O.I

0.5

Fig. 3.

2.0

1.0

CROSSOVER FREQUENCY

IN

MEGACYCLES

Comparison of "Satisfactory Picture" curves
Courtesy, Proc. I.R.E. (Ref.

sented successively rather than simultaneously without altering too greatly
the visual result, at least over a limited

range of conditions.

It is therefore

possible by fairly easy modifications of a
black-and-white television system to ar-

range for the display of one field of the
picture in each of the primary colors sucTheoretical and experimencessively.
tal studies of such a system appear to
have established the following system
properties
1.

:

If the color-television

system

is

to

exhibit essentially the same resolution
as that of a typical monochrome system,

must present as much information for
each of the three primary colors as the
monochrome system presents; it must

it

much

therefore transmit three times as
total information

and use three times

as

much bandwidth.
2.

If the color

as

the

itself

mono-

as a practical

matter exhibit decreased resolution and

must
324

ning standards than the monochrome
system.

Considering

now

the

electrical

also operate with different scan-

April 1953

de-

scription of color in terms of brightness,
hue and saturation, we note first that

these quantities must be presented simultaneously; there is no mechanism in the

eye which permits these quantities to be
accepted successively in the fashion that
persistence of vision permits red, green
and blue intensities to be accepted suc-

Next we find that the visual
cessively.
acuity for the brightness component of
color, that is, the ability to perceive fine
detail,

is

same as that for the
component of a monochrome

exactly the

brightness

image, but visual acuity for changes of
color unaccompanied by changes of
brightness is very much poorer than the
eye's acuity for brightness detail; this
indicates that the amount of information

which must be transmitted
system confines

same bandwidth
chrome system, it must

to the

for various skills.

6, Fig. 7).

to

add

color

a

black-and-white picture is very
much smaller than the amount of information required to produce a satisfacto

tory black-and-white picture in the first
place, if the color is added by informa-
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which describes hue and satura-

tion
tion. 4

5

-

Panel 11 of the

NTSG

conducted a

careful set of experiments, 6 the results of
which are summarized in Fig. 3. In

making these tests all pictures were presented with a bandwidth for the luminance component extending out to 4 me.

The

additional information required to
color into the picture may be

insert

thought

of

as

"color-difference"

sig-

two

color-difference signals taken
together can be used to tell how far
from gray and in what direction from
nals;

gray a particular color is, relative to a
gray of exactly the same luminance.
If the color-difference signals have a
narrower bandwidth than the luminance
signal, then color gradations are not as
sharp on the picture although the full
sharpness of luminance gradations is preThe horizontal coordinate (on
served.
the chart, called "crossover frequency,"
in reference to the specific apparatus of
the test) is the amount of bandwidth
devoted to each of the two color-difference signals in a particular observation.
The vertical coordinate refers to the percentage of the number of observations
in which the various classes of observers
rated the picture quality as "satisfacThe curves indicate that even

tory."

with a luminance bandwidth of 4 me,

and the observers permitted to sit where
they wished, there was no significant
improvement in pictorial quality obtained by increasing the bandwidth de-

voted to color-difference signals above 1
me. The curves also show that this
statement is true both for skilled and for
lay observers.

In the

tests

color-difference

made by Panel
signals

11

both

had the same

is retained at the value of 1 me
or perhaps slightly greater.
also note that the eye responds

direction

We

only slowly to changes in color; thus
small rapid fluctuations about a correct
color value go unperceived, whereas

corresponding

fluctuations

correct brightness value
ceived immediately as

about

the

would be perflicker.

This

point indicates that greater exposure to electrical disturbance may be
permitted the color component of the

latter

signal without

ance than
the

may

impairment of performsafely be permitted to

monochrome component

of the sig-

nal.

Sharing of the Channel

The luminance component

of a color-

television signal has the task of control-

element by element, the brightness
of the received image.
It is most important for successful color-television transing,

mission that this task be well discharged.
The standards of the Federal Communications

Commission

television

provide

monochrome
means for disand the use of

for

the

charging this task well,
these standards should certainly be examined as a basis for a successful colortelevision system.

It has been known for a long time that
a normal monochrome television signal
by no means completely fills its chan7 8
the spectrum consists in general
nel;
of a component at each harmonic of the
line-scanning frequency, with each such
component being accompanied by a
-

of smaller components spaced
from the main component by the fieldscanning frequency. Figure 4 illustrates a small section of the spectrum,
cluster

showing the region

in the vicinity of the

any one observation. Subsequent tests, the results of which have
not yet been published, have indicated

eighty-second and eighty-third harmonThe
ics of the line-scanning frequency.
dotted line half-way between the groups

along a particular direction of
color difference the bandwidth may be

illustrates the absence of any signal information at this region. The signal
spectrum consists therefore of groups of
components at the successive harmonics
of the scanning-line frequency, or bet-

magnitude

in

that

decreased to approximately ^ me without
noticeable impairment of the picture,
especially if the bandwidth in another
A. V. Loughren:

Color Television
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FREQUENCY

LINE X

164

X

1/2 LINE

83

82

166

165

spectrum, region in the vicinity of the 82nd and 83rd
harmonics of the line scanning frequency.

Fig. 4. Small section of the

Courtesy, Electronics (Ref.

ter,

at the even harmonics of one-half

the scanning-line frequency, and gaps
corresponding to the odd harmonics of

one-half

We

the

scanning-line frequency.
see, therefore, that a second television

picture could be transmitted within the

same spectrum occupied by our luminance picture if its signal components
could be so transformed as to lie at odd
harmonics of the scanning-line frequency.
It is also found that even if components are artificially injected into the
signal spectrum in positions corresponding to the dotted line of Fig. 4, a normal
receiver

television

will

not reproduce

these components.
The diagram of Fig.
In the
5 illustrates the reasons for this.

a signal is shown
harmonic of the line-scanning
frequency and therefore at the sixth, an
even harmonic of half the line frequency.
Three full cycles of this signal appear in
traversing a single scanning line, and the
next scanning line shows three full cycles

upper

line of the figure

at the third

The

again.

section at the right of the

add

9, Fig. 1).

directly to produce an augmented
In the lower half of the diagram

result.

a signal is shown at the third harmonic
of one-half the line frequency.
This

odd harmonic signal repeats in line
and also in line 526 exactly opposite
polarity to the position which it took
line 1.

gram
and

The

3
in

in

lowest section of the dia-

at the right shows that

when

line

1

526 are superposed, the brighter
than average regions in line 1 land on
darker than average regions in line 526,

and

line

vice versa,

and

therefore the total

contribution to brightness tends to be
the same all along the line
the compo;

nent is therefore not effectively reproduced. If the reproducing device is
linear, and if the eye remembers fully
for two picture intervals, then this cancellation

is

exact and complete;

in the

practical case neither of these requirements is fully met, and so the cancella-

tion is theoretically incomplete but of
9
great practical value.
It is worth emphasizing that we have

labeled "Line 3" or "526," and
of course line 526 is the first line of the

thus established the fact that a good

next picture, and therefore

for

figure

is

on top of

line

1

lies

exactly

one-thirtieth of a second

The second horizontal line in the
diagram shows how line 1 and line 526
later.
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monochrome

television

signal,

suitable

use additionally as the luminance
component of a color signal, has gaps
in it in which additional information

may
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MODULATION

LIME

LINE

1

3

OR 526

FREQUENCY
EQUAL TO

IS

HARMONIC

A- EVEN

OF

\fl

[LINE

FREQ]

LINE

1

ADO

PIUS LINE 526
IN

t

PHASE

\

,'

N..V

\

I

X..X

\

/

v..X

B-ODD HARMONIC
OF 1/2 [LINE FREQ.]

LINE 1PLUS
LINE 526

CANCEL
*
TIME
5.

Fig.

Principle of interference cancellation
Courtesy, Electronics (Ref.

the use of that signal as a luminance signal either for color or for monochrome

by frequency

interleaving.

9, Fig. 2).

represented by the FCC's standards, are
equal or exceed any demand for

likely to

performance to be encountered in the

receivers.

foreseeable future.

Compatibility Considerations

But there

We have seen

that the signal for monotelevision and the luminance

chrome

component of a color-television signal
must satisfy the same set of requirements

;

we have

also seen that idle inter-

vals exist in the transmitted

band of

this

which another signal may be
placed, and we shall presently find that
the color components of the color-telesignal in

vision signal may be placed there; we
have also seen that a signal placed in

these idle intervals

is

essentially invisible

on a black-and-white receiver. There
is no
disadvantage then in adopting for
the luminance component of a colortelevision

transmission

identically

the

is

more

to this than the

mere

our colortelevision signal consists of a luminance
component conforming exactly to the
present monochrome standards and an
absence of a disadvantage.

interleaved color

If

component which

is

essentially invisible on monochrome receivers, then our color-television broad-

cast is also an acceptable black-andwhite broadcast, and the potential audience for any such broadcast includes not
merely those who have at the time of the
broadcast equipped themselves with
color-television receivers, but also all
viewers equipped with black-and-white

A

receivers.

which bears

signal for color television
this relation to

monochrome

an existing

same standards which have been found

signal for

suitable for a high-grade monochrome
transmission.
And we should bear in

to be compatible with the monochrome
signal; the importance of compatibility

mind

in bringing

the

that the performance capabilities of

black-and-white

television

signal

A. V. Loughren:

television,

is

said

about early and widespread
adoption of color television, once the
Color Television
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color standards have been accepted and
by the Federal Communica-

established
tions

is

thus seen to be ex-

With

compatibility, color

Commission,

tremely great.

can be given a flying

television

start

by

its parent, monochrome television
without compatibility, color television must
start from a complete standstill; it must
face the terrible economic difficulty represented by the situation "too few
;

viewers,

therefore

very

little

sponsor

money, therefore poor programs, therefore too few viewers."
Important though compatibility
the

introduction

rapid

III.

of color

is

to

tele-

ment; in the example shown the actual
camera outputs correspond to the red,
Gamma
green and blue components.
noise ratio

to

improve the

signal-to-

and

proximately
curvature

incidentally to match apthe receiver picture-tube
may be introduced at this

point.

The

resulting signals are electrically

added, in the proportions of their respective luminances, to form the monochrome or luminance signal. Normal
adjustment for the system is such as to

make

the three signals from the camera

equal if the color represented is that corresponding to standard Illuminant C;
under this condition the luminance signal

E

'

Y is also equal to the gamma cor'
rected voltages
G ',
R and
B '.*
The negative of the luminance signal

E

is

E

E

developed by the phase inverter; in
shown below it, this sig-

the two adders
nal
*

is

added to the red and the blue color

See the Appendix for definitions of symand formulas not explained in the

bols
text
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and

it is

perhaps not important enough

to justify of itself the adoption of a colortelevision system markedly inferior to a

system which could be developed disregarding compatibility. We should
note however that we are not faced with
this question; instead, we have the sitution in which the basic technical consid-

erations important in the design of a
color-television
coincide
with
signal

those controlling the design of a

chrome

and

signal,

considerations

we

in

mono-

satisfying these

find compatibility as

an automatic by-product.

GENERATION OF THE SIGNAL

A block diagram of the essential elements of the transmitting apparatus is
shown in Fig. 6. A camera at the left
generates three signals which collectively represent the luminance, hue and
saturation of the scene, element by ele-

correction

vision,

illustrations.

April 1953

signals, respectively, thus

forming in the
adder the two color-difference signals
corresponding to these two primaries.

Examining the red color-difference signal
in some detail, it is noted that this signal
was generated by addition and subtraction of the signals originally produced by
These signals, of course,
the camera.
have their components at even harmonics
of one-half the line frequency like the
components shown solid in Fig. 4; of
course, addition

and subtraction of such

components does not change their frequency into the positions of the lowodd-harmonic components,
visibility,
and yet we want these components to
be translated into odd-harmonic components so that they may be interleaved between the components of the

luminance signal

for

transmission.

If

we

generate a subcarrier frequency at
such a frequency value as, for example,
the 455th harmonic of one-half the line
frequency, it will be a low-visibility sigIf we
nal, like the dotted line in Fig. 4.
then use our red color-difference signal

modulate this subcarrier, the sidebands which appear with the subcarrier
as a consequence of the modulation process, will be separated from the subcarrier
to

frequency

by the same

interval

separates the original sidebands
zero frequency; in other words,
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that

from
all

of

MONOCHROME
SIGNAL

GENERATOR

0-4.0 me

sin 0)t

COLOR SUBCARRIER GENERATOR

NOTE
VALUES OF COLOR BANDWIDTHS
ARE THE MINIMUM SPECIFIED.

|

Block diagram of the essential elements of the transmitting apparatus.

Fig. 6.

Courtesy, Electronics (Ref.
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9, Fig. 5).
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M
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4-

me).
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M
"
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f $c
fc
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TO (2-4 me).
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fn,
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FREQUENCY* I5.7500J
fc

ARE EVEN HARMONICS OF ONE-HALF LINE-FREQUENCY

Ci

2n^l
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-
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<

ORDER OF HARMONIC
Fig. 7.

=

1,2,3,4,5

y~j.

ETC.

Band-sharing by monochrome and color

the components of the red color-difference signal which were generated as
even harmonics of one-half the line frequency, will appear as sidebands of the
subcarrier at odd harmonics of one-half
the line frequency,

[20

and

will

therefore

A. V. Loughren:

signals.

exhibit low visibility if they are applied
to any normal television reproducing

system.
is

This frequency transformation
Row A shows

illustrated in Fig. 1'.

the luminance signal and its components
in solid lines to represent their being

Color Television
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even harmonics of one-half the line frequency. Row B shows a color-difference signal as generated, again with

drawn components representing

solidly

even harmonics of one-half the line frequency. Row C shows this same signal
appearing as modulation on a subcarrier

apart in phase and
transmit their sidebands over the same
circuit

also.

drawings shows
section

Finally,
the solid

Row D

and the dotted

of the

lines of

the

lines of the

third section interleaved as they are in a
normal transmission.

Some

other characteristics of the

sig-

be noted by further reference to
For example, since the red
'
signal and the signal EY are equal on
white, the output of the adder in the red
nal

same frequency 90

sidebands from the other in the receiver.
It will be seen that we make use of ex-

harmonics
first

alternatively, we may say that it permits
us to modulate two subcarriers at the

The

.

still

permits us to distinguish successfully

between phase modulation and amplitude modulation of a single subcarrier;

the

spacings of the components are
same but the subcarrier itself
being an odd harmonic, all of the other
components must themselves be odd

fte

it

may

Figure

6.

channel, the red color-difference signal,
must equal zero on white. It will have

and yet

distinguish each set of

actly this property to permit the transmission of the blue color-difference signal
as modulation sidebands on the very same

subcarrier frequency as the red colordifference signal, with the two subcarriers differing

merely by 90

in phase at

the subcarrier frequency.
Finally, the two sets of subcarrier side-

bands representing respectively red colordifference information and blue colordifference

information,

and are then added
as

signal

illustrated

are

to the

combined
luminance

frequency-wise in

an amplitude which we may call positive when the scene is red and an amplitude which we may call negative when

The resulting signal is then apFig. 7.
Let us note
plied to the transmitter.

the scene

perfectly
signal to

is

the

complement of

red, or

Now, if the modulator of Fig. 6
a balanced modulator, it can be arranged so that its output will also vanish
on white; it is advantageous to design
cyan.

is

again that this signal

is

in all respects a

normal monochrome television
which there has been added, in
a fashion which makes it essentially invisible on normal monochrome receiv-

ers,

the

color-difference

information

the system in this fashion, since this reduces still further the residual percepti-

which can be used

of the low-visibility components
represented by the dotted lines of Figs.

in full color.

The

transmission of two independent

4 and

sets of

modulation sidebands based on

bility

7,

especially in picture highlights

which are generally white or

relatively

unsaturated color.
We find, however,
that a transmission whose output vanishes when the modulating signal vanishes, is a transmission in which the carrier
frequency has been suppressed,
leaving only the modulation sidebands.
For correct detection of such a transmis-

must be resupplied at the
detector of the receiver, and we shall
sion the carrier

provide a synchronizing pulse in the
transmission to enable receivers to generate a suitable carrier.
The resupplying
of a properly synchronized carrier in the
receiver offers us another advantage:
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in a color television

receiver to reconstruct the original image

same subcarrier frequency over the
same circuit requires that the transmission be on a double sideband basis if the
two sets of modulation components are to
the

be separated at the receiver. Consequently, the maximum frequency which
we may choose for the subcarrier is a
frequency enough lower than the top frequency of the expected passband of the
system to satisfy this requirement for
double sideband transmission. Now, if
one of the modulation components has a
bandwidth of a half megacycle, while
the other had a bandwidth of a megacycle or greater, the necessity for double

Journal of the
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sideband transmission extends out only a
half

megacycle away from the nominal

frequency of the subcarrier; this fact,
together with the practical requirements
of receiver construction, dictates a subcarrier frequency in the vicinity of 3.5

The

exact value of the subcarrier
frequency must be, of course, an odd
harmonic of one-half the line-scanning
frequency; there is an additional minor

me.

advantage to be gained by making the
between the subcarrier fre-

difference

quency and

the

at

frequency

which

sound

is

transmitted be also an odd mul-

of one-half the line-scanning frequency. The choice of a subcarrier
tiple

frequency of 3.579545 me satisfies these
requirements without involving any

change in the separation between picture
and sound carriers as currently specified
;

a decrease in line-scanning frequency of
0.1% from the presently specified value
results from this choice but this decrease
is

negligible

compared

to the tolerance

presently permitted to the line-scanning

frequency

itself.

*-COLOR SIGNAL

2

3

4

MC

I

2

3

4

MC
EV

MONOCHROME CHANNEL

t

COLOR SIGNAl*

01

2

3

4

MC

COLOR CHANNEL

CHROMATICITY
ONLY
Fig. 8.

Elements of one form of receiver for the proposed
Courtesy, Electronics (Ref.

IV.

NTSC;

the

Com-

primary objective is the specifying of a signal for color-television broadcasting which is believed to be a sound
mittee's

founding of a nationwide
and the recommending of that signal to the Federal
basis for the

color- television service,

Communications Commission
quate

testing.

after ade-

(Receivers are of interest

Committee indirectly, however,
two important reasons: first, it is

to the
for

signal.

9, Fig. 7).

THE COLOR RECEIVER

Color-television receivers are not the
direct concern of the

NTSC

essential that the color-television signal

A. V. Loughren:

which the Committee recommends be
suitable for use with receivers which can
be built practically and sold commercially at prices

which

will interest the

of the suitpublic; second, the verifying
Committee's
the
of
proposed
ability
is an experimental process and
must use both physical transmitters and

signal

that verification.
physical receivers for
detailed discussion of receivers would

A

therefore be inappropriate in this report
few words
work of the NTSC.

of the

Color Television

A
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about the general scheme of receivers
with the NTSG signal may, however, be appropriate.
Figure 8 shows the elements of one
form of receiver for the proposed NTSC
In this receiver a three-gun
signal.
picture tube has been used; other forms
for use

of display device are entirely possible. 10
The receiver includes all of the usual

elements of a monochrome television
receiver such as radio and intermediate
frequency circuits, detector, video frequency circuits to feed the picture tube

is

transmitted during the synchronizing

The

interval.

local oscillator signal

and

the color signal selected from the receiver output are both applied to the
red
color-difference
demodulator; its

output contains the beat between these,
and jt is found that one component of
that complex beat is the original videofrequency, color-difference signal. The
frequency conversion occurring in the
production of this beat signal has trans-

formed all of the color modulation sidebands which were odd harmonics of one-

and the usual scanning and high

half the line frequency as transmitted

voltage supply circuits for the picture
The color circuits are energized
tube.
from a tap off the main video circuit of

into even harmonics as the signal appears
in the output of the demodulator.
These

the receiver through a filter which passes
only the portion of the video spectrum

for

grid,

This

containing the color components.

selected signal includes the modulation
sidebands which were generated in the

transmitter by application of the original
color difference signals as modulation
to the color subcarrier; it also includes
the components of the luminance signal

which appear in the selected frequency
band. The luminance components are,
of course, even harmonics of half the line
frequency while the color sidebands are
odd harmonics. A local oscillator in the
receiver reproduces the subcarrier fre-

quency which was suppressed at the
transmitter; it is kept accurately in
phase by reference to the periodic "burst"
of the color subcarrier frequency which

V.

In

its

work on

color television the

even harmonics

are, of course, suitable

producing a visible image on the
cathode-ray tube and we therefore apply

them

to the red

gun of that

tube.

Simi-

followed with respect to
the blue color-difference signal and the
lar

procedure

is

blue gun, the only difference being that
the phase of the locally generated subcarrier as applied to the blue demodulator

is

90

away from

that signal

is

the phase in which

applied to the red demodu-

The green color-difference sigobtained by a proper addition of
the red and blue signals, giving due regard to the algebraic signs of the signals
lator.

nal

is

and the required output; alternatively,
may be obtained by the use of a third
demodulator if the phase of the local subcarrier applied to that demodulator is
it

properly chosen.

CONCLUSION
Na-

in the

same 6-mc channel as our present
and has the incidental but im-

tional Television

System Committee has

signals

now formulated

a proposal for a color-

portant feature of being compatible
with present monochrome television

broadcasting signal.* The
design of the signal is based upon careful
study of the information need of the

television

human viewer, and

it is

believed that the

capable of adequately satisfying
that need. The signal is transmitted

signal

*

is

See the Appendix.
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signals.

Transmitting, networking, and

receiving apparatus suitable for use with
the signal is now becoming available in
sufficient quantity to

permit thorough

the proposal.
It is my
expectation that the field test will show
conclusively the suitability of the signal
field testing of

for color-television broadcasting.
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Specifications for Field Test of

NTSC

Compatible

Color Television
Test Specifications

The image

Group

I

scanned at uniform
velocities from left to right and from top
to bottom with 525 lines/frame and
nominally 60 fields/sec, interlaced 2-to-l.
1.

2.

The

is

aspect ratio of the image is 4
and 3 units vertically.

units horizontally
3.

The blanking

(2.5%)

is

fixed at

75%

of the peak amplitude of the

carrier envelope.

NOTE:

level

The maximum white

These revised specifications were

formally released on Feb. 4, 1953, by W. R.
G. Baker, Chairman of NTSC, c/o General
Electric Co., Electronics Park, Syracuse,
N.Y., with the advice that a comprehensive
field test

Baker

would soon be inaugurated.
welcome comments.

Dr.

will

A. V. Loughren:

(luminance) level is not more than 15%
nor less than 10% of the peak carrier
amplitude.
4. The horizontal and vertical synchronizing pulses are those specified in
Sec. 3.682 of Subpart E of Part 3 of the
FCC Rules Governing Radio Broadcast

Services

(as

amended April

11,

1952;

1952), modified to provide the color synchronizing signal described in Specif. 21 (Group II of these
effective

June

2,

specifications).

An

increase in initial light intensity
corresponds to a decrease in the ampli5.

tude of the carrier envelope (negative
modulation).
6. The television channel occupies a
total

width of 6 me. Vestigial-sideband

Color Television
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monochrome (black-and-white) portion of the color picture signal, corresponding to the given picture element.

amplitude-modulation transmission is
used for the picture signal in accordance
with the FCC Rules cited in Specif. 4,

the

above.

ER, EG'I and EB' are tne gammacorrected voltages corresponding to the
red, green and blue signals intended for

The sound

7.

transmission

fre-

by

is

quency modulation, with maximum deviation
25 kc, and with pre-emphasis
in accordance with a 75-jusec time con-

The frequency

stant.

lated sound carrier

unmodu-

of the
4.5

is

me

1000

above the frequency of the main

cycles

picture carrier actually in use at the
transmitter.

The

8.

radiated signals are horizon-

tally polarized.
9. The power of the aural-signal trans-

mitter

70%

is

not

50% nor more than

than

less

of the peak power of the visual-

Test Specifications

The

Group

n

following composition:
'

{^Q'sin

+

(at

+ 33)

+

/'cos(orf

33)}

Ei'

=
=

EY =
'

band axes.
w is 2r times the frequency
erence of this frequency

of the

The phase

chrominance subcarrier.

ref-

the color synchronizing signal (see Specif. 21 below)

which corresponds

is

sin

(o>* -j-

modula-

to amplitude

180) where

wave
t is

of the

the time.

The portion of each expression between brackets represents the chrominance subcarrier signal which carries the
chrominance information.
It

recommended

is

that

field-test

receivers incorporate a reserve of 10-db
gain in the chrominance channel over

where
EQ'

orthogonal components of the
chrominance signal corresponding, respectively, to the narrow-band and wide-

form

color picture signal has the

Em = E Y +

E

rected

tion of a continuous sine

signal transmitter.

10.

the color picture tube, during the scanning of the given picture element.
'
Q and EI are the two gamma-cor-

0.41

(EB

- EY

'

+

-0.27 (EB
0.30

ER

'

'

*

')

0.48 (E R

- EY

+

EG

-

1

EY')

sions.

of the color burst

ER

',

The primary

EG

',

and

is

0.11

sin

E

(to/

'

colors referred to

by
have the following
the CIE system of speci-

EB

chromaticities in

'

+
The phase

the gain required by the above expres'}

11.
')

0.74 (E*

-f 0.59

- EY

r

r

fication :

tt

+

180)
Notes: For color-difference frequencies
below 500 kc, the signal can be repre-

*

Red

12.

that

sented by

y

0.67

(*)
Green (G)
Blue (B)

-

0.33
0.71
0.08

0.21

0.14

The color signal is so proportioned
when the chrominance subcarrier

the chromaticity reproduced
= 0.310,
corresponds to Illuminant C (x
=
0.316).
y
13. Gamma correction is such that the
desired pictorial result shall be obtained
vanishes,

E. . E
sin

o>t

+

(E R

'

cos at

\

f

In these expressions the symbols have
the following significance:
m is the total video voltage, corre-

E

sponding to the scanning of a particular
picture element, applied to the
tor of the picture transmitter.

EY
334

r

is

modula-

gradient

(gamma exponent)

The equipment used

transfer

of

2.75.

be capable of
an overall transfer gradient of unity with
a display device having a transfer gradi-

The

ent of 2.75.

the gamma-corrected voltage of

April 1953

on a display device having a

EG EB

Journal of the

',

',

EQ

SMPTE

'

and
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shall

E

'

E

r

R ,
T ',
voltages
/ hi the expression

O. 18

Fig. 9.

H. MAX.-

Revised specifications for

field test of

NTSC

compatible color television.

NOTES
1.

The

2.

The

shall be

radiated

envelope shall
correspond to the modulating signal of
the above figure, as modified by the
transmission characteristics of Specif.

shall

maximum
The

be

rate of

not to exceed
3.

-^

horizontal

0.0003% with a
change of frequency

cycle/sec/sec.

scanning

3.579545

me

0.0003% with a maxi1
y^

rate of change not to exceed

cycle/sec/sec.
is

The

horizontal scanning frequency
-f^^ times the color subcarrier fre-

15.

5.

Vertical blanking 0.07 to 0.08 v.
The dimensions specified for the burst
determine the times of starting and
stopping the burst, but not its phase.

quency. This corresponds nominally
to 15,750 cycles/sec (the actual value is
0.047 cycles/sec).
15,734.264
A. V. Loughren:

follows

pulses.
6.

7.

Dimension P represents the peak-topeak excursion of the luminance signal,
but does not include the chrominance

frequency

of Specif. 1 0, above, refer to the gammacorrected signals.
14. The color subcarrier frequency is

mum

Burst

6.

burst frequency shall be the frequency specified for the chrominance
subcarrier.
The tolerance on the fre-

quency

2/455 times the burst frequency.
each horizontal pulse,
but is omitted following the equalizing
pulses and during the broad vertical

4.

signal

signal.

16. The bandwidth
monochrome signal EY

assigned to the
'

is in accordance
with the FCC standard for black-andwhite transmissions, as noted in Specif. 6
above.

17. The bandwidth assigned prior to
modulation to the color-difference sig'
nals EQ and E/ is given by Table I.
18.

are

Ey',

all

within

ER E
',

matched
0.05

/xsec.

Color Television

E

E

This

is

',
B ',
Q ', and E,'
to each other in time to

a tentative
335

Table

me

above the chrominance subcarri*
frequency, at an attenuation of 2 db.
20.
sine wave, introduced at those

I

Q-Channel bandwidth

A

400 kc less than 2 db down
at 500 kc less than 6 db down
at 600 kc at least 6 db down
at

terminals of the transmitter which are
normally fed the color picture signal,

produce a radiated signal having an
envelope time delay, relative to 0.1 me,
of zeYo microseconds up to a frequency of
2.5 me; and then linearly decreasing to
4.3 me so as to be equal to
0.26 yusec
The tolerance on all
at 3.579545 me.
these delays shall be
0.05 /zsec relative
shall

/-Channel bandwidth
at 1.3
at 3.6

me
me

tolerance

less

than 2 db down

at least 20

to

be

db down

established

definitely

later.

19.

The

overall

transmission

band-

width assigned to the modulated chrominance subcarrier shall extend to at
least 1.5 me below the chrominance subcarrier frequency

336

and

to

at

least

0.6

AprU 1953 Journal

to the delay at 0.1 me.
21. The color synchronizing signal
that specified in Fig. 9.
22.

The

field

is

strength measured at any

frequency beyond the limits of the assigned channel shall be at least 60 db
below the peak carrier level.
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Eidophor System of
Theater Television
By

EARL

I.

SPONABLE

The Eidophor,

or Fischer, theater television system is described in an introductory way, then as installed at the Twentieth Century-Fox home office
theater a year ago for exhibition shows for exhibitors and the press.

HE INITIAL CONCEPT of the Eidophor
System started some thirteen years ago
when Professor Dr. Fritz Fischer, working at the Swiss Federal Polytechnical
Institute in Zurich, applied for a patent
on a new and radically different idea
for

obtaining projected television pictures.
His consideration of the problem
led him to the conclusion
similarly
reached by others
that in order to
have a theater-sized picture of adequate

would

be

necessary to
employ a high-intensity arc as the light
source.
His thinking was thus along the
lines of a standard motion picture probrightness

it

and the

He then reviewed possifor controlling this light beam.
modulating units which had pre-

general plan.
ble

means

The

been employed in similar arrangements by others had not been

viously

particularly successful, and Prof. Fischer
conceived the idea of making use of
principles first enunciated by
Foucault as a means for studying the
surface configurations of concave tele-

optical

scope
later

mirrors.
These principles
been extended by Toepler,

had

who

observed the difference in refractive
index in air caused by heat waves in the
Since Toepler's work
optical system.

though the result
was large and cumbersome, followed this

in the early 1860's, this type of optical
system has been frequently referred to
as the "Toepler Schlieren" or simply
a
is
"schlieren"
(Schlieren
system.

Presented as an engineering exhibit at the
theater television hearing before the Federal

German word meaning

jection unit,

first effort

to con-

struct such a device,

Communications Commission in October
1952, by Earl I. Sponable, Twentieth
Century-Fox Film Corp., 460 W. 54 St.,
New York 1 9, N.Y. The engineering exhibits were presented under the joint
auspices of the Motion Picture Association of
America, Inc., and the National Exhibitors
Theatre Television Committee.
April 1953

"streaks"

or

An

understanding of these
"striae.")
optical principles is necessary in understanding the Eidophor system, since this
is the heart of the matter, and it may
best be explained in terms of the earliest
of Prof.

Fischer's

early unit

Journal of the

models.

was unsuccessful,
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While
it

this

did prove
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Fig. 1. Optical

Fig. 2.

arrangement of schlieren system.

Eidophor liquid as diffracting agent

the workability of the basic ideas

and

led to the development of later models

which performed

satisfactorily.

Figure 1 is a schematic of this optical
arrangement. The positive crater A of
the arc lamp together with condenser
lens

B produces uniform

the plane C;

illumination of

the light-modulating or

medium is placed in this
plane between two bar-and-slit systems
F and G. A field lens is so arranged

controlling

that

it

images system F upon the bars

of system G, at the same time insuring
correct illumination of each and every

point on the controlling medium. By
is illumiof example, the point

way

H

is

H

This is
projection screen E.
however impossible since the illuminating
light beams are blocked off by the bars
of system G.
If, however, the control
medium located in the image plane G is

deformed

in a suitable

manner,

diffrac-

tion of the incident light can be effected,
and the diffracted parts of the beams may

be made to pass through the slits of
system G and reach the projection screen
as image-forming light.
Figure 2 shows an oil layer of minute

C (shown
This layer of liquid,

thickness at the image plane
called

April 1953

of the

H' on a

beams passing through the slits
of system F impinge upon the opaque
The image point
bars of system G.
338

C

located in the image plane

also

H

image plane.

This projection lens
objective lens D.
would thus image the point
as point

nated in such a manner that the incident
light

at

in

Fig.

the

1).

Eidophor

liquid,

takes

the

place of the usual motion picture film
in the film gate, as far as the optical

Journal of the

SMPTE
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This oil
considerations are concerned.
by way of illustration, might be

layer,

supported by a glass plate.
It has been pointed out that the incident illumination of every image point
is blanked off by the strips of the bar

G

(in Figs. 1 and 2).
system shown as
Since every point of the oil layer is
illuminated and since each light beam
traversing the layer is prevented, by

the bars of G, from reaching the lens
when the oil layer is of uniform thick-

and

ness

homogeneous, then under

is

condition no light will reach the
There remains then the probscreen.

between distribution
image brightness (A) and deformation
of Eidophor surface (B).
Fig. 3. Relation

of

this

lem of creating an image record in the
form of some optical inhomogeneity
which will cause the oil layer, point by
point, to diffract the light

beam through

done by means of
an electron beam from an electron gun
which scans the oil layer and forms
the

slits

of G.

This

is

thereon a picture raster.

gun deposits

The

electron

electric charges point

by

point corresponding to the scanned picture and these charges cause minute

corrugations in the surface of the oil
Where the surface is corrugated
layer.

resides in modulating the cathode beam
scanning the Eidophor surface by the
video signal in such a manner that the
deformations are proportional to the
instantaneous value of the video signal.
These wave-shaped deformations are
brought about by the periodically vary-

ing distribution of electrical charges as
These charges deposited
on the oil surface by the cathode beam

stated above.

cause deformation by means of electrostatic forces.

The wavelength

of these

rays issuing from any such image point
are diffracted, and part of the light which

always constant and lies
The
in the neighborhood of 0.1 mm.
is proportional to
the
waves
of
height
As the illumination
the video signal.

normally illuminates the bars of stop G
then passes through the slits and produces

of the image points on the projection
screen is always proportional to the

illumination at the conjugate point H'i
on the projection screen. This illumina-

height of the waves at the corresponding
point on the Eidophor, the distribution
of light over the projection screen corre-

as at

HI on

tion will

surface

G

in Fig. 2, the light

become more

intense the

more

the Eidophor liquid surface is distorted,
and we have therefore a means of repro-

ducing point by point and line by line a
television picture raster on a full-sized
screen.

Figure 3 shows the relation between the
distribution
of brightness along the

A

image to be reproduced and
the wave-shaped deformation B of the
The
surface of the Eidophor layer.
deviation of the envelope of the deformation curve from the original smooth surline of the

face

is

proportional to the desired bright-

ness value.

The

principle of the

Eidophor method
Earl

I.

Sponable:

deformations

is

sponds to the video signal and thus to
the object to be reproduced.
The deformation commences at the
moment in which the cathode beam
scans a particular point of the image.
By a suitable choice of the conductivity
and viscosity of the Eidophor oil, it is
for
possible to conserve the deformation
a considerable part of the image-scanning
period so that it disappears but shortly

before the occurrence of the succeeding
In other words, the illuminascanning.
tion of the projection screen is maintained
for this part of the scanning period ; this
represents

a

substantial

Eidophor System

light

storage
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1.

APERTURE PLATE.

3.

COLOR WHEEL.

4.

CONDENSER

5.

MIRROR BAR SYSTEM.

6.

The

effect.

light

storage

effect

LENS.

ELECTRON GUN AND
DEFLECTION SYSTEM.

7.

SPHERICAL MIRROR WITH
THIN LAYER OF EIDOPHOR LIQUID.

8.

ELECTRON BOMBARDED LIQUID AREA
THAT MODULATES LIGHT BEAM.

9.

KNIFE EDGE DETERMINING
THICKNESS OF LIQUID LAYER.

10.

Fig. 4. Essential

ARC LIGHT SOURCE.

2.

PROJECTION LENS.

11.

DIRECTING MIRROR.

12.

THEATRE SCREEN.

components of the projector.

is

of

primary importance when considering
the efficiency of the Eidophor method,
which is appreciably in excess of the increase in efficiency which may be
achieved with ordinary cathode-ray tubes
by using the afterglow of the phosphor

(A description of the
equipment has been published in

performance.
early

this Journal.

1

Dr.

an extensive
article

by

Thiemann published

article

Prof.

in

1949,

Baumann 3

is

2

and an

reprinted

in succeeding pages of this Journal.}

After the completion of the first prototype model and the study of the data
gained from it, it was decided to build a
second and improved unit. Before this
was finished Dr. Fischer died, and the

Since the time had come when the
emphasis must be on practical design,
an arrangement was made between the
Institute and Dr. Edgar Gretener, A.G.
of Zurich whereby the latter organization would undertake the practical adaptation and commercialization of the

work was

carried on by his associates
under the direction of Professor Baumann
and Dr. Thiemann. With the second
unit large-screen images were produced
and the results were sufficiently promising to justify building a third and much

equipment.

smaller prototype with a new layout of
the schlieren optics utilizing only one

state of the

bar system and a spherical mirror. This
third prototype was first operated in
December 1950; it showed black-and-

color.

layer.

white,

and
340

large-screen

fulfilled

all

television

pictures

expectations as to

April 1953

its

Discussions culminating in

relationship were negowith Twentieth Century-Fox;
demonstrations were given, and tech-

a contractual
tiated

nical conferences held, and it was determined that, to compete with the present

motion picture art, largescreen television pictures should be in

An arrangement was made with the
Columbia Broadcasting System to make
use of its field-sequential color knowledge

and techniques.

Journal of the

SMPTE

This method
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offers to

Fig.

5.

Eidophor large-screen color television projection equipment:

projector; (2) projection light

beam hood;

pump, thermostat and system

for

and

Eidophor

(vacuum

Eidophor cooling); (5) projection lamp (Ventarc-type);

(6) television receiver circuits.

the observer red, blue and green component images with identical contours

rapid alternating succession. The
rapid succession of these three component
images leads to additive color mixture

in

within the eye of the observer, providing
of course that the alternation of the com-

ponent images

is

done with

sufficient

In order to convert the black-andwhite Eidophor projector to the fieldsequential color system, it is only necessary to insert the usual filter wheel in the

beam

essential

shown

The

components of the projector

is

in Fig. 4.
third prototype unit

was modified
and operated in Zurich in
September 1951, and was shown November 12 to an audience of some 55 per-

for

color

sons

consisting

of

representatives

of

motion picture exhibitors, industry execu-

rapidity.

arc

(1)

(3) color wheel; (4) auxiliary services

at a point conjugate to the

image plane, and then to cause the filter
wheel to rotate in synchronism with a
similar wheel in the camera.
If the
appropriate color signals are then fed
to the electron gun, appropriate colored
images will be projected to the screen.
Since the field-sequential color system
has already been approved by the Commission and has been the subject of extensive prior exhibits, 4 it seems unnecessary
to describe it more fully here.
sche-

A

matic drawing of the arrangement of the
Earl

I.

Sponable:

tives,

and the

interested

press.

This

equipment was subsequently shipped to
New York and installed in the home office
theatre of Twentieth Century-Fox, where
it was ready for operation in April 1952.
Although still an engineering model, its
performance was most gratifying and
many demonstrations were given with it.
For this particular unit the technical
standards were as follows:
Field repetition rate
repetition rate
Interlace

Frame

150/sec
75 /sec

2/1

Color picture repetition rate

25/sec

Number scanning lines
(total)

Eidophor System

525
341

HOME OFFICE THEATER
t-

+

t-

WEST 56THST.

MOVILTONL
50 IVE5T J>

Fig. 6.

propriate automatic controls and protec39,375/sec

20%
10%
400

(system)

Video bandpass

(approx.)
(approx.)

lines (approx.)

12

Field color sequence
Highlight screen

tive devices

have also been incorporated

into the system, thus making the equipment comparable to an ordinary motion

picture projector in

its

operational

facil-

ity.

(sys-

tem)

3T

Typical complete Eidophor system.

Horizontal

scanning
frequency
Horizontal blanking
Vertical blanking
Horizontal definition

Ttl

me

(approx.)

red, blue, green

In order to give a more comprehensive
picture of a typical complete system, a
schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 6

6 ft-L (approx.)
11
15ft

of the arrangement of the various func-

Screen size

Throw

68ft

This diagram is illustration purposes.
tive of a situation in which a studio

brightness

Figure

X

5

shows

the

experimental

tional

components used

for demonstra-

Eidophor equipment as set up in New
York, and shows particularly how the
auxiliary equipment (required to main-

sends the video signal to the theater, or
theaters, over suitable transmission cables

Eidophor liquid at constant
temperature, and the cathode-ray system
under constant low pressure) has been
integrated into one compact unit. Ap-

It may be appropriate to point out
here that the Eidophor system is by no

tain

342

the

April 1953

or radio relay links.

means limited
It

to field-sequential color.

has been suggested (and development

Journal of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

work is being done in this direction) that
several picture rasters be laid down in

now being made for the development
and production of a commercial model.

are

on

appropriate geometric relationship
the one mirror surface, each raster correto one of the primary colors

sponding
chosen for the particular process. Thus
either a two-, three-, or four-color additive simultaneous projection process is
theoretically possible, with consequent
economy of light, but with obvious complication in

equipment design.

The development

of

the

Eidophor

system has now reached a point where
the quality of reproduction can be fairly
of
judged. As a result of observations
this system in operation and of the favorable comments received from others, plans

Earl

I.

Sponable:
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The

Fischer Large-Screen

Projection System
By

BAUMANN

E.

The paper

describes the Fischer system of large-screen television projection
Consideration is given to the
liquid.

which makes use of an "Eidophor"

brightness requirements, and the principles of the schlieren optical system
are discussed together with the manner in which the Eidophor functions.

The

technical problems involved are dealt with

and the

results obtained with

the third prototype examined.

1.

Introduction

There are many
of

solution

the

possibilities for the
difficult problem of

large-screen projection of television pic-

and

would almost be foolish
consider one or the other method
The system which
absolutely best.
tures,

it

to
as

beginnings by a clear and definite aim: the television picture should,
in every respect, be of the same quality

culties that

of

modern motion

equal

brightness,
I realize of course that this

picture, i.e., of
size, definition and

gradation.

a very ambitious aim and I would byno means maintain that it has already
been reached at present. On the other

is

Presented at the Fifth Session of the 1951

Radio Convention on August 25 in the
Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge, England, by Prof. E. Baumann, Institut fur technische Physik an der E.T.H., Gloriastrasse
35, Zurich 7, Switzerland. Reprinted from
the Journal of the British Institution of Radio
Engineers, 12 (new series}: 69-78, Feb. 1952.
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might hinder the

grow smaller and

cess

final suc-

smaller.

You will allow me a short summing up
how the system has been developed so

far.

its

as the

344

aim in view. And as the development proceeds, the fundamental diffithis

is

to be discussed here has been influenced

from

hand, I should like to make it clear that
our work has always been done with

all

for

Professor Dr. F. Fischer applied
a patent for his basic ideas in Novem-

ber,

1939,

and

started

their

practical

development in the AFIF (Department
of Applied Physics of the Swiss Federal
Institute
of Technology, Section of
Industrial Research).
With his almost
unlimited courage he tackled the underlying problems that had never been
treated
before.
He constructed the
first prototype of the projector which
was first operated in the year 1 944. The
results

of

this

construction,

however,

were by no means encouraging and did
not by far fulfil the hopes that were put
in it.
The difficulties, it is true, were
not of such nature as to render any further pursuit of the idea absolutely hope-

Journal of the
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Fig. 1. Principle of pro-

The

jection.

of

lens

projection

diameter

=

about /

D

is

from S of

at a distance

focal length

(for lateral magnifications

of

m = \/~A'IA >

1).

seemed clear that the success

then gave proof of considerable progress,

could only be reached at a much greater
expense of research and development
than was originally thought. But Prof.
Fischer did not allow himself to be

and helped to strengthen very widely
the hope of final success.
Those responsible were convinced that the new experiences and discoveries would furnish

less,

but

it

and courageously

troubled

a

started

to

second

prototype.
Already
the outward appearance of the second
projector made it clear that his bold

design

original plans
the equipment

had been revised. Still
was very large and com-

plicated and there could hardly be any
serious hope of its practical adoption in
that shape.
But the first target that

be reached was the proof that
When
the system could work at all.
Prof. Fischer's untimely death in the
year 1947 brought his tireless activity
to an end, the second projector was not

had

to

and the main problems
were by no means solved. We do not
yet in operation
lessen

Prof.

a pioneer,

if

ment made

Fischer's lasting merits as

we say that only the developafter

system a basis for

The

success

is

his

death gave the

its

practical adoption.
in the first place due to

the optimism and untiring energy of his
former collaborators, Dr.
Thiemann,
F. Mast, K. Hetzel, Dr. F. Held and Dr.
R. Petermann.
On the occasion of the International

H

Television Convention in the
1

summer

of

948, the operation of the second proto-

The qualtype could be demonstrated.
ity of the pictures which was reached
E.

Baumann:

the essential data for a third prototype
which, considerably simpler and smaller
than the second, should come much
nearer to a solution that could be pracThis third prototype
tically adopted.

which was
1

first

operated in December,

950, fulfilled our hopes in every essential

point.

Since in this stage the stress lay on the
problems of practical adaptation, it was
time to secure the help of a competent
industrial producer and to leave to him
the responsibility for this difficult task.

This was done in the spring of

and the

this

year

rights for the utilization of our
now lie with the firm Dr. E.

system
Gretener A.G., in Zurich.

As a univer-

department we have retained the
in
possibility to further the development

sity

close collaboration with the firm.
2.

Theoretical Requirements

of the System
It will

be known that the Eidophor

system makes use of a light source for the
production of the screen picture. The
brightness, therefore, as in

cinema pro-

depends largely on the power of
This fact and the
light source.

jection,
this

relatively great efficiency of the system

Fischer System
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Table

I.

Screen Areas and Light Fluxes in Some Cinemas on the Continent

Cinema

we put

If
,

the expression from (1) for

and using

From

(4)

brightness

we know

m = \/A'/A we get:

we can compute

the necessary
of the Eidophor picture, if
the brightness of the screen.

B

area A' = 75 sq m = 7.5 X
and the Eidophor picture area
A = 7.5 X 10 sq cm = 75 sq cm, we
= 100. In cinema projection the
get m
area A has a fixed value and is much
smaller namely 3.5 sq cm, which makes
m = 463. Table II presents the values
of B for some values of D/f for both
cinema and television.
If the screen

10 sq

m

Table

II

2.
Principle of a
schlieren optical system.

Fig.

N'

Fig. 3.

Development

of a schlieren optical
system.

BLACK
SURFACE

basis,

i.e.,

WHITE
SURFACE

produce the prisms by depositing a rastered electric charge on a thin oil film.

Under
SURFACE

4.

of

the

Eidophor

liquid.

the whole plane

covered with as

many

P

to be

adjustable prisms
on the pic-

as there are picture points
ture to be projected.

We

can now

control the brightness of any image point
on the screen P' by suitably adjusting
the deflection angles of the prisms.
Our
pictures are thus produced

348

is

deformed

and in this way the required raster elements are formed. The exact geomet-

Deformation

now imagine

the influence of the electrostatic

forces the surface of the oil

BLACK-WHITE

Fig.

they are composed of individual

discrete picture points.
It was Prof. Fischer's ingenious idea to

on a

April 1953

raster

rical shape of these elements is important
only in so far as it influences the light
The
efficiency to a certain extent.

charge is applied point by point by means
of a cathode beam, and we can thus

employ the methods used

in the tech-

nique of cathode-ray tubes. In order
to produce a television picture, deformations in the form of sine-shaped wavetraces are

engraved along the

lines of the

The amplitude of the wave
picture.
controls the brightness of the correspond-
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Fig. 6. (a) Build-up of the
for a nonconductive

(b)

deformation
liquid.

Decay of the charge

in a

conductive liquid.

Diagrammatic arrangement of the
"Eidophor" projector.
(Based on the second prototype.)

Fig. 5.

(a)

(b)

Electron gun
Modulation grid

(d)

Focusing coil
Scanning coils

(e)

Arc lamp

(c)

(f)

Lower grating

(g)

Eidophor

(h)

Upper

(i)

(j)

grating
Objective lens
Screen

(c)

Development of the deformation

in

a conductive liquid.

In Fig.
ing part of the screen picture.
4 the system is shown schematically.

An

ideal

reproduction

equipment

Eidophor
has been

as Prof. Fischer has called

made

conductive.

The

it,

de-

should be able to store the picture information for the duration of one picture
This means that the deformaperiod.
tions on the oil should remain for the
duration of one picture period, but decay

posited charges, therefore, decay according to a time law corresponding to an
exponential function. The electric con-

as quickly as possible after the period is
over.
This decay, however, is only

tion

possible if the electric charge that produces the mechanical forces decays as
well.
For this purpose, the oil, the

E.

Baumann:

ductivity

governs

the

time

constant.

The mechanical
and

processes of the formathe decay of the deformation

The
are subject to a certain inertia.
decisive forces for this are the surface
tension which tends to level out the surface

of the

Fischer System

liquid,

A Reprint

and the

viscosity
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Fig. 7.

Development of the deformation of the medium with time.

which takes the function of damping.
If we watch one given image point we
observe the following process: At the
beginning of the image period, the cathode ray passing the image point deposits
an electrical charge within a very short
time < 10~ 7 sec. The electrostatic
forces become effective at once and the
deformation of the surface begins according to an exponential law (cf. Fig. 6).
constant is proportional to the
quotient of the surface tension and the

The time

For a nonconductive Eidophor the deformation would tend to

viscosity.

reach a definite final value (Fig. 6a).
however, the charge diminishes

being turned so that the
field

image

the

screen.

all

practical purposes,
of the deformation,

end of the image period, is toleraThis time law of the deformation
able.
allows an effective light-storage of about

at the

70%.
As

_

is

easily seen, the

Eidophor image

is

light

it

oil

to itself

would be pushed out of the image

field in
this,

350

the course of time.

the

Eidophor

To

carrier
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is

prevent
slowly

chosen,

the

is

appro-

deflection

of the

system

accompanied

by

diffraction,

fully.

We

can now make the second bar

system 7', 2' (Fig. 8) somewhat wider
than the optical image of the slits 7, 2.

The

result

is

an elimination of the bright-

ening-up effect of certain deformations,
deformations exceeding a certain area
now remaining without effect.
This new layout of the schlieren-optical system has made it possible to design

new

in Fig.

left

in a

for a schlieren system of
lower imaging quality to be used success-

average mechanical pressure on the

were

trouble

this

which allows

a

If the oil film

Fortunately

schlieren-optical

constantly carries a certain average negative charge which exercises a constant
surface.

its influ-

practically nil.
amplitude of the deis

comparatively easy way. If the relationship between the dimension of the raster
elements and the other dimensions of
priately

10%

renewed.

very slow,

can be removed to a certain extent

the

For

film in the

formation is only a few thousandths of
a millimeter. Consequently, the oil
surface must be of the highest quality
as even the smallest deficiencies result
in an undesirable brightening-up of

according to an exponential function,
the forces causing the deformation are
diminished as well (Fig. 6b), so that
both causes result in a development of
the deformation as illustrated in Fig. 6c.
For a whole series of successive image
periods, a development as illustrated in
a remainder of

is

ence on the image

The maximum

oil

constantly

Since the rotation

As,

Fig. 7 results.

is

simplified projector

reduced in
9.

size.

The

Its

which

diagram

schlieren lens

is

also

shown
was re-

is

placed by a spherical mirror. Instead
of two separate bar systems we now use a
single one which comes twice in action.
It consists of a number of mirror strips
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8.

Fig.

Schlieren systei

using diffraction.

Diagram of the Eidophor projector

Fig. 9.

(third prototype).

which are fixed at twice the focal diswith respect
tance, at an angle of 45

arc lamp, the light-pencil of which is at
a right angle to the axis of the spherical

to the optical axis of the mirror.
Thus
the bar system carries its own image that

mirror.

by the mirror. The Eidophor
picture
placed on the spherical
mirror and again consists of a thin oil

Eidophor. The relative position of the
bar system and the spherical mirror is
so as to cause all the light to fall back on

is

reflected

itself is

film.

The mirror

is

now

caused

to

rotate slowly and a straight radial ruler
allows the passage of a quantity of oil

necessary for the production of the picture
carrier.

Optically the system works as follows:
The mirror strips are illuminated by an
E.

Baumann:

By an illuminating lens an
image of the arc crater is formed on the

the arc, owing to the focusing power of
the spherical mirror, as long as the Eidophor surface is absolutely smooth. But
as soon as the Eidophor surface is de-

formed, the light is accordingly allowed
to pass through the slits of the bar system

and

to

Fischer System

enter

A

the

projection

Reprint

lens.

It
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Fig.

View

10
(above).
of third proto-

type projector. The
"electron gun" structure can be clearly
seen, also the Eido-

phor container.

(Right)

View

projector
rear.

The

of the

from
arc

the

lamp

projector is
prominent, and the high-

vacuum

equipment

can be seen below

it.
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then reaches the screen by a deflecting
Of course, full use is made of
mirror.
the diffraction optic and the edges of the
mirror strips are, therefore, blackened
and nonreflecting. The deposition of
the charge on the oil film has been taken

over from the old system without any

change.
The principal advantages of the new
system as compared with the old one are
the following.

to the use of a

Owing

reflecting optic, the light

the schlieren system
its

original length.

also allows us to

is

path through
only half

now

The diffraction optic
make use of a large

image angle in the schlieren system and a
consequent small focal length of the
This leads to a much more conmirror.
venient optical layout and to a considerable reduction of the outward size of the
Even now it does not take up
projector.
more space than an ordinary cinema proThis reduction in size is clearly
jector.

by the fact that the distance
two bar systems of the schlierenin the old
optical system was about 3
projector whereas the distance between
the reflecting bars and the mirror is
illustrated

of the

m

cm in the new system. Also
the cooling of the Eidophor liquid has
been made easier, as the Eidophor pic-

only 75

can now be cooled. This, in
turn, allows a reduction of the rotating
speed of the mirror so that the producture itself

tion

of interlaced

without
4.

The

pictures

is

possible

difficulties.

Having seen the underlying principles
of the operation of this system we shall
now discuss some of the most important

A

problem of the

first

impor-

of course, the question of definition.
Contrary to certain other systems,
the definition of the picture is totally

tance

limitation.
But this is, in
by no means the case as it is
possible to produce more than 1000
raster elements per line, a number which

certain

practice,

meets

all

requirements for the time being.
said about the number

The same can be
of lines.

We

did not limit ourselves

number, and our system
has been working at 392, 625, and 729
lines.
The situation may be most
to

any

fixed

clearly illustrated by saying that the
system allows frequency bandwidths of
10 me and more to have their entire picture information on the screen.
5.

Production of Picture Raster

Contrary to the functioning of the
ordinary cathode-ray tubes we do not
use amplitude modulation but a kind of
velocity modulation of the cathode ray.

To produce

the picture raster we have
to deposit a periodic distribution of the
charge along every line of the Eidophor
picture,

the magnitude of this charge

being proportional to the brightness of
every picture point.
The cathode ray which is of constant
intensity shows a rectangular cross secThe height of
tion on the oil surface.
this rectangle

one picture

is

the

same

line, its

as the width of
width being about

10 to 20% of the height. As long as the
cathode ray travels along the line with
constant velocity, it will deposit per unit
of length a constant charge on the surthe density of this charge being
proportional to the writing speed for a
constant intensity of the beam. We
can thus influence the density of the
charge by varying the writing speed.
If the speed is great, a small charge is
deposited; if it is small the charge becomes proportionately greater. In order

face,

Definition of the System

details.

a

is,

independent of the light-capacity, which,
of course, is a great advantage.
We

to

produce the modulation, an alternatvoltage of constant frequency is

ing

know

The
that the pictures are rastered.
attainable limit of the resolving power is

superimposed on the line-sweep voltage.
The frequency of this additional voltage controls the dimension of the raster

dependent on the number of the raster
elements and this might be the cause of

the amplitude controlling
elements,
the density of the charge deposited (cf.

E.

Baumann:
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beam

current.

In order to obtain the

necessary density in the cathode beam,
a special cathode was developed.
Unfortunately the use of oxide-coated
cathodes is impossible. The hydro-

CHARGE
DENSITY

modulation of the
cathode ray.

Fig. 11. Velocity

For the practical applica11).
tion of this modulating system it is useful
to introduce the additional modulation
Fig.

carbon vapours produced by the Eidophor' would soon render such a cathode
ineffective.
For the time being pure
tungsten is used as material for the cathode.
Figure 1 2 shows a diagram of the
cathode now used. The carrier of the
emission is a tungsten bar which tapers
at its back end to avoid a great loss of
This bolt is surrounded by a helix
heat.
made of tungsten wire which serves to

For
velocity through separate plates.
the full control of the picture modulation,

heat up the bar. The transmission of
heat through the radiation of the heated
helix does not suffice to bring the bolt

1 v are sufficient.
can be seen from the way the raster

to the high temperature required.
therefore apply to the helix a potential

potentials of about
It
is

produced that

it

is

very important

and shape of the cathoderay spot remains unchanged over the
whole picture area. Great care must
therefore be given to an accurate focusing
of the beam.
Any widening of the spot
that the size

causes the picture to grow darker, but the
definition of the picture is hardly influ-

enced by

In order to obtain a constant rectangular shape of the spot, a
mechanical tungsten diaphragm is placed
in the cathode-ray optic in the crossover
this.

of the electrons in front of the cathode;
the rectangular opening of the diaphragm
is

X

0.1

0.0006

0.015

mm

(=

0.004

in.

X

A

magnetic lens projects
the image of this opening electronically
on the Eidophor surface at the scale 1:1.

The

in.).

considerable

of

inclination

We

of adequate magnitude, negative with
The bolt is thus
respect to the bolt.

submitted to an intense bombardment
of electrons, which results in an additional

By means

of this

20;uA, an intensity which is sufficient
for the full control of the television pic-

ture for line

numbers and picture

fre-

quencies as they are used today. The
picture and line deflections are effected

The dimensioning of the
elements was given special
care, not only in connection with the
problem of focusing, but also in order to
magnetically.

deflection

reduce the distortion of the picture to a

minimum.

the

cathode ray with respect to the picture
plane demands, of course, adequate correcting potentials, which must be varied
with great precision so as to assure good

heating up.

device, for the size of the spot as given
above, the beam current can reach about

6.

The Eidophor Liquid
The technological problems

that had

to be solved in the

system have to be overcome, and the
actual limitation of the imaging quality

development of the
whole system were numerous and also
very difficult in parts. The Eidophor
liquid and the cathode beam are placed
In order to keep the
in a vacuum.
4
5
Hg,
pressure at about 10~ to 10~

of the crossover

a

Moreover the ordinary diffifocusing.
culties that arise in any electron-optical

diaphragm

lies

in the

aperture defects of the magnetic lens.
A valuable help in the solution of the

whole problem
354

is

of course the constant
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mm

continuously

operating

oil-diffusion

pump is mounted on the projector.
Vacuum technique is so easily handled
today that such a pump no longer pre-
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sents
tical

A

any serious difficulties for the pracapplication of the projector.
problem of fundamental importance

was the production of a suitable Eidophor
liquid because it had to meet requirements in many respects. In the beginning of the development it was a disputable point whether or not the oil would
bear the intense bombardment of electrons of a velocity of about 20 kv without
Indeed, some initial
had to be overcome, but we are now sure that the Eidophor liquid can have a quite considerable
being destroyed.

difficulties in this respect

was suitably chosen, no
destruction was observed.
Further qualities of the Eidophor liquid
If the oil

life.

perceptible

should be: very small vapour pressure
5
(less than 10~
Hg) optimal surface

mm

tension, dielectric constant, viscosity
electric

conductivity.

Of

and

course

the

Eidophor should be as transparent as
possible to prevent any influence on the
colour of the screen picture.
It is thus
seen that the production of a

easily

Eidophor liquid is a science of its
Although many improvements are

suitable

own.
still

to be desired, the results

reached so

far are quite satisfactory, especially if

we

consider the complicated nature of the

problem.
It

was

Fig. 12. Cross section of the

mentioned

before

that

the

decay of the Eidophor deformation
depends on the viscosity of the oil. As
the viscosity, in turn, is largely dependent
on the temperature, it is necessary to
keep the temperature of the Eidophor
constant during the period of its operation.
This constancy however need not
be very accurate, and an ordinary refrigerating machine, such as is commonly
used in household refrigerators, can be
used for this purpose.

The whole
these images
to

is

a very sensitive method

show very small

ities.

optical inhomogeneUnfortunately there are not only

the voluntarily produced inhomogeneities
for the production of the pic-

which serve
ture;

the

oil

surface

sometimes

also

shows undesired ones that appear as
E.

defects of the screen picture.
Our worst
enemy in this respect is any kind of dust

that

Baumann:

may

enter whilst the system

is

put

and which may then be deposited on the optically sensitive parts.
together

One of the most critical points is the
spherical mirror which is at the same time
The polish
the carrier of the Eidophor.
of

process of the production of

cathode

of the electron gun.

its

must be of an excellent
and the metallizing (done by

glass surface

quality

evaporation) can hardly be carried out
carefully enough.
7.

Conclusions

The results that have so far been
reached with the third prototype can
be described as follows: The laboratory

Fischer System

A

Reprint
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equipment is capable of projecting 4000
The contrast
to 4500 1m on the screen.
ratio between "black screen" and "white
screen"

is

The

1:200 to 1:400.

ducible contrast in a picture
largely influenced by the

is

pro-

naturally
projection

room, since the quantity of ambient
light brightening up the dark parts of
the picture depends on the nature of this
room. The subjective impression that is
given by the picture can quite well be
compared with that of an ordinary motion
Gradation and definition will
picture.

Our

1.

F. Fischer

television
projection,"
Schweiz. Arch, angew. Wiss. Tech., 7 (Nos.

1941; 8 (Nos.
2, 77, 72):
(In German)
10} : 1942.
1,

2.

7,

5, 6, 7,

H. Thiemann, "Theoretical

studies of

the use of quasi-insulating

Eidophors

for large-screen television projection,"
Schweiz. Arch, angew. Wiss. Tech., 73:

147-154, 178-182, 210-217,
3.

4.

May-Aug.

1947.

H. Thiemann, "Large-screen television
and the Eidophor process," Onde Elec.,
28: 409-411, Oct. 1948.

troubles that could not be eliminated so
far they
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and H. Thiemann, "Theoretion a new method of

large-screen

of the quality of the picture lie for the
time being in the picture source and not
If there have been any
in the projector.

356

away

cal considerations

of 625 lines have yielded quite encouragIt is certain that any limits
ing results.

have been due mostly to dust
be removed in
But the continual progress obtime.
served justifies an optimistic outlook.

far

Bibliography

is

particles that could not

is still

far

indispensable for any kind of undertak-

therefore necessary.
With respect to definition no final verdict
can yet be given, but interlaced pictures

correction

laboratory
very well that

ing.

judge the gradation of large pictures

trical

the

from underestimating the
difficulties.
But we also have every
reason for looking ahead optimistically,
hoping to have that bit of luck which is

shown that the observer has a tendency

much more severely than the one of an
ordinary home set. A very careful elec-

outside

We know

the final practical success

and we are

of course vary according to the quality of
the picture source.
Experience has
to

system will have to stand the

practical test
before long.

(In French)

H. Thiemann, "Large-screen television
and the Eidophor system," Telev. Franc.,
50: 6-10, 1949.

5.

E. Labin, "The Eidophor method for
theater television," Jour. SMPTE, 54:
393-406, Apr. 1950.
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Review of Work on Dichroic Mirrors and
Their Light-Dividing Characteristics
By

MARY ELLEN WIDDOP
During World War Two, the application of thin films to glass surfaces progressed from experimental laboratory work to practical application in optical
devices. At present, virtually all lenses are coated to reduce reflection. Plates

known as dichroic mirrors, are also being applied
The recent use of dichroic mirrors in experimental
is one of the best known
applications. The purpose
review briefly the interference phenomenon involved and to

coated with multilayer films,
as efficient light dividers.
color television equipment

of this paper is to
describe the results obtainable with several dichroic mirror designs.

X~\BOUT FIFTEEN

years ago scientists
began to experiment with the application

of very thin multilayer films to glass, in
order to reproduce the effects of color

and

heated

steel

and certain

crystals

such as

chlorate

of potash, the light-dividing
characteristics of dichroic mirrors result

from interference

in reflected

and

trans-

crystals.

mitted light. Interference films are
also used to produce neutral light dividers, or to reduce reflection from glass.

known.

The films are applied to glass by the
deposition of vaporized material on the
The thickglass surface, in a vacuum.

reflection

selective

transmission

strikingly exhibited in nature

by certain

Since that time, the use of
this method to produce mirrors which
efficiently divide light has become well

One

of the

first

of interference mirrors

was

applications
in photocell

monitoring of sound recording for motion
pictures.

During

World

War Two,

quantities of dichroic interference mirrors
were used in range finders and radar

cameras.
military
the

RCA

They
and

are

now

civilian

compatible

used in both

In
products.
system of color

television, dichroic mirrors are

used to

divide light into primary colors and to
combine the primary colors for monitor-

ness of a deposited film may be controlled
by observing the changes in intensity of a
beam of light reflected from the glass,

The
filter, into a photocell.
intensity fluctuates, reaching a maximum
or minimum whenever the thickness of
through a

the deposited film is effectively equal to
a multiple of J of the wavelength of the
control light.

To

review the interference effects of
we will first consider the effects

thin films,

single thin films, as

shown

ing.

produced by

Like the colors of soap bubbles, thin
films of oil on water, oxide films on

in

Presented on October

The film thickness
incident light ray.
in both cases is effectively equal to J of

7,

1952, at the Soci-

Convention at Washington, D.G., by
Mary Ellen Widdop, Radio Corporation of
America, RCA Victor Div., Engineering
ety's

Products Dept.,

Camden

2,

N.J.
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These diagrams represent
plane parallel, nonabsorbing films on
glass surfaces, and their effect on an
Fig.

1.

the wavelength of the incident light ray.
film in diagram (a) has an index of

The
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Fig. 1. Interference effects in single

refraction higher than that of glass, while
the film in diagram (b) has an index of

refraction lower than that of glass.

Any light ray incident on such a film
becomes the source of two sets of almost
superimposed parallel rays. These rays
tend to cancel or reinforce each other by
which occurs

of interference

4

X films

on

glass.

change in the initial reflection from the
air-film boundary and at each reflection
from the film-glass boundary. As a
result, an effective film thickness equal
J of the wavelength here produces

to

cancellation in the reflected light and
reinforcement in the transmitted light.

The amplitude

destructive or constructive interference.

The type

D'

a specified

for

of the reflected rays,

angle of incidence,

is

depends on the relative phase of the
The phase of the
interfering rays.

determined by the relative indices of

and transmitted rays is determined by the optical path through the
film and by phase reversals which occur
on reflection from a denser medium.

of the boundary from which reflection
occurs.
Therefore, if the relative indices
of refraction of the air, film and glass

In these diagrams, phase

of the ray initially reflected at the airfilm boundary equalled the sum of the

reflected

solid

and broken

line

is

indicated by

segments.

For

refraction of the materials

on

either side

were of such value that the amplitude

The high-index film produces reinforcement for a specified wavelength in

amplitudes of the other reflected rays,
no light of the specified wavelength would
be reflected from the film in diagram (B),
since the rays are 1 80 out of phase.

the reflected light and cancellation in
the transmitted light.
Here, the only

from a

simplicity,

the

of

angle

refraction

is

ignored.

phase change due to reflection from a
denser medium occurs at the air-film

The successive

and the

first

and

less

proceeding toward
intense hence

first

two

is

rays,

;

reflected rays,

two transmitted

rays, are
reversal of

dominating. The phase
alternate succeeding rays modifies the
effect

of the

first

two

rays,

therefore

neither cancellation nor reinforcement
is

complete.
In the low-index film, there

358

reflectance obtainable

single film is determined by the
index of refraction of the film. In order

to increase the reflectance for a certain
wavelength, multiple alternate layers of
high- and low-index materials are apThe film thickness for each layer
plied.

boundary.
the right, are less
the effects of the

The maximum

April 1953

is

a phase

controlled so that the initial reflected

of the control wavelength, from
each film boundary are in phase when
rays,

they

leave

the

film.

The

reflected

intensity for that wavelength is then
equal to the square of the sum of the
amplitudes of the reflected rays.

A

Journal of the

diagram representing a seven-layer
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Interference

effects in
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Fig. 3. Characteristics of a

film

ray

and its
shown
is

on an incident

light

much weaker

they,

of course,

cannot

In this film, each

cancel the effect of constructive inter-

effectively equal in thickness to
The initial reflected

ference in reflected light and destructive
interference in transmitted light for

is

layer

effect

seven ^ X-layer dichroic.

in Fig. 2.

wavelength.

rays from each boundary
the film exactly in phase.

emerge from

wavelength X.

The

The film design shown in Fig. 2 is a
standard design which, when composed

strongest
interfilm

transmitted rays resulting from
reflections are 180 out of phase with the

transmitted ray.
In addition to
the strongest set of reflected and transmitted rays, there are many weaker rays

of the materials most

over

90%

commonly used,
of the light at the conThe effect of this film

initial

reflects

resulting

on light of other wavelengths is determined by the relative phase of the reflective rays and of the transmitted rays as

from

interfilm

reflections.

Some

of these rays are out of phase with
the stronger rays but since they are so

Mary

Ellen

Widdop:

trol

wavelength.

they leave the film.
Dichroic Mirrors

Transmission char359

N

(I)

(CB), and the difference in optical
path at wavefront DB, where the reflection from the second surface leaves the

film,

is

equal to

N

(AFC).

It

can be

that the path difference =
(2d cos r), thus as the angle of incidence
increases, the angle of refraction increases,
the cosine of r decreases and the path

N

shown

difference decreases.

Such a

shift of light-dividing

charac-

with change of angle of incidence
sometimes objectionable because of

teristics
is

resultant shading in transmitted

Path difference of rays reflected
from the two boundaries of a thin film.
Fig. 4.

acteristics in the visible

range for a film

maximum

of this design, controlled for
reflectance at 6350
at 45

A

incidence, are

shown

angle of

no appreciable absorption:

is

all

not

light

There

in Fig. 3.

transmitted

therefore,
reflected.

is

A

dichroic of this type is used to reflect
red light in the color-television camera.

As shown

in Fig. 3, the transmission

shifts toward the short wavelength
end of the spectrum when the angle of

curve

incidence

due

to the

is
increased.
This shift is
change of path difference with

change of angle, making the film

effec-

tively thinner as the angle of incidence
is

increased.

The path

duced by a film

difference pro-

greatest at normal
incidence.
The diagrams in Fig. 4
represent two light rays incident on a
is

and illustrate the facwhich determine path difference.
If a ray strikes the film at normal incidence, the path difference between the
ray reflected from the first surface and
those reflected from the second is equal
thin film in air,

tors

to the product of the index of refraction
of the film and twice the film thickness.

Diagrams 1 and 2 represent rays incident on the film at two different angles.
In both cases, dotted lines AC and DB
represent successive positions of a wavefront.

and
360

Therefore, the optical paths

CB

must be equal,

AD

(in ah*)

April 1953

AD
=

and

re-

flected images.
Shading from one side
of an image to the other, due to large
field angle, can be compensated for by

tapering the deposited film. To do this,
the glass is placed in the evaporating
equipment at an angle to the plane of the
evaporator, rather than parallel to it.

The

films

are

deposited

shaped instead of plane
resultant mirror

is

then

parallel.

wedge

The

then positioned hi

use so that the thickest part of the film
receives light at the greatest angle.

By varying

the

number

layers, the thickness of

of deposited

each layer, the

wavelength and the angle of
a wide variety of dichroic
mirrors is obtainable.
In Figs. 5 and 6,
control

control,

transmission

characteristics

are

shown

a number of designs used to fulfill
various light dividing or combining
requirements. These designs consist of
various combinations of J-, J- and ffor

wavelength film thicknesses.
In general, designs made with layers
thicker than J wavelength have a narrower band of reflection than ^-wave-

The heavy solid line
designs.
in Fig. 5 is the transmission curve for a
mirror of the type used to reflect blue

length

light in the color
To illustrate a

camera.

way

in

which the

inter-

ference mirrors are used, a diagram of the
Color-Teleoptical system of an

RCA

in Fig. 7.
When
light entering the camera through the
lens system reaches the dichroic cross,

vision

Camera is shown

red light is reflected from mirror J to
and then to
totally reflecting mirror

Journal of the

M
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Fig. 5. Light-dividing characteristics of several dichroics.

4000

ooo

sooo

WAVELENGTH
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Fig. 6. Light-dividing characteristics of several dichroics.

the image orthicon in the red channel.
Blue light is reflected from mirrors I and

L

and then
totally reflecting mirror
to the image orthicon in the blue channel.
K,

Green

light passes through both mirrors
to the image orthicon in the green chan-

Mary

Ellen Widdop:

nel.

Each

reflector efficiently transmits

In this
the other two primary colors.
assembled
are
the
dichroics
application,
in

sandwiches with the reflecting surface
inside, covered by another plate

on the
of the

same thickness

Dichroic Mirrors

as that

on which
361

362
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5000

6000

WAVELENGTH
Fig. 8.

dichroic

the

film

is

deposited.

The

mirrors are carefully aligned so that the
reflecting surfaces are in one plane and

perpendicular to the red reflecting surWith this arrangement, astigmatism introduced by the glass can be comface.

pensated for by placing two plates, E
F, at right angles to each other in
front of the relay lens.
The line of intersection of these plates is at right angles

and

to the center line of the optical system
and to the line of intersection of the

dichroics.*

Materials which absorb light can some-

characteristics of efficient red

transmission

filters

made by

are

and green
These

shown.

depositing alternate

layers of high- and low-index materials
on glass, but in this case one of the materials

very high index of refraction and strong
absorption in the blue region of the spectrum. In the resultant films, blue
light

is

removed by

interference

and

absorption while the red and green portions of the spectrum are efficiently
divided by interference.
When the reflected and transmitted
light is to be divided in a way which is
difficult, or impossible, to achieve with

any

single film design, sets of layers

may

be combined on one plate. For the
final characteristics of a film to be the

product of two different designs, the
of layers must be separated from
each other sufficiently to prevent much
The
of the interference between the sets.
curve shown by the broken line in Fig. 9
is that of a plate coated with two sets of
layers, one having peak reflectance for
sets

times be used advantageously in interIn Fig. 8, transmission
ference films.

are

7000

ANGSTROMS

Transmission characteristics of absorption-interference niters.

light path through the glass is then equal
for all channels.
The blue reflecting

filters

IN

used has the combined properties of

*

L. T. Sachtleben, D. J. Parker, G. L.
and E. Kornstein, "Image orthicon
color television camera optical system,"
RCA Rev., 13, No. 7: Mar. 1952.

Alice

Mary

Ellen

Widdop:

blue light and the other having peak
In this case,
reflectance for red light.
the sets of layers were separated from
each other by a thick evaporated layer of
The solid-line curve in Fig. 9
material.
is

the

resultant

characteristic

of

two

similar sets of layers deposited on opposite
Here the eliminasurfaces of a plate.
tion of interference between the sets of

Dichroic Mirrors
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5000

(000

WAVELENGTH
Fig.

9.

IN

ANGSTROMS

Light-dividing characteristics obtained
two sets of dichroic films.

by depositing

100
(

TRANSMISSION

OF GLASS)

WAVELENGTH
TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF A HEAT TRANSMITTING MIRROR

Fig. 10.

364

Transmission characteristics of a heat-transmitting mirror.
April 1953
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layers

is

more nearly complete.

Highly

reflecting films can be applied to both
surfaces of a glass plate advantageously
in many cases;
however, this scheme

cannot be used in any case where double
images are undesirable.
Transmission characteristics for an
interference mirror which reflects efficiently

through the

are

visible

transmits

efficiently

shown

in

spectrum and

infrared

radiation

In

this case,

10.*

Fig.

several sets of layers controlled for maxireflection at different positions in

mum

the visible range, are deposited on one
surface of a plate.
In this case, no

*A
Fig.

11.

Jx

ix

FILM THICKNESS

IN

WAVELENGTHS

Design of an achromatic

film.

would have been if the low-index film
had been J-wavelength thick.

attempt is made to prevent interference
between the sets of layers.
Interference
between the sets of layers improves the

effective thickness of the low-index film

efficiency of the film.

is

Interference

which

can

mirrors

be

made

wavelengths of the
visible
spectrum with approximately
equal intensity. Such mirrors can be
reflect

all

made to reflect as much as 45% of the
incident light.
relatively thin layer
of low-index material is first deposited
on the glass surface, followed by a thicker
layer of a material with a high index of

A

The

refraction.

interference

such a film design cause

effects

of

all

wavelengths
of the visible spectrum to be reflected
with approximately equal intensity because of the relative thickness of the

component

The

layers for each wavelength.
such a film is plotted

For longer-wavelength green
less

mum

than for the blue

light.

light, the

The maxi-

intensity obtainable for this

length
blue.

wave-

therefore, less than it was for
For these film thicknesses then,
is,

the reflected intensity for green light has
just passed its maximum point, and is
approximately equal to the intensity
for the blue.
And for the red light,

having the longest wavelength, the interferring rays are at a point of maximum
reinforcement, but the resultant intensity
equal to that of the green and blue.
transmission characteristics of a
mirror of this type are shown in Fig. 12.
is

The

Discussion

reflectivity of

with respect to the film thickness in Fig.

A.

V.

Loughren,

(Hazeltine Corp.}

11.

The low-index

film

is

slightly less

J-wavelength thick for blue light.
high-index material
reflection

maximum

is
is

than

The

deposited until a
passed and the

drops to about 85% of the
maximum. Since the low-index layer
is not
J-wavelength thick at the point of

:

Chairman of

the

The importance

Session

of these

dichroic mirrors in the development work,
which has been going on recently both at
RCA and many other places in color television, is something to which I can certainly

Our own developments
came along far faster than they

testify personally.

reflection

at Hazeltine

maximum

was possome of
the dichroic mirrors designed by Miss Widdop and use them in our own work. I have
no doubt myself as to their importance.

rays

are

maximum

reflectance,

not
is,

exactly

the
in

interfering

phase.

This

therefore, not as high as

it

would have otherwise because

sible to

make arrangements

L. L. Ryder (Paramount Pictures Corp.) Is
in conjunction with
:

any work being done

*
G. L. Dimmick and M. E. Widdop,
"Heat transmitting mirror," Jour. SMPTE,

for instance

58: Jan. 1952.

tion with arcs

Mary

Ellen Widdop:

it

to get

these mirrors for high-intensity light levels,

where they're used in conjuncand similar light sources?

Dichroic Mirrors
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ABSTRACT
Television Recording
By W. D.

KEMP

Various means of recording vision-frequency signals are considered. For
high-definition television, photographic recording appears to be the only

The film may be moved at constant velocity or interand some known systems are classified under these headings and
described with their advantages and disadvantages, particular attention being
given to the two methods now in use by the B.B.C. Various factors affecting
practicable method.

mittently,

the performance of television-recording cameras are then discussed, such
as picture joins, interlacing, loss of definition on movement, optical efficiency,

emulsion pile-up, and spot-position modulation. A suitable
arrangement of the vision-frequency equipment is dealt with, and the necessary electrical corrections are described. The factors governing the choice
of a cathode-ray tube for recording purposes are discussed, while some pos-

film stability,

sible improvements are indicated.
The various transfer characteristics concerned have been measured. Contrast correction is discussed, together with
possible ways of improving the overall performance, such as high-gamma

recording.

The

conditions

for

satisfactory positive prints direct
Some conclusions based on
stated.

making

from negative television pictures are

operating experience of continuous and intermittent systems are then given.

(1)
Still

photographs

of

INTRODUCTION

,

of methods

have, however, been
suggested and some of these are being
used successfully.
her

In

high-definition

made, but photosuch
graphing
pictures on motion picture film in a form suitable for retrans,.fr
mission presents some difficulty. A numpictures are readily

Abstract by Pierre Mertz of a paper first
presented on November 26, 1951, and in
revised form on March 11, 1952, at the
Convention on the British Contribution to
Television, April 28
May 3, 1952, by
W. D. Kemp, High-Definition Films
Limited, 98 Highbury New Park, London

April 1953

initial

Britain,

development was

concentrated on 35mm equipment, but a
16mm system has now been developed.
The B B C consid * r the devel P men < f
high-quality recording systems on both
c
f
16mm and/ 35mm
equipment to be of
'

-

-

.

prime

i

bility of

,

mport ance owing
interchange of programmes with
to

the possi-

other countries.

N. 5, England. This abstract is published
through the cooperation of The Institution
of Electrical
Savoy Place,
Engineers,

London W.C.

2.

This abstract

is

comprised of about

75%

All illustrations
original paper.
except Fig. 8 have been retained.
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*(3)

SYSTEMS OF TELEVISION RECORDING

These can be divided into two groups
which the film moves continuously, and those in which the film moves
intermittently as in normal motion pic:

those in

and frame

Employing

There are numerous

Most of
them were intended for cinema projection
where it was hoped to increase the screen
brightness and reduce the flicker con-

designs utilizing this principle.

record interlaced television by this
method, the geometrical displacement
error over the extremes of movement
must be less than one picture element, in
line

Cameras

Shutterless

(3.7.3)

To

both

field,

to the re-

quired position.

Optical Compensation:

Continuous-Motion Types

first

now moved

since the film has

ture practice.
(3.1)

between those of the

falling

tent,

the elimination of the

to

owing

shutter intervals.

directions.

(3.7.7) Cameras Employing Picture

Move-

ment: In this system, the television picture
on the cathode-ray-tube face is moved

physically in such a direction that it remains stationary relative to the film,
which is moving continuously at 25

frames/sec. The movement of the picture is achieved by electrical deflection of

The high degree of precision
be attained has precluded the development of a practical television-recording

Despite the theoretical advantages of
continuous-motion projectors, compared
with those having intermittent motion,
they have never proved popular in the

motion picture industry, probably because of the complexity of the various
designs.
ever,

The Mechau

projector,

how-

enjoyed moderate popularity in

the raster.

Germany and an improved

to

machine has been converted into a
recording camera for B.B.C. use. Apart
from the Mechau projector, only one

system using this principle.
(3.7.2) Cameras Employing a Picture of

Aspect Ratio and Double Optical
System: This is the normal method of
transmitting film by means of the flying-

Special

spot principle, but used in reverse. The
film moves continuously at 25 frames/sec
and two images of the television picture,

which is of approximately twice the normal aspect ratio, i.e. 8:3, are focused on
the film, separated by half a film-frame
The film moves half a frame pitch
pitch.
during the recording of the first field and
this

movement

on the film

to the

this period the

by a
the

shutter.
first

restores the aspect ratio

normal value.

During

second image is obscured
The shutter then obscures

image and allows the second
be exposed to the

image

to

*

section

film, the lines

other type of optical-compensation projector has been used to any extent; this
is

not

numbers

in this abstract are

The

author's original
section numbers have been retained for
the sake of consistency in reference to the
Ed.
original paper.
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the type employing a thick polygonal

prism.

The system
involves a

extremely simple and

is

minimum

of

moving

parts;

the basis of most highspeed cameras, exposure rates of up to

for this reason

it is

The

3000 frames/sec being attainable.

adaptation to television lies
in the accuracy necessary in manufactur-

difficulty for

ing the prism, the large size of the prism
required for high definition and the prob-

lem of adjustment

for film shrinkage.

A

working on this system has, however, been built in the
United States, and at least one home projector of similar design has been marketed
telecine projector

in

The

version of

this

Germany.
The Latest B.B.C.

35mm
The

Motion Recording System:

Continuousfirst

B.B.C.

35mm recording suite went into service in
October 1949.

Journal of the

SMPTE

The

Vol. 60

design utilized the

FILM MAGAZINE

CATHODE-RAY-TUBE SCREEN

FLOOR LEVEL

Fig. 1. Schematic of the latest B.B.C.

35mm

continuous-motion

recording system.

Mechau
Mechau

projector

with

the

original
3

film-transport mechanism.
Experiments carried out on this equip-

ment showed that the Mechau mirror
drum was fully capable of providing corcompensation. The filmtransport mechanism, however, did not
attain the same high standard; it was
possible to detect velocity modulation at
the sprocket-hole frequency of 100 cycles
and at other higher frequencies. This
prevented accurate interlacing on the

rect

optical

film.
It

was therefore decided

to redesign the

equipment completely, retaining only the
mirror and its associated optical system,
and three machines of this new type are
shortly to be installed at the Lime Grove
television studios.

Figure

1 is

a schematic arrangement of

the equipment.
The optical system consists of the
collimating lens LI, the fixed

P' moves down with the film.
P' has approached the end of its
travel, the cone of light projected by
on to Ml starts to fall on M2, and an
rotates,

When

M

image is produced at P''. The distance
between P' and P" is equal to one filmframe pitch. As the image P' decreases
in intensity, the image P" increases in
intensity, since the luminous flux is
shared between P' and P".
The exposure sequence is shown in
Fig. 2, where (a) represents the televisionframe waveform and (b) the exposure
produced on consecutive film frames by
consecutive

mirrors

in

the

original

Alexandra Palace equipment. It will
be seen that, although the mean exposure
period was 0.04 sec, some portion of
exposure was received over a period
This resulted
greater than two scans.
in a loss of definition on moving objects
in the picture,

owing

to individual film

mirror M, the mirrors mounted on the
mirror drum, Ml, M2...M8, and the
main lens L2. At the particular position of the mirror drum shown, Ml is pro-

frames being exposed partially to preced-

ducing an image of a point P (on the
cathode-ray tube) at P'. As the drum

gaps between the mirrors, the exposure
sequence is as shown in Fig. 2(c). There

W. D. Kemp:

ing and following television frames.
When the diameter of the cone of rays
falling on the mirrors is smaller than the
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~~V

'

W

r
Fig
(a)

2.

M2

Exposure sequence

for the B.B.C. continuous-motion recording system.

Television-frame waveform (Fl, F2,

etc.

frame period.

PI, P2, etc.

complete

picture period).
(b)

(c)

is

Exposure produced on consecutive film frames by consecutive mirrors in the original
B.B.G. equipment (Ml, M2, etc. exposure period).
Exposure sequence when the cone diameter of the rays is less than the gaps between
the mirrors.

now

a period

and

when no

light falls

on the

therefore necessary to so
phase the mirror drum that the mirror
change-over period occurs during the

film,

it

is

television frame-suppression

A

period.

through the picture gate. The
framing can be varied by rotating R
about the centre of D2.
film

When

static,

there

is

no tension

The running

picture gate.

in the

tension

is

special motor-drive unit provides a very
accurate phase lock to the television

supplied entirely by the braking action
of Dl.
The inertia of D2 is so consider-

frame-synchronizing signals. The phase
position is indicated by stroboscopic
means.

able that

it

film

accelerate

The

film-traction

original

mechanism of the

Mechau equipment employed

four-picture sprocket to
through the curved gate.

pull

the

The new

a

film
film

path is shown in Fig. 3. The sprocket
SI withdraws film from the magazine,
and, after a free loop, the film passes to a
smooth drum Dl, which is mounted on
the shaft of an eddy-current brake. After
travelling through the curved gate G, the
film passes round a second smooth drum
D2, which has a flywheel of large inertia
coupled

wrap

to

it.

A small roller R serves to

the film round this drum.

The

film then passes via a sprocket S2 to the

sound-recording drum D3 and thence
back to SI and to the magazine. S2
provides the motive force to pull the

370
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to

would take a long time for the
it
from rest, and

advantage is taken of the lack of gate
tension under static conditions by arranging that this flywheel is kept rotating at
speed by means of a separate electric
motor. Initially D2 withdraws a small
full

amount

of film from the gate, but, as the

then slack round the drum, no
further film can be withdrawn until the
film

is

main motor
SI and S2,

of the camera,

which drives

Additional contacts on the starting relay then actuate a
magnetic clutch which disconnects the
electric

is

started.

D2

motor from

so that

D2

is

driven by the film alone.
The film is held against the gate surface by two curved runners independently

The
spring-loaded.
kept to an absolute
gate friction, which

Journal of the

SMPTE

is
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spring-loading is
to avoid

minimum
liable to

vary and

produce velocity modulation. The
complete gate assembly can be withdrawn
so

for cleaning.
It is hoped that the new film-traction
mechanism will produce velocity stability

lacing
(3.2)

adequate to obtain correct
on the film.

inter-

Intermittent-Motion Types

(3.2.7)

Fast Pull-Down in Frame-SupThis is the simplest and

pression Period:

most attractive method, but

it

involves a

pull-down and registration period of
about 12 on present B.B.C. standards,
and, so far as is known, this figure has
never been achieved.

Two
The proposal has been made to
(3.2.2) Cameras Employing

Fig. 3. Film-traction

Films:

use a
double optical system in conjunction
with two gates which would have film
movements 180
out of phase. The
first television picture would be recorded
in gate 1 and then, while the film in this
gate was being advanced, the next television frame would be recorded in gate 2.
,

Each

film, after processing, would have
half the television pictures on it, and a

step printing process
to

would be required

produce a 25-frames/sec

film.

The

principal technical disadvantage
of any two-film system is the difficulty of
Even
ensuring identical processing.

when

the two films are joined together
and passed through the same processing

machine, variations along the length are
difficult to eliminate with the required
degree of accuracy.
Obviously, the cost of any two-film
system is much higher than that of a
The time required
single-film system.
to

produce a finished print

is

also con-

siderably greater.
(3.2.3) Cameras Involving
tems: If it were possible to

other television field

two consecutive

fields

Memory

Sys-

delay every
by 0.02 sec, then
could be recorded

simultaneously on the film and so the
period of one field would be available for

pull-down.

W. D. Kemp:

B.B.C.

latest

35mm

recording system.
exposure period.)

mechanism

for the
continuous-motion

(Ml,

M2,

etc.

A

4
suggestion involving the use of a
fluorescent screen for retaining the first

field

has been made.

this

method

is

the

The

objection to

characteristic

re-

quired of the fluorescent material. To
avoid frame shading it would have to
possess a decay time long enough to allow
negligible falling-off in brightness during
the time that information was being re-

corded. At the same time the brightness
should have fallen to a negligible value
after the next exposure period.
The

exponential decay characteristic associated with normal phosphors appears
unsuitable for this purpose.
There has not yet been a practical development of a camera working on this
principle.
(3.2.4) Use of Image Converter for Change
5
of Standards: It has been suggested that
the television signals to be recorded

should be applied to an image converter
which would change the scanning standards and give a greater frame-suppression
period to allow an adequate pull-down

30 or more.
would enable the
converter
image
incoming interlaced picture to be changed
period

of, say,

An
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CATHODE-PAY

ILM

TUBE

OP APERTURE

OTTOM APERTURE
LAW

Fig. 4.

OPEN

Schematic of the camera for the Kemp-Duddtngton system.

CLOSED

CYCLIC PERIOD 1/24 SEC
UPPER APERTURE

OPEN

Of

MCCHANISM

OPEN

CLOSED

OPEN

CLOSED

which might
some of the recording problems.
The principal objection to the method
the additional complexity and the dis-

could

be

into a sequential picture,

that

ease

radical modification.

is

tinct possibility of loss of quality in the

conversion process.

this

(3.2.7}

is

24 of the 30 television pic6
tures/sec used in America are recorded,
it is interesting to compare the exposure

since only

cycle with those of the British methods
described in Sec. 3.2.7 and 3.2.8, which

are suitable for 25-pictures/sec television
recorded at 25 film frames/sec.

Figure 5 (a) shows the American television waveform diagrammatically, while
Fig. 5(b) shows the shutter sequence at
It will be seen
present used in America.
that every alternate field is joined in the
With the relative phasing
picture area.
of camera and television signals as shown,
this join

occurs in the centre of the pic-

ture ; with other conditions of phasing, a
join in the picture area occurs on each

Picture joins are dealt with in

field.

Sec. 4.1.

(3.2.6) Alternative Exposure Sequence for

American Standards: This uses a double

system and double-gate aperture,

optical
the images being one
The shutter sequence
5(c),

above the other.

shown in Fig.
and a schematic of the camera in

Fig. 4.
in the

is

Television picture

1 is

bottom aperture, then

recorded
television

One field
picture 2 in the top aperture.
of television picture 3 is then missed
is advanced two frames
and the cycle is repeated. The advantage of this arrangement is that there is no

while the film

picture join.

The method

is

of particular interest,

camera developed to record
British standards on the Kemp-Duddingsince

the

ton system could be adapted to record
American standards on the above se-

A

of 72

quence.
pull-down period
would be required, compared with the
90 on British standards, but it is felt

W. D. Kemp:

without

76% Method*: This uses the time

of every third scan for pull-down, thus
providing 16f film frames for every 25

A

television
(3.2.5} American Method: Although this
not applicable to British standards,

achieved

pictures.
step
printing
operation to print every other film frame
twice is required to obtain 25 frames/sec
on the film. The reproduction of movement is, of course, not so good as in a

25-frames/sec method but should not be
worse than that associated with the step
printing of 1 6-frames/sec motion pictures to 24 frames/sec.
The exposure

sequence is shown in Fig. 5(e), Fig. 5(d)
being the B.B.C. television waveform.
(3.2.8)
is

6
Kemp-Duddington Method : This

the system which the B.B.C decided to

9
A double
develop for 16mm recording.
two-frame
and
pull-down
optical system
is required.
The exposure sequence is

shown

in

schematic

The

Fig.

5(f),

the

same

is

first

and

and the camera

as that of Fig. 4.
second scans of television

by image 1 in the
bottom aperture, and the second scan of
are recorded

picture

1

picture

1,

picture

2, is

together with the first scan of
recorded on the second film

The second
scan of television picture 2 is not recorded, the film being advanced by two
The cycle is
film frames in this period.
then repeated. With the phasing shown,
no picture join is necessary. To ensure
frame in the top aperture.

that the correct phasing is maintained,
the camera is phase-locked to the television-frame pulses and the relative phase

angle

is

indicated by stroboscopic means.
be seen that some 90 of the

It will

cycle are available for film pull-down,
and in the design of the camera an

accelerated triangular cam-movement
was used giving a pull-down of 60, with
15 allowed for registration. This was

done by means of register pins

fixed to the

aperture plate.

Optical registration of the images is
for
necessary, and means are provided

Television Recording
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achieving this to a high degree of acIt is also necessary, although not
curacy.
difficult, to balance very exactly the

theoretically worse than with

exposure produced in each gate aperture
so that 12.5-cycle flicker is avoided.

movement

The reproduction

of

movement

25-frame

However,
torily

is

television-recording
tests

have shown

pictures.

(9)

(f)

(4)

illustrating the effect of picture joins.

Diagram

(a), (b)

(f),

and

show the

(c)

effect of the shutter opening.
last scan.

shows the lines recorded during the
shows the picture join obtained.
(g)

and

(h) illustrate the fading-shutter

method.

SOME FACTORS AFFECTING THE PERFORMANCE OF TELEVISIONRECORDING CAMERAS

(4.1) Picture Joins

in

16| or

the

Duddington systems,

Kemp-

when used

in

a

general phase relationship, picture joins
occur in the picture area. With a cath-

ode-ray-tube

As the shutter opens after the
pull-down period, lines should be recorded of increasing length owing to the
diminution of the occulting effect of the
This is shown in Figs.
shutter edge.
For the next scan
6 (a), 6(b) and 6(c).
Fig. 6.

In the American system of television
recording and

phosphor

of

negligible

afterglow and using a focal-plane shutter,
the sequence of operation is shown hi

374

that, in fact,

reproduced very satisfacand compares with normal motion

(c)

Fig. 6.

(e)

ideal

system.

is

(a;

(d)

an

April 1953

is open, and in the last part
of the cycle the lines should be recorded
of decreasing length and in such a posi-

the shutter

tion as exactly to join with those recorded

Journal of the

SMPTE
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one picture period previously. Figure
6(d) shows the lines recorded during the
last scan,

and

Fig. 6(e) the picture join

The

obtained.

effect of afterglow

to

is

blur the edges of the join.

be appreciated that, to obtain

It will

such a perfect join, the shutter angle and
velocity stability of the shutter have to be

In the Eastman

substantially perfect.

Kodak

television-recording

camera

for

American standards, the shutter is driven
by a separate synchronous motor and the
shutter edges are stoned down on test to
produce an exact shutter angle. Even
so, the picture join could be detected on
some early American recordings. 10
Figures 6(f), 6(g) and 6(h) show a proposed solution to this problem by the use
In this method, the
of a fading shutter. 8
shutter is caused to fade in the lines

period

when

there

is

a discontinuity at the

join.
(4.2) Interlacing

In order to record an interlaced picmeans of a continuous-motion

ture by
process,

it is

necessary that the film

scanning spot should

move

and

such a

in

fashion that after an interval of 0.04 sec
the scanning spot is in the correct position relative to the film within a small
percentage of the line pitch. Even with
a 405-line picture, this implies a high

degree of velocity stability for the film

movement.

The

difficulties of eliminat-

ing

sprocket-hole

(or

"flutter")

velocity

modulation

and slow-speed

velocity

modulation (or "wow") are well known
to motion picture sound-recording engineers, but in their case the integrated

gradually, instead of occulting them. One
picture period later the lines are faded

displacement error over any period of
time is relatively unimportant, providing
the period is long.

zone of the picture overlaying the fade-out zone.
An alternative method of achieving a

velocity for television purposes has been
carried out in connection with flying-spot

2food picture join is to

telecine machines,

out, the fade-in

employ blanking

of the recording monitor. 11

the cathode-ray tube

Deyond beam

cut-off.

is

In

this case,

normally biased

When

the film

is

n the gate and ready for exposure, the
camera sends a trigger pulse which
aises the

cathode-ray-tube bias to the

figure for exactly one picture
Deriod (the correct number of lines being

correct

which the
cathode-ray tube is again biased back
and the film is pulled down. There is
no shutter on the camera. With this
counted

electrically),

after

system, lines recorded just prior to film
pull-down are not exposed to the after-

glow and tend to be under-exposed.

As

the joint occurs only on alternate frames,
the variation in density tends to cause 1 2-

The effect can be reduced
by reducing the pull-down time and
cycle flicker.

phasing so as to allow additional exposure time after each television frame.

The

this sys-

picture joins produced by
tem can be undetectable unless movement has occurred during the picture

W. D. Kemp:

Much work on

the stabilization of film

and

it

the engineers concerned

is

a tribute to

that substan-

50:50 interlacing with a picture
than a line pitch has been
obtained.
It should be noted that it is
the error integrated over the 0.04-sec
tially

float of less

period that is important, and advantage
has been taken of this in selecting the
rotation speed of the stabilizing flywheel
used in the latest B.B.C. continuousmotion recorder already described, where
sub-harmonics of 25 cycles were carefully
avoided.
Owing to the nature of the film base,
the linear dimensions of motion picture
film are variable with its age and the

humidity and temperature of the storage
With triacetate base, used
conditions.
for noninflammable film, the sprockethole pitch of raw stock is usually within
0.1% of the nominal dimensions, a

shrinkage having occurred since perforaThis shrinkage may rise to 0.2%
tion.
or more if some months are allowed to
elapse

between perforation and

Television Recording
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RE-TRANSMITTED
SCANS

ORIGINAL
TELEVISION SCANS

TELEVISION

FILM FRAMES

SCAN

2

(b)

Fig. 7.

Nitrate base, which is inflammable, has
the same order of shrinkage initially, but

longer periods of time tends to
more than the triacetate base. 13
In the systems described in Sec. 3.1.3,

after

shrink

the linear displacement between the two
images must depend on film shrinkage,

and
and

in the systems described in Sec. 3.1.1
3.1.2, the

displacement of the image

during the cycle will be required to vary
to the same degree.
In the present
B.B.C. continuous-motion system, the
displacement is variable and is set up
using a sample of the film stock which will
be used for recording. The variations
from roll to roll are then small compared
to

the

television

approximately
This
height.

when

line

pitch,

0.25% of
is

the

which

is

picture

however, only
very careful check is kept on the
true,

and the dependence of interon film dimensions must be

stock used,
lacing

reckoned to be a disadvantage of continuous-motion recording.
376

(c)

Diagram illustrating the use of spot-position modulation
to eliminate the line structure on recorded film.
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Intermittent-recording methods do not
from the above difficulties since the

suffer

is stationary during the exposure
period and tolerances in perforation
pitch are taken up in the film-advance-

film

ment mechanism.

This

is

the

main

rea-

son for the choice of intermittent motion
B.B.C.

for

difficulties

16mm recording, where
are increased by the higher

magnification.
further problem of recording interlaced television is the possibility of physi-

A

cal

movement between

the two scans due

Vibration frequencies of
25 cycles (or 25-cycle harmonics) are
particularly objectionable, as already
to vibration.

explained, and long-focus lenses increase
the difficulty, since a small angular
vibration

will

then produce a bigger

linear displacement.

The

difficulties of obtaining interlacing

on the film are
high

Journal of the

percentage

SMPTE

illustrated

of

Vol.60

still

by the very
photographs

television

of interlaced

taken

pictures

which show 188f-line structure.
Loss of Definition on

(4.3)

Movement

is usually necessary to flatten the field in a plane transverse to the direction of movement.

The above

A television programme derived from a
live

second cylindrical lens

scene provides 50 images/sec of the
but two of these are recorded on

considerations

do not make

for high resolution, particularly as the
use of mirrors often necessitates addi-

and

subject,

tional lenses to collimate the light

each film frame, since the film runs at 25

prevent double images. It is difficult to
obtain a high aperture with such systems.
The B.B.C. continuous-motion
system described gives an effective aper-

frames/sec.

When

the film

retrans-

is

unlikely that the two scans
will be reproduced in the correct order.

mitted,

it is

so

In practice, owing to imperfect framedeflection linearity, portions of both

ture of about //3.O.

scans are transmitted in different zones

has the merit of using the same lens for
both images. The effective aperture is

The

of the picture height.
position

modulation

(see

eliminate the line structure

corded film makes

it

use of spot4.7)

to

on the

re-

Sec.

even more

difficult

The Kemp-Duddington 16mm camera

The

about //3.3.

an

resolution

is

quite

possible to photograph
optical test pattern of 1000 picture

satisfactory;

it is

This is illustrated
to separate the scans.
Four consecutive television
in Fig. 7.

elements per picture height with good
depth of modulation.

scans of a subject consisting of a vertical
line moving horizontally at a rapid rate

(4.5) Film Stability

column

shown
(a).
1 and 2 are recorded on film frame
1, and scans 3 and 4 on film frame 2,
shown in column (b). Column (c)
in

are

The

Television

defect

known

as picture float has

and a conmechanism

scans

been referred

represents the retransmission of the recording when spot modulation is used.

has been described (see Sec. 3.1.3). It
has been found possible to reduce this to
small proportions, although it is always
present to some extent in continuous-

It will be seen that a doubling of the
image has occurred. When the rate of
movement is less than that shown an

irregularity

on

vertical edges

is

produced.

The doubling of images on fast movement is more objectionable to the eye
than the blurring produced by the normal motion picture camera. With television cameras involving storage, however, the doubling is not so
since the original images do not
tinct edges.
(4.4) Optical Efficiency

apparent
have dis-

travel,

the

film

is

usually

W. D. Kemp:

tions

More

rapid varia-

picture position, known as
or "bounce," are due to lack of

of

"jump"

one or more film frames
with the sprocket holes. Picture jump
can occur, for instance, in the mirrorregistration of

type of recorder when one or more
mirrors are incorrectly set, or in inter-

drum

mittent recorders
is

when each

film frame

not properly registered.
Correct registration is of paramount

it is normal film prachave separate register pins apart
from the claw mechanism used to advance the film. The Kemp-Duddington camera follows this procedure, being
provided with a lifting gate and registration pins integral with the camera aper-

tice to

moved

round a curved path, the lens being designed to have a spherically curved field,
of radius equal to that of the gate.

motion recordings.

importance, and

and Resolution

Optically compensated continuousmotion systems require a movement of
the image during exposure, and this
necessitates a greater coverage for the
lens.
To keep the image in focus during
its

to in Sec. 4.2,
tinuous-motion film-traction

A

ture.

Very good

film stability

is

ob-

In cameras
tained by this arrangement.
where the pull-down is fast, such as the
Eastman Kodak for American standards
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(pull-down period 72), separate registration pins are not provided

elimination of jump

a major

is

and the
difficulty.

The

initial acceleration of

taches

particles.

the film then deIn America use has

been made of nylon gates which can be
with a high polish. Another
method used is pneumatic holding of the

jj

ij

position of the film in the focus
plane is also liable to vary, particularly

finished

in continuous-motion systems, and this
The effect is
gives rise to focus float.
most serious where long-focus lenses are
used, owing to the small depth of focus

film in the gate aperture so that the nor|
mal pressure pad can be dispensed with. 11

in the

sary

It is

found neces-

B.B.C.

continuous-

image plane.

to

the

focus

motion camera by actually exposing film
at various focus settings.
This is not
required in the intermittent Kemp-

Duddington camera, where the film plane
is absolutely fixed by the shuttle
gate and
aperture plate.

Emulsion pile-up

the

is

main cause

of

focus variations over long periods of time.
(4.6)

Emulsion Pile-up

The emulsion on raw stock is quite soft,
and during the exposure of a

1000-ft roll

j

The

shuttle

gate

used in the

Kemp-

Duddington camera is good in this reis no pressure on the film
while it is being moved, the film being
spect as there

Modulation

(4.7) Spot-Position

Providing the resolution of the film
is
adequate, a correctly interlaced television recording contains 377

stock used

lines in the picture height.

When

this

retransmitted on the same standards, the

second scanning raster will not necessarily fall over the recorded raster, as
has been explained in Sec. 4.2. Moreover,

for

transcription

purposes,

the

rough, or where there

local pressure.

rasters

heating follow, and

The

and

local

the particles build up to solid flakes which
hold the emulsion surface away from the

image plane. Great trouble from this
was experienced in the early days of
It was completely
B.B.C. recording.
overcome by obtaining hard chromeplating on all gate surfaces and oiling the
film.
The oil used was pure sperm oil,
which was applied by means of two small

to

is

impossible.

effect of this lack of registration

produce patterns of

light

is

and shade

over the transmitted picture, the dark
portions corresponding to the places
where the scanning spot is traversing the
unexposed spaces between the recorded

The patterns may
random manner owing to
random nature of the errors, or may

scanning

change
the

lines.

in a

be constant

if

the accuracy of scanning

is

sufficient.

to the film entering the gate; the picture
area on the film was not oiled.
single
drop of oil applied to the felt pads when

known

each reel of film was loaded was found to
be sufficient. Sperm oil forms an emulsion with film developer, and, provided
the quantities of oil used are very small,

electron

no

ture of the deflection tends to produce
the effect of a double scanning line be-

A

ill

effects result.

Intermittent-motion cameras are particularly susceptible to emulsion pile-up,
since there

is

time for the emulsion to

stick to the gate surface

378
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i

standards, so that registration of the t\vo

pads spring-loaded so that they made
contact with the film adjacent to the
sprocket holes on the emulsion side, prior

felt

j

is

second scanning raster may have different

Friction

;

quite loose in the gate slide.

of film, small particles are apt to stick to
any portion of the gate surface which is
is

J

J

pletely

The

patterns can be comeliminated by eliminating the

line structure of the

image by a technique

as spot wobbling. 14
This consists of applying a small highfrequency sinusoidal deflection to the

beam of the recording cathoderay tube in order to increase the effective
height of the scanning spot without inThe sinusoidal nacreasing its width.

cause of the low velocity at the maxi-

mum

and minimum limits of deflection
and the high velocity in the mean posi-
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When

tion.

the amplitude of the deflec-

adjusted to a critical value, the
apparent number of lines in the picture
tion

is

The size of the scanthus doubled.
ning spot and limiting resolution of the
film emulsion and optical system then

is

being recorded.
prevent
In America the spot-wobbling techline structure

(5)

Palace led to the conclusion that a recording suite, intended for the continuous

recording of programmes, should consist
This would allow one
of three channels.
channel to be in use while the second

was being loaded ready

for

change-over, the third channel acting
In the event of breakdown, it
as a spare.
should be possible to have the spare

channel in operation within two or three
The three recording monitors
should be adjusted and ready for use at
all times, and, should a change be made
in the operating conditions during a
seconds.

recording, it should occur simultaneously
on all three monitors.

At the Lime Grove television studios,
the signals to be recorded are passed into
a vision channel where the synchronizing
Control of
gain, lift, frequency correction and contrast-gradient correction are then apsignals

plied.

are

The

first

removed.

corrected vision signals and

separate line- and frame-synchronizing
signals are passed to distribution amplifiers

which feed the recording picture

monitors or display units. The electrical
controls for the vision channel are centralized at a control desk, which has
built-in picture-

ing

facilities.

not normally applied because

power of the

16mm

film,

mostly employed, is not adequate to
produce a well-defined line structure
with 479 lines in the picture height.

The more extensive use of 35mm film in
America would almost certainly render
spot-position modulation necessary.

by the additional display unit No.

The operational experience obtained
on the two experimental recording equipments originally installed at Alexandra

channel

is

the resolving

THE VISION-FREQUENCY EQUIPMENT

General Layout

(5.1)

nique

and waveform-monitor-

It is possible

to observe

incoming picture on a white cathoderay tube and to compare this with a
duplicate of the picture appearing on the
the

recording cathode-ray tubes,

W. D. Kemp:

provided

4.

A

spare vision channel is provided.
Before the start of a recording, test
waveforms are applied to the vision

channel in use and the local amplitude
and cathode-ray-tube bias controls on

each display unit are adjusted to give the
same transfer characteristic. Measurements are made using a multiplier photocell mounted in a probe held in contact
with the glass surface of the cathode-ray
tube, so that the brightness of a small area
A typical
of the screen can be taken.
test waveform produces a picture of 15
squares, each of a different brightness.

Five squares are disposed horizontally
and three vertically. The amplitude of
the voltage corresponding to each square
between zero and 100% of peak-

varies

white modulation, in linear steps. By
measuring the brightness of each square
turn, the picture-monitor transfer
characteristic can rapidly be checked and
in

made similar on the four display units.
To facilitate change-overs the cameramotor controls and the sound and vision
on the control desk.

faders are situated

(5.2) Electrical Correction

The

electrical corrections introduced

in the vision
Frequency

channel are as follows

Correction:

:

To compensate

for

the loss of fine detail introduced by the
camera optics and film, a high-frequency
Since
lift is applied in the vision channel.
the losses can be expressed as an aperture
the lift is made
effect, the amplitude of
equal to the square of the

approximately

frequency.

A

typical value of

lift

would

be 9 db at 3 me.
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tone in the picture (picture black) and
the voltage corresponding to the tip of the
synchronizing pulses ( black level) is known
as the lift.
For television signals derived
from most cameras, this is varied by a
manual control manipulated by the camera

j

The contrast-gradient correcoperator.
tion employed renders the vision channel
particularly susceptible to changes in lift,
and a control is therefore provided to
enable minor adjustments to be made.

The Display

(5.3)

To minimize

Units

the highest attainable standard.
Fine
maintained over the whole screen

focus,

even at peak modulation,
lace

is

particularly

A substantially perfect inter-

also essential.

is

Freedom from drift
and drive over

in cathode-ray-tube bias

long periods of time is a necessity, since
no adjustments to individual display
units can be made once a recording has

The

commenced.

tion introduced

must

geometrical

distor-

by the recording monitor

also be extremely small.
vision frequency equipment in-

The
VACUUM

Lime Grove studios was
a B.B.C. specification covering
the above points. 15 The response between 10 kc and 3 me was specified as
0.5 db.
constant within
stalled at the

built to

An enlarged view of the
cathode-ray-tube screen.

Fig. 8.

Phase Correction: This is required because
the frequency correction tends to introduce
some additional phase distortion, and also

make more

apparent phase errors
occurring earlier hi the chain of equipment
preceding the television-recording system.
to

Contrast Gradient Correction: Owing to the
density /log-exposure characteristic of the
film it is necessary to overemphasize the
tone separation in the highlights and

tones of the picture to obtain
tone reproduction on the film.
By the use of a nonlinear amplifier, the
contrast gradient is increased by a factor
of about 2:1 (see Sec. 6).

darker

correct

Lift Correction: For a television picture of
full tone range, the difference between

the voltage corresponding to the darkest
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(5.4) Cathode-Ray Tubes for Recording
Purposes

Film emulsions, even those of the
panchromatic type, tend to possess maximum sensitivity at the blue end of the
spectrum. This alone would suggest the
choice of a blue phosphor such as silveractivated zinc sulfide for the recording
cathode-ray tube, and this choice has
the following additional advantages:
(a)

The phosphor can be made

with a

very fine grain structure.
(b)

The
The
The

efficiency

is

high.

afterglow is short.
use of a single colour helps
(d)
optical resolution as the lenses used need
not be so accurately colour-corrected.
(c)

Journal of the

SMPTE

.1

the loss of quality in a

television-recording system, it is essential
that the recording monitor should be of

important.

j
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<

at a
(e) Screen saturation occurs only
high brightness level.
Silver-activated zinc sulfide has therefore

been used both here and in America

for television recording.

With recording

relative movement of
processes involving
the film and image, the decay time of the

more important than colour
phosphor
or efficiency, and zinc-oxide mixtures
is

might be of advantage.

The most
tube
(a)

is

suitable size of cathode-ray
governed by a number of factors
:

The

ratio of screen size to scanning-

This
spot size should be a maximum.
discriminates against the smaller cathoderay tubes, such as those of 5-in. diameter
or under.
(b) The
brightness should be high.
For a given beam current and accelerating
potential, the screen brightness is inversely
proportional to the area of the raster,
which favours the use of a small cathode-

(a) Reflections from glass surfaces other
than those of the screen.
(b) Reflections which cause a haze over
the whole surface of the screen.
(c) Reflections which cause a halo round
a highlight in the picture.

Reflections of type (a) can be eliminated by the use of aluminium backing
for the phosphor.
This is desirable in
any case, since the light output is increased and the danger of ion burn reduced. The crystals of the phosphor
emit light in all directions, and the
aluminium coating tends to reflect back
that portion of the light emitted in the

away from the recording
camera while considerably attenuating
any light which may have penetrated the
coating and been reflected from glass

direction

surfaces behind the screen.

Reflections of types (b) and (c) are
easy to reduce as they are due to the

less

ray tube.

vacuum/glass and air/glass surfaces of

Blemishes and grain structure in the
phosphor should be negligible. Since
these tend to be of constant size, independent of screen diameter, it is desirable
to have as large a screen as possible.

the screen

(c)

The

cathode-

curvature of the
ray-tube face should be slight.
(d)

Bearing the above factors in mind a
cathode-ray tube with an optically
flat screen would seem to be a good
compromise. This size was ultimately
chosen for the display units used in the
9-in.

Lime Grove recording suite.
size was 6.7 in. X 5.02 in.

The

The

raster

complete paper) shows an enlarged view

From
of the cathode-ray-tube screen.
and
PA
of
PR,
P,
rays
light
any point

PC are emitted. The portion of the ray
entering the glass will again be partially reflected at C and again at D,
E and so on. Such rays near the critical
angle give reflections of type (b).
Reflections of type (c) arise from rays
such as PA, which is partially reflected
at

A back on to the

halo

P

effect of light reflections in the
is

worth consideration.

A

be divided into three

and

television

phosphor at B. The
by light travelling from

possible

through

itself.

way

(c) reflections

of reducing type (b)
to make the

would be

glass attenuate the light.

:

(6)

The

intensified

in the direction of the arrows

Reflections

types, as follows

is

the phosphor

cathode-ray tube

may

Figure 8 (Fig. 9 in the

itself.

camera, and

TONE REPRODUCTION
its

associ-

ated apparatus, converts the light and
shade of the original picture into elec-

of particular amplitude.
If
these signals are used to modulate a
trical signals

cathode-ray tube, and to expose photo-

W. D. Kemp:

graphic film, then,

and printed

film

when
is

the developed
transmitted on a

machine, the electrical signals
produced should exactly correspond in
amplitude to the original signals. This
would ensure that the tone reproduction
telecine
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of the

television

recording

identical to that of the original
sents an idealized case.

would be
and repre-

of the original television camera varies
according to the camera tube employed
in

most cases

is

far

from

perfect.

The

B.B.G. has in use six types of
camera. If correction is applied it
should be done in two steps, the first one
in the camera chain to obtain better tonal
direct

for

characteristics

transmission,

and the second step in the recording process to

compensate

for

its

deficiencies.

At

the present time, owing to signal/
noise ratio, absence of black reference
level

and other

considerations,

it

has not

been found possible to correct each type
of camera to give a standard transfer

(6.1)

Transfer Characteristics of Record-

ing Process

(d) The normal density/log-brightness
characteristic of the negative stock is

somewhat modified by

the short exposure
period obtained in television recording.
Even with a long-afterglow phosphor
this

(a) Amplitude linearity of the electrical
equipment associated with the display unit.

of
the
characteristic
(b) Transfer
cathode-ray tube used for recording.
(c) Optics of the recording camera.
(d) Overall characteristic of the negative stock and its development.

Grading of the

Type

print.

of printing stock

and

its

de-

(a)

The amplitude linearity of elecequipment can be made very good
The

indeed.

Lime Grove
a limit of

B.B.C. specification for the

35mm

2%

installation specified
to

up

and an additional

150%

short

The

effect

curve,

by photographic standards,
of reciprocity breaks down.

is

which

to

sharpen the toe of the

is

an advantage since the

straight portion

is

slightly increased.

control

is

100% modulation

5%

limit of

The

modulation.

of the print follows

normal motion picture practice, less frequent shot-to-shot grading being required, since this is controlled by the television camera operators.
(f) A standard motion picture technique is used in order to simplify the
speed and ease of obtaining copies. The
electrical contrast correction in conjunction with the negative development provides a negative of standard characteris-

up

to

contrast-cor-

High-Gamma Recording
The contrast range which can

(6.2)

accommodated
ray tube
tions

limited by the various reflecIf the
(see Sec. 5.4).

is

which occur

contrast range is reduced by lowering the
contrast gradient electrically, then the

6.3).

tion

(b) The transfer characteristic of a
recording picture monitor may be taken
by applying a special test waveform as
described in Sec. 5.1, or by applying a

382

waveforms

in turn,
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each giv-

be

in the recording cathode-

effect of these reflections

of

of

approximately unity.

The grading

(e)

rection amplifier provided, however, considerably modifies this response (see Sec.

number

gamma

the negative must be such that the overall mean contrast gradient of the record-

tics.

velopment.

trical

is

and the law

ing process

as follows:

(f)

system of a recording

lens

slope of the transfer characteristic, particularly in the dark regions.

Six transfer characteristics are involved

(e)

The

camera may give rise to multiple reflections from the lens surfaces themselves
and from the lens barrel. These produce
a naze over the picture which affects the

The development

characteristic.

dif-

ferent value.
(c)

Unfortunately the tone reproduction

and

ing a uniform screen brightness of

is

minimized.

In the Lime Grove recording
the

contrast-correction

installa-

amplifier

reduces the electrical contrast gradient to
0.4 over the mid-tone

approximately
range,

and allows an increase

figure to

shadows.

Journal of the

about 0.8
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SMPTE

of this

in the highlights

negative control
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and

gamma

can then be raised from about 0.7 to over
unity, with consequent increase in negative sensitivity.

Additional sensitivity is also obtained
from the change of contrast gradient,
since

if

the highlights are kept at the

same brightness, any particular tone in
the picture will be brighter.

simple-power-law brightness relation to
the original scene.
If a reciprocal law is introduced into
the vision chain, the simple-power-law
relationship can be re-established and a

single photographic process will yield a
Provision for this type of repositive.

cording
(6.3) Direct Positive
If the

Recording

made

in the

Lime Grove

instal-

Such "direct

vision signals are reversed in

have

been

positives"

polarity before being applied to the recording cathode-ray tube, a negative

widely used in the United States, mainly
for economic reasons.
In most cases, a

is
produced. Unfortunately,
picture
however, this picture no longer bears a

simple polarity reversal

(7)

is

limiting factor in the overall definition
of a television recording.
Experience
that

shown that
it is

this

essential to

is

not the case and

have

employed, and

CONCLUSIONS

low compared
with optical systems and 35mm motion
picture film, it might be thought that the
resolution of these items would not be a

has

is

the tonal distortion tolerated.

Much work remains to be done on con-

Since the overall resolution of television

on present standards

I

is

lation.

first-class opti-

cal systems and fine-grain film stock for
best results.
film is used

When 16mm

trast-gradient

correction

and

general

photographic technique. Further gains
can be expected in this direction in the
future.

is

The recording of television programmes
now a standard operational procedure

both here and in America.

Since most

of the development has been done since
the war, this must be considered the

necessitates

youngest branch of television. There
seems to be no reason why further development should not yield results of a
standard comparable with that of sound
If this is so it may be exrecording.

complex optical systems. For these reasons it would appear that intermittentmotion methods are more likely to pro-

pected that the scale of television recording will be increased to provide a comparable number of programme hours.

this

is

even more

essential.

Interlaced recording by continuous
motion implies a very high degree of
velocity stability

and usually

The develop-

vide the ultimate solution.

ment of a suitable quick-pull-down
method is therefore of primary impor-

For countries starting television sysit seems that cost will necessitate a

tems,

large percentage of recorded programmes,
of
the
further
development

tance, since a simple optical system can be
used and difficulties due to cathode-ray-

and

tube afterglow do not arise.

interchange

There

is

room

cathode-ray
It is felt

largely

for

tube

improvement

used

in the

on

normal

seems of international importance.

for

recording.
that existing designs are based
television-receiver

practice, where cost is of
tance.
It may be that

television-recording technique for the
of programmes therefore

primary impor-

by reducing the

of the cathode-ray tube, or some
other such factor, considerable improvelife

ment could be obtained.
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Synchro-Lite Powered
By R.

E.

PUTMAN

and

E.

H.

16mm

Projector

LEDERER

A new flashtube

arrangement, providing projection light for television reproduction from film, is here described in detail. It assures accurate and permanent synchronization of light pulse with intermittent pulldown. Further,
since both the intermittent movement and the flashing lamp are controlled by

the television vertical pulse, the mechanism can readily be interlocked with
other picture sources for interpolation, laps and fades. Travel ghost resulting

from motion of film while the

light pulse

IVJLoTiON PICTURE film plays a very
important part in television stations,
both as to programming and as to revenue.

The

therefore,

projection equipment used,
deserves the most serious

and

consideration

attention.

and devices developed

Methods

for the very dif-

motion
an audience are not well
energizing an iconoscope.

ferent purpose of projecting a

picture before

adapted

to

The value

of pulsed light for film pro-

jection in a television system has long

been recognized. Among its advantages
are very long lamp life, still frame projection without risk of damage to film,
accurate control of width of light pulse,

high iconoscope output, and freedom
from phasing bar in the picture area.

The new Synchro-Lite*

Projector to

Presented on May 9, 1952, at the Atlantic
Coast Section Regional Meeting at Atlanta,
Ga., by R. E. Putman, who read the paper,
and E. H. Lederer, Broadcast Studio Engineering Section, Electronics Div., General
Electric Co., Electronics Park, Syracuse,
N. Y. This article is part of a paper preConsented at the Sixth Annual
ference, Chicago, April 1952.

NARTB

*

Synchro-Lite
mark.

is

a General Electric trade-

is

on

is

made impossible by

the design.

be described here was designed to offer
Performance, accessibility and simplicity have been improved. The design permits accurate

additional advantages.

and permanent synchronization between light pulse and projector action.
Drift from synchronization is eliminated.
Possibility of travel ghost, resulting from
film transit during the interval the light
pulse is on, has also been eliminated.

Interlock between this projector and
other picture sources, including sources

remotely located, can be accurately
maintained so far as this projector is
concerned, since its entire action is controlled by the television vertical pulse.

Mechanism and Lamphouse

The

projector

scribed

mechanism is that dewith some relatively

by
minor modifications.
Frittsf

One

is

elimina-

tion of the projector shutter, which
not needed, of course. Another is

is

a

change in the constants of the coiled
spring in the tuned coupling between the
f

Edwin C.

Fritts,

sound projector,"

"A

Jour.

heavy-duty

SMPTE,

16mm

55: 425-

438, Oct. 1950.
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PULSE
AMP

Fig.

Circuitry of the Synchro-Lite.

1.

1440-rpm motor and the intermittent
movement. This Fritts described as
tuned to produce a normal 57 pulldown
adjustable to somewhat less than 50

We

of use

and may be replaced

5 J-in. diameter fans provide forced
air cooling for this unit.
The power
chassis

vibration-insulated from the

is

have adjusted it to
52. This produces a pulldown time
of 6000 /zsec, which in turn allows a 9
phasing tolerance based on the maximum
vertical blanking time of 8%.
A more drastic departure from the

Circuit Analysis

projector as described by Fritts is of course
in the lamphouse, where an entirely
different light source is used.
The hous-

functions:

for television.

ing

aluminum with outside adjustfor the height of the flashtube and

cast

is

ments

position

of

the

The

reflector.

dual

aspheric lens condensing system is of
the slide type, readily removable for

This condensing system was
specially designed to provide an even
and high degree of illumination on the
cleaning.

film aperture
tube.

of the

from the small

light source

The standby

projection

lamp and

provisions for its immediate
substitution in case the lamp in operation

one of the features of the
design, will not be found in this

fails,

Fritts

unit since the flashtube used,
fails

386
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gradually after hundreds of hours
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at leisure.

Two

pedestal
against

to

protect

the

any iron core

sound system

vibrations.

arrangements of the

Electrical

circuit

are indicated in block schematic in Fig. 1 .
The circuitry there shown performs five
(1)

triggers the flashtube in

synchronism with the vertical driving
pulse;

(2)

tube;

(3)

resultant

the

provides power for the flashcontrols the width of the

light

flashtube

pulse by extinguishing
the predetermined

after

interval of 830 ^sec;
(4) protects the
flashtube against damage that might

otherwise result from severe noise on the
pulse line or other synchronizing generator trouble;

projector
action.

and

motors

(5)

synchronizes the
the flashtube

with

There are two thyratrons in the circuit:
a 2D21 which is part of the trigger;
and a 5545 which extinguishes the pulse.
Trigger action begins at the upper
left

Journal of the

of Fig.

SMPTE

1,

where the
Vol. 60

vertical driving

pulse

is

amplified and applied to the

2D21

This tube can be regarded
Its
as a one-kick blocking oscillator.
contains an autotransformer
plate circuit
thyratron.

that produces an output pulse 3 /xsec
wide and 4000 v in amplitude. This
is used to ionize
pulse of high voltage

gas in the flashtube.

Jthe

The power supply

unit, driven

by a
composed of

standard 117-v a-c line, is
selenium rectifiers in a full-wave circuit,
delivering 150 v d-c at approximately
This d-c output is inadequate
2 amp.

requirements of the flashtube if
used as d-c, but since it is wanted for
for the

//sec it can be readily peaked
an adequate supply. This is accomplished by LI and Cl of Fig. 1.
These two components constitute a
resonant circuit of a frequency of 30

(When a still is
chronizing generator.
projected, an inductance-resistance network

is substituted for the motor,
providing the same load on the filter as if
the motor were running and thus keep-

ing the flashtube current unchanged.)
distortion in the

The second harmonic

filter-capacitor waveform is not of significant amplitude in this operation.

Capacity coupling

and

is

used between motor

filter.

Results Obtained

The spectrum and the low duty cycle
make its output a cold

of the flashtube

A

only 830

light.

into

of the

spectral analysis of the output

FT231 flashtube shows that
main peak at about 4600 A.

has its
second peak, which loses
rises

acter,

the

in

its

it

A

pulsed char-

infrared

region,

its
discharges
energy
flashtube
at
a
current
the
peak
through
jof 70 amp and a peak voltage of 500 a-c,

mainly because the electrodes operate
To
at an incandescent temperature.
prevent this infrared light from reaching

power supply's 150 v d-c.
thyratron, 5545, is fired simultaneously with the flashtube; and the

the iconoscope, a blue-green filter is used.
Curiously, despite the fact that the

It

cycles/sec.

Iplus the

The

of

discharge

Cl

completes its circuit
5545.
LI, however, ap-

through the
plies a negative bias to the plate of the
5545 after 830 jusec. The 5545 is thus

off, and the cycle of events associated
with one flash of the flashtube is thereby

cut

completed.

The
ing

protective circuit of Fig. 1 , consistin
the 12AT7 tube,

essentially

operates through a plate circuit relay to
open the line to the selenium rectifier.

The tube

is

however,

if

normally biassed to cut

off;

the grid voltage of the 5545

thyratron drifts positive from its nominal
value of
17, the 12AT7 conducts and
its

plate circuit relay

The

filter

is

energized.
capacitors of the selenium

provide the 60-cycle a-c
used for driving the intermittent motor.

rectifier circuit

The power
purpose;
voltage

is

flashtube,

available

is

ample

for that

and, since the phase of this
dependent on the firing of the

motor and

light

are always

locked together.
In effect, the motor is
controlled by a remotely located syn-

Putman and Lederer:

filter

20%

introduces a loss of approximately
of the total light energy-, there is

normally an increase in the signal output
from the iconoscope when the filter is
introduced. The same result follows
if the filter is used with an incandescent
A number of theories have
lamp.
been advanced to explain this phenomenon, but at the moment we do not

know

any explanation that is entirely
Corning 9780 and 9788
are the two filters in current use.
Comparison of the light output from
this projector using the FT231 flashtube
with that delivered by a 1000-w incanof

satisfactory.

descent operating through a shutter is
difficult to draw because of lack of satisfactory standards.

RTMA
TR4.8,

They

Film
is

are

The

Joint

Equipment

SMPTE-

Committee,

working toward a solution.
at

present considering,

but

have not as yet determined upon, a
filtered light meter calibrated in Icono-

That is, just as
foot-candles are measured by a detector
having a spectral sensitivity similar to
scope Exposure Units.

Synchro-Lite Projector
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Fig. 2.
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The complete

Journal of the

projector.

SMPTE
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of the human eye, lEU'S would be
measured by a detector having a spectral

[that

sensitivity similar to that of

iconoscope.

At 2700

meter and the

IEU

K

an 1850-A

Projector PF-5-A

PICTURE

the foot-candle

meter would give

Lens: 4-in. focal length, //1. 5.

4\ image:

55

in.

from aperture.

Another way to evaluate the

light

butput of a particular projector is to
use a standard television iconoscope
camera chain adjusted for optimum
the maximum
pictures, and compare

output from this projector with
that from a similar mechanism using an
ncandescent light source Several checks
have been made by this method.
They

Resolution of lens:

.

indicate that there

is

an

essentially

FT231

no

dif-

flashtube

as herein described and a
1000-w incandescent lamp operating at
normal 1 1 5 v.
Jts
Figure 2 shows the complete projector.
(operating

90 lines/mm over a

flat

field.

resolution:

Dynamic

60 lines/mm or 850

television lines.

FT231 Flashtube.
0.15% jump and 0.08% weave.

Light source:
Steadiness:

signal

between

X

Image distance for 3f

(identical readings.

jference

General Electric

Specifications for the

SOUND
Flutter: less

Equivalent

than 0.2% rms.
width: 0.0003 in.

slit

SMPTE

55 db, using
400-cycle Signal-Level Test Film.

Signal-to-noise ratio:

Output:

+ 14 dbm.

Output impedance: 150/600 ohms.
Distortion:

0.5%, 50

to

6000 cycles/sec.

GENERAL
10%

Tilt:

from horizontal.

Power input: 700 w.
Weight: 450 Ib.
Size:

26
(less

Putman and Lederer:

in.

long, 20 in. wide, 57 in. high

upper

reel).

Synchro-Lite Projector
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New
By W.

Professional Television Projector
E.

STEWART

A new

professional projector specifically designed to meet television needs

which features a

high-fidelity sound system with fast stabilization time,
2-3 pulldown system is incorporated especially for television
All gearing runs in oil and gears and other mechanical parts are designed foi
long life. Projection lamps change automatically in the event of filament
Still pictures can be shown.
failure.

described.

i<

A

HEN TELEVISION

first

came on

the

the exact role that film would play
in program presentation was not well
air,

known. The convenient and simple
method for obtaining film programs
was to adapt existing projector designs
to the job.
These projectors have gone
through an evolution as they were
adapted more and more closely to the

television

16mm

Type TP-6A,

projector,

film

is

for

such a machine.

Before starting to design, the opporwas available to look over general

tunity

requirements and decide whether

equipment

new

form.

the

might take some entirely
It appeared that the follow-

ing general objectives should be included:
1
The projector should be a building.

special

demands of television.
During this same period, we have had

block type of item. This means that it
should be one able to fit into existing

the opportunity to see the trend so far
as program material is concerned and to

systems and into as many combinations
as possible for future systems.
It should

confirm the belief that film

be separate from optical multiplexing and
camera equipment,
2. The main working parts should be

is

an ex-

tremely important part of the program.
Much of the income for both large and
small stations will be derived from pro-

at a convenient height for a man standing
at the machine, to provide facility in the
putting in and taking out of film, and

grams that go on the air from film.
Operating techniques have also gone
through some evolution and are shaking

for operation

down

words, a pedestal

It

into a reasonably stable pattern.
appeared appropriate therefore to

design a

new

television,

and the new

projector specifically for

Presented on October

Convention

RCA professional

6,

1952, at the Soci-

at

Washington, D.C., by
W. E. Stewart, Radio Corporation of
America, RCA Victor Div., Engineering
ety's

Products Dept.,

390

Camden

2,

N.J.

April 1953

3.

to

and
is

In other

servicing.

required.

The equipment should be

television

programming.

It

adapted
should

mechanism for quick
and easy threading, and for fast starting
and stopping. There should be a minitherefore include

mum of time loss from
and other

causes.

be able to show

still

ble of operation

Journal of the

SMPTE

burned-out lamps

The

projector must

pictures

by remote

Vol. 60

and be

capa-

control.

Fig. 1.

W.

RCA Type TP-6A
E. Stewart:

television projector.

Television Projector

391

Fig. 2.

Automatic projector

Fig. 3.

Removal

of lens assembly.

lamp change mechanism.

The factors mentioned above are of a
comparative nature, and it takes considerable judgment to determine where
As can be seen
to put the emphasis.
from Fig. 1 the machine has a general
resemblance to other projectors since it
stands on a pedestal and can be serviced
from

The

all sides.

design

engineers

tures will

extent to which the

stressed

various

become more obvious

fea-

as details

are explained.
Figure 2 shows the automatic projec-

lamp change mechanism. This
mechanism consists of a turret arrangement which holds a 1000-w projector

tor

lamp accurately
is

a filament

in position until there

The moment

failure.

the

filament current is interrupted, a motor
and a
swings the turret around 180

new

projection

lamp

is

swung

into place.

This operation requires approximately
one second and assures a minimum of
interruption to a television program from
A pilot
this common cause of failure.
392
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lamp shows when the bulb has been
changed, and the spare can be replaced
while the machine

is

in operation.

A new

high-efficiency condenser lens
system has been designed for this projector.
It includes a filter for taking out the
red and infrared light so that a sharper
television
also gives

with
is

image

color

easily

results.

Removing

red

a better monochrome picture
film.

The

lens

assembly

removed, as can be seen

in

Fig. 3.

Two

motors are used in the

drive

One handles the shutter while
system.
the other drives the sprockets and interBoth are 115-v, single-phase,
mittent.
synchronous motors. These allow still
pictures to be shown, an important consideration in television studio techniques.
In order to get as much light as possible

on the film camera, a new,

fast-pro-

jection lens with speed of //1. 5 has been
This lens, made for the short
designed.

throw normally found

Journal of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

in television ap-

Fig. 4. Interior of projector,

plications,

Fhe lens

is

has a focal length of 3j in.
held in a yoke with a special

inti-backlash

mounting. Focus conon both the front and

rols are available

3ack of the projector, so that it is possible
o focus the system from either side while

The promounted that it is not
move it while threading the

showing lens

focus.
There is a built-in iris in the projector lens.
Figure 4 shows this lens
just under the pointing finger.

The same figure gives an excellent
view of most of the film path. Large
or small reels may be used on this pro-

ooking into the film camera.

jector.

ector lens

enough

is

so

iccessary to
ilm, which also insures that

W.

it

remains in

E. Stewart:

position.

A

4000-ft

reel

film for one hour

is
shown, but small
commercials on them

Television Projector

which holds
and 50 minutes

reels

may

with short
be used just
393

Path of film
through sound sysFig. 5.

tem.

o

Fig. 6. Interior of projector,
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showing sound system.
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The supply- reel shaft at the
top has a friction brake with a broad
noncritical adjustment.
as easily.

The machine

features easy threading.

In the figure the finger
lever which swings the

pressure shoe
from the gate so that the film can

away
be

shown on a

is

quickly into place.

slid

The knob and
to the type of film in use.
small calibration dial may be seen diunder the thumb

in Fig. 4.

A new

sprocket shoe has been developed which can be swung away from the
for cleaning but which will
always assume proper alignment and
not jam against the sprocket teeth.
For threading, the front edge is simply
pulled outward while the film is slipped

sprocket

into place.

The
anism

sprocket and intermittent mechbe turned by a knob at the

may

top to check the threading and to advance the film one frame at a time.

A

lamp

at the

bottom supplies

light

threading in darkened projection
rooms. The clear plastic door keeps

for

dust from the

parts but allows
constant surveillance of the film.

A

moving

went into the
There is some-

great deal of study

pulldown mechanism.

All the gears
guides are sapphire-lined.
and other drive mechanism, except the

parts
film,

There is an adjustment on the pressure
shoe so that pressure may be changed
while the projector is running, according

rectly

A three-tooth claw is used in this mechanism, so that damaged film will go
through it with a minimum of difficulty.
The upper tooth and the movable side
which must be outside to move the
run in oil and are housed in a

All life tests made indicate
that thousands of hours of service can be

sealed case.

expected.
Complete figures on this
are not available, as not one of the mechanisms has yet worn out.

Theatrical-type framing is used for
the picture.
That is, the position of the
film, rather than the aperture, is moved.

The framing knob

is on top, where it can
be reached on either side of the projec-

a feature necessary in television.
Figure 5 shows the path of the film
through the sound system. The cover
has been removed so that both exciter
tor

lamps are shown

in place.

The lamps

5-amp bulbs operated on

are 10-v,

d-c.

incorporate a new type of internal-heat diffusing screen which greatly

They

A

reduces darkening with age.
highsimilar to
efficiency optical system,
that in the
film sound recorder,

RCA

gives enough light in the photocell so
that the lamp can be operated well

below full voltage. These factors tend
In
to give long life to the exciter lamp.

times prejudice against the claw pulldown
used here because it has been associated

addition, an
that allows a

with the simpler and cheaper forms of
Careful analysis of the mechprojectors.

place immediately by manually operating the lever shown on the extreme right-

anisms, however, indicates that there

hand edge

much more opportunity

for

there

is

its

in the sprocket

frames.

A

degree

pressure

also

and use of

this

important that a

lost

W.

E. Stewart:

on the sound drum

is

it goes through a doublesystem as shown in the figure and

sound drum,

of

roller

this also is

damped,

so that flutter

from

sprocket is effectively removed
from the sound-drum motion. Not
visible in Fig. 5 is the flywheel on the
the

mechanism. It
loop can be
restored when using the claw pulldown.

is

roller

a viscous drag arrangement to hold the film tight against the
drum. After the film passes over the

picture stability has been attained, and
should be easy to maintain, in the manufacture

into

damped through

pulldown system

high

provided

The

multiple indexing positions for
the components of the system in suc-

cessive

is

of Fig. 5.
film path for the sound system
The
incorporates several new features.

is

accurate

film indexing in such a simple device,
which goes through exactly the same
cycle for each frame of the film, than

with

arrangement

new lamp to be shifted

back

end

of

the

Television Projector

sound-drum

shaft.

395

Fig. 7. Control panel.

When

the projector stops, a brake shoe
allowed to come against the flywheel,
and the film is stopped without being

mounted

is

projector does not cause microphonics

jammed ahead by

The plug-in amplifier provided with
the projector is built with broadcast-

When

the machine starts, this
brake shoe gives the flywheel a

system.

same

the inertia of the sound

boost so that the whole system comes
to speed rapidly

and

is

up

stabilized in apThis feature

proximately two seconds.
is

especially

where

tight

useful

in

television

programming

is

The whole sound system
396
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work

involved.
is

shock-

so

that

vibration

from

the

(Fig. 6).

and has a response
This response may be
limited by a switch to 7000 or 5000 cycles.
quality components
to 10,000 cycles.

There is a volume control on the amplifier
which allows adjustment of the output
level

up

to

dbm.

This output

is

ap-

propriate for connecting to the average

Journal of the
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Fig. 8.

Top and

front view, showing access to control panels

and is in line with the
standards which call for
at least
10-dbm output. The standard broadcast audio power supply can
be used to supply one or several preampli-

H.

fiers.

J.

consolette circuit

RTMA

new

7

Figure

From

shows

the

control

to right the controls
cators are as follows:
left

I.

shutter

brilliance) ;
Pilot light

associated

with

at full

start

switch;

"Remote-Local" switch (extends conto the remote control position)

K. Pilot
L.

;

light for this switch;

button
switch (activates the control
circuits, turns on the blower and pre-

Stop

;

M. Ready

The

B.

E.

Reset button for A;
Variac control for projection lamp;
Voltmeter for projection lamp;
Elapsed time indicator;

F.

Main

G.

Start switch (starts the film motion)

D.

the

starts

trol

indi-

A.
C.

switch

Still

internal mechanism.

motor and places the lamp

panel.

and

and

lamp-failure pilot light;

As can be seen from the same view,
made easy on this

servicing has been

machine.

circuit breaker;

W.

heats the projection lamp).

E. Stewart:

;

The removal

of nine screws

allows both covers to be removed from

Television Projector

397

the projection head.
projection

All parts of the
available

mechanism are then

still in normal operatThis figure gives a good
ing condition.
view of the blower, lamp-change mech-

for servicing while

anism, and the intermittent housing.
Figure 8 is a top and front view which
shows another kind of access to the pro-

The control panels and the
mechanism are reached by doors
with fasteners which can be opened
quickly for minor servicing or adjustment.

jector.

A

microswitch breaks the circuit until the
is
approximately located.
Mr. Kerr: How fast is that pulldown
time?
Mr. Stewart: The cam gives a 90 pulldown at present. We've used faster ones,
but this is shorter than our TP35. It's suf-

lamp

ficient for the

usually used in
of the cam.

Mr.
Mr.

internal

This view also shows the brake adjust-

ment

upper reel and the hand
turnover knob, framing knob, and changeover knob on the top of the projector.
for the

The main

features

of the

type of application that it is
and will give very long wear

Kerr: That's 90

...

The cam with two pulldown
at 720 rpm or 1 revolution

Stewart:

faces rotates

which gives 24 pulldowns per sec.
Each pulldown section of the cam takes up

-P2 sec,

45.
/j45

machine

^,

V360

X

1

12

~

J__
9
96

is the same as 90
of a 1440-rpm cam
usually .used in projector mechanisms.
Bernie Elias (Film Processing Specialist,
Asheville, N.C.} : I didn't quite catch just

This

automatic projection lamp change;
fast-change exciter
fast-stabilizing

lamp

;

sound system;

how

the pulldown gives more accuracy in
the film movement than the sprocket-type

4000-ft reels;
still

pictures;

long life
easy maintenance.
;

acknowledgment is in order
work of J. J. Hoehn, H. G.
Wright and R. N. Lipman who so successfully turned an exacting specification
into the machine described.
Stewart
Special

for the design

Pike guided the styling.

movement.
Mr. Stewart: We could spend a lot of
time on that, but I'll put it this way. In
the sprocket-type pulldown you have
usually around eight moving parts which
take different positions for each successive
position of the film. As a result, extremely
tight accuracies are required on those parts

with respect to runout and all other dimensional tolerances in order to be sure that
the film always stops in exactly the right

Discussion

spot.

George Lewin (Signal Corps Photo Center}
Can the illumination on this machine be
:

reduced readily

for

image-orthicon opera-

tion?

Mr. Stewart: Yes, there is a shutter in the
which allows easy reduction in the

lens

amount

of illumination.

Also the Variac

controls the projector lamp intensity.
Maxwell A. Kerr (Bureau of Ships)
:

How

do you change those projection lamps so
quickly without breaking a filament?

Mr. Stewart: Well, if you watch it, you
don't have the feeling that it's being jerked
around. It's moved around by a motor in
quite a smooth motion, but it's about 1 sec
of time. There is no particular mechanical
jar to it while it's going. It is detented into
place so that it is exactly in line and in focus.
398
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Here we have a cam which

goes

through exactly the same cycle for each
pulldown of the film. You have only two
two mating parts which affect the
parts
accuracy of the position of the film; and
even if they do vary slightly, it doesn't matter, because they are doing the same thing
on every cycle of the pulldown. We have
spent a great deal of time on the study of
that and we have both systems. The TP35

Some of the
the sprocket pulldown.
others are the other way. In answer to the
argument that some of the simpler and
is

lower-priced

mechanisms

use

the

claw

pulldown, you can also say that some of the
most expensive equipment in the film recording business uses the claw-type of pulldown also. But we felt, after a very careful
study of that subject, that the claw pulldown not only gave us a chance to make a
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good machine, but it gave a better chance
have a machine that would work for a
long time and maintain that performance.
On the claw
Eugene Rector (Fox Theatres)
pulldown type, if you lose a loop, someto

:

times isn't it possible to pick it up again
without shutting down, which you couldn't
do on your regular intermittent movement
I know you can do that on the 16mm.
Mr. Stewart: Yes, you could restore the
The machine
loop without rethreading.
.

You can go

doesn't have to stop.

right

on

with your projection and restore the loop.
Mr. Rector: You can't do that on the
other type movement, on the intermittent

when you

Does that increase
pull down.
the problem due to shrunk film?
Mr. Stewart: No, in the case of shrunk
film I believe the upper sprocket will do
most of the work and that's the one that's
lined with sapphire.
No, that doesn't increase that problem at all.
Anon: Would you tell us what lubricating means is used first on the gear side and
secondly on the film side?
Mr. Hoehn (RCA Victor Div.): I can give
that: Of course, all the gears are housed
in complete-type
oil

type?

Mr.

Stewart:

No,

I

believe

you cannot.

That's right.
Ned Brooke (WSAZ-TV, Huntington, Va.):
I'd like to ask is provision made to preheat
the filament on the standby lamp?
Mr. Stewart: Yes, during the time that it
swings into place. It makes contact almost
the instant that the change mechanism
starts to operate and is on a reduced voltage
of about 25 to 30 volts

and then

as

it

swings

it comes up to full voltage.
you a preheating time.

That

into place

gives

George Lewin (Signal Corps Photo Center)
believe you engage three sprocket holes
:

I

W.

E. Stewart:

all

compartments and are

the time.

I

am

in

referring to the

mechanism.
Anon: And on the film side, how about
the rollers?
Mr. Hoehn: All the rollers are nylon,
except for the sound drum roller which, of
course,

is

specially

damped.

Anon: Does the nylon roller not require
lubrication?

Mr. Hoehn: Nylon rollers never need any
As far as we know, they last
longer and have less friction than metal
lubrication.
rollers.

Television Projector
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High-Speed Photographic Techniques
for the Study of the Welding Arc
By

I.

L.

STERN

The use

and

JOHN

H.

FOSTER

of high-speed photography, at rates of 3000 to 4000 frames /sec, for
is briefly described, with detailed specifica-

the investigation of welding arcs
tions.

IN

THE PAST

five

years,

high-speed

photography has become increasingly
popular as a method for the investigation
of the welding arc.
Conventional methods of studying the welding arc by electrical metering devices and random
observations have not been entirely
In many cases the only
satisfactory.
knowledge of the mechanisms of metal
transfer

and the

factors influencing arc

have been derived from inferences drawn from electrical measurements. With the advent of high-speed
photography, the investigator has been

stability

able

to

observe

the

actual

physical

For a better understanding of the
problems involved and the high-speed
motion pictures (shown at the Convention Session), a brief description of the
welding process will be helpful. Essentially, the circuit in which arc welding
occurs consists of a power source, an
electrode surrounded by a protecting
atmosphere, the base metal or object being welded and the arc stream between
In some
the base metal and electrode.
forms of arc welding the added weld
metal is derived from a consumable
electrode, while in others, a separate
filler rod, introduced between electrode

changes hi the welding electrode, arc
stream and molten weld pool, thereby
developing information which can be
considered as fact rather than an infer-

and base metal,

ence.

metallic electrode.

is

the source of the re-

quired weld deposit.

The most common
is

that

type of arc welding
covered

accomplished with a

As the arc

the metal from the electrode

on October 9, 1952, at the
Convention at Washington, D.C.,
L. Stern and John H. Foster (who

and

is

is

struck,

melted by

Presented

the

Society's

through the arc stream to the work or

by

I.

read

the

Material

heat

of

base metal.

the

arc

As the

transferred

electrode

is

con-

Laboratory,
New York Naval Shipyard, Brooklyn 1,
N.Y. The opinions expressed herein are
those of the authors and are not to be
construed as reflecting the views of the
Department of the Navy or the Naval

sumed, the covering is progressively
burned or melted off, the latter forming a
slag and an atmosphere of gas, which protects the molten metal from atmospheric

Service at large.

stabilizing ions for the arc.
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contamination, and serves as a source of
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Fig. 1.

Metal transfer during

Fig. 2. Explosive burn-off of

short circuit.

electrode covering.

and uneven burn-off

Fig. 3. Flaking

Passage of slag from
melted covering.

Fig. 4.

of electrode covering.

The
intense

process

is

accompanied by an

amount

fumes from

of light and heat.
The
the mineral or cellulosic

covering envelop the relatively small
area of action.
These plus the intense

tures other than close-ups do not appear
different from films taken at nor-

much

mal speeds and do not yield significant
information.

conditions

In respect to speed required, photographic studies have indicated that pictures taken at 3000 to 4000 frames/sec

investigator.

were satisfactory.
amination of the

light

and extremely rapid and varying

in the arc complicate the
problems of the photographer and the

For practically

all

investigations of the

welding arc, only close-up views of the
largest practicable magnification were
found to be of value. High-speed picStern

and

Foster:

instances

indicated

than lower speeds
some studies. In

Frame-by-frame exhave in some

films

higher rather
be required for

that

may

the
several cases,
significant changes in the particular fac-

Welding Arc Photography
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tor under investigation occur in a timd
interval represented by 1 or 2 frames

This change would not be evident

all

normal projection speeds and occurs todf
rapidly for analysis at 4000 frames/seal
For these special cases, even higher
speed)
Would be desirable.
In most photographic studies it if
often

necessary

to

correlate

the
filnj*

frames with recorded electrical measure
ments such as oscillograms. Most highj
speed cameras are or can be equippec
with, a flashing argon lamp which form
impressions at the film edges a

light

intervals of 1/120 sec.
The correspond^
ing electrical impulse for each flash ma\

be used as a reference timing line on tht
A preferable system is <
newly developed double-lens camert

oscillograph.

wher ein the oscillograph trace and the
visual conditions occurring in the welding
arc are recorded on a single frame
v

simultaneously.
At the Laboratory with

which

the

authors are associated, high-speed pictures have been taken on black-andwhite, infrared and indoortype color film.

and outdoor-

Black-and-white film does not differentiate

between

the

various

fre-

light

quencies emitted and consequently
resulting pictures are masked by

the
the

glare surrounding the arc.
Infrared film tends to overemphasize

some aspects of the arc at the expense oi
others and consequently does not give a
Howtrue picture of the arc conditions.
ever, in the case of specialized investigations, this distortion of conditions may

prove desirable because of the
emphasis that it produces.

over-

Daylight-type color film is the film of
choice for most investigations of the
Clear, definitive pictures
metallic arc, tungsten arc and

welding arc.
of the

welding operations have been
taken with this film, without the use of

other

filters.

Transfer occurring
within 1/1000 sec.

Fig. 5.
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Indoor-type color film may also be
used; however, in this case appropriate
filters are necessary for optimum results.
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Fig. 6.

Reading

left,

then below: Some
significant changes
in tungsten elec-

trode
cycle

\
during
welding

of

with
alternating
current
(helium

atmosphere).

Stern

and

Foster:
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For metallic arc welding operations with
covered electrodes a Wratten Filter No.
29

is

recommended.

The

intensity of light emitted

by the

and

illustrate the various aspects of the

welding arc which are shown to greater
advantage in high-speed motion pictures.
For the purposes of clarification,

arc is so great that auxiliary lighting is
considered to be of questionable value.
Lens openings should be stopped down

illustrates

to//22 or lower to prevent overexposure.
The specifications used for most of the
films shown at the Convention were as

welding with alternating current whereby an inert gas such as helium replaces
the covering as a shielding medium.

follows

the edges of the welding electrodes have
been indicated by dotted lines. Figure 6

Shown

:

a tungsten-metal arc process of

are

some

the

of

significant

changes that occur within f cycle (1/120
The alternate melting and cooling
sec).

Film Speed 3000-4000 frames/sec
:

Film: daylight-type, color

Lens System ://2. 7, 102-mm lens, plus a
supplementary 220-mm lens of 2-in.
diam.
Lens Opening ://22.0
Distance of forward element lens to arc
:

Tin.

of the tungsten electrode which occur
during the reversal of current direction

during the cycle is clearly demonstrated.
In general, recent developments indicate that high-speed photographic techniques will play an increasingly valuable

Auxiliary Lighting: 4 RSP2A bulbs
Auxiliary Equipment: j hp centrifugal

role in investigations of the welding arc,
and in other fields of technology. The

duct for removal

application of procedures similar to those
described here should enable the photographer to obtain satisfactory high-speed

blower with
of fumes

A

4-in.

when

completely

present

automatic procedure,
is actuated at a

whereby the camera

predetermined position of the welding
electrode, is a practical necessity for
acquiring
view.
Figures

the

desired

angulation and

to 5 represent single-frame

enlargements from the motion picture

404

motion pictures

for welding-arc inves-

tigations.
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Use of Photography

in the

Underground Explosion Test Program, 1 95 11 952
By R. M.

BLUNT

The Underground

Explosion Test Program was established to determine the
structures to attack with high explosives. This paper
discusses some of the problems in applying high-speed motion picture photography to the surface phenomena accompanying these tests. Some improve-

resistance of soils

and

ments in equipment and methods were suggested, based on observations

made

JL

in the field.

HE CORPS OF ENGINEERS, U.S. Army,

Sacramento

a proof under-

District, established

to determine the effects
ground explosions in various types of
soil and rock and on structures within

gram

these media.

This program began at

Dugway Proving Grounds, Utah,

in

and was completed
summer (1952) in Buckhorn Wash,

the spring of 1951

medium and

the location of the charges

were of primary importance to the
program, the test sites were chosen to
satisfy the requirements imposed by these
As a result, the terrain often
factors.
presented considerable difficulty from
in

it

the standpoint of photography.
The surface of the ground

at

the

Utah. Although the primary instrumentation consisted of force gauges of

charge site was usually below the level
of the surrounding terrain consequently,
in order to photograph the surface of

various types mounted on the structures
in the medium, it was thought

the ground above the charge, it was
necessary either to elevate the camera

desirable to supplement the information

or to

last

or
so

obtained

with

motion

high-speed

pictures of the charge

and

its

environ-

ment. In the spring of 1952, it was
decided that high-speed motion pictures
of the interior of the structures

would

provide useful information about
behavior of the walls under stress.

Inasmuch

the

as the characteristics of the

Presented on October

8,

1952, at the Soci-

ety's Convention at Washington, D.C., by
R. M. Blunt, Denver Research Inst., Uni-

versity of

Denver, Denver 10, Colo.
April 1953

;

bulldoze a long, sloping ramp
through which the camera could view
However in many
the charge area.
cases even this was not possible when the
territory surrounding the charge location

consisted of a series of small hills, sand
dunes, tree-covered ground or other
such natural obstacles. Therefore, in
many cases the cameras were not
located at the optimum spot but at the
best of the few possible locations.

The

were particularly poor from
the standpoint of camera locations,
since there always seemed to be a deep
rock
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Fig. 1. Terrain typical of that found in the soil sites. This picture, taken
from several miles away, under-emphasizes the features which cause trouble
in finding a good camera location.

gulley or ravine at precisely the position
in which one would prefer to put the

camera

(Fig. 1).

Much

of this difficulty

might have been overcome by setting
the cameras very close to the charge
because a fairly level area usually extended for a radius of some 50 ft around
This probably
the charge location.
would have resulted in a loss of cameras,
since debris can travel for quite some
distance at a very high velocity, particularly from the charges detonated in
To reduce the hazard from
rock.
debris, even when set up at some distance from the charge, the cameras
were routinely protected by shelters
constructed from
timbers, braced
by 2 X 4's and 4 X 4's to withstand the
shock of any flying material that might

2X6

A

3-in.
them (see Fig. 2).
circular aperture was cut in the side of
the shelter which faced the charge to

strike

permit the camera to see through

it.

fortunate in this respect,

no camera was damaged by

inasmuch

as

flying debris

during the entire program, although
there were several near misses.
A difficulty of another type arose
from the fact that the charges were
primed in such a manner that the detonation of the primacord fuse occurred
directly above the area in which we were
most interested. The detonation of this
primacord always left a large cloud of
black smoke which obscured the early
portion of the phenomena being photographed, particularly when the charge
was a small one. With a larger charge
the cloud covered proportionally less of
the area of interest.
These difficulties are brought out
here to provide information for others

who may

set up similar programs.
It
thought these comments may result
in consideration of photographic requirements early enough to make proper
is

side of the shelter facing away from
the charge was left open to provide easy

provision for them possible.
Lighting conditions existing in desert

The chance

country in the West are usually fairly
good for the purpose of taking highspeed photographs between the hours

The

access to the equipment.
striking the

of anything

small

target
represented by the aperture or by the
were
lens of the camera was small.

We
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of

Journal of the

9

A.M. and

SMPTE

3

Vol.60

P.M.

Depending

Fig. 2.

A

rock

upon the time of the

site installation

year,

one

may

reasonably expect reflected-light readings on
average countryside to be

between 800 and 1600 Weston at these

With this lighting, quite satisfactory pictures were obtained at frame
rates as high as 4000 per second when the
hours.

background consisted of either a lightsand or a light-colored clay.
The chief problem that arose was that
of obtaining sufficient contrast between
colored

the

part of the

ground in
which we were interested and the backparticular

ground

(see

the second picture in the

In some desperaexpedient
of spreading powdered coal over the
surface
of the
ground immediately
behind the object we were photographsequence of Fig.
tion

ing.

we

3).

finally resorted to the

Since the object seen by the camera

was of a

light color in general this provided a reasonable degree of contrast in
the final photograph.
Without such

precautions

it

was sometimes extremely
between the rise

difficult to distinguish

of the ground, in the area of interest,

R.

M.

Blunt:

of camera

and power

source.

terrain behind it.
When the
be photographed is rather dark,
as, for example, when the ground is
covered with sagebrush, it is necessary
to reduce the frame rate of the camera
to about 2000 frames/sec when the light
reading is of the order of 800 Weston
if satisfactory pictures are to be obtained.

and the
field to

Due
gram,

to the requirements of the prowas necessary to set up the

it

high-speed motion picture cameras a
few hours in advance of the expected
time of detonation of the charge. This
was done to allow the photographic
crew time to set up and man other
equipment at stations located a mile
or more distant from the charge site.
It was thus generally impossible to
readjust the high-speed motion picture
cameras for the light conditions existing

at the time of the detonation.

Even

in

the event of considerable changes in the
prevailing light, as were occasioned by

storms which frequently arose in

the

late afternoon, we were quite surprised
at the quality of the pictures that were

Photography of Underground Explosions
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Fig. 3.
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A

sequence taken from the

16mm

Fastax picture of a typical

test.

409

taken under these adverse conditions.
In one instance in particular the light
reading was approximately 50 Weston,
the camera was operated at a rate of
1000 frames/sec, and we still secured a
picture from which usable information
could be had. This should not be
construed as recommending that one
make a habit of taking pictures under
such conditions, but merely to indicate
that it can be done.
In general, with phenomena of the
type under investigation in this program,
desirable to set the camera for the

it is

maximum

possible frame rate obtainable
is available.
This is

with the light that
particularly

true

where

rock

in

the

phenomena occur

so rapidly that a rate
of less than 2000 frames/sec results in
pictures

which are almost

useless

from

A

the standpoint of analysis.
rate of
4000 frames/sec is the minimum, and
it would be better if one could obtain
pictures at rates

more

mating 8000 frames/sec.
does not seem possible

closely approxi-

However,

this

at the present,

even with the illumination provided by
the sun on a bright day in the desert.
It would be worthwhile to experiment
with various types of artificial light
sources to supplement the illumination
from sunlight. Some means of provid-

ing a

make

fill

light to control contrast

would

the problem of securing a good

high-speed picture much easier. In
this connection it may be well to point
out that use of Linagraph Pan Film in
an attempt to secure a higher frame
speed through the greater emulsion

speed

of

this

film

resulted

We

in

quite
therefore

unsatisfactory pictures.
carried out a short investigation of the

suitability of the various types of film

that

we could

readily secure (see Fig. 4).

Unfortunately, the halftone reproduction does not convey the differences
visible in the original films, particularly

with respect to grain.

A camera was set
typical charge area
types of film were

410

camera

settings were left
Therefore, to at least a first

the

thi
t

same.

approxima-

only variable involved was that
film type.
This film was all

tion, the

of the

processed through the Houston machine

D-16

in

developer at approximately
about 4 fpm, which would
correspond to approximately 7^-min
development time. The film found
most satisfactory as a result of this
The rest,
test was Ansco Gun Film.

80F

at

order

in

of

decreasing

merit,

run through in the

jl

were:

Background X, Linagraph Shellburst,
Linagraph Ortho, Super XX, and
Linagraph Pan. Of course, one is
never satisfied, and it would still be
desirable to have film possessing a higher
emulsion speed than the Ansco Gun
Film while retaining the present grain

,.

j

<

j

and resolution. We are now planning
an investigation of film plus developer
combinations

that

may

enable

us

to

secure better definition with a reasonable
film speed.

As experience was gained in predicting the area which could be expected
to move following the detonation of the
charge, it became possible to establish
a field of view which included only that
portion of the ground about the charge
that

would be

essential to the analysis.

procedure had the obvious advantage of giving one the maximum
amount of information that could be
obtained from a given picture, but
no extraneous elements were
since
This

to
appear, the resulting
pictures are not particularly interesting
to one who is not endeavoring to make

permitted

an analysis (see Fig. 3).
For the purpose of making pictures
that would provide an interesting display, it would be better to have the
cameras set to include the entire explosion in the field of view.

Although our

interest lay in the investigation
of details of the movement of the ground

major

up to photograph a
and several different

April 1953

space of some 15 min. During
time the light did not change and

around the charge immediately following
the detonation, some incidental pictures
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i

I

taken

'were

to

record

the

motion

of

Structures near the charge. The thought
here was that, while the permanent

i

commutator were such that from

much more

complicated than
measurements could reveal.
In

manner

the

chrome pictures of the

permanent

dis-

I

entire

&

using the 70-S Bell

;

phenomena,
Howell cameras

Which were set up at a considerable
from the charge. While from

|distance
jthe analyst's

standpoint these pictures
information only about the
growth and spread of the dust cloud
originating from the explosion, they are
of considerable value in that they give
provide

overall picture useful in orienting
the observer before looking at the high-

Jan

speed motion pictures

made with

pastax camera.
The problem we faced

the

i

[that

60-in. searchlights, or flares of the

type employed by the Air Force, could
be used. The searchlights, however,

j

I

require

a

larger

power

source

than

could be moved over the rough terrain,
which made them impractical in a field

On the other
operation of this type.
Jhand, flares are difficult to control,
dangerous to handle, and produce large
We constructed
quantities of smoke.
an apparatus consisting of a power
i

|

j

I

supply and a motor-driven commutator
connected to set off 40 groups of Sylvania

I2A flashbulbs in sequence
iTnese bulbs were mounted
)

constructed

of sheet

R.

M.

(see Fig. 5).
in reflectors

aluminum along

Blunt:

in.

bulbs.

The

reflector

connections

to

the
1

to

8 bulbs could be connected in parallel
and flashed simultaneously, and the

speed of the commutator was set so that
40 sets of bulbs were fired in sequence
at such a rate that the maximumintensity portion of the curves overlapped to provide essentially continuous
illumination.
This arrangement operated satisfactorily, although field experience made it apparent that improved
operation would result from moistureproofing the electrical equipment and
the use of a power source capable of

supplying more instantaneous current
than the 22^-v radio batteries. For
field use this unit had the prime ad-

vantage that the energy that supplied
the illumination was stored chemically
in the flashbulbs and required only
triggering energy from a battery, while
the motor driving the commutator could

be supplied from the same generator
that operated the high-speed cameras.

With
in taking highinterior of the

pictures in the
.structures was that of supplying sufficient
illumination.
Suggestions were made

speed

I

high

of

placement of the ground beyond the
edge of the crater could be determined
flby measuring the displacement of stakes
Such stakes were suc[driven into it.
cessfully photographed with the result
Hthat unsuspected details of the motion
In a
of the ground were revealed.
few cases we also obtained 16mm Koda-

:

in.

by other means, the actual motion of the

a similar

:

Each

structure just following the detonation
static

['

approximately 36

wide.

contained two rows of twenty sockets, a pair
of reflectors providing a total of 40 pairs

might be

I

by 12

displacement of the ground beyond the
edge of the crater could be determined

i

i

the general lines of an overgrown bread
tin standing

this

secure

equipment,

it

was

pictures
operated at

satisfactory

was

camera

possible to

when

the

speeds of
frames/sec and

approximately 1000
the area to be photographed consisted
This area was lighted
of 400 sq ft or so.
from a distance of approximately 120
8 flashbulbs to the group;
320 flashbulbs were used to provide
illumination for the two seconds needed
Two cameras
to photograph the event.

ft

using

i.e.,

were used to photograph the interior
of these structures: the Bell & Howell
70-S running at 128 frames/sec and the
Fastax set at varying speeds between
132 frames/sec and about 1200 frames/
An observation of incidental insec.
terest is that the frame rate on the
Bell

&

Howell camera was apparently

sufficiently low for the negative to show
no flicker in the light source, while the
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R.

M.
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Fig. 6.

pictures
at

the

An

illustration of the need for camera shelters.
equipment was not seriously damaged.

taken on the
higher

frame

Fastax camera
showed a

rate

definite pulsation in the intensity of the
If it were a matter of
illumination.

any importance this could perhaps be
overcome by operating the commutator
at

a

speed, to change the
overlap on the peaks of the light output
curves from the flashbulbs.
The only
serious

different

damage

ment used

sustained by the equip-

inside the structures

in Fig. 6.
It is pleasant to

R.

M.

is

shown

be able to say that
Blunt:

the

Fastax

operation

in

cameras gave trouble-free
spite of rough handling

and frequent exposure
tions

The

of excessive

to adverse condi-

dust

and moisture.

Toward
matic

the end of the program, autocutoff switches were installed

which

at

first

functioned

beautifully,

weeks one of them stuck
Since the camera was timed to
shut.
catch the event on the last 25 ft of the
100-ft roll, most of the film on which
the event was recorded was beaten to
but after

confetti

six

during the

lengthy

Photography of Underground Explosions
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Therefore

we

returned to the use of a

special control unit
for this operation.

tained

built

specifically

These units con-

designed to
control much higher currents than the
camera would draw, and pneumatically
controlled time-delay relays that were
set to

heavy-duty

provide about

relays

10% more

than the

well suited to our needs.

we would

like to

The apparatus

have would possess the

following features:
1. Ability
to rotate

the image 15
about the optical axis.
2. Ability to vary the magnification
of the image continuously from 1 5 to 30
times.

Better framing, so that a minimum
adjustment is required to cause
succeeding frames to coincide exactly

calculated running time before shutting
off
the
camera. No failures were

of

experienced with this equipment.
It is our belief that the longer focal
length lenses provided for the Fastax
camera should be examined for excessive

on the screen, regardless of the direction
in which the film has been moving.
4. Forward and reverse viewing down

3.

change in focal point when subjected to
a temperature change of, say, 30 F.
The pictures taken with the 10-in. lens
were out of focus, and this may have
been caused by the temperature rise
that occurred between the setting up of
Should
the camera and its operation.
an examination prove the lens to be

to 4 frames/sec in addition to single-frame

temperature sensitive, precautions could
be taken to minimize the effect through
a redesign of the lens or, if this is not

of clear glass to permit projecting the
image directly on graph paper so that

possible, to protect

it

from changes

in

projection.

The image should appear on

5.

screen

into

set

surface.

a

a

horizontal

working
The screen might well be set

at a small angle, say 20, to facilitate
The
viewing from a seated position.
screen should be replaceable with a piece

one can obtain a direct tracing of the
image.

temperature.
In a test operation of this magnitude
that involves a coordination of the highspeed cameras with a considerable

illumination of the image
6. The
should be high enough to permit tracing
but adjustable by means of a diaphragm
to a level comfortable for direct viewing

of other instrumentation, we
suggest that all circuits to the camera be
centralized in a special control panel on

on the ground

signal lamps would be arranged
to indicate at all times the condition of

In order to provide the facilities
required to process the films obtained on
this program, a darkroom was set up

variety

which
each

In addition, apparatus for
circuit.
recording the instant of arrival of the
trigger signal at the panel and the
subsequent behavior of the circuits
should be provided. Although one may
be accused of gilding the lily, a means of
remotely controlling the Fastax speed
iris settings would have made it
possible to secure better pictures in a
number of instances.

and

To

the

best

of our knowledge,

no

good equipment is available for
reading the films from the high-speed
cameras. We have used the Bell &
Howell 16mm time-and-motion study
projector for some years, but it is not
really
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7.

The

glass.

entire

apparatus should not

cost over $1500.

in an 8 X 8 X 24 ft trailer.
Cabinets
and counters of the type employed in
modern kitchens were installed and a
In addition
large sink was provided.

fundamental

items, a small
purpose of storing
film, a 35mm contact printer, and a
Houston machine were installed in the
other end of the trailer. This amount of
equipment did not leave a great deal of
space for the personnel, and it is our
feeling that a somewhat larger trailer
would have permitted a more efficient

these

to

refrigerator for the

installation,

was

Journal of the

although this arrangement
In connection with

satisfactory.

SMPTE

Vol. 60

one of the most
processing in the field,
problems is likely to be that of

air-conditioner in the trainer was most

serious

essential.

securing a satisfactory supply of water.
It was our observation that the greatest
difficulty, at least in processing black-

broke down for a few days and during
this time it was not unusual to have the
temperature in the trailer rise to 130
to 140 F.
It is, of course, almost im-

and-white film, was likely to be the
removal of suspended material. The
hardness of the water did not appear
In future
to affect the processing.
operations,

we

consider

will

it

most

important to provide means to remove
suspended material and a source of pure
water to make up the developing soluIn this respect, water found in the
tion.
Castledale, Utah, area gave us the

amount

greatest

material found in
that

was

metallic type of filter

work under

unit

these conditions.

In conclusion, I would like to point
out that this program was carried on by
several
stitute

organizations besides the
of Industrial Research of

In-

the

University of Denver. The Sacramento
District, Corps of Engineers, had estab-

the

so finely divided

Armour Research Foundation, Rens-

since

passed through even a porous

it

air-conditioning

prime contract with Engineering Research Associates who in turn had
subcontracted portions of the work to the

of trouble,
it

possible to

The

and deposited a

lished the

selaer

Polytechnic

Institute,

and the
Other

Institute of Industrial Research.

sludge on the photographic material
If the
that had to be wiped away.
emulsion was permitted to dry, the

phases of the program were studied by
Stanford Research Institute, Colorado
School of Mines, and the U.S. Bureau

material suspended in the water which
had been deposited upon the surface of

of Mines.

It is

record here

my

the film

became almost a part of the
emulsion and was impossible to remove.
In the desert country in which we were

Ray

operating, the installation of an effective

problems that arose in connection with
this program.

R.

M.

Blunt:

a pleasure for me to
indebtedness to Dr. W.

Jewell, of the University of Denver,
for his assistance in solving many of the
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Slides

and Opaques

for

Television Film Chains,

PH22.94

A

securing widespread agreement on the
exact dimensions of each of the slide

PROPOSED STANDARD on

slides

and

opaques for television use is published
on the following pages for three months
of trial

and

criticism.

comments

All

should be sent to Henry Kogel,
Staff Engineer, prior to July

1,

SMPTE
1953.

If

no adverse comments are received, the
proposal will then be submitted to ASA

Committee PH22 for further
as an American Standard.
The proposal was prepared by the Joint
Sectional

processing

RTMA/SMPTE Television Film Equipment Committee.

Work on

the proposal was started in
that time there existed an

At
1950.
American Standard on Lantern Slides
(Z38.7. 149-1 950) but it was concerned

sizes

in

that

an

common

rendered

if

When

the Committee

this subject,

it

service could

418

was

first

explored

realized that a

major
be performed simply by

April 1953

indicated that everyone

to this

first effort

felt

it

advisable to accept as standard

no

more

there was

two

sizes

two

than
little

sizes.

However,

or no agreement on the

that should

usage

agreement among the standards of

seemed

might

membership of the SMPTE, the RTMA,
and the National Association of Radio
and Television Broadcasters. Responses

from some of the provisions of
As a result, numerous local
Z38.7.149.
standards came into use but there was
different organizations or different areas.

also

service

on the use of fewer sizes.
In an initial burst of optimism, the
Committee prepared a proposal based on
the use of just two sizes. This proposal
was widely circulated in 1951 among the

standardization.

little

It

be
agreement could be secured

only with slides intended for direct
viewing on a projection screen. The
inflexible demand of the television system
for a 3 by 4 aspect ratio forced all users
to depart

use.

additional

be selected for

Altogether nine sizes
were suggested for standardization. The
Committee was able to cut this number

back to four by

insisting that

widespread

was a necessary condition for adoption of any size.
At no time has there been any serious
at this time

to the exact dimensions included in the Proposed Standard. Users
seem to be content with any number so
long as everyone accepts it. F. N.

objection

Gillette.

Journal of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

Proposed American Standard

Slides

and Opaques

PH22.94

for Television Film Chains

(Second Draft)
Pag.

1.

1.1

Scope

intended to supplement
American Standard Z38.7. 19-1 950, not replace it. The television system imposes special
This proposal

is

requirements that did not enter into the preparation of 138.7. 19-1 950.

1.2 The proposal applies only to slides and
opaques intended for transmission in the
standard fashion via a film chain. For other
applications, such as background projection,
the usual television requirements may not

apply.

2.

Nominal

2.1

sizes listed in

Size. Only the four nominal
1 of the table shall be

column

in television film

chains.

Note 1. The overall dimensions are in accord with
American Standard Z38.7.19 1950 insofar as it is
relevant. The thickness of opaques is not covered by
Z38.7. 19-1 950. This quantity is here specified as
1/32 inch on the assumption that opaques will consist

of

double-weight photographic power without

additional support or backing.

Note

2. The dimensions shown for the transmitted

picture are those which will

Of 2 page,

2.2 Overall Dimensions. The overall dimensions for any nominal size shall comply
with the dimensions tabulated in column 2.
(See Note

1.)

2.3 Dimensions of Transmitted Picture.
The portion of the slide or opaque intended
for transmission

shall

located

rectangle

shown

column

in

3.

lie

within

the

having
(See Note

a

centrally

dimensions

2.)

2.4 Dimensions of Picture Background.
The background of the slide or opaque shall
extend without interruption over a centrally
located

rectangle

shown

column

in

4.

having the
(See Note 2.)

dimensions

2.5 Centering Tolerance. The center of

Standard

considered standard for use

1

be scanned by a perfectly

adjusted film chain. To allow for some misadjustment
of the film chain and an additional misadjustment

the transmitted picture rectangle and the center of the background rectangle shall both Re
within a circle having as its center the center

of the slide

and as

tabulated

column

in

the

home

in

receiver,

its

radius the dimension

5.

it is

recommended

information be contained

tial

area

appreciably

column

Note

smaller

in

than

that all essen-

a centrally located
that

in

specified

3.

3.

In

the case of slides, the background rec-

tangle should be defined by an opaque mask to limit
the stray light entering the film chain. The dimensions
specified in

column 4 permit the use of masks which

comply with Z38.7.19 1950. For opaques, masking

is

generally provided by the projection equipment.

NOT APPROVED
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Constitution of the
Society of
Motion Picture and Television
Engineers
ARTICLE

I

for the

Name
The name

of this association shall be

SOCIETY OF MOTION PICTURE
AND TELEVISION ENGINEERS.
ARTICLE

unexpired portion of the term in
accordance with the Bylaws.

ARTICLE VI
Sections
Sections may be established in accordance with the Bylaws.

II

Objects
Its

Advancement

objects shall be:

theory

among

its

and the dissemination
members;
scientific knowledge by publication.

of

high

professional

standing

ARTICLE

I

ARTICLE

in

and practice of engineering
in motion pictures, television, and the
allied arts and sciences;
the standardization of equipment and practices employed therein; the maintenance of a
the

III

Meetings
There shall be an annual meeting and
such other regular and special meetings as

The Board of Governors shall consist
of the President, the
Past-President, the
five Vice-Presidents, the
Secretary, the
Treasurer, the Section Chairmen, and
twelve elected Governors.
An equal
number of these elected Governors shall
reside within the areas included in the
Eastern time zone;
the Central time
zone; and the Pacific and Mountain time
zones.
The term of office of all elected
Governors shall be for a period of two
years.

provided in the Bylaws.

ARTICLE

Eligibility for

This Constitution

Membership

person of good character is eligible
become a member in any grade for

Any
to

which he is qualified in accordance with
he Bylaws.

ARTICLE V
Officers

The

officers

of the Society shall be a
Vice-President,

President, an Executive
a Past-President, an

Engineering Vice-

President,

an Editorial Vice-President, a

Financial

Vice-President, a Convention
Vice-President, a Secretary, and a Treasurer.

The term

of office of all elected officers
hall be for a period of two
years.
The President shall not be eligible to

ucceed himself in office.
At the conclusion of his term of office
he President automatically becomes PastPresident.

Under conditions

as

set

forth

in

the

Bylaws, the office of Executive VicePresident may be vacated before the expiration of his term.

A

vacancy in any

VIII

Amendments

ARTICLE IV
i

VII

Board of Governors

office shall

be

filled

follows:

may

be amended as

Amendments may

originate as
the Board of
Governors, or as a proposal to the Board of
Governors, by any ten members of voting
grade; when approved by the Board of
Governors as set forth in the Bylaws, the
proposed amendment shall then be submitted for discussion at the annual meeting or at a regular or special meeting
called as provided in the Bylaws.
The

recommendations

within

proposed amendment, together with the
discussion thereon, shall then be promptly
submitted by mail to all members qualified
to vote, as set forth in the Bylaws.
Voting
shall be by letter ballot mailed with the

proposed amendment and discussion to
the voting membership.
In order lo be
counted, returned ballots must be received within sixty (60) days of the
mailing-out date. An affirmative vote of
two thirds of the valid ballots returned,
to the above time limitations,
be required to carry the amendment,
provided one fifteenth of the duly qualified
members shall have voted within the time

subject
shall

limit specified herein.
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BYLAWS OF THE SOCIETY OF
MOTION PICTURE AND TELEVISION ENGINEERS
BYLAW

I

Sec.

1.

Membership of the Society shall
Honorary

An

television, or allied arts.
Honorary
member shall be entitled to vote and to
hold any office in the Society.

member

Sustaining

is

an individual,

company, or corporation subscribing substantially to the financial support of the
Society.
Fellow is one who shall be not less than

A

thirty years of age

and who

shall

by
have

his

atproficiency and contributions
tained to an outstanding rank
among engineers or executives of the motion
picture
or television industries.
Fellow shall be

A

entitled to vote

and

to hold

any

office in

the Society.
is one who shall be not
than twenty-five years of age and shall
be or shall have been either one or an
equivalent combination of the following

Active

member

less

:

(a)

An

:

be entitled to vote and to hold
any.

shall

:

members, Sustaining members, Fellows,
Active members, Associate members and
Student members.
An Honorary member is one who has
performed eminent service in the advancement of engineering in motion pictures,

An

is qualified for direct
super-J
of the technical or scientific features of such activities.
An Active member

vision

consist of the following grades

A

and who

tries

Membership

engineer or scientist in motion

office in the Society.
Associate member is

An

one who shall be
than eighteen years of age,
andf
shall be a person who is interested in
thej
study of motion picture or television technical problems or connected with
thej
An Associate mem-^
application of them.
ber is not privileged to vote, to hold office
not

less

or to act as chairman of
any committee,
although he may serve upon any committee to

which he may be appointed;

when

and,;*

so appointed, shall be entitled to thefl
full voting
privileges on action taken by!

the committee.

A

member is any person regisa student, graduate or undergraduate, in a college, university, or other
educational institution of like scholastic
standing, who evidences interest in motion
Student

tered

1

ety.

have

complete record of the applicant's educa-

been in the active practice of his profession
for at least three years, or
teacher of motion picture, tele(b)
vision or allied subjects for at least six

tion and experience.
Honorary and Fellow grades may not be applied for.
Sec. 3. (a) Honorary membership may
be granted upon recommendation of the
Honorary Membership Committee when
confirmed first by a three-fourths majority
vote of those present at a meeting of the
Board of Governors, and then by a fourfifths majority vote of all voting members
present at any regular meeting or at a
special meeting called as stated in the bylaws.
An Honorary member shall be exempt from the payment of all dues.
(b) Upon recommendation of the Fellow
Award Committee, when confirmed by a
three-fourths majority vote by those present at a meeting of the Board of Governors, an Active member may be made a

in these arts

shall

A

years in a school of recognized standing in

which he shall have been conducting a
major course in at least one of such fields,
or

A

person who by invention or by
contribution to the advancement of engi(c)

neering or science in motion picture, television or allied arts, or to the technical
literature thereof, has attained a standing
equivalent

membership

to

that

required

for

Active

in (a), or

An executive who for at least three
years has had under his direction important engineering or responsible work in the
motion picture, television or allied indus(d)
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I

j
j

and

work

j

picture or television technology. Membership in this grade shall not extend morel
than one year beyond the termination
of]
the student status described above. A]
student member shall have the same privileges as an Associate member of the Soci- 1

engineering

scientific

j

as

Sec. 2. All applications for membership
or transfer should be made on blank forms
provided for the purpose, and shall give a

As such
picture, television or allied arts.
he shall have performed and taken reor
sponsibility for important

'

Fellow.

'.

]
:<

j|

;

i

\

I

j

,

.

(c)

An

Applicant for Active membership

hall give as references at least two mem>ers of the grade applied for or of a higher
ade.
Applicants shall be elected to

lembership by a three-fourths majority
ote of the entire membership of the apCommittee. An
Admissions
ropriate
pplicant may appeal to the Board of
overnors if not satisfied with the action
Admissions Committee, in which
f the
ase approval of at least three-fourths of
lose present at a meeting of the Board

Governors shall be required for election

f

membership or to change the action
aken by the Admissions Committee.
(d) An applicant for Associate memberlip shall give as reference

one member of

or two persons not members
f the Society who are associated with the
lotion picture, television, or allied indusic Society,

Applicants shall be elected to

y.

icrship by approval of the
ic appropriate Admissions

mem-

Chairman

of

Committee.
(e) An applicant for Student memberlip shall be sponsored by a member of the
ociety, or by a member of the staff of the
lepartment of the institution he is attendI

member

not necessarily
Applicants
by approval
the Chairman of the appropriate Admis-

ig,

this faculty

;eing a member of the Society.
lall be elected to membership
jf

pns Committee.
Sec. 4.

expelled for cause by a majority vote
itf the entire Board of Governors, provided
e shall be given notice and a copy in writig of the charges preferred against him,
pd shall be afforded opportunity to be
card ten days prior to such action.
i

BYLAW
An

1.

officer or

governor shall be

BYLAW HI
oard of Governors

The Board of Governors shall
the business of the Society in acIJansact
and Byiprdance with the Constitution
1.

Jlws.
I

Sec. 2.

The Board

of Governors

may

act

In special resolutions between meetings,
\\f letter

bnt.

of ten

members

of the

Unless otherwise specified, a majority
vote of the Governors present shall constitute approval of a resolution.
Sec. 4. A member of the Board of Governors may not authorize an alternate to act
or vote in his stead.
Sec. 5. Vacancies in the offices or on the
Board of Governors shall be filled by the
Board of Governors until the annual elections of the Society.
Sec. 6. The Board of Governors, when
filling vacancies in the offices or on the
Board of Governors, shall endeavor to
appoint persons who in the aggregate are
representative of the various branches or
organizations of the industries interested
in the activities of the Society to the end

ing.

that there shall be no substantial predominance upon the Board, as the result of its
own action, of representatives of any one
or more branches or organizations of such
industries.

Sec. 7.

The time and

special meetings of the
shall be determined

place of

all

except

Board of Governors
by the Board of

Sec. 8. Special Meetings of the Board of
Governors shall be called by the President
with the proviso that no meeting shall be
called without at least seven days prior
notice to all members of the Board by
Such a notice shall
letter or telegram.
state the

purpose of the meeting.

BYLAW

Honorary member, Fellow, or an AcIve member.

Sec.

A quorum

approval

IV

Administrative Practices

|(n

1!

Sec. 3.

for

Board of Governors shall be present to
vote on resolutions presented at any meet-

II

Officers

I Sec.

membership of the Board of

Governors shall be required
of such resolutions.

Governors.

Any member may be suspended

r

>

of the total

An

by the Presifrom a majority

ballot authorized

affirmative vote

Sec. 1. Special rules relating to the
administration of the Society and known
as Administrative Practices shall be established by the Board of Governors
and shall be added to or revised as necesthe Society's
sary to the efficient pursuit of
objectives.

BYLAW V
Committees
Sec. 1. All committees, except as otherwise specified, shall be formed and apthe Adminispointed in accordance with
trative Practices as determined by the

Board of Governors.
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Sec. 2. All committees, except as otherwise specified, shall be appointed to act
for the term served by the officer

charged
with appointing the committees or until
he terminates the appointment.
Sec. 3. Chairmen of the committees
shall not be eligible to serve in such capacity for more than two consecutive
terms.

Sec. 4. Standing Committees of the
Society to be appointed by the President
and confirmed by the Board of Governors
are as follows:

Honorary Membership Committee
Journal Award Committee

Nominating Committee
Progress Medal Award Committee
Public Relations Committee
Samuel L. Warner Memorial Award

Committee
Sec. 5. There shall be an Admissions
Committee for each Section of the Society
composed of a chairman and three members of which at least two shall be members

of the Board of Governors.
Sec. 6. There shall be a Fellow Award
Committee composed of all the officers
and section chairmen of the Society under
the chairmanship of the Past-President.
In case the chairmanship is vacated it shall

be temporarily filled by appointment by
the President.

BYLAW

VI

Meetings of the Society
Sec.

1.

The

location

and time of each

meeting or convention of the Society shall
be determined by the Board of Governors.
Sec. 2.

in

VII

1. The President shall
preside at
business meetings of the
Society and
shall perform the duties
pertaining to that

Sec.

all

office.
As such he shall be the chief executive'of the Society, to
all other officers shall report.

whom

Sec. 2. In the absence of the
President,
the officer next in order as listed in Article
of the Constitution shall
preside at
meetings and perform the duties of the
President.

V

Sec. 3. The seven officers shall
perform
the duties separately enumerated below
and those defined by the President:
(a) The Executive Vice-President shall
represent the President, and shall be responsible for the supervision of the general
affairs of the Society as directed
by the

President.

The President and the Executive VicePresident shall not both reside in the geographical area of the same Society Section,
but one of these officers shall reside in the
Should
vicinity of the executive offices.
the President or Executive Vice-President
remove

his residence to the same
geographical area of the United States as the
other, the office of Executive Vice-President shall immediately become vacant and
a new Executive Vice-President shall be
elected by the Board of Governors for the
unexpired portion of the term.

The Engineering Vice-President
(b)
shall appoint all technical committees. He
shall be responsible for the
general initiation, supervision,

and co-ordination

The grades

work of

A

responsible for the publication
Society's Journal and all other

of membership entitled to vote are defined in Bylaw I.
Sec. 3.
quorum of the Society shall
consist

BYLAW
Duties of Officers

number

of

^

(c)

The

Editorial Vice-President shall be
of

of the total of
those qualified to vote as listed in the
Society's records at the close of the last
fiscal year before the
meeting.
Sec. 4. The annual meeting shall be held
during the fall convention.
Sec. 5. Special meetings may be called
by the President and upon the request of
any three members of the Board of Governors not including the President.
Sec. 6. All members of the Society in any

for at least

one annual convention

grade shall have the privilege of discussing

held in the

fall

technical

Society or

424

material
its

presented

Sections.

before

the

of the

these committees.

the

Society

publications.
(d) The Financial Vice-President shall
be responsible for the financial operations
of the Society, and shall conduct them in
accordance with budgets prepared by him
and approved by the Board of Governors.
The Convention Vice-President
(e)
shall be responsible for the national con-

ventions of the Society.

Sec. 4.

of all

The

He

shall arrange
to be

of the year.

Secretary shall keep a record
meetings; and shall have the re-

sponsibility for the care and custody of
records, and the seal of the Society.
Sec. 5. The Treasurer shall have charge

and disburse
and when authorized by the FinanHe shall be bonded
cial Vice-President.
in an amount to be determined by the
Board of Governors, and his bond shall
of the funds of the Society

them

be

as

filed

with the Secretary.

the

duties

and

of his

policies

office.

BYLAW VIII
Society Elections
Sec.

1.

elected

All officers

to

their

advance of the Annual Fall Meeting.
voter shall then indicate on the
ballot one choice for each vacancy, seal the
ballot in the blank envelope, place this in

in

The

the envelope addressed to the Secretary,
name and address on the latter,

sign his

Sec. 6. Each officer of the Society, upon
the expiration of his term of office, shall
transmit to his successor a memorandum

outlining

member's name and address. One set of
these shall be mailed to each voting member of the Society, not less than forty days

and governors

respective

shall be

offices

by a

majority of ballots cast by voting members
in the following manner:
Nominations shall first be presented by
a Nominating Committee appointed by
the President, consisting of nine

members,
The committee

including a Chairman.
be made up of two Past-Presidents,
three members of the Board of Governors
not up for election, and four other voting
members, not currently officers or governors of the Society.
Nominations shall
be made by three-quarters affirmative
vote of the total Nominating Committee.
Not less than three months prior to the
Annual Fall Meeting, the Board of Governors shall review the recommendations
of the Nominating Committee, which shall

and mail

The Secretary shall
candidates of their
nomination. From the list of acceptances,
not more than three names for each vacancy shall be selected by the Board of
Governors and placed on a letter ballot.
A blank space shall be provided on this
present and voting.
then notify these

|

I

letter

ballot

under each

office,

in

which

space the name of any voting member
other than those suggested by the Board
of Governors may be voted for.
The balThe ballot
loting shall then take place.
shall be enclosed with a blank envelope
and a business reply envelope bearing the
Secretary's address and a space for the

in

accordance with the instruc-

ballot.
No marks of
any kind except those above prescribed
shall be placed upon the ballots or envelopes.
Voting shall close seven days before the opening session of the annual fall

on the

convention.
The sealed envelope shall be delivered
by the Secretary to a Committee of Tellers
appointed by the President at the annual
fall
convention. This committee shall
then examine the return envelopes, open
and count the ballots, and announce the
results of the election.

The

newly-elected officers and governors

cf the Society shall take office on

January

following their election.

1,

shall

have nominated suitable candidates for
each vacancy.
Such nominations shall be final unless
any nominee is rejected by a threequarters vote of the Board of Governors

it

tions printed

BYLAW IX
Dues and Indebtedness
Sec.

1.

The annual dues

shall

be

fifteen

dollars ($15) for Fellows and Active members, ten dollars ($10) for Associate members, and five dollars ($5) for Student

members, payable on or before January 1
of each year. Current or first year's dues
,

new members

any calendar year
annual rate for those
notified of election to membership on or
before June 30; one half the annual rate

for

shall

be at the

in

full

for those notified of election to

membership

in the Society on or after July 1.
Sec. 2. (a) Transfer of membership to a

higher grade

may

be

made

at

any time

subject to the requirements for initial memIf the transbership in the higher grade.
fer is made on or before June 30, the an-

nual dues of the higher grade are required.
If the transfer is made on or after July 1
and the member's dues for the full year
have been paid, one half of the annual dues
,

of the higher grade is payable less one
half the annual dues of the lower grade.

No

credit shall be given for annual
a membership transfer from a
higher to a lower grade, and such transfers
shall take place on January 1, of each year.
(b)

dues in
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Sec. 3. Annual dues shall be paid in advance.
Sec. 4. Failure to pay dues may be considered just cause for suspension.

Section Board of

Managers

Sec. 5. The Board of Managers shall consist of the Section Chairman, the Section

BYLAW X
Publications

Past-Chairman, the Section SecretaryTreasurer, and six voting members. Each
manager of a Section shall hold office for

Sec. 1. The Society shall publish a technical
magazine to consist of twelve

two years. Vacancies shall be filled by
appointment by the Board of Managers
until the annual election of the Section.

issues, in two volumes per year.
editorial policy of the Journal shall be

monthly

The

based upon the provisions of the Constitution and a copy of each issue shall be supplied to each member in good standing
mailed to his last address of record.

Copies

may

be made available for sale at
by the Board of Gover-

a price approved
nors.

BYLAW XI
Local Sections
Sec. 1. Sections of the Society may be
authorized in any locality where the voting
membership exceeds twenty. The geographic boundaries of each Section shall
be determined by the Board of Governors.
Upon written petition for the authorization of a Section of the Society, signed by
twenty or more voting members, the
Board of Governors may grant such

authorization.

Section

Membership
members

Sec. 2. All

of the Society of

Motion Picture and Television Engineers
in good standing residing within the geographic boundaries of any local Section
be considered members of that Sec-

shall
tion.

Sec. 3. Should the enrolled voting membership of a Section fall below twenty, or
should the technical quality of the presented papers fall below an acceptable
level, or the average attendance at meetings not warrant the expense of maintaining that Section, the Board of Governors
may cancel its authorization.

Section Officers
Sec. 4. The officers of each Section shall
be a Chairman and a Secretary-Treasurer.
The Section chairmen shall be ex-officio
members of the Board of Governors and
shall continue in such positions for the
duration of their terms as chairmen of the

Each Section

local Sections.

hold

office for

cessor
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is

officer shall

one year, or until

chosen.

his suc-

Section Elections
Sec. 6. The officers and managers of a
Section shall be voting members of the
All officers and managers shall
Society.
be elected to their respective offices by a
majority of ballots cast by the voting
members residing in the geographical area
of the Section. Not less than three
months prior to the annual fall convention
of the Society, nominations shall be presented to the Board of Managers of the
Section by a Nominating Committee ap-

pointed by the Chairman of the Section,
members, including a
chairman. The committee shall be com-

consisting of seven

posed of the present Chairman, the Past-

Chairman, two other members of the
Board of Managers not up for election, and
three other voting members of the Section
not currently officers or managers of the
Section.
Nominations shall be made by

a three-quarters affirmative vote of the
Nominating Committee. Such nominations shall be final, unless any nominee
total

rejected by a three-quarters vote of the
Board of Managers, and in the event of
such rejection the Board of Managers will
is

make its own nomination.
The Chairman of the Section

shall then

notify the candidates of their nomination.
From the list of acceptances, not more than

names for each vacancy shall be
by the Board of Managers and
placed on a letter ballot. A blank space
shall be provided on this letter ballot
under each office, in which space the name
of any voting member other than those
suggested by the Board of Managers may
three

selected

be voted for. The balloting shall then
take place. The ballot shall be enclosed
with a blank envelope and a business reply
envelope bearing the local SecretaryTreasurer's address and a space for the
member's name and address. One of these
be mailed to each voting member of
the Society residing in the geographical
shall

area covered by the Section, not less than
advance of the annual fall
convention.
The voter shall then indicate on the
ballot one choice for each office, seal the
ballot in the blank envelope, place this in
the envelope addressed to the
SecretaryTreasurer, sign his name and address on
the latter, and mail it in accordance with
the instructions printed on the ballot.
No marks of any kind except those above
forty days in

prescribed shall be placed upon the ballots
or envelopes.
Voting shall close seven
days before the opening session of the

annual

fall

convention.

The

sealed enve-

lopes shall be delivered by the SecretaryTreasurer to his Board of Managers at a

duly called meeting. The Board of Managers shall then examine the returned enve-

open and count the

lopes,

nounce the

ballots,
results of the election.

and an-

The

newly-elected officers and managers
shall take office on January 1,
following

unless otherwise
arranged, supply to each
Section all stationery and
printing necessary for the conduct of its business.

Section Meetings

The regular meetings of a Section
be held in such places and at such

Sec. 9.
shall

hours as the Board of
Managers may designate.
The Secretary-Treasurer of each
Section shall forward to the
Secretary of
the Society, not later than five
days after
a meeting of a Section, a statement of the
attendance and of the business transacted,
Constitution
Sec.

10.

and Bylaws
Sections

Constitution

by the Board of Governors.

BYLAW
Student Chapters

Sec. 7. The business of a Section shall be
conducted by the Board of Managers.

may

At the beginning of each
the Secretary-Treasurer of each
section shall submit to the Board of Governors of the Society a budget of
expenses
for the year.
(a)

fiscal year,

(b)

The Treasurer

of the Society shall

with each Section SecretaryTreasurer a sum of money for current expenses, the amount to be fixed by the
Board of Governors.
The Secretary-Treasurer of each
(c)
Section shall send to the Treasurer of the
Society, quarterly or on demand, an itemized account of all expenditures incurred
deposit

during the preceding period.
(d) Expenses other than those enumerated in the budget, as approved by the
Board of Governors of the Society, shall
not be payable from the general funds of
the Society without express permission
from the Board of Governors.
(e)

The

Section

Board of Managers

shall defray all expenses of the Section not
provided for by the Board of Governors,

from funds raised
(f)

The

locally.

Secretary of the Society shall,

by the

tions shall always be in
conformity with
the general policy of the
Society as fixed

Section Business

Section Expenses

abide

and conform to the regulations of the
Board of Governors. The conduct of Sec-

their election.

Sec. 8.

shall

and Bylaws of the Society

XII

1. Student Chapters of the
Society
be authorized in any college, univer-

Sec.

or technical institute of collegiate
standing.
Upon written petition for the
authorization of a Student Chapter, signed
sity,

by twelve or more Society members, or
applicants for Society membership, and
the Faculty Adviser, the Board of Governors

may

grant such authorization.

Chapter Membership
Sec. 2. All members of the Society in
good standing who are attending the designated

educational

institution

shall

be

membership in the Student
Chapter, and when so enrolled they shall

eligible

for

be entitled to all privileges that such Student Chapter may, under the Constitution
and Bylaws, provide.
Sec. 3. Should the membership of the
Student Chapter fall below ten, or the
average attendance of meetings not warrant the expense of maintaining the
organization, the Board of Governors may

cancel

its

authorization.

Chapter Officers
Sec.

4.

The

Chapter shall

officers

be

Secretary-Treasurer.
shall hold office for

a

of each

Student

Chairman and a
Each Chapter officer

one year, or until

his
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successor
officers

is

shall

chosen.

Where

be chosen in

May

possible,

to take

office at the beginning of the following
school year.
The procedure for holding
elections shall be prescribed in Administra-

tive Practices.

Faculty Adviser

A member of the faculty of the
educational institution shall be
designated by the Board of Governors as
Sec. 5.

same

It shall be his duty to
advise the officers on the conduct of the
Chapter and to approve all reports to the
Secretary and the Treasurer of the Society.

Faculty Adviser.

have been published in the Journal
of the Society, in the issue next preceding
the date of the stated business meeting of
the Society at which the amendment or
amendments are to be acted upon.
Sec. 2. In the event that no quorum of
the yoting members is present at the time
of the meeting referred to in Sec. 1, the
amendment or amendments shall be referred for action to the Board of Governors. The proposed amendment or amend-

shall

ments then become a part of the Bylaws
upon receiving the affirmative vote of
three-quarters of the entire membership
of the Board of Governors.

BYLAW XIV

Chapter Expenses
Sec. 6.

The Treasurer

of the Society shall

with each Chapter SecretaryTreasurer a sum of money, the amount to
be fixed by the Board of Governors. The
deposit

Secretary-Treasurer of the Chapter shall
send to the Treasurer of the Society at the
end of each school year or on demand an
itemized account of all expenditures incurred.

Chapter Meetings
Sec. 7. The Chapter shall hold at least
four meetings per year.
The SecretaryTreasurer shall forward to the Secretary
of the Society at the end of each school
year a report of the meetings for that year,

giving the subject, speaker, and approximate attendance for each meeting.

BYLAW XIH
Amendments
Sec. 1. Proposed amendments to these
Bylaws may be initiated by the Board of
Governors or by a recommendation to
the Board of Governors signed by ten
voting members.
Proposed amendments
may be approved at any regular meeting
of the Society at which a quorum is present,

by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of
the members present and eligible to vote
Such proposed amendments
thereon.
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Standards and Recommendations
Sec. 1. American Standards sponsored
by the Society and the Society's Recommendations are proposed and adopted in
the public interest and are designed to
eliminate misunderstanding between the
manufacturer and the purchaser and to
assist the purchaser in selecting and obtaining the proper product for its particular
need. Existence of such a Standard or
Recommendation does not in any respect
preclude any member or nonmember from
manufacturing or selling products not conforming to the Standard or Recommendation.

BYLAW XV
Disposition of Assets

and

Dissolution

Sec. 1. Upon the dissolution of the
Society and after payment of all indebtedness of the Society, the funds, investments
and other assets of the Society shall be
given and transferred to some other nonprofit organization having objects similar
to those of the Society.
The selection of

such other organization shall be made by
the Board of Governors either at a regular
meeting of said Board of Governors or at a
special meeting of said

Board called

for the

purpose of selecting such an organization.

Officers

of the Society

April 1953

JOHN G. FRAYNE

HERBERT BARNETT

Executive Vice-President

President

1953-54

MOLE

7953-54

Past-President

HENRY J. HOOD
Engineering Vice-President

7953-54

7953-54

PETER

FRANK

E. CAHILL, JR.

JOHN W. SERVIES

NORWOOD

L. SIMMONS

Editorial Vice-President

7953-54

EDWARD

S.

SEELEY

Financial Vice-President

Convention Vice-President

Secretary

7953-54

7953-54

7953-54
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BARTON KREUZER
Treasurer,

1953-54
J. E.

AlKEN

Governor,

1952-53

FRED G. ALBIN
Governor,

1952-53

GEORGE W. COLBURN
Governor,

ELLIS

1952-53

W. D'ARCY

Governor,

1952-53

JOHN K. MILLIARD
Governor,

1952-53

AXEL G. JENSEN
Governor,

FRANK

1952-53

E.

Governor,

GORDON A. CHAMBERS
Governor,

L.

1953-54

M. BEARING

Governor,

1953-54

WM.

A.

MUELLER

Governor,
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1953-54

CARLSON
1953-54

CHARLES
Governor,

L. TOWNSF.ND
1953-51

MALCOLM G.TOWNSLEY
Governor,

7953-54

H.
C. E.

HEPPBERGER

Governor,

VAUGHN

JR.

7953

Governor,

C.

Governor,

7953

SHANER
7953

OFFICERS AND MANAGERS OF SECTIONS
ATLANTIC COAST:

Chairman,

Wm.

A. Offenhauser, Jr.;

Emerson Yorke; Managers: R. C. Holslag, M. H.
Frank N. Gillette, John G. Stott, Richard Hodgson.

CENTRAL:
agers:

Eddy,

Searle,

Secretary- Treasurer,

R. T.

Van Niman,

Chairman, C. E. Heppberger; Secretary- Treasurer, J. L. Wassell;
Wm. P. Kusak, John S. Powers, K. M. Mason,

R. Paul Ireland,
I.

Man-

W.

C.

F. Jacobsen.

PACIFIC COAST:

Chairman,

Vaughn

C. Shaner;

Managers: Ralph E. Lovell, Hollis
Blaney, L. G. Dunn, A. M. Gundelfinger.
well;

Secretary- Treasurer, P.

C. CaldA. C.

W. Moyse, Herbert Pangborn,

STUDENT CHAPTER OFFICERS
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY:
Under Re- organization

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN
FORNIA:

Chairman, K.

Secretary- Treasurer,

CALIKenneth Miura;

Richard

Polister.

K. KENNETH MIURA
Chairman, 7953
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Treasurer's Report

January

1

December

1952

31,

CASH
Cash on Deposit,
January 1, 1952
Net Receipts

Regular

Account,

Chase National Bank,
$ 2,237
11 407
,

Cash on Deposit, Regular Account, December 31, 1952
Cash on Deposit, Payroll Account, Chase National
98
Bank, January 1, 1952
Deposits
$48,602
Total
Disbursements

.

Cash on Deposit, Payroll Account, December
Petty Cash Fund
Total Cash on Deposit and on

31,

.

$13,644

.

48,700
48,141

1952

559
200

Hand

$14,403

INVESTMENTS
Savings Accounts, January
Less: Accounts Closed

1,

1952

27,209
21,612

Total

Add:

5,597

Interest Credited

198

Savings Accounts, December 31, 1952
U.S. Government Bonds (at cost)

5,795
60,000

Total Investments

.

.

65,795

.

Total Cash and Investments, December 37, 1952

$80,198
Respectfully submitted,

BARTON KREUZER,

Summary

of Financial Condition

Dec.

ASSETS (What Your Society Owns}
Cash on Hand and in Bank

1952

5,795
60,000
6,815
47,130

,

1
1

Total Assets

$134,145
Your Society Owes}

Accounts Payable
Customers' Advance Payments
Membership Dues Received in Advance
Withholding Taxes Payable
N.Y.C. Sales Tax Payable
F.O.A.B. Payable
Federal Excise Tax Payable
Reserve for Replacement of Test Film Equipment
Reserve for 1955 Five Year Index
Total Liabilities

MEMBERS' EQUITY

$

.

4,339
586
4,082
1,472
10
129
17
8 000
1,000
,

$ 19,635

.

(What Your

Society Is

Total Liabilities and Members' Equity
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31,

$ 14,403

Savings Accounts
U.S. Government Bonds (at cost)
Accounts Receivable
Test Film Inventery
Test Film Equipment (memo value)
Office Furniture and Equipment (memo value)

LIABILITIES (What

Treasurer

Worth)

114,510

$134,145

Statement of Income and Expenses
December

1

January

31,

1952

Test Film Operations

Test Film Sales
Cost of Test Films Sold

ego
'.'.'.'.'.

'.

\

\

(

a?

i

61,739

\

Net Income From Test Film Operations
Membership Operations
Total Membership Dues Income
Total Cost of Membership Operations

$35 454

........

$67 793
7*494

Net Income From Membership Operations

60 304

Publications Operations

Total Income from Publications
Total Cost of Publications Operations
Net Loss From Publications Operations

149
49 320

$21

....

'

(28,171)

Conventions Operations

Total Income From Conventions
Total Cost of Conventions Operations

$11,243
14,290

Net Loss From Conventions Operations

(3,047)

Other Sales Operations
Total Other Sales

$

1

?

Total Cost of Other Sales Operations

Net Income From Other Sales Operations
Other Income
Interest

058
905

.....

Earned

153

$

1

}

Miscellaneous Income

Total Other Income

648
97

.

.

.

Total Operating Income

1,745

$67,438

Operating Expenses

Engineering
Nonengineering Committees

$12,025
398
55,542
323
2,600
1,385

Administrative
Officers

Sections

and Chapters

Affiliations

Total Operating Expenses

72,273

Net Operating Income

($4,835)

Other Deductions
Provision for Replacement of Test Film
Provision for 1955 Five- Year Index

Equipment

Total Other Deductions

...

$8,000
500
.

Excess of Expenses Over Income

.

.

8,500
($13,335)

The foregoing financial statements were prepared from the records of the Society for the
1952 and reflect the results of operations for that year. The records and financial
statements were audited for the year ended December 31, 1952, by Wilbur A. Smith,
Certified Public Accountant, New York City, and are in conformity with that audit.

FRANK

E. CAHILL, JR., Financial Vice-President
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Membership Report
For Year Ended December

31,

1952
Total

Membership, January 1,7952

...

Pel.

4ct.

Assoc.

Stud.

Indiv.

Sust.

3

207

1114
193

1873
317

215
72

76

15

1

3412
582
23

New Members

Reinstatements

.

3

Resignations

Deceased
Delinquent

:

.

2205

288

4017

86

-17

37

-2

-1

Nonmember

.

-70

1216

2016

216

3655

81

3736'

3655

81

3736

2

.

.

Membership, December 31, 7952

-8
-144

.

-13

-4

6969

.

...
.

-3
-78

-57
-13
-292

1515

...
.

4103

1314

204

3

Transfers
Active to Fellow
Associate to Active
Student to Active
Student to Associate
Active to Associate

3488
592

-1
.

Memb.

10

207

-2
.

Total

Hon.

219

3

2

1010

6

6

1266

1963

204

Subscription Report

For Year Ended December

31,

1952

Subscriptions, January 1, 1952
New Subscriptions and Previous Cutoffs

1,028
467
1,495

Cutoffs

and Expirations

Subscriptions,

December

277
31, 1952

1,218

Journal on Microfilm
University Microfilms has announced the completion of microfilming the Journal for
1952.
The year's two volumes, 58 and 59, are packaged as one unit which sells for
These volumes as well as those for 1950 and 1951 are available to Society members
$3.45.
and Journal subscribers for those years. The costs are $4.15 for 1950 (vols. 54 and 55)
and $4.00 for 1951 (vols. 56 and 57). Address all inquiries to University Microfilms,
313 N. First St., Ann Arbor, Mich.
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Awards
In accordance with the provisions of the
(Administrative Practices of the Society
land the regulations for granting the
Medal
Award, the Progress
[journal
the Samuel L. Warner Memorial

[Award,

The Journal Award Committee

shall

of five Fellows or Active members of the Society, appointed by the
President and confirmed by the Board
The Chairman of the
of Governors.
Committee shall be designated by the

consist

President.

convention of the Society
Certificate shall be
presented to the author or to each of
authors of the most outstanding
the

At the

fall

Journal

Award

paper originally published in the Journal
of the
Society during the preceding
calendar year.

Other papers published in the Journal
of the Society may be cited for Honorable
Mention at the option of the Committee,
but in any case should not exceed five in

,

number.

The Journal Award

shall be

made on

the basis of the following qualifications:
j

(1)

The paper must

technical phase

I

deal

of motion

with some

picture engi-

peering.

(2) No
paper given in connection
'with the receipt of any other Award of

the Society shall be eligible.
(3) In judging of the merits

of the

paper, three qualities shall be considered,
with the weights here indicated
(a) techmerit and importance of material,
[nical
and breadth of inf|45%; (b) originality
Uterest, 35%; and (c) excellence of presenI

:

I

tation of the material,

20%.

A majority vote of the entire ComBmittee shall be required for the election
I
|

to

the

the David Sarnoff Gold Medal
Award, a list of names of previous recipients and the reasons for the awards
are published annually in the Journal as
follows:

Award

Journal

la

Award and

Award.

Absent

vote in writing.
The report of the

members may

Committee

shall be

presented to the Board of Governors at

meeting for ratification.
These regulations, a list of the names
I of those who have previously received
their July

Journal Award, the year of each
Award, and the titles of the papers shall

the

be published annually in the Journal of
the Society. In addition, the list of

papers selected for

Honorable Mention

shall be published in the

Journal of the
Society during the year current with the

Award.

The
with

recipients are listed below by year,
date of Journal publication

the

given after the title.
1934, P. A. Snell, "An introduction to the
experimental study of visual fatigue,"
May 1933.
1935, L. A. Jones and J. H. Webb,

"Reciprocity law failure in photographic
exposure," Sept. 1934.
1936, E. W. Kellogg, "A comparison of
variable-density and variable-width systems," Sept. 1935.
1937, D. B. Judd, "Color blindness
anomalies of vision," June 1936.
S. Gibson, "The analysis
specification of color," Apr. 1937.

1938, K.

and

and

1939, H. T. Kalmus, "Technicolor adventures in cinemaland," Dec. 1938.
1940, R. R. McNath, "The surface of the
nearest star," Mar. 1939.
1941, J. G. Frayne and Vincent Pagliarulo,
"The effects of ultraviolet light on
variable-density recording
June 1940.
ing,

and

print-

W. J. Albersheim and Donald MacKenzie, "Analysis of soundfilm drives,"

1942,

July 1941.
R. R.

1943,

Scoville

and W.

L.

Bell,

and

use of noise-reduction
bias systems," Feb. 1942 (Award made
Apr. 1944).
and
1944, J. I. Crabtree, G. T. Eaton
M. E. Muehler, "Removal of hypo and
silver salts from photographic materials
as affected by the composition of the

"Design

1943.
processing solutions," July
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1945, G. J. Kunz, H. E. Goldberg and
C. E. Ives, "Improvement in illuminaof
motion
tion
efficiency
picture
printers," May 1944.

1946, R. H. Talbot, "The projection
of film," Aug. 1945.

life

1947, Albert Rose, "A unified approach
to the performance of photographic film,
television pickup tubes, and the human
eye," Oct. 1946.
1948, J. S. Chandler, D. F. Lyman and
L. R. Martin, "Proposals for 16-mm

and 8-mm sprocket standards," June
1947.

Progress

Progress Medal Award Committee
of five Fellows or Active
members of the Society, appointed by the
President and confirmed by the Board of
Governors. The Chairman of the Committee shall be designated by the Presiconsist

Progress Medal may be awarded
each year to an individual in recognition
of any invention, research or development which, in the opinion of the Committee, shall have resulted in a significant
advance in the development of motion

The

picture technology.
Any member of the Society

Award.

persons

The

may recom-

deemed

worthy of the
recommendation in each

case shall be in writing and in detail as
to the accomplishments which are thought
The recomconsideration.
to
justify
mendation shall be seconded in writing

by any two Fellows or Active members
of the Society, who shall set forth their
knowledge of the accomplishments of the
candidate which, in their opinion, justify
consideration.

A

majority vote of the entire Committee shall be required to constitute an
Award of the Progress Medal. Absent
members may vote in writing.
The report of the Committee shall be
presented to the Board of Governors at
their July

meeting

for ratification.

recipient of the Progress Medal
shall be asked to present a photograph of
himself to the Society and, at the discretion of the Committee, may be asked to

The

prepare a paper for publication in the
Journal of the Society.
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P. Weiss, "Synthetic color-forming
binders for photographic emulsions,"
Nov. 1950.
1952, D. L. MacAdam, "Quality of color
reproduction," May 1951.
J."

The present Chairman of the Journal
Award Committee is Frederick J. Kolb, Jr.

These regulations, a list of the names of
who have previously received the
Medal, the year of each Award and a

those

statement of the reason for the Award
shall be published annually in the Journal
of the Society.

Awards have been made

dent.

mend

raphy," Dec. 1948.
1950, Frederick J. Kolb, Jr., "Air cooling
of motion picture film for higher
screen illumination," Dec. 1949.
1951, A. B. Jennings, W. A. Stanton and

Medal Award

The

shall

1949, F. G. Albin, "Sensitometric aspect
of
television
monitor-tube
photog-

as

follows:

1935, E. C. Wente, for his work in sound
recording and reproduction, Dec. 1935.
1936, C. E. K. Mees, for his work in
photography, Dec. 1936.
1937, E. W. Kellogg, for his work in sound

reproduction, Dec. 1937.
1938, H. T. Kalmus, for his work in developing color motion pictures, Dec.
1938.

1939, L. A. Jones, for his scientific researches in photography, Dec. 1939.
1940, Walt Disney, for his contributions

motion picture photography and
sound recording of feature and short
to

cartoon films, Dec. 1940.
1941, G. L.

Dimmick, for his development
motion picture sound re-

activities in

cording, Dec. 1941.

No Awards

were made in 1942 and 1943.

1944, J. G. Capstan , for his research and
development of films and apparatus

used in amateur cinematography, Jan.
1945.

No Awards were made

in 1945

and 1946.

G. Frayne, for his technical
achievements and the documenting of

1947,
his

J.

work in addition

to his contributions

to the field of education

and

his inspira-

tion to his fellow engineers, Jan. 1948.
1948, Peter Mole for his outstanding
achievements in motion picture studio

lighting

which

set

a pattern for lighting

and

equipment for the
motion picture industry,

techniques

American
Jan. 1949.
1949,

Harvey Fletcher

for

his

outstand-

ing contributions to the art of recording and reproducing of sound for motion
pictures, Oct. 1949
1950, V. K. Zworykin, for his outstanding
contributions to the development of
television,

Dec.

1950.

1951, Earl I. Sponable, for outstanding
contributions to technical advancement
of the motion picture art, particularly

with respect to sound on film, color and
large-screen television, Dec. 1951.
1952, John I. Grabtree, for his outstanding
contribution in the field of photographic
chemistry, motion picture processing
processing equipment, Dec. 1952.

and

The present Chairman of the Progress
Medal Award Committee is D. B. Joy.

Samuel L. Warner Memorial Award
Each year the President shall appoint
a Samuel L. Warner Memorial Award
Committee consisting of a chairman and
four

The chairman and commembers must be Active Members

members.

mittee

or Fellows of the Society.
In considering candidates for the Award, the committee shall give preference to inventions
or developments occurring in the last five

Preference should also be
years.
to the invention or development

given
likely

have the widest and most beneficial

to

on the quality of the reproduced
sound and picture. A description of the
method or apparatus must be available

effect

for publication in sufficient detail so that
it

may be followed by anyone skilled in
Since the Award is made to an

art.

the
in-

dividual, a

development in which a group
participates should be considered only if
one person has contributed the basic idea
and also has contributed substantially to
the practical working out of the idea.
If,
any year, the committee does not consider any recent development to be more
than the logical working out of details
in

no recommendamade. The
recommendation of the committee shall be
presented to the Board of Governors at
along well-known

tion for the

lines,

Award

shall be

the July meeting.

The purpose of this Award is to encourage the development of new and improved methods or apparatus designed
for sound-on-film motion
pictures, including any step in the process.
Any person, whether or not a member
of the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers,

is

eligible to receive the

Award.

The Award

shall consist of a gold

medal

It
suitably engraved for each recipient.
shall be presented at the Fall Convention
of the Society, together with a bronze

replica.

These regulations, a list of those who
previously have received the Award, and
a statement of the reason for the Award
shall be published annually in the Journal
of the Society. The recipients have been
:

1947, J. A. Maurer, for his outstanding

contributions to the field of high-quality
16-mm sound recording and reproduction, film processing, development of

16-mm sound

test films,

and

for his in-

spired leadership in industry standardization (citation published, Jan. 1948).
1948, Nathan Levinson, for his outstanding work in the field of motion picture
sound recording, the intercutting of

variable-area

sound

tracks,

and
variable-density
commercial use of
for extending volume

the

control track
range, and the use of the first soundproof camera blimps (citation published, Jan. 1949).

1949, R.

work

M.

Evans, for his outstanding

motion picture
on visual
effects in photography and development work on commercial color procfilms,

in the field of color

including

research

esses (citation published, Oct. 1949).
1950, Charles R. Fordyce, for his efforts
in and achievement of the development of triacetate safety base film

(citation published, Dec. 1950).
1951, Earl I. Sponable, for years of research and development in recording
of sound on film (citation published

Dec. 1951).
Herbert T. Kalmus;

1952,

for

Techni-
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16mm

color's perfection of the inhibition proccolor prints and for the
ess for

16mm

The present Chairman of the Samuel
Warner Memorial Award Committee

techniques of making separate sound
negatives for mass production by the
35mm32mm method for excellence of

David Sarnoff Gold Medal Award
The David Sarnoff Gold Medal Award
Committee, appointed by the President,
shall consist of five Fellows, Honorary
Members or former recipients of some
formal Society Award, each of whom shall
be qualified to judge the importance or
value of current work in some technical
phase of the broad field of television engineering, whether in research, development,
design, manufacture, operation, or in any
similar phase of theater television.

The award
together
citation,
tions.

shall consist of a gold

with

a

bronze replica

medal,

and a

stating the recipient's qualifica-

The David Sarnoff Gold Medal may
be awarded each year to any qualified
whether or not currently
individual,
a member of this Society, in recognition of
recent technical contributions to the art of
encourage the development
of new techniques, new methods and new
equipment which hold promise for the
continued improvement of television, pref-

the July meeting of the
Board, for presentation at the Fall Con-

entation

(at

is

.

Any member of the Society
may recommend persons deemed worthy
vention).

of the Award. The recommendation in
each case shall be in writing and in detail
as to the accomplishments which are
thought to justify consideration.

These regulations, a list of the names of
who have previously received the
medal, the year of each Award and a statethose

for the Award shall be
published annually in the Journal of the

ment of the reason
Society.

The

first

recipient

is

:

1951, Otto H. Schade, for his outstanding
accomplishments in the fields of television and motion picture science and
engineering, in outlining the potentialities of television and film systems as to
fidelity of photography and reproduction
of images
(citation
published Dec.
1951).

1952, Axel G. Jensen, for his manifold
contributions to the promulgating of
monochrome and color television engi-

neering standards, and for his work on
the improvement of the quality of television pictures obtained from motion
picture film (citation published, Dec.

years.

Recommendations of the Committee
and a report of its deliberations shall be
presented to the Board of Governors three
months in advance of the time for pres-

L.

Wallace V. Wolfe.

television, to

erence to be given for work having reached
completion within the preceding five

sound (citation published, Dec.

1952).

1952).

The present Chairman of the David
Sarnoff Gold Medal Award Committee
is

Loren L. Ryder.

Tests films are solidly noticed in the Bulletin of the Audio- Visual Center, Indiana UniThe first three pages are chiefly
versity, Bloomington, Ind., vol. 12, No. 3, Feb. 1953.
devoted to the Society's 16mm Sound Service Test Film, the values of which have been
emphasized for the Bulletin by Robert W. Miller of the De Vry Corp. After a thorough
description of the sound service film, there is this note: "We hope that information on a
If you have had
visual test film can be presented in this Bulletin in the near future.
experience in using one, or can suggest points which need to be discussed, we will appreciate hearing from you."
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HONORARY MEMBERS
Lee de Forest

A.

Edward W. Kellogg

V. K. Zworykin

S.

Howell

The distinction of Honorary Membership in the Society is awarded to
living pioneers whose basic contributions when examined through the
perspective of time represent a substantial forward step in the recorded
history of the arts and sciences with which the Society is most concerned.

SMPTE HONOR ROLL
Aime Augustin Le Prince
William Friese-Greene
Thomas Alva Edison

Edwin Stanton Porter
Herman A. DeVry

Louis

W. Paul
Frank H. Richardson

Robert

George Eastman
Frederic Eugene Ives
Jean Acme Le Roy

Leon Gaumont
Theodore W. Case
Edward B. Craft
Samuel L. Warner

C. Francis Jenkins

Eugene Augustin Lauste
William Kennedy Laurie Dickson

Louis Lumiere

Thomas Armat
Elevation to the Honor Roll of the Society is granted to each distinguished
pioneer who during his lifetime was awarded Honorary Membership or
whose work was recognized subsequently as fully meriting that award.

Engineering Activities
Film Projection Practice Committee
On March 10, 1953, the members of
Committee met

this

to

consider several

very timely questions that have been raised
with respect to special magazines, projection
reels and reel spindles required for exhibition of three-dimensional motion pictures.
Their deliberations produced a number
of

definite

recommendations

and

sug-

gestions that further engineering develop-

ment work be undertaken promptly by the

The Commanufacturers.
March 18 transmitting
information to the manufacturers

equipment

mittee's letter of
this

A

magazine with an inside diameter of
and minimum depth of 3^ in. is
recommended.
25

In order possibly to help eliminate confusion on magazines and reels for use with
3-D, two-film systems accommodating a
program length of 10,000 ft with one

we

list

below the present

thinking of the Film Projection Practice
Committee of the SMPTE:

in.

Reels

A

and Spindles

an outside diameter of 24
recommended. Suggestions on other
features of this equipment follow:
reel with

in. is

Several manufacturers indicated
(a)
that a i^-in. diameter shaft of high-grade
steel is adequate with regard to strength.
However, to provide a reasonable safety
factor

a

said:

intermission,

Magazines

where

suitable steel cannot be used

be desirable.
|-in. spindle
(b) It is believed that a 3^-

may

or $-in.

bore in the reel is inadequate and that a
The
larger bore is definitely required.
reasons are twofold:

a
(1) It is extremely difficult to place
loaded 24-in. reel on the feed magazine
a ^- or
spindle when sighting through
bore, especially when it is con|-in.
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sidered that this spindle is above the
line of sight of the average projectionist.
(2) Necessary manufacturing tolerances and subsequent wear between
reel bore

and spindle

shaft cause lateral

motion of the reel rim regardless of reel
size.
However, this deviation from a
true running reel increases propor-

new equipment the adapter will become
an integral part of the spindle. This
would provide an additional engineering

of

improvement because the driving torque
would then come directly from the largerdiameter member, eliminating the wear
resulting from the existing drive.

tionately as the outside diameter increases.
This weave effect is inversely

proportional to the size of the spindle
and reel bore: the larger the
diameter of the shaft and bore, the
smaller the weave, assuming, of course,
the same play between spindle and reel

TAPPED FOR SET SCREWS

shaft

exists in all cases.

BACK SPACER

believed that a 2-in. diameter reel
bore would appreciably aid in overcoming
these difficulties.
or ^-in.
(c) Transition from
i^-in.
diameter shaft to the 2-in. diameter bore
It

2 DIA

COUKJTERBORE
FOR EXISTING

is

can be accomplished with an adapter
which is secured to the shaft with two
Allen head setscrews. This adapter could
carry a |-in. key on its outside diameter
for engagement with the keyway in the
reel bore and have a suitable internal
keyway for engagement with the key in
the magazine shaft. Additional details
on the adapter are shown in the diagram

herewith.

Goal

SECTION THROUGH ADAPTER

Program
The Committee does not wish

this is an industry-wide problem, we would
appreciate it if your company would
provide and run tests on a single unit as
described above.
If you like, the Committee can submit your test unit to several
theater operators for further test and com-

ment.

With

these suggested modifications restricted initially to the theater projection

booth, it is believed that the equipment
conversion will proceed smoothly and with
a minimum of obsolescence of existing
equipment. It is contemplated that over
a period of years and with the development

to offer

these proposals as recommendations until
samples have been built and tested. Since

If,

engineers,

in reviewing this

with your own

you have any suggestions

for

improvements, we shall very much appreciate your help, since this, of course, is a
problem which is in urgent need of an
engineering

solution

whole industry.

acceptable to the
Henry Kogel, Staff Engi-

Errata
Eugene
Jour.

Millet,

"Some Geometrical Conditions

SMPTE,

59: 517-523, Dec. 1952.

Page 519, equation (15):
For:
read:

X = D'f^Jf^ =
X - D'f^/f^ =
v

v

Page 519, equation (20)
For:
read:
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:

- abJXv (X, - a},
a' = abJX,(X, - a).

a'

for

Depth

Effect in

Motion

Pictures,'

column

ige 520,

E E

line 20:

1,

'

For:

t

1

'

tad:

t

Page 520, column
For:

I

read:

r/:

7i

Page 521,
For:

column

.Di

read:
|

'

'

read:

<

31

:

we have D/E - D and EJEa we have D/E > D and EJEa < I
'

1,

-

1.95

=

1.95

/ - Ea
Ea > Ea

or

.

f

.

1/Z> 2 )

1,

m
m
line 19:

(64/3000)12.5

-

5.3

(64/3000)12.5

+

5.3

=
=

5.57

5.57

Meeting

on March 19, the Managers
imthorized an expenditure for imprinted
envelopes which should establish control
)ver mailings and prevent a reoccurrence
the mix-up which kept perhaps as much
half the membership from receiving
.heir notices for this meeting.
George
Segus reported on a Chicago Technical
)f
is

Council Meeting of Program Chairmen.
was agreed that an article describing the
functions of the Central Section would be
local Sciprepared for publication in the

R[t

En-Tech.
In line with our plans to bring more
to the members, our May 21st
pasic papers
neeting will be at the Western Society of
Engineers and will run from midafternoon

I

approximately 10:30.

We

plan to
magnetic
'triping products and equipment in the
In the large auditori.mall auditorium.
ium two papers are scheduled between 4- 00
ind 5:30 P.M. These will cover applicaThere will be
ion of magnetic recording.
ik six-to-eight dinner break and individual
be held with manufacponferences may
Invite manufacturers to exhibit

!

turers' representatives.
Starting at 8:00

petzel, of Minnesota

P.M. Dr. W. W.
Mining and Manu-

facturing Co., will keynote the session with a
paper entitled "Basic Theory of Magnetic

recording."

1

or

I//),)

Meeting

until

'

t

2, line 4:

lentral Section

,

'

t

'

1,

equation (21):

2b (l/D l
2b (l/D l

-

Z>i

age 523, column
For:

1,

- 72 - 72 =

TI

and

29, 30

t

Page 521, column
For:

1, lines

Having assumed Et
Having assumed E

Following

Dr.

Wetzel,

a

general panel discussion on the entire field

of magnetic recording will

begin.

Paul

cooperating with George Negus
on this ambitious meeting. This is the
first specific example of our stated program
Ireland

for the

is

Managers

to carry extra duties.

The Managers' March

19 meeting adjourned at 6:00 P.M. and the general
meeting was convened at 8:00 P.M. The
program was:

"Combat Photography," Norman Hatch,
former

Marine

Corps

Cinematographer

presented the film Battle of Tarawa which
was made during the invasion. His discussion covered the reasons behind the
picture, the experiences of the photographer
during the shooting and the technical
problems of combat photography.

"Stereo Today," Robert L. Mclntyre,
photographic consultant and columnist, a
discussion of principles

and applications of

stereo.

A demonstration of stereo projection
with color slides, by Earl Krause, ViceChairman of the Stereo Division of PSA.
"Light Polarization as It Applies to
Stereo Projection," by Robert Hall.
Approximately 90 people attended,
which was excellent considering that not
many had received notification because of
the partial failure' in mailing.

James L.

Wassell, Secretary-Treasurer, Central Section, 247 E. Ontario St., Chicago 11, 111.
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Book Review
Auditoriums
No. 2 in a series, Planning Schools for
PubUse of Audio-Visual Materials.
lished (1953) by the Department of AudioVisual Instruction, National Education
Association, 1201

ington

D.C.

6,

bound.

6

X

16th
36 pp.

9 in.

N.W., Wash13 illus.
Paper

St.,

Price SI. 00 (discounts

for quantities).

Auditoriums

is

another result of a con-

ference on audio-visual instruction which
was reported by D. F. Lyman in the

May

1952.
Journal, pp. 445^149,
Society
will be interested inasmuch as

members

the booklet offers "basic performance
standards for adequate utilization of motion
slides,

pictures,

vision, recordings,

display

and

filmstrips,

radio,

opaque materials,

tele-

and

exhibit materials for groups

larger than the single class unit."
Seating arrangements are suggested,

guidance

is

for

and
planning of an

given
area" of at least 15 to 20 ft
between the stage and the front row of
seats, furnished with a portable projection
"activity

microphone, electrical outlets,
Problems of acoustics
folding chairs, etc.
are emphasized, and guidance from a

screen,

consultant is strongly urged.
The use of splayed walls and of windowless
walls are two modern trends in school
auditoriums that are favored in dealing
qualified

with acoustics problems.
A few pointers on wiring emphasize
that it is cheaper to provide at the time of
construction more outlets than are thought
A
necessary than to add a few later.
check list is provided.
Methods of darkening auditoriums for
motion picture projection, the desirable

darkened hall, and screen
surround are outlined under "Light Control," and under "Speakers" it is suggested
that a sound-system specialist, not the
light level in the

on

"local radio-man," be consulted
tion and installation.

The

selection

and placement of
covered and avai

are

screens

tion

described.

types

niches

Projection

fdl

small auditoriums and booths for larg
ones are specified. The final sectio
outlines who should select equipment an
how it should be chosen, with a list of som

An append!
54 manufacturers of pertinent equip
ment.
This well-done booklet, like its prede
specific points to consider.

lists

is chiefly a public -relations product
should be useful to the specialists t J
put in the hands of the layman in ordej

cessor,
It

win support

to

for

designer or engineer

on

new
who

Th
proposals.
is concentrating

find himself grateful
this educationists' group for
his

may

job

;

tit

verbalizinij

his ideas in

man who

New

terms understandable to

will

pay the

bill.

thij

V.A.

Audio Periodical

The Audio Engineering

Society has estab
under the editor-,

lished a quarterly Journal

ship of Lewis S.

Goodfriend.

The

firs')

been announced to contain tht
30 papers presented last October at thtj
Fourth Annual Convention of the Society

issue has

;

]

The

Journal

is

conceived as a

medium

foi.'

review and original research articles OD\
broadcast audio systems, the recording'

and reproduction of sound (musical and.
and certain other topics oil

otherwise),

particular interest to the professional audio
Book reviews and other items'
engineer.
Subof current interest will be published.
scriptions
at $8.00

may

be entered by nonmembers

year, by addressing the
Audio Engineering Society,
P.O. Box 12, Old Chelsea Station, New*
York 11, N.Y. AES members will receive

per

Journal of the

it

as part of their

membership.

Meetings
73d Semiannual Convention of the SMPTE, Apr. 27-May 1, Hotel Statler, Los Angeles
National Association of Radio and Television Broadcasters, 7th Annual Conf., Apr. 2
May 1, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles
American Physical Society, Apr. 30-May 2, Washington, D.C.
Acoustical Society of America, May 7-9, Hotel Warwick, Philadelphia, Pa.
442

;

jociety

jociety

Motion Picture and Television Engineers, Central Section Meeting, May 14,
(tentative), Western Society of Engineers, Chicago
of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, Southwest Subsection, May 20,

of

Dallas, Tex.

Third Annual Conference on Science in Photography
and Photographic Instrumentation, May 20-22, U.S. Hotel Thayer, West Point, N.Y.
ociety of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, Central Section Meeting, June 11,
Geo. W. Colburn Laboratory, Chicago
kmerican Physical Society, June 18-20, Rochester, N.Y.
kmerican Institute of Electrical Engineers, Summer General Meeting, June 29-July 3,
ociety of Photographic Engineers,

Atlantic City, N.J.

Photographic Association, 23d Annual Meeting, Aug. 31-Sept. 3, Hotel Statler,
Los Angeles, Calif.
lluminating Engineering Society, National Technical Conference, Sept. 14-18. Hotel
Commodore, New York, N.Y.
phe Royal Photographic Society's Centenary, International Conference on the Science
and Applications of Photography, Sept. 19-25, London, England
National Electronics Conference, 9th Annual Conference, Sept. 28-30, Hotel Sherman,
Chicago
4th Semiannual Convention of the SMPTE, Oct. 4-9, Hotel Statler, New York
mdio Engineering Society, Fifth Annual Convention, Oct. 14-17, Hotel New Yorker,
New York, N.Y.
"heatre Equipment and Supply Manufacturers' Association Convention (in conjunction
with Theatre Equipment Dealers' Association and Theatre Owners of America),
Oct. 31 -Nov. 4, Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago, 111.
"heatre Owners of America, Annual Convention and Trade Show, Nov. 1-5, Chicago, 111.
National Electrical Manufacturers Association, Nov. 9-12, Haddon Hall Hotel, Atlantic
liological

5th Semiannual Convention of the

SMPTE, May

City, N.J.
3-7, 1954 (next year), Hotel Statler,

Washington, B.C.

6th

Semiannual Convention of the

Employment

SMPTE, Oct.

Service
educational

Positions Available

Cameraman-Director, young
pVanted:
nan free to travel, to work in Southern
Must be able to show sample
j-tates.
Send resume of experience and
jootage.
bersonal details in letter.
:o

Address replies
P.O. Box 1531, Louisville, Ky.

Career

Opportunity

in

Midwest:

for

;ompetent photographer and cinematogapher experienced in 16mm production
:echniques to become permanently assoas working partner, with well
:iated,
established,

aany

financially

producing

films exclusively.

responsible

com-

medical and scientific
Must be under 40, of

5xcellent character,

18-20, 1954 (next year), Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles

good personality and

background.

Write,

education, experience,
employment, marital status,
age,

pected

and

spondence

W. LaRue,
Chicago

11,

Position

where
can be
Inc.,

stating
of

history

salary excorreconfidential

addressed.

Mervin

159 E. Chicago Ave.,

111.

Wanted

1 as gen. mgr., charge of
production, large southern film studio.
15 yrs. experience as prod, mgr., editor and

Resigned Feb.

16mm

and 35mm. Married,
References and re'sume'
Harlan H. Mendenhall, 5141
on request
Bataan St., Houston, Tex.

cameraman,

37, college grad.
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New

Products

Further information about these items can be obtained direct from the addresses given.
As in th|
case of technical papers, the Society is not responsible for manufacturers' statements, and publicai;
tion of these items does not constitute endorsement of the products.

0*0*0

This Visible Edge-Numbering Machine
35mm and 16mm has been marketed
by S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp., 602 W.
52d St., New York 19, N.Y. Film move-

for

ment

is

An

nonintermittent.

automatically
operated metal numbering block prints
the footage number on the film at each
revolution of the sprocket. The film is
passed over a series of drying rollers and

before

elevators

rewound.

being

PHOTO-LAB-INDEX,
has

Edition,

Morgan
York

&

17,

just

Lester,

N.Y.

It

13th

The

Lifetime

announced by
101 Park Ave., New
is
presented as an

been

numbering block is kept clean by a comb
nation of bristle brush and felt pad.
Film capacity
speed

is

is

2000

50 ft/min.

ft

and

printin

The 16mm mode

between the perforations only bu
model can be supplied to prin
between the perforations or on the outsk
prints

the

35mm

edge. The standard numbering block
for 6 figures, either with 2 handset and
automatic figure wheels, or with 3 hands
and 3 automatic.

Service,

available only from the Publisher,

costs $3.00 a year.

ECCO

#1500

is

an

anti-static film cleaner

enlarged, single-volume, loose-leaf duplex
prong binder with 4-in. page capacity.
It contains within its 1372 pp. a total of
24 sections of data on film, filters, illumi-

and conditioner for use on motion-picture
and strip film, produced and marketed
by Electro-Chemical Products Corp., 60
Franklin St., East Orange, N.J. The

nation,
photo papers, chemicals and
many related aspects of the photographic
and also sections called "Photofield,

manufacturer reports the use of a nonflammable solvent with an extremely low

Words" and "Television."
binder

sell

for $17.95,

and camera shops;
444

The

text

available at

and
book

a Quarterly Supplement

toxicity rating as a fast-drying film cleaner,
of a

and the extension of the cleaning

negative to a cycle of only after 90 prints

have been made.

iThe M.731 Universal Recording Camera,
a cathode-ray oscilloscope recording camera
which provides for still pictures, continuously

moving
been

and drum photogannounced by J. A.

film,

has

raphy,

Maurer,

Inc.,

Photographic Instrumenta-

Division, 37-01
Island City 1, N. Y.

tion

built

by

Southern

31st

St.,

Long

The camera

Instruments

is

Ltd.,

Surrey, England.

The continuously moving film mode of
operation provides for speeds of from 0.4
to 100 in. /sec, while the drum speeds are
from 4 to 1200 in. /sec. 35mm or 70mm
film or paper, perforated or unperforated,
continuous-feed mode
of operation provides for the exposure of
{lengths of film from a few inches to 25 ft,
while for drum records a 50-ft capacity
magazine supplies 20-in. film lengths cut
to size by a built-in magazine knife.
Twenty-five runs are possible without
removal of the drum unit, the manipulation being done through black cloth sleeves
set in the frame at the top of the camera.
The driving unit is a 6-v shunt-wound
motor with a wide range of speeds obtained

may be

used.

The

j

A new

by voltage variation between 2 and 12

the oscilloscope, in order that the drumtype record may be made for only one
revolution of the drum.
second elec-

A

trical circuit

A

3-in. //1. 9 lens
furnished, with others available.
sliding shutter is fixed to the lens tube

A

is

mount to exclude ambient light. A slowspeed attachment which reduces film
speed by a factor of 40 is available for use
with the continuous-feed mechanism. The
slowest speed available, therefore,

is

0.01

in. /sec.

Kodak Sonotrack

coating is a new magcoating service now
available from Eastman Kodak Co. for

netic

sound-track

16mm film. Orders for
be accepted only through

double-perforated
this service will

camera
film to

dealers.

make

it

be charged on
sumed.

edition of the Society's Test Film Catalog

SMPTE

permits the synchronization

of an external event.

is

now

Work

required to repair

satisfactory for coating will
the basis of the time con-

available at

It covers 27 different test films,
Society's headquarters.
theaters, service shops, factories and television stations.

developed by the

v.

Electrical contacts are provided to trigger
an external beam-suppression circuit on

no charge from the

16mm and 35mm,

These test
and the Motion Picture Research Council.

films

for use by
have been
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COLOR.

To make recommendations and prepare specifications for the operation, maintenance, and
servicing of
color motion picture processes, accessory equipment, studio lighting, selection
of studio set colors, color cameras,
color motion picture films, and general color photography.
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LABORATORY PRACTICE.
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and prepare specifications on motion picture optical printers, process projectors (background process), matte
processes, special process lighting technique, special processing machines, miniature-set requirements, special(File
7)
effects devices, and the like, that will lead to improvement in this phase of the production art.
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To make recommendations and prepare specifications for the brightness of the
motion picture screen image, related factors such as ambient light and screen characteristics, methods of measurement in this field, and means for controlling and improving screen brightness.
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printers and
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other film laboratory equipment
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To make recommendations and prepare specifications for the operation, maintenance, and servicing of
motion picture film, sound recorders, re-recorders, and reproducing equipment, methods of recording sound, sound-

SOUND.

the
film processing, and

means of standardizing procedures
(File So 12)

like, to obtain

that will result in the production oj

uniform quality sound in the theater.

better

K. Milliard, Chairman, Altec Lansing Corp., 9356 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly
G. L. Dimmick, Vice-Chairman, RCA Victor Division, Camden, N.J.
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G. Albin
H. W. Bauman
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STANDARDS.

To survey constantly all engineering phases of motion picture production, distribution, and exmake recommendations and prepare specifications that may become proposals for American Standards.
This Committee should follow carefully the work of all other committees on engineering and may request any
committee to investigate and prepare a report on the phase of motion picture engineering to which it is assigned.
hibition, to

(File St 13)

G. L. Dimmick, Chairman,
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Victor Division, Camden, N.J.
Chairmen of Engineering Committees
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Boyle
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Weiss
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STEREOSCOPIC MOTION PICTURES.
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TELEVISION FILM EQUIPMENT (JOINT RTMA-SMPTE COMMITTEE).
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recom-

mendations and prepare specifications on all phases of film equipment used in the television broadcast stations.
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TELEVISION STUDIO LIGHTING.
lighting employed in television studios.

To make recommendations and prepare
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on all phases of
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THEATER TELEVISION.
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stallation, operation, maintenance,

and

prepare specifications for the construction,
servicing of equipment for projecting television pictures in the
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Manufacture of Magnetic
Recording Materials
'

EDWARD SCHMIDT

and

ERNEST W. FRANCK

This paper describes in a general way the basic techniques employed in the
manufacture of magnetic recording materials. Quarter-inch tape is first
discussed, then full-width magnetic film and striping. Last is a brief prognostication of

HILE
it

of

coming trends.

MUCH has been

magnetic

written on the

recording,

little

has

ipeared on the methods and problems
manufacturing the recording media.
>.ice the introduction of the first mag(

recorder in the 1890's, many types
id forms of magnetic materials have
Hien tried.
Today, however, the bulk
btic

work in the field is on nonhomojneous mediums, namely, those prouced by the application of iron oxide
jwder to nonmagnetic base materials.
discusses the methods used
|iis paper
<

all

I Reeves Soundcraft to produce plastic
<

paper base recording tape, and magfilm products used in the motion

pie

future
I

field.

In a paper and demonstration at the

llciety's

Convention at Lake Placid, in

October 1950, we briefly reported on the
1
The
development of 16mm striping.
facilities used in this work have now been
vastly expanded to include both 35mm

and
cial

8mm

Two years of commerfilms.
experience have shown up a number

of problems

which are

also discussed.

Base Materials

The German

plastic

tape

products

were coated on a vinyl type base ma2
and had good tear and shrink
terial,
characteristics but very poor temperature stability.
Vinyl base cannot stand
the normal rigors of heat in regular use.
Calendered kraft paper has been used to
some extent, but suffers from very low
tear resistance and a poor signal-to-noise
ratio due to paper's fibrous structure.

The bulk
Resented
jciety's

on October
Convention

18, 1951, at the
at Hollywood, by

[ward Schmidt, who read the paper, and
nest W. Franck, Magnetic Materials
v.,

Reeves Soundcraft Corp., Springdale,

m.

paper was

is

>2.

and

received January 10,
form on November 26,

first

in revised

152!)
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of present day tape products is
coated on cellulose acetate sheeting, 1.5
This sheeting is manufacmils thick.
tured in quantity as a standard item

by three

large

American companies, Cel-

Corp., Du Pont and Eastman
Kodak Co., and is available in adequate
Since the moisquality and quantity.
ture characteristics, swell and shrink

anese
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factors,

and long term storage

of di-ace-

tate are not completely satisfactory, sevOne
eral new products are under study.

of these,

Du

Font's

"Mylar," a true

with vastly superior strength and
stability characteristics is a step in the
This product is now
right direction.
plastic

available on a limited basis for

armed

use, and magnetic tape made
using Mylar base has passed preliminary

service

studies for several special
cations.

army

appli-

The iron oxide used is precipitated out
of solution, then subjected to a complicated heat treating cycle to produce conand desired magnetic

trolled

particle

micron,

is

size,

properties.

approximately

\

very closely controlled to pro-

duce an end product that is interchangeable with equivalent products of other
manufacturers, and the size uniformity
of particles is a very special chemical
achievement.

Coating Mixture

The

coating mixture is a magnetic
produced from the mixture of iron
oxide pigment, a binder mixture and
suitable solvents, which have no effect on
paint,

Its function is to
the base composition.
hold the magnetic particles firmly in
place on the base, with each pigment par-

Since
separate from the others.
the pigment, or iron oxide, is the active

ticle

ingredient, a high loading in respect to
The process of
is required.

the binder

dispersing the pigment in the carrier, or
binder, is one of the most difficult from a

manufacturing viewpoint and the most
important of all production steps. The
pigment particles are smaller than those
used for paint and, in addition, are highly
magnetic, therefore the tendency

is

to

form agglomerates. Steel ball mills,
where tremendous sheer stresses are
generated by cascading hardened balls,
are the best

known apparatus

for achiev-

Incomplete dispering good dispersion.
sion fails to produce the proper mag454

overall sensitivity.

Application of Coating Mixture
to the Base
All Reeves Soundcraft tape

on

specially designed

April 1953

is

coate

machines on whic

the motion of the base through the ma
chine rivals the steadiness of a good me
tion picture sound recorder.
The coat
is

ing

Pigment

The

netic performance, impairs the
higl
frequency response, and results in

i;

done by constant-head hoppei

over a rigid support, not over a roller a
was the German product. The plasti
base receives a precoat before the pig
ment coating to provide good anchorag
of the magnetic coating to the base. B
achieving anchorage through the use of
precoat, no compromise with the besj
all-around physical properties of the coat)
The precoaf
ing material is necessary.
i

I

;

an adequate barrier layej
minimize curl caused by different
moisture absorption rates between
th<|
base and the coating; but, most
imporj
tant, it provides an ideal anchorage surf
face on the base for the previously men 3
also serves as

to

tioned

high

pigment

loaded

binder!

The

coating machine is also equipped
with a continuous magnetic monitor i

This allows constant checking of transand longitudinal uniformity of elec-J
trical
output during coating. Thisi
equipment has a special recording head
with a very wide gap, and monitors
through the base side before the tape if \
\

verse

completely dry. The wide-gap record^
head and the base side positioning per-j
mit the measurement of actual sensitivity
of the tape, not the thickness of the coat-<
This equipment is virtually in-l
ing.
sensitive to small variations in spacing)
i

between the head and the coating and soj
not affected by variation in base)

is

thickness.

Polish

and Lubrication

Soundcraft tape is surface polished, by)
high-speed nylon brushes. Also at this}
lubricated to mini-

station the surface

is

mize head wear.

This process puts

j
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the

i

where it belongs, on the surface,
her than diluting the critical loading

l|)ricant

pigment mix and encouraging
problems of blush, etc., as huSurface polishdity changes occur.
the

cier

improves the high-frequency response
unused tape and therefore decreases
t
frequently noted changes with actual
At the time of polishing, the
lining.
it
c

:

t)e

given a rigorous visual inspection

is

coating defects.

f

have been minimized

The slitter take-ups are equipped
vth constant-tension drives. The tension

I ;atly.

to minimize the effect of
weather conditions after the
process has been completed.

adjusted

i

sisonal
s:ting

The

test

procedure and apparatus are

so that the entire length of all
t3e produced is tested completely for
c signed

liformity, frequency response, etc.

Im Operations
Logically the application of magnetic
citings to motion picture film followed
The
tt use of such coatings on tape.
is
used and
same magnetic characteristics
list on ^-in. tape and all film products.
Knee, bias and erase conditions are
s ndardized regardless of the end use of
ti product, whether the product be

line

I

believed

who for over 30 years have been
constantly striving to improve their slitpanies,

It was
ting and perforating techniques.
also our belief that the wear on punches
and dies would be excessive due to the

to

perforate

Magna-Stripe for professional use
amateur film. In the case of
fn, attention was paid to the physical

8mm

ipperties of the coating to insure freecm from curl in all use conditions.

A

and well-anchored coating miniproblems and surface
These
are important factors
Ipion.
cause of the naturally high head presin motion picture appliIjres required
Ipi

Bzes handling

we

at-

coating.

Wear on film sprockets is avoided by not
coating over the perforations.
In addition, we concluded that the
control of coating uniformity over a

1

in.

wide strip was immeasurably simpler
than on 30- or 40-in. sheet. We also
planned and have realized yields of approximately
film already

100%
slit

as a result of using

and perforated.

Our process is fundamentally an extrusion process rather than the dip-coating method employed by motion picture
It was found early
film manufacturers.
that the dip-coating or roller-coating

methods which worked on gelatinous
photosensitive materials were not applicable to noncohesive mud-like magnetic
coating mixtures.

Film Striping

Magna-Stripe was a logical step after
the full-width film items, although historically striped-film development work
started first.
Striping presents some special

and unique problems.

the manufacture of magnetic film
it was our conclusion that a
Ipducts,
jln

product would be achieved by us-

Schmidt and Franck:

Some

of

these are:

Very close dimensional tolerances;
Smooth, straight edges, so that an
overlapping head will ride smoothly
1.

2.

without amplitude modulation;
3. Flat and uniform top contour, to
provide uniformity of output;
4.
balancing stripe absolutely essential when handling any roll over 400

A

cjtions.

Itter

if

after

red oxide pigment

the

2mm

c

We

tempted

All slitting and testing equipment has
ten especially designed for the manufacWeave and
of recording tape.
it*e

tckle in slitting

and perforating after coating.
it would be to our advantage to profit from the experience accumulated in this field by the film com-

slitting

abrasive action of the oxides

and Testing

Jtting

ing already slit and perforated film base,
rather than coating in wide widths and

ft

in

length,

sensitive
5.

or whenever any photois coated

product

High

electrical

;

output to produce a

Magnetic Recording Materials
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Fig. 1. Storage tank.

reasonable signal from the narrow stripes
20 or 25 mils wide;
6. It

was important

room technique

to develop a dark-

so that the process can

be performed in total darkness on panchromatic or reversal original films
7. It is necessary to avoid all emulsion
;

process without contaminating the p
essing solutions
To meet all of the foregoing perfo
ance characteristics for magnetic reco

ing materials the following
scription of the apparatus

which we use

in

is

and

a brief
'

operatic

manufacturing.

scratches, etc.;
8.

The

stripe

must not

distort or curl

the film under any use conditions of humidity or processing;
9.

The

stripe

and

its

components must

be inert photographically on all types of
photosensitive emulsions and must be
able to withstand any type of developing
456
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Milling

The

milling operation

is

probably

most important of any in the
Through the hatch in the center
ball-mill

drum

are

loaded

t

plai

of

t

carefu

;

j

weighed and measured portions of oxiq
and binders. Running time m

solvent
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ade in

be noted a coating head which is
applying a very thin but precisely controlled layer of precoat.
This is thoroughly dried before the base reaches the
second coating station where the mag-

tter dispersion.

netic mixture

v considerably depending upon the
and diameter of a particular mill, its

e

tnperature

Major progress has been

improving this process to get
Contrary to common
the tremendous sheering force of

lief,

the ball mill has

steel balls in

5

effect

y,

the type of oxides being

rise,

etc.

lied.

on

oxide

particle

little, if

sizes,

the particle size range is alady so small that it would be a very
ficult, if not impossible, task to reduce
tually,

further
lis

is

purely a means of thorand wetting the oxide

raw materials are purchased on a
and in the case of some criti-

tch basis,

components, samples are tested beshipment is authorized. A pro(dure for laboratory-scale milling has
('1

l*e

developed which produces reliable
vance information on stock lots. The
manence and coercive force of each
tch of iron oxide pigment are deterlen

;

1

ined and test coatings of laboratory;ile mixes are run completely through
s
process to provide uniformity of conEach milled batch is test coated
1)1.
the standard production equipment
determine magnetic and physical
After approval the mix
(aracteristics.
i

i

i

ipiped through commercial-type paper
This
to an agitated storage tank.

liters

ia sealed tank to prevent the evapo:tion of solvents and is constantly agi-

prevent the agglomeration of any
after the tedious milling operaon just completed. Such a storage

'ted to
;

rticles,

nk

shown

is

applied.

trolled thickness of the
is

applied.

The

base

magnetic mixture
is

made

to pass

smoothly (without wrinkles) through this
head so that a uniform layer is applied.

Drying

When

the coated tape leaves the liead,
of course, wet, just like freshly applied paint, and the rest of the machine is
actually no more than a means of dry-

it is,

rticles.

All

is

Here the base passes through a different type of coating head where a con-

by any mechanical means.

operation

ghly dispersing

1

will

in Fig.

1

.

ing this wet coating by removal of the
solvents.
Since only solvent

volatile

removal, but no chemical change, is involved in the drying, there is no danger
of over- or under-curing or oxidizing.
The wet ribbon of magnetic material is

now

fed past controlled infrared lamps
into a more

and space heaters and then

less conventional-type drying cabinet.
Final take-up of the complete 5000-ft roll
is seen at the left in Fig. 3.
During this

or

operation every effort is made to eliminate all traces of dust and dirt. Air
taken into the cabinet for drying purposes is thoroughly filtered beforehand.
Inclusion of even minute particles of dust
in the coating or on the surface will produce typical dropouts such as are seen on
Brush high-speed charts. On these
coaters, an adjustable record, reproduce
and erase head assembly is mounted so as
to sweep the full width of the base being

This monitors a test frequency
through the base side of the tape and
of the electrical
gives a rapid indication
coated.

'tating

At the present time we have in operThe
several coating machines.

ton

ingest

ials

capable of coating base maup to 12 in. wide. This coater is

n in

P'ig. 2.

Here again the mix from the storage
filtered to insure coating free of
matter or coagulated lumps. To
left,
immediately after the feed roll,

nks

is

*eign
e

output.

is

Schmidt and Franck:

Polishing

Following the coating operation these
rolls are buffed by high-speed nylon

wide

brushes to remove any traces of surface
and to burnish the actual coating to
The
as smooth a surface as possible.

dirt

Magnetic Recording Materials
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Fig. 2.

added smoothness attained by
ation can gain as

much

as 2

db

this

in

Coating machine.

oper-

output

particularly at high frequencies,
because of better contact between the

level,

coating and the record-reproduce heads.
This operation as well as the simultane-

ous application of the lubricant helps to
eliminate the abrasive action of these
coatings and reduce headwear.

mount importance,
tensions

is

even

control
greater.

of take-u

From

!

th>j

manufacturers' standpoint, it would b
desirable to spool under reasonably hig
tension to insure a tight, readily ship,
pable and neat wind. From the ultij
users' viewpoint, however, such
not the case. The best currently manu;
factured plastic-base materials exhibiexpansion and contraction character

mate

i

!

J

Slitting

The next

istics

operation

is

the slitting of the

wide rolls on rotary-knife slitting equipment. Such a machine is shown in Fig. 4.
While accuracy of slitting is of para458
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of about

0.5% between

the exi

tremes of temperature and humidity nor
mally encountered where tape is used
Even if the tape is originally wounc-

j

under carefullv controlled humiditv

Journal of the
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anc

Fig. 3.

Drying cabinet.

perature conditions, that is no assurthat conditions during storage, shipt and use will be the same.
There -

ern part of the country, bring high huIn the fall,
midity and temperature.
tension is increased.
This, of course, is a

intentionally, we maintain only a
finished stock in our own ware-

poor answer to the problem, for no one
can prophesy the ultimate conditions
under which a tape may be used. Until

11

and vary the winding tensions
roughout the seasons. In the spring
e tension is reduced in
preparation for
e

summer months which,

in the north-

Schmidt and Franck:

the production of dimensionally stable
base has been achieved, however, customers should allow tape to stabilize under
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which

the conditions at

it

be used

will

and then rewind

at least once

corder to insure

optimum

on the

tension for a

Adher-

particular piece of equipment.

ence to

re-

this practice will greatly

the performance of

any

improve
magnetic

^-in.

tape product.

One complete
of wide stock

is

^-in. tape from
fully tested on

each roll
a special

The

1000- and 10,000-cycle
recorded and an EsterlineAngus curve of the full length is run.
Once a week, or whenever required by
recorder.

are

levels

special

sample

conditions,

and

distortion,

full

frequencyresponse curves at varying bias conditions, intermodulation, print-through
and the like are run.
bias, signal-to-noise

Film Equipment

in a conventional motion picture
drying cabinet where nothing con
the coated side of the film until

finished reels are

As

wound on

the tak

be noted, these are contin
coating machines with front and rear
vator to permit splicing of new feed
and removal of completed ones,
the film leaves the drying cabinets,
roll is checked for its magnetic chara
will

istics.

Complete inspection

is

delaye

24 hours to insure that the coating
thoroughly set. The equipment use
for testing is a capstan-drive type of rru
for

chine to insure that sprocket holes
not damaged before the film reaches
customer. The test procedure is

ar
th

!

t!

check the frequency response of each ro;
At the begin
at 1000 and 10,000 cycles.
ning and end of each roll a high-speet
Brush chart is run to check uniformity,
Following this inspection each roll ij
visually checked again on rewind equip
ment under a strong inspection lamp fo
evidence of dirt, scratches, etc.
Production of striped magnetic filn'
(Magna-Stripe) is carried out on th<
same equipment as that used for full
width films. The difference is merely i
change in the dimension of the hopper,
which extrude the oxide mix. From th(
'

;

The production

of magnetic film called

machines, designed to
include the special features which worked
so well for ^-in. magnetic tape.
for special coating

a general view of two of the
In this operation every
effort is made to keep the air supplied to
the drying cabinet and coating areas as
clean as possible. This equipment is set
Figure 5

film

is

coaters.

up in an air-conditioned room, sealed
from the rest of the plant. A positive

j

I

1

is created after a tripleblower and conditioner device so
that any dirt is blown out as the operIn addiators enter and leave the room.

technical standpoint, stripes of any dimensions or any position on the base side

tion, the pressure in the

balancing stripe outside the sprocket
This has been found a necessity
holes.
with all film lengths over a few hundred

static pressure
filter

themselves

is

drying cabinets

further elevated to insure

dust elimination.

The

relatively high-

All

of the film are feasible.

16mm

35mm

and

striped films are supplied with

a

prevent sloppy winding and conse-

and solvent mix-

feet to

delivered from the constant agitation and filter system seen under the

quent

nearest coater

and is supplied to the coatBase
ing hopper under constant head.
thickness variations are automatically
compensated for by special hopper de-

recording stripe and balancing stripe, is
approximately 0.0006 in. This added
thickness is not so great as to cause any

Immediately following the coating hopper a bright inspection lamp is
placed so that it shines through the film.

standard

This permits instantaneous inspection for

from 15 mils and up are

viscosity oxide, binder

ture

is

sign.

any

From
460

physical

defect

that

this point on, the

may

coating

is

film

damage.

The

standard

thickness of these coatings, in both the

difficulties

ft
is

when

16mm

the film

is

wound

on

holding up to 1200
in length as long as the balancing stripe
Stripes of any dimension
present.
reels

feasible.

Lo-

arise.

cation of the stripe presents no special

dried

problems.
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Fig. 4. Slitting

Fig. 5.

equipment.

General view of film coaters.
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Present Trends and Future Outlook

noise

In addition to previously mentioned
new-type base supports, we must consider that in many other
aspects the

noise

manufacture of magnetic recording maan infant industry. We are certain that the future will see a
listing of
product types comparable to that we
now have in the photographic industry.
terials is

Present-day magnetic tape is something
of a compromise for use by professional

and amateur

New
are

users.

oxides and binder combinations
consideration which show

under

marked decrease in mechanical friction
on the heads
Significant gains have
already been made in control of print
through, distortion and signal-to-noise,

with further progress expected, perhaps
in the form of a new
professional-type
tape.

The

variation

of

performance
under different bias conditions will be
reduced, giving a medium with greater
bias latitude.
Gains in minimizing the
propensity of tape to attract dirt particles

through

static attraction will

no doubt

follow.

Through refinements of the various
milling, mixing, filtering and coating
improvement has been made
the past six months toward eliminating

steps, rapid

in

amplitude modulation, or high-frequency
dropouts. This is especially interesting
in the telemetering and
calculating fields
as well as in motion picture applications

where large programs are dependent on
the manufacture of substantially dropout-free tape.
Six months ago, standard
tape showed defects at the rate of one
Recent test coatings have
part per 1 000.
improved to approximately one part per
1 00
million, roughly the target set by the
It is important to
calculating industry.
remember here that calculating engineers find that standard tape products

have a signal-to-noise ratio of 16 db
rather than the 60 to 70 db found in audio
work.

462

In the calculating

field, signal-to-
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measured between the maximi
and the minimum level

is

pip

any one
In this

signal pulse in a full roll of

field, also,

mined by small surface pimples
dimples, is an important factor.

The

future

taj

base quality, as det

holds

many new

a.

us

'Someday typesetting machines will
operated by magnetic tape. Punch
cards could become obsolete.
Any fi<
requiring storage of data

is

an

*

interesti

application.
It is to be noted,
however, that t
advent of successful striping of 16ir
film with magnetic
has alrea

coating
the synchronization of sound wi
picture a reality for a greater number

made

amateurs. Instruments for general t
designed to record, reproduce and en
magnetic sound track, such as the RC

400 3 magnetic projector and the
Howell 202 are now available.

Bell

The impact of striped film is nc
beginning to be felt in the industru
and foreign-language

television

fielc

Promising work on the use of Magn
Stripe in motion picture production ai
editorial stages presages the day when ft
releases to the theater will be made maJ

,

Magnetic sound on

pic tun 1
obvious advantages
ovj
photographically recorded sound, is w<|
netically.

with

all

on

way.

its

its
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Commercial Experiences With Magna-Stripe
y

EDWARD SCHMIDT
Two

years of commercial experience with magnetic striping have shown
demands film which will remain flat and undistorted
under all conditions of climate and use. Some of the distortions to which all
sound film is subject are here examined, with particular emphasis on the
variations in centerline placement found on variable-area sound tracks. Parthat successful striping

ticular

problems of magnetic striping are analyzed and a

set of

standards for

Data were obtained from more than 2000 prints
stripe placement suggested.
for all uses and categories, including amateur, professional, television and
governmental agencies.

VEEVES SOUNDCRAFT CORP. has been
mmercially "Magna-Striping"

16mm

prints and positive photoaphic raw stock for almost two years,
i
that experience a number of cor-

jveloped

faults

ctible

in

the

original

our purpose to bring these problems,
hich in most cases affect either optical
magnetic sound, to the interested

MPTE
ittees

In addition, there is
time pressure on comthe Society to formulate

units.

of

andards

for

magnetic

coatings

and

luipment, in order that this relatively

phase of our industry may grow
undue hazard of obsolescence
id costly mistakes.
Some of the data

ithout

directed toward possible solutions to
esented
>ciety's

on October

10,

1952 at the

Convention at Washington, D.C.,

Edward Schmidt, Magnetic Materials
iv.,

Reeves Soundcraft Corp., Springdale,

bnn.
This

paper was received on November
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of the problems already discussed in

engineering

some

direct

committee meetings, and
recommendations are made

for standards, especially for the 50-mil or

half stripe.

film

Tecting the quality of the final product
It
ive been brought to our attention.

!>nsiderable

some

7,

Routine Tests
In

many

service

has

perhaps

respects the

given

unique

us
in

Magna-Stripe
an opportunity,

the

industry,

to

observe certain aspects of print quality.
Film is received from all sources, government, domestic and foreign; and is
representative of all phases of our industry, from amateur baby pictures, to
late feature releases. All prints received

are given the following inspection and
tests
1.

:

Physical

reels, film

inspection

edge damage,

for

damaged

etc.

2. Visual inspection, footage measurement, and tailing out of each print. A
careful check is made for poor splices,

damaged
creases, or

or
perforations, rips, tears
any other defect which will

cause trouble on the coating machines.
3. The centerline position of variable-
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area sound tracks

is measured near the
middle and end of each print to

start,

be half striped. An optical comparator
used and measurements are made with

is

an accuracy of 0.002 in., although the
recorded data from the three measurements is averaged and carried to the
nearest 0.005 in. to accommodate weave

cold flow.

Any

reel

which because

i

poor hub design applies unequal stre&
to the sides of the film can produ

permanent

edge

long

deformatic

Numerous prints are deformed ne
the hub end.
Occasional bad examp
;have a slit edge which wanders as mu
as

-|-

12

in. in

in.

from a straight ed
laid flat.
Obviou;

factors.

when

4. Reinspection, and heading out by
a second operator as a check on any
omissions made in the first rewinding.
5. Visual inspection for curl, warped
prints, curve cut, etc., which is made on

these long edges have a severe effect
,j
the azimuth of any track, and it il
surprising that some of the film will r 1

a

feed

elevator in

plain

view of the

coating machine operator.
6. Test and inspection of the finished

the film

is

through projectors. Defective prints
this nature are most extreme on fi
received from tropical areas, wh(
humidity swelling adds to normal wir
ing tension.

hub

The

tolerable

i

(

,

amount
j

product, heading out and remounting
on the original reels.
Thus we see that each print is re-

cannot
cumulative effect
winding pressures that start at the hi

wound

will carry distortion well into the
cemj

four

times

four

by

different

diameter
since

great,

difference

the

j

operators.
Many of the typical defects
seen on too many prints are avoidable,
and have been considered in detail in

of some rolls.
Measurements on
which contained warped prints

Howprevious papers and discussions.
ever they represent a hazard to the new

eter

magnetic phase of our industry, and it
our hope that interested and re-

is

sponsible engineers may welcome additional methods useful in correcting obvious faults in release prints.

reels,

Standard
PH22.11-1952.

flange

and core

for
It

16mm

film

specifies

the

in.

hub winding

surfaces,

but

is

Navy

March

hub

tricity of the

winding

surfaces.

These

to
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permanent deformation induced by

Aprai953 Journal

in

which

i

i

prepaH
As
,

deforrr

occurs,

95% R.H.

(relative

\

1952, for -^ in. magnetic tape
include tight control of
surface parallelism and concen-

specifications recognize the fact that
cellulose acetate plastic base is subject

certainly a persuasive arg
the inclusion of a balan

is

48-hour exposure at 9
humidity) at
of
F
90
permanently ruin-j
temperature
striped film lacking a balance strip
The deformation of a balance-strip
control wound under the same norm
It mi
tension is hardly noticeable.
tion

Ships,

specifications

for

example of the speed

in

and U.S. Government Interim Federal
28

j

stripe in any set of standards
for
striped
magnetic film.

the spindles.
The National Association
of Radio and Television Broadcasters,

W.T-61a,

i

ment

relation to the centerline of the hole for

Specifications,

diaij

out their length by plastic cold fl(|
to a point where the film cannot be hf|
flat.
Careful measurements show 11
than 0.1 mil difference between one ed

of the film

0.031
concentricity as
This does not cover the parallelism

of the

or greater, difference in

This tendency of film base to disttl
from unequal pressures on the two sicif

an

Journal contains

American

in.,

between one edge and the other. J
We have often seen rolls of uncoat!
safety leader which are distorted throug

of the film and the other.

Causes of Film Distortion

The June 1952

0.008

rej
sh()

;

i

be remembered that the magnetic stri
adds approximately 10% in total thici
and this cumulative thickno
ness,

5

difference
directly

of the

applies

distorting pressui
film whin

on the area of the

SMPTE VoL

60

jbst

be kept

flat for

good head contact.

r

he balance stripe tends to distribute the
Jnding pressures equally on both sides

its
energizing work and a drop
served in the reproduced signal

We

Later in

stability

have prepared several film reels
which standard NARTB tape hubs
used for winding cores. These

:

1

and improves storage

striped film.

(the film
(

the typical base distortion previously
described, is held away from intimate
contact, the recording head cannot do

bs are die cast

and are given

a

sur-

truing operation in manufacture.
lodern techniques of casting in either
or metal are sufficiently advanced
jistic

i:e

that the cost of

manufacturing film

this Journal

Franck

35mm

db

at

show a
on

loss

record-reproduce

film of 31

the head

ob-

level.

a paper by Ernest
magnetic

will provide details on
his measurements
dropouts;

combined

is

7000 cycles when

held only 0.0005 in. out of
contact during record and reproduce.
Therefore base distortions of the type
is

make magnetic recordings
on equipment which has

with precision cores need not be
The use of reels like these
phibitive.
imperative for prints destined for
t>pical areas, whether optical or mag-

described can

rdc.

sometimes encountered.

lOccasionally we see film with excesse curl, particularly in multilayer color

ment in which pressure rollers and special
head mounts tend to force the film back

very rarely in black-and-white
peculiarity exists here in that
c plicate color prints are seldom if ever

to

siously curled.

free

Is

scks,
fns.

A

Sound

Jignetic

unintelligible

been designed without proper

realiza-

tion of the severity of base deformation

its

effect,

Other equip-

original condition minimize

the

but the fundamental cure will

come from improved reel design, curland balanced magnetic
prints,
stripes.

Distortion

There

is

another property governing

mentioned so far
citribute to the problem of maintning uniform and continuous contact

the uniformity of magnetic sound which
All
has not been fully appreciated.

vth the recording and reproduce heads
i
nay be well to examine the mechanism

small surface

Since

the

c magnetic
i

factors

recording to see

distorted film

vrk.

A

is

why flat and

so important to this

magnetic recording signal

is

t)ically the audio signal superimposed
c a supersonic bias frequency where the

hs frequency is ideally greater than
times the highest audio frequency

ID:

equipment is designed to reproduce.
magnetic coating is only 5 or 6 ten
tmsandths of an inch thick. The
t

:

/

fd generated by the recording
the

signal

geometrically concentrated
the top layers of the coating and
fietrates only to a depth proportional

gap

is

head gap. Thus
engineers have increased the highf:quency response of equipment by
king heads with narrower gaps, the
the width of the

ile

e active useful thickness of the
if

decreased.

If the

film,

coating
because of

Edward Schmidt:

magnetic coatings made to date have

imbedded

dirt,

imperfections of lint or
or small nodules of con-

centrated magnetic material which protrude from the normally flat surface of
the

coating.

Any

surface

defect

will

cause a separation between the head and
the magnetic coating and will result in
so-called magnetic dropouts, or short
term interruptions of the signal, which
The
are quite noticeable to the ear.

magnetic coating on striped
edge exposes it to the
accumulation of dirt after processing and
fact that the

film

is

close to the

during use.

Therefore, Magna-Stripe
coatings are made as hard and tough as
in and
possible to prevent grinding
Magnaimbedding of handling dirt.

A

Stripe print can be cleansed with carbon
tetrachloride without any damage.
If we measure the output uniformity
of a magnetic signal on a high-speed
pen motor recorder such as a Brush
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BL222, at varying bias conditions we

than a 6-mil displacement of the center

currents

line of a variable-area track will move

the

that

find

higher

improve

markedly

the

bias

uniformity

of

Thus a coating defect which
caused a drop of 6 db when recorded
response.

peak bias, will be redropout when the bias
current is increased to a point where the
output is 1.5 db below peak on a typical
at the point of
to a 2-db

duced

output curve.
Specific bias
current values on our Westrex 1497
recorder are 23 to 33 ma. The distorbias

vs.

same output
range. There

tion for the

over

this

quency

unchanged

is

is a high-frecaused by the higher bias

loss

of only 2 db at 7000 cycles compared to
the 1000-cycle response, on 16mm film
at 7.2 in./sec. This decrease in high
certainly a

cheap price to
pay for the significant improvement in
uniformity and freedom from dropouts

frequency

is

obtainable by increasing

bias

current

values.

Stripe

Placement

part of the optical track outside of

th<

Therefore, distortior
scanning beam.
and intermodulation effects are increasec
as the two-sided linearity of the variable
aVea track is lost. Measurements mad.
at Reeves Sound Studios on a Westre:

16mm

reproducer show that the distor
and intermodulation of variable

tion

area track doubles for a 10-mil displace

ment from center; specifically fron
1.6% to 2.5% 400-cycle distortion, an<
4.8% to 9.0% for 2000/1 00-cycle inter
modulation, for

100%

as signal amplitude

is

signal.

these

reduced.

are

effects

th
;

width narrows,

track

Natural!

decreased and

distortioi

Therefore,

it

1

i'

to place any limits, or defin!
the point of centerline misplacement, a'

difficult

which an optical print is seriously
damj
aged by poor centerline control.
half
of
the
when
track
i'
However,
to be covered with an opaque magneti*

we

oxide

see that, unless the stripe

ij

The information obtained from striping a group of more than 2000 prints

accurately located near the centerlini
of the optical print, the remaining ha I

with a

of the

half,

or 50-mil stripe has pro-

duced some interesting data on variablearea sound quality.
A 50-mil stripe

optical
If

damaged.

print will be seriousl
the edge of the strip'

to the centerline of the original optical

protrudes past the centerline the opaqu
oxide will cover areas of low modulatio
and clip passages on standard bia'
galvanometer area tracks. This effer

track.

is less

covers half of the original photographic
track and is placed as close as possible

Each print is accurately measured on
an optical comparator before striping
that the centerline position of the
optical track is located in respect to its
distance from the slit edge of the film.

so

These measurements on a large group of
prints disclose a misalignment of optical
sound tracks which has an alarming
influence on sound quality, whether the
prints are striped or not.
Z22.41-1946 defines the center-

ASA

line

of the

0.002

in.

sound track as 0.058 in.
from the unperforated edge

of the film,

and

centers the 0.072-in.

wide scanning beam of the reproducer on
this

0.058-in.

specifications
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centerline.
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From

follows that
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these

any more

)

'

severe on dual bilateral tracks, a}
here peak modulation, rather than lov
Peculiar difi
modulation, is clipped.
tortion is introduced on any area trac*
if the stripe does not cover enough d
;

the width of the track.

show that
must be within 0.005 in. of

Practical listening tests
stripe

th}

th}

centerline to preserve reasonable optical

we have foun-j
where differences i
centerline placement have been as greal
Film of thH
as 25 mils in a print.
quality.

Occasionally

negative

inserts

nature

difficult

work

is

if

not impossible

t|

with.

Still

another difficulty

when

is

encounterei

optical centerlines are misplacec
If the optical track is badly off center)
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a

the magnetic stripe

I

to

esc
si

is

placed properly

the

centerline, poor optical
result because the
remaining

nd may

hf of the optical track is no longer
sinned
by the reproducer beam.
lerefore it is important that the
chtrol of centerline placement be good
ii atisfactory results are to be obtained
the half-stripe process.
Listening
of representative prints of varying
o.terline placement show that for best
firn

t<s

the centerline should be
0.005 in. Prints exceed-

rail results

trolled to

begin to show optical
erioration, but it must be remembered
tl t the magnetic quality is not affected
this tolerance

ic stripe

if

located so that

is

up of 2396

g

scanned
In a

it is

record-reproduce head.

the

prints half striped

we

find

variable-area prints or 63.7% of
with centerline positions more

I !9

total

tl

Hn

0.005

in.

from the recommended

lotion.

measurements

These
2

2%

1

showed

also

of the tracks were 50 mils or

frn the

slit

edge of

less,

17.3% were

film.

mils or more from the slit edge.
Is extremes were .35%, 35 mils from
tl slit
edge or closer, and .5%, 80 mils
5

D:.

Ifcly

This

data is in general
previous information aldiscussed by the SMPTE, and

further.

anlord

with

the
need for
long-felt
Wter control of the optical process.
:<|roborates

f

The above data influence the location

Mthe 50-mil magnetic stripe and pronp an answer to the grooving type of

Id wear which has been
lous

problem

in

forecast as a

this

work.

In

Ictice the striping equipment has been
Hup so that the operator sees a con-

enlargement of the optical track
coated.
The coating hoppers
u mounted on micrometer ways, inled to an accurate dial gauge which
salibrated to the measurements made
Ijious

lit

is

In this
ing inspection of the prints.
ion the operator can accurately
arve the stripe to accommodate differ-

n
If t

centerline placement,

and

if

he

is

can sometimes catch the occasional

Edward Schmidt;

interspliced negative of widely different
centerline measurement.

The

variations in optical track centerwith no choice

line positions have left us
but to establish a

practice of placing the
16mm film next

stripe on the outside of
to the slit edge on all

prints having a

measurement of 60 mils or
greater from the edge of the film, and
to stripe on the
picture half of the
centerline

optical track when the centerline is 55
mils or closer to the slit
edge. Reference
to the previous data shows that

47.6%

of the

prints

have the

striped

stripe

placed on the picture side of the optical
track and the balance on the slit
edge of
the film.
Since the stripe can be
placed on either side of the variabledensity prints it is our practice to divide
each lot of density prints into two groups

and place the

stripes

on

either side in

equal amounts.

Therefore, the danger
and likelihood of any grooving type of
head wear that might be anticipated is

completely eliminated in practice.
Standards
With a procedure such as the above to
follow, production standards for halfstriped prints can be worked out along
the following lines:
1.

The

stripe

shall

be

0.050

in.

0.002 in. wide.
2.

The

centerline position of variable-

area prints must be measured in two or
more places to an accuracy of 0.002 in.
3.

The

stripe shall

be placed on the

outside half of the photographic sound
track when the centerline of the optical

track

is

0.060

in.

or greater from the

edge of the film. Guiding shall be
done from the unperforated edge and the
stripe placed on the picture side of the
slit

photographic track when the centerline

measurement
slit

is

0.055

in.

or closer to the

edge.

4.

In

the edge of magnetic
be placed within 0.005 in.

all cases

stripe shall

of the centerline of variable-area sound
tracks.
5.

Variable-density prints shall be
on either side of the optical track.

striped
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Discussion

Therefore with

&

Malcolm G.

8mm

started

Mr.

on them.
Schmidt:

I'll

type of dirt resistivit
abrasive types of we?
which you might expect from accumulate
dirt and other problems of that natui
the

in

Townsley (Bell
Howell):
Speaking as Chairman of the 16mm and
Motion Pictures Committee, it seems
to me that Mr. Schmidt has done an outstanding job here of proposing some
standards which probably are
badly
needed in the Society, and I hope that he
will officially transmit them to the Committee on 16mm and 8mm, or other appropriate committees, so that action can be

be very happy

to.

J. Kenneth Lewis (U.S.

Navy, Bureau of
Ships): You mentioned placing of the
track on either the picture or the slit
side of the optical track, but you have not
mentioned which face of the film is used.

understand there's common practice
there, but has a standard been established?
Mr. Schmidt: I don't know if there have
been any standards accepted, but I believe
Mr. Townsley could answer your question
I

directly.

Mr. Townsley: The question of standardon which face of the film is to be
striped has been covered for 100-mil track
in a tentative standard which has been
passed through the Magnetic Subcommittee and the Sound Committee and is
now being balloted by the Standards
Committee of the Society, and is expected
to be advanced very shortly to an SMPTE
Standard. Any standard which is written
on 50-mil stripe will necessarily have to
conform with the standard which is estabizing

lished for 100-mil stripe.
The present
standard, and the industry practice on
which the standard is based, calls for the
stripe to be on the surface of the film which
is toward the projection lamp in normal
operation of the projector.
William E. Cowles (General Electric Co.):
Will the striping deteriorate or break down
so as to scratch the film as it goes through
the gate, and what effect would that have
on the sound?

this

product,

should be minimized.

Mr. Lewis: When you place your strip
on the side of the track which is associate
with the picture, have you any data whic
indicate the degree of wear the stripe ma
cause on the guide rail which is used at th
optical aperture for the picture projectio
and which in most projectors is general!
a very narrow surface where unit pressui

may be

quite high?
Schmidt:

We have no direct dat;
but I believe Mr. Del Valle of RCA h;
accumulated some specific wear data whic
he is to present later on this afternoon
Mr.

i

his paper.

Paul Ireland (EDL Company}: Did yo
that the guiding was sometimt
done from the perforated edge of the filir

state

Mr. Schmidt: No, the guiding for th
placement of the 50-mil stripe is done froi
the slit edge of the film.

\

?

Kodachrome dupe you

for contact

one

emulsion

On

position.

a

havj

releas<

positive from a dupe negative, with rt
versal original, you have an opposite facin

of

the

emulsion.

To conform

to

What

unprocessed raw stock.

have

processing

toward

magnetic striping after

effect wijj
th

deforming

it is

processed

an.

dried?

Mr. Schmidt: We are not coating an
photographic raw stock on the emulsio
side.

We

resist

the idea

and

hesitate

t

will affect the

and

terial

any

A

stripe has a very hard, tough surface,
You
resists serious mechanical abuse.

can take 400-mesh carborundum
roll it

onto a proper

stripe,

grit and
and then wipe

that carborundum dust free from the stripe
leaving no embedded particles, or very few.
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j

standard you would coat either emulsio
Now in printing. sa\
side or base side.
a black-and-white from a dupe negativt
you are coating on the emulsion side c

made

is

i

th

deterioration of the striping that would
scratch the film in the gate.
properly

Schmidt: I don't believe there

|

i

Paul Peters (Engineer Research and Develop
ment Laboratories, Fort Belvoir): In regar!
to the standard defining the placement c
the track toward the lamp in 16mm worij

developed prints on the emulsio:
side, but are doing it as a routine practic
with a warning to our customers that th
permanence of the stripe is not warrantee
as a rapid excursion in humidity condition

Mr.

;

coat

we have

bond on any
seen to date.

striped

ma

Photographi
gelatin can be fickle stuff and does no
always react the same in respect to swellini
and shrinkage with moisture changes, s<
seemingly good results that are obtainec
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)

one print are impossible to get on the
one that you try.
Mr. Peters: All of the commercial protors I've seen have a single head playing
Now in that
her one side or the other.
tance it would have to be standardized

][xt

i

Kodachrome dupe, contact,
you'd have to make optical prints
i m your black-and-white.
Mr. Schmidt: I don't know whether two
ars of data is typical of emulsion position
tribution, but we find less than 3% of
rk we receive is in the nonstandard
either

else

lulsion position.

Otto Kornei (Brush Development Company?):

>hat

your explanation of the beneficial

is

ect of

increased bias on dropouts?

Mr. Schmidt: What is probably happenthere is that under low bias conditions,
high-frequency bias current is restricted
d confined, and is doing the principal
ount of its work in the top layers of
;

tiie

It

is

will

This is certainly especially
coating.
of the higher-frequency audio signal

cnponents, which are confined and held
ider low-bias conditions near the top

steadiness

of contact.

an increase in bias
give you quite an improvement.
definitely true that

The question
You did mention

concerns

half

stripes.

most critical
type of track to put a half stripe on is the
bias galvanometer type, with a bias line
down the center of the track. It's been
our experience, and I'd like to get your
opinion as to whether your listening tests
have confirmed it, that it's very preferable
to play safe,

that the

and make the magnetic track

actually have some clearance with respect
to the centerline, rather than try to follow
the centerline exactly.

Mr.

We

have learned to do
try to be certain
is never covered on a
bias galvanometer track, but occasionally
you run into 5- or 6-mil misplacements
between two negative reels spliced together
that

r

of the

recordings

Schmidt:

We

in

practice.
that the bias septum

in

same

the

operator

print,

and

the

if

coating

actually watching what's
at the particular moment the

isn't

happening

nre of the coating thickness and put more
c your
signal down into the body of the
citing so that the same physical contact

negative splice passes, you may find occaI have not heard of many
sional trouble.
complaints on the process, however. As a
matter of fact, the only complaint that
we have ever had on a 50-mil stripe was
one in which the photographic track no
longer sounded any good, but the magnetic

ierruption between the head and the
fn has a lesser signal interruption effect

There was only one thing
track was fine.
wrong with that print, and that was that

{

the coating.

t;

bias,

you

However,

you increase

as

effectively begin to energize

record.

c

Lewin (Signal

George

I'd like to

(iter):

the centerline of the original photographic
Corps

Photographic

make one

observation

cd then also ask a question.
Regarding
improvement due to increased bias, I

t;

vuld
I

like

clings.

ne

confirm

to

We made

time

making

ago,

Mr.

similar

Schmidt's
tests

quite

oscillographic

Edward Schmidt:

track,

which was a

bias

galvanometer

type track as I recall, was about 75 mils
from the slit edge of the film, which left
nothing of the original track for the scan-

ning

beam

to reproduce

on playback, once
was covered.

half of the photographic track
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Magnetic Striping Techniques
and Characteristics
By

B. L.

KASPIN,

R. L.

A.

ROBERTS,

HARRY ROBBINS

JR.,

and

POWERS

This paper describes the progress made at the Bell & Howell Co. since 19
development of a magnetic sound track for motion picture film: metho
of sound-track application; compositions tested; testing procedures; chemic,
mechanical, and electrical results obtained; and standards adopted.
in the

HE FIRST ATTEMPTS at Bell & Howell
apply a magnetic sound track to motion picture film were made in 1947.
Since that time work has been going on

etc.)

more or

oil).

JL

to

less

continuously to improve the

nature, characteristics and application
of this track.
set of qualitative goals

A

and standards was
to be

made

experience

initially established,

and quantitative as
accumulated. These

precise

was

were originally as follows
(7)

Physical:

The

:

must

track

be

tough, flexible, smooth, within dimensional tolerances and, in general, un-

damaged by any treatment
not damage the film itself

that
(e.g.

would
heat,

Chemical:

tetrachloride,

No

deleterious effects

alcoh<

trichlorethylene,

common

acetate,
etc.),

j

type of film

triacetate,

(cellule

acetate-propionai

both to the base side and

to

tl

emulsion.
(3)

Performance:

The output

lev

from the magnetic track must be sat:
factorily uniform throughout the re
length, and a standard level must
maintained in all coatint
closely
The bias-output and frequency-respon
characteristics must be reproducible
!

compatibility

and equalization

with

bias

supp

characteristics of pr

must be produced by any substance

jection
equipment. Dynamic rang
noise level, and harmonic distortic

Presented on

shall

October 10, 1952, at the
Society's Convention at Washington, D.C.,
by B. L. Kaspin, who presented the paper,
A. Roberts, Jr., Harry Robbins and R. L.
Powers, Bell & Howell Co., 7100 McCormick Rd., Chicago 45.
(This paper was received on October 27,
1952.)
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be acceptable under current stan<
ards for quality optical sound systems.
Testing of Physical and Chemical
Properties

In order to check new magnetic fo
mulations for conformity to the afor

Journal of the

i

or during projection (lubricattV
Also, the track must adhere vvi

to every

assure

humidity, flexing).
(2)

which might normally come into conta
with the film during cleaning (cartx

SMPTE

Vol. 60

ntioned physical and chemical standthe following procedures were deA uniform layer of the composied.

is,

in in question
(tire

is

an

surface of

first

applied to the

8-in. length of film

special doctor blade type
film
Double surapplicator.
paint
e pressure sensitive tape is used to

means of a

I

the film flat

l|ld

on a

glass plate

during

After an appropriate,
drying period (a few minutes)
coated film is lifted from the tape
application.

i

jrt

^d permitted to dry further at
oditions for about 16 hr.

room

;orously
listened

solvents

(carbon

only

if

the pads remain entirely

the magnetic

pigment

after this treat-

rnt.

The toughness and adhesion of the
then crudely checked
h attempting to scratch or remove it
vh the fingernail after a break in the
sface continuity has been made with
a steel point.
If the material looks
p>mising, additional coated film strips
a subjected to a series of accelerated
ang and humidity cycles, each consi
ing of a 16-hr exposure to 140 F
fcowed by 8 hr at room temperature
E .gnetic layer are

al
si

ti

92%

relative humidity.

After six

h cycles the film is permitted to come
equilibrium with room conditions for

Ihr.

\ flexing

procedure follows next in

is
pulled to and fro
-in.
bend, 20 times) around a
d meter metal rod under a tension of

vich

the

ing

it

off.

magnetic

the

coated surface

few minutes, vigorously yankNone, or very little, of the
material must have trans-

ferred to the tape.

If all of these tests

have been successfully passed, a length
of film that has been striped (full
track) with the regular applicator is
then subjected to the same procedure.
data are available concerning the

No

correlation between the accelerated aging

ever,

the

every nearly entirely, free from coloring
t

after a

with

rachloride, etc.) previously mentioned.
/':oating is judged satisfactorily solventistant

and

swabbed with cotton pads

t

r

down upon

firmly

and humidity conditioning and actual
field exposure.
The procedure, how-

Sections of the coated surface are then

i

A

further corroborative test for adhesion usually performed consisted of
first
pressing a piece of Scotch Tape

film

(

The magnetic coating is on
outer surface during this procedure.
'Be coating is then checked.
If, at this
a.mt 2 Ib.

is considered sufficiently severe to
correspond to long and hard use.
One unanticipated problem that arose

was that of

early in the investigation

In practically all cases the
application of sound-track material to
film caused some degree of curl to defilm curl.

velop either immediately or after some
In all cases the curl was: (1)
time.

concave towards the sound-track side,
(2) more severe on base sound track
than on emulsion and (3) serious enough
to be objectionable only on full track
In order to evaluate the
(100 mils).
effects

of different

factors

magnetic composition,

etc.)

(humidity,
in causing

a method of measuring
was required and the following was

this condition,

curl

developed.

Lengths of film that had been coated
as described in a previous
paragraph were cut crosswise into ^-in.
wide strips and the strips placed on the
horizontal stage of a Wilder Micro

and dried

The

Projector.

distance

X

(Fig.

1)

was then measured on the projected
image. From X the angle of curl a

The equa-

tl

can be obtained as shown.

s^e,

tion given does not permit the ready
direct computation of a.
Instead, arbitrary values are assigned to the radius

tl

it is
impossible to remove any of
coating by means of the fingernail
the coating is rated as excellent

adhesion and toughness.
If material
be removed but only with considere
difficulty the rating is good.

of curvature R, corresponding values
are computed, and a graph
of a and
is
constructed of a as a function of

X

X (Fig. 2).
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a (radians) = -

R

L =

0.630 in. (film width)

X+Y=X+RCos-2R
Fig.

Arrangement

1.

for

measuring

curl.

Another

difficulty considered

was

th

possible embrittlement of film produce

by application of magnetic sound tracl
check this, full-width sound track w<

To

applied in the standard

manner

to

man

different types of film and then
testej
using a Pfund Tester in accordance wit

X
h-

ASA

O.M

Film was

Z38.3.2-1945.

testa
j

striped and unstriped, heat aged (72 U
at 212 F followed by 16 hr at room ten

perature and 65% relative humidm]
and unaged, and with and without hc|

O.H

calender treatment of the magnetic strip*
treatment, to be describe!
j

The latter
more fully
slight

slight

to produc,
track resulting in

1

head wear and
increase (about 2 db on soro
decrease

in

j

films) of output at the higher frequencie

MO

120

$0

was found

later,

much smoother

a

<X (purees)

Fig.

R(l

-

in.
in.

in.
in.

in.
in.

in.
in.

in.

.00 in.
.20 in.
.40 in.
.60 in.
.80 in.

2.00
2.50
3.00
472

Cos

in.

in.
in.

Film Curl

Film curl data.

X

=>

L-

0.200
0.150
0.132
0.119
0.095
0.0805
0.0692
0.0608
0.0540
0.0490
0.0408
0.0350
0.0304
0.0270
0.0240
0.0200
0.0165

Tables

=

R

X

R
0.20
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90

2.

a
in.

in.
in.
in.
in.

in.
in.
in.
in.

in.
in.

in.
in.

in.
in.
in.

in.
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180
120
103
90
72
60
51.5
45
40
36
30
25.7
22.5
20.0
18.0
14.4
12.0

I

and

II

show the

effects of coan

ing thickness and film humidity condf
tioning prior to coating on the degree (
film curl obtained, with one
particulaj
coating formulation bearing the la

number

All values given ar
105.
averages of several determinations. Th
values of "Thickness of dry coar' ar
of only limited reliability, especiall
in the case of severely curled films, sine,
they were measured with a micromete

and the readings are dependent to
great extent upon the pressure require-!
All values of
to flatten the film.
given are corrected for the original cur
In general th
the degree c
film curl increases rapidly with coatin

of the uncoated film.

data indicate that:
thickness;
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(1)

films of excessive!

Table

I.

Coating Thickness as a Factor Affecting Film Curl

(Striping composition #105; Film,

Emulsion coating

Eastman Type 5302,

triacetate)

Base coating

Table

III.

Nature of Film

as a Factor Affecting Film

Curl

(Striping composition #105)

Emulsion coating

Film

Du

Doctor

Thickness

Doctor

blade

of
dry coat

blade

of

setting

dry coat

setting

006

in.

0.006

Eastman
Koda- 0.006
chrome Type 5363

Pont,

Type 301

Base coating

.

0007

in.

in.

0.0007

in.

in.

0.0006

in.

.

Curl

Thickness
Curl

0.006

in.

0.0007

in.

51

17

0.006

in.

0.0008

in.

68

10

0.006

in.

0.0008

in.

64

0.0007
0.0007
0.0007

in.

11.5
8.7
3.0

(acetate)

Du

Pont,

Type 825

(triacetate)

(acetate

-

propio-

nate)
for base only)

(Striping composition #125

Du
Du

0.006
0.006
0.006

Type 301
Type 825
Eastman
Kodachrome, Type 5363
Pont,
Pont,

indicate

factory.

ordinary cellulose acetate.

ment

Striping Formulations

The problems

in formulating striping
compositions differ in several ways from
those in formulating pigmented lacquers

In addition to the require-

in general.

ments mentioned of solvent resistance,
low curl-producing tendencies, etc.,

maximum
to

binder

ratio
also

is

of magnetic

pigment

essential.

Generally
pigment concentrations of
speaking,
70-75% based upon total solids content

compromise between
physical properties, which fall off rapidly
at higher concentrations, and signal
output which decreases as the concentration falls below 70%.
afford

the

best

Optimum values of such physical
properties as viscosity, drying rate, etc.,
depend obviously upon the method of
striping used.

With

the current Bell

&

Howell striping equipment, a viscosity
of 30
2 sec at 70 F (Zahn No. 3 Vis474
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in.
in.

Cup), plus a

quite clearly the superiority
in this respect of "triacetate" or "high
acetyl" film to the more hydro] yzed

cosity

in.

room
With such

of 30 sec at

in.

in.

stripe drying

conditions,

is

rate
satis-

material and equipwas found that the stripe thickness obtained was constant over a large
it

range of striping speeds. Also, the high
drying rate permitted the film to be
minute after
rolled up within one
striping.

In spite of extensive experimentation
with different resins, plasticizers and
solvents, the only formulas developed
which gave good adhesion to the emulsion side of the film while fulfilling all
other requirements of a satisfactory
striping material, were those containing
Acetic acid, however, when
acetic acid.

applied to the film base, was one of the
worst offenders in causing curl. It was
necessary, therefore, to develop different
formulations for striping emulsion and
base.

Curl is caused by many factors but
most important one seems to b

the

on the film base. For
reason active solvents such as ace-

solvent attack
this

tone, ethyl acetate, methylene chloride,

Journal of the
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Table V. Film Forming Resins
Cellulose acetate

Too-strong solvents required; no advantages over

Ethyl cellulose

cellulose in physical properties or adhesion.
Good film former; no adhesion; soluble in trichlorethylen

and carbon
Vinyl chloride-acetate
copolymer
Acryloids

nitre

tetrachloride.

Fair adhesion; tend to gel with iron pigments; too solubl
in trichlorethylene and carbon tetrachloride.
Available only in solution of strong solvents curl is a prot
lem.
Fair adhesion; can be blended with nitrocellulose to reduc
solubility; considerable tendency for crazing on emulsio

'

;

side.

Water emulsions

rate; soluble in trichlorethylene and carbo
tetrachloride ; tends to foam excessively ; susceptible 1

Slow drying

Vinyl acetate
Chlorinated rubber
Acrylonitrile rubber

;

;

Fig. 3.

476

The

j-

moisture; poor adhesion to base side.
Similar to acryloids in results.
Hard brittle film poor adhesion
Films are soft and flexible, have considerable friction t]
sliding over soundhead soluble in trichlorethylene an
carbon tetrachloride; fair adhesion.

laboratory unit consisting of reservoir, applicator, drying rack,
heated calender and take-up mechanism.

April 1953
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Table VI. Magnetic Striping Compositions
Base

(ids

35%

Emulsion

by weight

Orifice

Fig. 5.

striping

mounted
frame.

Fig.

4.

The

applicator head.

and a drying rack. A calender was
added to improve the surface of the
The film was passed under the
stripe.
orifice that

allowed a stream of magnetic

material to flow out onto the surface
between the perforations and the edge
of the

The present method of
Soundstripe is essentially a

film.

applying
highly

refined

version of the

original

arrangement.
The production of Soundstripe requires a unit capable of holding close
tolerances.

Present

from 30 to 60 fpm

striping speeds of
necessitate a rigidly

constructed applicator head containing
precision guide rollers to properly align
the film and an applicator preadjusted to
provide a stripe of proper thickness.

and doctor

applicator
in position
Film travels

that

blade.

secureb

is

on the guide rollei
from the feed ree

through a tensioning device, through the
guide rollers under the applicator anc
onto the drying rack, which holds abou
75 ft of film. The rack is equipped with
a battery of infrared lamps to facilitate
The film is taken up through
drying.
the powered calender unit and so onto

the large roller that positions the film'
accurately in relation to the applicator

<

orifice

and the

striping applicator.

Figure 5 shows the orifice and the'
doctor blade. The orifice width, which

i

controls the track thickness,
set at 0.0025 to 0.003 in.

is

usually

Figure 6 illustrates the power take-up

and hot calender

unit.

It consists of a
j

Graham
a

variable-speed drive, powering

spring-loaded

guide

roller

against

which the calender roller is pressed by
means of a strong spring-loaded over-1
Heat is
center lock, set for about 1 8 Ib.

Figure 3 shows the complete laboratory
unit as used by Bell & Howell, consisting

applied to the calender roller by a heating coil wound on a brass bobbin and
mounted as shown to the left of the calen-

of

der

reservoir, applicator, drying rack,
heated calender and take-up mechanism.
The magnetic material contained in the

kept agitated by the small
motor shown. The material flows from
reservoir

is

the reservoir through the tubing to the

478
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!

take-up reel.
Figure 4 shows the applicator head.,
with the spring-loaded guide rollers,

roller.

The temperature

of

the

highly polished carbaloy surface of the
calender roller is maintained at 270 F

20 F.
Great care must be taken during both
the manufacture and application of the

Journal of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

,

I

Fig. 6.

Power take-up and hot-calender

agnetic composition to avoid the pickof dust, lint or other foreign particles,
lost track defects have been found to
!>

due to such particles either partially
ogging the orifice or becoming caught

monic

distortion considerations.
Figure
curve A, illustrates a typical outputbias curve for Bell & Howell Soundstripe.
7,

Transfer

;

and the applicator. As
of routine, Bell
Howell
film before application of a

:tween the film

matter

1

bans

all

&

both to avoid such difficulties and
assure good adhesion of the track.

-ipe,

agnetic Properties

jience

Characteristic:

output relationship

is

The

input-

checked at 1000

cycles/sec under conditions of optibias to determine the linear range
of transfer.
typical transfer character-

mum

istic for

Bell

A
&

Howell coatings

is

shown

in Fig. 7, curve B.
is

Samples of all of the different magnetic
gments used (both black and red) were
^ted for coercive force (Hc ) and rem1
(Br ) on a B-H curve tracer.

unit.

Frequency Response: This characteristic
determined at the optimum bias condi-

tion for constant current recording at a
db below the saturation knee as

level 12

found in the transfer characteristic.
The curve of Fig. 7 (curve C) shows a
representative frequency-response char-

prformance Testing
All tests are

This curve
for Soundstripe.
has been corrected for input circuitry

2

for iron

acteristic

performed on striped film
the standard 16mm sound speed of
in. /sec

(24 frames/sec).
Optimum Bias: Using a bias frequency
50 kc the optimum bias condition is de-

maximum

rmined

based

cles/sec

output rather than on har-

on

1000

and amplifier-frequency response, and
and copper losses in the playback head in order to more nearly show

the frequency-response characteristic of
the stripe.

Output Uniformity:

Kaspin, Roberts, Robbins and Powers:
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TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC
OPTIMUM @ 5OKC.
AUDIO: IOOOCRS.

(E>)

BIAS:

(A)

OUTPUT vs

AUDIO: IMA.
BIAS FREQ./.

BIAS.

IOOOCRS.
50 KC

50-

0.0

(C)

FREQUENCY RESPONSE.
OPTIMUM @ 5OKC

BIAS:

AUDIO: I.OMA.

10

BIAS

CURRENT

2

5

Performance testing

results

1- 10000

4

1000

FREQUENCY
Fig. 7.

1

3O

INPUT (D&.)
(OD&.-.IMA)

(AMPS.)

(12-TURN WINDING)
100

1

2O

(CRS.)

on

Bell

& Howell Soundstripe;

film speed, 7.2 in./sec.

and uniformity are checked

at

bias for a record current of

db

below

optimum
1

kc at a

The

The audio energy coupled u
the bias winding in the record head is thu:

at 50 kc.

graphic representation of output shown
in Fig. 8 is a Brush oscillographic recording of a Soundstripe loop recorded under

prevented from circulating through tru
bias and erase metering circuitry.
Audio-Record Supply: Here a Genera.
Radio audio oscillator, Type 713-B.

these input conditions.

drives

Harmonic Distortion: This is measured
at optimum bias condition with an audio
input of 1000 cycles/sec at a level 12 db

The output

level

12

saturation.

from saturation.

a

laboratory

adjustable 3-head plug-in units.
Springloaded, felt-covered pressure pads are
used to assure intimacy of contact beBias-Erase Supply:

A Hewlett-Packard,

oscillator

is

operated at 50

kc as a source for both bias and erase
The output of a laboratorysignals.
constructed power amplifier is supplied
through a series capacitor selected to
resonate with the bias and erase windings
480

amplifier.

resistor

V.T.V.M.

across

the

series

measures the record currents.

Playback Amplifier:

The output of a lo\v

impedance Bell & Howell head is coupled
through an input transformer to a laboratory constructed pre-amplifier and main
amplifier patterned after the design of
This system has a maxi-

D. L. Clark. 2

tween heads and track.

Model 200C,

power

fed through a series meter-

ing resistor and a L-G trap tuned tc
reject the 50-kc bias signal induced in the
audio winding of the record head. A
Ballantine

and Techniques
The drive mechanism now used is a
Stancil-Hoffman S5 adapted to mount

Test Equipment

is

AprQ 1953 Journal

mum

overall voltage gain of approxi-

6
mately 1 X 10 which can be reduced by
either 20 db or 40 db by means of decade

attenuators and further attenuated with
a gain control. Plug-in filter units can
be switched in or out as desired. The
use of a high-pass filter, cutting off at
of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

near 400 cycles/sec,
suppresses

hum from

the

harmonics

power frequency and

its

and a low-pass unit
cutting
limits the noise

tain

off near 7 kc
spectrum as well as cer-

undesired

generated

signals

by

nonlinearity in the system and recording
medium. The use of these filters proves

quite valuable in

making

low-level meas-

urements.

The output of the amplifier is metered
with a Ballantine V.T.V.M. and feeds
an oscilloscope

as well as auxiliary equipdistortion measure-

Harmonic

ment.

ments are made by feeding this output to
a Hewlett-Packard, Model 300-A, Harmonic Wave Analyzer. Checks on uni-

made on looplength samples by feeding the playback
amplifier output through a rectifier
formity of output are

system and into a d-c amplifier and Brush
Recorder. Reel-length
are
samples
checked for output uniformity on an

S

I
5

Esterline-Angus Recorder where the
slower chart movement and greater
damping of the pen prove more convenient.

Figure 9

CO-

station.

is

an

The

overall view of the test

racks

contain the oscil-

ST

and

amplifiers with the laboratorydeveloped drive unit placed in front.
Stancil-Hoffman film transport is
lators

A

shown in the left foreground and the
Harmonic Wave Analyzer, oscilloscope
and Esterline-Angus oscillograph appear
at the right.

Present Status

With current formulations and equipment, Bell & Howell has satisfactorily
applied Soundstripe to every type of
film received.
Adherent, substantially
curl-free and dimensionally correct tracks
were produced in full and half track,
and most recently, in 0.027-in. width
for

double-perforated

tion of

film.

Investiga-

methods of track improvement

however, continuing.
Present quantitative specifications and
are as follows
typical performance values

are,

:

Kaspin, Roberts, Robbins and Powers:
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Fig. 9. Overall

view of the

DIMENSIONS
Full track:

Optimum

width and position according

ASA

to

Standards, thickness 0.0004

to 0.0006 in.

Half

-

width, 0.049

track:

test station.

distortion:

amp

0.6%

at 50

kj

third ha!

monic.
Noise level: Approx. 60 db below
km]
of

0.003 in.;

inner
position of outside track
0.002 in.
edge of track, 0.057
from edge of film; position of
inside track
inner edge of track

0.3 to 0.4

bias:

Harmonic

1

000-cycle/sec

transfer

charaj

teristic.

-

nine
0.108

+0.002-

_Q

.

in.

,
from
edge

f

of

film.

width 0.027
'

inner edge 0.029

edge of

A r\r\A
U.UU4

0.002

m

-

fr

m

film.

PERFORMANCE

H

Output uniformity

We

max. range,

(Esterline- Angus
1.5

within

particular

a]

types)

their respecth
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hscussion

that

Lewin

George

Corps

(Signal

Photographic

was wondering whether someCenter]
tody from Reeves Soundcraft would ask
I believe you mentioned
lis question.
I

:

optimum bias is selected as the
ne which gives the highest output. Don't
ou feel then that there's any improvement
o be obtained by increasing the bias above
lat in the interest of getting more uniform
hat your

eadiness of output?

&

Malcolm G. Townsley (Bell
Howell):
d like to answer that. While we evaluate
ur striping experiments in terms of opti-

num

we

on production
beyond optimum,
n about the same degree as advocated by
bias,

set the bias

rojectors considerably

Schmidt.

Ir.

Mr. Lewin: Just one other question, then,

bu did say that the oscillograph that you
lowed here was made on an Esterlinengus Oscillograph Recorder?

Mr. Kaspin: That's

right.

Mr. Lewin: That doesn't show very

:

much

ligh-frequency fluctuation?

Mr. Kaspin: Well, it wouldn't show dropIt merely shows a more or less averDuts.

it

is

very easy to have unintentional

damping due

to rectifier overload, or
by
having too much pen pressure.
In subsequent correspondence,
Mr.
Kaspin submitted the following clarification:

"The output uniformity graph as well as
the other data presented in the
paper were
obtained with the test equipment described
and not by the use of any commercial

16mm projector. The aim was to obtain
information about the sound track per se
with as few extraneous variables as
possible.

"Mr. Lewin's comment on the possibility
of inadvertently
introducing damping into
the Brush Recorder setup is, however, well
taken.
To obtain at least semi-quantitative, experimental data on this question a
length of full-track striped film was obtained and gaps were introduced into the
track by carefully scraping away the mag-

material.
The gap lengths were
chosen to produce zero signal intervals of
0.002-, 0.004- and 0.007-second duration
netic

when the film traveled at 7.2 inches per
second.
Recording and playback of a
1000-cycle signal on this film with the
regular test setup yielded the following information. The 0.002-, 0.004- and 0.007-

age output.

second gaps produced apparent dropouts
in the Brush Recorder Chart of 1, 2 and

Editorial Note: In reviewing the discusdon transcript, Mr. Kaspin discovered he
had misunderstood Mr. Lewin's second

5 db, respectively.

question.

The oscillographic record shown
made on a Brush Recorder

kvas actually
!(as

conservative."

correctly stated in the paper), rather

on the highly damped Esterline-Angus
The Brush Recorder responds
';to
frequencies up to the order of one hun,dred cycles, and consequently any dropouts of about 0.01 second or greater duration would be clearly shown.
The correction was forwarded to Mr.
jLewin. In reply he indicated his question
was prompted by concern over the amount
Ithan

recorder.

'of

"The statement that, with our setups,
dropouts of 0.010-second duration would be
clearly shown seems, therefore, to be quite

recorder

damping

jintentionally present

intentionally or untest runs.

during the

runs made at the Signal Corps
[Similar
Photographic Center on various commercial 16mm magnetic projectors show nutest

merous rapid output fluctuations or "dropouts"

up

to practically

not appear, however,

if

100%. They do
damping is present

in the external rectifier

Brush Recorder.

used to feed the
Experience indicates also

Charles O. Probst (formerly U.S. Air Force,
Wright Air Development Center; now, Aerophysics Dept., Goodyear Aircraft Corp., Akron,
Ohio): When you coat double-perforated
stock, do you put a balance coating on the
other side?
Mr. Kaspin: As of now we have only
coated double-perforated stock experimentally and have not put on a balance
What we will do in the future is
stripe.
as yet

Mr.

undetermined.
Probst:

May

I also

ask

if

you have

precoated raw Kodachrome, either
mercial or Regular?

Com-

Mr. Kaspin: No, we have precoated some
raw black-and-white film experimentally,
and haven't run into any difficulty in
processing, but the processing of Kodachrome involves many more steps than

Kaspin, Roberts, Robbing and Powers;
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black-and-white, so
tion

on

Mr.

we have no informa-

that.

(Added during discussion
was trying to bring out the
possibilities of recording immediately after
processing and editing the projection print.
We have done this at Wright Air DevelopProbst:

review)

I

ment Center, shooting 35mm, reductionprinting on precoated EK-7302 raw stock,
editing, recording and showing in about
twelve hours. However, from the discusit does not appear practical at this
time to shoot 16mm precoated reversal
film (either color or black-and-white) for
sion,

immediate

recording

after

processing,

though being able to do so would greatly
extend the usefulness of this medium as an
engineering tool.
R. A. Green (Ft. Belvoir, Va.} When you
coat on the emulsion side, can you suc:

cessfully

484

make

prints without getting out-

April 1953

of-focus or slightly fuzzy pictures due to the
thickness of the coating?

Mr. Townsley: I think we have had no
experience with that yet, Mr. Green. It
would depend entirely on the optical characteristics.
Theoretically the 0.4-0.6 mil
additional thickness could cause some
fuzziness, but I don't think any pertinent
data exist.
J. E. Aiken (Naval Photographic Center):
Do you have any data on the durability of
stripes on the emulsion side of the film?
Mr. Kaspin: I have described the testing
procedure we used of exposing the film to
140 F for 16 hours then to room tempera-

and 92% humidity for 8 hours, and
going through that cycle eight times, after
which we flex the film and try to remove
ture

the stripe.
Our present coating formulation will pass that test on all the films we
so we presume it's
we have no field data.

stripe,

but
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agnetic Striping of Photographic
ilm by the Laminating Process
iv

ANDREW

H.

PERSOON

This paper describes a new method of magnetic striping of photographic
combination laminating and transfer process. The stripe is
transferred from a temporary backing to the photographic film by using
heat and pressure to laminate a magnetic tape, face side down, on the film,
and removing the backing. The magnetic stripe which remains adhered
to the film is very uniform and smooth.
This method of striping has the
advantages of requiring a minimum amount of space, ease of operation, no
solvent hazards, and the uniformity of the stripe can be more easily controlled.

film using a

A,N

INCREASED amount of interest is
shown in the magnetic sound
track for 16mm motion picture film and
bei^g

there are

now

available a

number

of

projectors that use both magnetic and
The applicaoptical type sound tracks.
tion of magnetic track to the 1
film,

6mm

which

be referred to as magnetic
striping, has heretofore been done by
means of coating a solvent-type magnetic
This paper dedispersion on the film.
scribes a new and unique method of
will

magnetic striping whereby the stripe is
transferred from a specially constructed
tape to the film by a laminating process.
Presented on

October 10, 1952, at the
Convention at Washington, D.C.,
by Andrew H. Persoon, Magnetic Recording Tape Div., Minnesota Mining & Mfg.
Co., 367 Grove St., St. Paul 1, Minn.
(This paper was received on September 4,
Society's

1952.)

April 1953

This specially constructed tape will be
referred to as the laminating tape.

The Laminating Tape

The specially constructed tape, shown
in Fig. 1, consists of a two-layer coating
cellophane backing. The first
a 0.0007-in. thick coating of
magnetic material which is comprised of
a new magnetic oxide dispersed in a
This new magnetic oxide
resin binder.

on

a

layer

is

has an increased amount of remanence
flux as compared to the oxides currently

being used for magnetic recording tapes,
and results in more output. The magnetic layer is applied to the cellophane
by the same coating methods used for

"Scotch" brand magnetic recording tape
therefore, the same uniformity
be expected.
The second layer of coating is a
0.0001 -in. layer of a thermoplastic type

and,

may
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THERMOPLASTIC ADHESIVE

o.ooot
o. 000-7

O.OOIG

Fig. 1.

Cross section through laminating tape.

Fig. 2.
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Laminating machine.
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which can be activated at a
emperature of about 225 F. This
idhesive forms a good bond between the
idhesive

magnetic stripe and the 16mm film
when properly applied by heat and pressure in the laminating process.

The Laminating Process
previously, the
transferred from the

nagnetic stripe is
laminating tape to the motion picture
film by first laminating the tape to the
film and then removing the cellophane

done with the machine
This machine is a
3 ft X 3 ft X 1 ft box mounted on
a table. The striping can be done with
this machine in one process operating at
This

backing.

is

ishown in Fig.

a speed of 125

Perhaps
the process

2.

fpm.

the
is

best

way

describe

to

to follow the tape

and

film

it

chine.

supplied in -J-in. widths and slit to
the desired width during the striping
The tape is taken from the
process.
is

supply reel and
platen
trolled

which
at

is

is

a

passed over a heated
thermostatically con-

temperature

activate the adhesive.

which

will

operating
fpm, it is necessary to maintain the
temperature of the platen at 440 F.
The heated tape is guided onto the motion picture film in such a manner that
'the
Ithe

two overlap an amount equal to
Since both
track width desired.
motion picture film and the laminat-

ing tape are accurately

slit,

this

guiding

The overaccurately.
and
film
of
the
tape then
lapped portion
can

be

structure

done

by a
passes through a nip
a
roller
against
spring-loaded pressure
steel bed roller.
These rollers are loformed

now

consists of a stripe of

the desired width secured to the film,
but still retains the cellophane film over
the magnetic layer.
After the adhesive
has cooled sufficiently the cellophane is
removed by peeling it back through an
angle of 180. This is accomplished by
passing the laminated structure under a
small idler roller and allowing the celloto follow the roller through the

phane

angle and then winding

180

The motion

I

j

chine

is

capable of applying three

0.100 in. The
obtained by moving a lever which automatically adjusts the laminating tape

guide and the tension on the pressure
roller to give a stripe of the desired width.

Performance

The performance of the magnetic
made by the laminating process

stripe

was compared with two samples of commercially available striped film using a
Howell Filmosound 202 proBell

&

jector.
relative

The frequency

response

and

samples are
shown in Fig. 3. The frequency response of the Minnesota Mining sample
is flat within 5 db from 100 to 6000
of these

output

was
two
700 cycles/sec and was

The relative output
cycles/sec.
6 db greater than the best of the other
samples up to
3

db

greater at the higher frequencies.

and when the film and tape pass
through the nip, they are securely bonded
The laminated structure then
together.
passes onto a rotary slitting knife which

current,

Persoon:

dif-

0.032, 0.057 and
various track widths are

ferent track widths:

Due

Andrew H.

for

now

complete with a uniform magnetic
having a very smooth surface
that needs no burnishing. The ma-

enough to the heated platen
so that the adhesive is still in a plastic
state

up

stripe

I

icated near

it

picture film

is

When

at 125

!the

cut edge is obtained. The portion of
the tape which was extending beyond
the film is wound up for future use.

disposal.

goes through the laminating maSince the handling of a tape
in the narrow widths required for the
striping would be very difficult, the tape
as

Here, by proper guiding, it is possible
to trim the tape so that a straight clean-

The

mentioned

was

As

trims off the portion of the tape extending beyond the motion picture film.

to the fact that the

this construction
it

would

new oxide used

a 6-db gain at the higher frequencies
optimum bias were used.

The

uniformity

in

requires a lower bias
be possible to obtain

tests

if

on the various
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OUTPUT

\

-

2

7

56789

-12

FREQUENCY
Fig.

3.

4

3

IN

5

6 9

t 7

CYCLES

3

4

5

C,

7

63

I

PER SECOND

stripe made by laminating
process compared with two samples of commercial striped film.

Frequency response and relative output of magnetic

samples were not very meaningful since
poor contact with the record-playback
head gave a large number of instantaneous dropouts. However, the overall
output level varied less than 1 db for the
Minnesota Mining sample, while the
other samples varied more than 2 db.

The

noise level of

was below that of the

all

three samples

projector.

1.

Simplicity of operation.

2.

Small amount of space required.
No large heat source needed

3.

for

drying ovens.
hazards normally associated
4. No
with solvent coating operations.
5. Very little chance of ruining motion
picture film.
In the second category,

we have

these

advantages
1
Greater output.
:

.

Advantages of the Laminated

2.

Striping Process

The advantages

of the laminated strip-

ing process can be separated into
(1) those
relating to
categories:
process

of

the

stripe;

and

(2)

two
the

those

relating to the quality of the stripe.

In the

first

category,

following advantages

488

Magnetic

stripe has

uniform surface

across the width.

we have

:

April 1953

3. Uniformity in linear direction is
predetermined by coating methods which
have been developed over a period of

years.
4.

the

Quality control of stripe can be

made beforehand on
tape.
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the

laminating

those curves,

Discussion
E.

C.

Phillimore

(Bell

&

Howe//):

Do

you have any figures on the relative cost of
the laminated process as compared with
the applied process?
Mr. Persoon: There

We

finalized.

have been no figures
we can supply the
about a cent a foot.

feel that

aminating tape at
I was
H. W. Bauman (Ampro Corp.}
wondering, when you ran those three sets
of curves to compare levels, did you change
:

on that particular machine

the bias

for

each one?

No, we did not make any
took the projector as it was
We actually
and put the samples on.
a large loop
spliced the three samples into
and took the checks in that manner. No
adjustments were made on the projector.
Mr.

Persoon:

We

check.

Air. Bauman: Well then, which curve
had the optimum bias?
Mr. Persoon: We did not check on that.
We assumed that the projector was set for
one of the other samples which came with

the projector.
J.

S.

Begun (Clevite-Brush Development
a simple question can you give
some information on the coercivity and
Co.)

also

:

First,

on the remanence of this new material?

My second question might be

more

difficult

In Fig. 3 you showed three freThey differ in
quency-response curves.
the low-frequency range.
Sample B seems
jto be flat.
Sample A, as I recall, shows
little hump around 200 cycles, and your
own tape shows a considerable hump.
to answer.

i

Now at

this frequency region the signal recorded on all tapes when not equalized
should be reproduced with a 6 db per oc-

em-

If the same equalization
rise.
ployed for all three tapes they should
then all have a flat response. How can
the response differences be explained?

tave

is

&

W. W. Wetzel (Minnesota Mining
Mfg.
I can answer the first question very

Co.).:

The

of the oxide is
about 240, the remanence value is about
1000.
The second question, I am afraid,
I can't exDr. Begun, embarrasses me.

simply.

coercivity

plain just why these curves should differ.
M. G. Townsley (Bell
Howe//) I think,
perhaps, I can help to answer the question.

&

:

The machine used was a Bell
projector, and in the manner

Andrew H.

&

of

Howell
making

Persoon:

characteristic

what we have is the overall
from input to output. There

some pre-equalization and some postequalization in the Bell & Howell design.
I think that the noted difference in the
tapes, in some way or other, is affected by
the pre-equalization and post-equalization
is

characteristics.
It is the intent in the projector design to have a slight peak toward
the high frequencies in the overall transfer

and to maintain a reasoncurve over the rest of the output.

characteristic,

ably

flat

Apparently the different materials respond
differently to the compromises which are

made

in pre-equalization and post-equalization, but those curves being overall
transfer curves, should ideally be flat, and
not the 6 db per octave fall-off in the low

frequencies. This should be
for in the projector design.
J.

Ships)

compensated

Kenneth Lewis (U.S. Navy, Bureau of
It has been brought out in the
:

paper by Maxwell A. Kerr, at this Convention, that trouble can occur because of
the variation in the position of 16mm photographic sound tracks which may be partially covered by a half-track using your

Mr. Schmidt, in his paper, indicated that operator technique is required
to take care of these variations in the position of photographic tracks, and that these
process.

do exist as practical problems
today with the photographic tracks as we
variations
find
for

films which come in
Does your process have
it whereby operator tech-

them on regular
processing.

any means in
niques can be used

to take care of this

irregularity in optical sound-track position,
especially if it occurs abruptly at splices?

Mr. Persoon: The guiding of the tape can
very easily be adjusted to set the magnetic
track at any particular spot wanted on the
merely a matter of moving
to the proper position.
Does that answer your question?
Mr. Lewis: To continue the question a
film, since

the

tape

it's

guide

little more
apparently in the case of
some of the coating techniques now used

necessary to stop the process momenand then
tarily, reset the coating device,
at a
proceed, with the magnetic coating
it is

at such disslightly different adjustment
continuities as splices; I gathered this from

Mr. Schmidt's paper.
your process lends

I

am

wondering

itself to this

Magnetic Striping by Laminating
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Mr. Persoon: Yes, it would. There
no reason why it could not be done.

is

<

James F. Cornell (General Electric Co.}
Perhaps you covered this in the paper and
I missed it, but is this process applicable to
raw stock without damage to the photographic emulsion due to the heat that's
:

transferred?

Mr.

machine

is

so de-

signed that the motion picture film is kept
at the ambient temperature, and the only
rise in temperature you would expect in
the motion picture film would be due to
the adhesive coming in contact with it.
At the time the adhesive comes in contact
with the motion picture film its temperature is only 200 F, so I'm sure there would

be no damage.

Ban

what happens

I
(Sandia Corp.}
to this stripe when
:

wonder
it is

applied across the typical splice where the
film is overlapped. There might be some
air trapped underneath.
Will it continue
to adhere in use?
Mr. Persoon: The portion where obviously there would be a little air trapped
is the so-called "square" part of the buttend splice; however, this loosens only a
few thousandths of an inch, and beyond that
the lamination will again adhere.
Mr. Barr: Does it adhere equally well
either to the emulsion side or to the base
side?

Mr. Persoon: Our experience in that has
been rather limited. However, on blackand-white we have had no difficulty with
adherance to the emulsion side.
Leonard A. Herzig (Prestoseal Mfg. Corp.}:
I understood you to say that there would
be loss in sound with the overlap splice.
Wouldn't this be eliminated with a butt-

weld splice?
Mr. Persoon: Yes,

490

new oxide compared to others. There
was no indication of distortion levels on it,
and without that information the chart
does not seem complete. Do you have the
the

Were

information?

Persoon: Yes, the

Harold C.

Ernest W. Franck (Reeves Sounderaft Corp.};
I'd like to ask a question referring to the
chart showing the difference in output of;

it

definitely would.

April 1953

the runs at different

distortion levels?

No, they were not. We
keep all runs below one percent
third harmonic distortion.
Mr. Franck: But there was no adjustment

Mr.

Persoon:

tried to

made

for bias?

Mr. Persoon: No.
Mr. Franck: But

at different bias adjust-

ments, the differences might be less?
Mr. Persoon: Yes, I think that could be.
R. A. Green (Ft. Belvoir, Va.} You mentioned that you coat raw film stock. What
happens during processing? Are there any
characteristic changes in the coating such
as blistering, separation or shrinkage?
Mr. Persoon: I am sorry, but there has
been a misunderstanding. We have not
actually coated raw stock, and therefore I
:

cannot answer your question from experience. I did make the statement, however,
that if raw stock were to be used, I do not
think the laminating heat would affect the
emulsion.
Mr. Lewis: In the event you should be required by virtue of the photographic track
position to half-stripe on the picture side
of the track, does your process lend itself to

doing so?

Mr. Persoon: At present we cannot halftrack on the picture side since we use a
tape wider than the desired magnetic track
width and slit off the excess. For halftracks, we are limited to the space from the
photographic track centerline out to the
film edge.
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agnetic Sound Tracks for Precised 16mm Motion Picture Film
THOMAS

R.

DEDELL

The procedure developed

at Eastman Kodak Co. for applying magnetic
processed 16mm motion picture film is fully described. Complete details are given for the coating composition, the dispersing technique
and the method of coating. The bead coating method is used. Problems

sound tracks

to

related to coating on film are discussed.
Sound-quality measurements are
reported comparing these coatings with commercial quarter-inch tape.

.T

THE PURPOSE

is

of this paper to de-

the procedure developed
the laboratories of the Eastman Kodak

-ibe in detail

for

).

applying magnetic sound tracks

16mm

motion

For
picture film.
purpose, the track width is limited
one-tenth of an inch or less, and the
is

applied only to processed East-

ig

Formula

of a binding material, solvents,

a plasticizer in appropriate quantiter

selection of the materials

and

amounts are determined by the

following conditions

:

on October 10, 1952, at the
Convention at Washington, D.G.,

sented
:iety's

and

material must have

magnetic

characteristics

capable of rendering desired sound quality.

2.

The

binder-solvent

combination

should allow easy dispersion of the oxide
in order to obtain acceptable sound
quality.

of film.

described here are
iposed of an iron oxide, as the basic
lient, dispersed in a mixture com-

formulas

The

The magnetic

3. The coating must give satisfactory
adhesion to both the base and emulsion

film.

The

1.

physical

Thomas R.

Dedell,

Eastman Kodak

Co.,

Park Works, Rochester 4, N.Y.
paper was received on September
[952.)

April 1953

1 5,

4.

The

binder, in addition to giving

good adhesion of the coating to the film,
must also provide adequate binding of
particles within the coating.
5. The coating should cause no unacceptable physical deformation of the

film.

use with the bead coating
6. For
method, the solvents must be high boiling
so that negligible viscosity changes occur

At the same time, it
coating.
must be practical to cure out the solvents at temperatures not above 110 F.
7. The solvents must be good solvents for the binding material and pracwhile
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Table

I.

Magnetic Coating Composition

200 parts* red iron oxide IRN-110
40 parts 40-60 SS type cellulose nitrate
17 parts

butyl alcohol

20 parts cellosolve
906 parts amyl acetate (commercial grade)
1 36
parts butyl cellosolve
1

AA

8 parts
*

grade castor

Stock

Solution

for

Cellulos*

Nitrate Binder

40-60 SS type cellulose nitrate
Butyl alcohol

10%

Cellosolve

30%

Amyl

4.3?$

acetate (commercial)

-

55.7%

nitrate binder

is stocked in solution font;
using part of the solvent of the dispersior
formula. The stock solution which 3j

Parts by weight.

nonsolvents for the base materials.
of the various ingredients of the formula must be
adjusted
so that a coating of proper width, thick8.

The amounts

and oxide content is obtained.
of formula which we have
found best to meet these requirements is
ness

The type

based upon the use of a red iron oxide dispersed in cellulose nitrate as the binding

The complete composition*

material.

given in Table I.
The iron oxide is manufactured by the
C. K. Williams Co. The castor oil is
Baker's grade AA. The binder, 40-60
is

SS type

cellulose nitrate,

is

Powder Co.

the Hercules

obtained from
It is delivered

wet with butyl alcohol (70%

nitrate,

30%

The butyl alcohol indialcohol).
cated in the formula is the amount that
introduced with the nitrate.

Dispersing

tracks

quality of magnetic sound
greatly influenced by the de-

is

gree of dispersion of the iron oxide particles.
Particle flocculation causes increased noise levels and lower signal-tonoise ratios.
Consequently, the

mag-

netic-coating composition must be subjected to a dispersing treatment in order
to obtain adequate separation of the
iron

oxide

dispersing

particles.

methods

Of

tried,

the
ball

many
milling

has been most effective. Porcelain mills
with flint balls have been used.

Our procedure
persion

is

as

for preparing a disThe cellulose

follows:

The Eastman Kodak Company

intend to

492

sell

used by Eastman Kodak Co.
Table II.

is

given

icl

Many other stock solutions are possible
using different amounts of solvents
The various constituents of the

coating^

composition are put into a ball rnillJ
The order of addition of ingredients

iq

of no importance.
The ball mill is then]
rotated until a satisfactory dispersion

is]

obtained.

among

The

milling time depends.)
other things, on the viscosity ol

and the size of the mill.
For making tracks of 0.100-in. width,
one-gallon mills at 60 rpm and 75 F
give good dispersions in 24 hr.
Milling
up to 1 50 hr shows no significant change
in sound quality.
Very long milling
With quart
gives poorer sound quality.
mills, the same dispersion at the same
rpm requires a minimum of 60 hr of
the mixtures

milling.

Method

The sound

*

II.

oil

tically

is

Table

does not
the coating composition.

April 1953

The coating composition for 0.100-in.
width tracks has a shelf life of at least
thirty days.

In that time, there

is

npi|

appreciable change in sound quality ofil
the coated tracks.
Tests are not completed for holding times beyond thirty j
j

"

Because of oxide particles settling
out, all dispersions should be tumbled forji
at least 30 min before coating. Narrower J
tracks are made from dispersions of
days.

;

higher viscosity.
dispersions

Work

is

now

have

The higher
longer

in progress to

viscosity!
shelf
lives. 1

improve the J

dispersions and the keeping properties!
of the dispersions.

Coating Methods

The method used for applying the]
magnetic dispersion to film must provide I
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Fig.

;

1.

The

coating machine; see text for description of keyed parts.

coating of proper physical characterincluding the following:

ftics,

1.

The width and

thickness

of the

considered.

One

trusion method.
is

of these was an ex-

In

this case, the fluid

metered to the film from a smaJl tube.

back should be uniform.

The method has the possible advantage of

p.

using a closed system and of applying a

Tracks 0.100
wide on film have been made to conbrm with the proposed American Standrd PH22.87.

'ide

The surface should be flat to prointimate and uniform contact with

he

magnetic

2.

recording

and

playing

leads.
3.

The

surface should produce a mini-

mum of wear on the magnetic heads.
In this investigation, several possible
means of applying the coating were
I

Thomas R.

Dedell:

coating thickness which

is

independent
Ex-

of the viscosity of the dispersion.
perimentation has indicated that

this

technique is not entirely satisfactory
The main difficulties
for the purpose.
are metering problems and width control

of the track.

Another

possibility

is

to

apply the

dispersion by an

intaglio printing process.
In this case, the fluid dispersion is ap-

Magnetic Tracks

for Processed

16mm

Film

493
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recessed grooves of a coating
plied into

the coatings are

wheel and subsequently transferred to the
film.
Experiments with this method

this speed, the

have shown that satisfactory transfer of
the dispersion from the intaglio grooves
to the film

is

difficult to obtain.

A more successful process has proved to
bead coating method. In this
an applicator wheel rotates in a
tray of dispersion and transfers the
magnetic composition by means of a
liquid bead to the film, which passes
above the applicator wheel. This is a
well-established coating method and is
2
film
Consefor
used
lacquering.
most
mechanical
problems
quently,
be

a

case,

with obtaining satisfactory
coating uniformity have already been
One disadvantage is that sursolved.
connected

face tension causes the

convex.

slightly

dry surface to be
surfaces can

Flatter

be obtained by pressing the coatings.
Also, this method is limited to coatings

under 0.20

in.

in width.

Wider mag-

made sufficiently
uniform in thickness when coated by
The cause for this is
the bead method.
netic tracks

cannot be

made

at

20 fpm.

At

curing time has been 2.8
min. The air temperature in the curing cabinet should not exceed 110 F,
otherwise film brittleness problems may
result.
Higher coating speeds are unThe maximum
doubtedly
possible.
practical speed has not yet been determined.
Figure 2 is a close-up of the coating
mechanism. Referring to this picture,
the entering film first contacts a position-

ing roll (A), which, by means of an outside flange, forces the film toward an

inner flange on a positioning

In

roll

(B).

manner, film is made to leave
B always from the same position.

this

roll

As a

result, the film is fed to idler (C) so
that the inner edge which is to be coated
is in
a constant position. Below the

idler is an applicator wheel (D) which
dips into tray (E) and brings up liquid
The film on the idler can
dispersion.

be raised or lowered by the adjusting
A dial gauge records the
(L).
In raising or
positioning of the film.

knob

lowering the film, the plate (K) on which

and positioning

the high viscosity needed to obtain proper
Lowoxide concentration in the track.

the idler

bead applications can be very
uniform. The bead method, to be suc-

applicator roll rotates so that the
top of the roll moves in the same direc-

viscosity

cessful,

cosity

requires rigid control of the visof the dispersion, the rotation

speed of the applicator wheel, the speed
of the film, and the separation between
the applicator

wheel and the

Referring to Fig. 1, the coating machine consists of a supply reel (A), a
bead coating mechanism (B), a drying
cabinet (C), a pressing device (D), and a
The film is transtake-up reel (E).
ported and kept at proper tensions by
three friction-driven rolls.
rubber-

A

coating is applied.
the drying cabinet.

is

located before the

Another drive

roll is in

A third drive roll (H)

is after the
The motor
pressing device.
beneath the table is connected by silent

chains to the drive

Thomas R.

rolls.

At

Dedell:

pivots

about

are at-

(F).

The

A

tion as the film.

vents the idler

rolls

point

roll

setscrew (H) prefrom contacting the

A

applicator roll.
spring (J) balances
the mounting plate (K) so that if an
excessively thick splice should pass between the applicator roll and the idler

film.

Bead Coating Method

covered drive roll (F)

tached

present,

roll, no large forces would be acting on
the bearings. The coating formulas are
adjusted so that a normal splice can pass
through without having the applicator

touch the film.
Figure 3 shows the pressing device.
This device is used because it produces flatter surfaces on the coatings,
providing better contact with pickup
roll

less wear of pickup heads.
Referring to Fig. 3, the film leaving the
drying cabinet passes under idler (A)
which is on a pivot. The film passes

heads and

between

two

rollers

Magnetic Tracks for Processed
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Table

III.

Relation of Track

Width

to Viscosity of

Coating Composition

Table IV. Sound Recording Properties

which

is

defined as that value of bias

current which gives a maximum output
level for a constant input level at 300

The tape speed was

cycles/sec.

7.5

Other terms used in the table are
defined as follows :
1. Saturation output is the maximum
output level obtainable from the tape,
irrespective of distortion, at nominal
bias and at the audio frequency which

2.

maximum undistorted output.
Two per cent distortion output

2% distortion at a 480-cycle signal recorded at nominal bias.
3. Zero signal-to-noise ratio is the
output to zero signalZero signal-noise level

ratio of saturation

noise

level.

the tape noise measured after the tape
has been subjected to a record head

is

of nominal

field

bias

but zero audio

signal.

Two

per cent distortion signal-tois the ratio of an audio signal
of output level which results in a
The
distortion to the
noise level.
4.

noise ratio

2%

2%

frequency of the signal is that which
gives maximum output level at nominal
bias.
Two per cent noise level is the

when

noise level

the tape

the magnetization of
equivalent to that induced

is

by a signal of such amplitude as to result
in a distortion level of 2%.
5. Amplitude modulation is an unin the reproduced
a signal which was originally
applied to the recorder as a signal of

desired

fluctuation

level of

constant

level.

fluctuation

is

The amount

of the average signal level.
In general, the 0.100-in. tracks

pare favorably with

Eastman

the

of

expressed as a percentage

coating

com-

The
tracks.
-J-in.
is
about 0.100-in.

width difference accounts
For
in output levels.
use, outputs and signal-to-

This
tapes.
for about 2

db

498

modulation

The amplitude modulation
April 1953

near

5%.

At

improvements in amplitude modulation are more necessary than
increased
ratios.

outputs

However,

ever used,

if

or
signal-to-noise
0.032-in. tracks are

increased

outputs

may

be

very desirable.

The

publication of this paper does not

constitute

any recommendation on

the

part of the author or the Eastman Kodak
Co. for the manufacture, use or sale
of

any substance, chemical, film, apparatus or method covered by any
patents now hi force or which may issue
in the future.
While investigation indicates that there are no patents dominating the apparatus and method hereby
described, publication of this information is not any assurance, warranty or

indemnification on the part of the Eastman Kodak Co. or the author with respect to the infringement of any patents
now in force or which may issue in the
future.
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scussion
S. J.

Begun (Clevite-Brush Development Co.)

tfore I

my

ask

question, I

would

:

like to

appreciation for
press to Mr. Dedell
very excellent presentation on this par;ular subject matter.
Now, to
ques-

my

my

You mentioned,

that you
uld store dispersions for approximately
days. I wonder whether any particular
mditions during storage have to be mainined as far as temperature is concerned,
id whether any other precautions have to

m.

I believe,

which I have just given for making
up the dispersion formula. That is, you

tions

have to weigh out the quantities accurately,
the viscosity must be controlled correctly,
and distance between the applicator roll
and the film must be accurately set. With
proper attention to these points, you will
then end up with tracks of uniform quality.
George Lewin (Signal Corps Photographic
I might have missed this point in
Center)
your presentation, but did you indicate
whether or not this coating can be applied
on the inside half of the track, or does it
have to be on the outer edge of the film?
:

Mr.

I

observed?

5

Mr. Dedell:

We

ordinarily store the dis-

We

;rsion in 8-oz bottles.

usually

make

b dispersion in gallon mills and pour it
3m the gallon mill into 8-oz bottles; you
;t something like five 8-oz bottles of dis-

These are kept

>rsion.

and are set
30 days, and we

tight

a shelf for as long as
them up to that length of time. Just
ifore we use them we tumble them for
Outside of that there
3out 30 minutes.
e no special conditions for keeping,
hey do not have to be agitated the whole
i

;e

days, or anything like that.
Mr. Begun:
Might I ask another queson then? I am wondering whether you
)

j

el that this method of applying a magnetic
riping to film could be brought to a point
here the individual processor, or maybe
smaller camera shop, might be able to

)ie

it?

pply

Mr.
lie

answer to that is
The coating
machine.

Dedell: I think the

|

of the

cost

lechanism
lave to

is

a precision instrument.

have the

idler roll

and the

You
appli-

within about a ten-thousandth
an inch of being a perfect circle, and
lat adds quite a bit to the cost of the
achine and the maintaining of it. Anyne can make the coatings if they can

ator roll
f

the machine, and anyone here
about 10 minutes' instruction could

Eford

ith

on it.
E.W. D'Arcy (De Vry Corp.} What factor
f control do you have over the recording
lake coatings

:

naracteristics of

Mr.

Dedell:

your striping?

Only

in following the direc-

Thomas R.

Dedell:

Dedell: I didn't

coating can be
mils,

made

any width you

The

mention

that.

in widths

up

to 100

it

can be

like,

and

positioned any place you want to put it.
Mr. Lewin: Also, you gave some figures
on percentage of amplitude modulation.
Could you tell us a little bit more as to

how you measure it? What I'm getting at
particularly is what rates of amplitude
variations are included in your figures?
The percentage figures seem rather low.
J. R. Horak (Kodak Research Laboratories)
These amplitude modulation figures were
taken at 3000 cycles at 1\ in. per second,
:

and they are average readings.
not peak readings at

They

all; they're

are

average

fluctuations.

Mr. Lewin: In other words, they don't
show very rapid fluctuations, do they?
Mr. Horak: No, only up to 500 cycles.
Mr. Lewin: They do show up to 500
not?
cycles, however, do they
Mr. Horak: Yes, we have a 500-cycle
low-pass filter following the detector.
Mr. Lewin: That just doesn't seem to jibe
with graphs that I've seen.
Mr. Horak: Well, we have a rather high
roller holding the
pressure on the pressure
and that may
tape to the record head
account for the difference.
Mr. Lewin: Were these figures taken on

new Eastman projector?
Mr. Horak: No, this is a special machine
we have built in our own laboratory just
It has very
-in. tape.
4 or making tests on
head and also
high pressure on the record
on the loop drive.
pretty high tension
the

Mr. Lewin: In other words, it doesn't
what you'd realize on commercial

represent

projectors.

Mr. Horak: We are trying to find out
what the tape is capable of. There-

exactly

Magnetic Tracks
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16mm

Film
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we try to get the tape in intimate
contact with the heads to see just what is a
factor in the tape itself exclusive of the
fore

Charles O. Probst (Goodyear Aircraft
Corp.
Did I understand you t
Ohio)

Akron,

:

emphasize that you had only worked

wit]

tape drive.
Mr. Lewin: That is particularly interesting then, because I think this is the first
time we have any actual proof that possibly
the tape itself is very uniform, and that a
lot of our present troubles originate in our

processed stock?
Mr. Dedell: That's right.

reproducers.
Mr. Horak:

Dedell: Yes; you cannot coat, witi
formula anyway, on either the has
side or the emulsion side of ra\\-stoc

Do you have reason to be
you will be in any trouble wit)'
Kodachrome, coating it before exposur
Mr.

Probst:

lieve that

Or processing?

Mr.

Some

of the commercial
tape is very good that way, particularly
the -in. tape on thin base stock. Our own
material averages 6%, with perhaps instantaneous peaks up to 10 or 20%.
Mr. Lewin: It certainly does point up the
fact that most of the trouble we're having
is due to poor contact in the commercial-

type reproducers.
Mr. Horak: Yes.

Also I'm very careful
whenever I make a new test
on a narrower or wider track or on a different type of tape, to lap the heads for each
at all times,

tape.

&

B. L. Kaspin (Bell
Howe/I): In your
coating mechanism, do you have any sort
of control device to keep the magnetic
material in the reservoir into which the
beading wheel dips at a constant level?

Mr. Dedell: No, it is filled by hand.
Mr. Kaspin: The thickness of the coating

this

The

Kodachrome.

Donald Bleier
Laboratories)

:

Corps Engineerin
respect to the dryin

i

blows through cross-strip heaters.
R. Paul Ireland (EDL Company): Ho\'

you able to control the widt
of the coating? Having the coating rolle
only about two-thirds the width of thj
closely are

expected track, one might expect somi
difficulty in controlling the track width,
Mr. Dedell: Measurements we have mad
its length show that w
usually control the width within plus o

Mr. Dedell: Not
an inch in level.

minus

500

1

mil.

The

specifications call fo

plus or minus 2 mils.
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off L

portion of the machine, could you give
little more detail as to whether or not
yo
use lamps, or just air, and how long is th
film exposed to the drier?
Mr. Dedell: I mentioned that the film
dried for 2.8 minutes when we're runnin
at 20 feet per minute.
The drying ai'

on the track along

a difference of a half

come

(Signal

With

doesn't vary, then, as the material in the
reservoir goes down?
for

track will

the processing.
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G. A.

on Wear of Magnetic Heads

DEL VALLE

and L. W.

FERBER

Since physical pressure (under contact)

and magnetic media

is

essential

to provide high-quality sound,

between a magnetic head

of extreme importance
determine the operating life of the head. This paper describes the methods
used and the results obtained in establishing the wearability of the recordreproduce heads on RCA magnetic projectors.
it is

to

SING PRESENT-DAY striped film

and

standard sound film speed of 36 fpm,
isre were three things which could be
i ried in
designing a magnetic recording
12

lad for a

maximum

life

expectancy.
iese were: (1) the magnetic material
i:
pole pieces of the head; (2) the force
tiding the head against the sound track;
;.d (3) the shape and surface condition
r

]

the head.

The magnetic materials universally
ed for magnetic recording heads are
the high nickel-iron alloy group, one of
lich

is

ads

on

used in the record-reproduce
RCA magnetic projectors.

materials are soft physically

liese

and

be hardened by heat-treating;
the electroplating of hard or wear-

(jnnot
;jid

sistant materials

on these

alloys affects

for
je important magnetic properties
When used
pich they were chosen.

a record head the pole pieces must
esented on

October 10, 1952, at the
Convention at Washington, D.C.,
G. A. del Valle and L. W. Ferber, who

ciety's

paper, Radio Corporation of
Victor Div., Engineering
oducts Dept., Camden 2, N.J.
"his paper was received on September 1 2,

ad

the

nerica,

RCA

52.)
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have the following characteristics: the
hysteresis and eddy-current losses must
be reasonably low, because of the
high-frequency bias voltage; the magnetic retentivity must be low in order to
avoid a noisy system resulting from the
application of a unidirectional magnetic
bias to the film ; and the saturation value

must be high enough so that the magnetic
coating on the film will saturate first.
When used as a reproduce head the pole
pieces must exhibit a low retentive force
to assure that little noise will be introduced into the system, and in addition
the permeability for low-flux densities

must be high in order to obtain efficient
operation at the low values of flux obtained from the film.
Experience has shown that a prerequisite

system

is

for

to

a high-quality recording
have the magnetic heads

(especially the reproduce head) in inti-

mate contact with the magnetic coating.
Because of irregularities on the surface
of the magnetic coating on the film, and
the friction in the pivots of the arm which
holds the head,

it is

necessary to apply a

head assembly sufficiently
great so that even under the most adverse conditions the head will contact

force to the
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the magnetic coating.

Insufficient force

worst effect on the reproduction
of high-frequency signals in the form of
low and erratic output voltages. Exhas

its

cessive force will distort the

unsupported
edge of the film carrying the magnetic
track to such an extent that the complete
width of the head will not contact the
track, and low output voltages will
If excessive force is allowed to
result.
remain on the head and the position
of the head is not changed, the head
will finally wear to fit the curve of the

and produce the proper output

film

But such a situation will delife of the head many times.
The proper force is one which is the
minimum to overcome the pivot friction,
and which will yet produce the proper

voltages.
crease the

output voltages over the required frequency range with a minimum of amplitude modulation and maximum head
life;

The

best contour for the

maximum
be

less

radius

head

allowable

is

that

the
will

than the radius of the sound

drum and will also permit lateral adjustments to bring the gap of the head in
contact with the film. This provides the

maximum film support by the pole pieces
head wears and also insures maxihead life. There is a direct relationship between the radius of the contour of the head and the smoothness of
as the

mum

result

during the

life.

Of

films are very abrasive as

an octave

in the

i

compared

t(

magnetic tapes. If magnetic tracks wit!
a surface equal to that of present-da}!
tapes could be used, other factor

'

j

j

remaining the same, it is reasonable t(
assume that heads would last at leas
four times longer. There is one grea
factor in favor of the tape as a magnetic
medium as compared with a trad!

j

i

I

on

film

and

that

is

the

flexibility

J

In tape machines thd
tape conforms to the shape of the heac;
whereas in a projector the head has tcj
be forced against the stiff film to get thcj
contact required. This abrasive condition of magnetic tracks on film is a problem the film vendors and service agencies
of

its

base stock.

.

increase

half

1

design, are the surface condition of th
magnetic coating and the film speed
All the present-day magnetic tracks oij

quency of the bump in the frequency
response due to the geometry of the head
and the recorded wavelength. Since

and covers about

|

wear on magnetic heads, the effects o
which cannot be minimized by hea<

must remedy.

bump is relatively high in magnitude

portion of the hea<

a head
be prohibitive, and a compromise ha
to be reached.
The compromise finis!
must be one which will produce a well
defined nonmagnetic gap, so that th
head will perform as soon as it is assem
bled into the complete projector, anc
not waste production time by "\vearin}
in" the head.
The two items which contribute ti

the low-frequency response of the head.
The larger the radius, the lower the fre-

this

first

course, the cost of finishinj
for the least possible wear \voulc

Slower film speeds would undoubtedly
head life but the frequency
range would be decreased and poor picture quality would result.
The actual testing procedure used

in

heads is straightforward. A standard projector from the.
production line was used, with the<
amplifier separated from the rest of the
evaluating

these

j

response, it is difficult to compensate
for in reproducing.
Therefore, the most

and effective way to produce a
smooth low-frequency response is to
design the head so that the bump will
be below the lowest frequency required.
The surface condition of the head is
important to both the wear and the
direct

electrical

finish

502

performance.

on the pole

The

pieces, the less
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finer

the

wear

will

projector so as to eliminate any chance
of the hum pickup affecting the readings,
Loops of brand new film, 1 ft in length,

j

j

'

were used to simulate extreme operating
All the film used was ex-]
conditions.
posed and processed, so that it was suffer
than clear test film. A new loop was
!

(
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START

250,000

FT.

-

120

MRS

580,000 FT -268 MRS.
750,000 FT -345 MRS.
1,000,000

FT.

-475 HRS

1,420,000 FT -660 HRS.
j.

-.

Micro-shadowgraph of head wear

1.

u

iJ

E

005

1,680,000

FT.

-777 HRS.

(25 -GRAMS

CONSTANT FORCE

)

021

800,000

400,000

1,200,000

1,600,00

FEET OF FILM
Fig. 3. Effect of

wear on area of pole pieces

in contact with film.

SOUND DRUM SURFACE

BEFORE LiFE TEST
Fig. 4.

Change

AFTER 777 HOURS
LIFE TEST
(1,680,000 FEET OF FILM)

Wj
of contour

due

to

wear

(25

grams constant

force).

most rapid change during the first part
of the test and very little change there-

Figure 4 shows the wear of a head use
The dotted line represen
the periphery of the sound drum.
The tests were not carried to destru<
tion because it was thought advisable
retain the full performance of the hea
after running what was considered com

after.

mercially satisfactory film footage.

the curve shows relatively constant wear
with respect to the amount of film
passing through the projector.
The change in pole-piece

shown

504

in Fig. 3.

area is
This also shows the
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in the tests.

t

\
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contact with the head
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W. D'Arcy (De Vry Corp.} That's the
ft real bit of valid information on the
One thing which occurs
s >ject I've seen.
time, however, is that in the case of a
fcf-width magnetic stripe located either
the outside edge or the inside edge
:

ang

ca photographic sound track, it wouldn't
the magnetic head
t e very long to wear
cvn in contour to the point where it
vuld lose contact with the magnetic
rterial and be bearing only on the optical
I note that you
-tion of the sound track.
p

wear in the first 88 hours,
point to a consideration which
b been going through our thinking, and
vich has been brought up in Mr. Dimh/e five mils

may

lis

r:k's

Magnetic Recording Subcommittee,

the advisability of having half-track
narrower than the magnetic tracks

a to

Hds

they would wear uniformly. This would
toolve committing ourself to locating such
s

tcks always on the same edge of the
What are your
potographic sound track.

cnments with regard to such a plan?
Mr. Ferber: With regard to using a halftck on the full-track width head, the

nximum

deterioration

in

output level

3 db, due to the
yi could get would be
The problem in general could
Hf-track.

be solved, of course, by using a harder
the head, and that is being

ftft

Jrlterial for
i:

instigated.

Mr. D'Arcy: No, that isn't exactly the

Using a

nt.

I

head on halfit would

full-track

cks always positioned the

t

apear that

it

would take a

same,

relatively small

wear a groove into the head which
vuld react as, you might say, does a
tjie

to

ball in disk recording, with the
ooth or unworn part of the head bearing
aainst the uncoated portion of the sound
tck, or against the film base itself, and
t: other half out of contact with the mag-

cDth
s

pie

material.

"

That's right, but since there
magnetic coating on both sides of the
sind track, shifting from one to the other
vuld only cause the loss in output level.
a head that is worn with a
(j going from
'Mr. Ferber:

i

I

f-track to a full-track head,

tve that

same 3-db

M. G. Townsley

(Bell

& Howe/I)

make a comment here
Mr. D'Arcy,

you would

loss.

in

:

I'd like

answer to

think your
>ars,
may.
will lose
|r that the magnetic material
if I

del Valle

I

and Ferber;

if you continue to
run half-track located, say, on the outer
edge of the film, is based on the assumption
that the head is not worn by the film base
itself.
Some preliminary results from tests
we have run indicate that this is not the

case,

and that while there

is

some small

stepwise wear initially, it isn't very long
before the film starts to wear the head
down too. The head continues to wear
down with a small step, but both "treads
of the stair" come down together.
are
currently on one test which has involved
up to 300 hours of half-track operation
under very comparable conditions to those

We

reported here. No serious deterioration in
either the half-track performance or in fulltrack performance using the same head has
been noted. That is encouraging.
Mr. D'Arcy: It should, but the fact remains that for films half-striped on the

emulsion

side, any very appreciable stepwill very soon scratch the remaining
photographic track so much that it be-

wear

comes unusable, which is exceedingly serious considering the fundamental use possifor half-width magnetic striped.
point I'm making, and with this I'll
withdraw, is that I believe these data certainly point out the need for special halftrack heads, and for standardization of the

bilities

The

of magnetic half-tracks on
photographic sound tracks so that head
wear will not cause serious magnetic performance deterioration and possible serious
damage to some original photographic

positioning

sound

tracks.

We

R. Horak (Eastman Kodak Co.):
have run 100-mil, 50-mil and 30-mil wide
0.5-mil
coating stripes of approximately
thickness down the centers of quarter-inch
wide film strips. The strips were then run
on an eighth-inch wide magnetic head.
J.

found that the coating stripes do wear
the head deeply enough so that small
variations in the thickness of the coating
and in its width cause changes in the
between the coating surface and

We

coupling
the head, causing extreme amplitude
modulation, and I mean considerably
modulation than we
greater amplitude
would have on a smooth, well-polished
head. This effect does occur, I think.
Mr. Ferber: I believe we have not ex-

due to the force
perienced that condition
it against the
applied to the head, forcing
film.

Wear

of Magnetic

Heads
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S. J. Begun (Clevite-Brush Development Co.)
Perhaps I missed one bit of data which
would have been important, namely, what

sound drum

was the force acting against the head which
I don't
gave you this particular wear?
think you mentioned it.
Mr. Ferber: I didn't mention it, I'm
sorry; but the figure was on one of the
graphs. It was 25 grams of force between
the head and the film.
Mr. Begun: Did you record all the other
geometric relationships? I would also be

Center)

:

very interested in getting the specific pressures under which you operated in the
beginning, and maybe after limited wear
took place, and subsequently.

Mr.

Ferber:

The machine

so set up
the unit presis

that the force is constant and
sure between the head and the film would
depend on how far down the head is worn,
because the contact area changes as the

head wears as shown in Fig.
made no tests with different

We

have
forces due to
its taking 777 hours just to make one test,
but undoubtedly work will be done along
such lines in the future.
3.

Kenneth Lewis (U.S. Navy, Bureau of
Did you observe any noticeable
wear on the narrow guiderail used to guide
the film at the picture gate due to the
J.

Ships):

magnetic track, which you say

Mr.

is

quite

there

506

No, we didn't show any
wear at the gate, and of course
none on the sound drum since the

Ferber:

is

April 1953

narrower than the

filr

Lewin

George

(Signal

Corps

Photograph,

would like to make one othe
comment which is directed to the mani
I

:

facturers of the various striping methoc
rather than to the present speaker. Ho\\
ever, wouldn't

it be
possible to add, whi}
the stripe is being put on, some sort of
transparent material alongside the ma
netic stripe which would not affect th

photographic sound track, but would poss
bly equalize the wearing effect upon th
head? Is that entirely ridiculous, or is
possible?

Mr. Dimmick:

It

sounds

like a very into

esting suggestion.
Edward Schmidt (Reeves Soundcraft Corp.
I don't suppose there's a direct answer t

the question, except the fact that the CQ
of striping right now is being objected to
i

some

quarters, and certainly any addition;
operation of the nature you propose woul

add

;

!

to the cost.

W. Franck (Reeves Soundcraft Corp.]
would clarify the thinking some;
what if we think of the head wear as n<j
being caused by the coating, but by tf
dirt, the abrasive dust which is picked u]i
Ernest

I

think

it

The

film base itself does considerable wea
it picks up a lot
ing for this reason
dust and dirt. Some types of coatings wii
pick up more dust or dirt than others an^
hence wear the heads more, but it's tr]
dirt, more than the film base and moi
than the coatings, which does the damag
i

<4

abrasive.

signs of

is

itself.
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\ Study of Dropouts
n Magnetic Film
y

ERNEST W. FRANCK

Recording and playback losses caused by coating imperfections are evaluated
quantitatively. A new technique is described, called "Micropolishing" which
physically removes the mound or "nodule" type of imperfection.

JL

HERE ARE

so

many ways

in

which

nagnetic sound tracks resemble photothat motion picture
tracks
;raphic
:ngineers have learned to use the new

nedium

a remarkably short time.
equally at home with a
>hotographic slit or a gap in a ring-type
lead.
Many problems, such as azinuth troubles, are common to both
in

)ne soon

feels

In making photographic tracks,
determines resolution. In a

RA

1497 Recorder. Small nonmagnetic
shims of various thicknesses were placed

between the head gap and the film.
This caused a separation between the
film

and the head equal to the shim
and the loss for each spacing

thickness,

was measured.
Figure
spacings

1

up

shows the
to

1

loss

at

various

mil at a frequency of
The loss shown is the

\harp focus

7000 cycles/sec.
difference in playback level caused

nagnetic system, resolution depends on
\ood contact of the film with the record

and lifts the film
from the head by the shim thickness.

In most parallels of this nature,
he magnetic track is found to be less
:ritical than the photographic, although

losses

systems.

'lit.

here are

some exceptions.

Our

present

ubject concerns one of these exceptions.

To show how
i-ecording

system

sensitive
is

a

magnetic

to small separations

and the heads, some
on a Westrex
jneasurements were made
!)etween the film

the shim

is

when

in position

The lower

line shows 7000-cycles/sec
where the bias current is set to

give peak 1000-cycles/sec response, in
The upper line shows
this case 20 ma.

7000-cycles/sec losses when the bias is
increased to 33 ma and indicates a
considerable reduction at the higher
At a spacing of 1 mil the increase
bias.
in bias has reduced the loss

from 30 db

to 19 db.

on October 10, 1952, at the
Convention at Washington, D.C.,
>y Ernest W. Franck, Magnetic Materials
3iv., Reeves Soundcraft Corp., Springlale, Conn.
This paper was received on January 22,
'resented

Society's

In Fig. 2 are shown similar results at
1000 cycles/sec. The 1000-cycles/sec
recording loss is seen to be the same as the
7000-cycles/sec recording loss in Fig. 1
the bias current is 20 ma. The

when

recording loss at 1000 cycles/sec

953.)
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is

also
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Separation
0.2

in

Mils

0.8

0.6

0.4

1.0

1. Loss at various spacings up to
mil at a frequency of 7000 cycles/sec.

2. Loss at various spacings up tc
mil at a frequency of 1000 cycles/sec.

Fig.

Fig.

1

1

reduced when the bias current is
creased from 20 ma to 33 ma. At

inthis

very noticeable.

higher bias current the 1 000-cycles/sec
loss is less than the 7000-cycles/sec loss.

db during

The greater loss at the shorter wavelength

when

is

perhaps due to a

loss of

gap

definition.

Similar measurements were

made

of

the losses which occur during playback
the film is separated from the playconback head by small distances.

when

A

was recorded on the film,
and the same nonmagnetic shims were
used to separate the film from contact
with the head by known distances.
The results are shown in Fig. 3. It will

stant level

be noted that the

during

and playback
These

combined recording

losses

are

experienced.

although of only momentary
duration may be so large that they are
508

losses,
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playback at 7000 cycles/sec.)
is 20 ma (peak output
atj

the bias

back

loss

sensitivity

loss of 19 db.

:

the)

db.l

is

to

much

With

less.

this;!

of film from

separation

the head gap in mind it is easy to understand the severe requirements for flatness
and smoothness of a magnetic track.
film

the result that the

Hi

loss]

Similar losses at 1000 cycles/sec would;
be only half as much because the play-

Any

expected from the geometry involved.
If a magnetic film were to have some
coating imperfection, such as a nodule, or
a piece of embedded dirt, the film would
lift from contact with the record head
during recording and from contact with
the playback head during playback with

0.0002';

and an 8-db

recording,

1000 cycles/sec), or a total

000-cycles/sec play-

1

loss is

of

With the bias increased to 33 ma
loss would be reduced to only 11

comparatively small but the
7000-cycles/sec loss is large, as would be

back

A separation

for instance, will cause a loss of

in.,

small coating defect which
from the gap gives a momentary

in output.
referred to as a

drop

It is

came

1

lifts the<i

This

effect

is

i

commonly

"dropout."

fortunate that

-^-in.

tape products

'

into general use before magnetic!

film products because a small coating
imperfection causes much less trouble on
thin, flexible tape base than it does on!
thick

and comparatively

The

reason for the difference

rigid film base,
is

trated in exaggerated scale in Fig. 4.
the upper left of Fig. 4 is shown a

On

section through ^-in. tape as
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it

i

illus-

(

i

passes

Separation
0.2

0.4

Mils

in

0.6

0.8

1.0

- 10

7,000 cps

Film

Tape

I is

20

25

L

Losses during playback with film
eparated from head by small distances.

"ig. 3.

>ver a head.

If the coating

is flat

and

from bumps, good contact with the
lead is achieved. At the upper right is
,een the film counterpart, with a flat,
.mooth coating in good contact with the
The two lower views show what
lead.
ree

when

a small bump in
The tape, because it is
:he coating.
nore flexible is lifted from good contact
lose to the bump only, leaving other parts
lappens

)f

there

is

the tape width in fairly

The

good

contact.

however, being too rigid to
as the tape does, is lifted from the
pend
lead over the entire track width.
A similar effect can be imagined along
:he length of the film with the result that
:he film, because of its rigidity, remains
out of contact with the head longer than
;:he more flexible tape whenever a bump
masses over the head.
While in most uses of ^-in. tape these
'dropouts" are not troublesome, there
ire
lire

film,

some tape applications where they
serious.

4. Results with thin, flexible
tape
base and comparatively rigid film base.

Fig.

bump

like that

shown

at the lower

left

of Fig. 4 could cause complete loss of a

pulse

one or even two channels,

in

causing an error.

The need for good, uninterrupted head
contact

the

forced

magnetic

products

manufacturers of
take unusual

to

precautions against dirt, undispersed
clumps of magnetic powder, lint particles

and the

like.

Enormous progress has

been made during the past few years,
as tape and film were used more and

Even
applications.
was eliminated, and special
precautions were taken against dirt

more

in

critical

after all dirt

contamination in the coating process,
were still occasional dropouts.
These were traced to a type of forthere

mation
to

as

in the coatings usually referred

These are typically
and have no detectable
other defects which

"nodules."

spherical in form
Unlike
nucleus.

cause dropouts, they could not be filtered
not because they were too small

out

Telemetering applications, and appliamplitude-modulated high
requency are sensitive to small dropouts
A^hich would not affect most audio
.vork.
Also, in computing machines
ere seven narrow tracks are used on

:ations using

tape to record binary system
Dulses, the tracks are so narrow that a
[--in.

Ernest

W.

Franck:

but because they form in the coating
during the drying process. Attention
to drying conditions has helped to mini-

mize them, but we have never been able
completely to eliminate them, and have
never seen any magnetic coating without them.

Dropouts in Magnetic Film
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&
Fig. 5.
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Micrographs of nodules.
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In Figures 5A,

5B and 5G are shown
this type of mound
are lighted with grazrelief, and are highly

otomicrographs of
nodule.

They

light to

j

The nodule

ignified.

mils

3

out

show

A

in Fig. 5
is
crescent-

The

across.

s^ped reflection from the light at one
e, and the shadow at the other, will

above the plane of
This nodule is
extend about 3/10 mil above

icate the elevation

rest of the coating.

imated to

rest of the coating.

Fig.

6.

Use of high-speed brushes

for

Some attempts were made to polish off
nodules by various means. Highs;ed brushes of horsehair, nylon, and

polishing

nodules.

tjse

metal

mous

bristles

stiffnesses,

eds (Fig. 6).
the brushes
since

idules,

were

lengths

We

used

and

with

rotational

were never able to

polish down the
the contact areas were
to

too large.
tried felt buffing wheels of various
Irdnesses as indicated in Fig. 7 and
ilvays

We

Id slight encouragement with a hard

high pressures. While it was
to reduce some dropouts this
was found that after buffing about

at

ft

jssible

My

it

Fig. 7. Use of buffing wheels
for polishing nodules.

of film the felt would charge with
sue of the coating material and become
isless.
Also, the felt was likely to de>lop hard spots which would scratch
'.00 ft

1;

coating.
was realized

that any smoothing
which would be effective in
moving nodules would have to de'lop high mechanical stresses on the

Fig. 8. Use of system for polishing
nodules from film by self-rubbing action.

without exerting high pressures
the rest of the coating.
Attempts
^re made to do this using the basic

directions are pressed into contact be-

jinciple illustrated in Fig. 8.

tween the

It

t:hnique

iidule

(

The

film passes over the lower roller
rth the coated side up.
This roller,
I

'iiich is

(e

hard and smooth,

of a

is

about the

drum and is
The film
bearing.

film stabilizer

Dunted in a rigid
bends around the idler and returns,
].ssing over itself with the coated side
ten

wn.
is

As

it

pressed

passes over the lower roller,
downward by the spring-

Dunted upper roller so that two seems of the film moving in opposite

Ernest

W. Franck:

rollers.

The upper

roller

is

of

a slightly resilient material so the pressures will be uniform over a narrow line
of contact. When a nodule appears in
this line of contact considerable mechanical work is done on it. Each
nodule will be rubbed twice at each set
of rollers. When the roller diameters,
compliances, tensions and speeds arc
adjusted to the physical properties of
the coating any nodule is very effectively
polished

off,

leaving a

flat surface.

Dropouts in Magnetic Film
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Fig. 9.

512

Micrographs of
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film after levelling of nodules.
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ig.

10.

Brush penmotor charts of film before (below) and after (above) microSharp spike at right is a reference mark common to both curves.

polishing.

Figure 9

a reproduction of photo-

is

licrographs of areas of film which show
'here the little hills have been leveled.

had the globular apearance of the nodules shown in Fig. 5.

)riginally

these

area is always irregular,
nd always very shiny as indicated by
It will be noted there
he glare areas.
no trace of shadow, showing good
"he polished

>

.atness.

10
shows
Brush
some
Figure
enmotor charts of a length of film before
nd after Micropolishing. These charts
vere made b'y recording a steady 1000ycles/sec tone, and then playing back

penmotor. Whenever there is a
nomentary reduction in playback level
nto the

by the penmotor which
esponds very rapidly and shows changes

t

is

indicated

n level of very short duration.
This
ype of variation will not be shown by

lormal
est

volume

indicators.

To make the

a severe one, the bias current was

peak output. The
shows the dropouts
resent before Micropolishing* and in the
ipper part is shown the same film after
djusted

to

give

ower part of Fig.

Micropolishing.

1

Although the process

This is the micropolishing process used by
Beeves Soundcraft Corp. in making products

trade-marks "MicroFilm" and "Micropolished Tape."

bearing their

>olished

Ernest

W.

Franck:

was developed primarily
ules, it

to

combat nod-

reduces the effect of other irregu-

larities also.

This system has been in daily use for
about six months and has resulted in a
Other benegreatly improved product.
fits besides reduction of dropouts have
resulted from the better head contact

made possible. High-frequency response was improved by about 2 db
at 10,000 cycles and there has been a
marked reduction in intermodulation
distortion.

Early in the work on combating dropouts a different approach to the problem
was attempted. It was felt that for a

time a softer coating should be less
troublesome than a hard one, and that if
a soft coating did have nodules they
would be soft nodules. If the nodules

were soft, they might wear off easily,
hence there would be fewer dropouts.
The first results were quite encouraging
and an experimental program was
laid out to

how soft a coating
Before the program got
was found that the softer

determine

could safely be.

very

far,

it

had showed promise
were no longer better than our regular
material, and some actually were not
even as good. It was then discovered
that although they were kept in an aircoatings

which

conditioned area these special coatings

Dropouts in Magnetic Film
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had picked up enough dirt and dust
particles to be more subject to dropouts
than standard material which had the
same handling. Embedded dirt is as
likely to cause

dropouts as coating nod-

and may even do more harm,
because embedded dirt is abrasive.
A quick but very effective method of

ules,

comparing the tendency of coatings to
embed and retain dirt was developed.
The two films to be compared are laid on
a table, coating sides facing one another.
Then some fine carborundum powder is
dusted between them. We use a gray
Next, a cylingrit of about 400 mesh.
drical weight

is

rolled over the films,

coated faces together.
pressing the
If there is any difference in dirt resistance,
when the films are separated the grit
will

the

be found embedded in one coating,
soft one, while the harder, dirt-

resistant coating will

wipe

off clean

and

smooth.

Much

magnetic film goes into re-use

and

suggested that for
critical work, after the first use, the film
should be carefully cleaned before re-use.
applications,

it is

The methods normally used

for cleaning

such as passing the film over
with carbon tetrachloride,
are quite effective.
Some users have
prints,

pads

wet

hesitated to use

any cleaning fluid at
be
all, fearing that plasticizer would
leeched from the coating, but with
Magna-Stripe this method is perfectly

Mr. Franck: This process has been in u
on full-width 35mm film and on 16m
full-width film for about six months.
Mr. Lewin: Is this process applicable
coatings which you put on raw film, ai
can you do all this polishing witho

damaging the film?
Mr. Franck: You mean
Mr. Lewin: No,

I

George Lewin (Signal Corps Photographic
I'd like to ask whether this process
now in use on film which is being re:

leased?

514

:

Y.

there's a drop in recorded
which you measure by playing back.

place,

le\j

T

be lower with the
playback
shij
in place than when it is not, and tl'
level will

difference is what we refer to here
as^
recording loss. It is the loss which wouj
take place at the recording head if the fil
had that particular separation. In t
case of a small dropout, of course, it's ji
for a moment.
.

j

j

J.

Clinton

(Naval Photograpi
a careful cleanii
process in connection with the re-use
Center]

:

Greenfield

You mentioned

these materials.

Would you comment

what you consider a

careful technique wi

,

etc.?

Mr. Franck: We have found it perfect
adequate to use carbon tetrachloride ai
to treat the magnetic film as if it were
It does a ve
print we were cleaning.
good job, particularly on a very dirty fill

A

piece of film which has dropped to ti
or which has had just normal ha
dling in a dirty place, is charged with di

j

which

clean.

Discussion

is

requir
think

Otto Kornei (Brush Development Co.)

floor,

Center)

prior to develo

showed a number of curves indicating t
recording and playback loss due to va
able spacing. Could you elaborate a lit
bit on how you segregated the recordi
from the playback loss in the actual me;
urement procedure?
Mr. Franck: The recording loss \\
measured by placing a thin nonmagne
shim between the film and the head
With the shim
give a definite spacing.

In summation, we can say that in
magnetic film applications dropouts can
be troublesome if precautions are not
taken.
Attention should be given to
two principal points: first, use of bias
well above that for peak output; and

smooth and

mean

Mr. Franck: No. The pressures
and all that handling
I don't
would ever work out that way.

regard to solvents,

is

develo

ment.

safe since the coating formulation contains no plasticizer.

second, taking care that the film used

after

"ment?

is very abrasive.
This is, I think
It is tl
very big factor in head wear.
charged dirt, either in the base or in tl
coating, more than the coating itself or tl
base when it's clean which does the wea

ing.

Robert H. Carson (Naval Research Labor
tory]

April 1953
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:

Could you hazard a guess

SMPTE
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as

|

i

Lai percentage of the total dropouts are
ised by these nodules or by actual dels in the tape, as against those which

<

uy occur randomly and cannot be

wn

to

tied

any one section of the tape?

Mr. Franck:

I

think that all dropouts are

used by separation.
Mr. Carson: Yes, I agree with that, but
im wondering if you feel that they are
due to the actual coating surface.

Mr. Franck: Well, it can be anything
It can be any
lich lifts the head off.
film base which is bad
iegularity in the
.

occurrence of dropouts.
Do you always
find this same dropout occurring at the
same spot in the film every time?
Mr. Franck: If we're very careful to keep
the film clean and the equipment in a
clean place, then we do. You can make a
Brush High Speed Recorder chart showing

where the dropouts are along the

film.

Then

same

erase the film, re-record the

signal, and then make another Brush chart.
They will overlap so much you might think

ough.

one to be a carbon copy of the other. If
you don't take precautions against dirt,
however, you never will have two charts

t

look alike. Dirt itself is as big a factor as
the nodules I discussed.

Mr. Carson: What I am really trying to
at is whether you get any random

Ernest

W.

Franck:
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Methods of Measuring Surface
Induction of Magnetic Tape
By

BICK

D.

J.

Of

various indirect methods of determining surface induction, two are th
Called the short-gap and the long-gap method

subject of this discussion.

they can be employed with any suitable magnetic recorder in the

HE SURFACE INDUCTION

J_

magnetic tape

ment

More

is

of a recorded
a quantitative measure-

of the signal stored on the tape.
precisely, it defines the field of

field.

Thus the amplitudes
recorded in sequence or in
glide can be measured giving the fa I

optical means.

<

signals

quency

characteristic of the record

'

i

flux at the surface of the tape where it is
available for reproducing with a con-

self.

playback head and system.
frequency characteristic of surface
induction defines the characteristic of

systems and playback systems.
Unfortunately, a magnetic recordinl

ventional

A

stored signal

corded

with

on the

tape.

All tapes re-

the

same

characteristic

of surface induction will give the
results

system.

same

on any conventional playback
Therefore, the frequency char-

acteristic of surface induction

is

useful

means for interchanging tapes with
proper playback corrections, for evaluating recording and playback system
losses, and perhaps as a means for establishing standards for the industry.
A disc recording with modulated
grooves can be measured directly by
as a

Presented on October 29, 1952, at the
Audio Engineering Society's Fourth Convention at New York, by J. D. Bick, Radio

Corporation of America, Engineering ProdRCA Victor Div., Camden 2,
N.J. Reprinted here from the Journal of
ucts Dept.,

the

Audio Engineering
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no.

1.

This fact is very helpful to us
establishing standards both for recordin
i

'

more intangible. We have no direc!
means of quantitative measurement c,
is

the tape, especially at the shorter wave<j
However, there are various in
lengths.
direct methods of determining the sur
face induction,

two of which are the

ject of this discussion.

They

sub

are some;

what laborious

to perform but they hav'
one virtue at least. They can be per
formed on any suitable magnetic re
field and are not merer;'
measurements made on ail

corder in the
relative

arbitrary laboratory machine.
If we look at some typical curves of

< \

magnetic tape recorder, it will beconw!
apparent how useful the surface-indue'
tion curve is.
Figure 1 shows a set oj
curves for a typical RCA RT-11B tape!

The upper pair of curve:
shows the recording current pre-emphaThe next pair o?
sis for each speed.
recorder.
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1.

Fig.

Typical curves

s

g

^-

s s
O in

sj-

RCA RT-11B Tape

Recorder.

+ 10
PROGRAM

RESPONSE
20

to"
3

*^O
-w

=3-40
-WIDE BAND NOISE

-70
1

80

'NOISE

o
o
*:
*
O 10
Fig.

2.

RCA RT-11B

Performance curves on the same
as in Fig. 1, at 15 in. /sec.

<rves

shows the surface induction for

dch speed
le

Jir

;

that

is,

the stored signal on

next
tape using this system. The
of curves shows the reproducing

These
ist-emphasis for each speed.
ow the responses that would be obined
rrent
lally,

e

the tape induced a constant
And
the reproduce head.
the lowest pair of curves show

if

in

overall

cles/sec to

system response from 30
15 kc for the two speeds.

Having the surface-induction curves,
e

can

now

evaluate

J.

the

recording

D. Bick:

losses of the

ducing

system as well as the reproIn the production of tape

losses.

recorders, the losses vary

somewhat

in

both recording and reproducing. But
that surface
every machine is so adjusted
induction is the same, and overall reand postsponse the same, only preto make up
emphasis curves being altered
for these variations in losses.

Therefore,

any machine can be
on
any other machine of this
reproduced
overall response.
type with the same
2 we see a set of curves which
In
on
tapes recorded

Fig.

Measuring Surface Induction
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PROGRAM -

RESPONSE

Fig. 3.

Performance curves

at 7.5 in. /sec,

corresponding

to Fig. 2.

it is important
adhere to a specific
surface-induction curve.
This shows the

duced and the noise has come up

performance curves for the same RT-11B
magnetic recorder at 15 in./sec. The
flat system response is noted.
A program

tape recorders, the noise is largely due
to the reproducing system; and high-/

will explain further
in a given design to

distribution curve

is

why

shown

for reference

is
typical of peak levels contained in
kinds of program material including

that
all

music and speech. This is the
curve which is the inverse of the

75-/tsec

FM pre-

emphasis curve. Above this is the capability curve of the recorder which is

3%

distortion at
represented by constant
the low end and by tape compression at
the high end. The 2-db compression

curve

is

close to the

knee of the overload

where a 1-db change of
input causes a ^-db change of output
and is somewhat below saturation. It is
seen that there is a wide margin between
the program distribution curve and the
At
capability curve at high frequencies.
the bottom of the figure is the noise
At any frequency, the dynamic
curve.
range is the difference between noise and
point;

that

is,

In Fig.

we have

the corresponding
performance curves at 7.5-in./sec speed.
Again we have the flat system response.
3,

But now the margin between program
distribution and capability has been re518
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practical matter in designing

,

frequency noise can be reduced if we use
more pre-emphasis. But then the capa-'j
bility curve runs below the program
distribution curve which means that att
!

,j

high levels the highs become distorted or
the
lows.:
compressed sooner than
Therefore, a given surface-induction]!
curve represents a compromise which
gives the best dynamic range with flat^
I

system response.
We must choose our surface-induction
curves carefully with all this in mind and
to take all other factors into account
such as differences among tapes which
exhibit various capability curves.
We have seen the usefulness of defining

the

surface-induction

Now, how do we

>.

,

curves.

get them?

Various laboratories have attempted
some of the techniques of measurement
used in the methods to be described.

;

]

One

capability.

some-ji

what.

of the

methods was

specifically

1
proposed by P. E. Axon of the BBC

E. Axon, Research Dept., B.B.C.
"Overall frequency
Div.,
in
characteristic
magnetic recording,"
B.B.C. Quarterly, V, No. 7, Spring 1950.
1

P.

Engineering

Journal of the

-

SMPTE

Vol. 60

DE
-5
-10

-15

-20

-25

+20

OCTAVE LOSSES

ACCUMULATED LOSS
-10

-20

DB

ewes represents the octave loss at each
fluency since the speed change was a
of

or

The

2.

total

accurate requires evaluation of frequency
losses in the

The

accumulated

last

electromagnet

method

also

itself.

makes use of a

of a given frequency represents the
of losses for all octaves down to the

stationary magnet of fixed wavelength
and variable frequency across the gap.

For
the curves coincide.
pnt where
mple, the accumulated loss at 15 kc

In this case, a conductor is placed paralto the gap; a constant current passing through the conductor produces a
constant induction. The conductor used
was a brass strip of greater width than

si i

lals
1 1,

si

sum

the

of losses at wavelengths

This accumulated

4. 8, etc., mils.

thus obtained at all frequencies
wn in the lower curve.

is

method of measuring frequency

his

has the advantage of using tape
but has the disadvantage of

d|sctly

umulative error as well as somewhat
u steady

readings

shorter

at

wave-

variation of this

method could be

which the speed

in

is

made

con-

over a wide range.
not available on ma-

lously variable

ti

Kwever,

this is

c nes

the field whereas most

c nes

in

ma-

have two speeds.

There are various electrical methods

approximating these frequency losses.
P;ure 6 shows the circuits for three
othem.

One method

is

to feed a con-

snt current source through the playb:k head and measure the output of

1

The

voltage across the
approximates the condition of in-

system.

t

id

nced voltage produced by a flat surf;e induction of the tape but with no

we length
ih
j

t >e

losses.

However, the

flux

not the same as it would be from
since all of the flux passes across the
is

gap where different frequency losses
Also care must be taken
t
prevent resonance of the head within
t:
frequency range of the measure-

f

the length of the gap.
The four curves in Fig. 7 show the
frequency losses of the system obtained

with all four methods. The A curve
shows the losses measured by feeding
constant current through the head, the
curve shows those measured by the

B

k|gths.

ud

lel

nt

my be found.

r-nts since

this

would cause incorrect

ciluation of frequency losses.

Another

method which

is

perhaps

re accurate (in that the flux path in
head is the same as it would be from a

;

:orded tape) is the use of an electrongnet placed across the head gap. In
t.s method we have in effect a stationary
ignet of fixed wavelength whose strength
in frequency.
This method to be

J.

D. Bick:

electromagnet method, and the C curve
shows those measured by the conductor
method. The B curve was corrected for

electromagnet losses.
The D curve shows the

losses measured
by the method which uses tape at vari-

This curve agrees very
with the A curve. In fact, the
1
db.
curves all correlate within
The D curve was used to calibrate the
system for the curves to be shown later.
The reproduce system has now been

able

speed.

closely

and the wavelength losses
and frequency losses have been measured
calibrated

The next steps can now be
measuring the output of the
unknown tape and computing the surface induction by correcting the output
separately.

taken;

In this case, the tape
used in the experiment was a recording
having the standard characteristic for
the RCA RT-11B tape recorder at

for those losses.

15 in./sec

and

7.5 in./sec.

Figure 8 shows the resulting surface
induction at the two speeds. The lower
curves at each speed show the output of
the system which has been graphically
corrected by 20 db per decade. The
dotted curves show the outputs corrected
for frequency losses and the upper curves
are corrected for frequency and wavelength

losses,

giving the resultant sur-

face induction.
It

should be noted that an additional

Measuring Surface Induction
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OUTPUT
_20|

-30

-,

CORRECTED FOR
CORRECTED FOR

F LOSSESF

Fig. 8. Short-gap surfac
induction at the tw

a * LOSSES-

speeds.

O o
* *
o in

Fig. 9. Theoretica

.5

1 db
wavelength loss of the order of
was found at the extreme low-frequency
end of the output curve. This could
have been measured by using very low

tape

speeds.

assume

in

induction

this
is

long-gap output.

2357

I

The

constant

K

includes

the

surfao

induction, the gap length and the spew
of the tape.
From the equation

Actually, it is fair to
region that the surface

dE_

KIT COS

T

A

(I)

proportional to recording

current.

The long-gap method

of measuring

The maxima occur when

8

=

-

X,

- X

surface induction also consists of cali-

brating a reproduce system, but in this
case a playback head is used that has an

gap length which

long with
respect to the wavelengths to be measeffective

is

ured.

An

long-gap head connected
open circuit and with constant induction
has a voltage output with alternate
ideal

maximum points and
curve

is

assumed

nulls.

The output

to follow the equation

:

etc.,

or

when

5

.(.-1),

The minima occur when 5 = nX.
The value of E at the maxima equals

i

\

Therefore the locus of max-i
ima with an ideal head is a straight lint
and flat. This line represents surface
induction directly.
A nonideal head together with it!
amplifier will have a locus of maxims
other than a straight and flat line. Thif
is due to frequency losses which can txi
constant.

i

j

i

E = K sin ^
as

shown

522

i

corrected

hi Fig. 9.
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wavelength

i

which cannot be corrected at the

loss

print time.
is to be noted that surface induction
is easured by this method at discrete
the frequencies
Also the
measured is that of the
lovjst frequency
lo\st maximum.
Therefore, the longfreiencies

only;

i.e.,

maxima

the

wr*e

method

is

occur.

concerned with middle

an high frequency measurement only.
he long-gap method can be divided
three steps:

measuring frequency
measuring the output of the tape

:s,

to 3e

su:ice

evaluated, and computing
induction from the data.

the experiments, a long-gap

the

head

made and connected open circuit
The head
relatively flat amplifier.

to

da a

gap length of 1 8 mils which caused
to lie approximately 1 kc

maxima

thj

rt

at

15

in. /sec.

A

considerable

was made so that the edges of the
a were as nearly parallel as possible.
Aually three heads were tried, the data
sh ving the results of the best one in this
eflrt

the first step, the frequency losses
be measured by any of the methods
dcribed for the short-gap method.
[r :he experiments the
change-of-speed
mhod using tape was used exclusively.
igure 10 shows the octave losses as
1 1

&

(

insured

and

qincy loss as
111

the

accumulated

fre-

computed from the meas-

losses.
In measuring the octave
with speed change of two, a gliding
was recorded in the region of each

i

io

pp
trkimum so that suitable output could
txbbtained.

In

the next step, the calibrated system
used to measure the output of a
dling tone on a tape whose surface
was to be determined. The
ljuction
induction was known to be the
Ijface
Hie as that which was measured with
tl
short-gap method so that a compariW could be made between the methods.
Ifis
was insured by using the same
Mi

system and head, the same reing current characteristic and bias
nt, and the same piece of tape.

DB

30

400

100

Fig. 11.

IKC

23

Long-gap surface induction

7

5

10

15

KC

15

KC

at 15 in./sec.

OB
+ 10

LOCUS OF MAXIMA

-10

LOCUS OF MINIMA
-20

-30

30

400

100

Fig. 12.

IKC

23

7

5

10

Long-gap surface induction at 7.5 in./sec.

LONG GAP CORRECTED
1.5

30

IOO

DB /OCTAVE
4OO

Fig. 13. Results of the

23

IKC

5

7

10

induction.
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15

KC

two methods of measuring surface

Journal of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

cur at about 0.4-mil wavelength or
wavelengths across one side of the
across the
p and 40.5 wavelengths

This represents
her side of the gap.
angular error of 6 min and a linear
ror of

1.2%

ental

head.

for the

gap of the experi-

Since this head

not

is

measurement at ^-mil wave-

itable for

The

short-dashed

curve

shows

a

correction of 1.5 db/octave in the
longgap curves. With this correction, the

curves

fit

closely to

about 1.5-mil wave-

length with the short-gap curves.
After this, the long-gap curves
drop
below the short-gap curves. It may be
stated that measurements reported by

actical to obtain.

the BBC and Denmark were only carried
out to 1.5-mil wavelength. Up to this
point they found the two methods to

The

parallelism problem can be reced in long-gap heads in various ways.

agree after applying the slope correction.
In conclusion, it is felt that it is de-

T one thing, it might be advisable to
ve a series of heads of successively
orter gaps, placing the maxima farther

sirable to be able to

ngth,

evident that a degree of
required which may not be

is

it

is

curacy

duction.
it

measure surface

in-

With

the information gained,
easier to evaluate recording and

is

high end but improving the
For
another thing, the longcuracy.
p head could be made with a narrow
lack width so that for a given angular

losses of a system as well as to
evaluate tapes. Furthermore, it is desirable to be able to make the measure-

gap edges the linear error would
Neither method has been
reduced.

substantial agreement of these measurements with others made on other ma-

art at the

ror in
;

vestigated prior to this paper.
comparison of the results of the

A

measuring surface induction
shown in Fig. 13. The upper set of
irves shows the 15-in./sec surface inaction, and the lower set shows the
irves are the

The

solid

short-gap method and the

method.
between
ie curves is a difference of
slope of about
5 db/octave.
A 2-db/octave differice was found by the BBC and the Dani participants in the CGIR.
Various
Dt-dash curves are the long-gap

The most

cplanations
ifference in

ments in the

field

and be assured of

chines.

two

.ethods of

5-in./sec surface induction.

playback

striking difference

have been offered for the
slope, and the matter is

under investigation. 3 It is apparent
there is a wavelength dependent
ariable that does not appear in the

Methods are being devised for making
Of the two methods

the measurements.

described in this discussion, the shortgap method is easier to perform and does

not require a special head construction.
Its accuracy is probably good if wavelength losses are held within 5 db.
The long-gap method may be promising
in the laboratory, but its accuracy must

be improved at short wavelengths.
Also we need to determine the nature of
Until
the 1.5 db/octave correction.
this

is

explained

fully,

the validity of the

long-gap method is questionable.
Other methods may be devised, and
with them we may have further checks on

ill

lat

ssumed equation.
3

Since presentation of this paper, the

illowing

publication has appeared which

ay contain the explanation of the difxence in slope between the two methods
:

K. Westmijze, Philips Research LaboEindhoven, Netherlands, "Gapngth formula in magnetic recording,"

itories,

custica, 2,

No. 6: 292, 1952.
J. D. Bick:

our

results.

The

writer acknowledges the guidance

and suggestions of W. E. Stewart,
Chairman of the Subcommittee on Mag-

Tape Recording of the NARTB,
and W. H. Erikson of Advanced De-

netic

velopment

Engineering,

RCA

Victor

Div., as well as assistance in the project
through design of special heads provided

by L. W. Ferber
Engineering,

of

Commercial Sound

RCA Victor Div.
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Standardization Needs

16mm

for

By ELLIS W.

Magnetic Sound

D'ARCY

Industry requirements for 16mm magnetic sound standards are outlini
with respect to universal reproducibility, and test film needs for equipme
manufacture and maintenance are described.

E

IVER SINCE ITS inception our Society
has undertaken the responsibility of
recommending standards for the motion
This has been one of
picture industry.
the major constructive actions by the
Society aiding the motion picture art
to reach its present stage of technical

These standardization actions
quality.
also are very helpful in introducing new
developments into the motion picture
thus enhancing the existing film
technique. The Society's standardiza-

field,

tion

activities

are

therefore

an

indis-

pensable motion picture industry function.

request to the Society for a stan*
referred by the Society's Engineel
Vice-President to the responsibi

Any
ard

is

ing

Engineering Committee, with a

mendation

for action.

Upon

by the committees, the

tion

recori

consider

i

'

proposal,

approved, is transmitted to the Society j
Standards Committee which passes

cjj

the findings of the respective Engineerir
Committees
before
recommendir
Journal publication for trial

and

\

i

criticisr

Subsequently, a proposed standard I
transmitted to the American Standard
Association for final issuance as a motic
picture standard.
Specifically, with r

briefly

spect to magnetic sound for motion pi
ture use, the responsibility for magnet

Presented on October 10,

been assigned to ti.j
of which John Hilliai
A Magnetic Sour
is now Chairman.
Subcommittee has been established i|
deal specifically with magnetic sound c

should be of value here to review
how standards and recommended
The full propractices are established.
cedure was published on page 155 of
the August 1952 Journal.
It

1952,

at

the

Convention at Washington, D.C.,
by Ellis W. D'Arcy, De Vry Corp., 1 1 1 1 W.
Armitage Ave. Chicago 14.
(This paper was received on December 18,
1952.
Because of its coverage of standardization, it was reviewed not only by the
Board of Editors but also by the Sound
Committee and its Magnetic Sound Subcommittee. It was approved for publicaSociety's

tion

526

on February

20, 1953.)
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standards

has

Sound Committee

!

I

1

film.
this

Glenn Dimmick

is

Chairman

!

Subcommittee.

The determination

of electrical pi

production characteristics has been a
signed as a single problem to a Sul

committee of
Subcommittee.

Magnetic Soun
This task committee hi

the

,

;

j

the responsibility of making for magnet
sound a recommendation similar to tto

Journal of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

!

by the Society

issued

fclv

16mm

for

photographic track. The refor the formation and action
Ijnsibility
finis task committee has been assigned
ojical

writer.
|t[he

IK standard,

therefore, has to be appived by the designated Engineering
Inmittee and the Standards Com-

before

ptee

transmittal

Standards

erican

Also

action.

.1

the

to

the

Association

for

in

the

publication

comment

3.

Azimuth

4.

Buzz-track film

5.

Magnetic head contact film

film

Action has been taken on all of the
preceding by committees of the Society
although some time is involved in finalizing an end solution to each of the items
listed.
Current status is as follows
:

A. Dimensional Standards
1

dimensions

(a) Physical

and

location

before

of

approval. Differences of opinion
II reconciled within the Society before
ftasing a proposed standard to the

on

mittees have agreed to the dimensions
and placement of full-track magnetic

Where a need exists for an inunderstanding which cannot be
hived as a standard, a second and less

coating and action is now proceeding to
formalize these understandings into a
standard (PH.22.87, published in the

for

frnal

is

mandatory

1

>.A.

Iitry

Aiding action

is

taken, that of publish-

Practice,
tich allows further study to be made of
potential standard before final ac-

otance as an

American Standard.

IStandardization
y be divided
lions.

Ind

into three interrelated

These, in the case of magnetic

track, are:

A Dimensional Standards
It.

Dimension of coating and place-

nnt

and place-

ment
ment, etc.
i Distance
between
sound

and place-

picture

and

Performance Standards

Frequency characteristics of reproIntermodulation distortion film

.

as

coating

Com-

comment).
as

yet,

to

no

been

half-track

de-

location

preferred
(50-mii).

The

graphic sound-track prints whereon the
sound track has not been positioned
This requires the magnetic
accurately.
striping to be placed over the photographic sound track in a position dictated
by the off-substandard photographic
track.

Distance

and point

at

between

which

picture

magnetic

aperture
track is

This standard has been agreed

upon and

is

now in

the formalizing procis 26 frames be-

committee and

tween picture and matching sound.
will

Side of film to which magnetic coating
Due to the need for
applied.

be

both photographic and magnetic reproduction facilities in the same equipment,
and consequently the mechanical positioning needs for the two systems, it has

slit system and exciter lamp.
(Normal placement of magnetic sound
track on film shall be considered as on

posite to the

Test Film Standards

!.

reached

for

has,

magnetic
Society's

been decided that the magnetic point of
pickup of sound would be located op-

:tion
!.

There

magnetic

of

3.

Side of film to which coating will

Electrical

.

cision

ess of

{jtching
[applied.

.

(b)

scanned.

(b) Half-track (50-mil)

i).

1

2.

(a) Full- track (100-mil)

I

The

film.

present situation is predicated upon the
existence of a great quantity of photo-

any sound track

for

16mm

July 1951 Journal

SMPTE Recommended

an

(100-mil}

full-track

Multifrequency test film
Speed steadiness film (flutter

test

the side of the film surface facing the

projector lamp.)

1)

E.

W. D'Arcy:
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B. Electrical
1

.

Performance Standards

Frequency characteristics of reproduction.

16mm magnetic sound has up to the
present time been largely of a dictatingmachine character in which the sound is
recorded and reproduced on the same
machine. This situation leaves the
exact record characteristic up to each
individual manufacturer since a comple-

reproduce characteristic can
be incorporated in such individually
manufactured equipments. A situation
of this kind is entirely unworkable on an
industry-wide basis, since here a common understanding must exist in order

mentary

to

produce magnetic prints in laboratories for widespread distribution and
reproduction on a wide variety of reproduction equipments. This situation is
analogous to that existing in
the production of normal 35mm film,
and subsequently applied to 16mm
sound
This
photographic
prints.
directly

method of approach to the control problem is described in the Society's Tentative
Recommendations for 16mm Review
Rooms and Reproducing Equipment
(pp.

116-122

of

the

January

1951

now effective

in the

Briefly, the control

production of sound film does not specify
recording characteristic but does

the

specify the reproduction characteristic,
thus leaving the exact recording techto

the

individual

producer or

equipment manufacturer.
Such a method of control requires the
production of a

test film of

known

ab-

solute values of discrete test
frequencies.
The methods for measuring such a

magnetic film have not

been evolved

until recently* so that effective control

of universal reproducibility of
magnetic
sound could not be established. These

techniques are now being studied through
the actions of the Society's Sound Committees, more specifically the efforts of
* J.

D. Bick, "Methods of measuring
surface induction of magnetic
tape," in
this Journal on pp. 516-525.
528

may currently exist and to make
recommendation similar to that preaj
as

;

existing for

ently

16mm
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photographiJ

sound track and published as Tentativd

Recommendations

for

16mm

RevievJ

Rooms and Reproducing Equipment^
cited above.

This

recommendation will not re
the frequency range of
magnetic!
sound track to that presently acceptable
strict

for

photographic

sound

Tht
meet the

track.

actions proposed will not merely

immediate industry need for common
but rather will anticipate the

action,

time when magnetic track may replace
photographic sound track for highest
quality reproduction purposes.
The industry's need for early action i$'
realized by all members of the task
group and it is anticipated that a recommendation will be prepared for Sound
Committee action by May 1953.
It

will

does not follow that industry needs
to await upon such a formali-

have

zation since the committee

Journal).

nique

Dr. John G. Frayne of Westrex Cord
An engineering task group has beeij
appointed by Glenn Dimmick to effecl
compromises of such equipment varianceJ

membership

comprised of sufficient representation
to allow immediate
application of comis

mittee findings to the current problems.
2. Intermodulation
distortion
In
film.
order to establish sound reproduction!
listening conditions

there be a

it is essential that
of checking the reproassociated electronic ampli-

method

ducer and

freedom from dismost conveniently
done by an intermodulation test measurement.
Film for this purpose has not been
fication system as to
tortion.
This can be

produced as

yet,

although methods for
now being con-

the production of it are
sidered by the Society's
tee.

This

is

Sound Commit-

an open item.

C. Test Film Standards
1Multifrequency test film. This interlocks directly with item B,l, above
characteristics of reproduction.
Suchi

Journal of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

a

test

film could not be

produced

until a

direct calibration could

method of

be

This has been accomplished,
will presently be circu-

evolved.

rapidly as the production
involved can be solved.
4. Buzz-track film.

This

is

technique
essential in

and the Society

the

lating several of these films to the various
equipment manufacturers for their use

heads

in

establishing the frequency-response
characteristics of the various magnetic
sound projectors. This film will be

solution as to

made

The exact method of producing such
a film has not been determined as yet
and Society action will have to await a

test

through the

available

Society's

film production activities.

Speed steadiness film (flutter test film).
This test film is essential for the evaluation of projector film speed steadiness
2.

at the point at which magnetic soundtrack scanning is accomplished.
Speci-

been

have

fications

prepared

for

Magnetic sound on
produced by moving the film
over a magnetic gap of very small
This gap must be aligned at
length.
right angles to the edge of the film
film

is

a

within

close

very

Each

tolerance.

be aligned from acazimuth film in order
that the high-frequency end of the audio
spectrum may be reproduced well by
projectors other than that on which
projector should
curate standard

the

film

is

originally

Pro-

recorded.

duction of such a film is essential before
anything other than the dictating-machine concept

is

Two

types
of such film have been authorized by the
practicable.

Sound Committee.
Type A: 7000-cycle film accurately

Society's

positioned to within three (3) minutes of
arc with respect to a line perpendicular

(90)

the edge of the film.

to

basically for

Used

magnetic head alignment in

projectors.

Type

B:

7000-cycle

film,

multi-

azimuth and off-azimuth film, produced
to check the accuracy of the azimuth
setting of magnetic heads in projectors.
This will be a service test film used for
locating trouble; whereas the type A,
azimuth film, is a production tool used
alignment of magnetic heads.
Both of these films are to be produced and issued by the Society as

for the

E.

W. D'Arcy:

of

positioning

with respect to
This test film is

track.

its

the
still

magnetic
magnetic
awaiting a

fabrication.

practical proposal to accomplish the
desired end result.
This problem is now
being considered by the Society's Magnetic

Sound Subcommittee.

An

estimate cannot be made at
time as to the film's availability.
5.

its

production.
3. Azimuth film.

correct

this

Magnetic head contact film. Magnetic

heads are aligned in contact with the
film, at this time, by a process of applying
machinists bluing to the magnetic head

and adjusting the head so that the bluing
is
wiped off the gap face uniformly
This is an exacross the head width.
laborious
Alignoperation.
film for field service will have to be

tremely

ment

produced to meet this need.
No recommendation for such a film has
been made as yet, and the problem may
be left to the individual manufacturers
to solve, since the film will be a production service tool and does not pertain to

basic magnetic track quality testing.
It will be apparent from the preceding

that the establishment of quality standthe producing of test films

ards and
to

measure those standards

is

quite a

project.

situation might be summed up
way, which goes first, the cart or the
horse.
Applying this old clich6 to the
current situation, without the pioneering
few of the equipspirit exhibited by a
ment manufacturers the need would not

The

this

exist

for

the

Society's

standardization

with respect to magnetic sound.
Therefore, since 16mm magnetic sound
track is so recent it is understandable
activities

that

so

factors

mon
The

many

pertinent

engineering

have not been reduced

to

com-

understandings through standards.
writer can, however, report that
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in

his

opinion rapid progress is being
the various Society Committees

induction of such a film is desired, this caul
also be obtained using some of the calibra-J

auger well
magnetic sound

tion techniques currently under
consider-t]
ation.
It is doubtful, however, whether anl

made by
and

their actions certainly

for the future of

16mm

absolute calibration

recording and reproduction.

units of

Editorial Note

mean

The

foregoing paper originally included
between the present B-l and B-2 sections
several

paragraphs discussing production
techniques for magnetic standard signallevel test films.
During review of the
paper by members of the SMPTE Sound

Committee and Magnetic Sound Subcommittee it became apparent that this
discussion needed modification to bring it
into agreement with certain considerations
which have developed since the paper was
Inasmuch as Dr. Frayne has
presented.
been very closely connected with these,
Mr. D'Arcy and he agreed that the original
paragraphs should be deleted and the
following addendum, prepared by Dr.
Frayne, be published:
Standard Magnetic Signal Film. The reand calibration of a standard

cording

signal-level photographic

sound track have

constituted a very valuable adjunct in the
up of photographic reproducers, and

lining

thought that a similar magnetic
standard signal-level film would also be of
it

is

Methods of calibratequally great value.
ing a standard signal photographic level
film have been developed over the years,
and there is quite general agreement now as
to the interpretation of such films.
The
production of such a film on a magnetic
medium is in itself rather simple, provided
certain parameters are specified.
If, for
distortion is considered a
example, a 1
desirable maximum recording level, then
it is a relatively simple matter to record a
standard frequency at 400 or 1000 cycles
which would on reproduction show a distortion of this amount.
There are, of
course, various ways of arriving at such an
overall distortion, the final result depending
on such things as the amplitude of the highfrequency bias and the input level to the
head. However, these recording techniques are now quite well established in the
motion picture industry, and there should
be no problem to making such a film to
meet the
distortion specification.
If the absolute level in terms of magnetic

%

1%
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is

desirable in terms

magnetic induction since

very

little

it

of;|

would']

to the user of this

filmJ

under practical testing operations. Possibty such a master film could be made and

1

retained by the supplier of the test films
the thought being that the production test
films could be calibrated against this master
film.

Discussion
George

Lewin

(Signal

Corps

Photographic \

At the meeting of the Magnetic
Sound Subcommittee earlier in the week I
Center):

made

a remark,

more or

less

j

with tongue inJ

cheek, which perhaps I should repeat, now
that possibly representatives of all four of
the major producers of magnetic striping
are present.
The remark was that it
doesn't seem entirely impossible that magbe made
netic-striping material could
transparent or semi-transparent, in which j
case you could always make it full width
and thus eliminate most of these problems \
we have about half-track versus full-track. I
Mr. D'Arcy: May I suggest that that be
answered by some of the striping people!
No response?
here?
Mr. Lewin: The fact that one of them has
announced an oxide which seems to be 1
or 12 db more sensitive may indicate they
could afford to disperse the particles a
little bit more and give up some of that
sensitivity in the interest of making the
J

i

|

.

.

.

{

i

-

\

coating transparent.
Mr. D'Arcy: Would you like to answer
that, Dr. Wetzel?. .No, I don't believe Dr.
Wetzel has an answer to this suggestion at
the moment.
Maxwell A. Kerr (Bureau of Ships): It has
just occurred to me this afternoon that perhaps we have a blessing in disguise in the
practices discussed earlier about the location of magnetic half-width stripes on
.

photographic sound tracks.
or by deliberate planning
alternate

the

half-width

If

we

regularly

stripe

position,

general use of various films, so why
standardize on just one side for half-track?

We have recently been informed by one
organization doing striping that half-

SMPTE
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a

by chance

head wear would be equalized by the

Journal of the

:

:

>

width stripes are being alternated in posifrom film to film for this purpose.

jtion

Mr. D'Arcy: I have an answer to that one.
[We have applications which involve conwhich are used exjtinuous loop projectors,
tensively by educational and commercial
In such cases head wear occurs
[people.
lalways on the same side, though of course
is some possibility that the striping
jthere
alternated in position within the
jcould be
loops.

Mr. Ken: It might even be sufficient for
manufacturer of such film loops to
alternate the striping on the prints, and
then just interchange prints once a week or

Ithe

depending upon hours of operation.
William H. Unger (Elliot, Unger
Elliot,
\Inc.}: We produce commercials for teleI've been very interested in the
vision.
so

&

discussion this afternoon because

we would

do something to improve the sound
on 16mm release prints, but as far
'ias I can see, the solution, as far as we're
There are
iiconcerned, is still to be found.
[like

to

iquality

jseveral

SMPTE

problems that I
subcommittees

'consider in

more

the various
should possibly

feel

detail.

Mr. D'Arcy: What is the first major
problem you foresee?
Mr. Unger: Well, there's a considerable
problem during,

The

(period.

now

TV

the interim
stations, of course, are

first

of

all,

run photographic
equipped
sound tracks. We'd like to supply them
with magnetic tracks. What happens
when you have a magnetic track spliced in
with some photographic tracks? No conhas been given to this. There
jsideration
certainly
going to be a lot of producers
Jare
who will be supplying photo tracks. If
!we went ahead and supplied magnetic
even if the stations were set up to run
^tracks,
(them,

all

when you

to

get

a

20-second

spot

Ispliced into the middle of a reel of other
half-hour or a fifteen ^material to make a

;,minute show, including station break, a
lone-minute commercial, and the 20-second
'commercial, if that one 20-second commerto have a magnetic track on
j;cial happens
lit, there's an awful chance that it is going to
get lost in the shuffle because somebody
will forget to throw a switch.
I
I

i

Another problem: It was reported this
morning, by Westrex, that 200-mil pushvariable-area photo tracks could be
jpull
used and suggested that you could print off
lone half of them.
Actually we have been
i

E.

W. D'Arcy:

we do make our
from one half of them.
There's a tremendous advantage to us in

using such tracks and
release

prints

doing so because we record push-pull negative.
This is a little unconventional, I
realize.

prints

gives

We

make

push-pull

positive

and then edit these tracks, which
us good prints for re-recording and

also gives us a safety factor.

These

films

are handled a great deal if a print becomes
scratched or dirty, it's very simple to make
a second print and match-cut it to always
;

have a clean print

for re-recording

pur-

poses.

Mr. Dimmick: I am sorry to interrupt
you, Mr. Unger, for your discussion is very
interesting and I wish we could continue.
We are a good deal over our allotted time
room, however, and must close both
and the convention. I suggest
you outline the problems, and any suggestions you have, in a letter to me for consideration by the Magnetic Sound Subcommittee of the SMPTE Sound Committee.
We thank Mr. D'Arcy for his
very fine presentation. Also I thank all of
you present for attending our symposium
in this

the session

and

for

your expressions of interest

in these

very timely subjects.
Editorial Note

Mr. Unger subsequently submitted the
comments to conclude

following additional
his discussion.

The problem I was about to outline
concerning our method of making release
photo tracks from one half of 200-mil pushpull original

variable-area tracks

is

that

not possible to half-stripe them (to provide both photographic and magnetic reproduction from the same film) because the
A somewhat
release tracks are unilateral.
similar situation prevails in the case of conventional 100-mil bilateral variable-area
Unless the half-striping exactly
tracks.
distortion may resplits such tracks, severe
it is

reproduction of the residual photo
It has been our experience that
nearly all reduction printers produce some
sound-track weave; unless the magnetic
half-striping follows this weave very closely,
the remaining photo track may become

sult in

track.

practically useless.
The problem of differential

head wear

using magnetic tracks of less than "standard" width has already been discussed.
We feel that it is a very serious one which
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must be
tion of

fully resolved before standardizafor
station use

magnetic tracks

TV

can be accomplished. As has been pointed
out, differential head wear can cause loss of
contact between the head and the magnetic
Stripes of varying thickness may
reproduce poorly, if at all, and any considerable head grooving by narrow stripes
running on full-width heads will eventually
cause scratching of remaining photo-track
stripe.

areas.

Combination photo-magnetic tracks

(for

16mm

release prints) are thus hardly a
solution to the interim problem, and we do

not

feel that

some

supplying magnetic tracks to
and photographic tracks

TV stations

to others

is

at all practical.

Another consideration which should be
is

investigated

the standardization of track

advance for 16mm magnetic prints. The
most obvious placement is making the
magnetic track even up with the optical
track.

head

This places the magnetic pickup
sound drum, an unfortunate

at the

location in

some

projectors.

The

present

26-frame advance places severe mechanical

on the design of projectors in
that complete flutter isolation is usually
hard to obtain. If more advance were

restrictions

used, better isolation could be obtained and
easier threading of projectors and possibly a

more optimum placement of the magnetic
pickup head might result.
mechanical considerations

While from
it
might be

worth while

to increase the track advances
another serious problem. It is
common practice to leave 1 seconds ofc
silent film on
commercials now so that'
they may be spliced head-to-tail withj
other spots without cutting off the trackj
The 36 frames of silent picture allow
several splices to be made without coming
this poses

TV

too close to the track.

If the

track

is

advanced any further, more silent picture
will have to be provided.
The 1 seconds
already provided represent a considerable*
proportion of the so-called "10- and 20second spots," and there probably would be*
considerable opposition to providing additional silent frames.
These problems, as well as other more*
minor considerations I have not men-;
tioned, deserve very serious attention before additional magnetic-track standards
are set up.
It would be most unfortunate
were we to go ahead using a medium which
offers such considerably improved 16mm
sound film quality in
without first
procedures and standards
establishing
which will permit it to be realized. Fur-

TV

thermore, in our opinion equally serious
industry consideration should be given by
all concerned to setting up an eventual
definite date for complete changeover to
the exclusive use of magnetic sound
tracks in
It might be a very
stations.
expensive operation, but in the long run we
feel that it would be by far the safest plan.

TV

GENERAL EDITORIAL COMMENT AND CURRENT STATUS REPORT
By R.

T.

Following the Washington convention,
Reeves Soundcraft Corp. paper on

Van Niman
Since Mr. D'Arcy could not be present

Mr. Hilliard opened the disby abstracting Mr. D'Arcy's
Washington paper on magnetic standard-

the

due

commercial striping experiences, the Bell &
Howell Co. paper, the Minnesota Mining &
Mfg. Co. paper, and the Eastman Kodak
Co. paper were re-presented by their
authors at the October 16, 1952, meeting

cussion period

of the

SMPTE

Central Section in Chicago.

John K. Hilliard (Altec Lansing Corp.,
Hollywood), Chairman of the SMPTE
Sound Committee, presided over the extensive discussion which followed.
Much
of this discussion duplicated that in Washington, and hence only non -duplicated
items are summarized in these comments to
conserve Journal space.
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to illness,

ization

needs.

He

pointed out that the

"sub-subcommittee" on Magnetic Reproduce Characteristics headed by Mr.

D'Arcy has the exceedingly important job
of reconciling present differences in such
matters to the end that magnetic sound
tracks recorded on one make of equipment
eventually will reproduce satisfactorily on
equipment furnished by other manufacturers.
Such standardization appears pos-

without seriously limiting advanceof the art, and it is being strongly
urged by both industrial equipment users

sible

ment

Journal of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

jjand

by our Armed Forces, who plan exuse of pre-recorded magnetic tracks.

ijtensive
I

As

is

the case in

jvolving

all

SMPTE

activities in-

the formulation of standards, parin the work of the sub-subcom-

ijticipation

jmittee

is

jterest.

open to all having a legitimate inSuch persons and organizations

are requested to
jnot currently represented

[{communicate with Mr. D'Arcy, or with
Dimmick or Mr. Milliard of the parent
IJMr.
groups.

Dr.

W. W. Wetzel

of Minnesota

I

oratory) as to the reason for supplying the
|3M laminating tape in quarter-inch width,
with the excess beyond the desired track
off after laminating.
It is
I
primarily to insure easier handling in the
machine due to the greater tensile strength,
slit

land to permit the same machine to apply
of the track widths (100-mil, 50-mil,
[any
in use.
The laminating
J32-mil) currently
Icement is thermal-plastic and hence the
of the tape can be re-used so
Ijslit-off portion
long as it is 100 mils or more wide.
M. G. Townsley (Bell & Howell Go.)
initiated a considerable discussion on head

|

|

I

1

width versus magnetic-track width by expressing a feeling that the matter of differential wear caused by tracks narrower than
heads is not nearly as serious as has been
forecast in some quarters.
True, it cannot
be ignored, particularly in special cases
where narrow tracks run always in the
same position relative to a wider head.
Even such cases may well be of little conse-

quence in the future, however, due to the
imminent advent of magnetic-head materials with enormously greater wear resistance than the present soft mu-metal.
Discussion between John Hilliard, Dr.
Wetzel and others brought forth the information that heads narrower than tracks
the advantages of less amplitude
modulation due to track width variations,

jhave
|

i

i

they allow for some film weave at the scanning point, and they avoid possible head/
track contact difficulties caused by having
the head ride the extreme edges of the
track,

|

\

i

which frequently have

ridges, varying

slopes, or other discontinuities in the

coated types of tracks.

wet-

Dr. Wetzel subse-

quently called attention, however, to the
fact that laminated tracks have very flat,
[sharp edges, and track widths can be con-

.

tion with laminated tracks, would have the
extremely important advantage of being
able to reproduce any width track with
maximum output level and with complete
freedom from the effects of film weave.

Current Status
As stated

Mining

Co. answered questions from
J& Mfg.
George Colburn (Geo. W. Colburn Lab-

width being

with great accuracy. Assuming
that highly wear-resistant head materials
become available, a head wider than the
widest track to be reproduced, in combinatrolled

W. D'Arcy:

in

Mr. D'Arcy's paper on

standardization needs, the establishment of

a standard reproduce frequency characterfor 16mm magnetic sound tracks

istic

hinges upon the availability of magnetic
test films having known absolute
values of magnetic induction at each fre-

frequency

quency so as to permit separation of the reproduce characteristic from all other facin
the
record-reproduce process.
Actually, the job of reconciling existing
differences in reproduce characteristics between machines of different manufacture

tors

could probably be accomplished reasonably
well without test films of absolute calibration,

provided

all

measurements

were

made with

the same film (or with carefully
recorded exact duplicate films). Much
more confidence in the results, however,
and better agreement as to their validity
will obtain if independent means are available for determining the absolute values of
magnetic induction.

Fortunately such means have very reIn the months
cently become available.
since the Washington convention sample

frequency films have been produced by

Edward

P.

Ancona,

Jr.,

at

RCA's New

and by G. G.
Westrex Corp.
were calibrated

York

film recording studio,
Davis at the laboratories of

Hollywood. Both films
under Dr. J. G. Frayne's direction, using
the short-gap method mentioned in the J.
D. Bick (RCA Victor Div., Camden, N. J.)
paper on methods for measuring surface
induction which is published in this Journal
Earlier it had been found that the
issue.
wide-gap calibration technique, which
gave good results at 35mm film speed, was
in

all satisfactory at the 16mm speed.
After taking into account the somewhat
more complex recording equalization used
in producing the
film, the two films

not at

RCA

running in the same reproducer (with
azimuth adjusted to suit the individual
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film) gave relative outputs which were
good agreement, a point which helps

in

comes

to

quency standard

to

possible

produce a single
magnetic

signal-level

fre4
tests

establish confidence in the suitability of the
In using magfilms for present purposes.

film, as discussed in Dr. Frayne's addendum
to Mr. D'Arcy's paper on standardization*

netic frequency films, individual reproducer

needs.

azimuth adjustments must necessarily be

made until such time as the Society's
standard azimuth films become available.
The Westrex film was made on a recorder equipped with facilities for producing
an accurately aligned 100-mil sound record
and the

RCA

was produced under

film

In a recent communication, Mr.
D'Arcy points out that the need for such a
film is great, and requests that those interested in it communicate with him by*
mail or during the Hollywood convention*
on the matter of setting up suitable specifi-

cations

for

signal-level

its

A

production.

magnetic

test film

is

standard

essential in

the exception of
the sound record which is 200 mils wide.
One of these films will be used as the
standard frequency film for the Magnetic

all work leading to the establishment of
standards for such reproducer character-

Sub-subcom-

also essential for calibrating equipment to
be used for the evaluation of different types

similar conditions with

Reproduce

Characteristics

project, the determination of
present differences in reproduce character-

mittee's

istics

first

of the

various

currently

available

Both films were
1 6mm magnetic projectors.
forwarded to Chairman D'Arcy, who reports that his initial use indicates that they
are entirely suitable for the purpose.
Rather than circulating the original film,

with attendant risk of

or damage,

loss

it

appears desirable to make identical copies,
calibrations
their
individual
checking
against

the

original.

At

this

writing

30, 1953) this work is under way.
effort is being exerted toward having

(March

Every
the secondary standard films in the hands of
equipment manufacturers in time to allow
reproduce characteristics to be measured
and reported for consideration during the
forthcoming

With

SMPTE

satisfactory

convention.

means

for establishing

terms the calibration of magnetic frequency films now available, it bein absolute
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istics as

range,

reserve gain, dynamic reproduction
and permissible distortion. It is

of magnetic sound tracks with respect to
optimum bias, coerciveness (sensitivity),

and
level

retentivity (aging).
films cannot be

Standard

produced

signal-

satisfac-

torily by employing only controlled recording conditions because of unavoidable

variations in these track characteristics,

and

because it is extremely difficult to maintain
over extended periods stable conditions
with respect to such factors as head wear
and intimacy of head/track contact. As
Dr. Frayne states, having standard signal-

1
-

films for field use individually
calibrated in terms of the absolute value of
level test

magnetic induction

may be

neither neces-!

Mr. D'Arcy feels, howsary nor desirable.
ever, that all primary standard signal-level
and frequency

films

must be so calibrated

the standardization needs in magnetic
recording and reproducing are to be met.
if
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Committee Report

Progress
By

J.

GEORGE

GROVES,

R.

HE YEAR 1952

will be

the

history

milestone

in

Committee Chairman

marked
of

as a

motion-

picture production and presentation.
At a time when the motion-picture industry was beset with depressing reports
of poor box-office receipts from the best

product that the industry could produce,
there appeared on the screen two epochpresentations that have revitalized the motion-picture business.

making

The

reference

is,

of course, to the presen-

Cinerama in New York and the
showing of Bwana Devil, the 3-D production of Arch Oboler, in Los Angeles.
tation of

In compiling the Progress Report for
1952 it would seem logical, therefore, that
these two presentations should be reported upon

screen

and one

set

around the auditorium

giving an auditory perspective effect.
The seventh track is used as a control

The

track.

original

tracks

were

re-

recorded by Reeves on magnetic stock
and all re-recording and reproducing is
accomplished on Westrex RA-1506-type
drive

film

mechanisms

using special
Equalization is designed to produce flat response to
1 2 kc from film running at the rate of 39

seven-track heads.

frames/sec. Synchronous motors are
used to drive the three projectors and the

sound reproducer with a synchronous
control system operating between ma-

The control is quite positive
will pull the projectors into step over

chines.

and

a range of approximately twelve frames.

first.

Stereoscopic Productions

Cinerama
Cinerama, the invention of Fred
Waller, opened in New York September
1
This spectacular presentation
30, 1 952.
reproduces a picture 145 wide and 55
high on a 25 X 50-ft screen, using three
complete projection equipments, and
seven magnetic tracks on 35mm film.

The seven magnetic

tracks are reproduced through six channels to drive six
five behind the
sets of loudspeakers

Submitted March 26, 1953, by George R.
Groves, Committee Chairman.

Prior to 1952, demonstrations of three-

dimensional films in this country were regarded as a novelty. On November 26,
1952, Natural Vision's presentation of
their Polaroid three-dimensional picture,
Bwana Devil? at the Paramount Theater

Hollywood and the Paramount TheaLos Angeles, removed the 3-D picture from the novelty class to the status
of an extremely important form of mo-

in

ter in

Since that
tion-picture entertainment.
time this picture has had quite extensive
release throughout the United States and

published in the June Journal, prepared
from material submitted in German by
committee member Leo Busch, received

phenomenal success has resulted in
many of the Hollywood producers plunging into 3-D production.
By the end of 1952, those concerned

too late to permit publication in this issue.

with the production of motion-picture

Note

:

An addendum

to this report will be

May

1953

its
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1.

Fig.

Westrex Photomagnetic Recorder.

entertainment seemed to be divided into
two camps
those favoring the wide-

devised the 3-D film program for the
Festival of Britain. 3 During the year,

screen panoramic-vision type of presentation as typified by Cinerama and those

this

favoring three-dimensional pictures requiring the use of Polaroid viewers for

Germany, Holland, Belgium, Sweden
and Denmark, thus gaining invaluable
knowledge of audience reaction and pro-

The Twentieth
Century-Fox Studios widely publicized
their CinemaScope type of production in
which a wide field of vision is accomplished in the camera by means of an
true stereoscopic effect.

auxiliary shooting lens designed to compress the angle of view in the horizontal

plane,

and

this in

turn

is

expanded by an

auxiliary lens system in projection.
first production to be shot by this

The
com-

pany with this system is to be The Robe,
which will also be accompanied by
stereophonic sound.
With the emergence of the

3-D

modern

commercial circuwere made in Eng-

film into general

lation, rapid strides

land toward perfecting its techniques of
production and exhibition. The leading
role was played by Stereo Techniques,
Ltd., staffed

536

by the personnel who had

May

1953

company leased

cial

its

films for

commer-

showing in Great Britain, France,

jection

techniques.

nizing gear was

company

4- 5

also

Special synchro-

developed by

this

for apprising the projectionist

of errors of synchronism between the two
bands of film, and enabling him to correct them without stopping the machines.
With the rapid growth of 3-D production, new camera designs were embarked
on, based on an extended analysis of
6
Progstereoscopic transmission theory.
the
ress was also made during
year by

H. Dewhurst, A.R.C.S., on a single film
system with left and right images rotated
7
through 90 by mirrors or prisms, as in
prewar Zeiss Ikon system. L.
Dudley also claimed advances both in
the

single-film stereo
tion,

Journal of the

and

lenticular projec-

but without disclosing

SMPTE

Vol. 60

details.

In France renewed efforts were made
by inventors to dispense with viewing
glasses, and effect image separation at the

direct-positive variable-area and magnetic tracks.
Such a track combines the

screen.

editing and the superior quality of magnetic track for re-recording.
Another type of visual aid has been

The number of 3-D productions which
have been planned virtually overnight
and distribution and exhibition of these

advantages of a photographic track for

by

provided

"Sound

the

One form

Scribing"

productions has presented complicated
and very serious problems of standardSince three-dimensional picization.
tures of the Polaroid-viewing type of

method.

two projectors to be
running simultaneously, the problem of

Another method perfected by the
Glen Glenn Studios in Hollywood, in-

necessity require

minimum number

reel sizes for the

of

of this consists of an

ink trace of the sound modulation scribed
on the film base adjacent to the magnetic
track.

change-overs and intermissions becomes
very acute. It has been necessary to set

volves actually engraving a variable-area
type track in an auxiliary or loading
stripe by means of a diamond cutter

up committees

closely resembling a "hill

to establish at least

porary standards for reel

sizes,

tem-

screen

screen types, projector interlocking

sizes,

mechanisms, designation of right and
left films, allocation of sound track to a

and improved
The problem of light loss
specific film,

light sources.
in projection

through Polaroid filters is very acute.
Approximately 60% of the light is lost.

Sound Recording
Magnetic recording became the established medium for original dialogue and
music recordings throughout the motionThose studios
picture industry in 1952.
which attempted to extend the use of
magnetic recordings to the motion picture editor's work found it necessary to
provide some form of visual modulation
aid.

One generally accepted method for

doing

this

is through the use of a combiphotographic-magnetic sound

nation
track.
carries

As

would imply, the film
both a photographic sound track
this

of either the negative-positive or direct-

types and a magnetic sound
recorded on a narrow strip or
stripe of magnetic material located on
This has
the opposite edge of the film.
positive

track

naturally increased the popularity and
demand for the so-called Magna-Stripe

and

for dual

photomagnetic recordThe Westrex Photomagnetic Recorder illustrated in Fig. 1
film,

ing equipment.
records

10

collinear

200-mil

push-pull

George R. Groves:

and dale" disk
This engraved track can be
clearly seen and reproduced on a 35mm
moviola. This method has been used in
recorder.

the production of the popular television
shows / Love Lucy and Our Miss Brooks,
produced by Desilu Productions.
Those studios which do not use the
visual aids mentioned above provide the
editor with a photographic copy of the
original magnetic recording.
for recording both variable

Methods
area and

variable density directly from magnetic
film for intra-studio use were described. 12

-

13

The

nomical.

Warner

This method
Bros.

from

transfer

netic to direct positive

is

mag-

the most eco-

is

used in the

Sound Department, where

the direct-positive editor's track

is

also

used as a re-recording track after having
been given a hard protective coating by
the Protising Process.
cross-modulation compensator was
in 1952 for use in the
introduced by

A

RCA

production of direct-positive variablearea recordings. This device is introduced in the audio transmission system of
a recording channel and will counteract
cross-modulation products produced by
other parts of the system, such as the
emulsion in a photographic variable-area
In general, this device generates
track.
distortion products equal in amplitude
and opposite in phase to those contrib-

uted by the film emulsion, so that when
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Magnetic Transfer Machine.
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the

two distortion products are com-

This
bined, they will cancel each other.
results in reproduced sound free from
cross-modulation distortion due to image
It is

spread.

now

possible to produce

such recordings at a density of 1.80 with
a cross-modulation cancellation of 40 db
as compared to a density of 1 .0 without
the use of this device.

The magnetic

transfer machine, illustrated in Fig. 2, was also developed by
and placed in operation at the

RCA

Warner Bros. Studios during 1 952. This
reproducing machine was developed specifically for transferring magnetic material such as production dialogue and
music scoring to another record. It is
capable of reproducing both 17|-mm
single-track film operating at 45 fpm and
35mm three-track film operating at 90

A

fpm.

unique feature

is

the ability to

transport film from reel to reel at four
times the respective operating speeds
without removing the films from their

driving sprockets. This
selection of "ok'd" takes
to

transferred

another

makes for rapid
which are to be
record.

Addi-

rewinding directly
approximately ten
times the normal operating speeds is provided.
The savings in operating cost
tionally, high-speed
from reel to reel at

due

to the use of this

equipment make

chronism with the original. Sprockethole pitch variations may alter exact
synchronism but within the limits for this
type of service. Loading is simple and
encourages the use of film "short-ends."
similar device is in use at Ryder
16mm Services for the re-recording re-

A

production

of

sound

effects

loops.

Quick loading and unloading of loops

is

possible while running.
The three-track recording

machines
which several studios have installed have
now, by coincidence, become natural instruments for stereophonic recordings,
which are being intensely studied. Wide
use of stereophonic recordings for largescreen

and

stereoscopic

shows

is

in

prospect.
Now that the design and application
of magnetic recorders has reached ma-

ture stage,

more thought is being directed

toward study of the nature of the magnetic process

itself,

particularly with a
The ne-

view toward standardization.
standardization

cessity

for

course,

from the

arises,

of

fact that all products

should reproduce on standard equipment, or at least deviations from standard
should be under control. It is generally agreed that recordings should be
laid down in such a way that they may at

it

any future time reproduce interchange-

a worthy contribution to the art of sound-

ably with future products regardless of
improvements in magnetic materials and
techniques. Therefore, a "standard reproducer" should be defined and me^ns
provided for its calibration. This is not

film recording.

During 1952, the Paramount Sound
Department built and placed in use a
transfer
repromagnetic-to-magnetic
ducer-recorder, designed to speed up the
transfer of sound effects and short dia-

logue sequences for editing.

The

is

Sprocketless

and requiring no loading

leader, the films are up to recording speed
in a small fraction of a second.
The

reproduce and record belts are driven
from a common shaft causing starting
flutter to be comparative and not heard
in subsequent reproduction.
The transferred film is in linear syn-

George R. Groves:

by the respective recording and
reproducing gaps as well as the magnetic
material of the track itself, and measurement of these elements is difficult and, in
general, requires dynamic measurements.
Many groups have been working at
trolled

transported on plastic belts
which also hold the film "wrapped"
on the reproduce and record heads.
film

a simple task in the case of magnetic recording because the characteristic is con-

the problem of film calibration during
These include equipment
year.

the

manufacturers, the JCIC, the SMPTE
Committee on Sound and the CCIR

Radio Consultative ComThrough the latter, the "long-

(International
mittee).
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Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.
Bell

RCA

Portable Magnetic Recording Channel.

Close-up view of the principal operating controls and microphone of the
Filmosound 202 16mm Optical-Magnetic Recording Projector.

& Ho well

14
and "short-gap" 15 methods of calibration have been disclosed and are being

gap"

by the various groups. Contributions to the subject of magnetic recording available during the year were

space between magnetic heads and re17
cording media.

A test film was developed which makes

tested

discussions of "recording demagnetization" 16 and an evaluation of losses due to

540
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possible to check the azimuth of a
magnetic head without disturbing any of
It not only
the azimuth adjustments.
checks whether or not the azimuth is corit

Journal of the SMPTF,

Vol 60
f

feet, but shows in which direction the
azimuth must be rotated if it needs corSuch a test film is now being
rection.
proposed under ASA standards and

SO

58.583B

SMPTE

as

identified

12.2/6 Nov.

Among new

MPRC

512

1952.

1,

equipments offered

industry in 1952

to the

be listed the Westrex RA-1511-A converter which is a
nonrotating device for the conversion of
single-phase

1 1

may

5-v

power

a

to

three-

phase 230-v form for the synchronous
operation of camera, sound recorders and
other film-pulling mechanisms
associated with the production of motion
11

pictures.

A

new

portable magnetic recording
channel (Fig. 3) was made available by

RCA,

designed

primarily

for

17jmm

By operating at 45 fpm a considerable economy in film cost is realized and
the size and weight of the recorder are
reduced. The recorder is also adaptable
for 16mm and 35mm film.
A new
film.

system utilizing
amplifier
tubes and small components

miniature
is

provided

As a first step in the change-over /rorri
photographic to magnetic recording,
both RCA and West rex made available
conversion kits by means of which existing photographic recorders could be
operated as dual-purpose, photographic
and magnetic machines. Later in the
year, RCA, Westrex and GaumontKalee introduced recording, re-record-

ing and

portable equipments designed
for magnetic service.
In
general, the standard speed of 90 fpm has

specifically

been adhered to

A

in English

equipments.

number

corders

of J-in. magnetic tape rewere available in 1952. The

Leevers-Rich Syncropulse recorder can
be operated synchronously with the picture camera.
High-quality nonsynchronous equipments were manufactured by
Leevers-Rich, Philips and E.M.I.

35mm, 17jmm and 16mm

perforated

magnetic film were made available by
Pyral and Kodak (both of French manufacture) and Gevaert (Belgian manufacture), while Minnesota Mining Corp.
announced the manufacture of a similar

as part of the equipment.
In an effort to develop lighter weight
and more flexible sound-recording equip-

range in England.

ment, the Telefunken Uni-Directional
condenser microphone was repackaged
by Paramount into a unit, including bail,
weighing only 6 oz. The basic condenser element has been built into a 2^-in.
diameter screen sphere, which also
houses a subminiature tube. This has

During 1952 it was necessary to increase the plant capacity of most of the
16mm processing laboratories in the

made possible the use
boom having 40% of

tutions.

typical

boom, and

of a lightweight
the weight of a

also

an

ultra-light-

weight fishpole having not only "panning" facilities but also "great circle"
movement of the microphone. Six pictures have been recorded with these

16mm

country to meet the increased demand for
their product by the producers of films
for television, television stations, industrial

organizations and educational instiThe conversion of silent 16mm

pictures to sound pictures

and the pro-

new sound 1 6mm pictures has
been made possible and accelerated by

duction of

the application of magnetic striping to
16mm film stock.

In 1952, the Bell

&

Howell Company

Sound

microphones.
Sound Recording in England. It was not
until 1952 that magnetic sound record-

announced

ing was adopted by the British on any
considerable scale. This was due to the
general policy of restraint in capital ex-

nation optical magnetic recording

penditure and the lack of suitable studio

both edges as well as on the conventional
sound film perforated on one edge only.

equipment.

George R. Groves:

Stripe process for
applying a magnetic stripe to the edge of
16mm film and its design of a combiits

16mm

projector (Fig. 4) which would record
and play on film having perforations on
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The

Westrex

Reproducer

RA-1509-A

Recordef-

containing magnetic recording and magnetic and photographic reproducing channels, also made
a material contribution toward raising
the standard of 16mm quality during
(Fig.

5),

19521

The

introduction of Sonotrack

mag-

netic striping for 16mm processed sound
film was announced to the trade by the

Eastman Kodak Company
The process was described

in July 1952.
in detail in a

paper presented at the SMPTE Fall
Convention, but has not yet been published.

Paillard Products, Inc., of New York
16mm stereo attach-

put on the market a

ment

for

camera and projector designed

by Paillard, S.A. of Switzerland. In its
camera form, this attachment consists of
two//2.8 fixed-focus lenses set with their
axes 64
apart and forming two erect
side-by-side images on a single 16mm
frame. The optical axes are parallel and

mm

the

interocular

separation

is

fixed. 8

-

9

The

stereo-taking lens attachment is
manufactured, at the present tune, for the

Bolex

1

6mm Camera only.

During 1952, Technicolor changed the
sound-track specifications for their Type
B, or imbibition 16mm prints, from a
blue dye track to a silver track having the
same characteristics as a black-and-white
This provides the best possible
print.
sound printing from re-recorded negatives, and the advantage of quantity production which the Type B process
affords.

In the application of 16mm films for
educational purposes all leaders appear
to be interested but have not been able

determine to what extent magnetic recording and reproducing facilities can be
used.
A few universities are planning
to produce their own motion pictures on
an experimental basis. Certain Government agencies are using magnetic projectors and magnetic striped prints in
The year
their foreign aid programs.
1952 saw a greater production of teaching films, especially designed for classto

Fig. 5.

Westrex RA-1509-A

Recorder-Reproducer.
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room

than any preceding

application,

year.

Film Processing Laboratories

The impact of stereoscopic photography was strongly felt by the film processing laboratories inasmuch as most of
the systems required two films which had
to be processed and printed with special
consideration.

The

initial

3-D

film,

Bwana

Devil,

was

processed by Pathe Laboratory and was
printed on Eastman Color Print film
the first occafrom an Ansco negative
sion wherein the crossover had been suc-

attempted.

Printing equipaltered to insure stability of
the dual images on the screen.

cessfully

ment was

Warner

Bros,

was preparing its labora3-D by the year end

tory facilities for
also,

having

successfully

processed

a

The first 35mm Eastman Color prints
were made from 16mm Kodachrome
(both daylight and commercial) by
Hollywood Film Effects in cooperation
with Pathe Laboratory during the past
year.

Color

The year 1 952 was a great year for productions in color. In three of the major
motion pictures

studios,

numbered

those

in

in

color out-

black-and-white.

For

interest, a survey was taken to determine what percentage of the total production was in color.
These percentages for several of the

studios are as follows:

Columbia, 30%;
55%; M-G-M, 47%; Paramount,
65%; RKO, 35%; Universal, 50%;
and Warner Brothers, 70%.

Fox,

At

M-G-M

black-and-white methods

Eastman Color

are applied as much as possible in its
color laboratory.
Over 500 release

M-G-M laboratory, having processed
one Ansco Negative feature in 1952,
undertook expansion of its color develop-

prints were made of Wild North, an
Ansco Negative-Positive product, with
losses reported to be no greater than
black-and-white. The release was made
on unchanged Model E printing machines with color filters being combined

number

of productions in

during 1952.

A

new design is
ing machine capacity.
being incorporated in the unit which will
be in service early in 1953.
General Film Laboratory constructed
a new laboratory building to be used exclusively for
ing.

processing

Several cutting rooms

added in
of the

16mm

this

new

new

and

printwere also

Operation
anticipated by Spring
facility.

plant is
color processing facilities
were available at this laboratory to render prints on either Eastman Color or

35mm

1953.

with the travelling matte.
Warner Brothers produced
ture-length pictures in

Color

verted

its

Color Negative

This company

and

35mm

is

planning to
Pathe

service.

Laboratory also added a 16mm plant to
cope with the television demand. This
equipment can also accommodate the

when
negative-positive color processes
New cutting and
available in 16mm.
of the
projection rooms were also a part
expansion program.

George R. Groves:

Eastman

Color

quiring sequential printing from separation negatives to one whereby Eastman

Eastman Color

16mm

fea-

conTrucolor process from one re-

Unicorn Laboratories was a new entry
into the independent laboratory field,
having taken over the former Paramount
offer

five

new Warner

Negative-Positive process.
Consolidated Film Industries

du Pont during 1952.

facility.

an

process

its

printer.
light
filters

The

sources

with

is printed directly onto
Positive in a continuous

printer has three separate
and three narrow-band

the

light

intensity

being

changed by a variable-area matte. At
its Fort Lee laboratory, Consolidated rein making
ports considerable progress
16mm Ansco Color Positive prints from
16mm original Kodachrome by means of
a special Ansco intermediate color
negative.

In England, preparations were
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for the processing of

the best

known

Tripack color

of which are the

films,

Eastman

Color, Ferraniacolor and Gevacolor.
At the present time all these films have to
be imported and manufacture of 35mm
integral Tripack motion picture film
this country before
reported that Gevacolor was

seems unlikely in
1954.

It is

used for a full-length feature film in
Australia with good results, considering
that an exposed footage had to be flown
to

London

for processing.

Television Broadcasting

Of
States

great significance in the United
was the part played in 1952 by

television in the

Democratic and Repub-

lican National Presidential Conventions,
both of which were broadcast to a nation-

Communications Commission, in adopting its Sixth Report and Order on allocations in April, 1952, made it possible to

ning of 16mm motion-picture film.
Manufacturers planned to place commercial versions of these scanners on the

market the following year, 1953.
The big news in television during 1952
was, of course, the lifting of the "freeze"

and the start of new station construction.
It had been four years since any construction permits had been granted by the
FCC. Meanwhile, television sets have
been selling at an increasing rate until
there is now nearly one set for every two
homes in America. Many cities still had
only one television station, and as the set
saturation went up so did the rates and so
did the profits. Many of the small local
stations reached the end of the year with
larger net profits than the networks were
able to show.
With the lifting of the "freeze," new

tions are in the

UHF

channels, using

tally before.

tenth of

all

the

new channel

allo-

cations were reserved for educational,

noncommercial

use.

Only about 15%

of these 242 channels have been spoken
for, and the industry is hoping that after
the expiration of a year, as the FCC has
repeatedly warned the educators, most of

them

will

purposes

be turned back to commercial

accommodate applicants
previously unsuccessful in obregular commercial channels.
to

who were
taining

Some 1 5 or 20 states have made plans for
statewide networks of educational stations,

and 10 or 15 educational stations
on the air during the

are expected to go

next year.

With

the tremendous growth of tele-

vision stations, the networks stations in
York have, during the latter half of

New

the year, experienced a considerable decrease in production activity. There is a

very marked

trend toward film and
Hollywood, and away from live produc-

New

Each of the netand closed
studios (except DuMont which has just
opened a large new five-studio building)
tion

and

works

has

York.
reduced

staff

.

of the top television programs,
especially the dramatic shows, are now

Many

seen on film, either run locally from
1
prints at the individual stations, at

6mm
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some

equipment
and facing new propagation problems
which had only been faced experimen-

began to

May

the

made

entirely different transmission

television broadcasting stations
make their appearance. The

Federal

This

The "freeze" was lifted in April, in
June permits began to be granted once
more and by year's end another two
dozen stations were operating, and two
or three new ones were being added to
the list each week.
Many of these sta-

One

demonstrated for the continuous scan-

band.

up"

possible the ultimate addition of
2000 new television stations. 34

-

provement in programs presented, due
particularly to improvements in equip"
ment. 25 28 The development of flying
scanners
was a noteworthy step forspot
"
ward during 1952, 29 33 and these were

me UHF

472-890

VHF

channels for

broadcasting, as well as to "open

wide audience. 19 20
Broadcasting facilities were generally
the
United
improved
throughout
"
States. 21 24
There was a noticeable im-

additional

allocate

whatever time

SMPTE

is

convenient, or fed over a

Vol. 60

network hook-up, projected in New York
from 35mm prints. Most production of
commercial films, spots, etc., for network

television service to cover the Lancashire

rear-view projection techniques, 25 as well
as considerable development of new

and Yorkshire areas. In March, Scotland was reached and in August, South
Wales. It is reported that 80% of the
population of the British Isles can now
enjoy satisfactory television reception in
their homes.
Experiments are under
way for a relay to Belfast, so that Northern Ireland will be able to receive Lon-

motion-picture projection equipment for
television broadcasting purposes.

don programs. Considerable planning
and preparation is in progress for the

use

is

in

35mm, although

the small sta-

tions rarely are

equipped with anything
other than 16mm projection equipment.
There was development during 1952 in

Experimental work on methods of

re-

of the Coronation in 1953.
outstanding achievement was the
transmission of programs from Paris to
televising

cording the television signal on magnetic
tape instead of film was announced dur35
but despite repeated
ing the year,
scheduling at engineering conventions
nothing has been shown. Several companies are known to be working on this
technique, but so far only Ring Crosby
Enterprises has released publicity on the

An

subject.

The Crosby engineers use a
wide tape running at 100 in. /sec. on
which they record twelve tracks, one for
sound and eleven for video. This results
in the resolution of 260 times the information that a standard 15-in./sec. tape
can record. According to many, this is
far from enough for a good quality pic-

standard.

1-in.

An interesting development in the
foreign television field pertains to Australia.
While there is no television

Some forward-looking engineers
project the curve of current advancement
in this field, compare it with the advanceture.

ment

of the photochemical industry and
the end of the motion-picture

foresee

England in the summer of 1952. In
addition to the long-distance relays involved, a change of standard had to be
effected half

way

in the chain

where the

819-line picture of the French Service
was converted to the B.B.C. 's 405-line

broadcasting in Australia at present, it is
anticipated that there will be at least one
television

station

each capital city

in

within the next two years, operated by
both Government and private enterprise.

Standards for Australian television were
down in 1950 and are still in force.

laid

them are as follows
The width of the standard television

Extracts from
1

.

:

laboratory in ten years. If sound and
picture can be recorded on tape, say these

broadcast channel shall be 7.5 me/sec.

men, so can left- and right-eye pictures.
So can three primary color signals per
eye; so can stereophonic sound. The

picture period shall be 625, interlaced 2
to 1, and the radiated signal shall be

wide-channel, closedhigh-definition,
circuit television camera may replace the

decrease
3. Polarity of Modulation.
in the initial light intensity shall cause an
increase in radiated power, that is nega-

motion-picture camera in the future.
For the first time in history, television
broadcasting facilities were made available in Canada during the past year, a
station

being

placed

in operation in
Montreal. 18 This

2.

The number

of scanning lines per

monochrome.

A

tive transmission.
Picture

Frequency.

The

picture

fre-

quency of the radiated signal shall be 25
per second and the field frequency shall

signified the inauguration of television
throughout the Dominion.
1952 was a year of advances and ex-

be 50 per second, nonsynchronous with
the power mains supply and held within
a tolerance of
.002%.
Type of Modulation. Within the tele-

pansion of television service in England.
Early in the year, the B.B.C. extended

shall

Toronto and one

in

George R. Groves:

vision channel the visual radio carrier

be amplitude modulated with both
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picture and synchronizer signals. The
type of modulation used in the aural

transmitter shall be frequency modulation, the frequency deviation for 100%

be

modulation

shall

polarization

of the

wave

shall

25

kc.

The
radio

transmitted

be horizontal.

Theater Television
Theater Television Projector Installations.
The number of theaters equipped with

theater television projectors doubled dur1952. Approximately 50 installa-

ing

frames/sec., 525 scanning lines with 2
to 1 interlace, a 12-mc video bandwidth,

a 12 by 15-ft picture, and
"brightness.
Theater
Television

5-ft-c highlight

FCC

Proceedings.

The long-delayed

theater television proceedings before the FCC commenced in
October of 1952. In these proceedings

the motion-picture industry is making its
request for an allocation of channels in
the microwave portion of the spectrum
for the transmission of theater television

programs from the point of origin to the
various theaters. During the October

were made, bringing the total number of theaters so equipped at the end of

session of the hearings,

approximately

the year to 103.

two weeks were devoted

to the presen-

tions

Theater

Television

Showings.

During

1952 there were five theater television
shows which were distributed on a
nationwide basis. Two of these were
prizefights, these being the MarcianoWalcott and Maxim-Robinson contests.
Theater television was used for the first
tune in 1952 for the distribution of a production of the Metropolitan Opera, the

opera Carmen, which was shown in 31
theaters in 26 cities on December 11.
Theater television was also used for the
first time for a national sales meeting, the
sponsor being Lees Carpets. The public
service potentialities in theater television
were shown in a program carried by the

Federal Civil Defense Administration for
the instruction of its workers in various
cities.

1952 marked the first semipublic showings of the new Eidophor
Eidophor.

theater

television

36

projection system.
1952 the Twentieth

During June of
Century-Fox Film

Corp.

gave

some

twenty-five formal shows in its 300-seat
theater at its home office building, 444

56 St., New York. Some 3000 persons viewed these showings including the
FCC, members of the Armed Forces, and

W.

tation of the technical phases of the indusThis portion of the case was

try's case.

prepared jointly by the Motion Picture
Association of America and the National
Exhibitors
mittee.

sumed

Theatre

Television

Com-

The

hearings were to be rein January of 1953.

Of particular interest are certain technical proposals which were made by industry representatives at the hearings
and which are summarized below:
I.

Video Signal Standards

Bandwidth. The proposed
video bandwidth is 10 me. This is
based upon the requirement that theater
television picture definition equal that of
standard 35mm motion-picture film.

A. Video

In making this calculation, it was assumed that something in the order of 725
scanning lines might be required to reduce the visibility of the lines in a highdefinition system to a tolerable value.

was

It

also

assumed that either the

field

sequential color system or some system
similar to that being developed by the
National Television Systems Committee

employing mixed highs and color subcarrier transmission might be used.

other Government groups, as well as a
complete cross section of management of
the various segments of American indus-

signal-to-weighted-noise ratio
for monochrome transmission

These shows were in full color using
the field sequential (CBS) system. The
technical standards employed were 25

against the higher video frequencies, tak-

try.
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B. Signal-to-Noise Ratio.

The required

required
46 db,
and for field sequential color is 42 db.
The weighting factor discriminates

Journal of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

is

ing into account the reduction in response
of the eye to fine detail and the reduction
in response of the projection equipment
to
high-frequency components. The
weighting factor was based upon a viewing ratio of 2.

C. System Linearity.
It was proposed
that the system be sufficiently linear so
that the maximum deviation of the trans-

from a

characteristic

fer

straight line

joining the ends of the characteristic at
black-and-white levels should not exceed
10% of the total excursion from white

frequencies below 10,000 me,

Number

and 55

me

above 10,000 me.

Proposal No. 2.
If it is decided that the exclusive
type
of allocation for theater television contained in Proposal No. 1 is not feasible,
it is

suggested that provision for theater
made in the rules on a fre-

television be

quency-sharing basis with the operational
This could be accomplished as

services.
:

independent circuits. It was shown
each circuit would require two
channels so that a total of twelve channels would be required for six circuits.
This would require a total of 12 times 30
me, or 360 me. In addition, two pooled
channels were requested for remote
six

that

pickup use.
IV. Position of Channels in Spectrum

Two

alternative proposals were made
for re-allocation of the microwave spectrum in order to provide an allocation of

channels for theater television.
are summarized below:

These

Proposal No. 7

Allocate the frequencies from 5925
to 6285 me (now allocated for common
a.

b.

Expand

ational fixed

cient

bandwidth

for

theater television

requirements.
Television in the

training medium in
The system provides,
self-contained

ment

If necessary, additional frequencies,

George R. Groves:

in

U.S. Army.
mobile form,

and self-powered equipand for

combined audio and video can
simultaneously to kinerecording
ment and via microwave radio
mission to a remote receiver.

be fed
equiptrans-

Other
receiving and

mobile units provide for
monitoring sound and video signals at the

receiving point. Provision is also made
to display the resulting television production to audiences on ten 16-in. moni-

employed

carrier services.

the

technically controlling the production of
scenes from three field cameras. The

b. Provide
a reasonable transition
period within which the present occupants of the frequencies in a. above can

some frequency between 6285
and 6425 me which would be retained by

Services

for lighting, for television,

tor receivers

to

Armed

The Signal Corps Mobile Television
System has provided a means of exploring
the use of television as a tactical and

receiver. 37

c.

the 6575 to 6875-mc operband downward to include

land mobile frequencies between
6425 and 6575 me, thus providing suffi-

carrier fixed services) for the exclusive

common

in-

the

use of theater television.

the

an

of Channels

Provision was requested for a total of

move

carrier fixed
this loss of the

dustrial radio service.

In order to transmit satisfactorily a
video signal having the above specifications, it was proposed that a channel
width of 30 me be provided for carrier

III.

compensate for
5925 to 6985 me band.

a. Classify theater television as

Channel Width

for carrier frequencies

band could be

common

services to

follows

level to black level.
II.

the 3500 to 3700-mc

e.g.,

allocated to the

and on a 6 by

8-ft

projection

Television equipment was successfully
in launching a number of robot

planes, or drones, against Communist
targets in North Korea from the U.S.S.
Boxer, a 27,000 ton Essex class aircraft
While details of the Navy's syscarrier.

tem are

secret, the

drone bombing attack
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made in this way: The drone, armed
with a powerful warhead, and equipped
with television transmitting equipment
and electronic control equipment, is catapulted from the carrier and guided to a

still
and motion-picture
high-speed
photography.
Also in October of this year, the First
International Symposium on High-Speed
Photography was held by this Society in

predetermined altitude. Here an airborne guide plane takes over control of
the drone and directs it to the target area.
At the time the drone is ready to make its

Washington, D.C. Forty-three papers
were presented at these sessions which in-

is

pay-off dive, the guide plane is miles
away, out of antiaircraft range. Television signals from the drone enable it to
be guided on to the target. All during
its flight, from the deck of the carrier to
the target, the progress of the drone is
recorded in a specially equipped electronics room aboard the ship.

the last Progress Committee
an exceptionally widespread
effort has been made on a world-wide
basis in the realm of photographic instru-

Since

beyond the scope of

these paragraphs to set forth this progress in detail.
For more detailed analy-

the reader

referred to "Progress in
38
Photographic Instrumentation in 1 950,"
and subsequent annual reports to be
sis,

A

H. Waddell.

still

number

of papers on

and

motion-picture
photography were presented at the Chicago Convention of the Society in April

Report

It is

ing will be published in these pages.
The Society is to be congratulated for its
part in fostering this program and for due
recognition of the outstanding work of the
Chairman of this Symposium, Mr. John

high-speed

High-Speed Still and Motion-Picture
Photography

mentation.

cluded participation by leading scientists
from England, France, Germany, Canada and Sweden. This was a most
successful meeting and the papers result-

is

1952 and have subsequently been published.

High-Speed Camera and Component Design.
In order to provide for the study of phenomena which take place in very short
time intervals, Dr. J. W. Beams 39 and his
colleagues at the University of Virginia

have developed, over a number of years,
a

published in this Society's Journal. The
following analysis therefore is limited essentially to the Society's effort in the

high-constant-speed rotating mirror
The mirror is magnetically suspended in a high vacuum and is imparted a rotation through the medium of
a rotating magnetic field. The circuitry

and motionstill
and attendant rami-

for operation of the mirror and for rotational speed measurement is given in

field

of high-speed

picture photography

paper. Speeds of the order of
20,000 rps have been achieved with this
the

fications.

Considerable work has been reported
in the world's scientific literature on both
sides of the Atlantic.

The

use of high-

speed photographic techniques is expanding rapidly as a greater awareness of
application

system.

is

becoming more evident.

The Royal Photographic

Society

of

system.

Design

considerations

prism-type

high-speed

The
made

lished in the Photographic Journal, Vol.

scribed

In addition, the
Royal Photographic Society held a most

symposium
University on October

at

interesting

number
548

4,

Cambridge
1952, with a

of papers specifically relating to

May

1953

further

Merlin-Gerin-Debuit
in

rotating

discussed

40

reiterating, in the
previous thesis on this subject.

Kudar,

Great Britain during 1952 held a number
of meetings the results of which were pub92B, Sept.-Oct. 1952.

were

cameras

for

motion-picture

by

main, his

Cameras

Grenoble, France, were de-

41
These two
by Gunzbourg.
cameras use essentially the same optical

principle of multiple rotating objectives.

The

first,

a

16mm

camera has 80 matched

3000-frames/sec
lenses and the

other, a 100,000-frames/sec

Journal of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

camera uses

three rows each of 250

matched

lenses.

These cameras provide for a relatively
high resolution.
A high-speed rotating-mirror frame
camera, utilizing C. B. Miller's isotransport system, which he first devised hi connection with the NAGA-Miller Model 2
Camera, forms the basis for a new instrument described by B. Brixner of the Los

Alamos

42
This
Laboratory.
instrument provides for frame frequencies up to 3,500,000 frames/sec,
utilizing 170 framing lenses working at

Scientific

An

air turbine designed by Dr.
//26.
W. E. Buck of the Los Alamos Scientific

Laboratory with the assistance of Prof.

W. Beams of the
may be operated

University of Virginia
to 10,000 rps.
The
1.4 cm in
images produced are 1.2
size.
second model based on the isotransport system has been designed for
J.

X

A

100,000 frames/sec operation providing
for 90 images 20
in diameter.
An
electric motor drive provides a mirror
speed of 550 rps.

mm

High-Speed

Photography

Applications.

High-speed cinematography utilizing
commercially available apparatus has
found a very wide range of application in
the design, development and proof of
automotive vehicles, at the General Mo43

describes the physical design of this free
flight range for missile testing which includes, at a number of stations, means
for producing vertical and horizontal

images of projectiles in

flight.

Tech-

niques and circuitry have been developed
for providing multiple
images at each
station.

An

airborne camera which takes J by

2 J-in. pictures at rates up to 450 frames/sec on 70mm film has also been
developed

by the U.S. Naval Ordnance Test
tion.

sure.

Sta-

The film is stationary during expoThe long, thin aperture shape,

high frame rate, and small size and
weight make it a useful tool for work in
ordnance, aircraft, and machine design.
The Springfield Armory has made further developments with rapid methods
for quantitative

analysis of high-speed
motion-picture data. A special slide
rule provides for the mechanical compu-

tation of time, displacement, velocity,
and acceleration of a moving machine

part in mechanics research.

High-speed motion-picture photography and continuous-film cathode-raytube oscillography were used in concert
in the study of cardiac function.
Diastolic

and

systolic

blood pressures to-

deProving Ground. Painter
scribes techniques for light measurement,
installation of apparatus and analysis of

gether with motion-picture and highspeed motion-picture photography of

records.

sight into blood flow

tors

Internal combustion engine research

using high-speed motion-picture instrumentation was described by Bowditch, 44
involving both specially designed and

commercial high-speed cameras.

Frame

frequencies to 5000 per second were emOne supposes that additional
ployed.

work

is

going forward at higher frame

frequencies in order to study more fully
these rapid phenomena of combustion,

although none is described in this paper.
Photographic instrumentation, essentially multistation stills using high-speed
flash techniques, was developed for use at
the U.S. Naval Ordnance Test Station
Aeroballistics

Laboratory.

Barkofsky

George R. Groves:

45

animal hearts have provided a new
reported by Fields,
Prinzmetal. 46

in-

and heart action as
Fields, Gerlach and

Miscellaneous. A. C. Keller of the Bell
Telephone Labs, discussed the advantages inherent in high-speed motionpicture photography from an economic
48

47

Gilkeson and Turula, in
viewpoint.
a paper before this Society, set forth several series of lenses

which may be adapted

high-speed motion-picture cameras.
Included are several catadioptric tele-

to

photo lenses; focal lengths from 3.7
to 80 in. are covered.

mm

Continuously Moving Film Systems. Impact loading deformation was studied by
means of a rotating-drum camera de-
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signed at the
dation. 49

Armour Research Foun-

on the

A novel apparatus was designed by
Buck 50 using an interferometric means
for the recording of high-speed transient

Light sources. The excitation of certain
gases such as argon by an explosive shock
front results in a relatively short-duration

1.

2.

and have continued the work of others

4.

Raymond Spottiswoode, "Progress in
three-dimensional films in England,"
Brit. J. Phot., May 2, 1952.

5.

Raymond

6.

for use in this system.
Reduction. Griffin and Green, 53 of

Data
the U.S. Naval Test Station, Inyokern,
have studied considerations of camera de-

H. Dewhurst, "Auto-precision stereoscopy," Phot. J., Sec. B, 92B: 2-24,

8.

Millet, "Some geometrical
conditions for depth effect in motion
pictures," Jour. SMPTE, 59: 517-523,
Dec. 1952.

Jan.-Feb. 1952.

9.

sign and photographic image affecting
the assessment accuracy of records taken

For certain camera
systems, errors in film measurements were
reported to range from 2 to 75 u. An
analysis was made of the means necessary
to minimize such reading errors.
Summary. The above represents a small
but very significant portion of the world's

for

measurement.

photographic literature on the subject of
and still
high-speed
motion-picture
photography. This Society, it is believed, has made great strides in its function of dissemination of basic information

The effort of the HighSpeed Photography Committee in the
future is expected to be directed to furthering this end to an even greater extent
and the Committee is counting heavily
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Eugene

H. Dewhurst, "Come into the twoeyed world with stereo movies," Bolex
Reporter, Fall 1952, et seq.

10.

John G. Frayne and John P. Livadary,
"Dual photomagnetic intermediate

studio recording," Jour. SMPTE, 59:
388-397, Nov. 1952.
11. A. L. Holcomb, "Three-phase power

from

source,"
single-phase
59: 32-39, July 1952.

Jour.

SMPTE,
12. L.

I.

Carey and Frank Moran, "Push-

an
pull
direct-positive
recording
to
auxiliary
magnetic recording,"
Jour. SMPTE, 58: 67-70, Jan. 1952.
13.

O. L. Dupy,

"A method

of direct-

positive variable-density recording with
the light valve," Jour. SMPTE, 59:

in this field.
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"Three-dU

7.

was developed by the Eastman

Kodak Co.

Spottiswoode,

mensional films at Battersea," Brit. J.
Phot., Aug. 29, 1952.
Raymond Spottiswoode, N. L. Spottiswoode and Charles Smith, "Basic
principles of the three-dimensional
film," Jour SMPTE, 59: 249-286, Oct.
1952.

70mm

.

lens

7,

Raymond Spottiswoode, "Progress in
three-dimensional films at the Festival
of Britain," Jour. SMPTE, 58: 291303, Apr. 1952.

University of Rochester recently devel-

motion-picture camera for the indirect x-ray recording
method (the image of the fluorescent
screen being recorded)
A special //0.75

ibid.,

3.

of the argon

X-Ray Motion-Picture Photography.
X-ray motion-picture photography, since
the early 1900's, has proven to be of considerable value in medical research and
and
Watson
Weinberg,
diagnosis.
Ramsey 52 at the Medical School of the

Merle Chamberlin, "Natural Vision

"Three-D progress report,"

The exposure duration may be
by the thickness

a step in
Projectionist,

Feb. 1952.

in

layer.

Aaron Nadell, "Cinerama
the right direction," Intern.
27: 10, Oct. 1952.

another step in the right direction,"
Projectionist, 28: 5, Jan. 1952;

the development of explosive argon flash

oped a new

in-

Intern.

high-intensity flash. Winning and Ed51
gerton have studied this phenomenon

controlled

for
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Color and Reflectance
of
Bv

Human

Flesh

ALLEN STIMSON

and

EDWARD

FEE

A recent

investigation of the variation in spectral reflectance and chroraaticity
of the flesh tones of various individuals is described.
Spectrophotometric

reflectance

measurements were made on the

face,

arms and hands of several

individuals having different complexions and degrees of sun tan. Spectroradiometric measurements were made of many phases of daylight. The variations in chromaticity of fleshtones due to daylight variations were calculated.

The

reflectance of the flesh was computed in terms of the response of an exposure meter to determine the exposure constant for reflected-light readings
taken on the human face.

J.

HE MOST important and most

human

fre-

subject is the
Observers are very critical

photographed

quently

face.

of the photographs with regard to de-

contour,

lineation,

expression.

color,

lighting

and

This paper reports a brief

investigation of the color and reflectance
of human flesh as they influence appear-

ance and exposure.

The appearance

human

of the color of the

complexion

between individuals.
differences
in

obviously varies
This is due to

both in chromaticities and

luminances.

The

differences

Presented on October

9,

1952, at the So-

Convention at Washington, D. G.,
by Allen Stimson, and Edward Fee, Meter
and Instrument Dept., General Electric
Co., 40 Federal St., West Lynn 3, Mass.
(This paper was received on Nov. 26,

normal and sun-tanned complexions

when observed by
shown

in Fig.

May

1953

1.

C

are

The principal difties are not great.
ferences in color are in luminance, but
this coordinate is not represented on the
chromaticity diagram.

The luminance

differences are apparent from the specThese
tral-reflectance curves of Fig. 2.

were made by having each subject place
her cheek against the measuring aperture of the G-E Recording SpectrophoThe sun-tanned complexion
tometer.
is

the lowest curve C.

In the illustrations the same letter
designations refer to the same person.
The appearance of a person's face
varies widely in color depending
the illuminant. In Fig. 3 is shown
the variation in chromaticity of a girl's

also

upon

cheek when evaluated by the standard
observer.

1952.)

illuminant

With

these particular
individuals the differences in chromatici-

in

chromaticities of three girls representing

ciety's

fair,

Journal of the

SMPTE

Each point on
Vol. 60

this

diagram
553

Fig.

1.

The

chro-

maticity of the cheeks
of three girls having

different complexions

viewed with illuminant C. The locus for
as

radiation
blackbody
also shown.

is

700f

1

oi

02

03

0.4

0.5

06

0.7

I
Fig. 2. Spectral reflectance of
the cheeks of the three girls

i
!
*

represented in Fig.

r
I
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1.

The

Fig. 3.

chro-

maticity of girl B's
cheek varies widely

when observed under
measured-

different

daylight spectral distributions. The locus
for
tion

blackbody radiais also shown.

0.2

O.I

represents the chromaticity
ferent
measured-daylight,

under

dif-

spectralof these dis-

Each
was measured with a G-E

0.4

0.3

color

is

pleasing

0.5

06

07

most pleasing and which
is

difficult to evaluate.

is

least

How-

Recording Spectroradiometer during the

our own experience suggests that
the purple and bluish colors are considered less desirable than the pink-orange

summer of 1951
The change

colors. It has further been reported that
the yellowish appearance of flesh is also

energy distributions.
tributions

in the vicinity of Boston.
in chromaticity repre-

ever,

sented in Fig. 3 is not so readily apparent because the change in illumination
produces corresponding changes in the

objectionable.

color of white or familiar objects which
may be observed at the same time. The

to the sun, the spectral reflectance of the

perceived as white
in the changing illumination because
of previous experience or association;
and by comparison, the variation in the
observed color of the human skin does

white surface

is still

not vary nearly so much as the change in
However, the
chromaticity suggests.
change in the illuminant will change the

on photographic color
and can be taken into considera-

color reproduction
film,

tion

when

It will

color

is

fidelity is desired.

be noted that the variation in
quite

considerable.

Which

Stimson and Fee:

To study
human flesh

the variation in color of
as

determined by exposure

flesh was measured on the outside of the
forearm and the inside of the forearm
of two different individuals as shown in
In this illustration, the darkerFig. 4.
skinned individual is designated by
and the lighter, by F. Curves H2 and F2
designate the outside of the forearm
where there is sun tan, and HI and Fl,
the inside of the forearm where there is
It is noted that there is
little sun tan.
little difference between these two persons' flesh colors where there is sun tan.
As a further check on the effect of sun
tan, a spectral reflectance curve of the

Reflectance of

H

Human

Flesh

555

Fig.*4.
Spectral reflectance
of the^inside (1) and outside (2)
of the forearm of two men,

H

and F showing the

effect

of

sun tan.

H2

Fig.

1-

7

r
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Spectral reflectance

girl's cheek A, and
sun-tanned shoulder A3.

of the

Journal of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

Fig. 6. Spectral reflectance of
the palms of the hands of six

different people.
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40
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V

Spectral reflectance of
and darkest, /?m m,
palm measured, the luminosity
function y, and the spectral
Fig. 7.

lightest, /?max,

sensitivity

meter

of

cell 5,

distribution

/

the

exposure

and the energy
of illuminant C.

\
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girl

indicated

shown

in Fig. 5

sun-tanned shoulder of the
letter

by

A

in Fig. 2

is

as curve A3.

In measuring photographic exposure
with a reflected-light exposure meter, it
has been the practice of many people to
make a close-up reading on the face of
the subject or on the palm of the photographer's own hand and double the indiPrevious investigation
cated exposure.
indicated that the total diffused reflect-

ance of the human hand as measured
with a photoelectric exposure meter
would be about 38%. To check this
figure, the spectral-reflectance curves for
the hands of six different people were

Rm
Rm
Rm

max
min
av

= 36.2%
= 29.4%
= 32.8%

The average value of R m is 7.3% less
than R, and 13.7% less than the original
value of 38%. These differences would
be much less with illuminant A, and
slightly greater with an equal-energy
illuminant.
Reflected-light exposure meters have
been calibrated for an average

in the past

shown in Fig. 6.
was evaluated in terms
of both visual response and selenium-cell

scene reflectance of between 15 and

The latter is the important
response.
value in designing an exposure meter.

or

measured

The

The

as

reflectance

spectral reflectances of the lightest
in Fig. 7.

and darkest hands are shown

The

luminosity function

tivity of the

y, spectral sensi-

exposure-meter

cell, S,

and

the energy distribution, J, of illuminant
G are also illustrated.

The

total

diffused reflectance based

on the

visual response of the standard
observer was calculated from the for-

mula:

ff

(1)

Using the values shown
following

values

in Fig. 6, the

of visual

reflectance

were found:
tfmax

/?min

R &v

When

:
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this range.
It would, therefore, appear
that the practice of reading the brightness of the face and doubling the indi-

cated exposure is a very good method of
using the meter. This procedure tends
to equalize the brightness of faces so that
dark complexions do not appear too

dark and light complexions do not appear washed out in color pictures.
Other investigations of the color of
human flesh have been made and reference has been suggested to the work of
E. A. Edwards and S. Q. Duntley on
"Pigment and Color in Living Human
Skin," in the American Journal of Anatomy, 65: 1-33, July 1939 and on "Analysis of Skin Pigment Changes After Ex237, Sept. 8, 1939.
In conclusion we

human

Science, 90:

may

235-

say that the

between individuals but varies even more with the
color of

incident and reflected
measured with a meter, the
energy and responses in the near ultraviolet from 360 m/* are considered.
By
means of equation (2) the reflectances
Rm measured with an exposure meter
were found

both

20%.
had

flesh

twice the reflectance of the average scene,
30% to 40%. The new value, 32.8%,
and the old value, 38%, both fit within

posure to Sunlight," in

= 36.8%
= 34.0%
= 35.4%

light are

was assumed that human

It

flesh varies

color of the illuminant.

The

flesh tones

vary in lightness and darkness, but this
difference is automatically taken into

when

consideration

made by

is

the exposure reading
from the face

reflected light

of the subject.
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Televising a
By

Symphony Orchestra

RUDY BRETZ
The

It
televising of a symphony orchestra is a very complicated project.
requires the thought, the preplanning and the thorough rehearsal associated
with the most elaborate live network productions. Yet such projects must
often be attempted on a local scale by small commercial or educational stations
with extremely limited facilities and rehearsal time. The following article

describes a production

method which was developed

w,

HEN THE University of Minnesota
undertook to produce a series of ten onehour telecasts of the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, the author was invited
produce and direct the first four programs. Many of the problems which
were faced in these productions were
new, and the solutions which were found
for them are recorded for the benefit of
to

others

who may attempt

similar produc-

tions.

These programs were to be up to net-

work

standards

of

program

while produced under
local

small-station

quality,
the limitations of

operation.

Instead

some ten hours of camera and facilities
rehearsal, as one would expect in producing a network show in New York, we
were able to get both cameras and
orchestra together for a total of only an
hour and a half. To the reader who
knows television studio methods this will
seem an incredibly short time in which
to rehearse an hour's show which is
completely scripted (there is no more
of

A

contribution submitted on February 25,
1953, by Rudy Bretz, Television Consult-

ant,

Park Trail, Croton-on-Hudson, N. Y.
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to

meet such a

situation.

exact script than a musical score) and
which must be cut with absolute accuracy, on the exact bar, and often on the

exact beat of the right bar. When the
trumpets play a solo passage, for example,

you must show the trumpets alone,

when they finish playing you must
cut away from them immediately or they
will be seen laying down their instrubut

ments, blowing the water out of their
horns, etc., while some other unseen
section of the orchestra has taken over.

The problem of visualizing the music
without resorting to the obvious method
of showing the players at work brought
some rather interesting experiThere is grave doubt in some
people's minds that music can be visualMost music is entirely nonvisual
ized.
and has existence only in the ear, yet if
forth

ments.

symphony

orchestras

are going to be
is the predomi-

broadcast, and television

nant broadcasting medium, certainly we

must

find ways of telecasting music.
Pictures of the orchestra seemed to be

the

most acceptable

to

most viewers.

We made

some experiments with the
creation of semiabstract images, shadows
and figures on a rear- projection screen.
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Fig. 1.
Diagram of orchestra setup. Dark areas are special platforms constructed
at left allowed camera 1
for the production, 18 in. above stage level.

Ramp

to

move back-stage

for intermission features.

Fig. 2.
Stage of Northrup Auditorium during rehearsal. Front platform was
built 18 in. above stage level to give camera some elevation and allow for camera

movement. If a fourth camera had been available it would have been used on platform along with camera 1. (Platform had to be struck and reassembled each week.)
560
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This technique met with reactions varying from exceedingly favorable to highly
Both musicians and
noncritical.
musicians were

the

among

supporters

and also among the critics.
Presumably the usual arrangement of
an orchestra on a stage is primarily for
the sound and appearance before an
audience.
However, there was to be no
audience at these concerts and it was
the writer's hope that the orchestra
could be arranged to suit the cameras.
The conductor would not allow this,

however, since it would throw off his
If the players could
musical balance.
not be moved, then the cameras would
have to be carefully placed where they
could get good individual close-ups, if
necessary, of musicians in all parts of the
orchestra.

would have been possible, of course,
photograph even the most distant
players with long lenses from the front
It

to

of the stage, but long-lens shots are often
flat and uninteresting, whereas closer
shots using wider lenses usually

more dynamic
able

experimentation

have a

After consider-

quality.

during

regular

week prior to the
first show, one camera was placed within
the orchestra and another at the back,
leaving the third to operate from the
orchestra rehearsals the

front of the stage.

Another unchangeable condition with
which we had to be satisfied was lighting.
taking the colored roundels off the
were
stage borders so all stage lights
white, a level sufficient to use a lens stop

By

of //6.3

was obtained.

No

accurate

meter was at hand, but it was assumed
that the light ranged from 10 to 20
A higher level would have allowed
ft-c.
the use of smaller stops and hence better
depth. Any attempt to add spots, even

from quite a high angle, brought violent
to say
objections from the musicians,
nothing of the conductor. Relamping
the stage borders with photoflood lights
was not possible without rebuilding the
the addistage wiring so it could carry
tional load.

The

lighting

Rudy

was

Bretz;

flat,

and

could have been improved had directional
units
of various
types been
utilized for modelling light.

However, a
very large area of stage and 92 musicians were involved, and a great number of units would have been necessary.
Moreover, cameras were shooting from
all sides and what would have been
pleasant modelling light from one angle might
easily have been excessively hot front
light from another.
All told, we considered ourselves
lucky to have a legitimate excuse to do

nothing

about

this

was

was

at least

the lighting.
Perhaps
anyway, since the result
realistic, looking just as an

best

orchestra actually does look at a concert.
Beautiful side and edge lighting would

have given an unreal studio

effect.

The

depth of field was, incidentally, quite
adequate at//6.3, in spite of the cameras
being rather close to some musicians and
far from others in the same shot.
The diagram in Fig. 1 shows the arrangement of the orchestra which the
conductor, Antal Dorati preferred, and
the space which we managed to clear at
the back and within the orchestra for
camera placement and movement. It
was found that a camera could not be
placed between the conductor and any.
player in the orchestra without interfering with the conducting of the music.
but if an aisle were made running directly
toward the conductor, the camera would
be in no one's way.
Figure 3 shows several of the close

made possible by placing camera
An additional advantage
in this aisle.

2

shots

in placing this camera on a
from a low
pedestal so it could shoot
behind the
one
violins
line
of
a
angle (for

was obtained

was
other) or from a high angle (when it
a
over
shoot
to
foreground
necessary
musician who was not playing and cover
Excellent
a player several stands away)
and truck shots were also made on
.

dolly
this

camera.

at the
3, on an 18-in. platform
of
back, could take excellent close shots
otherwise inaccessible sections of the or-
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Camera

2,

50-mm

lens

Camera

2,

90-mm

lens

Camera

2,

50-mm

lens

Camera

2,

50-mm

lens

Camera

2,

90-mm

lens

Camera

3,

50-mm

lens

Camera

3,

90-mm

lens

Camera

3,

90-mm

lens
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4 Fig. 3. A series of shots taken with
Leica camera during regular orchestra
rehearsal to aid in planning the show.
Close shots on horns, basses and other

was to point up the relation of the
orchestra to the region that it serves.
The preplanning and rehearsal on the

instruments far up-stage show advantage
of placing cameras 2 and 3 within the

lem.

orchestra.

Both cameras 2 and 3
chestra (Fig. 3).
could take shots of the conductor with a
variety of lenses.
The four standard studio lenses (50-

135-mm and

mm, 90-mm,

8^-mm)

were used on each camera except camera
2, which had all but the 8^-mm and
would have been equipped with it had
one been available.
It was inevitable that the two cameras
within

the

orchestra

occasional wide

shots

would show in
from the front.

This was welcomed as a plus rather than
a minus factor, as long as the movement
of a background camera or cameraman
did not distract attention from the orchestra.

That danger existed only in
where the camera would be
large, and in all such shots,

close shots
relatively

the

cameras

could

be

avoided.

We

were careful to identify the cameras at
the opening of each show, having the
Master of Ceremonies say something
like "Our cameras are in place among the
musicians

to

show you the orchestra

from the

inside, etc.," thus frankly admitting to the audience that the cameras
were there. It was hoped that they

would then be accepted just as the convention of a microphone in the M.C.'s
hand is accepted. No one said that the
equipment was distracting, and some felt
cameras
kept them aware
was a live telecast.
This was the plus value that we had
an increased sense of imhoped for
that they enjoyed seeing the

occasionally since
that the program

it

mediacy.

Each program included: about 45
min of music; 6 min of opening, close
and transitions between numbers; and
about 9 min of a special intermission
feature.

The purpose

Rudy

of the intermisBretz:

sion

music were, of course, the major prob-

The coverage of the orchestra, accurate to the exact beat, would not have
been possible without a full-time musical
director.
The writer was extremely
fortunate to have Burton Paulu, a symphony musician himself and supervisor
of the entire project, working in this

Paulu
studied
orchestral
capacity.
scores for the selections to be telecast,
listened to recordings of the numbers,

and drew up suggestions for camera
shots.
Then Paulu and the writer got
together for almost two solid days to
block out the shots. This meant playing
the recordings over and over again,
while visualizing the camera shots.
It
was also necessary to visualize the action
of each camera while it was off the air,
to determine if there was enough time
allowed to change position for the next
shot.

While the orchestra was engaged in
one of its regular rehearsals, the writer
had taken a Leica camera with 50-, 90-,

and 135-mm lenses into the orchestra
and made shots from each camera position, as

Some

a

memo

of these

to help in the planning.
pictures are shown in

These were extremely valuable
Fig. 3.
during camera blocking.

Each shot was numbered and the score
was marked in red with these shot
which
ran
numbers,
consecutively
throughout each piece of music. Witheach shot the individual bars were

in

consecutively numbered in black on the
With the playing of the
score (Fig. 4).

music, the musical director would follow
the score, reading off the number of each
bar and in a slightly louder voice, the

number of each new shot.
The director's script was then
simple.
(Fig.

5)

It

was divided

as follows.

into five

The

first

quite

columns

column

contained the shot numbers; the second
column, the camera that was to be used.

Televising a
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Fig. 4.

Score

marked

The

third column indicated the lens
which would probably be found best
for the shot.

The

fourth column, the
widest, listed the subject of the shot and

any camera movement which was
564
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to be

in shots

made.

and

The

bars.

final

column, the most im-

number

of bars inSince many of the
shots came at 2- or 4-bar intervals, there
would be no time during the running
portant, listed the
cluded in the shot.
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Directors' script (right)

Fig. 5.

lens, subject

camera number
are

shown

signifies dissolve,
at left.

the show to give
cameramen. Thus the
sheet method was used.

of

An
listing

abstract

only

example

lists

consecutive shot number, camera number,
of measures duration. Arrow to

and camera movement and number

of the

one

signifies a take.

would not lose their places. Some kind
of camera cue-sheet is used in many

script

television studios for scripted shows.
Although the shots were thoroughly

camera

director's

shots

was prepared

for

to

(see

each

camera. During the rehearsal and air
show the writer would announce into the

intercommunication system the number
of each shot so that the cameramen

Rudy

Bretz:

Individual camera cue sheets

cue-

instructions

camera's

in Fig. 5)

T

planned by
from ready
unit

this stage, the show was far
go on the air. Remote-

to

cameramen from

the local station

have to do the
program after an hour and a half reThere
hearsal on the day of the show.

(WCCO-TV) would

Televising a
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Fig. 6.

Camera

1

with cameraman, student assistant and student cable boy.

RCA

tripod dolly proved exceedingly flexible, capable of
smooth movement in any direction at any time.

The
fying the respective instruments.
stage was literally a sea of placards

would be no time then

to stop and go over
cameramen didn't
understand clearly what was wanted
the first time.
There would be no time
to make changes if shots didn't work or
difficult shots if the

was insufficient time to change
between shots. To meet this
need, an entire extra day of rehearsal
with facilities was arranged without the
there

position

use

of the

WCCO-TV

equipment or

cameramen at all.
The University of Minnesota had
acquired some months previously a
dual image orthicon chain, secondhand
and in bad condition, but capable of

Although television
begun at the University,
enough advanced radio students could
be found to man the equipment and form
an adequate floor crew. The stage of
the auditorium was set up in exactly
the same manner as it is set for the or-

making

pictures.

courses have not

chestra, except that instead of players in
the chairs, we put large placards identi-
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_

reading "1st bassoon," "second oboe,"
"first cello,"
etc.
The two cameras
were placed in the positions of one and
two, and we proceeded to take the shots
as called, although all that showed on the
monitors were the names of the instru-

Camera

ments.

3, having the simplest
make, was represented by a
student on earphones equipped with a
viewing box. It was his responsibility

shots

to

to speak up if he could not get a shot or
found unwanted floor crewmen in the
background of a close shot on the con-

Time and labor being very
cheap, it was possible to do this rehearsal
in a very leisurely fashion, compared with
most television rehearsing. Two hours
ductor.

were spent on blocking the action for
opening,

closing,

transitions

and

the

intermission segment, and then after a
lunch break, three or four hours were

spent rehearsing
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music.

The

re-

Camera 2 and camera 3 within the orchestra. Clock disappeared from
and orchestra members donned afternoon formal jackets after rehearsal.

Fig. 7.

wall

:ordings were played over a loudspeaker
that all could hear, and whenever

50

irouble was found, the records could be
stopped and reset and the troublesome

run again.
first show, errors in planning
<vere uncovered during this rehearsal.
3n the latter shows the planning had
mproved and few shots were unworkable; but the student cameramen also
had improved, and more complex effects
:ould be worked out, often at a student
:ameraman's suggestion. Not the least
section

On

the

Important part of this rehearsal period
*vas the training and rehearsal it gave to
the director and his musical assistant.
Even with a script as carefully worked out
is
is

the one described, television directing
still
largely a matter of memory.

music, the better he would
time of the final show.

Each cameraman was made

at the

respons-

his

would be his responsibility to see
same shots were made the followHere is the most significant
ing day.
Nothing
part of this rehearsal method.
that was learned was wasted, even though
the actual cameramen who were to do
When the
the show were not present.
professional cameramen went to work,
each had an assistant, working beside
him, also on earphones to the director,
for

it

that the

acting as a production assistant, to
keep track of the cue-sheet and help him
get the right shot at the right place and

time (see Figs. 6 and

and the more often he had gone over the

unit

Bretz:

it

own cue-sheet. If any
changes were made in it during the day,
he would take it home and retype it,
for

ible

Fhis script, like any other, served mostly
to remind rather than
guide the director,

Rudy

know

On

Televising a

the

left

7).

day of the show

the

WCGO-TV

Symphony Orchestra

the mobile

studios about
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Three
8:00 o'clock in the morning.
cameramen, an audio engineer and a
technical director were assembled at the
scene of the production by 9:00 o'clock
and began the running of cables and
of

setting

microwave

the

transmitter

on the roof of the auditorium.

A

single

Altec pencil microphone was suspended
over the conductor's head.
By 10:30
the cameras were

make

to

warmed up and ready

An

pictures.

hour was then

spent in rehearsing the 15 min of open,
close and intermission action which had

been worked out the previous day.
1 1 30 the crew went to lunch.

At

:

The

orchestra was available to us for a

method worked out extremely
Cuts could be more accurate;
the director could feel the music and
switch accurately with the beat. Esthis

ity,

well.

pecially

when slow

dissolves or super-

were desired, having
the switching system under one's own
control is a marvelous advantage.
To a
certain extent, it was like painting your
effects

imposure

own

picture after years of having to tell
else how you wanted the brush

somebody
handled.
Since

it

was not necessary

instead the

number

no more, no less.
This included the hour of the show and

sixteen, etc.) at the moment of
or dissolve.
Figures 6 and 7

the necessary half-hour break just before
show time, leaving an hour and a half

cameramen and

and

cameras together. This
allowed for no more than one straight
run-through without stopping. The additional half-hour was split into two 15min periods, one ahead of the runchestra

through and the other after it, during
which the conductor was told he could
rehearse anything he wanted. We used
the first 15 min to work out shots which
involved difficult camera movement, and
the latter 15

min

plus part of the half-

hour break before air time we devoted
to a discussion session between director
and cameramen, in which we ironed out
any misunderstandings and reviewed
any changes we had found necessary
during the dress.
Since the directing had to be done
from a typical mobile unit truck (Fig. 8)
there was room for only three people in
front

of

the

monitors:

assistant, the director

the

musical

and the technical

(who did the video engineering).
Thus, mostly as a practical expedient,
it was decided that the director would
work his own switching system. This is
not an unusual method of operation,
director

especially

at

small stations on simple
In the case

cameras where

could

be

easily

Since the director was relieved of the

need of calling set-up instructions to the
cameramen, this system was like that
used in some studios where the assistant
director gives all instructions to the cameras that are setting up shots.
In this
case, however, the director actually had

three assistant directors, each responsible
setting up the shots of only one

for

camera. It was only necessary to check
each shot before taking it to make sure
it was on the right subject and properly
framed. A few errors were always
caught in each show at this last possible

moment.
Another responsibility of the television
on the usual show is the timing

director

of the program.
The assistant director
beside him follows the stop watch and
lets him know whether the show is running long or short. It is then up to the
director to make a decision as to what
is to be cut or added.
In this production
that
would be clearly impossible.
Neither director nor musical assistant
could take his attention away from script
or score to compare timings with a stop

watch,
for

1953

they

followed.

of this production, in spite of its complex-

May

show the

their production assistants with the cue-sheets attached to the

and unrehearsed shows.
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call

of the shot (fifteen,
each take

total of three hours,

of actual rehearsal time with both or-

to

shots in the usual fashion, such as "take
two, take one, etc.," the director called
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For

this

Fig. 8.

Control desk in mobile unit truck.

director;

Rudy

Left to right: Burton Paulu, musical
Lionel Wittenberg, technical
Audio was operated from driver's seat of truck.

Bretz, producer-director;

director.

reason the entire responsibility for timing
the show was placed with Irving Fink,

however, unless he were working much
more closely with the television producer
than was the case with us.
So far we have been discussing the

(assistant producer) who functioned as
floor director during the show.
This

worked

out

very

well.

Cutting

and

stretching could not be accomplished
with the music, of course; so these
changes had to be made in the inter-

and other transition periods.
was only necessary for the floor director to advise the director of what he was
mission
It

planning to do.
It would have improved the show if the
audio pickup could have followed more
A few extra
closely with the shots.

microphones to augment certain sections
would have improved the sound. For
example, when only the first flute plays,
we must show only this one musician.
The camera seems to be only 3 ft from
him. It does not sound right to hear a
flute some 30 ft from the microphone.

The

shot calls for close-up
usual orchestra conductor
would be very unlikely to allow this,
close-up

sound.

The

Rudy

Bretz:

methods of handling the shots of the
One number in each show
was handled in a different manner, however.
The script shown in Fig. 5 indicates one of these experiments.
Antal
Dorati, the conductor, is an amateur artist and we prevailed upon him to make
musicians.

a number of sketches depicting the episodes in Til EulenspiegePs merry life
which Richard Strauss had described

number we were doing. During
the playing of the number these were
interwoven with the shots of the orin the

chestra.

Throughout the production we had a
department of special effects at work,
experimenting with various methods of
creating abstract images on a screen,

and adapting

these to certain of the musi-

numbers.

Several techniques were

cal

used, including

Televising a

shadowgrams and mul-
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shadows, projections and distorted
Some of
images, and reflected images.
the devices were similar to those used by
Thomas Wilfred in his Clavilux and

music, but for popular music as well,
and deserves to be further developed.

Some were com-

arrived at by totalling up the number
of man-hours that went into it and divid-

tiple

Lumia

instruments.
of

binations

many

effects

which had
All of this

been used separately before.

A

rough index of the elaborateness
real cost of a production can be

and the

ing by the minutes of air time.

Some

was created on a rear-projection screen

network shows require 50 to 100 man-

(we used a piece of tracing cloth for

hours per minute. The Army Signal
Corps once estimated that it takes 400
man-hours to turn out one minute of

of

lack

better

material).

Camera

2

dollied backstage where it could
frame up on the screen (Fig. 9). The
staff of special effects people had been
practicing for days with the records so
their effects would fit perfectly with the

was

music.

This group consisted of two experimentally minded art students and two
dancers, also with an experimental

A

creative engineer was
The most valuin charge of the group.
able technique involved reflecting an

turn of mind.

image from a flexible mirror. A shape
was cut out of a sheet of black paper and
laid against the mirror.
Bending the
mirror then twisted, distorted and so
turned the image on itself that it seemed
be

to

moving
Dancers seemed

in

three

best

dimensions.

able

to

handle

new skill.
The first time

this

the effects were used,
on the three-cornered hat dances, we
attempted to sustain a full 10 min with
effects alone, the images being entirely
abstract.
Another time we did the
Wiener Blut waltz.
This called for semirealistic

waltz.

symbols of Vienna, and of the
dancer was shadowed on the

A

screen by a soft distorted projection and
onto this shadow area a group of small

dancing figures was reflected. They
danced individually, gliding and turning
and passing each other. Shots of the
orchestra were then integrated with the
effects:
the dancer stepped back from
the screen, toward the projector, so she
covered a greater area with her shadow,
and into this area the violin section, an

and bows, was
This technique shows
great possibilities, not just for classical

training film.

Most

small-station tele-

vision productions and most educational
television programs run about 2 to 3

man-hours per minute. The man-hour
expenditure for an average show in this
series ran about as follows
:

Manhr

Production personnel
Musical Dir.)
Student cameramen
Art Work

(Dir.,

Asst.,

120
40
5

Special Effects
(This figure is extremely high
because the work was experimental, performers had to be trained
from scratch, etc.)
Narrator (WCCO announcer)
camera crew and engineers
Stage hands

WCCO

Carpenters (for assembling of platform each week)
Musicians (92 players and con-

160

48
64
57

279

ductor)

Total
or

13

781

man-hr/min

This is a far cry from the simplicity
of a radio pickup of a symphony orchestra, yet far removed also from the
complexity of making a film of the subIt is expected that many educational

ject.

stations will

want

to telecast local or-

seems clear to the writer,
certainly, that this cannot be done in a
very much simpler way. Experimental
effects need not be attempted, of course,
and simpler productions could be
chestras.

It

overall pattern of violins

planned for the intermission segments.

superimposed.

Under different circumstances, production time, including musicians, could
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Special effects crew at work.
Microphone was used to pick up sound of
instruments which were played in silhouette against rear-projection screen.

Fig. 9.

be trimmed to perhaps 7 man-hours per
but the preplanning to allow
accurate cutting from section to section

minute;
of the

orchestra

is

mandatory, unless

only wide shots of the orchestra are used.

Rudy

Bretz:

A

orchestra is no subject for
camera work and directing

symphony

the ad-lib

which are necessary in small-station operation and will characterize most of the output of educational television stations.

Televising a

Symphony Orchestra
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Influence of Echoes

on Television Transmission
By PIERRE

MERTZ

Echoes in television transmission appear as irregularities in attenuation and
phase characteristics. Tolerances on echoes well removed from the main
picture are independent of the spacing (or echo delay). They vary inversely
with spacing (echo delay) for close-up echoes. In the phase characteristic
this leads to placing tolerances on envelope delay for large-scale features of
the phase distortion, and on phase delay for fine structure irregularities.
Tolerances are also placed upon the overall phase drift within the pass band.
Similar treatment appears for the three classifications of attenuation distortion.

and theater

Applications to broadcast

I.N

THE PROPAGATION of a
from one point

signal

television

to another

it is,

of

course, necessary that such distortion as
it

undergoes should not unduly mar the

final

picture.

which

is

One

relatively

type of distortion

common

consists in

the generation of "echoes," or repetitions
of a signal feature which come at times

which are
feature.

and

specification of
problems of

some

years' standing in the television art.

nolds 2 (for a telephotograph rather than a
television circuit) in 1936, each placed
tolerances upon the envelope-delay dis-

of the transmission

medium, taken

The

present paper treats of the influence which such distortion has upon the

on October

6,

1952,

at

the

Society's Convention at Washington, D. C.
by Pierre Mertz, Bell Telephone Labora-

463 West

St.,

New York

(This paper was received
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description

This phenomenon can also be
from a different point of

as functions of frequency.

tories,

The

this type of distortion are

Gannett and Green 1 in 1927, and Rey-

view, as a distortion in the steady-state
amplitude response and phase character-

Presented

viewed image, as the various paramecho are changed. Conclusions are derived on how this sort of
distortion may be described, and tentative ideas presented on how much of it
may be acceptable.
final

eters of the

from the original

different

considered,

istics

television are discussed.

May

14.

March
1953

4,

1953.)

tortion in the circuit.

They

also placed

tolerances separately upon the amplitudes of distinguishable echoes in the circuit.

The envelope-delay

specification

one of the steady-state or spectral
characteristics which describe the prop-

is

erties of the transmission process as
function of frequency. The echo specification can be characterized as a tei

poral characteristic, in which the proj
by the changes in

erties are described
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AMPLI TUDE

RESPONSE

TOLERANCE ON
ENVELOPE DELAY

ENVELOPE
DELAY

FREQUENCY

FREQUENCY

TOLERANCE ON
PHASE DELAY

T
FREQUENCY
B
Fig. 1. Illustrative steady-state transmission characteristics.
vs. frequency; B, phase shift vs.
frequency; C,

A, amplitude response
envelope delay vs. frequency; D,

phase delay

vs.

frequency.

transmitted signal as a function of time.

setting limits

The complete

tity

spectral characteristic

is

must

between which the quanthe result to be accept-

lie for

related to the complete temporal charac-

able.

through a Fourier transform, and
either is uniquely described by the other.
Logically it would therefore appear
that a complete specification should be
possible in one or the other type of char-

It has not so far been found possible to
formulate a simple specification in such
elementary terms to describe the imperfections caused by echoes or transmission
irregularities upon a television image.
What has been found feasible is to classify

teristic

acteristic

alone.

specification in

Descriptions

of

one or the other

the

set of

of

types

irregularities

which

occur.

terms must of course be equivalent if they
are to be valid, and preference for either

Tolerances are then applicable in different ways to the different classes of de-

can

parture.

from

An illustration is given in Fig. 1.
This shows at A an amplitude response
and at B, a phase characteristic, each as a

lie only in a greater simplicity of
expression or use. The best understanding of the phenomena has come

istics

free translation of the character-

from one

set of

terms to the other,

and back.

Summary
The simplest method
tolerance

function of frequency.
(That at B really
represents a residual, after a linear com-

ponent has been subtracted. This is to
be explained hi connection with Fig. 2.)
of placing

upon some imperfection

a

in a

It

is

first

necessary

large-scale features
ture irregularities.

to

from the

distinguish
fine-struc-

The

finding a numerical quantity whose deviation from some
value denoting perfection measures the

process is illustrated for the phase plot at B. The
large-scale features are indicated by the

of the
imperfection. Then
placing the tolerance simply amounts to

larities, in

process consists of

first

amount

Pierre Mertz:

dashed

line.

the

The

fine-structure irregu-

full line, oscillate

Television Transmission Echoes

about

it.
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Table

Echo Delay
Frequency Plot
Structure

1

measure of the fine-scale excursions.
This is called A<p in Table I. In practice
the fine structure would be more irreg-

and only the larger peaks would
touch the parallel curves.
The fourth quantity listed is applicable
to echoes distorted as in Fig. 1 where the

ular,

,

excursions

fine-structure

increase

in

frequency. For this
case it is desirable to divide the phase
shift in the characteristic of Fig. IB by

with

amplitude

amplitude characteristic in Fig. 1A and
it in almost the same
In comparing the one to the
terms.

derivations from

nepers in the amplitude are
analogous to radians in the phase. The
quantities that are analogous to envelope
and phase delay are not ordinarily used
in connection with the amplitude characteristic.
They can, however, be rela-

other,

in

exactly the

tively easily

computed,

same manner

as for the phase character-

the radian frequency co to obtain the
"phase delay" (<>/co, defined in connec-

istic.

This is shown
tion with Fig. 4 below).
in Fig. ID, with the coarse structure

necessary one, and there are transmission
systems in which it does not hold.

again

indicated

Two

line.

by a central dashed

parallel

curves

to

it

are

drawn, as was explained above for Fig.

The

sion that

it is

is

related to the A<

or the

It is found
third quantity of the table.
experimentally to be roughly 6 times A^
divided by the top radian frequency.
This is listed in the table as 6 A^>/co
As listed in the remaining items of
.

Table
vision

I,

for

the

8-mc 740-line theater

tolerated

tele-

excursions in the

envelope delay AZ), or phase delay AT",
It will be
in microseconds, are halved.
seen in the discussion that this results
from a proposal that the higher-grade
image be designed to be good enough to

correlation

mentioned

not a

is

A

brief

examination of such cases

Such an

is

given

on multiple echoes.

in the discussion

8.

placed upon the separation between the parallel curves, as a
measure of the fine-scale excursions in
phase delay. This is called AT in
Table I. It will be shown in the discustolerance

The

analysis as

is

presented in this

summary may appear unduly compliIt is possible that in the future
In
the complication may be reduced.
the present state of the art, the treatment

cated.

given appears to be the simplest way of
correlating the known experimental information on the matter.
Some numerical values should now be

mentioned for the tolerances which have
been presented. Such values depend
of course upon the standard of image degradation which is deemed acceptable.
In each case a range will be stated. The
better pictures will be obtained with the
The other end of the
tighter tolerances.

however, represents possibilities
likely to be obtained in

range,

which are more

the generally existing art. The values
are given in terms of the phase character-

be viewed from a closer relative distance
than the broadcast television image.

istic,

For 8-mc 525-line theater television these

amplitude

tolerated excursions in microseconds are

radians by nepers.
For the residual phase drift to cutoff,

by the same reasoning divided only by
\/2 instead of by 2. For either number
of lines the phase excursion tolerances
or AV? are unchanged.

$

Attention has been concentrated on
the specification of tolerances for the excursions in the phase characteristics of

Because of a correlation beFig. IB.
tween the phase and amplitude characteristics,

tolerances can be set

upon

Pierre Mertz:

the

but

figures

0.20 to

are

also

applicable

characteristic

by

to

have been used ranging from
1

the

replacing

$

radian.

For the coarse-structure envelope-delay excursions the range of figures runs
0.75 picture elements.
0.15 to
from

A

"picture element"

is

here taken as a

half-cycle of the top effective video fre0.018
quency. This leads to AZ)
to

0.09 Msec.

Television Transmission Echoes
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I

f*

AMPLITUDE
RESPONSE

1

=s

Tl

r

ME

FREQUENCY

PHASE

B

SHI FT

TIME

r\

-

FREQUENCY =
Correspondence between echo and transmission

Fig. 2.

For the fine-structure phase excursions
the figures run from A<p
0.05 radian.

0.01

to

given in the Appendix.
essentially

summarized

The

results are

as follows:

A

1
single echo appears as an array of
ripples or sinusoidal scallops in both the
.

For the fine-structure phase-delay ex0.02 to
cursions the figures run from

f

characteristics.

amplitude response and phase character-

This leads to
picture elements.
0.012 MSCC.
0.0024 to

istics.

needed before the
In Ref. 1 a discus-

main

signal influences the coarseness or
The
fineness of structure of the scallops

presented showing that the nature
of the
tolerances
being considered
changes at a video frequency equal to
The
half the scanning line frequency.
present paper considers only the toler-

echo delay is inversely proportional to
the wavelength of the scallops measured
along the frequency scale in the plotted

ances set on the characteristics above
All discussion of
this dividing value.

to that of the

0.1

AT
One

final point

summary
sion

is

is

closed.

is

tolerances

is

further

confined

to

AM

transmission of the signal.
Relations

Between Echoes and Steady-

State Transmission Characteristics

has been recognized for some years
that echoes in a signal transmission
medium are revealed as irregularities in
It

steady-state transmission characterThese are sometimes called "linistics.

its

because their relative
value does not vary with signal level.
A simple statement of these relations was
ear distortions"

3
presented in 1939 by H. A. Wheeler.
brief recapitulation of the analysis is

A
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2.

The delay

of the echo from the

.

characteristics
3.

.

The amplitude
main

of the echo, relative

signal, influences the

amplitude of excursion of the scallops.
relative echo amplitude (if small
enough) is equal to the peak-to-zero excursion in the amplitude response charIt is
acteristic, measured in nepers.

The

equal similarly to the phase

shift peak-tozero excursion, measured in radians.
be4. There is a phase shift of 90

tween the array of ripples in the amplitude-response characteristic and that in
the phase characteristic. That is, the
former are cosinusoidal, and the latter
sinusoidal, ripples.

These properties are shown illustraHere there appears
Fig. 2.
schematically an original, sent picture
tively in

Journal of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

WWW
wvwv
Relation between echo delay and fineness of structure
in transmission characteristics.

Fig. 3.

pulse at A, which

is

received as seen at B.

shown

also received at C.

The corresponding

steady-state or spec-

An

echo

is

Then

the scalloping in the phase-shift
characteristic oscillates about the x axis.

This

is

also

shown in the figure. Such a
was assumed for Fig. 1,

tral

amplitude response, versus frequency, appears at the upper right.

simplification

Without the echo, the characteristic is as
shown by the dotted line. The presence
of the echo causes this to become scalloped according to the full line. At this
point it is to be noted that many of the
small figures such as those in Figs. 1 and 2
are illustrative only, and may not be ex-

discussion.

act in all their detail.

No

such

liberties

are taken, however, where actual data or
large-scale plots are presented.
The phase-shift characteristic

is

pre-

sented at the lower right of the figure.
Without the echo, the phase shift increases linearly with frequency, as indicated by the diagonal dotted line. Ac-

and

will continue

There

is

throughout the present

illustrated in Fig. 3 the rela-

between the closeness of the
The
scalloping and the echo delay.
close-up echo at A leads to long sweeping
As the echo at B is more descallops.
tionship

A

longlayed, the scallops get closer.
delayed echo, as at C, corresponds to
fine-structure scallops.
Figs. 2 and 3 also illustrate the cosine-

sine correlation

between the scallops

the amplitude response

and

in

in the phase-

This relation was

shift characteristics.

4
pointed out by H. W. Bode in 1940.
Because of it, further attention will be

cording to the convention used in the

concentrated for the

Appendix, a positive value of <p corresponds to a phase retardation. With the
echo there appears the sinusoidal scalloping about the dotted line, as illustrated

of the characteristics, which will usually

by the

sirable to ignore this, or to subtract

Pierre Mertz:

it

out.

only one

be the phase.

The

phase-shift excursions in the char-

acteristic

full line.

The slope of the diagonal dotted line
is a measure of the delay between signals
A and B. For simplicity it is often de-

moment on

the

may

be measured directly on
itself.
Fig. 4 illus-

characteristic

trates phase-shift excursions in <p for a
close-up echo at the left, and for a long-

delayed echo at the right.

Television Transmission Echoes
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PHASE

Fig. 4.

It is

sometimes, however, convenient

use a quantity called the "envelope
5
This is measured by the dedelay."
to

rivative d<p/du.

Here

"co" denotes the

times the usual
The envelope decyclic frequency /.
The delays are illustrated in Fig. 4.
rivative (as indicated in the Appendix)
is proportional, not only to the
amplitude
radian frequency, or

2ir

of the scallops, but to their closeness of
Thus, for the same amplitude
spacing.

of phase-shift excursions, the envelopedelay excursions are larger for the finestructure scallops at the right than for the
long sweeping scallops at the left.

Sometimes another quantity, called the
5
This is meas"phase delay," is used.
ured by <p/co. Thus the phase-shift excursions of the uppermost line of the
figure are multiplied

by the factor 1/co.
Hence the phase delay excursions appear
within a pair of envelope lines 1/co and
1/co.

The envelope

lines are far

apart

low frequencies, and contract toward
each other toward high frequencies.
Plots of the phase delay for the two cases
are illustrated at the bottom of Fig. 4.
at

Fig. 5

578

and phase

Relation between phase characteristic, envelope delay

compares the phase excursions
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delay.

and the envelope-delay excursions for
These are of
three echoes, A, B and C.
equal

but

amplitudes,

have different

spacings from the original pulse.
phase excursions are shown at the

and

left,

like the echoes, are of

tudes.

are

The

The

shown

equal amplienvelope-delay excursions

at the right.

They

illustrate

the influence of scallop structure on the
That is, the envelope-delay
derivative.

excursions for the most close-up echo A
are smallest. For the longest-delayed

C they are largest.
In Fig. 6 are illustrated the excursions
for three other echoes, A, B and C.
echo

These have the same delays as in Fig. 5,
but their amplitudes have been taken
unequal. They have been so chosen
that the envelope-delay excursions for the
This is shown at
three would be equal.

Of course,
right of the figure.
correspondingly, the phase excursions are
unequal, and proportional to the echo
the

amplitudes. This
left of the figure.

A

is

indicated

at

the

simple conclusion appears from the
This is
5 and 6.

examination of Figs.

that constant excursions in phase

Journal of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

shift,

AB

C

WWVA;
Fig. 5.

Echoes proportioned

to give fixed

phase excursions.

/7\
v/

f

Fig. 6.

f

Echoes proportioned

to give fixed

irrespective of the fineness of structure of
these excursions, correspond to constant

echo amplitudes,
delay.

On

the

irrespective

other

hand,

of their

constant

envelope-delay excursions, irrespective
of their fineness of structure, correspond
to echo amplitudes inversely proportional to their individual delays.
Pierre Mertz:

At
just

envelope-delay excursions.

this point

how

we become

interested in

the eye rates echo imperfec-

In particular we want to know
tions.
how the imparing power of an echo varies
with its spacing from the picture. Some
brief

other

These

summaries of experimental and
data

are

indicate

presented
tolerances

Television Transmission Echoes
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Fig.
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7.
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TOLERANCE
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du>

Fig. 8.

on
sensitive pictures
ably well.

ON ENVELOPE
DELAY EXCURSIONS

method of placing tolerances
and large-scale excursions.

Illustration of the

fine-structure

group together reason-

masked by

In this region, therefore,
it.
the tolerance varies in an inverse manner

b. The data tend to follow a trend
surmised on the basis of experience with
telephotograph transmission. The prolongation of the curve, summarizing the
Christopher data, toward the shorter
echo delays is not too certain from these

the spacing. Echoes that are
spaced far from the picture, however,
lose the effect of this masking.
The
tolerance on them becomes independent

experiments. It is drawn from rather
scattered data, particularly on "negative" echoes.
(In these, black in the
original appears as white in the echo, and

that the tolerance on close-in
echoes toward the left of Fig. 7 can best
be specified in terms of the constant

vice versa).
c.

There

is

some indication of a

trend,

with the passage of time, toward tightening of the tolerances. The CCIR recommendations represent the most severe
limits to date.
In part, of course, this
trend comes from a general improve-

ment in picture quality and fidelity of
contrast rendering.
The course of the curves mentioned in

with

of the spacing.

This quickly leads to the further conclusion

envelope-delay excursions illustrated in
Fig. 6, for which the echo amplitude
The
varies inversely with echo delay.

tolerance on the remote echoes toward
the right of Fig. 7 can best be specified
in terms of the constant-phase excursions

which the echo
amplitude does not vary with echo delay.
What this conclusion means in terms of

illustrated in Fig. 5, for

the phase characteristic is indicated in
In the upper line there is illusFig. 8.

conclusion b above shows that large-

trated a very simple case of a phase

amplitude echoes are tolerated when the
echo delay is short, i.e., toward the left
of the plot. As the echo delay becomes

and

characteristic, in

which occur both

coarse-structure

excursions.

fine-

The

greater the permissible amplitude becomes much smaller, and finally tends to
approach a fixed value. The apparent

derived envelope delay obtained from
this characteristic is presented in the
lower part of the figure. Here, as would
be expected, the fine-structure excursions

explanation is that when the echo is
spaced close to the picture, it is in part

are relatively magnified, as compared to
those in the phase shift.

Pierre Mertz:
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1.0

Y (W)
u)

T=

RADIAN FREQUENCY
Amplitude response characteristic for very

Fig. 9.

In following

was

the conclusion

up

which

just stated, the coarse structure, or

long sweep average, of the envelopedelay characteristic is plotted in the
dashed lines. The peak-to-peak amplitude of this average is then the quantity
upon which a tolerance can be specified.
On the other hand, in the phase plot,
in the

upper part of the

figure, parallel

drawn to the long sweep
They are drawn just far

curves are
average.

enough apart

to touch the peaks of fine-

The

structure excursions.

tolerance can

then be placed on the separation be-

tween the parallel curves.
Close-in

Merging Into Cutoff

Echoes,

Shaping

The

inspiration for the material in
this section was drawn from the un-

published

memorandum

which forms item
the

data

given

of

here,

Fig.

of

S.

Doba,

(b) of the sources for

The treatment

7.

however,

is

simpler

and

rather less sophisticated than that used

by Doba.
It was noted

in Fig. 3. that the closer
in the echo, the \\ider is the sweep of the
scallops,
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scale,

close-in echoes.

which are observed

in the transmission

When

characteristics.

the

separation

amounts

to one picture element, only a
half-cycle of the scallop is left, within

the range of the nominal passband.
This situation is illustrated in Figs. 9

and

10.

The

co

r in these refers to the

quantity used in the Appendix, equation
When
(14), to measure the echo delay.
CO O T= TT, the echo
delay is one picture element. The curve Yfa) in Fig. 9 is illustrative only and indicates the relative

amplitude response which corresponds to
a signal element of the "raised cosine"
type, where the nominal video passband
to w (in units of radian
ranges from
frequency).

From both Figs. 9 and
when the echo delay

that

10
is

it is

noted

0.5 picture

element, the nominal passband ranges
over only one quarter-cycle of the scallop.
When the delay is 0.25 element, the range
covers only one-eighth cycle; and when
it is

0.125 element, the range

is

only one

Thus for these very
sixteenth-cycle.
short echo delays, such a small portion of
the scallop cycle is covered in the passband that the nature of the influence

on

Journal of the

the

transmission

SMPTE

Vol. 60

characteristic

is

*

1

-V

/v

v
CO

Fig. 11.

Relation between excursion of characteristics

and echo

amplitude for very close-in echoes.

A further point to

be noted on Figs. 9
assume a

Fig. 9, and $, that in the phase-shift
The
characteristic as shown in Fig. 10.

longer wavelength (corresponding to a closer and closer-in echo)

equations come from the auxiliary diagrams of Fig. 11.

and 10

is

that, as the scallops

longer and

the course of the characteristic within

R =

more
Thus the

the nominal passband approaches

and more

closely a fixed type.
entire course of the characteristic within

(1)

Hence the amplitudes

the nominal passband can be specified

a

more and more closely by a single
number. Such a number can be simply
the excursion hi the characteristic at the

upper

cutoff.

If this is so, then, in a signal confined
to the frequency spectrum of the passband, it would be impossible to distin-

guish between the effects of a smallamplitude longer-delayed echo, and a
suitably chosen larger-amplitude shorter-

delayed echo. The computation for
choosing the amplitude for the variously
delayed echoes is illustrated hi the following equations. Here R represents the
double excursion in the relative amplitude-response characteristic as shown in
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a

=
=

a are

:

R/F((I)QT)

*/G(a>

r)

(2)

The amplitudes a are those which have
been used for adjusting the curves for the
various echo delays in Figs. 9 and 10
to give the constant excursions
Since the functions
at cutoff.

R and
F and G

1 1 are not identical, it is clear that
a simultaneous adjustment with a single
amplitude at each echo delay is not
That is,
possible for both Figs. 9 and 1 0.
the two amplitudes a computed from
equation (2), one for Fig. 9, and the
other for Fig. 10, will differ somewhat.
The functions F and 6?, however, have
much the same trend with echo delav.

in Fig.

Journal of the
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Vol. 60

.06

ECHO DELAY

Fig. 12.

IN

PICTURE ELEMENTS =

(i)

T\TT

Relation between echo amplitude and echo delay for
= 1 in characteristic.
double-excursion

K

Thus a compromise value of a

is

possible

clear that for the larger echo delays,

each echo delay plotted in Figs. 9 and
10, to permit approximate constancy in

where there are several

the resulting excursions R and $.
further point is to be noted in the

to zero is not significant, and nothing
should be subtracted. In order to avoid

application of equations (2). This is
that, at very short echo delays, the major
part of the phase distortion consists of a

entering into difficult mathematics, only
a simple rule will be used here. The

for

A

linear

component proportional

to

fre-

the linear

cycles of scallop,
scallop close

component of the

curve, with linear term subtracted, is
as the fine dotted curve G'(w r) in

shown

that

derived from the middle
auxiliary diagram at the top of the figure.
Here the phase excursion aG' is taken

would be kept

a measure of the phase

with respect to the initial linear component of the scallop as shown by the
dot-and-dash line. It is seen to be
is plotted
negative, and its absolute value

question of exactly what to subtract, over the range of echo delays, is
not easy to answer categorically. It is

As the fraction
in the lower diagram.
of the cycle used (or echo delay) increases
G' rapidly becomes large and crosses
curve G, for which no subtraction of

quency. In practice this linear component would be interpreted as merely

much more (or less) undistorted
delay in the system. Thus it would be
subtracted out, and only the residual
curve (which is approximately a cubic)
as

distortion.

The

Pierre Mertz:

Fig. 11.

It

is
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.8

ECHO DELAY

PICTURE ELEMENTS =

IN

I

Fig. 14.

K

Fig. 13

and (11) of the Appendix,
upon which equations (2) are based,
and use the exact equations (8) and (9).

at/T=

This

(9)

is

because in this region of echo

delays a tends to become large. When
the exact equations are used, the shape
of the curve for a is affected, as well as

magnitude, by the constant values
chosen for R and <.
its

These relationships have been plotted
in

13 and

The

14.

figures
illustrate the echo amplitudes, for various echo delays, that are set by a fixed
Figs.

12,

excursion in transmission characteristic
within the nominal passband. In Fig.
12 this double excursion

R =
at

1

K=

for the

$ =

1

i

Relation between echo amplitude and echo delay for
= 0.1 in characteristic.
double-excursion

however, to leave the approximate equations

O) ft T/f 7T

I

is

set at

K =

amplitude response, and
radian for the phase. In
Pierre

M ertz:

set at

it is

K=

0.3,

and

in Fig. 14

0.1.

In the plots the relationship presented
between echo amplitude and echo delay
is not the compromise which was men-

tioned earlier in the discussion. A
separate figure for a is in each case derived, respectively, from equations (8)
and (10) of the Appendix. The use of
the exact equations causes a further

complication.

equations

(2)

In

the

approximate

the results are the

same

regardless of whether the assumed echo
or negative. When the
is
positive

exact equations are used this is no longer
the case, and separate plots have been
made for positive and negative echoes in
Figs. 12, 13 and 14.
The trend of the curves in Fig. 12 is
rather complicated because of the large
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A. Dl

I

STORTIONLESS
ECHO

B.

DIFFERENTIATED

ECHO

JT-r-L

Iff

f

f

Fig. 15.

A.

Comparison between

distortionless

DISTORTIONLESS

and

B. Dl

ECHO

differentiated echoes.

FFERENTI ATED

ECHO
ECHO PATH

OVER ALL TRANSMISSION

\S

<*>

Fig. 16.

Overall transmission characteristics describing
distortionless
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and

differentiated echoes.
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values of a involved, and it is advantageous to study the other two figures first.
The trends in Figs. 13 and 14 follow, at
least in a rough fashion, the continuation
of the experimental and other data of
Fig. 7 toward short echo delays, as summarized by the lines (a) and (d). These
lines are drawn in the later figures with

those designations. The departures of
the curves, for positive echoes running

generally above,

and

for negative echoes

running generally below the diagonal
correspond remarkably to the more

line,

or
in

scattered observations reported
the unpublished memorandum of

less

Christopher listed as source (d), Fig. 7.
The conclusion drawn from the above
is that for the very short echo delays the
tolerance can be set effectively

or

amplitude
cursion,

from

upon the

phase-characteristic exzero frequency to upper

The value

of K, or measure
of this double excursion in amplitude
cutoff.

Thus

10).

it

is

on a structure of

this

order, or coarser, that the tolerance on
the phase drift of Fig. IB is to be applied.

Correspondingly, it is on a structure of
or finer, that the tolerance on
the envelope-delay excursions of Fig. 1 C
this order,

would apply.
Influence of Distortion in the Echo

Up to this point the detailed discussion
has considered only undistorted echoes.
By these are meant echoes representing a
sharp and clear displaced representation
of
the
Distorted
original
picture.
echoes, in which the displaced image is

not sharp and clear, are, however, quite
An illustration of a simple
type of distortion is presented in Fig. 1 5.
Here the distortionless echo is shown at
the left for comparison. The echo is

common.

indicated as coming from an extra transmission path between transmitter and
receiver.

The

extra path takes a longer

response or radians, is chosen to make the
curves approximately tangent to the

transmission time than the

diagonal line. From Fig. 13 and the
trend indicated by the other two figures
it would appear that to merge with line
at 0.25 to
(d) should set a value of
0.20.
The merger occurs at an echo
delay near one picture element. To-

response a over the extra path, is flat
over the frequency range.
The case of the distorted echo is shown

K

ward somewhat greater echo delays from
this point the experimental and other
tolerances plotted in Fig. 7 can no longer
be specified in terms of a fixed excursion
R or $ within the nominal passband.

They
(a)

follow instead the diagonal lines
These are specified in
(d).

and

terms of an envelope-delay tolerance, as
was developed in connection with that
figure.

There

is

some

sensible region

over which specification in one set of
terms or the other leads to about the
same result. Thus the exact point of
demarcation selected for a setting of
tolerances

is

not

critical.

The one picture element at which the
transition comes corresponds to the
inclusion of a half-cycle of the scallop, on
the

transmission

characteristics

within

the nominal passband (see Figs. 9

Pierre Mertz:

and

For a

distortionless

at the right.

main path.

echo the amplitude

Here the extra path has a

response of a type which could be obtained from a small series capacitance.

The amplitude
the bottom,

frequency.

is

response, as indicated at
directly proportional to

In a logarithmic frequency

would have a slope of 6 db
plot
per octave. Such a type of response
it

leads to a differentiation of the echo.
is indicated schematically at the
top right of the figure.

This

It is of interest to

compare the

overall

phase and amplitude characteristics of
paths having distortionless and differentiated echoes. This is done in Fig. 16.
The response over the echo or extra

path is repeated at the top of the figure.
This response curve forms an envelope
for the scallops in both overall amplitude

and phase. At the left are repeated the
curves which have been shown earlier.
At the right the scallops are seen to have
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A.

UNDISTORTED

ECHO

B.

DIFFERENTIATED

ECHO

-ADVANTAGE AT
UPPER CUTOFF
f

Fig. 17.

Differing amplitudes of undistorted and differentiated
echoes that are equally perceptible.

TOLERANCE
ON PHASE
DELAY

Fig. 18.

Tolerance on phase delay for differentiated echoes.

progressively increasing excursions with

frequency.

At this point we may consider how
the eye compares a differentiated with
a distortionless echo in its capability of
impairing the picture.
Diagrammatitwo are illustrated in Fig. 17.
found that at the cutoff frequency a
substantially larger response is permitted
for the differentiated than for the undistorted echo.
This is called the "adeally the
It is
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vantage at upper cutoff" in the figure.
Some experimental determinations of
this

quantity are reported in the Mertz,

Fowler and

Christopher reference

al-

A tabulation is given
ready noted.
herewith of the echo attenuation re7

quired for the median observers for a
just perceptible echo, as plotted in
figures of that paper.

measured

Journal of the

in

SMPTE

each case at 4 me.
Vol. 60

two

The attenuation is

A.

CLOSE-UP

Fig. 19.

ECHO

B. LONG-DELAYED

Comparison of tolerances

The data are not, of course, wholly
complete since the delays of the two
longer-delayed echoes differ. However,
for the present a generally typical value
of the advantage can be taken as 1 5 db,
or a 6-to-l amplitude ratio.
It will be recalled, from Fig. 4, that
the phase-delay characteristic the
amplitude of the scallops of phase excursion is reduced toward higher frequencies. This suggests the possibility
of obtaining a characteristic which
describes the differentiated echo of
Figs. 15 to 17, with excursions which do
not vary over the frequency range.
Such a characteristic would be conin

venient for specifying the tolerance.
An illustration of the idea is shown in

At the top this indicates a
Fig. 18.
simple phase characteristic with both
coarse-

The

and

fine-structure

excursions.

correspond to a differentiated
echo and, therefore, increase in amplitude with frequency. At the bottom
latter

the corresponding phase delay is plotted.
co in the denominator
just cancels

The

the growth with frequency of the fine-

This then permits
the use of the fine-structure excursions in

structure excursions.

phase delay as a quantity upon which a

for close-up

Table
Fig.

No.
in

Ref.

II.

ECHO

and long-delayed echoes.
Echo Attenuation and Delay

available for the more close-up
echoes, the general indications are that
the advantage for the differentiation
becomes very much smaller. For the

not

ceptibility also adds faster than on the
rss basis.
Where the echoes which come

each close up to the

close together are

present

original picture the ripple amplitudes in
the transmission characteristics follow

will

closefy the

considerations the advantage
be taken to become substantially

Consequently the tolerance
on the long sweeping excursions is taken
as constant over the frequency range.
Other classes of echo distortion than
That
differentiation can be considered.
negligible.

discussed, however, is generally typical,
and others will not be explored here.

same shape regardless of the
echo spacing, as was indicated in Figs. 9
and 10. They tend therefore also to
add arithmetically rather than on the
rss basis.
Thus tolerances set on the
cumulated excursions continue consistent, whether for single or multiple

echoes.

Where
Cumulation of Echoes

The

discussion so far has included only

the echoes

coming

close

to-

gether are all far from the original picture, the tendency for the ripple ampli-

the very simple cases of a single echo,
or two echoes quite far apart. In practice such a situation is likely to be rare,

to add arithmetically continues, but
not so markedly as for the closer-in

sources

and the numbers of echoes from different
and having various delays may

late

be expected to be found.

subjective effect.
The second case of a systematic factor
comes when the echoes are well separated

The simplest method of dealing with
them is to assume that they add at random, both as signal amplitudes and as
sinusoidal ripples in the amplitude

response characteristics.

If this is

and
the

both signal amplitudes and ripple
amplitudes cumulate on a root sum
square basis. The tolerances then can
logically be set in the same manner as
before, but on the cumulated instead of
the individual amplitudes.
In practice,
however, the tolerances are usually set
on maximum rather than on rms (root
case,

mean

square) excursions.

The

ratio of

peak to rms amplitudes tends to increase
as a

number

of sinusoidal ripples of dif-

ferent periodicities are

Hence there

maximum
than the

is

added together.

some tendency

for the

excursion to cumulate faster

rss (root

sum

square) echo

am-

plitude.

An

tudes in the transmission characteristics

Thus the excursions may cumusomewhat more slowly than the

echoes.

from each other.

In the extreme situa-

become independindependence would

tion the echoes tend to
ent.

Complete

mean

that the insertion of the additional

echoes would not degrade the picture
beyond the effect of the echoes already
Here the excursions cumulate
existing.
somewhat faster than the subjective

This influence becomes less
pronounced as the echo level is raised
and as more echoes are cumulated.
For general engineering purposes the
law of random cumulation and use of the
effect.

peak excursions probably represent the
most useful simple guide to the tolerances
to be applied.
Where there is opportunity for a more detailed analysis of the
echoes this evaluation may be found
conservative or liberal according to the

examination of possible systematic
cumulation of echoes has
been made by Fowler and Christopher. 8

suit.

The

comes about when

factors in the

first

case

comes when the echoes

occur closely together. In the extreme
situation the signal amplitudes add arithmetically instead of on a rss basis. It is
similarly found that the subjective per-
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specific situation

A
come

specific

and may be revised

case

to

of multiple echoes
all the excursions

in only the amplitude-response or

and the other
smooth and flat. As was developed in
Ref. 3, and indicated in the Appendix,
phase-shift characteristic

is
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VIEWING DISTANCE = 4x PICTURE HEIGHT
1/4

=.25
MICROSEC.

1/8

=.125

MICROSEC

8

D
MC.

525 LINES

\

/

1

\

The

finer detail permitted in the

picture

second

exemplified by the narrower

is

lines, and by
dimension of the picture
element along the scanning line.
The tolerance to be put on the echoes
depends in part, as was already noted,
upon their spacing from the original

spacing between scanning
shorter

the

Before proceeding to evaluate
picture.
these comparatively in
and B of the

A

we can note a suggestion made by
the author in 1951 for a similar comparifigure,

son in the tolerance on random noise. 10
This suggestion was to the effect that
allowance for the improved quality of
the theater television be reflected in the
engineering of the tolerances. Specifiit was proposed that the tolerance
be engineered on a closer viewing distance for the better picture. The ratio

height as measured by the scanning-line
spacing is greater than in C in the ratio
of \/2 to 1
In compensation, the picture element width is narrower than in C,
.

in the ratio of

to

1

This

\/2.

last cor-

respqndingly narrows down the geometrical spacing of all echoes and permits increases in the tolerances on envelope- and phase-delay excursions in the
ratio of

\/2

to

1

.

This result indicates a certain advantage for the choice of a smaller number of scanning lines in the picture.

Such an idea

not new, and was one of
when the standards were set for broadcast television. 11
the

is

discussed

factors

cally

suggested was

1

to

Appendix
Consider a Fourier component of the
signal voltage of frequency

\/2.

In the present case this would enlarge
the image area at B to that shown at C.

Here the picture elements then become
of exactly the same size and shape as
those seen at A.
If the field of view in
the magnified area

is

cut

down

becomes identical
If

we apply

to

it

When

means

which have been

set

on envelope or phase-delay excursions can
remain the same if the tolerances are
measured in picture-element durations.
If the tolerances, however, are measured

lays

CO t

(3)

transmitted through a dis-

is

system, which however deby the time T, it becomes

it

:

=

If the

cos

co

T]

(/

(4)

system also transmits an echo of the

signal, of relative amplitude a, and relative delay T to it, the distorted signal

becomes
v

=
=

:

cos

co (/

cos

co (/

-

T)
T)

+ a cos
+ a cos
+ a sin

co (/

co (t

- T
- T)
T)

u> (t

r)

cos COT
sin COT
(5)

in microseconds, they will be halved for
the 8-mc band as compared with their

values for the 4-mc band

this

COS

/2ir:

tortionless

v

A.

the suggestion,

that all tolerances

V

in the

diameter ratio of \/2 to 1 as indicated
by the dotted circle in C, the picture

=

=

(1

.

+ a cos COT) cos
+ a sin COT sin
co (/

T)
co (/

T)

(6)

The

tolerances on phase-shift excursions where applicable are not a function
of echo spacing and are therefore not

changed

in

going from

broadcast

The overall transmission, including the
echo, can be interpreted as:

to

v

= a

theater television.

These deductions have so
a

740-line

theater

latter uses the broadcast
lines,

field

in

594

far

television.

assumed
If

the

standard 525

with an 8-mc band, the magnified
of view becomes that shown at

Fig.

D

20.

Here the picture-element

May
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(co)

cos

[co/

<f>

(co)]

(7)

where a (co) gives the overall amplitude
ratio and
(o>) gives the overall phase
shift.
These quantities are computable
from equation (6), and are particularly
<f>

simple
a

is

Journal of the

when

small.

SMPTE

the relative echo amplitude

That

is:

Vol. 60

a

=

+ cos cor) +
+ a cos cor

1

2

a.

[(1

+

tan'

2
(a sin cor) ]*

(9)

coT"

a sin cor

-\-

equation (5) there

is

added a second echo of the same amplitude as the first, but leading the original
by time r, that equation becomes:

signal

1

a cos cor
*

If to the signal of

(8)

(10)
v

=

cos

co (/

-

T)

(ID

+ a cos
+ a cos

co (/
co (/

- Tr

-|-

r)
T)

(17)

The approximate equations

(9)

and

=

(11) indicate that the description of
the echo in the overall transmission characteristics consists of a ripple or scallop
which is cosinusoidal for the amplitude

and sinusoidal

While the
exact equations (8) and (10) do not
indicate precisely the same shape of
ripple, its
different.

for the phase.

are

features

general

little

The approximate

equations
indicate that the ripple amplitude, in
nepers or radians, is equal to the relative

echo amplitude a.
The wavelength of the ripples, along
the radian frequency scale, is the change
in co which causes a change of 2ir in the

Hence

cor.

argument

=

ACO

=

(12)

In particular call A/ = / = co /27r
it extends from zero
frequency
One
to the effective upper video cutoff.
or r e =
half-cycle of frequency /
,

then defines one picture
l/(2/ )
element. Any echo delay r can be measured in picture elements r e as
TT/WO,

:

,

T/r e

=

r/ (ir/coo)

The envelope
tion (11)

cor)

cos

T)

co (/

(18)

Thus
by

the pair of echoes is described
transmission characteristics having a

ripple only in the amplitude,
distortion whatever in the phase.

and no

If the second echo is given an amplitude which is the negative of the first,
equation (5) becomes:
v

=

cos

co (t

T)

+ a cos

co (/

T

a cos

co (/

T

T)
-\-

r)

(19)

=

cos

co(/

T)

+ 2a sin cor sin

co(/

T)
(20)

the tangential direction,
the radial direction (in
plot).

(13)

l/i

when

=

2a cos

With this pair of echoes the ripples in
the transmission characteristics add in

27T/T

or

A/

+

(1

=

co

r/7r

(14)

delay, d<p/dw, from equa-

is:

Thus

first

and cancel
the

order ripples

in

complex
appear in

the phase, but cancel in the amplitude.
When the echoes are small enough,
therefore, they are described by a ripple
in the phase and only infinitesimal dis-

When the
in the amplitude.
echoes are large there is a second-order
ripple in the amplitude which is not cantortion

It requires more than a pair
of echoes to correspond to a character-

celled.

istic

which shows no distortion whatever

in the amplitude.
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Applications of High-Speed Photography in

Rocket Motor Research
By

FLOYD

G.

STRATTON

and

KURT

R.

STERLING

Hazards and conditions in research on rocket engines have established highspeed photography as a useful tool. High-speed cameras have removed personnel and sensitive equipment from dangerous areas. The camera's independence of the rocket engine permits an unbiased record of firing behavior
and often yields clues to anomalous occurrences not otherwise explainable.
The application of high-speed photography to transparent rocket thrust chamber research is emphasized; some specialized variations of normal schlieren
and shadowgraph techniques are described, as are the studies of hydraulic
transients.

General Applications

Test

When

a rocket motor is fired from a
fixed "tie-down" position in a test cell,
the primary objective is to obtain infor-

mation regarding the operation of the
motor. This is often a complex and
difficult problem because of the extreme
dangers to instruments and personnel.
Corrosive acids mixed with highly com-

under extremely high pressome of the hazards that exist

bustible fuel
sures are

during firing. Malfunctions of the equipment can result in dangerous explosions.
Therefore, one of the primary require-

ments

for firing conditions is safety to
personnel and protection for valuable
recording equipment.

Presented on October

10,

1952,

at

the

Convention at Washington, D.G.,
by Floyd G. Stratton and Kurt R. Stehling,
Bell Aircraft Corporation, P.O. Box 1,
Buffalo 5, N.Y.
(This paper was received on November 13,
Society's

walls

cells

are

made

with small

May

1953

of

bullet-

proof glass which permit safe observation
The test engineers
of the motor firing.
would like to be able to see more, with-

out exposing themselves unneccessarily
Therefore the
to the hazards involved.
high-speed camera has proved an excellent tool for obtaining a record of cerFor extain phases of rocket firings.
can
be
cameras
synchronized
ample,
easily to record the start or shutdown
phase of a rocket motor operation.
It has been found that running the
cameras at approximately 1000 frames/

was sufficient to permit recording
the combustion phenomena, and at the
same time to have a fairly long running
time for high-speed cameras. An aver-

sec

age running time of approximately 5 sec
has been obtained. This short camera
operating time left much to be desired,
since most firings lasted longer, in some
cases, several minutes.

1952.)

of thick concrete

portholes
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This, of course,
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Fig.

1.

Diagram of setup

precluded complete coverage of the firing
However, it has been possible
period.
to record several malfunctions and rough
firings when they occurred within the
5-sec limits of the

camera running time.

High-speed movies made of the flame
area immediately following the throat
exit have revealed a chain of shock-wave
patterns which pulsate according to conditions of the firing.
smooth run was

A

by a steady row of shock
waves which maintained a stable pattern.
A rough run was evident by a very pronounced oscillation of the shock patterns.
The more violent oscillations could possibly have led to destruction of the motor.
indicated

Often, the behavior of the shock- wave
pulsations yielded a clue to the cause of
the malfunctions and supplied data

which supplemented that obtained by
other means of instrumentation recording.

Usually one of the biggest problems in
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for a rocket firing.

making high-speed motion
adequate

illumination

in order to register

motion-picture film.

was

of

pictures is the
the subject,

on the high-speed
In

this

case,

the

by a brilliant
white-hot flame and exposure was probsubject

self-illuminated

ably the least of the problems. Usually,
it was necessary to stop the lens down.
Most of the exposures were made on a
fast panchromatic negative film with the
camera running speed set at 1000 frames/'

This exposure is
to //1 6.
maintained regardless of the time of day
or weather conditions prevailing.
Setting up a camera for a rocket firing
was a difficult procedure. Most of the
camera setups were made at about a 45

sec at //ll

angle to the exit of the throat of the motor
from about 30 to 60 ft away (see Fig. 1).
The camera was mounted on a rigid
stand made of angle iron and tubular
steel with a flat top about 14 X 20 in.

supported by a ball socket.
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The

top

Fig. 2.

Camera operator

setting

up

could be tilted and locked in any angle
to 45
from horizontal. After the
camera was aligned and focused it was
loaded with film and covered with a
heavy box made of boiler plate with a
window cut out in front of the lens.
When the box was locked into position,
a thick bullet-proof laminated glass plate

up

about 1^-in. thick was placed
tion in the

in

posi-

window opening.

camera were strung
from the camera stand to the control
All wires to the

room

without

the

touching

ground,

since the concrete ramp was constantly
flooded with a deluge of water to dilute
the concentrated acid that might spill in

the test area.

the camera preparatory to firing.

pressurized, the cameraman vacated the
area.
Frequently a single motor in-

volved scores of man-hours for preparation of the test.
Yet the camera setup
time usually had to be limited to an

hour or

less,

just prior to firing.

In order to insure perfect camera per-

formance it became necessary to follow
a check list for each setup. The uncomfortable clothes and the hazards involved often led to nervous fatigue
causing the cameraman to forget to
throw a switch or set the camera properly, in his desire to leave the area as
quickly
the

as

possible.

Because

camera setup check

list

of

this,

often proved

indispensable.

The camera operator had

to

wear rub-

ber clothing from head to foot while
setting up the camera preparatory to

During winter, when low temperatures
it became necessary to install

prevailed,

setup procedures
were completed, and after the rocket motor

a strip heating element inside of the
camera box to keep the camera warm
during the indefinite waiting periods

system was loaded with propellant and

prior to the rocket

firing (Fig. 2.).

When
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times the cameras have stood for hours

F temperature waiting

at below
firing to
fire

commence, yet on

for

a

the signal to

the cameras performed faithfully.
direction was another important

Wind

had

which

factor

Whenever

be

to

considered.

possible, a location

was chosen

out of the path of corrosive acid fumes
blowing toward the camera position.
This was necessary for the protection of

camera

as well as for visibility.
acid clouds were thick enough to

of the

The

obscure the vision of the flame

if

they

too long in the direct line from

hung

lens to subject.

Synchronization of the camera to obshut-down phases of the
from the master
was
controlled
firing

arily suffice to indicate the various fluid

and combustion parameters which serve
as a measure of the motor's behavior.
However, when conditions such as
unexplainable rough burning occur,
and when the cause cannot be ascertained from the parameters measured
with

by the

arrangement

of

a

test

engineer, by

suitable

electrical

circuit.

the

for

instrumentation, other avenues
must be explored
not only
alleviation of the undesirable

characteristic, but also for the gathering
of new facts which could serve as a

foundation for continuing motor development. High-speed motion-picture
photography is one of the new but promising tools

A

tain the start or

control panel

this

of research

employed for this purpose.
chamber or "motor"

rocket thrust

consists

jector

essentially

cylindrical

at high velocities through

The pressure
injector.
perature in a typical chamber
the

The

cham-

This serves as a container for the
combustion of the liquid propellants,
ber.

which enter
Research Applications

of a propellant in-

and a throated

and tem-

theory and practice of liquidpropellant rocket thrust-chamber design
has been partially based on empirical

pressure

data, often extrapolated or adopted from
"conventional" combustion-engine data.

tion gases are exhausted at sonic velocity
and then expanded to the atmosphere in

With

the postwar increase in the de-

velopment of rocket thrust chambers has
come an increase in some of the characteristic

problems of these engines.

Simi-

new

propellants

the

300

psi

may

reach

At the throat the
lower while the hot combus-

and 2600 K.
is

a nozzle, reaching supersonic velocity.
Since the motor seems so uncomplicated, an obvious method of studying the

combustion

in the

chamber would be

the

"classical"

construction of a transparent chamber
which could permit the direct viewing

liquid-oxygen and alcohol combination)
has added to these problems. Some of
the undesirable behaviorisms commonly

This has,
been attempted by several in1
vestigators within the last few years.

met with

Severe design and operating difficulties
were encountered
mostly due to the
high chamber pressures and temperatures and sometimes erosive qualities of
the propellants (in some cases aniline and

larly,

(as

the adoption of

compared

in

with

thrust-chamber-operation

combustion are rough burning or "instability," low combustion efficiency and
propellant ignition delays leading
explosive starting transients.

to

The relative significance and mechanism of the interactions between the liquid
propellants injected into the combustion
chamber, the actual combustion processes

and the chamber geometry are

not yet fully understood.
"Normal" instrumentation,
pressure

transducers,

flowmeters,

600
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in fact,

Due to menitric acid).
and optical problems flatsided chambers were usually built, or
narrow strip inserts of Pyrex or quartz 2
were located at strategic points in the
red-fuming
chanical

Strangely enough, Plexiglas walls
proved most suitable (when "normal"
photography only was desired) since the
very high chamber temperatures melted
wall.

such

as

recorders,

and thermocouples ordin-

May

of the burning pattern within.
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the surface of this plastic,

forming a

liquid film which radically reduced the
rate of heat transfer and left the main
intact.

body

the

Furthermore,

tively plentiful

rela-

and inexpensive

permitted the construction
larger than the usual 100
small-scale research types. 3

Plexiglas
of motors
Ib

thrust

Useful knowledge about injector and
flame behavior was obtained with these
Plexiglas motors with high-speed motionpicture

and

photography

(black-and-white

Flame pulsations and un-

Pilot studies

were undertaken with a

miniature

propane-air motor which
roughly simulated normal motor burnThe basic research on the optical
ing.
alignment,

photographic
techniques,
chromatic and polarigraphic schlieren

methods and glass employment was
done with this motor. The transparent
walls consisted of 2
of

Vycor glass.
normal shadow

X

X

4
i-in. pieces
optical system for
studies consisted of two

The

even combustion patterns were readily
detected, in at least one case, and were

//6, 12-in. dia front-surface parabolized
mirrors, a 100-w zirconium arc point
light source and rotating prism camera.

related to a particular type of injector. 3

Several preliminary attempts were

The cameras used in this work were
Eastman Type III, 16mm motion-

to

shadow techniques.

picture at 3000 fps.

sisted of polarigraphic control of

color).

Film speeds were

made

improve upon normal schlieren or

Two

of these con-

back-

measured by noting the movement of a
timing disk shown on each frame or by

ground

Kodak Super
using film timing pips.
black-and-white and Kodachrome

source and the other in front of the

XX

color film were used.

Berman and Logan 2

of General Elecphotographed rocket motor combustion through a j-in. quartz slit
using either a 1 6mm, 8000-fps camera or
a General Radio Co. Type 651 35mm
continuous strip with a 2-in. focaltric

length lens at film speeds of 8 to 80 fps.
front velocity was readily

The flame
measured

this

way.

light intensity, using two crossed
Polaroid filters, one in front of the light

Another was the positioning of
two adjoining color filters (in this case,
red and green) at the normal location of
camera.

the knife edge.
The junction served as a
knife edge or block for on-axis rays, while
all off-axis rays, deviated by the differential

refraction

within

the

chamber,

passed either through the red or green
This yielded a schlieren image
filter.

whose color

striae indicated the direction

of deviation of the light rays.
Since it was desired to obtain

In order to obtain a more rigorous and
picture of the events in the
rocket combustion chamber it was decided at Bell Aircraft Corp. to develop a

shadowgraph information quickly, the above
methods were temporarily suspended for

shadowgraph method of
combustion analysis. It was believed
that the inherent sensitivity and resolving
power of the shadowgraph method would
permit the detection and analysis of the
fluid stream-to-vapor-to-gas mechanism.
This in turn would lead to a fuller

shadowgraph and schlieren motion pictures at 1000 fps was then obtained with
a small 8-in. flat-sided motor with Vycor
The lens settings used were
walls.

understanding of the effect of fluid interaction with the actual combustion gases
and could possibly indicate remedial
measures in the case of rough combus-

Vycor walls prevented a

detailed

schlieren

tion.

or

Furthermore, the path of vapor
and turbulence might be

recycling
detected.

the conventional methods.

A

series of

Operating difficulties
usually //1. 5.
with a small motor of this type and constant breakage and blowout of the
of

the

inherent

full utilization

possibilities

of

the

method. However, enough
information on the behavior of the structure and combustion process was obtained to warrant further research in the
schlieren

field.

Stratton

and
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Some

of the difficulties remaining are :

(a) Differentiation

between

back-

ground and flame light.
largest possible
(b) Obtaining the
image per frame with existing lenses.
(c) The prevention of over- or underexposure, usually the former.
(d) Adaptation of the optical system
of the camera to that of the optical

However, it has seemed desirable that
cameras of larger film capacity and
longer running times be designed for
this
For exparticular application.
ample, it would be more advantageous to
have a 20-sec capacity.

schlieren system.

It, is felt that only a beginning has
been made and that many more applications can be found for the high-speed
camera in rocket motor research and de-

(e) Coordinating the optical speeds of
the schlieren system with that of the camera and film.

velopment.
The authors acknowledge the assistance of Mr. C. Kurland in some of this

(f) Minimizing vibration and optical
misalignment in an area subject to the

work and the cooperation of various
members of the Bell Aircraft Corporation

former.

Rocket

(g) Protection against corrosive
and high temperatures, etc.

Studies were also made of the fluidflow behavior and mixing rates of the
spray of the rocket motor injector. In

can be said that propellant
general,
entry sequences and mixing rates were
determined with dyed water (yellow and
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Simple Electronic Devices

for

High-Speed Photography and Cinematography
Bv

FAYOLLE

P.

and

P.

NASLIN

Described are a basic electronic flash and delay circuit and its applications
to shadow and reflected-light photography, Kerr-cell shutters and ultrahigh-speed cinematography in conjunction with the Cranz optical setup.

E

ILECTRICAL

METHODS

of

high-speed

photography and cinematography are
by no means new. More than 70 years
ago Mach and Cranz used the electrical
spark to photograph bullets and shock
waves with exposure times of the order
of 1 /isec and thus founded experimental ballistics. In 1903, at the Marey
Institute, Paris, Lucien Bull analyzed
the flight of insects at rates of several
His
frames/sec.
rotatingdrum camera triggered a spark-gap via a

thousand

rotating switch and
He thus established

an induction

coil.

a

long-unbroken
record in high-speed cinematography
at a time when normal-rate motion pictures
were hardly born. He later
achieved rates of many thousand frames/
sec,
using a relaxation high-voltage
discharge circuit and a rotating-mirror
camera. No notable progress was made
Presented on October

8,

1952, at the So-

ciety's Convention at Washington, D. C.,
by P. Naslin, who read the paper, and
P. Fayolle, Laboratoire Central de 1'Arme-

ment, Place

St.

Thomas d'Aquin,

1929, when the Cranz-Schardin
multiple-discharge circuits and optical
setup made it possible to obtain a few
until

dozen high-definition pictures at

rates

up

to several million frames/sec.

The achievements

of these

and other
more

pioneers in the field are perhaps

remarkable than anything achieved
because they had accurately to

since,

initiate

and control high-voltage phe-

nomena

by purely electrical means,
without the help of fast-response and
flexible electronic devices.

The French Central Laboratory
Armaments in Paris also took part

of
in

the development of the methods of spark

photography between World Wars I and
1 2
P.
P. Nicolau and
II.
Libessart,
both generals today, used them successfor the
fully for wind-tunnel work and
-

investigation

of

ballistic

phenomena.

This work was continued during the
German occupation of France by the
authors of this paper, under cover of
industrial research such as the study of
vibrations and failure of mechanical

Paris,

parts.

France.

(This paper was received first Dec. 23, 1952,
and in revised form on Mar. 19, 1953.)
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Since VE Day, we have been faced
with the task of providing our research
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Shadowgraphic exposure of an

Fig. 1.

8-mm

bullet in flight, with a velocity
of approximately 1950 fps; flash duration at half maximum amplitude is 0.1
rifle

exposure much
breaking a glass
plate with a zig-zag metal coating, thus
generating the timing pulse.
effective time of

/xsec,

shorter.

and proving grounds
with modern experimental equipment in
establishments

photography. The nature of this task
accounts for the special features of the
In
instruments to be described below.
accordance with the views expressed
3
by Dr. W. A. Wildhack, of the National

Bureau of Standards,

opening lecture to the Instruments and Measurements Conference held in Stockholm in
1949, we hold that "instrumentation
has now become an art of its own."
in his

The development and use of scientific
and technical instruments should therefore be handled by separate groups of

A

workers.
is

that

the

corollary to this statement
instruments should be as

easy as possible to manufacture, to handle

and

to

maintain;

hence

their

main

features should be simplicity, ruggedness,
reliability

and

flexibility.

Also,

and

for

obvious reasons, their cost should be as

low as

possible.

It

is

clear that elec-

tronic instruments using as far as possible
commercially available radio compo-

nents should, if properly designed,
all the above requirements.

fulfill

Spark Generator for Single
Shadowgraphic Exposures

Electronic

This instrument was primarily developed for use with the shadowgraphic optical method using the Libessart pinpoint spark-gap, although, as will
be mentioned later, it may also be used in
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bullet

is

a schlieren setup or even for low-energy
reflected-light exposures.

No

the fields of

dynamic pressure recording,
short-time measurement and high-speed

The

was made con-

particular effort

cerning the discharge circuit proper.
Since the early days of spark photography it has been a well-known fact
that the combined use of a high-charging
voltage, a small low-inductance spark

and

condenser

short

leads

makes

it

possible to reduce the actual flash duraWith operation* to 10~7 sec or less.
tion

under adequate optical conditions,

the

duration

of

the

photographically

active portion of the flash, as measured
by the optical blur due to the motion

be reduced to 10~ 8
picture quality that can be
is
demonstrated in Fig. 1,

of the subject,

The

sec.

obtained

may

which shows an

8-mm

bullet in flight.

The

discharge circuit used, comprising a
0.004 /zf ceramic condenser produced
by the United Insulator Co., a British

had a natural frequency of 30
There would be no point in

firm,

me/sec.

improving these performances any
ther, since other limitations are set

the

finite

fur-

by

dimensions of the pinpoint

spark-gap, diffraction phenomena, grain
size of the photographic material, etc.

Figure 2 shows our standard pinpoint
spark-gap assembly, of the Libessart
The steatite insert with a hole
type.
*

The

as

flash duration is arbitrarily defined
the time during which the light-vs.-

time

curve

is

above

amplitude.
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its

half-maximum

High

Steatite

Hole HO.+

Modified Libessart pinpoint spark-gap.

Fig. 2.

v-

1000 v

Car, coil or

pulse. tr<*nj former

Hi gh - voltage generator
Fig. 3.

about 0.5

Circuit

mm

Spark generator

diagram of spark generator

diameter

in

is

essential:

guides the discharge channel so that
light may be effectively emitted through
the anode hole.
Nevertheless, the light
source is not a perfect uniformly illuminit

ated circle; there is always a maximum
of brightness at some random point on
the

edge

of

the

anode

Fayolle

circle.

and

The

Naslin:

for single

shadowgraphic exposures.

discharge is initiated by applying a
15-kv pulse to the control electrode,
which takes the form of a ring insulated

from the anode by a

plyglass cylinder.
much as possible

In order to reduce as
the

of

self-inductance

circuit,

mounted

the

the

discharge

is
assembly
the
across
spark

spark-gap

directly

High-Speed Photography
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Superimposed shadowgraphs

Fig. 4.

of five

8-mm

bullets with

rifle

photo-

The photographic
triggering.
plate was shifted vertically after each
electric

shot.

1 /zsec

Triggering time-lag:

0.1

/isec.

condenser.

Our

standard voltage

is

of

the order of 20 kv.

According to the
desired light output, the condenser
capacity is fixed between 0.001 and
0.1 /if, thus yielding an electrical energy
between 0.2 and 20 j. The desired
performance determines whether the

equipped with ordinary paper
capacitors made by the Societe Industrielle des Condensateurs, or with
units are

Figure 3 shows the circuit arrangement
The 20-kv gener-

of our standard unit.

ator consists of a thyratron relaxation

an automobile

oscillator,

and

a

voltage

may

ignition

diode.

rectifying

The

be varied by changing the

thyratron grid bias and, hence, the recurrence frequency. Triggering consists
in applying a 15-kv negative pulse to

more expensive paper capacitors produced by Philips, especially for use with
For an energy of 2 j
flash sources.

the spark-gap control electrode.

corresponding to a capacity of 0.01 /if
the natural frequency of the discharge
circuit is 1 me for the ordinary type,
while with the special type the discharge
is almost aperiodic and the voltage falls
to 1% of its initial value within 0.1 /zsec.
The discharge can be made fully aperiodic if a 5-ohm damping resistor is in-

with

serted into the circuit.

Whereas,

as

mentioned

before, no
as far

marked progress has been made

as exposure time is concerned, the advent of electronic triggering methods has
made it possible to improve the timing
accuracy by two or three orders of magnitude, thus eliminating one of the greatest
difficulties of earlier

methods of

photography.
606
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ballistic

coil

high

This

triggering pulse
generated by a thyraIn accordance
tron and a transformer.
is

the

the latter

required
is

either

timing

an auto

transformer with a

rise

accuracy,
a pulse

coil or

time of 0.1

/isec.

The

overall time-lag between the application of the timing pulse to the thyratron

and the

is of the order of 1
with the pulse transformer and 10 times as much with the
automobile coil. This timing accuracy
is illustrated in Fig. 4, which shows five
8-mm rifle bullets recorded on the same

grid

/tsec

0.1

flash

/isec

photographic plate
each shot.

shifted

vertically

after

A complete unit, with a paper condenser and a triggering auto coil, may
be seen in Fig. 5, with both covers removed. The 25 X 35 X 25 cm cabinet
houses the power supply, the high-
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Fig. 5.

Spark generator

generator

voltage

and

The projector

for single

the

shadowgraphic exposures, with covers removed.

triggering

mounted on
a stand, contains the spark-gap and the
spark condenser. The only noncommercial component is the heater transcircuit.

unit,

were

initiated by short-circuiting the
thyratron by means of a relay-controlled
mechanical switch. The main disadvantage of this triggering method was
the rather critical nature of its adjust-

former for the rectifying diode, which is
insulated to ground for 20 kv.
Several
dozen units of this kind have been con-

ment.
For most applications the timing puke
is derived from the observed
phenomenon

at an approximate cost of
$700 each.
In the units now under production,

a

structed

the

relaxation

has

been

high-voltage generator
replaced by the standard
high-frequency 22-kv generator made

by

Philips for television applications.

by means of a
photoelectric

suitable transducer, e.g.,
cell,

a

crystal

micro-

phone, a solenoid, etc. If necessary,
it is delayed an
appropriate period before being applied to the triggering
thyratron control grid (see below).
The unit may be used for schlieren and

Before leaving this subject, it may be
of interest to say a few words about the

reflected-light photography if a suitable
light source is substituted for the pinpoint

high-accuracy triggering method used
before pulse transformers were available,
which may still be useful for laboratory
work. In this method (Fig. 6) the trig-

spark-gap. The krypton tubes C and
of Fig. 7, through which 2 j may be dis-

gering thyratron plate was capacitancecoupled to the spark-gap trigger elec-

The

D

sipated in a few tenths of a microsecond,
are particularly useful for schlieren
photography, because the discharge
takes place in a narrow cylindrical chanXenon tubes
and B withstand

A

was insulated from
the cathode by an annular air gap.
With its 2.5-kv plate voltage, the thyratron life was limited to about 300 flashes,
which was adequate if none of them was

a 20-j discharge and yield a light output
sufficient to photograph a 60 sq ft surface
from a distance of 10 ft with an //number
of 3.5.
These tubes, whose breakdown

wasted during adjustments. The flashes
needed for adjusting the optical setup

voltages are relatively low, are normally
mounted in series with a triggering spark-

trode.

latter

Fayolle

and

Naslin:

nel.
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2500V
+ 20

kV
0-^VNAA
Triggering method
without transformer.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Gas discharge tubes. A, B
xenon tubes for 20-j discharges.
C, D
krypton tubes for 2-j discharges.

Triggering may be assisted by
pulsing a few turns of wire wound outside
the glass envelope.
gap.

Spark Generator for Single ReflectedLight Exposures (Defatron)
Front-light illumination of a large
surface requires a powerful light output.
Fortunately, the flash duration may be

much

longer than for shadowgraphic
or schlieren pictures of small objects:
the sharpness of the picture is not defined by the absolute value of the blur,
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but by

its

if

dimension
For instance,

ratio to the subject

in the direction of motion.

an exposure time of

0.1 jusec

is

sary to obtain a good picture of an
rifle bullet, an exposure time of

neces-

8-mm
1

/isec

be quite adequate for an 80-mm
A flash duration of 1
artillery shell.

will

adequate for most appliwhere a large light output is
needed. Very few commercial gas-

/isec is in effect

cations

tubes, if any, fulfill these
requirements; they also have for us the
double disadvantage of being rather

discharge
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wv>

Fig. 10.

Defatron exposure of 100-mm rocket projectile in
Flash duration:

1 /*sec;

distance:

flight.

m at//3.5.

5

was

100-mm rocket projectile, photographed
from a distance of 1 6 ft. It is of interest
to mention that we experience no difficulty in using air sparks in bad weather
conditions.
This is due to the use of a
long guided spark and to the large factor

impossible to avoid coiling of the spark
around the tube^ resulting in variations

of safety of the triggering spark-gap, with
This
the same design as that of Fig. 2.

of light output from shot to shot. Recently these two detrimental effects

justed

power supply, the high-voltage generator and the triggering device.
In the original Defatron, the insulator
made of Pyrex glass, had a very
variable life, presumably due to minute

tube,

defects in the material.

Besides,

it

have been obviated by our scientific
collaborator P. E. Tawil by substituting
a plastic tube for the Pyrex tube.
Over
the 0.5-mm thick plastic tube is glued
a second layer of plastic provided with a

sort of spark-gap never needs to be adto the atmospheric humidity.

A

large

number

of Defatrons have been

constructed at an approximate cost of
$1000 each, and thousands of pictures
of experimental missiles of all kinds

A

have been taken. Our instrument has
also been successfully used for the investi-

linear spark is thus obtained, resulting
in a perfectly repeatable light output.

gation of more peaceful phenomena, such
as the operation of water-atomizing

slit

in

which

breakdown

occurs.

The

tube, whose life ranges from about
100 to 300 flashes, may be changed in a
matter of seconds.
The flash duration is about 1 jisec.

The

light output is adequate to photograph a 125 sq ft surface of medium
reflectivity from a distance of more than
20 ft with an //number of 3.5. This is
illustrated by Fig. 10, which shows a
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machines and the cutting of tropical
For these and other
(Fig. 11).

wood

applications,

stereoscopic

photographs

were made.
If

more

light

is

needed and

if

an

in-

crease of the flash duration to a few /isec
is
not detrimental, the gas-discharge

tube in Fig. 12 may be substituted for
It is filled
the Defatron guided spark.
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Fig. 11.

Defatron exposure of chip formation during cutting of
tropical wood with experimental tool.

test

piece of

(Courtesy of Centre Technique Forestier Tropical, Vincennes, France.)

Fig. 12.

Argon-hydrogen tube

with a mixture of argon and

10%

hydro-

gen at atmospheric pressure. Its light
output is about four times as high as that
of the guided spark in air.

The

control

electrode takes the form of a metal layer
outside the glass envelope, which also
acts as a reflector.

Fayolle

and

Naslin:

for 200-j discharge.

Simple Electronic Delay Circuit
In

many

cases

it is

necessary to intro-

duce an intentional delay between the
timing pulse from the transducer and the
flash.

Theoretically, any of the well-known
linear delay circuits, such as the cathode-

High-Speed Photography
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-MOOO

+300

V

v

V
Delayed pulse

Fig. 13.

Simple

coupled multivibrator and the phantasBut if the
tron, could have been used.
flash is to be delayed with respect to a
as

previous flash

is

the case, for ex-

ample, in multiple-flash photography
it is extremely difficult to make such
vacuum-tube delay circuits insensitive
to the high-voltage discharge of the first
flash.

Our

ment

of an

system,

RC

we

purpose being the developall-purpose reliable delay
decided to use the very simple

circuit,

shown

the principle of which

is

in Fig. 13.

When the primary pulse fires thyratron
TI,

600

and

The

condenser C,

initially

charged at

R

discharges through resistor
the plate-cathode space of TI.
A at point A, initially
potential

v,

300

V

then tends exponentially toward
v, with the time-constant RC.

v,

+300

Thyratron

T

2

voltage

and thus generates

fires

the delayed pulse

when

this

wave goes through

exponential

its

firing volt-

age which, for the sake of clarity, has
been assumed negligible. The values of
R and C should be so chosen that the
internal

while conducting,
spect to R.

612

of

resistance
is

thyratron

TI,

negligible with remaximum to

If the ratio of
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RC

delay circuit.

minimum

delay

is

kept at a reasonable

value, say 20, the accuracy of this circuit
is of the order of 0.5%, while its short-

term reproducibility is only a small
This kind of performfraction of 1%.
ance

is

adequate

for

most

practical

applications.

Kerr-Cell Shutter

The principle of the Kerr-cell highspeed shutter is too well known to be
repeated here. Suffice it to say that
certain fluids, such as nitrobenzene,
become

birefractive

of an electrostatic

under the influence
A Kerr cell

field.

filled with nitrobenzene and provided with a system of
electrodes capable of creating in the
a uniform electrostatic field.
liquid
If this system is placed between two
crossed polaroids along the path of a

thus consists of a vessel

beam of light, and no
applied across the electrodes,
it lets through only a very small residual
It becomes
fraction of the incident light.
quasi-parallel

voltage

is

transparent if a suitable voltage is applied
across the electrodes. A high-speed shutter
is obtained by combining a Kerr cell with
a suitable control circuit generating at the
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Fig. 14.

Kerr-cell shutter;

left,

for use with

proper moment a rectangular pulse of the
required amplitude and duration. The
chief disadvantage of this system is its

poor transmission, less than 10%.
Our standard Kerr cell was developed
by our scientific collaborator P. E. Tawil,
well-known for his piezo-optical Kerr-cell
6 7
It is made of welded
chronograph.
'

glass and has three electrodes (Fig. 14).
It is fully open for a voltage of 22 kv.
Its useful cross section is 15
15

mm

X

and

down the standard
(50-mm focal length,

so does not stop

SOM

objective

//3.5) provided

with the

35mm

Foca

camera.

Our

pulse generator results from the

combination of two

RC

delay networks

It thus opens the Kerr cell
(Fig. 15).
during an adjustable time-interval, with
an adjustable time-lag with respect to
a timing pulse. In the steady state,

there is no voltage across the cell, its
two poles being grounded. The rectan-

gular 22-kv pulse across the cell
Fayolle

and

is

pro-

Naslin:

with cover removed; right, ready
Foca camera.

35mm

duced by triggering the spark-gaps Si
and So in succession, by means of thyratrons Thi and Th 2 and pulse transformers Tri and Tr 2
The high time,

.

constant of both discharge circuits gives
a perfectly rectangular pulse. The

two thyratrons are fired by discharging
condensers Ci and C 2 through resistors
RI and R 2 and the master thyratron Th,
The two
triggered by the timing pulse.
delay circuits can be set for any desired

maximum
maximum

delay;

in a typical case, the

delay is 7 /zsec and the pulse
duration defined with an accuracy of
0.1 jusec.
Figure 16 shows the detonation of a small explosive charge, photo-

graphed with an exposure time of 0.5
For very short exposure times, of
jLtsec.
the order of 0.1 jtsec, spark gap 82 is
simply triggered by connecting its control electrode to the anode of Si by a

length of coaxial cable.
If the subject is not self-luminous and
must therefore be illuminated, a very

High-Speed Photography
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0+20KV
HOOOV

-300V o

2D21

All thyrotrcns
Fig. 15.

Circuit for the generation of rectangular high-voltage pulses.

the

main guided spark Gi and

the anode

G

of the subsidiary guided spark
shutter opens up when the

GI
and

electrode of
the

flash,

down

breaks

is

grounded,

closes

The

2.

i.e.,

control

before

down when Gz

the most luminous

after

portion of GI'S flash.

The photographs

in Fig. 18, which shows a
in flight, were obtained

20-mm

shell

under these
was achieved

conditions;

triggering
short-circuiting two aluminum sheets
separated by a sheet of paper.

by

Fig. 16. Detonation of a small explosive charge, photographed with the

Four-Spark Generator for Shadowgraphic
Exposures

Kerr-cell shutter shown in Fig.
an exposure time of 0.5 jisec.

It is clear that the basic spark and
delay circuits discussed above can be
combined in many ways to obtain highdefinition multiple exposures at rates up

15,

with

simple method can be used to synchronize
the Kerr-cell shutter with a guided spark
or similar source and to open the shutter

during the whole duration of the flash
This circuit puts to ad17).
(Fig.
vantage the time-lag of a subsidiary
guided spark G. The Kerr cell is connected between the control electrode of
614
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to

several million frames/sec.

rates

seldom

are

practice.

if

Among

Higher

ever justified

these

many

in

possi-

we have chosen to describe here
two instruments which we have already
manufactured for several outside users:
bilities,

a 4-spark generator for shadowgraphic
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+20 kV
1

Timing

puke

20-mm shell photographed with Defatron and Kerr-cell shutter; triggering achieved by short-circuiting two metal sheets separated by a sheet of paper.

Fig. 18.

imfft
|

Pin.point
spark. gap

Tfff^

Fig. 19.
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Fig. 20.

Fig. 21.

a

rifle

Four-spark generator with cover removed.

Four phases of the motion of
photographed with the

bullet

instrument shown in Fig. 20.

triggering the light sources in succession
at the desired rate.

This optical setup yields silhouettes, although the objective mounts act as schlieren diaphragms and make visible large
index variations produced, for example,
by shock waves. If actual schlieren
photographs are required, a goodquality field optic should be used, the
light sources should have a well-defined
linear or circular
geometrical form
and proper diaphragms should be placed
in front of the objectives.

The LCA electronic million-frames/sec
camera, using

this

principle,

was de-

signed to yield 30 frames at rates from
50 kc up to 1 me, although a different
Fayolle

and

Naslin:
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Fig. 22.

Cranz-Schardin optical setup.
with a diameter of 40
length of 1.8 m.
the light sources

The

cm and

a focal

distance between

and the

objectives

is

For schlieren work, we
use a single concave mirror accurate to
one wavelength, with a diameter of 50
cm and a focal length of 3 m, but it
thus

m.

7.2

V

should be noticed that, with the
setup
using a mirror, the field common to all
frames is much smaller than the mirror
diameter (Fig. 24). This is due to the
dimensions of the source and objective
assemblies, which introduce a noticeable
parallax,

and

to the fact that the subject

should be placed sufficiently ahead of the
mirror to be crossed only once by the
rays.

light
Fig. 23.

Thirty-objective camera for use

with the Cranz-Schardin optical setup.

of the

Z

These

make

facts

the use

setup with two mirrors almost

impossible for multiple-frame schlieren

photography.
rate range can

As early

Cranz and Schardin

be obtained by
changing a few condensers and resistors.
The light sources are krypton tubes of
the type shown in Fig. 7C.
They may be

instead of gas tubes, in conjunction with
a purely electrical method of control.

oriented either horizontally or vertically
by rotating the plastic tube mount

The Cranz-Schardin circuit essentially
consists of a number of Mach LC delay

easily

The

30

are
30 cm plate.
The 30 objectives are merely achromatic
lenses with a focal length of 345
and
(Figure

26).

formed on a standard 24

pictures

X

mm

an //number of 1/14. The 30-objectives camera is shown in Fig. 23.
Adschlieren knife-edges may be
placed in front of the objectives.
For silhouette photography, the optical
system consists of an ordinary condenser
justable
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used

as 1929,

this optical setup,

with spark-gaps

networks connected in cascade. Up to
24 frames at rates ranging from a few
thousands to one million frames/sec
were successfully obtained. This instrument was further improved by
Vollrath at the Ballistics Research

Laboratory at St. Louis, France,
several units are in current use.
chief

electrical

Journal of the

of

disadvantage

SMPTE

devices
Vol. 60

is

such

their

where

The
purely

bulkiness.

Light jources

V-setup for schlieren photography.

Fig. 24.

Their frequency range is covered by
having one set of inductances for each
required rate. These inductances are
far

from small and

their

is

storage

become

quite a problem.
This difficulty is, of course, eliminated
by the use of electronic circuits with
to

liable

radio

ments.

potentiometers as variable eleThe first instrument of this type

was developed during the
C. A.

Adams

last

at the British

war by

Armament

Research Department.
There are two fundamental methods
of triggering the elementary discharge
circuits in succession at the desired rate
:

1.

By means

of

an

electrical

pulse

delayed by an adjustable amount with
respect to a master pulse produced by
This
the phenomenon being studied.
system

Adams
2.

is

effectively

adopted

in

the

instrument.

By an

electrical pulse delayed with

This
respect to the previous discharge.
is the method used in the Cranz-Schardin

and in our own instrument.
Both methods have their advantages
and drawbacks. If a large frequency
range is to be covered, the first method
is liable to introduce overlaps and intercircuit

change of frames at the higher frequencies, because of the unavoidable dis-

On the
persion of the delay circuits.
other hand, the minimum feasible delay
sets

a

higher

limit

to

Fayolle

the

frequency

and

Naslin:

obtainable with the second method.
This limit may be lower than that obtainable with the first method, which

depends on the accuracy of the delay
circuits.

Therefore, we would recommend the
use of the first method for a relatively

narrow frequency range up to a few
megacycles, and that of the second
method for a wider frequency range
say 20 to

1

up

to the

maximum

fre-

quency set by the minimum delay.
In the case of our circuit, which involves two 2D21 thyratrons per stage,
the
1

is

minimum

^isec,
1

delay

so that the

me.

is

of the order of

maximum

The delay

frequency

circuits are set for

a range of 20 to 1
Each of the 30 discharge circuits is
triggered by the previous one, except
for the first one, which is triggered by a
.

suitable

observed

transducer

actuated

phenomenon.
discharge and

Use

the

by
is

made

delay circuits
Figure 25 shows one
of the discharge circuits and its coupling
with the previous one. The timing pulse
is derived from the previous discharge
circuit by transformer action, by means
of a few turns of wire wound round the

of the
described above.

From
lead.
condenser
high-voltage
then on, condenser C discharges exR and thyraponentially through resistor
tron Thi.
Thyratron Th 2 eventually

High-Speed Photography
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Previous

discharge
circuit-

Delay
circuit

Control

of
krypton
tube

circuit-

MMM^^W
Fig. 25.

fires

and

Circuit

the

triggers

diagram of one stage of

krypton-tube

In this case, the high
discharge circuit.
voltage is only 15 kv. As the krypton

LCA

30-flash generator.

multiple of six, up to 30. Two 30-flash
instruments have been made to date at

an approximate cost of $6000 each, one
our own laboratory, the other for an-

tube breakdown voltage is only 2.5 kv
it is mounted in series with an auxiliary

for

other

DEFA

spark-gap S, which is triggered in the
usual manner by means of a control
electrode
and a pulse transformer.
Firing of the tube is assisted by a few
turns of wire wound round the glass

unit

has just

envelope.

Organization.
Figure 27 shows a typical schlieren
exposure produced by the 18-picture
instrument.

Figure 26 shows

On

this 30-flash generator.

the front can be seen the orientable

plastic holder for the

30 krypton tubes.

The power supply is housed
tom of the cabinet. Each

at the bot-

of the

30
be

and delay circuits may
quickly removed and replaced individually;
they are all interchangeable.
But the actual constructional unit of the
discharge

instrument is a group of six such circuits,
so that instruments may be delivered
with any number of flashes equal to a
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establishment.

been

A

delivered

24-flash
to

the

Swedish armament research organization.

A

slightly different 18-flash unit
last year to the research

was delivered

laboratories of the French Coal Industry

This method of analysis of high-speed
phenomena has the advantage of yielding high-definition images, irrespective
of the picture rate, as there is no moving
part in the optical system. The small

number

of pictures is largely compensated for by the fact that it is possible to
start the sequence precisely at the beginning of the interesting phase of the

Journal of the
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Fig. 26.

LCA

30-flash generator;

exterior view, right, with covers

left,

phenomenon. Also, it is possible with
as few as 20 or 30 pictures to print a
projectable motion picture that actually
gives the illusion of motion.
Although the calibration accuracy of
the delay networks is often adequate, it

sometimes necessary to determine the
time intervals between flashes with a

is

Fayolle

and

Naslin:

separate chronograph.

our

colleague

Paul

For

removed.

this

purpose

Devaux has de-

veloped an experimental cathode-ray
tube chronograph using a Philips television projection tube and a linear zigzag sweep with a frequency of 500 kc.
The trace is calibrated by means of a

superimposed 2 me/sec sinusoid.

High-Speed Photography

The
621

i2f!
Fig. 27.

Eighteen frames taken

at a rate of

and showing penetration of a

rifle

approximately 100,000 frames/sec
through a glass plate.

bullet

Such purely electrimethods have two major dis-

flashes are converted into electrical pulses

relaxation circuit.

by means of a photomultiplier and a
wide-band amplifier and appear on the

cal control

oscillogram as interruptions of the trace.
The instrument has an accuracy of 10~ 8
sec.

Electronic Spark Generator for Silhouette

Cinematography
Although it stands in a
from those discussed above,

ment

how
it

is

class

apart

this instru-

it shows
methods of control make

described here because

electronic

possible to

spark-gap.
The older

modify the properties of a

Schatte 10 11 and Toepler
methods of generating spark sequences at
'

high frequencies in a single spark-gap
consist in the gradual discharge of a large storage condenser into
a small spark condenser by means,
respectively, of a simple RC or LC

essentially
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advantages. First, the spark frequency
is
not constant throughout the discharge, but decreases in the Schatte
method and goes through a maximum in
the Toepler method.
Also, the electric
current through the spark-gap is never
zero even during a portion of the recur-

rence period. This results in bad
de-ionization conditions and the necessity of

a powerful air blast for frequencies
kc.
These two difficulties are

above 20

obviated in the electronic spark generator, designed by Paul Devaux, by controlling the charging current through
the use of a vacuum tube.

The circuit diagram is shown in Fig.
The energy of the whole spark

28.

sequence is stored in the 1 /if storage
condenser K, which is discharged in
steps into the 0.001 /if spark condenser
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Variation of voltage Vc
across spor* .condenser ond
grid volttt3Vqi of control .tube

Q rLrL

-

Fig. 28.

Circuit

-

diagram of spark generator

for

cinematography

at 50,000 frames/sec.

C

across the spark-gap S.
The charging
is controlled by transmitter tube

time

/ 2.

Charging of C is then resumed
t3
when breakdown occurs.

current

until time

such a manner that it is interrupted during the time interval /i/a
preceding the spark breakdown, during
which the voltage across S remains

The

TI

in

constant and equal to Vi.

Thus

the

V should
V across

spark-gap breakdown voltage
be between Vi and the voltage

z

10 kv. Tube TI is itself
by receiver tube T 2 whose
grid voltage is derived from the spark
condenser voltage by means of a potentiometer and a bias battery. Just after
the spark breakdown, TI is conducting

K,

initially

controlled

while

T

2 is

,

cut

off.

The spark condenser

voltage and, hence, the grid voltage of
then increase exponentially. When
2

T
T

,

drawing plate current, the
TI begins to decrease,
until time ti when TI is completely cut
off and the charging current is inter2

starts

grid voltage of

From then on, the voltage
rupted.
across C remains constant until a rectangular pulse

is

applied to the grid of TI at
Fayolle

and

Naslin:

,

voltage across C is again at zero
at time t\, when the circuit is ready to
the same cycle of operation.
periodic pulses applied to the grid
TI are produced by a variable-

repeat

The
of

frequency pulse generator exterior to
the spark generator proper.
Figure 29
shows the spark generator with the cover
removed.

The above circuit makes it possible
to reach a rate of 50,000 sparks/sec in
air without any air-blast.

The images

are recorded by

means of

rotating-mirror camera shown in
Fig. 30, with the optical setup of Fig. 31.
The fixed rim of this camera holds about
the

2.5

m

of standard

35mm

film.

At the

maximum

mirror speed of 20,000 rpm,
about 200 circular images 10
in diameter may be recorded at the rate
of 50,000 frames/sec.
Figure 32 shows a

mm

portion of a typical record of the impact
failure of a

standard European notched

High-Speed Photography

Fig. 29.

Fig. 30.

Spark generator with
cover removed.

Close-up of the

rota ting-mirror camera.

bar at the rate of 30,000 frames/sec.
It may be seen that, owing to mirror
rotation, the image rotates in
the rate of one complete
for

its

plane at

revolution

each mirror revolution.

is clear that, in order to avoid superimposition of the images on the film, the
spark sequence must not last longer

It

than one mirror revolution. This is
achieved by means of an electronic
switch and a delay circuit, as shown in
The timing pulse derived from
Fig. 33.
the observed phenomenon via a suitable
transducer closes the electronic switch
and simultaneously triggers a delay
circuit set to a time interval equal to
one mirror revolution. The electronic
624
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Botoii*9 mirror

Condenser

\Priyinf

Fig. 31.
Optical setup for
at 50,000 frames/sec.

cinematography
Fig.

Failure

32.

notched

of

re-

bar,

corded

at the rate of 30,000 frames/sec.

switch

is

by the delayed pulse.

reset

The delay

circuit

of the type described

is

above.

Conclusion

The methods
are

essentially

described in this paper
the

modern

electronic

counterparts of very old electrical methods of high-speed photography and

The

cinematography.

introduction

electronic control devices has

of
the

more accurate, more reand therefore
flexible,

instruments
liable,

made

more

No

easier to handle.

special skill

is

now

required to photograph a projectile at a
point of

its

trajectory

denned

to

an ac-

mm

or less or to analyze its
curacy of 1
motion at a rate of 1,000,000 frames/sec.
It would be a fruitless task to attempt

methods against mechanical methods of high-speed motion
to evaluate these

photography. Electrical and
picture
mechanical methods should rather be
In some
considered as complementary.
combinacases, the best solution lies in a
The methods described
tion of each.

above are particularly well suited

to the

investigation of fast transient phenomena
of the nonluminous type, such as are
The
often encountered in ballistics.
choice of a method suitable for a partic-

ular application

w

is

often difficult; except

625
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Fig. 33.

9

Block diagram of spark generator and electronic switch.

for very obvious cases, consultation of an
expert with wide experience in the field

4.

cannot he too strongly recommended.
5.
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Proposed Revisions, PH22.2 and PH22.3
35mm Film Usage in Camera and

Projector

Two
trial

REVISED American Standards are published on the
following pages for 3-month
and criticism. All comments should be sent to
Henry Kogel, Staff Engineer,

August 15, 1953. If no adverse comments are received, the two proposals
then be submitted to ASA Sectional Committee PH22 for further
processing as
American Standards.
The Sound Committee's proposed revisions are primarily a
simplification of thr
titles and an addition of a tolerance to the
specification of distance between sound
prior to

will

and

picture.

H.K.

Standards PH22.39, - .53, - .86 and 35mm Screen Brightness;
Resolving Power of

Dimensions

for

THE FOLLOWING proposed
April 16, 1953,

16mm

.87

Projector Lenses;

Magnetic Sound Tracks
standards were approved as American Standards on

and are published on the following pages

as approved:
for

PH22.39-1953 (Revision of Z22.39-1944), Screen Brightness

35mm

Motion

Pictures.

PH22.53-1953 (Revision of Z22.53-1946), Method of Determining Resolving Power

of 16mm Motion-Picture Projector Lenses.
PH22.86-1953, Dimensions for 200-Mil Magnetic Sound Tracks on 35mm and
17^mm Motion-Picture Film.
PH22.87-1953, Dimensions for 100-Mil Magnetic Coating on Single-Perforated
16mm Motion-Picture Film.
PH22.39 was published for comment in the May 1952 Journal. Addition of the
note on outdoor theaters was and is the only change in the 1944 standard.
The revisions of PH22.53 were not of major proportions and so were not published.
Slight changes were made in paragraphs 2.2 and 3.1 and a new section, 3.1.1, was
added to amplify a provision previously stated in paragraph 3.1.
The two new proposals, PH22.86 and PH22.87 were published for trial and

One serious objection was made to the 35mmin the July 1951 Journal.
proposal which formed the basis of a paper which was delivered before the
70th Convention at Hollywood in October 1951 and published in the February
1952 Journal. After full discussions, the objection (an alternate proposal for four

comment

17jmm

There was also one objection to the 16mm
tracks instead of three) was voted down.
proposal based on a fear that the magnetic coating might produce excessive wear
in the guide rails.
This was viewed, however, as a problem in design and manuEditorial changes
facture, not standardization, and the objection was withdrawn.
were made in both standards and therefore the approved standards published here
differ slightly

from the

drafts as
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PROPOSED AMERICAN STANDARD

35mm Sound

Motion-Picture Film-

Usage

PH22.2

Camera

in

Revision of Z22.2-1946

(Second Draft)

Guided Edge

Image-Forming Light

Drawing shows

from inside the camera
toward
the
camera lens.
looking

1.

film as seen

Position of the Emulsion

3.

Relationship Between Sound

and
1.1

Except for special processes, the emul-

sion shall

be toward the camera

lens.

Picture

The apparatus and film shall be so arranged that the sound is placed on the film
20 frames, =b /2 frame, ahead of the hori-

3.1

]

2.

Rate of Exposure

2.1 The rate of exposure shall be 24 frames
per second.

zontal centerline through the corresponding
Thus, a given point on the film shall
picture.

pass the sound head after

it

has passed the

picture aperture.

NOT APPROVED
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PROPOSED AMERICAN STANDARD

35mm Sound

Motion-Picture Film-

Usage

in

PH22.3

Projector

vi.lw, of

2793-1944

(Second Draft)

Drawing shows

film as seen

source

1.

in

from the

light-

the projector.

Position of the Emulsion

3.

Relationship Between Sound

and
1.1

Except for special processes, the emul-

sion shall

be toward the light-source of the

3.1 The apparatus and the film shall be so
arranged that when the film is threaded norm-

sound track is scanned for reproduca point 20 frames,
Vi frame, ahead

ally, the

projector.

tion at

2.

2.1

Picture

Rate of Projection

The rate of projection

shall

be 24 frames

of the centerline through the picture being
projected. Thus, a given point on the film shall

pass the sound head after

it

has passed the

picture aperture.

per second.

NOT APPROVED
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AMERICAN STANDARD
R't V. S. Fmt. O0.

Screen Brightness
for

35mm

Motion Pictures

1.

1.1

PH22.39-1953
22739-1944

Revision of

UDC

778.55

Screen Brightness

The brightness at the center of a screen for viewing 35mm motion picbe 10 tl footlambert when the projector is

tures in indoor theaters shall

running with no film

Note: Outdoor
to

meet

it.

It- is

in

the gate.

theaters have

recommended

been excluded from

closely as possible in view of the fact that the
for both types of theaters.

standard because of their inability
approach the indoor standards as

this

that outdoor theaters

same release

Approved April 16, 1953, by the American Standards Association,
Sponsor: Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers
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AMERICAN STANDARD

Method
Resolving Power

ASA
<!.

of Determining

16mm

of

v. s. r*i. 01.

PH22. 53-1953

Motion-Picture

Projector Lenses

vltion of 237.53-1944

UDCTO33

1.

1.1

Scope

3. Test Projector

This standard describes a

method

of de-

termining the resolving power of projection
lenses used in 16mm
motion-picture

projec-

tors.

The resolving power

in lines

be measured

per millimeter.

The lens

a special

be tested

to

test

projector.

shall

A

be mounted

projector that the projected image of the border of the test object measures 30
40

X

inches.

The resolving power of the lens

largest

number

of lines per millimeter

is

the

in

the

object pattern that an observer standing
close to the screen sees definitely resolved in
both the radial and tangential directions.

test

be regarded as definitely

re-

number of lines in the image
same as the number of lines in the test

solved unless the
is

the

The patterns of
black

parallel

mm

0.5/X
where

X

lines

lines shall

2.5/X

rnm

consist of

long and

wide between the parallel

equals the number of

lines

lines,

per mil-

limeter.

2.2 Care
screen

shall

be taken

to insure that the

perpendicular to the projection axis
and that the lens is focused to give the maxi-

mum

a temperature which may cause

dam-

test plate shall

3.1.1

The cone of

jector

shall

supplied by the profill
the unvignetted
aperture of the test lens for all points in the
light

completely

This may be verified by lowering the
lamp voltage and looking back into the pro-

field.

jection lens through holes in the projection
screen situated at the stations A, B, C, etc. It
can then be easily seen whether the lens aper-

ture

is

properly

filled

4. Test

with

light.

Object

The glass photographic plate used for
making the test object and the lens used in

4.1

making the reduction of the master test chart
have sufficiently high resolving power

shall

object.

2.1.1

test plate to

in

glass plate test

patterns of lines, shall be
then projected upon a white matte grainless
screen located at such a distance from the

Lines shall not

shall be such that
the glass plate test object is held in
proper
relation to the lens axis. It shall not heat the

aged. The emulsion side of the
be toward the projection lens.

carrying

object,

The projector design

the plate to be fractured or otherwise

Method

2. Test
2.1

shall

3.1

is

visual contrast in the fine detail of the

central image.

to insure clear definition of all lines in the

patterns on the test object.

4.2 The photographic reduction of the master test chart shall be such that the test object
border has a height of 7.21 mm (0.284 inch)
and a width of 9.65 mm (0.380 inch) with a

image are spaced 20, 30, 40, 50, 60,
and 90 lines per millimeter.

Approved April 16, 1953, by the American Standards Association,
Sponsor: Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers
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50 =

" I5

60

40iii= '580

4.3 The patterns on the

30 HIE -90

in

accordance with

4.4 The

HIE

test

test object shall

be

Fig. 1.

on the
accordance with

position of the test patterns
shall

object

be

in

Fig. 2.

20

4.5
Fig.

1.

Resolution Test Patterns

(X 100 Diameters).

Project to

40

Identification of the positions of the test
patterns on the test object shall be in accordance with Fig. 3.

Inches on White Matte Gramless Screen

90

Fig. 2.

Resolving Power Test Object (X Approximately 15 Diameters).

Note: The

triangular

edge patterns are

to facilitate alignment of test plates in the projector.

Fig. 3. Identification of Test Patterns
in Frame Area.

Note: When

not using a 2-inch focal length lens, B

corresponds to 2 degrees from the axis, C corresponds to 4 degrees from the axis, D corresponds to
5 degrees from the axis, E corresponds to 6 degrees

??

from the

axis,

and

F corresponds to 3 degrees from

the axis.

Note: Glass test plates in accordance with this standard are available from the Society of Motion Picture
and

Television Engineers,

40 West 40th

Street,

New

York 18, N.Y.
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AMERICAN STANDARD
*.. V.

fm. Of.

I.

Dimensions for
PH22.86-1953

200-Mil Magnetic Sound Tracks
on 35mm and 17Hmm Motion -Picture Film

1.

1.1

Scope

This standard pertains to magnetic

and

records, both single

35mm

perforated

film,

perforated

Film Base

2.

sound

2.1 The

age

multiple tracks, on

and

single tracks

base

film

2.2 With the

on

Fig. 1, the

flln*

be of the low-shrink-

direction of travel as

magnetic material

upper side of the

HEAD*I

shall

safety type.

is

shown

in

coated on the

film base.

HEAD *2

HEAD *3

RECORDING OR
REPRODUCING
HEADS IN LINE

0.189

0.339

0.689

0.004

-35

MM
ALL DIMENSIONS

IN

INCHES

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED

Figure

3.

3.1

1,

American Standard Cutting and Perforating

Dimensions

shrunk

Raw

film.

and

April 16, 1953,

by the American Standards

Motion-Picture Positive

Stock, Z22.36-1947, or

revision thereof

3.2 Cutting and perforating dimensions
tolerances are identical to those given in the

Approved

35mm

Dimensions for

All dimensions given are relative to un-

any subsequent

approved by the American

Standards Association, Incorporated.

Association, Incorporated

Sponsor: Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers
Printed in U.S.A.

frier. 2S

ASAViM6S3
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4. Preferred

Track No.

Track Position

the preferred position for
35mm single-track recording and is the standard position for l/Vamm recording.

4.1

5.

1

is

Recording and Reproducing Speed

Recording and reproducing speed shall
be 24 frames per second (see American Stand-

5.1

ard Emulsion and Sound Record Positions in
Camera for 35mm Sound Motion Picture Film,

Z22.2-1946,

or

any

subsequent

revision

thereof approved by the American Standards
Association, Incorporated [now being revised
as PH22.2,

35mm Sound

Motion-Picture Film-

Camera]). This is exactly 96 perforations per second and approximately 18 inches

Usage

in

per second.

PH22.86-1953
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Film

The Motion-Picture Industry
[With a few of the immediate introductory
remarks deleted, there follows the GetTogether Luncheon speech of the 73d
Convention, given on April 27, 1953, by
Mitchell Wolfson, motion-picture exhibitor

and operator of Wometco Theatres,
Miami, Florida.]
There is in literature an account of a
creature which had the startling ability
to fly off in all directions at one and the
same moment, and yet not destroy itself
as a whole. With regard to revised viewing
techniques for motion pictures, I fear that
we are trying to do the former, that is
but with great
fly off in all directions,
danger of falling victim in the process.

Sometime, and you gentlemen know it
than I, we shall emerge with the
one best system for the improved showing
of motion pictures, and it is my sincere
hope that we do not have to wait for too
far better

Please understand that in this portion
of my comments I am dealing solely with
3-D, periphery viewing, or whatever
technique may yet be for the improved

viewing of motion pictures.
and
After standardization

want to
put special emphasis on those words
after standardization, it would seem that
our problems come in this order: First,
we need an improved light source
greater and more even brilliance coupled
with either an adequate cooling apparatus
or film gates and film which can endure
the

I

temperature without harm.
important part of this improved
a power supply of sufficient capacity

greater

And an
light

and

is

reliability.

existing

these video

theaters.

Of

course,

all

improvements must be accom-

panied by stereophonic sound at a reasonable cost. And finally and most important,
this stereo sound must be contained on a
sound track which is placed on the same
film print that includes the picture and
which should continue to use 35mm stock.

636

you who create must also
you have accomplished
standardization, adequate light and power,
and suitable screens and sound, then you
must embark on a widespread but simply
worded educational program so that that
to which you have given so much of yourthird,

When

selves does not suffer

through misuse.

As a member of the motion picture industry, I for one am a little embarrassed
that outside capital took techniques which
and with
we, for years, knew existed

them stampeded us

into such precipitous

action.

But mingled with embarrassment is a
good measure of elevation over the fact
that the industry is on the move.
Apparently, we have quit wringing our hands
in despair and are now using that energy
to bring the motion picture up more fully
to

its

potential.
I

am

the reasons
here, I

am

not absolutely certain as to
I was invited to speak
sure that one of the reasons

why

know

must have been that you wanted

to

how exhibitors feel about

Frankly,

all this.

gentlemen, we've been romanced, cajoled,
wheedled, high-pressured, and in some
measure I think confused as regards these

new techniques.
What we want

is to separate fact from
fancy and the workable from the impractical.
Our heads are spinning with the
varied formulae being hurled at us. We
hear of screen proportions of 4 to 3, 5 to
On the heels of a
3, 6 to 3, and 8 to 3.

that the present

we

get

announcement
no good for drive-

authoritative

supposedly
ins,

Second, we need a not-too-costly screen
with a picture surface which will be
compatible with both the new picture and
films as we now know them. This screen
must have the further qualification that
it be suited to the structural limitations of

most

And

educate.

While

long.

Mitchell Wolfson

by

word

3-D

is

that drive-ins are actually

experimenting with 3-D and are having
some success. We get long distance phone
calls urging us to call in engineers who, and
I quote, "know all about the new process,"
and can survey our theaters and tell us

So we invite engineers
just what we need.
to survey our theaters at our expense.

What happens? They tell us they do not
know anything about the new process,
and would not know what to survey if they
came to our theaters. They ask us to
insist

We

on standards.
are urged to sign orders for equipothers tell us does not exist.

ment which

Claims made by one group are refuted
by another.
If all this sounds as though I am irked
by these happenings please discard that
thought. We may be confused but it is
a

happy confusion because,

as

I

said

a sign that the industry is on
the move; that people in the industry
are out to improve it and not just out to
which seems to have
bring a lawsuit
been the favorite pastime of the last decade.
before,

it's

for you gentlemen, that latter is
a spectator sport as far as most of you are
concerned.
There may be some in the industry who
are egging you on with the "Hurray
hurray" of the circus barker.
hurray
I urge more caution than this because

Happily

we cannot

afford to nor will

we change our

booth equipment and screen every time
If we knew for a
the picture changes.
certainty

now

would emerge

just what single technique
as the best, I too would be

urging all exhibitors to hurry. But we
do not know.
Rather than dwell on what we do not
know, let's line up in a row the ducks that

we do know:
Well, the number one duck is a
fact that you gentlemen touch on only in
a technical manner and not profesthat is the fact that a good
sionally
show with mass appeal never goes wanting
for an audience, regardless of the number
of dimensions it is able to display.
2. Our number two duck is the fact
that the interest of the public is stimulated
by viewing methods which create more
1.

realism.

The number three duck is a twin
brother of number two and lies in the
3.

belief that one, or

a combination of the

new methods

of presenting motion pictures
will arouse the public to a sustained interest
in the industry in general and its product
in particular.

come

first

I

say that

into our gunsights.

me
we

will

And you

of a double meaning if
are awaiting them in our

blind.
I

don't believe that any one of these

ducks is going to be brought down with
one blast of a gun. And that number
three
for

duck

that

duck,

he's

going

to

good when we do bag him
feast enjoyed by millions

;

taste

and

it

mighty
be a

will

you, me, and

the public.

When first I was asked to address this
convention, some months ago, one item
high on the agenda was drive-in theaters.
I imagine that all the talk and work on
new

picture sizes

sound methods

and viewing with stereo
in the meantime,

will,

limit interest for awhile in these outdoor

movies.
Nevertheless, they need some mention
here, not only because the subject was in

the original agenda, but because there
are over 3600 drive-ins now grossing over

$200,000,000 yearly, and this is a specialized theater which draws, for the main
part, from a specialized segment of the
public, some of whom would not attend
indoor theaters even if there were no driveIt is for this reason that I believe
ins.
that the new viewing methods and stereophonic sound are not as immediately

important for these theaters.
Do not mistake me. These

theaters

an important and vital part of
our industry. Improvements are taking

constitute

I believe that the
place in these theaters.
trend will be to the twin drive-in. The
basic reason for this is a factor in which
you are vitally interested and that is
With a twin,
definition in the picture.
the drive-in need be only eight or nine
ramps deep which permits practical view-

and clarity,
ing of a picture of sufficient size
and certain economies and better operathe concession
tions, such as one booth atop
stand; one concession stand to serve both
twin drive-in and an oppordouble-feature
in
territory for the
tunity
wants to
patron to select the picture he
the
driving his car to that side of
see,
sides of the

by

is exhibiting the particular
Yet a patron
feature that he wants to see.
can remain in his car without moving and
see the second feature if he cares to see

twin which

There are our three ducks which
can accuse

a lot more birdshot than any one of us
can carry. But regardless of the number
of shells which have to be used to get

the final improved

showing our wares

is

method

going to take

both features.

While I foresee a continued general
success for the drive-in theater with pictures
as they have been made in the past, these
do need a great measure of
showplaces
with the new
your skill to provide them
Most important, perhaps, is
techniques.
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that

improved
earlier.

spoke
in

many

light

In

source

of

this

fact,

is

which I
needed

drive-ins today for today's picture.

Another point might be that you could
further develop the process of rear projection

which

I

have not yet seen but which

reported to allow shows to start earlier
in the evening and which may solve other
problems.
There is another item that costs this
is

millions

industry

of

dollars

every

year

and which engineering might relieve to
some extent. That is shipping charges
on films. If the film itself cannot be made
lighter, then surely in this day when
synthetics are proving they can do many
jobs better than the material they substituted for, the shipping cases can be made
lighter and yet as durable.
I am most happy that your Society
recognizes the kinship of motion pictures

and

television

even though some in our

industry have not.

have just come from some exhibitor

I

meetings where I have urged their continued interest in, and work toward, the
establishment of an effective theaterI should do no less
television system.

can

Theater-television

here.

and

will

bring culture to Main Street and wider
knowledge to the citizens of every town
in the land.
The revenue-producing potential of theater-television has not yet

begun

to be tapped,

and

importance has been

its

many.

came

to

in

my

opinion
overlooked by

Week before last, Arthur Godfrey
Miami to originate his telecasts

from there. Theater business that week
was normal to good every night but
Wednesday. That was the night of his
telecast from there and that was the night
that our theaters, and our competitors'
theaters, were empty.
That proves again the power of imwhich is the power of theatermediacy
television.

to

The mention of theater-television brings
mind the parallel characters of the

motion-picture

theater

television broadcasting.

who

and of regular
As a businessman

has operated 35 theaters for nearly

First,

we have used and have

tremendous

on

advertising
of movies

television.

more

is

TV

than

seen the

to

response

public

movie

advertising
it's

selling

compelling.
And it should cause no surprise to our
way of thinking that we, theater owners,
were the first to become television broadIn both mediums, we
casters in Florida.
are using a picture that shows movement
combined with sound, and in both we are
providing entertainment for the public.

That one of these systems sells as it tells
an economic factor only; the premise

is

The

remains the same.
that

surprise to

me

is

other exhibitors did not pioneer
How well the
broadcasting.

many

television

two entertainment systems blend and may
help each other is pointed out by one of
our experiences. This happened a couple
As exhibitors used to a
of years ago.
sharp clear picture, we were wholly dissatisfied with the picture we were getting
from kinescopes and film on television.
Our own research department went to
work on that problem and before long had
come up with a camera far superior to
so good, in
anything on the market
fact,

that our

TV

shows

kinescope

viewers said that our

were

about

as

good

quality as cable quality and we were asked
by several other stations to build similar
believe this was a
cameras for them.

We

good contribution to the art of TV broadcasting resulting from our motion-picture
experience.

Nor do we

believe

it

was by chance alone

that our television station, last year, was
given by the National Association of Radio

and Television News Broadcasters the top
award in all the nation for our station's
news coverage. Again, we attribute this
success to our long experience with newsreels.
As exhibitors, our experience and
appreciation of the public interest in moving and talking newsreels in the theaters

our

awareness of this dynamic
news need and probably induced
our willingness to spend the money to

led

to

television

accomplish

this gratifying recognition.

30 years, and who also happens to own
a television station, I would like to relate
some of our experiences and some of
our successes, which seem to prove that

watchword
and it is
more improved standards and contributions in this field which will bring more
satisfaction and prosperity to all in either

experience in one of these businesses serves
to improve the other.

entertainment,
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Public

there's

service

of both theaters

field.

It

will

and

the

television;

bring the public better
the men engaged in the

better salaries, and the stockholders better dividends.
Public service
has been a long-time ally of the successindustries

ful

motion-picture

exhibitor.

The

local

and theaterman has been the focal
community for Red Gross,
Community Chest, War Bond and other
He is long
patriotic and civic drives.
theater

point in the

experienced in the community effort
and could add greatly to the public
service opportunities of television broadcasting.

You will note that I have not tried to
prophesy the future of either 3-D, periphery
vision or drive-in theaters, nor even TV;
but of several facts I am sure. The

American public wants and

will

pay

for

better viewing techniques.

Our

and motion-pictun- innew improvements in
viewing, in color and in various dimensions.
We need you the engineers and
look to you for these new and exciting
With the help of thr
opportunities.
various crafts and allied artists and their
productions of good entertainment, I am
television

dustries await these

sure

that

we businessmen can

sell

our

combined efforts to the American public
and the world with ever increasing benefits
to

all.

In business, just as

in a locomotive, the
engineer is the man up front. Guide us
well, gentlemen.

Letters to the Editor
"Basic Principles of the Three-Dim ensional Film"

Re:

[from H. Dewhurst]
In this most interesting paper by Ray-

in terms of reciprocals. Their concept of a
"nearness factor" does, however, provide a

mond

much needed reminder

Spottiswoode, N. L. Spottiswoode
in the October 1952
Journal, the Authors appear to have singled
me out by name as the pioneer protagonist
of the "Human Vision" system of 3-D pro-

and Charles Smith

about which they make criticisms
which should not, I think, pass without
challenge and on which, therefore, I feel
I must take it upon myself to comment.
Otherwise, to my mind, the Authors are
to be congratulated upon marked and positive contributions to the art of 3-D projec-

jection,

that an image
placed, say, half-way in front of the screen

one viewer

half-way for all.
my few complaints. In
particular criticisms of fixed camera-lens
interaxial "Natural Vision" systems, the

for

And now

is

for

validity of the arguments advanced
is to a large extent vitiated

by the
by the
the introduction on page

Authors

assumption, as in
276 to the "Part III" critique, that the lensfocusing mechanism is always coupled to

were, made a virtue
out of expediency insofar as variable cameralens interaxial spacing practice is concerned, in utilizing to the full the space in
front of the screen;
a forbidden ground
hitherto which has tended to be regarded
as taboo for all but stunt shots. An adjunct
and a
to this end which they have used

the convergence control. As far as my own
system is concerned, this is a misconception.
I had thought to make it clear in my paper
("Auto-Precision Stereoscopy," Phot. J.,
Sec. B. 92B: 2-24, Jan.-Feb. 1952) that this
coupling was normally in operation only
when my attachment was used in conjunction with a stills miniature camera, and
then only for instantaneous "candid" work

novel one as far as I know
is the placing
in space in front of the screen of an aerial

dependent manual override.

tion.

They

have, as

it

window, effected by marginal printing

in

the optical printer, enabling these in-frontof-the-screen shots to be viewed without eye
strain.
Their mathematical methods of
analysis, too,

cannot help but clear the

air

further of current misconceptions, although I am a little dubious as to whether

still

the lay

mind

will take readily to thinking

the coupling being subsidiary to an in-

Even with
of coupling

this restrictive

left

out,

it is

in

complication

any case a mis-

conception for the Authors to say (p. 276):
"It is therefore not to be expected that a
at the camera of the
in the absence of
eye separation
will of itself
viewing methods
cannot
produce strain-free viewing. This

mere reproduction

human
human
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becomes pos3-D images in
protagonist of an "interocu-

be so simply achieved until

it

sible to create real or virtual

space." No
lar" camera-lens inter axial spacing, certainly not I anyway, would have said that

a fixed interaxial had got anything whatever to do directly per se with strain-free
it should be obvious from my
viewing;

own

paper,

which follows

Prof.

find the opportunity to sustain at length in

a considered paper the argument as it
appears to one of the fixed-interaxial school
of thought. In that event, nevertheless, I

be hard put to it to equal the able
in which the Authors have put
forward their own.
shall

manner

H. Dewhurst
Ministry of Supply

Rule's

classic lead, that the conditions for strainviewing to which I adhere lie primarily

Telecommunications Research

free

and essentially in the avoidance of too
marked a deviation from the normal convergence/accommodation ratio in viewing,
and in the avoidance of divergence of in-

Establishment
Great Malvern
Worcs., England

December

12,

1952

finity points in projection.

Elsewhere the Authors are very properly
upon the necessity of avoiding dis-

insistent

tortions.

their

argument it is
not perhaps made obvious enough in their
advocation of a technique based on a vari-

Throughout

able interaxial that the onus of providing,
major part, the illusion of three dimensions in the majority of shots, is placed by
them mainly upon the minor factor of convergence; nor, correspondingly, that their
adoption of an interaxial camera-lens spacing of other than interocular must lead to
the irrevocable recording of such disparate
images on the film hi the camera which,

[from the Authors]

We appreciate Mr. Dewhurst's kind
words about our paper, "Basic Principles of
the 3-Dimensional Film," and feel that
there is no fundamental difference of opinion between us, but rather a difference of
We

mind, constitutes a major distortion which
the advocates of a "Human-" or "Natural-

are in full agreement that
approach.
the vital requirements of strain-free viewing
are careful control of the convergence/accommodation ratio presented to the
spectator, and in particular the avoidance
of divergence on background images.
It
is in order to meet these requirements under
the conditions of studio shooting that we
have developed our two-stage technique of
careful measurement of the depth-range
presented to the camera, and adjustment of
the interaxial separation to keep the images
within the strain-free range. The shot itself will on occasion need to be altered
from that first proposed by the director, if
the depth range it contains is too great to
be compassed even at the minimum inter-

Vision" fixed camera-lens interaxial spacing

axial.

in

being once shot, cannot by any convergence
or other means subsequently in the transmission procedure be made to give to the
viewer that natural disparity between
images which is the major and essential
factor in

a complete and lastingly convinc-

ing illusion of natural depth.

This, to

my

technique would I am sure regard as one
which viewing audiences would not tolerate indefinitely.

However, my comments in the last paragraph above could be regarded as only an
expression of a personal opinion and I
would be far from expecting the Authors
necessarily to agree with me, merely on my
say-so! Clearly what is at issue here is the
whole matter involved in the relative
merits and demerits of techniques based
mainly upon either a fixed or on a variable
camera-lens interaxial or, if it comes to
that, upon the fixed convergence technique
of Dr. Reijnders as well.
Such an issue

Mr. Dewhurst advocates that the

lens separation from 2.5 in.; this it would
be possible to achieve only at the cost of
exercising far more drastic control of the

permissible depth-content of the scene
being filmed, and hence limitation of the
freedom of expression available to the
director.
feel that Mr. Dewhurst only

We

regards this as the

more desirable alternative

because he is accustomed to working with
very small magnifications where the depth-

range limits during filming become prothe maxiportionately less restrictive

cannot be

much

furthered

mum screen size referred

exchange of

letters

and

21 inches only.
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I

by a mere
hope that I may

reten-

tion of the images within the strain-free
range be achieved without alteration of the

If

to in his paper is
he were face to face with

j

the practical problems of producing studio
films for exhibition on screens as many feet
in

width and more, we

he

feel sure that

would rapidly recognize the advantages of
using both the two possible means of controlling the parallax range on film which we
have analyzed.

We are afraid we do not follow Mr. Dewhurst's reference to

our reliance on "the

It is true
factor of convergence."
that the convergence does not affect the

minor

reciprocal-unit depth-range embraced by
the camera, which in our nomenclature is
purely a function of the C factor (Mfc t c );
its action is no less than to govern
the position in theater space at which the

but

What is important is that the camera-

tator.

man

shall

have means available

image, which immediately give the required
information. We certainly agree that the
distortion introduced should be as small as
possible compatible with the provision of

Our whole procedure
based on an accurately controlled relationship between a variable convergence
has been deand interocular separation
vised to achieve these ends.

strain-free viewing.

We

do not
as a whole is reproduced.
think that this can be described as "minor."
Perhaps we should make it clear that
Mr. Dewhurst misrepresents us in referring
to our insistence on the necessity of avoid-

image

ing distortion. On the contrary, we point
out that distortion will inevitably be present, as a perfectly orthostereoscopic image
can at best be seen only by a single spec-

for assess-

amount

of distortion present so that
it shall not be permitted to exceed acceptable limits ; and for this purpose we develop
formulae for arriving at the depth magnification and width magnification of the

ing the

(the Authors)
Messrs. R. Spottiswoode, N. L.

Spottiswoode and Mr.

C.

Smith
Stereo Techniques, Ltd.

Soho Square
London, W. 1., England
36,

April

3,

1953

Current Literature
motion
Editors present for convenient reference a list of articles dealing with subjects cognate to
a number of selected journals. Photostatic or microfilm copies of
picture engineering published in
articles in magazines that are available may be obtained from The Library of Congress, Washington,
or from the New York Public Library, New York, N.Y., at prevailing rates.
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B.C.,

American Cinematographer
Set Lighting Innovations
of "5000 Fingers of Dr.

Magnetic Sound

Mark the Photography
T" (p. 16) A. Rowan

118) J. Forbes

Servo Mechanism for Remote Control of Mitchell
BNC Lens and Finder (p. 18) J. D. McCullough
vol. 34,

Stereo-cine Corporation is Newest
Organization (p. 60) A. Rowan

Feb. 1953

3-D Filming

ture

Cameras
the

(p. 68)

Cine Photographer Should

Know

(p. 70) J. Walker
Laboratory (p. 74)

About Hyperfocal Distance
World's Largest

16mm

(p.

Audio Engineering

vol. 37, Jan. 1953
Flexible Single Recording and Re-recording
Channel (p. 28) H. Magargle
Handbook of Sound Reproduction (p. 30) E.

A

M

Villchur

"Fluid" Camera Gives Dramatic Emphasis to
Cinematography (p. 63) H. A. Lightman
A Built-in Exposure Calculator for Motion Pic-

What

Producers Service's 3-D Camera (p. 116)
for Victor S.O.F. Projectors

1953

vol. 34, Jan.

vol. 37, Feb.

in

a Small Package

The Wide Range R-C

Oscillator (p. 2

Real Theater Sound
T. R. Hughes
Goodfriend

Audio Transformer Design

(p. 26)

1953

(p. 19)

N. H. Crow-

hurst

vol. 34,

Mar. 1953

Practical Filming Techniques for Three-Dimension and Wide-Screen Motion Pictures (p. 107)
C. G. Clarke

All

Villchur

Hollywood Studios Shooting 3-D Films

108) A. Gavin

CinemaScope
112)

B.
Distortion in Voltage Amplifiers (p. 28) W.
Bernard
Handbook of Sound Reproduction (p. 30) E. M.

What

it is;

How

it

Works

(p.

vol. 37,
(p.

Theater Sound in a Small Package

Mar. 1953

(p. 30) T. R.

Hughes
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Handbook

of

Sound Reproduction, Chapter

Loudspeakers, Pt.

M.

32) E.

I (p.

Apr. 1953

vol. 37,

Theater Sound in a Small Package
Hughes

An

24) T. R.

(p.

TV Studios

Auxiliary Mixer for

10,

Villchur

(p.

26) G. A.

Some Technical Details of Natural Vision (p. 6)
1952: A Wonder Year for Progress (p. 9) L.
Chadbourne

Color Television Simplified by

Tube

Types of Theatre Sound Reproducers, Pt. I, The
Sound-on-Disk Reproducer (p. 16) R. A.

Singer

Handbook

of

Sound Reproduction, Chapter

Pt. II (p. 29) E.

Bild

M.

Mitchell
10,
vol. 28, Feb.

Villchur

Three-D Projection

und Ton
uber

1

6-mm-Bildprojektoren

und-Bildtonanlagen (p.
Die Dosenentwicklung von Agfacolorfilmen
385) H. Franke

Variable Reluctance Pickup
(p.

vol. 6, Jan. 1953
Die Reibung des Films im Filmkanal von Kinogeraten (p. 4) Frielinghaus
Der Sekundarelektronen-Vervielfacher in der
Tonfilmtechnik (p. 9) F. Eckart
Ubersichtstabelle uber 1 6-mm-Bildprojektoren

und-Bildtonanlagen

(p. 16)

M

.

die Scharfe moderner Kleinbildobjektive
verbessert werden? (p. 35) H. Mehnert
Ubersichtstabelle uber 1 6-mm-Bildprojektoren
(p.

48)

Kinematography

vol. 21, Dec. 1952
Separation Negatives and Positives for Colour
Films (p. 144) G. W. Ashton and P. Jenkins
vol. 22, Jan. 1953
Standardization of Sound Quality on 16mm Release Copies (p. 4) N. Leevers
The B.B.C. Television Newsreel (p. 11) P. H.
Dorte

R. A.

vol. 28, Mar. 1953
Types of Theatre Sound Reproducers, Pt. Ill,
The Sound-on-Film Reproducer (p. 5) R. A.

Mitchell

The Film-Cooling Problem

(p. 10) F. C.

Matthews

Motion Picture Re-

3-D Projection Requisites:
search Council (p. 12)

(p. 16)

Kino-Technik
no. 1, Jan. 1953
Prinzip der Fernseh-Bildaufnahmerdhren (p. 12)
Theorie und Praxis der Fernseh-Bildgestaltung
(p. 14)
Schmalfilm-Projektdren (p. 18) H. Weise

Uber das

Storungen bei der Vorfuhrung von Tonfilmen
19) K. BrauneandH. Tummel

Der Tonfilmverstarker Dominar

F.

8-mm-Kameras auf dem deutschen Photomarkt
(p23)

Motion Picture Herald

in 1952 (p.

A

34)

(p. 20)

(p.

M.

Riedel

1953

vol. 22, Feb.

Review of Technical Developments

17)

1953

Muss

und-Bildtonanlagen

(p.

Mitchell

These "Curved" Screens
vol. 6, Feb.

Electrical

1953

Progress Report (p. 7)

Introducing "Modulation" (p. 14) J. Behlke
Types of Theatre Sound Reproducers, Pt. II, The

376)

British

:

Chamberlin

Dec. 1952

vol. 5,

Ubersichtstabelle

New Paramount

(p. 14)

vol. 190, Jan. 10, 1953
(Better Theatres Section)
Greater Theatrical Medium in the Making
(p. 10)

Communication

Dec. 1952
High-Gain Loop Antenna for Television Broad-

vol. 190, Feb. 7, 1953
(Better Theatres Section)

vol. 29,

casting (p. 268) A. G. Kandoian, R. A. Felsenheld
and W. Sichak

How

Faulty

Threaten

Sprocket

Teeth

Film

Injure

Fire. (p. 45) G. Gagliardi

Motion Picture Herald
Electronic Engineering

Mar. 1953
The Critical Ca-

vol. 25,

Television

Sound Reception.

pacitance Coupling System

S.

114)

(p.

L.

vol. 190, Jan. 31,

vol. 190,

Fife

Ideal

The Story of 3-D from 1613
M. Quigley, Jr.

Kinema
vol. 18,

Cinerama

Nov.

6,

1952

The Story of 3-D from 1613
M. Quigley
vol. 28, Jan.

Vision Another Step
Direction (p. 5) M. Chamberlin
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in

the

Feb.

to 1953, Pt.

7,

1953

I (p.

16)

Feb. 21, 1953
to 1953, Pt. II (p. 14)

vol. 190,

(p. 3) L. Coulter

International Projectionist

Natural

1953

Third Dimension and Its Cousins are Perched on
Exhibition's Doorstep (p. 12) G. Schutz

vol. 190, no. 12, Mar. 21, 1953
Its Lot With Cinemascope

1953

Right

20th-Fox Will Cast
(p. 19)

W. R. leaver

Philips Technical

Review

Proceedings of the I.R.E.
vol. 14, Jan.

Magnetic Sound Recording Equipment

1953
181)

(p.

D. A. Snel

vol.41, Mar. 1953
(p. 338) J. F.

Generation of NTSC Color Signals
Fisher

Standards on Television: Definitions of Color
Terms, Pt. 1, 1953 (p. 344)

Photographic Engineering
1952
Aerobee

vol. 3, no. 4,

Attitude Recorder for the
Rocket
G.
(p. 169)
Schweisinger
Some Current Image Converter Practice

Optical

R. F. Laurence and K. Shaftan
Time Pulse Numbering System for
zine Cameras (p. 207) R. C. Byers

A

(p.

vol. 41, Apr. 1953
Standards on Sound Recording and Reproducing
Methods of Measurement of Noise, 1953:
I.R.E. Standards Committee (p. 508)
Transfer Characteristics and Mu Factor of Pic-

189)

16mm Maga-

Semi-Automatic Data Reduction Device
210) F. D. Mason

(p.

ture

Tubes

(p.

528) K. Schlesinger

Tele-Tech
vol. 12, Apr. 1953
Multiplex System for Three-Dimensional
Sound (p. 92) A. J. Forman

A New

Book Reviews
The Handbook

of

TV

Proceedings of the National
Electronics Conference, Vol. 8

and Film Technique
By Charles W. Curran.

Published (1953)

by Pellegrini and Cudahy, 41 E. 50 St.,
New York 22, and George J. McLeod,
120 pp. (incl.
Ltd., Toronto, Canada.
21 pp. glossary and 2 pp. index).
ous charts and illustrations.
5
Price $3.00.

Numer-

X

8

in.

This

is a complete revision in book form
multilithed booklet entitled, "The
Handbook of Motion Picture Technique
for Business Men," published in July 1952.
It contains not only a general review of
the actual steps in the production of a

of a

Published (1952) by National Electronics
Conference, 852 E. 83 St., Chicago 19.
835 pp. incl. numerous charts, diagrams
and tables,
13 pp. cumulative index.

+

6

X

Price $5.00.
current volume contains the text
of 97 technical papers and luncheon
speeches presented at the 1952 Conference.
Subjects include: antennas, the assembly
and measurement of components, audio,

9|

in.

The

use.

coding and recording techniques,computers, delay lines and HF test equipment, electronic instruments, engineering
management, industrial measurements,

but also considerable information on costs.
It will be useful to all producers in dealing
with clients and especially to the smaller

magnetic amplifiers, memory tubes, radar,
radio navigation, reliability of components
and equipment, semiconductors, servo-

production organizations.
Reproductions
of actual story boards alongside prints of
the final scene, pages from an actual
shooting script, tables of cost data and an
illustration of the American Television

mechanisms,

motion picture

Society

Form

for industrial or

TV

Recommended Standard Contract

give practical information for the
While personal prejudices of
producer.
the author are reflected in a few places
(as in the glossary definition of "kinescope"), the book is very generally free
of these.
This is one of the best books of
its kind this reviewer has seen.
Gordon A.
all

Chambers,
4,

N.Y.

Eastman Kodak

Co., Rochester

circuits,

transmitter,

television,

transistors,

UHF

and waveguide.

In comparison with the previous volume,
which contained many titles marked
"Abstract only," all but one of the papers
the present volume are complete.
in
This, together with an increase in the

number
in

a

of papers presented, has resulted

volume

larger than

approximately

100

pages

predecessor. Indexing
of the subject matter

its

and

are
organization
essentially the same as in previous volumes.
Typography is clear and illustrations are
There are a few typovery legible.

graphical errors, which must be pardoned

643

basis of complete and rapid presentation of a huge mass of information
while still fresh enough to be of value.
It would be presumptuous on the part
of any one reviewer to pass on the technical

on the

adequacy of the papers presented. The
volume represents a tremendous accumulation

many
read

of information and experience in
Few will
fields of specialization.
in

it

entirety; but

its

many

will

make

use of selected articles in their particular
Bernard
fields of electronic technology.
D. Plakun, General Precision Laboratory,
Inc., Pleasantville,

however, anyone who mistrusts
Munsell specifications printed adjacent to each of the 400
reproductions. Thus the Munsell colors
themselves can be consulted either by
reference to the Munsell Book of Color or
by means of a convenient Color Cabinet
imperfect;

them

will find the exact

described by the author. The principles
of good color combinations are also discussed in the text. The attractiveness of
the book is enhanced by numerous other
illustrations

both in color and black and

white.

There are two rather

N.Y.

serious omissions.

after-images are described and
demonstrated, there is no broader indication of the role of visual adaptation in
color appearance;
indeed, the whole

Though
Color Fundamentals
By Maitland Graves.
McGraw-Hill, 330
36.

i-xii

+

Published (1952) by

W. 42d

206 pp.

1\

St.,

X

9|

New York
in.

Price

$10.00.
is an elementary introduction
by an able art teacher, but it

This
color

to
is

more than a textbook for art students.
The apparent purpose of providing background and technique for artistic applicaThe
tion of color is more than fulfilled.

subject of color constancy is neglected.
This is serious because color constancy has
such a profound influence on color appearance. The expression, "modes of appearance" is misused to refer to color
blindness and contrast; but the modes of

appearance in the usual connotation are
Ways of perceiving such as

omitted.
surface,

volume

film,

and illumination

demand mention

beginner or general reader is treated to a
fascinating though abbreviated account
The treatof the basic phases of color.
ment starts logically with (1) the color
stimulus or light which is followed by (2)
Next comes
light modifiers or colorants.
(3) the eye and color sensation, then (4)

would seem

color sensation modifiers including color
The final section
blindness and contrast.

omissions mentioned above or must be
ascribed to a common temptation, viz.,
to leave one's special field too far behind
in one's effort to box the compass of color.
Nevertheless, a valuable new book has
been produced not only for the beginner,

called (5) color organization, deals with

the specification of artist's paints and the
employment of harmonious color combinations.

This

is

an

obviously

psychological

to

in this

context.

Some

of the

understandably

minor inaccuracies are
unavoidable

with

the

simplified exposition which was required
to implement the author's purpose. Other
such errors, however, either reflect the

but for anyone concerned with harmonious
planning. S. M. Newhall., Color

approach and it appears opportunely at
a time when the physically-minded are
coming to recognize the fuller significance
of the appearance aspect of color.
Even
in this elementary account the author has
been able to show how the deobjectification
of color need present no insuperable
obstacle to color measurement.
Indeed,
a feature of the book is a description of the
Munsell System of color and its application

color

to the

by

are

244 pp.
Verlag, Gottingen. i-xiii
5f X 8 in. Price about $5.00.
This is an important technical bibliography of color science and allied topics
which is limited to publications during

problems of color harmony.
The unique contribution of Graves'
work is a series of 100 harmonious color
schemes of four colors all of which are
shown in color. These color reproductions
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quite

indicative

though

admittedly

Technology Div., Eastman Kodak Co.,
Rochester 4, N.Y.

Internationale Bibliographic der
Farbenlehre und Ihrer

Grenzgebiete
By Manfred

Richter.

"Musterschmidt"

Published (1952)
Wissenschaftlicher

+

The main listing
by author and contains

the period 1940-1949.
is

alphabetical

1867

titles.

Nearly

all

are references to

only 5% are books,
monographs, tests or special reports.
There is also an alphabetical listing
according to 438 subject headings (SchlagFew references are classified
worten).
under most of these headings but there

journal

articles;

only about 20% of the same
In other words, the American
bibliography would itself be 15% larger
if it included all of the Richter references.

includes

references.

The breakdown by

publication language
expected directions. Thus,
whereas the Richter bibliography was
estimated to be 59% English and 31%
German, the English bibliography was
differs

in

are

1 2 headings under each of which more
than 30 references are classified. English
equivalents of these 12 are: paint tech-

75% English and 15% German. The lack
of agreement can be ascribed in part to
the occurrence in this period of World

nique, color photography, color blindness,
general color information, color vision,
color measurement, color metric, color

War II; but language and geographical
factors are always present.

vision

testing,

resistance

to

bleaching,

pseudo-isochromatic
spectrophotometry,
charts and dyeing of textiles.
Since the bibliography is of world scope,
an estimation of the contributions by

country is of interest. The breakdown
with respect to nationality or at least
publication language, is as follows: 59%
French,
English, 31% German,
for the rest.
Russian, and less than
The difficulty of securing really adequate

7%
1%

Several features of the Richter bibliog-

raphy which contribute to its usefulness
seem worth noting. Many of the articles
are accompanied by a brief abstract or
The Russian
characterizing statement.
references are usually presented in German
also.
Each reference is accompanied by
Decimal
the
Universal
corresponding
Classification

number (German).

There

2%

a brief appendix or glossary for clarifying
certain terms related to color metric.
All in all, this bibliography is a valuable

coverage in an international bibliography
of this character, even when limited to a
10-year period, may be suggested by a

and convenient source of references for
workers on scientific and technical color
problems. It is encouraging to note the
"Nr. 1" on the title page with its implication of following volumes for future decS. M. Newhall, Color Technology
ades.
Div., Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester 4,
N.Y.

comparison. A 10% sampling indicated
that the Richter bibliography is about

35% as large as one of the unpublished
American bibliographies in the same
period; and that the Richter bibliography

is

Central Section Meeting
Section's Managers met on April 16
4:00 P.M. at Encyclopaedia Britannica

The
at

Besides the
Inc., in Wilmette.
planning of future Section Meetings, the
Managers reviewed the matter of members
delinquent on their 1953 dues. A list

Films

of those members will be circulated among
the Managers who will endeavor to remind
Central Section delinquents that the
Society cannot operate without dues.
Final plans were made for the May 21
11 meetings and it was decided
Regional Meeting on September
Mrs. Jane Bernier,
11 at Dayton, Ohio.

and June
to hold a

President of Synthetic Vision Corp., will
handle details for the Dayton meeting.

The

Section's

General

Meeting

of

on the
April 14 convened at 8:00 P.M.
sound stage at Encyclopaedia Britannica
Films Studio.

Dr. Brodshaug welcomed
numbering about

SMPTE members,
A film, Inflation,
100.

the

Bobbitt of

EBF was

produced by Mr.
John J.

exhibited.

Walker, Director of Technical Production
for EBF, discussed the problems encountered by EBF in converting a theater
The group also
into a sound film studio.
toured and inspected the entire studio
and library facilities of EBF. James L,
Central SecWassell, Secretary-Treasurer,
tion,

247 E. Ontario

St.,

Chicago

11,

111.
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Obituaries
Peter L. Shamray died May 12, 1953, in
Wadsworth Memorial Hospital, West Los

He was 59 years old.
Angeles, Calif.
Associated for many years with the motionpicture industry, he had worked as a
laboratory technician and superintendent
W. Griffith Co., Fine Arts Film
Co., Triangle-Keystone Co. and the Majestic Moving Picture Co.
with D.

During World War I he served in the
Signal Corps as a laboratory technician
and cinematographer in France. In 1925
he was studio and production manager for

H. C. Weaver Studios in Tacoma, Wash.
He had been Technical Representative for
du Pont Motion Picture Film since 1927.
He was an active member of this Society
since 1943 and was an Associate member of
the American Society of Cinematographers.

Kenneth Shaftan was

killed on April 4
near Washington, D.C., of a
small chartered plane in which he was returning to New York with two business
in the crash

from a military consulting
assignment. As a Commander, U.S. Naval
Reserve, he was buried with full naval
honors at the National Cemetery, Arlington, Va., on April 8. He was 33 years old.
After graduation from Columbia University, Mr. Shaftan completed extensive

associates

postgraduate work at New York University
College of Engineering and Columbia
Graduate School of Engineering.
Commissioned Ensign, U.S. Navy in
1942, he became Officer-In-Charge of the
Photographic Group of the Bureau of
Ships.

At the time of his death, he was Director
of

Photographic

Instrumentation,

J.

A.

Maurer, Inc., Long Island City, N.Y., a
department which he had organized and
directed. At the same time, he was Consultant to the Office of Naval Research
and to the Research and Development
Board, Department of Defense, Panel on
Photography and Optics.
interest centered around
instrumentation.
He had
established and maintained a voluminous

His greatest

photographic

646

file of facts and data relating to photographic instrumentation, technology and
scientific
photographic equipment and
He had written many techprocedures.
nical papers, all exceptionally well documented.
After becoming a member of the Society

Motion Picture and Television Engineers in February 1946, he advocated the
use of still and motion-picture photography
as a tool of industrial research and did
intensive studies of the published literature
His reports.
in this field for the Society.
"A Survey of High-Speed Motion Picture
Photography" and "Progress in Photographic Instrumentation in 1950" were
published in the May 1950 and the NovemHe was
ber 1951 issues of the Journal.
also Chairman of the Society's Committee

of

on

Engineering

and Technical Society

Liaison.

He was President of the New York
Chapter of the Society of Photographic
Engineers, and was an active member and
contributing author of The American
Physical Society, American Institute of
Physics, Optical Society of America, Royal
Photographic Society of Great Britain,
Biological Photographic Association and
the Photographic Society of America,

New Members
following members have been added to the Society's rolls since those last published.
designations of grades are the same as those used in the 1952 MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY.

The

The

Fellow (F)

Honorary (H)

Active (M)

Adams, M. Clay, Television Film

Student (S)

Associate (A)

Director,
Sullivan

Crawford, Robert V., Owner, Camera Craft,
6764 Lexington Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif. (A)

(M)
Rd., Goldens Bridge, N.Y.
Ashley, M. J., Chief Laboratory Engineer, New
National
Film
Unit.
Mail: 127
Zealand
Hobart St., Miramar, Wellington, New Zea-

DeLisa, Muriel, Technical Writer, 1735 N.
Wilcox, Hollywood 28, Calif. (A)
Dixon, Royden J., Jr., Visual Information
Mail:
Specialist, U.S. Department of State.
2406 33rd St., S.E., Washington 20, D.C.

National

land.

Co.

Broadcasting

Mail:

(A)

Auld, John S., Chief Engineer, Signal Corps
Mobile TV System. Mail: 55 Violet Ave.,
(M)
Mineola, N.Y.
Baird-Smith, Frank, Jr., University of California
Mail: 717 Malcolm Ave.,
at Los Angeles.
Los Angeles 24, Calif.
(S)
Baker, Edward R., Film Editor, United ProMail: 4639 Lasheart
ductions of America.
Dr.,

La Canada,

Baker, Leslie

J.,

Calif.

(A)

Sales Representative,

Inc., 6700 Santa
Hollywood, Calif. (A)

German,

Monica

W.

J.

Blvd.,

Harry, Laboratory Technician, Twentieth
Century-Fox Film Corp. Mail: 11580 Blix
(A)
St., North Hollywood, Calif.
Blackmail, Ernest A., Cameraman, 81 High St.,
(A)
Danvers, Mass.
Blunt, R. M., Physicist, University of Denver
Mail: 2075
Industrial Research Institute.

Bell,

Denver 7, Colo. (A)
Bolmen, Perce W., Manager, Brooks Photo

Ash

St.,

Supplies.

Altos, Calif.

Almond

200

Mail:

Ave.,

Los

(A)

Brester, Walter A., Supervisor of Engineers,
WTOP, Inc. Mail: 482516 St., N.E.,

Washington 17, D.C. (A)
Buescher, Robert E., Contact Engineer, Radio
Corporation of America. Mail: 780 Bronx
River Rd., Bronxville, N.Y. (A)
Burleyson, Garth, Recordist, U.S. Naval Photographic

Center.

Takoma Park

12,

Mail:

Md.

401

Circle

Ave.,

(A)

G.
Byrnes, Stan, Production Assistant, Louis
Cowan, Inc. Mail: 901 Walton Ave., New
York 52, N.Y. (A)

Chadwick, Melvin W., Projection Sound Engineer, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver
City, Calif.

Assistant to Director,
Studio Relations, Technicolor Motion Picture
Corp., 6311 Romaine St., Hollywood 38,

Cheng,

S.,

P., Assistant

California.

Mail:

6651

Angeles 48,

Calif.

(S)

Sound Recording

W.

Fifth

St.,

Los

Ewing, Maxwell, Production Supervisor, Plains
Radio Broadcasting Co., KGNC-TV Radio
Bldg., Amarillo, Tex.
John D.,

(A)
Television Engineer,
Lighting Director, National Broadcasting Co.
Mail: 307 W. 93 St., New York 25, N.Y. (A)

Fitzpatrick,

Fuchs, Theodore, Teacher, Consulting Engineer, Northwestern University, N.U. Speech
(A)
Bldg., Evanston, 111.

Thomas

Gibson,

German,

Inc.,

R.,

Vice-President,

W.

J.

6040 North Pulaski Rd., Chi-

cago 30, 111. (M)
Goebel, Robert J., Electronic Instrumentation
AviaEclipse-Pioneer Div., Bendix
Engineer,

Mail: P.O. Box 75, West Milford,

tion Corp.

N.J.

(A)

Gordon,

Sol,

Washington Square College. Mail:

Hegeman Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. (S)
Gorsline, Anthony L., University of California
867

at Los

Angeles.

Los Angeles

Mail:

7, Calif.

2626 Portland

St.,

(S)

Greenwood, E. W., Armament Research, Canadian Armament Research and Development
Establishment. Mail: Val St. Michel, Que(M)
bec, Canada.
Robert, Motion-Picture Producer and

Gross,
1600 BroadWriter, American Film Producers,

New York

(M)
19, N.Y.
William E., Director-Cameraman,
Communications Center, University of North
(A)
Carolina, Chapel Hill, N.C.

way,

Gulley,

C., Partner, Owner, 5631
Calif.
(A)
Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles,
Pn><!ui.
Harris, Grant D., Motion-Picture

5746 Sun-ri
Impact Production Associates,

Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

(A)

Robert

James

Engineer, Geo. W. Colburn Laboratory, Inc.
Mail: 2432 Maple St., Franklin Park, 111. (A)
Eskridge, Charles V., University of Southern

Hageman, Theodore

(A)

Chamberlain, Gifford

Calif.

(M)
Entler,

University of
Mail: 1141 W. Jeffer-

Kuo-Weng,

Southern California.
(S)
son Blvd., Los Angeles 7, Calif.
Westrex
Collins, Daniel C., Vice-President,
New
Corp. Mail: 17 Lord Kitchener Rd.,
(M)
Rochelle, N.Y.

(A)

Hassim, Eusuph M., Managing Din.
Box 6002,
Cinemas, Pty., Ltd. Mail: P.O.
Johannesburg, South Africa. (A)
.md
Heward, Frederick R., Sale, Service
Mail: 3C
sign of Photographic Equipment.
Del Monte, San Mateo, Calif. (A)
i>

1
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Edmund
Newman &

Hill,

Clement, Technical Director,
Sinclair,

Ltd.

Mail:

258

Princes Ave., London, N. 13, England.
(A)
Hoffberg, William A., Consulting Engineer,
49 W. 44 St., New York 36, N.Y. (M)
Hood, Franklin D., Electronic Engineer, TekMail: 1315 N.E. Roselawn St.,
tronix, Inc.

Portland 11, Ore.

Hugh, Albert

(A)

Cecil,

Director and
Cereal Products,

Company

General Manager, Clarks
Ltd. Mail: Brook Barns,

Chigwell, Essex,
England. (A)
Hughes, Daniel W., Motion-Picture Film
Editor and Director, U.S. Department of
Mail: 15 Black Hawk Dr.,
Agriculture.

Md.

Forest Heights,
(A)
Illarmo, Joe, University of Southern California.
Mail: P.O. Box 16502, Hollywood 38.
(S)
Ishimaru, Stone S., University of Southern

Mail: 3012 E. Second St., Los
California.
Angeles, Calif. (S)
Johnston, Ned A., Film Technician, Acme Film
Laboratory. Mail: 153 S. Bowling Green
Way, Los Angeles, Calif. (A)
Toist,

John, Sound Engineer, Film

Broadcasting Co.

Div., United
Mail: 1501 N. Bell Ave.,

Chicago 22, 111. (A)
Kaplan, Sana H., Research Engineer, Rauland
Corp. Mail: 3713 W. Arthington St., Chicago 24, 111. (A)
Klink, Granville, Jr., Chief Engineer, WTOP,
(A)
Inc., Warner Bldg., Washington 4, D.C.
Kowalak, John J., Technical Representative,
Ansco Div., General Aniline and Film Corp.,
6424 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
(A)

Layos, Mrs. Albert J., Sound Recording,
Cinesound Co., 5968 Santa Monica Blvd.,

Hollywood

38, Calif.

(A)

Lee, Ralph Frank, Chief Engineer, Caprock
Broadcasting Co., KCBD-TV, 1803 Broadway, Lubbock, Tex. (M)

Lerpae, Paul K., Director of Photography,

Paramount
Hollywood

Pictures, Inc., 5451 Marathon St.,
38, Calif.
(A)
Lesser, Mort L., Slide Film Producer, Lesser

Mail: 112 Grange Ave., Toronto,
Studio.
Ontario, Canada.
(A)
Levin, Harry, Purchasing Agent, Federal Manufacturing & Engineering Corp. Mail: 238

Brooklyn 11, N.Y. (A)
Sidney M., Mechanical Engineer,
Ballistic
Research Laboratories, Aberdeen
Proving Ground. Mail: 106 Seneca Ave.,
Havre de Grace, Md. (A)
Macdonald, Neal L., Professional Scouting,
Boy Scouts of America. Mail: 330 Speed-

Keap

St.,

Lipton,

well Ave., Morristown, N.J.

(A)

Marceau, Jules P., Manager, Southern Canada
Power Co., Ltd., P.O. Box 430, Drummondville, Quebec, Canada.
(M)

Maynard, Gordon

G., Film Technician, Tech-

nicolor Motion-Picture Corp., 6311

Hollywood
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38, Calif.

(A)

Romaine,

McConnell, Geo. L., Motion-Picture Photographer, Edwards Air Force Base. Mail: 14-17
St., Edwards, Calif.
(A)
McFarland, Richard E., Photographer, U.S.

Navy Electronics Laboratory. Mail: 3853
Winona Ave., San Diego 5, Calif. (A)
McKay, Douglas A., Assistant Cameraman,
National Film Board, John and Sussex Streets,
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. (A)
Mehrer, Gene, Film Laboratory Technician,
DeLuxe Laboratories, Inc. Mail: 26-16

(M)
St., New York, N.Y.
Armando, Draftsman, Federal Manu-

Union
Merli,

& Engineering Corp. Mail: 277
Seventh St., Brooklyn 15, N.Y. (A)
Louis
F., Motion-Picture Cameraman,
Meyer,
Northrup Aircraft, Inc. Mail: 12917 Valley
Heart Dr., North Hollywood, Calif. (A)
Minor, Fred J., Jr., Theatre Manager, Florida
State Theatres, Inc., State Theatre, Gainesfacturing

ville, Fla.

(A)
V., Section Supervisor in
of Motion-Picture Studio, Eastman

Morgan, Wolcott
Charge

Kodak Co.

Mail: Plank Rd., Macedon, N.Y.
(A)
Moriarity, Jack L., Film Editor, Geo. W. Colburn Laboratory, Inc., 164 N. Wacker Dr.,
Chicago 6, 111. (A)
Morrison, Rita, University of California at Los
Angeles. Mail: 7012 La Presa Dr., Holly-

wood

28, Calif.

(S)

Nelson, Arvid W., Motion-Picture Film Editor,
Geo. W. Colburn Laboratory, Inc. Mail:
629 Edgewood Rd., Lombard, 111. (A)
Nemeth, Ernest S., Animation Photographer,
6260 Romaine St. Hollywood, Calif. (A)
Nye, Clarence L., University of Southern California.
Mail: 611 S. Westmoreland Ave.,
Los Angeles, Calif. (S)
Onaka, Harry H., Columbia University, Teachers College.
Mail: 411 W. 115 St., New

York

25,

N.Y.

(S)

Poppele, Arthur G., Television Engineer,
National Broadcasting Co., 30 Rockefeller
(M)
Plaza, Rm. 501, New York, N.Y.
Rogaway, J. Roy, University of Southern California.
Mail: 101 N. Gardner, Los Angeles,
Calif.

(S)

Ruttencutter, Frank, University of Southern
California.
Mail: 2636 Portland St., Los

Angeles

7, Calif.

Harry

(S)

Producer, Distributor,
Jewell Enterprises. Mail: 6614 Van Noord
(A)
Ave., North Hollywood, Calif.
Rydz, John S., Engineer, Color Correction
Victor Division.
Engineering Group,

Rybnick,

L.,

RCA

Mail: Apt. 42A, Parkway Apts., Haddonfield,
N.J.
(A)
Saint Georges, Julien, Cameraman, C.B.C.
Mail: 2024 Marie-Anne St.,
Television.

Montreal 34, Canada.

(A)
Production Manager,
DeLuxe Laboratories, Inc. Mail: 22 Metro(A)
politan Oval, Bronx 62, N.Y.
East,

Schlein,

Samuel

R.,

Walter H., Jr., Sound Recording EngiU.S. Naval Ordnance Test Station.
Mail: P.O. Box 115, China Lake, Calif. (A)
Simmons, Albert H., Technical Executive,
Gevaert (Canada), Ltd. Mail: 2263 Midway
Ave. (Woodroffe), Ottawa, Canada. (A)
Slade, William A., Motion-Picture Editor, U.S.
Scott,

Loew's,

Force. Mail: 604322 Rd., North,
(A)
Arlington, Va.
Snyder, Ross H., Application Engineer, MagMail:
netic Recorders, Ampex Electric Corp.
1021 Cotter Way, Hay ward, Calif.
(A)
Stolle, Walter F., Quality Control Engineer,

Eastman Kodak Co.

(A)

R., Los Angeles City College.
Mail: 7104 Balboa Blvd., Van Nuys, Calif. (S)
Technician, National
Tribble, Robert H.,
Broadcasting Co., Sunset & Vine Streets,

Thomas, William

TV

Hollywood 28, Calif.
Clayton C.,

Troxel,

(A)
Projection

Engineer,

St.,

Alvin's
Photo Supply. Mail:
201 S. Holliston Ave., Pasadena 5, Calif. (A)
Verdeckberg, Robert A., University of Southern California. Mail: 721 W. Thirtieth St.,

Los Angeles,

Calif.

Wade, Edward

(S)

Technicolor Technician,
Technicolor Motion Picture Corp. Mail:
5162 Melrose Ave., Hollywood, Calif. (A)
Walker, Jean L., University of Southern California.
Mail: 707 S. Norton Ave., Lot Angeles 5, Calif.

P.,

(S)

Warren, Everett

A.,

Center, Notre

Dame

Bldg., Notre

tics

Md.

Galloway

(A)

Merchant,

Mail: 528 Colebrook

Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving
Ground. Mail: 32 Aberdeen Ave., Aberdeen,

1126

Tusler, Theodore H., Photographic Supply

Air

(A)
Dr., Rochester, N.Y.
Sultanoff, Morton, Research Engineer, Ballis-

Maul:

Inc.

Pacific Palisades, Calif.

neer,

Dame,

Director,

Audio-Visual

Main

University, 221
Ind.
(A)

Weinberger, Isaak, Head of I. Weinberger,
Grabenwies 2, Zurich, Switzerland. (A)
Wester, Arnold J., Executive, Producer, DirecWilliam Esty Advertising Co., Inc., 6331
(A)
Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Wilkinson, Lawrence A., Television Engineer,
WTOP-TV, Warner Bldg., Washington 4,
D.C. (A)
tor,

Hollywood

Meetings
American Physical Society, June 18-20, Rochester, N.Y.
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Summer General Meeting, June 29-July
Atlantic City,

3,

NJ.

(Photographic Society of America), includes a "Color Round Table"
sponsored by the PSA Technical and Color Divisions,
Aug. 3-8, Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles
(Western Electronic Show & Convention), Aug. 19-21, Civic Auditorium,
San Francisco

PSA Convention

WESCON

Biological Photographic Association,

23d Annual Meeting, Aug. 31-Sept. 3, Hotel Statler,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Hotel
Illuminating Engineering Society, National Technical Conference, Sept. 14-18,

Commodore, New York, N.Y.

Conference on the Science
Society's Centenary, International
and Applications of Photography, Sept. 19-25, London, England

The Royal Photographic

National Electronics Conference, 9th Annual Conference, Sept. 28-30, Hotel Sherman,

Chicago
Oct. 5-9, Hotel Statler, New York.
Annual
Convention, Oct. 14-17, Hotel New Yorker,
Audio Engineering Society, Fifth
IN I

74th Semiannual Convention of the

SMPTE,

WCNV

lOFiCj

.

*

Theatre Equipment and Supply Manufacturers' Association Convention (in conjunction
with Theatre Equipment Dealers' Association and Theatre Owners of America),
Oct. 31-Nov. 4, Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago, 111.
and Trade Show, Nov. 1-5, Chicago, 111.
Convention
Annual
Theatre Owners of America,
Atlantic
National Electrical Manufacturers Association, Nov 9-12 Haddon Hall Hotel,
City, N.J.

75th

Semiannual Convention of the

76th Semiannual Convention of the

SMPTE, May

SMPTE, Oct.

3-7,

Hotel

Statler,

1954^
Washington, D.C.

18-22, 1954 (next vear),
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Employment

Service

These notices are published for the service of the membership and the
three months, and there is no charge to the member.

Positions Available

field.

They

are inserted for

Write, stating age, education,
experience, history of employment, marital
status, salary expected and where confidential correspondence can be addressed.

ground.

Wanted: Motion-picture processing technicians for employment at U.S. Naval
Ordnance Test Station, China Lake, Calif.
Operators of Models 10 and 20 Houston
motion-picture processing machines, and
and
operators of Bell & Howell Models "D"
"J" motion-picture printers are needed.
$3,410 per annum

Civil Service positions
base pay. Family housing limited; single
persons preferred. Obtain Form 57 from
any U.S. Post Office, fill out in detail, and
mail to Carlos H. Elmer, 41 OB Forrestal,

Mervin W. LaRue,
Ave., Chicago 11,

Positions

TV

Inc.,

159 E. Chicago

111.

Wanted

Cameraman-Director,

ence as cameraman,

asst.

year's experi-

stage

manager

manager, small
lighting director;
studio and director of 15-min fill-in

and

TV

Senior Engineer with leading supplier of
equipment is
motion-picture and

shows weekly, mostly educational TV programs, also daily illustrated
newscast, at LR3 Radio Belgrano TV,
Buenos Aires, Argentina. Experienced in
Born in U.S.,
still and live commercials.

looking for an associate in the development
of film and tape handling equipment and
other fine electromechanical devices. Give
resume of professional experience and
range of interest and accomplishments by

age 26, single, B.A. Hunter College (1951).
Veteran, World War II. Desires position
station anywhere in U.S. or
with
Latin America; willing to travel. Fluent
Spanish. Particularly interested in educa-

China Lake,

Calif.

TV

letter to

W.

R. Isom, 1203 Collings Ave.,

Oaklyn, N.J.

up

shows,

to 5

TV

nevertheless, will accept any
work related to experience

TV,

tional

type of

TV

References, resume', etc., available on request. Write airnfail to Stanley
E. Lustberg, Jose Everisto Uriburu 1551.

offered.

Wanted:

Two

familiar with

ment

design.

design engineers, must be

camera and

A

precision instru-

working knowledge of

machine shop practice essential. Salaries
commensurate with ability. Send resume
of experience and personal details in letter
Land- Air Inc., 900 Pennsylvania
to:
Ave., Alamogordo,

N.M.

Buenos

Picture Optical Printer Available With
Operator: Modern complete machine

35mm
using

to

Cameraman-Director, young
man free to travel, to work in Southern
Must be able to show sample footstates.
Send resume' of experience and
age.
personal details in letter. Address replies
to P.O. Box 1531, Louisville, Ky.

Career Opportunity in Midwest: for competent photographer and cinematographer

35mm and 16mm

Acme

tration

Wanted:

Aires, Argentina.

to

accessories, synchronizers, etc.
commercials, many features

TV

Resigned Feb.

company producing
medical and scientific films exclusively.
Must be under 40, of excellent character,
good personality and educational back-

cameraman,

650

35mm

Over 200
and blow-

ups in color and B&W. Represents $20.000
investment.
Owner-operator has long
experience with Hollywood major studios.
Can double as cameraman. Reasonable.
Contact Wm. G. Heckler, 245 West 55 St..
New York, N.Y. Phone: Plaza 7-3868.

experienced in 16mm production techniques to become permanently associated,
as working partner, with well established,
financially responsible

to

Projector and Camera, regis0.0001 in., including many

1 as gen. mgr., charge of
production, large southern film studio. 15
editor and
yrs. experience as prod, mgr.,

16mm and 35mm.

Married.
References and resume'
Harlan H. Mendenhall, 5141
on request
Bataan St., Houston, Tex.
37, college grad.

Resolution
in Stereoscopic Projection
By

BERNARD

G.

SAUNDERS

The

possibilities of limitation of depth effect by film's resolution are considered, along with related considerations of the matchings of camera and of
projector lenses.

T,HE
the

SPECTATORS relax

stereo

the screen.

pictures

A

are

in their seats;

projected

on

wonderful vista stretches

out over the audience and through the
theater.

What

is

the smallest illusion of

depth that one can perceive? How is
this depth limited by resolution of the
In photographing the
film's emulsion?
picture and showing it, how closely must
we match the two camera lenses and the
two projector lenses?
The spectator's two eyes are at CL and

Two homologous points
and ER are projected on
the screen with a separation KC, where K
is some fraction or multiple of the interocular distance e.
By means of an

CR

(see Fig. 1).
of the scene EL

occulting device, mechanical or optical,
the left eye sees point EL only and the
The sightright eye sees point E R only.
lines for the left and right eye converge

O, and, if the spectator is blessed with
binocular vision, the two points E L and
E R will fuse and appear as a single point
It is obvious
of the scene in space at O.

and when

finity,

K

= +4,

the point will

appear ^ of the way out from the spectator to the projection screen.
If the point seen by the right eye

placed a distance

two eyes

<r a

from E R

is

dis-

to E'R, the

will locate the fused point at

O',
from the spectator,
depending on whether <r a is positive or
closer to or farther

negative.

O

We wish

moves to
to determine how
with change of a that is to say, how
the ratio of the depth difference, OO',

O

'

,

to the spectator's screen distance, d., is
related to the very small displacement a..

From

the diagram, where d

and d'

represent the distances of the spectator
and O', respecto the fused points

O

tively,

ds

-

d

at

from the construction that when

K

=

1

,

the point will appear as though at in-

Since the depth displacement of
d ',
equal to d

-

A

contribution submitted on April 9, 1953,
by Bernard G. Saunders, 100 Plymouth
Circle,

d..

d'

Oak

r./e

d',

O

is

(D

Ridge, Tenn.

June 1953

Journal of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60
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We

minimum

that the

see

relative

depth that can be perceived in projection
can be expressed as a function of the
minimum perceptible displacement aa on
the screen.

The

absolute depth displacement will be

-

d

minimum

the

is

relative

The

with point O'.

/3

two angles

=

50

ft

.

from the

difference

parallax
Experience shows
that the minimum b.p.d. detectable by
the average unaided eyes is about 30 sec
of arc.
We can therefore write

=

d'

21.6

in.

As another example, suppose the point

and the

spectator

of

O lies half-way between the

convergence

screen,

i.e.,

K

=

1;

then,

-

d

called the binocular

is

-

d

depth
under ordinary
circumstances? In Fig. 1, the two eyes
subtend an angle a with point O and an
in the

10-*d 82

spectator,

that can be perceived

angle

X

6

For a screen distance d s

Binocular Resolution

What

=

d'

d'

=

5.4 in.

difference.

/8

From

-

a = 30

=

sec

-

(90

<r8

for

0.00015 radian.

the figure, aa subtends the angle

E ReRE

In terms of

-

a)

-

(90

0)

<r s

and

we also have

*ce

are small

compared

to

the relation

X

10~ 4 d

=

0.09

ft.

in.

A

point

when
when

located at the screen anc

located midway.

If the

right and left views of a stereoscopic picture are projected on a screen and they
differ in

width by so

much

as one-tenth

inch, the eyes at a distance of fifty feet
will interpret the difference as due to one

or

=

<r8

X

1.5

10 ~d..

(2)

This means that if the point E R moves to
E'R, a distance a8 equal to or greater
than 1.5 X 10~4 d s a spectator viewing
,

the screen at a distance

ds

will

be aware

OO

of a depth displacement
'.
When <rs is a small fraction of

e,

which

the case in this discussion, Eq. 1 for
the relative depth displacement reduces
is

side of the fused picture being closer to
the screen.
It

should be observed here that the

eyes can resolve or distinguish between
two points on the screen when they sub-

an angle with the spectator o
approximately one minute. For a screen
distance of 50 ft, this corresponds to a
4
separation o-8 of 2.9 X 10~ X 600
tend

0.17

in.,

or twice the separation requirec

two points in depth. It is a
well-known fact that one possesses vernier

to

to resolve

d

d'

Substituting for

d

-

<ra

/e

acuity leading to binocular resolution
long after the ability to distinguish line
detail has vanished.*

<r s ,

d'

1.5
=

d8

e(K

X

+

IP" 4
l)

2

ds

"

Suppose, for example, the spectator sees
as lying in the plane of the
point
0.
2.5 in.,
screen, or K
Taking e

O

=

=

=

6

X

10

-

Film Resolution

We

have

let

<ra

represent the disparity

widths of the right- and left-eye images
on the screen. In terms of disparity on
in

*

Donald H. Jacobs, Fundamentals of Optical
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1943.

Engineering,
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tt

a screen distance of 50

21.6 in.

d8

<r8 ,

1.5

must be displaced 0.09 in. on the screen
to show any displacement in space
The fused image will then be displacec
5.4 in.

Since

=

June 1953 Journal of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

Fig. 1. Relationship

CL

CR
e

EL
ER
KG

O
O'
0s

do-do'

a
/3

he film,

between depth content and image

disparity.

= position of left eye
= position of right eye
= interocular distance
= any point of the left-eye view as projected on the screen
= homologous point of the right-eye view
= separation between E L and E R
= position of the point corresponding to the binocular fusion of EL and ER
= new position of point O when ER is displaced to E'R
= displacement ER to E'R
= depth displacement of O, denoted by its approximate equivalent OO'
= angle of convergence for point O
= angle of convergence for point O'

f,

if

M

is

the screen magnifica-

ion,

For d s
<r f

(3)

Fwo images on

the film that differ in
vidth by a t or greater will show a depth
lisplacement.

Bernard G. Saunders:

=
=

600
3

X

in.,

M

10~ 4

300,

in.

Suppose the film resolves 50 lines/mm.
This corresponds to 7.9 X 10~ 6 in.
From the conditions stated, it is apparent
that although the resolving power of the
emulsion is on the borderline it is not a
Stereoscopic Projection
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limiting factor in producing stereoscopic
maximum binocular resolu-

images with
tion.

In any case,

must be equal

<n

it

difference,

interesting to see

is

what

permissible without impairing the construction of the plastic image

tolerance

is

From Eq.

to or

we have

5

greater than the limit of resolution of the
emulsion, or
rf

=

X

1.5

>

10- 4
d8

>

7.9

X

10

or

0.53M.

AM = -?

(4)

A fp

.

P

Since

wM

is the width of a projected
on the screen, wAM is the

aperture
difference

apertures

widths

in

of the projected
the focal lengths of the

when

projection lenses differ by Afp

.

Consequently,

wAM =
By Eq.
1.5

To

press the matter further, let

dp

in

X

(r 8

wAf

=

2, the distance a s must not exceed
10~ 4 d 8 and therefore
,

or

Fig. 2 represent the projector distance to
= width of the projector
the screen,
= width of the projected
aperture,

w

dp

W

image and

fp

=

focal

lenses.

projection

length

Then,

of

a

as

the
first

approximation,

mine how

closely
tion lenses for

For

M.

(5)

from Eq.

fp

to deter-

we must match

35mm stereo.
= 4 in. and w = 0.825

^=

fn

.*.

we wish

In practice, suppose

7.3

X

fP

projec-

in.,

8

lO" 4 ^

.

dp

4,

0.53
,

As one might expect, the farther the
spectator sits from the screen with re-

dr

This means that in the projection of
stereo pictures, where the resolution of
the film is 50 lines/mm, no advantage in

spect to the projector, the less critical
must be the agreement between projecIf the spectator sits half-way
tion lenses.

between the projector and the screen,

binocular resolution is gained by sitting
closer to the screen than 0.53/fp the

=

3.7

^5?

X

10- 4

,

projector distance.

and the focal lengths of the projection
lenses must match within 0.04 of 1%.

Lens Matching
A. Projection Lenses. In the foregoing
it has been assumed that the

discussion

projection

lenses

paired lenses

654

are

identical.

Since

may show some measurable
June 1953

B. Camera Lenses. In matching camera
which are responsible for laying

lenses,

down images on

Journal of the

SMPTE

the film, they

Vol. 60

must be

Figure 3

such that the image widths will not
differ by more than that specified by Eq.
3, namely,

=

1.5

For seats situated at a distance from
the screen equal to 2.5 times the screen
width, that is, d s = 2.5W,

=

X

3.75

X

10-',

*c

.

JVL

or 0.04 of

Consulting Fig. 3, we can write after
regarding 2nd order effects,

fn

dis-

=
2 tan 6'

Afc

influencing binocular resolution,
such as lens resolution, lens distortion,
eters

V'

Substituting 07 for its equivalent Aw, and
assuming the two images are projected

with identical projection

=
fp

1

w

=

1.5

lenses,

X 10- -_;
wM
10
!

Norling has looked at lens matching
from a practical point of view and has
quoted a figure of 0.25 of 1%. Focallength tolerances acceptable to the industry should be tempered by other param-

_ Aw
~

IT

1%.

Admittedly, the tolerances specified
here are somewhat academic. J. A.

-4

>

W

Bernard G. Saunders:

shrinkage of film and registration of film
in the film gate.
Indeed, the average
theater-goer does not necessarily possess a
minimum binocular parallax difference
of 30 sec of arc.
Nor does he usually sit
in the prescribed seats where the reconstructed image is orthostereoscopic.
So
many pernicious factors are involved

that
is

as

it is

a wonder that stereo projection

good as

it is

today.
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REPRINT

Depth Perception
With Special Reference
THADDEUS

By

R.

MURROUGHS
reprinted from. The Journal of the American
and May 1953 not only because of its timely
give Journal readers a readily available reference. The

This paper

Editorial Note:

Motion Pictures

to

is

Optometric Association of April
interest

but also

to

bibliography of this paper shows sources of fuller treatments. Society members may recall a briefer treatment in the Journal: Howard T. Souther,
"The illusion of depth perception in motion pictures," Jour. SMPE, 46: 245253, Apr. 1946.

OINCE

every person lives in the center
is egocentric
radiating out in all directions. The
direction and distance of all external
objects and events are established with

of his space world, space

reference to one's

Vision

is

own

body.

the dominant sense of space

perception, and whatever we see through
the eye has spatial quality.
Strictly

speaking, we never see space, we see only
the objects which occupy or fill space;

we

or

appreciate spatial extent in a

homogeneous

field

two

lying between

Another subjective description covering
the perception of spatial relations is a
well-accepted phenomenon regarding
Einstein
curvature of the visual field.
postulated a geometry of space which

included curvature, and the subjective
horopter* is a real entity of perception
which shows a characteristic curvature.
Neither of these should be confused with
the phenomenal description of curved
space which engulfs the subject.

objects.

Two

pendently of objects, even though it can
be treated as an abstraction (in philosophy) or as a construct of geometry.

separate objects form two simul-

taneous and discrete visual stimuli and

Panoramic Vision

since they do not occupy the same position in space we refer to their relative

separation.

Space

cannot

exist

inde-

Lower

vertebrates with eyes on the
head can see in two directions

sides of the

simultaneously.

The

author

is

Associate

of
College of

Professor

most

fishes

and

The
birds

Psychology, Northern Illinois
Optometry, 4170 Drexel Blvd. Chicago 15,

*

111.

asterisk see glossary at
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visual
is

a

full

field

of

360,

so

For definitions of terms marked with an
end of article.

Journal of the

SMPTE
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that these forms see all aspects of space
from a truly egocentric point of reference.

Each eye perceives the objects in space
in panoramic fashion and in depth.
The
primitive and basic responses to light
are still present in man's
peripheral field and represent the more
archaic panoramic vision.
In the evolution of vertebrates up to

This question can be answered fairly well,
but the phenomenon is no more remarkable than the ability of the
organism to
extract

which

meaning from a
is

perception

down) and

man the eyes have migrated anteriorly
so that portions of the originally monocuThe area of the overlar fields overlap.

cated,

became areas of

abling

the

panoramic vision. However, the original panoramic field has been reduced in
size; in man it is 200 at the most.
It would appear that in panoramic
vision the visual perception of space was
originally bidimensional and restricted
to the localization on objects in a flat
It is an erroneous assumpvisual field.
tion that any form (fish, frog or oneeyed person) with panoramic vision sees
the surrounding world as flat, like a

centric field.

photograph;

and

that

judgment

of

Fish open
totally faulty.
their mouths at precisely the right time
The Gecko lizard
to seize their prey.
is

image

(upside-

laterally reversed (mirror
image).
As the visual apparatus increased in
complexity of structure it also became
more specialized in function. Certain
areas (foveas*) generally centrally lo-

lap gives us single binocular vision with
an added advantage which is absent in

distances

retinal

inverted

vertically

fixation,*

en-

organism to maintain

the

moving object

in the center of its ego-

With

the advent of a

mov-

ing head, external eye muscles evolved
to hold the eye in a stationary position relative to the object.
Early eyes

were immovable and the development
of movable eyes, particularly in terrestrial
forms, reduced the necessity of excessive
head movements.
In the higher forms the psychological

became linked to
by the fovea; hence the visual
attention reflex, which means nothing
more than placing the object in the center
of the visual field and attending to it.
factor

of attention

fixation

This gives us the cue to direction of the

adhesive tongue accurately
at an insect and one-eyed man (Wiley
The
Post) can land an aeroplane.
pelican not only plunges into the water
to catch his fish, but has learned, without

object.

the benefit of a textbook, to make allowance for the displacement of its prey

unreliable in this respect.
tion of tridimensionality

resulting from the difference of refractive
index between water and air. These
acts would be impossible unless depth
perception were present.

certain specific cues to depth perception
which were primarily identified by the

Three-Dimensional Vision

the former "flats," utilizes these cues,
but Cinerama has added a type of panoramic vision which is lacking in the

throws

The

its

visual appreciation of

depth

in

space involves three dimensions and the
question arises of how a flat two-dimensional representation on the retina of the
eye can yield a tridimensional percept.

Since the objective relations of objects
are spatial in character, our perceptions
arc fair replicas of the spatial order, even

though the

painters

retinal

of

the

images are extremely

The appreciais

mediated by

Renaissance

period,

and thoroughly evaluated later by psyCinerama projection, like
chologists.

behooves us to identify
It
these cues before discussing the depth
effects on the motion-picture screen.
"flats."
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BASIC CUES

TO SPACE PERCEPTION

The

perception of depth in panoramic
around the question of the
data which can be used as cues. If a
vision revolves

normal two-eyed person closes one eye
and attempts to thread a needle he may
find the task difficult due to an erroneous
estimate

monocular cues,
and except

does,

involved.

distances

the

of

However he would soon

learn to rely on

as the one-eyed person
for minor discrepancies

by analogy to a camera lens system we
should not disregard the unique psy-

phenomenon

chological

of size constancy.

Near

objects tend to be seen smaller
they are, while distant objects

than
appeaV larger subjectively than they are.
This explains why a photograph of a
house always appears so much smaller
than when the house is perceived visually
the

at

same

distance.

The

projected

in

judging distances and sizes of near
objects he would get along quite well.
The cues which he uses (with few ex-

motion-picture close-ups showing huge
heads and faces are resolved into their

ceptions) are essentially the same cues as
are found in strabismic* subjects, in

the exaggerated size on the basis of size

panoramic

in

vision,

ocular individuals.

The

Image

size of the retinal

image is one
Any change in

the size of familiar objects is perceived
as a variation in distance from the ob-

We learn to make

allowances in
retinal image of a tall
man and a boy may be the same, yet we
judge the man to be farther away.
In motion pictures the effect of distance
this respect.

The

may be rapidly introduced by making a
near scene (a building or mountain)
suddenly recede into the background,
which immediately reduces the size
of the retinal image.
But no matter how
small the image appears, we know it is a
large building or a mountain at a great
distance.
Simultaneously, hitherto unseen objects enter the boundaries of the
field of vision and since
they too tend
become

to

smaller,
terms of distance.

Experimentally

we judge them

it is

in

possible to intro-

duce erroneous percepts relative to
image
size by
removing or perverting other
normal visual cues. In everyday life the
size of the retinal
image proves useful
in the cases of familiar
objects.
one is tempted to compare the

Before

perception
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Light and Shadow

A

second cue to space perception

lies

in the distribution of lights and shadows.
Prior to and during the Renaissance,
artists were having difficulty in
creating

cue to depth perception.

server.

constancy.

paintings, photo-

graphs, in Cinerama, three-dimensional
movies and operating in all normal bin-

Size of Retinal

proper settings with due allowance for

June 1953

good

effects.

depth

They

also

had

in

duplicating distances between objects as well as distance from the
observer.
difficulty

Leonardo da Vinci noted that to create
the spatial order of objects on canvas it
was necessary that the details be reproduced not

one knows them to be but

as

as the eye sees them.

Painters must learn to reproduce the
images on canvas as a bidimen-

retinal

sional presentation of a tridimensional
order, duplicating as closely as possible

the

retinal images.
Leonardo found
that depth was revealed by light (bright-

ness)

and shadow.

Brightness (Light)

Of two

given objects the brighter one
be judged to be closer in the absence
of other cues.
A lighted area is also
will

perceived as larger than a dimly
minated area of the same size.
tention

illu-

At-

attracted to the brightest area
in contrast situations where the surroundis

ing visual field

The

physical

being brighter

Journal of the

SMPTE

is

selectively darkened.
of closer objects

aspect
is

automatically recorded

Vol. 60

on the camera film which is activated by
light intensities under ordinary conditions

of the

of illumination.

seen on faces

When

a selected area

is

specifically

illuminated to produce contrast effects

and
jects

command attention, distant obmay be perceived as brighter partly

due

to the incongruity, or with subjective
allowance for shadow effects. The tech-

the motion-picture industry

nicians in

are especially skillful in producing these
effects.

Another

related

phenomenon

We

to

that of brightness
tend to judge the bright-

brightness perception

is

constancy.
ness of a known object, not by the total
amount of light it reflects, but by the

percentage of light it reflects. Thus the
entering the eye from a distant
whitish-gray object may be far less than
the amount reflected from a nearby black
light

object (coal in sunlight) yet
the distant object as brighter

we

perceive

on the

basis

of the percentage of light reflected.

on the object which
Examples are the shading
falling

well exemplified

(so

the folds of clothing,
in

still life

and the

relief shown

paintings of fruit and decora-

tions.

Perspective Cues

Leonardo described three types of
perspective cues which were effective in
reproducing the relative distances of
objects in visual space.

These are aerial
and linear

perspective, detail perspective

perspective.

In aerial perspective the objects
present a changed appearance due to the
effects of atmosphere.
Since haze re-

duces brightness judgments, the outlines

become

indistinct

and the objects are

judged to be more distant. In murky
weather (smoke, fog or smog) the same
factor

of

blurred

outlines

of

them

distant

farther

larger than they are.
the refined air of clear open spaces

Ordinarily shadow

is

produced when

Leonardo made
object.
differentiation between cast shadow

any

and attached (surface) shadow. The
shadow cast by one object on another
object (the shadow of a telephone pole
on the ground) shows the spatial relation
of the object to other objects in the field.
This type of reproduction (on canvas as
well as in the film industry) is used con-

produce depth

series of pits (such as

effects.

bomb

If a

craters) are

shown with the shadow on the edge away
from the observer as though the light
were coming from behind him, the deShould
pressions are readily perceived.
the light appear to be falling toward the
observer so the shadow is closer than the
craters become mounds.
object, the
Without this shadow the areas in question
would appear as circles on the ground in
either view.

Attached or surface shadow gives tridimensional relief to an object by virtue

in

The Long Voyage Home), the
irregular
appearance of a crumpled handkerchief,

away and

light strikes

stantly to

it.

objects causes us to judge

Shadows

a

shadow

produces

In

we

judge distant objects to be much closer
than they are and therefore markedly
smaller.

Our

percepts are so uniformly affected

in this respect that

it is easy to
accept
the sudden appearance of a very large
ship at sea quite close to us when seen

through the veil of artificially produced
when viewed on the screen. We can
almost "feel" the ship bearing down on

fog
us.

When

a plane runs into a mountain

in a storm or fog it is often a result of
the pilot seeing the blurred outline and
it farther away than it actually is.
Aerial conditions also cause colors to

judging

lose their purity, so that distant objects

appear a darker shade of color than similar objects nearby.

Trees at a distance

appear as dark bluish-green whereas
those close appear a bright yellowishBright sunlight falling on our
green.
lawn tends to produce a yellowish percept, hence the other fellow's grass is
always greener.
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Detail Perspective

This

refers to the loss of fine detail, e.g.
the fine lines, angles, shapes and shading

of an object, with distance. The image
is smaller and therefore not as clear in its
details;

the clearer

and more detailed

seems to be.
Detail perspective has been used in a
most effective manner by the film industry not only in its natural setting but
also in an unorthodox manner to direct
attention to a specific plane of a bidimenit is,

the closer

it

sional picture, the latter being possible
by virtue of the aberrations hi the camera

tended by distant objects to lend proper
perspective to their work.

The camera lens captures faithfully
the objects in various scales in terms
of distances and convergence of lines
directly ahead, e.g. railroad

ways,

must be focused to a
plane of limited range. The actions and
lens

faces in the foreground
while all objects in the

may

be distinct

background are

Since we pay attention
slightly blurred.
to the face or action we tend to ignore the

hazy background much as we do in
everyday life. When the lens focus is
changed from near to far our attention
accepts the clarity of the distant objects and reconciles it readily with the
appearance of the surrounding
foreground as we do naturally every day.
This subjective percept (as a consefuzzy

quence of the camera lens system) is
produced without any accommodative
change in our own eyes. In everyday
peripheral blurring of nearby
but laterally located objects is a normal

life

this

result of active

accommodative changes.

The
and

is

limited

with increasing distance. The
art work of ancient Egyptians appears
flat for they drew all forms (men and
lar size

distance.

the

same

size

regardless of
Parallel lines before us appear

to converge either into the distance

or toward the sides.

ahead

The Chinese used

linear perspective but all their figures
were of the same size. It was the artists

who coupled linear
perspective with the visual angle sub-

of the Renaissance
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high-

The Cinerama

of view.

field

Interposition

Probably the most powerful of

all

cues to relative depth perception is that
of interposition.* Known as "overlay
it is one of the oldest
recognized cues, found in old Egyptian reproductions and in Grecian works of art.

of contours"

At times it is the only cue available,
and it has turned out to be the most
important cue to distance in
paintings

and on

vision, in

film.

The nearer objects in the field of view
overlap or cut off parts of more distant
objects, so the latter are perceived behind
the closer objects. This is a natural
consequence of the spatial position of the
and

objects

In

all

their lack of transparency.

experimental procedures where

the various cues were pitted one against
the other interposition proved to be the

most potent.

There

is

little

need to

relate this cue to the films, it is so selfevident in everyday vision, in all rational

and

in all motion-picture projections,

Cineramic or three-dimensional

third of our perspectives is linear,
partly related to decreasing angu-

animals)

ties,

laterally

system of film production does capture
this cue to space perception.

art

Linear Perspective

The

etc.

converging
lines cannot be readily incorporated into
most motion-picture films due to the

lens.

The camera

*

Movement

films.

Perspective

Leonardo found that the cue of motion
parallax* (movement perspective) could
not be incorporated into paintings.
This visual cue contains a time element in
which motion is involved; it cannot be
reproduced in paintings or snapshots but
it

is

readily captured for presentation

motion picture. A distant object
such as an airplane appears to move
more slowly through the visual field than
a plane which is closer. In the case of
as a

Journal of the

SMPTE
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two horses running across the field of
view at the same speed, the nearer ani-

picture screen with the exception of the

mal appears

paradoxical effect. However, the threedimensional projection demands the
use of two eyes, integrated in a binocular

The

to

cross

the field faster.

consecutive motion-picture frames

thrown on the screen convey the percept of motion by falling closely together.
This apparent motion is explained in
terms of the phi phenomenon, also widely
used to convey motion in advertising

three-dimensional

pattern,

and thus

cussing

so-called

films

which give a

we have been dismonocular cues to

far

depth perception.

Use of Color

signs.

Another phase of the above described
motion parallax is well illustrated when
the observer

moving and the

is

objects in

the field of view are stationary.

The

Another cue

to effective

depth rep-

paintings and in
motion pictures is the use of color.
series of colored objects, all of the
resentation

in

some
If a

same

and shape and brightness value are
viewed against a dark background they
will appear to stand out in space in the

motion-picture exposures associate the
viewer with the actors in a rapidly moving train or speeding vehicle. Near ob-

size

jects (telephone poles and trees) appear to
Far
fly rapidly in the opposite direction.

spectral order of red as closest, followed
by yellow, green and blue. Judged on

move with the observer,

the basis of the visual angle, the nearer
object is reported as smaller; if on the
basis of distance, it will be judged larger.

objects appear to

while intermediate parts of the scene
appear to stand still. The percept of
composite movements in the different
parts of the visual field gives the observer

an excellent cue

to distance

and

his

own

at

two
can

a light background the green seems

speed.

A

Here we have interaction of subjective
phenomena.
If the same objects are viewed against

one-eyed

person

gazing

stationary objects in his visual field

readily determine their relative positions

by motion parallax. If he sways his
head from side to side the closer object

clos-

followed by blue, red and yellow.
Contrast effects of brightness must be
controlled to obtain these phenomena,

est,

and

this

is

done

by

skillful

artists.

opposite

appear to move in a direction
to his head movement and

a stronger cue than
chromatic effect (and more easily conthe motion-picture industry
trolled)

distant objects will appear to move in
It is not possible to
the same direction.

can place any color in the foreground by
controlling its brightness in chromatic

experience this percept on the motion-

filming.

will

Since brightness

is

MANIPULATION OF CUES FOR REALISTIC EFFECT
Two

eyes are not a requisite for depth
Visual acuity is basically
perception.

a monocular function, and is founded
anatomically upon the concentration of
cones in the central area of the retina to
"grasp" and hold a visual object. The
act of fixation

is

also

monocular

photographic reproduction.

Monocular Representations

The one-eyed

in nature,

placing the object in the center of the
The object is "speared"
visual field.
in a definite spatial relation in the ego-

The spatial cues are instrumental in supplying the rest of the
centric field.

information and the animal with panoramic vision sees the world in the three
dimensions of its correlates, not as a flat

person has a sort of

panoramic vision as have the cross-eyed
person and the amblyope* who use cues
few
primarily from one eye. There are
animals who are restricted to panoramic
vision, but let us consider the application

Thaddeus R. Murroughs:
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of these

monocular cues to panoramic

The

artistic

There

effect.

is

evidence that

some

vision.

early painter Alberti noted the

of the exaggerations were a result
of visual defects in some of these Masters.

The Rembrandt

show the
and shadows pro-

problem of three-dimensional representation on a bidimensional surface, and the

effect

Renaissance artists attempted to reproduce spatial qualities on their canvas as
they were imaged on the retina.
Viewing a painting with two eyes de-

duced by creating special light effects
El Greco
(he painted by candlelight).
produced his effects by employing color.
Rubens painted his figures in detail and

stroys the effectiveness of spatial relations
for the binocular cues of flatness contra-

oversized so they appear in front of the
plane of the canvas. The background

dict the carefully produced monocular
All art fanciers know that almost
cues.

is hazy with an absence of detail
which enhances the predominant

can be perceived in paintings when these are viewed through a
short tube monocularly.

in the scene.

lifelike effects

More

impressive effects can be produced by manipulating or exaggerating
these cues.
Some famous artists used
one cue and other workers emphasized
another, but none of the Masters painted
some aspect of the
objects as they were

was

distorted to produce

some

effect

figure

Great paintings incorporate the viewer
into their context

and exert

their effects

The addition of a curved
accordingly.
projection screen with lateral reinforcement

of visual cues adds reality to the
The sum total of all these

percept.
effects

;

creation

pictures

of highlights

is

the major

aim

of the

Cinerama

projection.

CINERAMA

We would like to apply the cues to
depth perception to the viewing of the
Cinerama films. We need no other
factors for an analysis, for these are all
essentially monocular conditions, even
though two eyes are used. Since most
persons are binocular (two-eyed vision),
shall consider binocular viewing of

single

panoramic

field to

approximately 200

The Binocular

in

a total

field of

man.

Field

The common

binocular field, centrally
located, covers an angle of 130, with a
temporal crescent of 35 on each side in

we

which the primitive panoramic

this film, ignoring the special functions

still

which operate on a different basis and
which are restricted to the three-dimen-

cent which gives us percepts at the extreme periphery of our spatial world.
The spatial entity of the horopter is a

sional

system of

polarized*

viewing.

These functions have little bearing at this
time, but certain adjuncts should be
considered.

Outside of man and the rest of the
primates no other form has precisely the
same type of visual functions even though
the basic denominators are commonly
shared by all. As pointed out earlier,
the primitive panoramic vision of 360
was a result of the lateral position of the
This was followed in the higher
eyes.
forms by partial overlapping of the visual
fields (with binocular vision) reducing the
662
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functions.

basic

It is this

phenomenon

of

vision

temporal

vision.

cres-

It

is

beside the point to dissect the horopter
in terms of purely binocular spatial

components. Whether set up on the
horopter or not, our subjective space
world is curved, extending from one
extreme periphery in an arc in front of
us to the extreme of the other periphery.
The bilateral monocular peripheral
crescents fill out the space world, which
is

just

what Cinerama attempts

duce on another

spatial cue,

lacking in three-dimensional
of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

to repro-

which

is

polarized

as

projection

well

in

as

the old-time

"flats."

The Cinerama Screen

The motion-picture innovation

ama

Ciner-

huge screen 26 ft high and
wide. The screen is curved to
simulate the curvature of space extending
51

requires a

ft

into the periphery.

Since an ordinary curved screen would
tend to reflect rays to converge in some

was necessary to
method to avoid the

areas of the theater

it

some special
The screen consists of 1100
glare.
to 1500 vertical strips of special tape
(baffles) set at angles much like slats in

devise

Venetian blinds when partially drawn.
The reflections, instead of converging
into the theater bounce off from the
slats and are lost behind the screen.
It is claimed that the projected panorama fills a field of view subtending an
of

angle

horizontally and 55
Anyone knows that the size

146

vertically.

(at least 28
more) on either side than
on the conventional screen. Comparison of the areas shows that the Cinerama

picture covers almost three times
area of the conventional screen.

The

the

Projectors

Three

projectors are
required to
project three separate pictures onto the
curved screen in a "cross-fire" position,

the center projector covering the middle
section of the screen; the left projector
covers the right part and the right pro-

The projector covers the left panel.
jectors are about 20 ft apart and must be
mounted even with the center

of the

screen so the conventional built-in single
projection booth cannot be used.

The projected pictures meet quite
neatly, and the slight line of separation
is
obliterated by having small teeth
of steel in each projector set at the side
These teeth jiggle up
of the film track.

and down, causing a

slight blur at the

of the visual angle is a function of the
distance of the observer so this distance

edge of the screen image. The slight
blur goes unnoticed and the line of

should be specified.
Perhaps a better comparison would
result if we compared the sizes and areas
of the regular average-sized screen with

separation
All the

the Cinerama screen using the distance
of "preferred seats" located about fifty
feet from the screen.

The ordinary screen measures 22 X 26
with an area of 572 sq. ft, subtending
angles of 25 and 29, respectively, at 50
Since the zone of greatest attention
ft.
is approximately 5
(angle subtended by
ft

macula* of the eye) the peripheral
zones are about 12 on each side when
the

attention

is

in the center.

The New York Cinerama

screen

is

X

51 ft wide; the Chicago screen
(Palace Theatre) is 28 ft high and 6 ft
on the arc, measuring 28 ft by 59 ft

26

for visual angle comparisons.

1904 sq.
and about 1652

area

is

ft

sq. ft for

retinal stimulation.

are

31

(vertical

(horizontal).

The

on the curved

area of effective

The

visual

angles

and

84
have about 40

average)

We now

total

surface,

is

eliminated.

monocular

cues

to

depth

perception thus far described are operaSizes
tive in the Cinerama projection.
of retinal images change with the distance
of objects;

the perspective cues (aerial,

and linear) are automatically
presented and accepted; interposition
acts effectively as always, and motion

detail

parallax

shows

movement.

effect

its

with

linear

The chromatic depth effects

are present only in colored projections

and only when planned with respect

to

brightness.

Unique Cineramic Percepts
Cinerama offers two other unique
features

absent in

all

other

flat

pro-

Normally as we move forward, we are dependent on what we
can see to the right and left. These

jections.

to move out
peripheral objects appear
around
curve
and
and
the
left)
(to
right

This apus backward to either side.
us to judge the
movement
helps
parent
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distance straight ahead

we

tells us where
angle of vision

and

The very wide

are.

in Cinerama both
a most important

and the curved screen
serve

make

to

this

cue to tridimensional vision.
In the field of art, great pictures capture and "manipulate" the observer
His
so he becomes part of the scene.
egocenter is in the center of the visual
space set by the canvas or by Cinerama.
If you must look for the details of tall
objects in a painting you feel small.
When you look down over a valley or

you "feel" you are on top
and some persons become dizzy.
In Cinerama we actually sit in the

into a gorge

extending half-way into the theater reproducing the sound effects from the
directions in which they were originally
recorded when the film was made.
By virtue of this added auditory cue the
individual actually feels himself in the
midst of the action. In the chapel

scene an invisible choir seems to advance
from the rear, and many persons actually

turn their heads toward the voices
which seem to advance down the aisles.
There are no miracles in this production, just great ingenuity.
Seeing things
in depth is no intellectual act, but seeing

them

the rise of a track.

flat is such an act.
Cinerama can
cause one to float on air, to feel small or
large, or to feel a fall through space.
These things are true only because they

out before us.

are true for real

we top
The view is spread
As we "plunge" down

lead car of a roller-coaster as

the incline the field quickly enlarges with
the more peripheral details flying out-

ward and around
terrifying

(past us) adding a
to the experience,

realism

in the audience to grip
In the same manner we
glide along slowly in a gondola while

causing
their

the

many

seats.

panorama on

either side slides

by

slowly, or we fly through valleys between
walls of canyons which we can almost

life and this is just what
Cinerama attempts to reproduce.
Cinerama takes into consideration the

one-eyed individual. The cross-eyed
person can experience all the illusions.
The one with subnormal vision in one
eye (amblyope) experiences the same perAn
cepts inside the theater as outside.
individual with a cataract* in one eye
still sees the picture in comfort using the

good eye.

touch.

The second visual effect of realistic
depth is that when we turn our eyes to

Visual Disturbances

look at an object at an angle it is actually
seen closer to us. Objects in the center

any untoward demands on the visual
apparatus; it is a natural and funda-

appear to be 50 ft away but those at the
edge of the screen are only 44 ft away.

mental type of

Stereophonic Sound

Another cue to depth perception is
Normally we not only
localize a sound in terms of its direction
but also on the basis of the same sound
reflected from walls and nearby objects.
that of sound.

The nervous system
and

integrates

these

sounds with the
visual data into a composite whole.
The special Cinerama sound system

direct

reflected

attempts to duplicate these conditions.

The sound

tracks are made at the actual
point of origin of the sound and even
loudspeakers are set up on a huge arc
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This type of viewing does not produce

vision.

visually comfortable

The

pictures are

and are based on

the fundamental physiology of the eye.
There is no tendency to eyestrain and
since no special glasses are required there
is great freedom of the head and eyes.
Tilting the head produces no change in
the picture as
ized viewing.

it

does in the case of polar-

Cinerama may prove
making people conscious of
Those persons
defects or diseases.

It is possible that

useful
visual

in

who

experience difficulties or notice
blurred areas, or even find parts of the
field missing may have visual field de-

fects

which should be thoroughly

gated.

Journal of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

investi-

The

insidious

disease

of glaucoma*

causes the greatest percentage of blindness in people over forty years of age.

In

many

cases

(or absent)

the

symptoms
is

patients

symptoms are

minor

One

of

advanced glaucoma

in

the reduction of the peripheral

In the case of

field.

so

they are ignored.

retinitis

pigmentosa

the field constricts from the
periphery
toward the center leaving only a small
central zone.
There are other systemic
as well as visual disturbances which

the peripheral visual fields and
peripheral perception. On the whole
the innovation which is a
refreshing
attempt to rejuvenate the motion-picture
industry may prove useful in other ways.
affect

STEREOPSIS*

A

Binocular Clue to Space Perception

The beginning

of

binocular

vision

found in primitive vision (fish) in addition to panoramic vision.
The concept that depth perception is a result of
is

binocular cues added to bidimensional
is totally incorrect.
The prevalent
idea that a form with laterally placed

vision

eyes sees everything as flat

and separately

with each eye is just an idea and nothing
more. A field common to both eyes is
present even in panoramic vision.
Many primitive forms have a fovea
directed laterally and a more temporal
fovea whose axis

is

directed into the com-

mon

binocular field straight ahead. As
the eyes migrated forward in evolution
these two foveas evolved in different
In lower forms the pair
directions.
of temporal foveas predominate as an

mechanism. The owl with a
pure rod retina has no central fovea but
it has well-marked temporal foveas which
mediate depth cues by triangulation.
original

There

is

no fusional vision or true binocubased on stereopsis.

lar vision

Stereopsis

by

by triangulation

stereopsis based

is

replaced

upon

physiological
diplopia.* With the emergence of binocular vision with fusion we find the

human
lar

fovea in the center of the binocuWith the enlarged
field.

visual

binocular

field

we

find

so-called

cor-

responding retinal areas in the two eyes.
The nerve fibers from the left half of
each eye go to the left half of the brain

Due to their separation the eyes receive slightly different views of an object.
Look at a three-dimensional object first
with one eye and then with the other to
Leonardo da Vinci
verify this fact.
had noted that the two eyes look at
objects from different vantage points
and that they can see the whole space

behind small objects.

This is the anatomical basis
right side.
for fusion,* a relatively late acquisition.

that the

have to duplicate the pattern as seen
by a single eye.
Leonardo did not realize, however,
that the images on the two retinas were
not alike. He did not notice the fact
that the relative positions of the eyes
change with distance. For these reasons
he was unable to conclude that the
position of the two eyes with their
different perceptual processes gives us a
valuable binocular cue of a tridimensional order which cannot be reproduced
on canvas. The reason Leonardo missed
this fact

is

that objects represented in

drawings are very similar (almost
identical) when viewed monocularly.
This notable discovery must be
credited to Wheatstone, inventor of the
mirror stereoscope. He reasoned that
different images are thrown on
flat

slightly

and
corresponding areas of the retinas
this slight inequality of the images furnishes the cue to depth perception
(generally called stereopsis).

Wheatstone

;

the same arrangement prevails on the

He knew

painter could not reproduce this effect
of looking "around" objects, and artists

proved

his

contention

drawing slightly different figures of
and concentric circles (all

by
pyramids

flat targets)

Thaddeus R. Murroughs:
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The

eyes.

result

was

a

stereoscopic

percept mediated by disparity clues from
the retinas.
Although Wheatstone clarified the conditions attendant on stereopthe physiological mechanism
underlies the phenomenon is

sis,

which
still

a

tion the latter prevails as the strongest

cue to depth perception.

Like acuity*

and fixation, it is a monocular cue.
As a matter of fact it is much more important to see light (brightness) and its
gradations (differences) and its effects

matter of controversy.
In summary, the basic cues to space

(shad9ws) than

perception (depth) are monocular visual
cues.
Upon these, the binocular act of
With the
fusion is added as a refinement.

quite well and has learned to allow for
He sees a painting
his lack of stereopsis.
in better tridimensionality than his

faculty of stereopsis the ultimate binocular

Stereopsis is a superb
qualitative aspect of vision, but persons

cue

appears.

who do

not have

it,

never

feel

they miss

individual

Stereopsis

is

When

along

gets

He learned to get
well
monocularly (we binocular
along
individuals have more choice).
Many
two-eyed neighbor.

may

not the strongest cue to

vision or,

pitted against interposi-

and never know of their

having

with monocular

life

people go through

anything.

depth.

to seestereoscopically.

it is

The one-eyed

it,

lack stereopsis

defect.

POLARIZED THREE-DIMENSIONAL PICTURES
The

present screen for three-dimenis of conventional size

sional projection

;

the conversion calls for

some aluminizing

process so the polarized effect
Whether called 3-D,
stroyed.

is

Holmes popularthe stereoscope many ways have

Since Oliver Wendell

been

devised

to

achieve

stereoscopic

Two pictures or films must be
produced with properly spaced lenses,
each one showing the objects at a slight
effects.

The

angle.

At the present writing there

not de-

Triorama

or Natural Vision, the basis of the process
is the same.
ized

Techniques for Photographing and
Projecting Three Dimensions

films are projected to the

same plane and some sort of spectacle
must be used to separate the two pictures
produce the different images, one for
each eye.
One film may be dyed red and the
to

other green as in the Keystone Stereomotivator BSM slides. When the observer wears a red lens before one eye and

one system

is

only

in existence for

photographing
three-dimensional motion pictures using one camera with two lenses.
process,

two

The

which

is

strips of film inside a single

distance

This

fairly simple, requires

between the

camera.
can

lenses

be varied to control the angle of the shot,
to produce a pair of flat pictures (from
different vantage points) which will

eventually

yield

a

three-dimensional

picture for binocular viewing.
process called Para- Vision consists

stereoscopic

The

two cameras facing each other, with
a pair of angled mirrors between them

of

reflecting the action through the lenses
onto the film (purely an extension of
mirror-stereoWheatstone's
original

projected

Variations in the angle
scopic device).
between the mirrors produces the dis-

pictures are funneled one into each eye.
brain fuses these into a composite

parity effect for binocular viewing.
The distance between the eyes is about

green

before

the

other

the

The

terms

When

of realism.
This
anaglyph cannot be
used for viewing Technicolor stereoscopic

scopic

Due to this limitation (bepictures.
sides being annoying to some) polarized

The depth of an outdoor scene or a ballroom can easily be set for 150 ft or more.

percept

in

method known

projection
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is

as

substituted.
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2.5

in.

this,

the lenses of a stereo-

camera are separated more than
the

depth

can

be

exaggerated.

Since a control of the plane of the picture.
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is possible, it is possible to achieve some
spectacular effects.
The back of the shot can be placed on
the theater screen and other details,

allows only one of the pictures to stimu-

Based on disparity cues,
the brain of a binocular person elaborates the precise details of a stereoscopic

late the retina.

a lion, a dancer or a train may
appear in space over the front seats in
A reverse effect can also be
the theater.

percept, even more realistically when
seen in color.
Optometrists are familiar
with this light-polarizing principle used

produced whereby the front of the shot

extensively in the Wirt stereopsis test,
the Vectograms and the Ortho-fusor

e.g.

is

at the plane of the screen, simulating a

natural

view

stereoscopic

experience

window.

which

we

looking out an open
intermediate effect is also

An

where some of the objects
action occur in front of the screen
possible

others behind

A

it.

and
and

fixed distance be-

tween the lens system of the cameras will
not produce all these effects, the distances must be adjustable and changed
periodically depending on what effect
is

desired.

During projection should one film in
a projector be displaced by even one
spoke the stereoscopic effect will be disresulting in
Should the difference

torted,

visual

discomfort.

become even greater

to be replaced by an overall percept of double
For this reason the
vision (diplopia).

the

stereo-effect

two

projectors

exactly.

training cards.

when

This

disappears

must be synchronized
an interlocking

calls for

The

in the two lenses.
have regular lens prescriptions ground into polarized lenses
so the patron who must wear glasses at
the theater will not have to bother with
two pairs of glasses.

Light Source Problems
Several important considerations arise
with respect to the light source used for
There is a 70 to 80% light
projecting.

when light passes through
If the theater screen
polarized filters.
is increased in size (and this either is
being done or is contemplated) the light
reduction

must

keeping the sound effects in synchronism
Both projectors must be started
as well.
simultaneously by a common switch

to

with no lag in their operation.

life

through larger polarized
reduced still further.

pass

being

new screen-lighting equipment of an arc-lamp type is in production

Powerful

overcome

this

The

difficulty.

in-

crease in reel size (to avoid more than
one intermission) means that the burning
to

Polarizing Filters

angles must be maintained precisely
or disturbing effects will result. There
is a double picture on the screen, each

of the Ortho-fusor

It is possible to

screens

Light polarizing filters with polarizing
axes of 45 and 135 are inserted in the
These
portholes of the projection booth.

filters

and 180

90

are

system which sets up a rigid 1 1 relationThis is of prime importance for
ship.
exposing the corresponding frames and
:

glass

goggles may be used to view the polarized
movies, but polarized sunglasses cannot
be used since their axes of polarization

of the arc-lamp must be increased
an hour without retrimming.
Using a dual light system still another

factor

is

involved.

The eye

is

capable

of discriminating a brightness difference
of 1%, so the two beams of projected
be identical in intensity
light must

Viewed without

Unless the lamps
color value.
are matched to a high degree of precision with very small tolerances, eyestrain may result.
Designers of the

an annoying

lamps are

polarized

in

its

respective

direction.

light-polarizing goggles
double exposure is seen.

The patron, wearing his goggles with
axes 45 and 135 looks at this double
exposure;

each

filter

before

his

and

striving for a constant con-

dition at the burning arc

which can be

automatically maintained.

eyes

Thaddeus R. Murroughs:
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produces another condition which must
be rectified. These lamps generate a
terrific

amount

blower-fans and

of heat,

necessitating

in

cutting

down attendance

of others

at polarized pictures.

Drive-in Problems

water-cooling systems

of higher efficiency.

Application of either system to outis rather remote.
Even
though the huge curved Cinerama screen
could be built, persons sitting in an
automobile (particularly in the back
seat) have a limited field of vision, the peripheral pictures being cut off at the sides
of the car. Since there is an in-car speaker

door theaters

Comparison of Depth Effects

The

flood of three-dimensional movies
fundamentally based upon engulfing

is

the spectator by means of peripheral
vision, or by captivating his attention by
stereopsis based on binocular
Both systems are based on sound

means of
vision.

physiological principles

and eventually

should be combined if technical details
can be worked out. More details need
attention in the three-dimensional projections than in the engulfing system.
In the case of the polarized-light
system, critics have complained that the
glasses are uncomfortable and that they
have an odor; both of these are minor
complaints and can be rectified. While
registration of detail in polarized presentation was excellent, the color quality

was poor in Bwana Devil. The light
intensity must be increased with better
subsequent standardization of controls.
All

by
the

from experience.
saw Bwana Devil

these will follow

Optometrists who
were too critical,

they

experimented

which tends to destroy
stereoscopic effect and produces

head-tilting

would be impossible to reproduce the
stereophonic sound effects; without this
sound illusion the value of peripheral
it

projection is greatly decreased.
The drive-in situation is no better in

the case of polarized projection. The
reflected light from the outdoor screen
contrast

which

flection

A

is

further

tinted

windshields

"choice-seats" in the center of the theater

approximately fifty feet from the screen.
Everyone can view Cinerama or the
CinemaScope productions, but any person who is restricted to the use of one
eye (monocular person, strabismus, aniso*
metropia,* aniseikonia, amblyopia) cannot experience the depth effect in
the polarized projection.
Since there
childhood loyalty
is
to
playmates,
the practice of an entire family or of
couples going to the movies together,
the one-eyed viewer may be instrumental

June 1953

is

lost at the

modern

the

not

will

transmit

polarized light at all. The suggestion
of placing a double piece of polarizing
material on the windshield would aid

only those

who

could

sit

on the

line of the separating seam.

rangement

is

direct

This ar-

highly impractical.

Hollywood Status of Problem
In the meantime there

In polarized projection every seat in
the house can be sold whereas in the
engulfers the side aisles cannot be used
for effective viewing, the house selling

higher.

significantly

amount of light
windshield, and some of

ghost-images.
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only four to eight candle-power in
to the ordinary theater re-

is

cal

thinking

in

is

much hysteri-

Hollywood on these

as well as mischievous

pubworking on
depth pictures to be viewed without
goggles; another is experimenting with
a "secret" method; and still a third
makes extreme claims in print.
The technical engineers need instruction and must study facts of stereoscopic vision; the directors must learn
about space perception; and the cameramen must change their techniques.
To say that one method is more natural
problems

licity.

or

One company

that

another

may

is

cause

eyestrain

deny virtue when
Any method will produce eyepresent.
strain under improper conditions of
is

Journal of the

to ignore facts or
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Random comments of critics
viewing.
(even actors and actresses) should not
be amplified for sensational publicity
releases.
Bogart and Boyer, Crawford

and Davis,

show wrinkles and

will all

age under certain conditions,
but we can still count on the skill of the

their

wrinkles

from

eliminate

to

artists

make-up

these

which are the fundamental

cues to depth perception.

New

persons may have poor acuity
one or both eyes; they may have
fusional difficulties, poor stereopsis, suppressions,* muscular anomalies and in-

anisometropia and aniseiare manifested by
poor binocularity, interfering with efficiency of binocular visual functions.

sufficiencies,

Some

advent

of

three--dimensional

motion pictures promises to create new
problems for optometrists and other

minded

scientifically

groups.

The

movies are not harmful to sight but on
the contrary may be quite beneficial.
Those who have amblyopia or anisometropia and do not wear glasses, will

become acutely conscious of their monocular percepts and should seek proThose with poor stereopsis
fessional aid.
may benefit much as they do in visual
training and orthoptics* administered in
I can think
the optometrist's office.
of no better training for a strabismic
individual who shows a binocular pattern
and who can straighten

demand than

to view

If

proper

may

by
Depth motion
vestigated

their

vision

pictures

specialists.

may

uncover

much pathology and help realize visual
This is of
defects demanding attention.
of children,
special importance in the case
the citizens of tomorrow.

glaucoma

via

may show

movies)

present, re-

is

qualified vision special-

save the person from eventual
Identification of a

blindness.

neural lesion based on analysis of a visual
field defect may save a life if surgical
intervention is instituted early enough.

Motion
stay.

study

It

pictures in depth are here to
us, as optometrists, to

behooves

the facts of three-dimensional

all

motion pictures and Cineramic productions and learn how to diagnose, correct
or refer those patients who cannot enjoy the benefits of both Cineramic and
polarized projections. These patients
may become as common in our respective practices as the "ordinary refractive case."
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Vision,

GLOSSARY
to
Sharpness of vision in respect
It is usually
the ability to resolve detail.
the miniexpressed as the reciprocal of
of
angular separation, in minutes,

two

Acuity:

mum

which can be sepaFor the average person
roughly an angle of one minute.
lines of detail

rately
it is

seen.

Amblyopia:

Thaddeus R. Murroughs:

A

reduction

Depth Perception

in

visual

acuity

which cannot be improved with lenses
and which is not caused by any active

Horopter:

disease.

vision in

An anomaly of binocular
which the ocular images differ

in size or

shape or both, making fusion

Aniseikonia:

Overlay of contours, so that
objects in the field of vision
overlap or cut off parts of more distant
objects to make them appear in the
nearer

A

that of the other.

A pathological condition of the
eye in which the crystalline lens loses
its
transparency and becomes yellow
and opaque, causing a reduction in
acuity proportional to the opacity.
Diplopia: Double vision of a single object.
Cataract:

Fixation:

The

an object

act of placing the

directly

image of
on the fovea (looking

directly at the object).
Fovea: The central area of the

macula,

comprised of minute cones, and subThis is the
serving most acute vision.
most sensitive area of the eye for visual
acuity.
Fusion: The faculty of superimposing the
two central images of the retinas and

projecting

them

into space as a single

image.
Glaucoma:

A disease of the eye marked by
increased intra-ocular pressure resulting
in hardness of the eye, atrophy of the
retina and eventual blindness if not
treated early.
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locus of points in external

Interposition:

difficult or impossible.

condition in which the
Anisometropia:
refractive status of one eye differs from

The

space whose images are formed on
corresponding places of the two retinas
and which are therefore seen single.

background.
Macula: The yellow spot of the retina
surrounding the fovea, composed of
cones and containing the fovea.
Orthoptics:

Correction

of

vision

through

exercises or training, especially as related
to strabismus.

The apparent change of place
which objects undergo by being viewed
from different points, or under different

Parallax:

optical conditions.

Elimination of light waves
but a desired plane.
Stereopsis: Visual perception of solidity or
depth by binocular cues.
Polarization:

from

all

A deviation from parallelism
of the two eyes due to muscular incoordination in which binocular fixation
does not exist ; the fixation is monocular.

Strabismus:

Suppression:

Voluntary, though often sub-

conscious, withholding of vision, usually
in one eye.
It is often the result of
one's attempt to avoid discomfort from
binocular vision.
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70mm
By

Test Vehicle Recorder

CHARLES

T.

LAKIN

A

small camera is described which takes
by 2^ in. pictures at rates up to
450 frames/sec on 70mm film. The film is stationary
during exposure. The
total weight of the camera is 25 Ib.
Its long thin aperture
shape, its high frame
rate and its small size should make it a useful tool for work in ordnance and in
-g-

and machine

aircraft

design.

70mm

HE

Test Vehicle Recorder
a specialized camera designed
for high-speed measurements.
It was
designed originally for photographing
_L

(TVR)

is

rockets being launched

from

aircraft in

but it is ideally suited to photograph such things as high-speed vehicles,
flight,

missiles, aircraft

components

in flight or

sized opening can be used

sired opening.
The lens now used

maximum aperture off/4.5.

Description

in

TVR has the specifications

Table

is

very

fast

held stationary during the exposure; therefore, it is not necessary to
cally or

for film

motion either

by means of a high-speed

The exposure
of a 90

is

opti-

is

The motor now used

shutter.

is
^-horsepower,
This motor was chosen be-

28-v d-c.

cause the present use of the camera

photograph objects aboard an

rotating shutter.

Any

Table

smaller-

Nominal frame
on October 9, 1952, at the
Society's Convention at Washington, D.C.,
by Carlos Elmer for the author, Charles T.
Dept.,

Code 3531, Aviation Ordnance
U.S. Naval Ordnance Test Station,

Inyokern, China Lake, Calif.
(This paper was first received September
24, 1952, and in revised form on March
16, 1953.)
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is

to

aircraft in

flight.

equivalent to that

Presented

Lakin,

angular

obtained at the corners of the
picture if a Zeiss Universal Tessar, 3-in.
focal length, //3.5 lens, covering 42, is

the

is

compensate

is

used.

I.

Although the frame rate
film

Its

58

across the 2^-in. aperlittle better resoture measurement.

coverage
lution

The 70mm

a Zeiss Universal

is

Tessar, 2-in. focal length, which has a

A

machine motions.

shown

by disassem-

camera and

the

replacing the
present shutter with one having the debling

Maximum

size

frame rate

Total film load
Total weight
Length, including lens
Height, including base
plate

Width, including motor
Width, excluding motor
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I
i X 2} in.
450 frames/sec
80ft

25 Ib
9}

in.

8}

in.

11 J in.

6}

in.
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It is

the

drum which

limits the

camera

speed, for in preliminary tests the drum
stretched out of shape at 580 frames/sec.
However, the present shutter-drum and
the present film-handling mechanisms
have been operated at 510 frames/sec
with no mishap.

The film-pulldown claws
from a cam.

are operated
sets of

There are two

claws working alternately. Each of the
two sets of claws is composed of four

two on each side of the aperture,
making a total of eight claws. The tim-

claws,

ing of the claws is such that one set of
four claws never pulls out of engagement
with the film until the other set of four

claws has
Fig. 1.

70mm

Outside configuration of
Test Vehicle Recorder.

made engagement.

Thus

the

eight pulldown claws are controlling the
exact position of the film at the aperture
at all times almost as positively as posi-

In Fig.
the

1

camera

the outside configuration of
is

shown.

The

heavy
base-plate simplifies mounting the camera stably, even aboard aircraft. The
lens is easily removed by taking out 6
screws.
All adjustments of focus and
aperture are clamped

down

large,

for the air-

craft use.

In Fig. 2 the camera is shown loaded
with film, ready for the door to be closed.

The 70mm

film is wound on daylightloading spools. It can be seen that every
adjustment interlocks with the door, so
that the door cannot be closed and
locked unless everything inside the
camera has been adjusted correctly; also
all

parts

door

must stay so adjusted

until the

is

opened again.
The number of moving parts has been
reduced to a minimum. Attached directly to the motor shaft are an 8-in.
diameter drum, a gear and a cam. The

drum

tioning

by

registration pins.

In Fig. 3 the camera

is

shown with the

aperture plate and the back pressure-

Such removal is necesplate removed.
sary for cleaning the camera, and it is
advantageous in focusing of the actual
image on ground film. On the aperture
plate are two small lucite rods which
transmit light from two neon timing
lamps onto the upper two corners of the
There are also two small
picture.
fiducial marks on the top margin, each
one-half inch from the corner of the
aperture.

In Figs. 2 and 3, under the "caution"
and touching the inner edge of the
film, can be seen a small metal plate
which is the arm of a switch. This
switch, called the finish switch, actuates a
sign

relay for turning off power to the motor
after all the film has been exposed.
In Fig. 4 is a sample of pictures taken

is the shutter; the
gear drives the
drive sprocket wheels and the take-up
spool; and the cam operates the film-

with the camera. The subject is an
automobile running at 60 mph. Notice

pulldown claws.
The shutter-drum has four openings
in. in height.
This
approximately 1

The frame rate is
parts of the picture.
approximately 300 frames/sec.
The advantages of this camera all

height gives excellent shutter efficiency
and practically no focal-plane effect because of the large height of the openings.

seem to
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the two fiducial marks in

1

.

result

from four characteristics

The camera has a high frame

Although

Journal of the

the upper

SMPTE

several

cameras

Vol. 60

:

rate.

record

at

CAM BOX

FEED SPOOL

*-TAKE-UP SPOOL
Fig. 2.

The camera loaded with

film,

ready

for the

door to be closed.

FINISH SWITCH

-APt:ruRE PLATE:

Fig. 3.

The camera with

the aperture plate

and the back

pressure-plate removed.

Charles T. Lakin:

70mm

Recorder
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many

times this rate of 450 frames/sec,

this rate places the camera in the
high-speed class for recording most ma-

still

chine

rocket launchings

motions,

flights, .or aircraft

components

and

in flight.

2. The film is stationary during exThe shutter action and the
posure.
intermittent film action cause no loss

in resolution or distortion.

of pictures
limited only

the film
3.

is

such as to give

information.

for high-speed
of, say,

mined

is

lens,

and the operator.

maximum
range

quality

by the quality of the

The frame shape

usually

The

from the camera then

Since

objects

photography in this speed
50 to 450 frames/sec are

in essentially a predeterstraight line (rocket launchings,

moving

missile trajectories, high-speed vehicles
or machine motions), the 10 to 1 ratio
of width to height is very convenient.

This aperture

size

is

-f

as high but

times as wide as a normal

16mm

5^

frame.

4. The camera is small and light.
These features allow mounting it on an
aircraft or other vehicle, and they make
the camera very portable.
The camera has been used a number
of times on the ground and aboard aircraft in flight with excellent performance

results.

The camera

is

a product of Producers
W. Olive Ave., Bur-

Service Co., 2704

bank, Calif.

Fig. 4.

Sample of pictures taken
with the camera.
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High-Speed Motion-Picture Photography of
Electrical Arcs on a High-Voltage Power
System
By

EVERETT

J.

HARRINGTON

and

HAROLD

C.

RAMBERG

In order to obtain data on deionization times of high-voltage fault-arc path*
the Bonneville Power Administration has made oscillographic and photo-

graphic records of electrical arcs produced on 115- and 230-kv buses with
current magnitudes up to 25,000 amp. Speeds of 4000 frames/sec were
used. Since the arcing times were very brief (0.1 to 0.01 sec), camera timing
was critical. This, and estimation of the actinic value of the self-luminous
Another problem was photogarc, were the principal problems encountered.

raphy of a self-luminous arc of high intensity against a background which
must also appear in the picture when the arc is out.

_L

HE ADVENT

of high-speed

motion-

picture cameras has enabled the dynamic
characteristics of many types of action
to be recorded.
Subsequent projection
of these records at greatly reduced speeds,
or examination of single frames, has

made

possible visual analysis of such
action to a degree not heretofore attain-

produced on a modern high-voltage
power transmission system.
Recording of Power Circuit Breaker
Performance
High-speed motion-picture photography was first used by the Bonneville

Power

At
1946.
Administration in
BPA undertook to test a
power circuit breaker which

This technique has been applied
to actions ranging from the various
forms of mechanical motion to nuclear

that

It is the purpose of this
explosions.
paper to describe the technique em-

forces in

able.

the

photography of highin air which were

ployed

in

voltage

fault-arcs

Presented on April 30, 1953, at the Society's
Convention at Los Angeles by Harold
Levinton for the authors, Everett J.
Harrington and Harold G. Ramberg,

Bonneville Power Administration, Box
3537, Portland 8, Ore.
(This paper was received on April 28,
1953.)
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time

230-kv
had been

confiscated

by

the

armed

This breaker was
American
radically different from any

Germany.

and particularly in that the
not enclosed.
interrupting contacts were
Since this construction permitted ready
breaker,

observation of the arcing process during
was
it
the
procedure,
interrupting
decided to photograph this region using a
Fastax camera operated at the rate of
4000 frames/sec.
To record this action successfully,
several problems
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to

be solved, the
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7,000

Fig.

1.

Speed calibration curves

for

2.4

2.0

1.6

16mm

2.8

Fastax Cameras.

most

difficult of which was perhaps that
providing sufficient illumination.
When the breaker contacts part, an arc

much

of

mately 6 ft in diameter. Incident light
thus obtained was approximately 15,000

formed which, in this case, would
have a duration of 0.06 to 0.07 sec.
This arc would be maintained by a

ft-c.

of
recovery
voltage
approximately
133,000 v at a current density of 6000
amp. Needless to say, the luminosity
of this arc would be extremely high and
as it was desired to obtain a recognizable
picture of the contacts and their sup-

operation, were not ideal from an ex-

is

as possible

The

on an area approxi-

results obtained, while permitting

fairly satisfactory observation of

breaker

posure standpoint. Considerable manipulation in development of the negative

and printing of the

positive was required
in order to prevent the breaker areas

from

disappearing

completely.

porting structure prior to arc initiation
and after extinction, the problem of

result, the self-luminous portions

obtaining sufficient illumination on these
areas was, to say the least, difficult.
As anti-aircraft type of searchlights
were not available at that time, the
illumination
used consisted of one

of the arc

narrow-beam 2-kw airport
cator

plus

26

kw

ceiling indi-

of

semi-focusing
incandescent floodlights concentrated as
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As a
which

include the actual conducting portions
and surrounding volume of

hot gasses blocked up pretty badly.

Recording of High- Voltage Electrical
Arc Phenomena
This

first

use of the high-speed camera

led us to believe that
tool

Journal of the

in

it

investigating

SMPTE

Vol. 60

might be a useful
the

behavior of

fault-arc paths such as are
flashovers
on
lightning

transmission

lines

produced by

2.

Arc duration

high-voltage

3.

Duration of post-arc phenomena

and the subsequent

power follow current. Since that time
numerous tests have been conducted
involving production of such arc-trails
while
photographic records of the

phenomena were made.

These motion

plus oscillographic records of
variables
electrical
have
enabled

to be recorded

and

pre-

have been

applied to system design and operation.

of

arc-initiating

5.
Interrupting time of fault clearing
switch
0.05 sec.

From

Fig.

the speed curve for 250

1

v represents the upper

limits

for

this

camera.
for 100

In this case the running time
ft of film is 0.90 sec.
Total
recording time (from the sum of (2)

and
Timing Techniques

0.2 sec.

time
Closing
switch
0.1 sec.
4.

pictures

analysis of the phenomena
dictions of behavior which

0.1 sec.

is 0.30 sec.
This means
must be initiated at 0.90
0.60 sec. As the closing time

above)

(3)

that the arc

Inasmuch as the production of faults
on large power systems cannot be made
with impunity it is essential that satisfactory records of each test be obtained.
In order to insure such results, accurate
data on camera acceleration and frame
speeds must be had and close control
must be exercised over initiation of the

=

0.30

of the initiating switch

=

0.10
is

is

must occur

initiating signal

As

0.50 sec.

to be 0.10 sec

it

0.10 sec, its
at: 0.60 -

the arc duration

must be interrupted

+

0.10 sec after initiation or at 0.60
0.10 = 0.70 sec. The interrupting

switch

0.05

takes

sec

to

interrupt,
at

arc and camera and oscillograph timing.
Figure 1 is typical of the type of

consequently

camera

the above gives the following sequence
of events:

data

In addition
necessary.
the following information should be on

-

0.70

0.05

must

it

=

be

0.65 sec.

tripped

Summarizing

hand:
Time
1.

Frame speed

at

which

it is

desired

in

Eotnt

Seconds

to record.

Camera

2.

Arc duration.

3.

Approximate duration of post-arc

voltage applied
Arc initiating switch tripped
Arc established
Interrupting switch tripped

50
60
0.65
70
90
.

to be recorded.

phenomena
4.

time

Closing

of

arc-initiating

switch.
5.

switch.
this

information

and

suitable

timing equipment, satisfactory records
may be obtained providing proper lens
aperture

is

selected.

Camera

As an example

recording

the

phenomena.
are known:

to illustrate selection

entire

Assume

Frame speed

From

Fig.

1

it

may

voltage interrupted

be seen that

this

should result in a record approximately
50 ft in length on which the arc will be
recorded for about 15 ft at a frame

speed from 6100 per sec to 6600 per
Post-arc record will be approximately 35 ft in length at frame speeds

sec.

of timing sequences let it be assumed
that it is desired to photograph an arc
at the highest frame speed possible while

1.

Arc interrupted

.

.

Interrupting time of fault clearing

With

.

duration

of the

the following data

desired

maximum

possible.

Harrington and Ramberg:

to 7000 per sec.
In actual practice it is advisable to
move the events ahead in time somewhat
in order to not work too near the end of
This allows a margin for
the film.
variation in running time and flashing

from 6600

end if unloading
under high ambient light.
at the trailer

Photography of

Electrical Arcs

is

done
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Fig. 2.

Sequence timing device.

Figure 3A.

Figure 3B.

Figure 2 is a photograph of a sequencetiming device constructed for controlling
timing sequences for these and other
types of tests on the Bonneville Power
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Administration system. It consists of a
cams driven by a synchronous
motor at 1 rps. These cams open or

series of 16

close microswitches

Journal of the

SMPTE

which either
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directly

or

through relays control the events.
cam operating point may be

Each

independently of
throughout a range of 1

adjusted

timer

is

much more

the

other

sec.

This

accurate than would

normally be required for photographic
purposes as it was designed to initiate
events on any part of a 60-cycle wave to
5 electrical degrees.
an accuracy of

This accuracy

is

required

for

certain

types of circuit breaker tests for which
This sequence
the timer is also used.

mission

factors

arc

to

25%

magni-

Satisfactory records of post-arc phe-

nomena have been obtained

XX

using Super
speed of 4000 frames/iec
apertures of f/22 when the arc
were the result of a 10,000-amp

film, film

and
trails

arc.

Figure 3 (A) shows a single 16mm
frame taken with exposure adjusted to
record

the

by the

arc.

range of photographic instrumentation.

1/50 the exposure.
case details of the

Selection of

current

tude).

an Industrial
Timer Corp. Model J-410 Fastax Control Unit commonly called "The Goose,"
has proved quite adequate for a wide
timer, in conjunction with

4%

of from

(depending upon

incandescent gases create?!

Note that no

details of the

conducting path can be seen.
Figure 3(B) is from a record of an arc of
the same magnitude but approximately

actual

Note that in this
luminous

intensely

may be observed.
Color film may be used to advantage
in studies of arc trail behavior and de-

core

Exposure

Choice of lens aperture for the effective
recording of high-intensity arc phenomena is contingent upon which part of

phenomena is of primary interest.
behavior of the arc, i.e. its conducting
path, is to be studied, extremely small
integrals of exposure must be used in

the
If

order that the relatively small (in cross
section) conducting path may be defined

and not masked by the surrounding
The
volumes of incandescent gases.
resistance of these surrounding gases is
high compared to that of the central

consequently they carry only a
If,
small portion of the total current.
however, it is desired to record the
core,

behavior of these incandescent gases
and such post-arc phenomena as the arc
be greater,
trail, relative exposure must
since the luminosity and actinism of these
less than
superheated gases are much
those of the actual conducting core.
It has been the authors' experience
that the conducting core of arcs passing
currents of from 5000 to 25,000 amp can
film at 7000
be recorded on Super

XX

frames/sec, using an aperture of f/22
transplus neutral density filters having

Harrington and Ramberg:

ionization

times.

in

Change

color of

the hot gases is indicative of temperature
and color film may show such changes

within

a

narrow

latitude,

limited

range.

Its

inherent

however, makes dmi<

<

of exposure critical if a good record is
to be obtained in the region of principal
interest.

Discussion
Fred Metlen (Boeing Airplane Co.): In spark-gap

work with Kodachrome, I run more than one
camera at various speeds. By doing this, the
correct exposed portions of each make a complete
The high speed takes only
picture of the action.
the initial flash; the slower speed cameras photofrom the
graph the important part not shown
flash.

Harold Levinton

(formerly

of

Bonnevtilt

Fairer

who read the paper) We had only
one camera available which did serve to give us
I
might suggest that dual
the data required.
levels could be achieved with one
:

Administration,

exposure
camera by using an image splitter with a filter
the exposure of one of
interposed so as to reduce
the images. This would eliminate the necessity
cameras.
for speed correlation between two
obtained by
Along this same line, dual images
some form of optical system to simulusing
taneously

record

two

different

correlation might be feasible.

Photography of

Electrical Arc.

operations for

Addendum

to Progress

Committee

Report: Developments in
By

J.

GEORGE

HE MOST

R.

GROVES, Committee Chairman

significant

developments in

the motion-picture industry in

Germany

during 1952 were concerned with the
manufacture of equipments rather than
with new production techniques. In
the manufacture of motion-picture cameras, many well-known firms newly reconstructed after the difficult post-war
period were again able to show satisfactory

delivery

schedules.

While,

in

general, no fundamentally new departures in technical equipment appeared

on the market and most firms

restricted

themselves to the production of standard
equipments manufactured with the highest precision, there did appear on the

market a number of new cameras

8mm, 16mm and

high-speed

for

photog-

8mm
the

double-8mm

film.
This instrument feaa radical departure from the usual
construction in that both film spools are
set with their axes parallel to the axis of
the objective.
The flatter and broader
camera shape which results facilitates

tures

freehand shooting. 1

16mm

Arriflex

firm of Arnold
introduced.

camera made by the
Richter (Fig. 1) was

&

It is

a single-opening, mir-

camera on the principle of the
35mm Arriflex with a turret head holding
It can accomthree divergent lenses.
modate either 30-m daylight-loading
film reels or magazines with 120-m reels.
ror-reflex

It

has a mirror reflex viewfinder, free

from parallax, on which the image is
enlarged approximately ten times. The
minimum focal length with the wideangle lens is 11.5 mm. The lens mounts
correspond in size and adjustment to

The camera aperture
180. Exclusive of the magazine, the
camera weighs a little over 3 kg.
A number of special 16mm .film theaters were established and several well

addendum

is

constructed

2

projector
3

to the report published in

May Journal has been prepared from
material submitted in German by Committee Member Leo Busch.
June 1953

16mm

theater

projectors

appeared on the market. Among these
may be mentioned the new Siemens
projector.
made of a

the

680

Considerable effort was expended in
16mm field to achieve wider indusThe new
trial use of this type of film.
the

the two cameras.

spring of 1952, Zeiss-Ikon
brought out a notable new camera for

This

16mm

those used by the 35mm Arriflex so that
the lenses are interchangeable between

raphy.

In

Germany

and the Leitz 16mm theater
Mention should also be

new 16mm film projector put
out by Lytax which deviates from the
usual design by having the reels placed in
a horizontal plane, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

The

The Lytax

Arriflex

16mm

horizontal

George R. Groves:

motion picture camera.

16mm sound and

Progress Report

film projector.
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Fig. 3.

The Askania Model 4123 high-speed camera and motor

control box.

'

I]
Fig. 4.

682

The Askania Model 4123 high-speed camera.
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Fig. 5.

The Rotax high-speed camera,
showing

its

motor

side.

Fig. 6.

High-Speed Photography

During 1952 the Askania factory in
resumed delivery of high-speed
cameras. Their large Model No. 4123,
illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4, takes up to
2000 frames/sec, and the small hand
model Rotax, illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6,
takes up to 500 frames/sec.
Both of
these cameras are again in regular pro-

The Rotax high-speed camera,
showing

film threading.

Berlin

duction for industrial research.

Optical

compensation in the Model No. 4123 is
provided by a rotating lens disk. A 16lens disk, producing frames 1 8
X 24
mm, is used for speeds up to 1000
For speeds up to 2000
frames/sec.
frames/sec a 32-lens disk is used, proX 24 mm. Optical
ducing frames 9
compensation remains constant at higher
or lower picture speeds. The camera
drive consists of an electronically powered d-c motor with excellent regulation

mm

mm

hand model, slowmotion camera takes pictures up to 500
frames/sec, 18

or

mm X

ease

and

aerial

photography

is

possible

without special installation or mounting.
The quality of the picture approximates
that of normal motion-picture film.
Both of these high-speed cameras are
equipped with time recording devices
which expose light flashes on the edge of
the film at 1/100-sec intervals. These
markings are used to establish the frame
rate during exposure.

35mm

Projection

Standard film projectors are now being
produced in Germany by a number of
Askania manufactures a new
firms.
projector called the A.P. 12 (Fig. 7) in

regardless of the load.

The Rotax,

can be kept in view while photographing
with the Rotax camera, flying objects
may be followed and photographed with

24

mm

in size.

weight enables the taking of pictures at long focal lengths without support, an advantage which up to now no
other camera of such high frame frequency has offered. Since the object
Its light

George R. Groves:

which the motor drive belt consists of
four cables. The motor is so designed
that the four cables are stretched equally
over the drive wheel of the windup friction gear to drive the

mechanisms

in the

It is claimed
projector head (Fig. 8).
that this device considerably reduces the
wear on all parts. The shutter is a

Progress Report

Addendum
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Fig. 7.

684

The Askania 35mm
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film projector A.P. 12.
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conical

diaphragm which provides 30%
more illumination than can be attained
with drum diaphragms and
14% more
than can be attained with disk diaAskania has announced that
phragms.
it is about to
bring out a less expensive
model of the A.P. 12. 4

Eugen Bauer,

now producing

&

Frieseke

has

Bruck,

a

Stuttgart-Canstatt, is
projector, the B12.

new

of Erlangenprojector, of

Hoepfner,

the

F.H.66

which an inexpensive model, the F.H.77,
was put on the market at the end of the
year.

Zeiss-Ikon, at

new

its

plant in Kirl-

Wik, has brought out a new highperformance projector, the Ernemann
X, distinguished by a special watercooling system and a double blower.

One

of

its

unusual features

is

the vertical

6
driving motor axis.

Color

1952 was notable for an
effort

increased

on the part of processing labora-

tories to achieve satisfactory processing

Color film was
produced on a large scale by Agfa ai
Leverkusen, and color film made by the

of multi-emulsion films.

Agfa color process
seen in

German

is

now

increasingly

theaters.

Gevacolor, high-quality negative and
positive color films manufactured by the
Belgium firm of Gevaert, are also in

regular use in Germany. The colorfilm developing machine, illustrated in
the firm of
Fig. 9, is specially designed by

Arnold & Richter for processing Agfa
color and Gevacolor positive and negaThis machine can handle
tive film.
All
approximately 500 meters/hour.
are constructed

film spools

plastic material that

constant.

The

is

of special

photochemically

film-drive

mechanism

can be smoothly regulated to the desired
speed.

The

tanks are

constructed

of

that is photoplastic material (Vinidur)
heatchemically constant and has good

insulating

The Askania

projector A.P. 12,
showing multi-drive mechanism.

Fig. 8.

George R. Groves:

quality.

bath, provision

is

be sprayed against

Progress Report

In

each chemical

made

for the liquid to
the film's surface.
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washing
jet.

usually carried out

is

and bleaching

action,

The

film

vacuum

is

pumps

circulatory

fluid

are

photochemically constant
ing

by spray
applied by

is

The
made of

dried.

also

plastic.

Wash-

compartments are provided with

electromagnetic devices for synchronizing
the movement of the film and the application of the fluid.

(two positive and one negative) as to
stabilize the arc.

In the field of projection lamps, ZeissIkon has developed the so-called honeycomb condenser which by its structure
achieves a high degree of uniformity in
the lighting of the picture area

have appeared

Sound Recording

and

is

relatively insensitive to oscillations of the
light arc.
Descriptions of this system
ist.

in International Projection-

91

An important development during
1952 was that of the Magneton sound

During the winter of 1951-52, the
firm of Strasser & Deltschaft, Berlin-

and synchronization system

Wilmersdorf, brought out a high-intensity 80-amp arc lamp, the "Junior."
This lamp has a simple fully automatic
single-motor system which has made it
popular for studio use. The adjustable
motor, which is enclosed, is noiseless and

recording

now used

in

Germany almost

exclusively.

William
and
Klangfilm-Siemens
both of Berlin, have been

Albrecht,

especially active in the field of

sound

recording

Among

magnetic

magnetic

and
reproducing.
sound
recorders,

Albrecht has a new five-strip tape recorder in which each unit may be used
for recording or reproducing.
Reverse

synchronous operation of

all five

record-

normal speed and
each tape can be rewound individually at
twenty times normal speed. Each unit
is equipped with a control switch which
ing units

is

possible at

automatically stops operation in case of
tape breakage or when the tape has run
out.

slow-running. By means of an ingenious
cylindrical drive mechanism it rotates
and feeds the positive carbon at the same
time.

New

carbons for motion-picture light-

ing systems were put on the market by

Ringsdorff-Werke GmbH. It is claimed
that these carbons have quieter burning
characteristics and provide a closer spec-

approximation to daylight.

tral

Miscellaneous

also continuing
Klangfilm-Siemens
produce its own well-known Magnetocord instruments, details of which have
been previously published.
At the beginning of the year, Arnold &
Richter brought out a single-tape instrument for either magnetic or photo-

During the year under review the
and Picture in Science and Education," of Gottingen, published descriptions of some noteworthy

graphic sound which can be used for
35mm, 17|mm, or, by changing the

The double X-ray camera developed

is

to

spools, for

16mm

camera

by Dr. Metzner and Dr. Bock
attracted

lens. 9

in Berlin

This

attention.

equipincludes two cameras coupled together so as to operate alternately.

&

field

100-amp and for 160- to 200-amp
and is designed for operation
with minimum noise. No motor is used
to feed the carbons which are so placed
80- to

operation,

686

lens placed in front of the

ment

of lighting, Arnold
Richter brought out a new arc lamp us7
It is available for
ing three carbons.

the

experiments made at the Institute with
an Askania Z camera and a stereoscopic

also

film. 6

Lighting
In

"Institute for Film

June 1953

While the film

is

moving

hi

one camera

exposure takes place in the other. Both
film strips thus carry pictures spaced at
intervals equal to half the tune consumed
in the shift from one frame to the next. 10

The

firm of Bauer, Stuttgart, produced

reproduction equipment for television film broadcasts made by Fernseh
film

Journal of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

The Arnold

Fig. 9.

&

Richter color-film developing machine.

GmbH

(Television Inc.), using systems
established by the same firm.

During the past year,

efforts

were

made by

motion-picture technicians,
under the leadership of the German
Society of Motion Picture Technicians,
to raise the standard of German film

making. Systematic experiments were
conducted by Bavaria Filmkunst on the
analysis and removal of sources of disturbance affecting studio sound record11

A

joint experiment was carried
out during the year by German laboraing.

which negatives exposed under
identical conditions were sent to all
laboratories for developing and printing.
The results were exchanged for comparison and study of the techniques used by
tories in

Further joint ex12
nature are in progress.

each establishment.
periments of

A

this

well received

new

test film

No.

George R. Groves:

4A

was brought out by the German Society
of Motion Picture Technicians. 13 Other

new

test films are in

ing some on

1

preparation, includ-

6mm film.
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Visual Examination of

16mm

Photographic Sound Tracks
By O.

L.

GOBLE

V,ISUAL INSPECTION of the sound track
able information, particularly with regard to the presence of processing faults.

manually through a gate which is
located on top of the case. An image of
the sound track, about 4 in. wide, is
thrown onto the inclined ground-glass

To

enable large quantities of film to be
a simple type of projection
microscope has been specially con-

screen.

structed.

self-explanatory.

16mm

on

film can

much

yield

valu-

inspected,

A

magnified image of the sound track
diameters) on a ground-glass
screen can be viewed without eyestrain
while the film moves through the gate.
A graticule in contact with the screen
enables rapid dimensional checks to be
made, if necessary while the film is in
motion.
The instrument has been in service
for a considerable time, and it has been
found that after a little experience an

(X36

operator can examine considerable footage without fatigue.
Description of Instrument

The instrument
case,

is

approximately 3

built
ft

stands on the floor (Fig.

Communication

Kodak Research

on a wooden
which

6 in. high,
1).

The

film

is

No. 1560A from the
Laboratories, Rochester 4,

N.Y., by O. L. Goble, Research Laboratories,

Kodak

Abbotsford

9,

Australasia

(Pty.)

Ltd.,

Melbourne, Victoria, Aus-

tralia.

(This paper was received on April 24j
1953.)
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fed

Figure 2

is

a schematic diagram show-

ing the layout of the optics,

standard 10-v,

and

is

largely

The

light source is a
7.5-amp, exciter lamp.

The

projection lens is an //3.5 photographic objective, having a focal length

of 2

in.

The

enclosed mirror at the base

mounted

so that

it

can be adjusted

is

for

final

alignment.
Figure 3 is a photograph of the ground-

showing the image of the
sound track and the graticule. Distances
from the film edge are shown in thousandths of an inch, while horizontal lines
glass screen,

indicate the dimensional limits accord-

The film
ing to accepted standards.
is adjustable so that the edge of the
gate
film can be lined up with the graticule,
important in the design of the
the sound-track edge of the
that
gate
film should not weave as the film moves.

and

it is

This instrument was built only as an
experimental model from readily availa new instrument
able components;
based on the same principle, with many
improvements, is at present being designed.

Journal of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

Ground

Fig. 1.

Simple type of projection
microscope.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 2.

gloss

Schematic diagram showing

the layout of the optics.

Photograph of the ground-glass screen showing the image of the
sound track and the graticule.

O. L. Coble:
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Processing 16mm Color Film
With a Silver Sound Track
By

JOHN FRITZEN

A description is given of the approach and final solution to the development
of a silver sound track on 16mm Cinecolor for use with the lead sulfide
photo-

cell.

w,

ITH THE ADVENT of the development
of the lead sulfide photoresistive cell for
use in sound film projectors, the need for
a sound track opaque to the far infrared
arose.

1

-

2 3
-

This

cell

has excellent sound

reproduction characteristics for use in the
16mm field and has been adopted in one
of the
16mm projectors. As described in the literature, the cell has the
greatest portion of its response in the

JAN

region from 1.0 to 3.0 ^, as contrasted to
the normal photoemissive cell, which is

projectors,

with a

hence

silver

The problem
parts.

this release

sound

resolved

First, to

film processing:

had

to be

track.
itself

into several

determine the order of
the fixing, toning

and

dyeing stages are set. Second, a means
to obtain a track of adequate
density
and gamma characteristics: the Cinecolor process normally requires the film
to be developed to a relatively low blackand-white gamma since the dye and ton-

sensitive

ing steps will give a sufficient conversion
factor to obtain the desired screen effect.

satisfactory for use in this application and
became the object of our search. As has

This consideration would normally indicate a drastic change in the sound negative, which is not feasible due to printing

from 0.5 to 1.0 M- The silver
sound track has been found
eminently

been described

earlier,

the

Cinecolor

process normally uses a toned track for
projection

with

4

photoemissive cells.
transparent in the area of
maximum sensitivity of the lead sulfide
cell.
Much of the Cinecolor two-color

This track

release

is

was reduced

to

16mm

military services, to be used

for

on the

the

JAN

Presented on April 30, 1953, at the SoConvention at Los Angeles by John
Fritzen, Cinecolor Corp., 2800 W. Olive
ciety's

Ave., Burbank, Calif.
(This paper was received on April 6, 1953.)
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problems and the characteristics of the
sound negative development. As a part
of the investigation consideration was
given to the application and subsequent

The handling, necesof application, and removal difficulties precluded their use in
the present solution for a two-color
removal of

resists.

sary precision

system. Similarly, an investigation was
into the possible redevelopment or

made

dye morThis was also re-

intensification of the toned or

danted sound track.

jected due to the inherent limitation of

Journal of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

the

initial

gamma.

development

A

no less
acute than the preceding ones, was to
third part of the problem, but

integrate the solution into the existing
equipment with a minimum amount of

modification.

The

present

Cinecolor

process is adapted to handle either 35mm
or double 16mm and it was desirable to

maintain

this flexibility.

The

approach

final

to the

problem was

in the

machines were required, and

were the

gamma

developer for the sound several
of the above sections of the problem were
eliminated, namely the resist application

and redevelopment

release with a silver sound track.
prevention of attack by bleaching
and dyeing is easily obtained as a result

scribed in detail by Gundelfinger. 5 The
process is briefly described here as follows

film

exposure and development of
a black-and-white image on each side of

cate that while in

of the design of the process machines
and past experience in the processing of

by

flotation.

Cross and intermodulation

:

initial

some

might be desirable,

and drying. The third image is printed
in register and developed, with the requisite bleaching, dyeing and fixing steps

optical sound printer

the

same color
the

picture,

as the
i.e.,

1.

2.

"Comparison

and an appropriate dye, the problem was

tubes," Jour.
1949.

image of the three-color process,
and keep it a silver image instead of dyeAlthough an extra processing it.

conductive

is

De Vry JAN

4.

Color

lead-sulfide

SMPE,

Projector.

Report, "CharacColor Film Sound Tracks,"

Jour. SMPTE, 54: 377, Mar. 1950.
Alan M. Gundelfinger, "Cinecolor three-

color process," Jour.
Jan. 1950.

16mm

Color With Silver Track

Fritzen:

photophotoe missive
52: 41-48, Jan.

with

step was involved over normal
two-color production, only minor changes

John

very good.

Committee

teristics of

5.

of

cells

3.

third

machine

not a general

R. J. Cashman, "Lead-sullidc photoconductive cells for sound reproduction,"
Jour. SMPE, 49: 342-347, Oct. 1947.
Norman Anderson and Serge Pakswer,

the use of this process with a modification of the second development stage

By

In effect, the modificaeasily resolved.
tion was to print the sound instead of the

is

References

cyan component
ferriferrocyanide.

it

resulting product from
this processing method and the use of an

requisite.

of

tests indi-

cases re-recording

The

duplitized film is followed by toning, the
regeneration of a light-sensitive material

following in the proper order. From this
procedure the resultant sound track is

The UK

16mm

The

The

portions.

of a higher gamma second developer resulted in easy processing of two-color

attempt a modification of the threecolor SupercineColor process to produce
a two-color Cinecolor release with silver
sound track. This process has been deto

for

number of printing steps
same. With the use of a higher

two-color the

SMPTE, 5-1:

74 86,
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Matching Densitometry
to
By

Production

HOWARD

T.

RAFFETY

Densitometry at Cinecolor matches use as closely as possible. To this
end, densitometry of material to be used on optical printers is on a
"specular densitometer," and densitometry of sound tracks is on a "sound
reproducer densitometer." This paper describes these two densitometer s.

J. HE "Callier Q" factor of silver images
on film is a very indeterminate quantity.
Because it changes with the type of film,

development

gamma,

it

is

conditions, density and
impossible to calculate a

that can be applied to diffuse
densitometry and have it match any
particular specular use.
Ginecolor has taken the attitude that
in order to have densitometry represent

factor

as completely as possible the actual filmprinting operation, the "Q" factor must

be by-passed entirely, and densitometry
up on the basis that the density read-

set

ing match as closely as possible the
density which the raw stock will see

during printing.
Specular Densitometer

The specular densitometer in use at
Cinecolor is a Welch Densichron Transmission Densitometer converted to read

In the original Welch

specular densities.
densitometer the
collecting device
sensitive surface

design

Presented on April 30, 1953, at the So-

Convention

at

Los

Angeles by
Howard T. Raffety, Cinecolor Corp., 2800
W. Olive Ave., Burbank, Calif.
(This paper was received on April 6, 1953.)
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light-

such that

is

all

light

entering the collector falls onto the
phototube, thus reading diffuse density.
This densitometer consists of two units:
the Welch Densichron Transmission
Density Unit #2150D and the Densichron #2150 (see Fig. 1).
The Cinecolor modified model consists of these same two units with the
addition of a film-handling gate.
The
light-collecting attachment was changed
(see Fig. 2). The plastic integrating bar
was removed and a collimating device
was inserted in its place. This collimator
consists of two plates about 1 in. apart
with the faces parallel and with ^-in.
holes drilled in them. The collector was
mounted about an inch away from the

track where the film sample

The

be densitometered.
ciety's

of the

which feeds the photo-

tained in this

way

is

placed to
ob-

densities

are a close approxi-

mation of specular densities as seen by
an Acme optical printer. This modification

of the

of the

SMPTE

light-collecting

Vol. 60

attach-

Fig. 1.

Welch Densichron Transmission Density Unit #2150D and Densichron

ORIGINAL

#2150.

WELCH DESIGN

APERTURE

CINECOLOR EASTMAN MODIFICATION

APERTURE''''

2. Close-up view of Welch Densichron Transmission Density Unit #2150D
showing film-handling gate and

Fig.

modification.

collimater.

Howard

Comparison of original Welch
design and the Cinecolor-Eaftman

Fig. 3.

T. Raffety:

Production Densitometry
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Journal of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

the result of an idea originated
by Vaughn Shaner of Eastman

ment was
jointly

Kodak

and

Harry

The

Cinecolor.

Brueggemann of
Welch design

original

and the Cinecolor-Eastman modification
are shown in Fig. 3.

Sound Reproducer Densitometer

The sound analyzer
Cinecolor

is

standard

in operation at

RCA 35mm

sound

and measuring equipThe light from a 10-v exciter

film reproducing

ment.

lamp

passes through a condenser lens

RCA

#868 phototube. It was
desirable to obtain density readings that

onto an

The

idea

original

and design

for

this

attachment were made by Harry Brueggemann of Cinecolor. A metal disc 7j
in. in diameter was notched with
J-in.
teeth at ^-in. intervals. It is driven by a
small synchronous motor which runs at
1800 rpm on a 60-cycle supply line and it
interrupts the light beam 660 times/sec
(see Fig. 5).

With no film in the sound projector
and the interrupter wheel in operation,
the amplifier gain is adjusted to a nominal "zero" level

Volume

on the standard

Indicator

MI

11265.

RCA
Then

would match

introducing a film, such as a gamma strip,
in the sound-track area, will cause a drop

ment was nTade

This
in volume of the 660-cycle note.
volume change is read in decibels on the
panel, and converted to density by the

as closely as possible the
density of the sound track as seen by the
sound projector. Therefore an attachto convert the

producer to a densitometer

Howard

sound

re-

(see Fig. 4).

T. Raffety:

equivalence

1

db =

0.05 density.

Production Densitometry
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Transmission Densitometer
for

Color Films

By K. G.

MACLEISH

The need

for unification of density

measurements made

in

numerous and

widely separated laboratories led to the development of the Eastman ElecThis densitometer reads diffuse ^densities of
tronic Densitometer, Type 31 A.
color films from 0.0 to 4.1 through narrow-band color filters, with a standard
deviation of

1% among

instruments.

different

The

construction

and

performance of the densitometer are described.

HE BEHAVIOR of a photographic image
an optical system, such as a projector

J.
in

or a printer, can be described in terms of
the fraction of the incident radiation

transmitted by selected portions of the
image. In practice it is convenient to
use the negative logarithm of this fraction, a number which is referred to as the
It is well recogdensity of the material.
nized that density, so defined, is not in

general a property of the material alone,
its value depends on the
optical
configuration of the illuminating and re-

since

Thus different density-measuring instruments, or densitometers, may be quite at variance with one
another in their readings on identical
samples.
Of the many different types of transmission densitometers employed by the
ceiving systems.

1

Presented on April 30, 1953, at the Society's
Convention at Los Angeles by K. G. Macleish,

Camera Works, Eastman Kodak

Co.,

Eastman Kodak Company, each is conmore or less satisfactory for the
specific kinds of measurement to which
sidered

it is adapted.
The need, however, for
coordination of sensitometric results

throughout the organization has made it
imperative that each laboratory have
available a precision densitometer of

some one
ments

may

type, to which all measurebe referred. Moreover, it is

highly desirable that this standard in-

strument be

versatile, sensitive, rugged,

and generally suited for use both in research and in process control. None of
the densitometers available prior to 1948
to meet all these requirements;

seemed
the

decision

was

therefore

made

to

undertake the development of a new
densitometer having the desired charac-

The

teristics.

instrument,

resulting

which is the subject of this paper, has
been designated as the Eastman Electronic Densitometer,

Type

31 A.

Rochester, N.Y.
(This paper was received on April 27,

about seventy Type 31 A
densitometers have been placed in

1953.)

service in
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To

Journal of the

date,

Kodak

SMPTE

plants

Vol. 60

and

laboratories

Fig. 1.

Type 31A densitometer with strip holder and indexing mechanism.
Separately mounted amplifier at right.

throughout the world, with very encouraging results.

Requirements

The
upon

follows
1.

sity

functional requirements decided
new densitometer were as

for the

applications, measurements on photographic plates, and rapid stepwise positioning and reading of sensitometric
strips.

Freedom from drift and instability
to all causes, including
line-voltage
variations.
6.

:

Measurement of transmission denin narrow spectral regions defined by

interchangeable color

filters.

A

to 4.
direct-reading range of
3. Measurement of
integral density,
that is, spectral density of the sample as a
whole. Analytical densities,
or
the
2.

5.
Adaptability to the widest possible
range of uses, including graphic-arts

due

The necessity of measuring spectral
densities up to 4 demands a higher instrument

sensitivity

than

is

immediately

apparent, because of the necessarily low
total transmittance of suitable color fil-

A dye image may, for example,
have a density of 4 at the wavelength of

densities of individual

ters.

at three wavelengths. 2
4. Conformance of the readings,

measurement and yet transmit quite
freely over broad bands in the visible and
In such cases, only a color filinfrared.

dye components,
can be deduced by a transformation
process from integral densities measured

all

types

of samples,

with

Standard diffuse density. 3

on
American

Briefly,

this

means illumination of the sample with
nearly collimated light and collection of
light

emerging at

all angles.

K. G. Macleish:

having extremely high density outthe passband can attenuate sufficiently to prevent contamination of the
measured flux. Narrow-band color filters having acceptable performance, such
ter

side
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as those cited below, may be expected to
much as 99.8% of the available

absorb as

In
in terms of system response.
comparison, then, with a densitometer
designed to read only black-and-white
densities, the sensitivity of a densitometer
for color materials must be higher by a
light,

much

factor of as

as 500.

Description

shows the Type 31 A densitomseparately housed amplifier
The units are connected by two 5unit.
ft cables, one carrying signal leads and
Figure

1

eter with

its

the other containing

power and control

The

separated construction allows the amplifier to be placed in
an out-of-the-way location where it need
be reached only for servicing. All opconnections.

controls on the densitometer
proper are mounted in a superstructure
above the sample plane, since it is sometimes convenient to have the instrument
flush-mounted in a cut-out table top.

erator's

In the center of the superstructure is
indicating meter, which has an

the

approximately uniform density scale
graduated in 0.02 divisions from 0.00 to

Four density ranges
to 1,
1 to 2, 2 to 3 and 3 to 4
are covered
by the one meter scale and by the four1.10.

position range switch at the lower left of
the panel.
Overlap between successive

ranges

is

provided

density range at the

by the extra 0.1
end of the meter

scale.

At the lower right of the panel is the
color switch for selection among eight
different color filters.
The filters are
normally used in sets of three
red,
but provision of eight
green and blue
filter positions allows quick selection of
additional

filters,

and

also facilitates the

positions

of

the

color

switch;

this

arrangement makes it possible to read a
sample through four filters in succession
without removing the sample to reset the
zero with each filter.
The remaining
four filter positions utilize the same set of
zero adjustments.
From the superstructure

extends

a

hinged reading arm containing the
measuring phototube. The arm has
sufficient span for reading the center of a
sample 20 in. wide. The weight of the
arm is counterbalanced by a spring at
the hinge; an additional toggle-action
spring holds the arm in the lowered position for reading, but causes it to remain

up when

lifted for inspection or insertion
of a sample.
On the top surface of the
arm, near the back, is a graduated knob
for adjustment of a stop that limits the

downward

travel of the

trol brings the

arm.

This con-

window

of the measuring
phototube into contact with the surface
of the sample when the arm is lowered, as

required for accurate measurement of

but prevents the
diffusing samples,
weight of the arm from exerting pressure.

The sample may then, if desired, be
moved about without raising the reading
arm moreover the position of the phototube remains unchanged when the samThe latter
ple is removed for zeroing.
condition is a necessity when thick sam;

such as photographic plates, are to
be read.
Figure 1 shows the densitometer
equipped with an accessory strip-reading
attachment comprising a strip holder
ples,

and a spring-driven indexing mechanism.
This equipment accelerates the routine
measurement of standard 16mm and

35mm

sensitometric strips having

The

up

to

be read is first
endwise into the holder (which can

21 steps.

strip to

use of the instrument for abridged spec-

slid

trophotometry.
Beside the indicating meter are four

be disengaged from the indexing mechanism and handled separately) and pinned

zero-adjustment knobs, mounted edgewise behind panel slots, for setting the
meter to zero density with the sample re-

in position

moved.

A

separate zero adjustment is
connected to the circuit for each of four

698
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by release of the film clamp

the lefthand end.

The holder

is

at

then

engaged with the indexing mechanism

and moved

to the right against a stop.

This action winds the spring and brings
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View with reading-arm cover removed.

Fig. 2.

the

first

into

step

reading

position.

Each actuation of a lever on the mechanism moves the holder one step to the
left, in the manner of a typewriter carThe number of the step being
riage.
read

is

indicated by a scale along the

front edge of the holder.

For

sensito-

metric procedures in which only certain
selected steps are read on each strip, the
indexing mechanism will accommodate a
special strip holder that stops only at the

desired positions.
In Fig. 2 the cover of the reading arm
has been removed to show the type 1P42
its

measuring phototube,

load

resistor,

and a cathode-follower amplifier

The

figure

stage.

shows, in the sample
the phototube, a trans-

also

plane below
parent circular

disk

containing

an

The

optical system of the
densitometer projects a uniform spot of

opaque
light

insert.

on

the

insert

from below.

An

K. G. Macleish:

aperture at the center defines the size
and shape of the measured area on the
sample.

When

the

reading

arm

is

an auxiliary lamp comes on and
brightly illuminates a white background
surface, which is visible to the operator
through the transparent disk and through
raised,

the

defining

arrangement

is

This viewing
aperture.
an invaluable aid in find-

ing the exact spot on the sample that is
to be read, particularly when the density
is

high.

The

transparent disk

is

inter-

changeable with others having defining
apertures of different sizes and shapes.
The largest area that can be measured is,
of course, determined by the size of the
in
phototube window, which is 5

mm

diameter.
is

5

mm

The

aperture normally used
in diameter.
Much smaller

apertures can be employed, at the expense of a reduction in the usable density
range.

Color Densitometer
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Figure 3 is a view of the densitometer
with the top raised for access to the
At the left is a brace
optical system.
mechanism that counterbalances the

weight of the hinged top and locks the
top in either a half-open or a fully open
position.

Optical System

The optical system of the densitometer
shown, approximately to scale, in Fig.
4.
For clarity, a part of the system is
shown as if turned 90 from its actual
is

otherwise, the figure is a top
The sample is illuminated from

position;

view.

below by light that has passed succesthrough lens A, a rotating light
chopper (modulator), a heat-absorbing

sively

glass,

a color

filter,

a neutral

filter

used in

meter range, lens B, and the
defining aperture in contact with the

shifting the

sample.
Since the readings are to conform to
the

American

Standard

for

diffuse

emerging from the
sample must be collected, or at least
equally weighed, in the receiving system.
For this purpose, advantage is taken of
the structure of the miniature, end-on
1P42 phototube. The sensitive surface
of this tube is coated on the inside of a
glass window that covers one end of the
density, all of the light

tube.

The window, being

tact with the

in close con-

upper surface of the sample,

admits not only the specularly transmitted light but nearly all the scattered
This method of diffuse
light as well.
collection avoids the losses that occur
with other arrangements, such as an
integrating sphere or a diffusing plate,

relay;

that

A

lens

is,

images the lamp

filament on lens B, which in turn images
the aperture of lens
on the under sur-

A

Since the circular

face of the sample.
aperture of lens

A

is

nearly uniformly
illuminated by the lamp, its image at the
sample, is a nearly uniform circular spot.

The spot is slightly larger than the 5-mm
window of the measuring phototube.
The aperture of lens B is stopped down
until all the rays strike the
10 of normal incidence.

sample within
A wider cone

would give more intensity
at the sample and therefore higher sensitivity, at the expense of impaired conof illumination

formance with American Standard

dif-

fuse density.

A
in a

second 1P42 phototube is employed
comparison system which removes

the effects of line-voltage variation and
amplifier drift, in a manner to be deThis phototube
scribed subsequently.
receives

an amount of

light that

is

inde-

pendent of the sample density but that
varies with the intensity of the lamp.

A

formed at the comparison phototube by lenses C and D and
two small mirrors. The illumination in
the image can be adjusted by means of an

filament image

iris

diaphragm

is

at lens

D

;

this control

has

the effect of a wide-range zero adjust-

ment.

The light chopper, shown in
made of photographic film and
by an

Fig. 5,
is

is

driven
motor.

1800-rpm synchronous
opaque areas at the outside of
the chopper interrupt the measuring

The

three

beam

at a frequency of 90 cycles/sec.

At a smaller radius

and

is a ring containing
160 opaque areas, which interrupt the
comparison beam at 4800 cycles/sec.

The phototubes used

The

therefore gives a higher sensitivity.
are stringently
selected for high sensitivity, low drift,

and normal

The

spectral response.

light source

is

a blower-cooled

100-w projection lamp operated at line
A spherical mirror behind the
voltage.

lamp forms a filament image

that

spaces between the filament

nearly
Lenses

700

doubles

A

fills

coils

the

and

available

light.

and B together form an

optical

the
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resulting 90-

and 4800-cycle

elec-

from the phototubes are
combined and amplified as a single comIt is worth noting that,
posite signal.
in a system using chopped light and an
a-c amplifier, phototube dark current is
trical

signals

ordinarily of little consequence since
direct component is not amplified.

its

The eight color filters are mounted in
Kodak Adapter Rings which clip onto a
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Fig. 3.

Densitometer with top raised

filter wheel.
The wheel is
connected through a sprocket chain to

rotatable

on the control panel. A
detent mechanism at the wheel

the color switch
roller

positions each filter accurately in the
measuring beam.
Originally the most satisfactory color
filters available were cemented combina-

and

gelatin elements having
half-intensity bandwidths of the order of
30 mju and effective transmittances of
about 0.4%. Recent advances in the
tions of glass

techniques of manufacturing interference

K. G. Macleish:

to servicing position.

of the Fabry-Perot type have led
development of excellent densitometer filters made up of matched pairs of
interference filters in combination with
filters

to the

gelatin elements for absorbing the unused interference orders.
description
of these filters has been published by S. A.

A

Powers and E. K. Leteer. 4 Figure 6
shows the characteristics of a set of interference-type filters peaking at 436, 546
and 644 m/z, in conformance with a re5

cently published Standard, and having
half-intensity bandwidths of 10 mp or

Color Densitometer
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Fig. 5. Light

chopper.

Fig. 6. Spectral characteristics of

interference-type

narrowband

filters.

+170

4-100

IOS

-92c

I

schematic
Fig. 7. Simplified

K. G. Macleish:

MEG

diagram of amplifier.

Color Densitometer
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The

less.

filters

stability,

tremely

them

high

is

shoulder

make

density

any densitometer possessing adequate sensitivity. Both glassgelatin and interference filters are curideal for

rently used in the
eters.

gelatin

Four

total effective transmittance

about 0.2%. Their
narrow bandwidth, and ex-

of these

Type

During 1953
narrow-band

31

A

densitom-

the

all
filters

glassto be

are

replaced with interference filters having
the characteristics shown in Fig. 6.

resistors,

7

Figure

is

a

schematic

simplified

diagram of the electronic circuit. The
power supply, which is omitted from the
figure,
rectifier

conventional
combination with

a

is

of those

regulation
critical.

Both

transformer-

VR

voltages

positive

and

tubes for
that

are

negative

voltages are made available by grounding
the supply at an intermediate point.

The measuring phototube, VI, produces at its anode a 90-cycle signal that
varies with the transmittance of the
sample. This signal passes first through
a cathode-follower stage, tube V3,
arm close to the
The cathode follower drives

located in the reading

phototube.
a precision

10:1

attenuator, resistors
R2 and R3, which is used for calibration
and for selecting the four density ranges,

The

R8,

tremely high frequencies (over 100 me).
Usually the noise enters the amplifier

by direct radiation

to the grid circuits of

the low-level tubes;

ordinary shielding
to prove

and power-line filtering are likely
quite ineffective.

Amplifier

R7 and

R4, R5,

play an important part in reducing interference from electrical machinery operSuch interating near the densitometer.
ference is frequently observed in highgain amplifiers and is caused by grid
detection of noise bursts containing ex-

But,

if

the noise volt-

age at each grid is attenuated enough
to prevent its driving the grid to conduction, detection does not occur and the
amplified noise

is by-passed by the
plate
Each of the four resistors
capacitance.
forms part of an R-C filter, the capacitance portion of which is the input

capacitance of the corresponding tube.

The

resistors,

mounted

immediately

adjacent to the tube pins, attenuate the
high-frequency noise without affecting
the normal passband of the amplifier.
This simple remedy has proved to be an

from ex-

effective cure for interference

ternal sources.

comparison phototube were not

If the

the deflection

used,

of the

indicating

meter would depend not only on the
sample density but also on the lamp
intensity and on the amplifier gain.

amplified by three capacitively coupled
push-pull stages, tubes V4 through V8.

The lamp intensity reacts to changes in
line voltage, and the amplifier gain is
affected by drift in any of the three

At

stages.

as described below.

signal

is

then

the output of the third stage is a seriesresonant filter composed of coil LI

and capacitors Cl and C2.

The

filter

further amplifies the 90-cycle signal but
discriminates
resistor
noise,
against

microphonic noise, and the 4800-cycle
originating in the comparison
phototube. A full-wave detector, tube

signal

of

V9,
6

the

infinite-input-impedance
rectifies the signal for application

type,
to the indicating meter, Ml.
has pole pieces shaped to give

The meter
an approximately logarithmic deflection, and therefore carries a nearly uniform density
scale.
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mand

removed

individually, but requires only that the
product of lamp intensity and amplifier
It is the function
gain remain constant.

of the

comparison system

V10 and VI 1)

to hold this

(tubes V2,
product at a

constant value by automatically controlling the gain of the second amplifier
The 4800stage, tubes V6 and V7.
signal from photoapplied to the input of the
amplifier at the grid of tube V5.
Through the action of the cathode re-

cycle

tube

sistor

June 1953 Journal

Stable operation does not dethat these variations be

of the

comparison

V2

is

common

SMPTE

to tubes
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V4 and

V5, the

4800-cycle signal
90-cycle

signal,

is added to the main
and the sum is then

Calibration

There

are, in effect, three calibration

amplified as a single composite signal.
The output of the third stage, tube V8, is

controls in the densitomcter

applied to a tuned amplifier, tube VI 0,
which isolates the 4800-cycle component.
At the plate of tube VI the signal is
proportional to the product of the lamp

ignated as tracking adjustments 1 and 2.
Correct setting of these controls cali-

and the amplifier gain;

intensity

product that

this

The
in

signal

tube

reference

is

to

it

is

be held constant.

from tube V10

VI 1 A, with a
The
voltage.

is

compared,
d-c

stabilized
difference,

or

appears as a negative bias
on the grid of tube V11B, which controls
the total plate and screen current (and
therefore the gain) of tubes V6 and V7.

error, voltage

The

regulating action is as follows:
an increase in the output of tube VI
increases the error voltage, increases the
bias on tube V11B, reduces the plate

and screen current in tubes V6 and V7,
and reduces the amplifier gain to restore
the original 4800-cycle signal at tube VI 0.
Adjustment of the iris diaphragm in

the comparison

beam changes

the 4800-

cycle input signal; the automatic gaincontrol circuit then changes the amplifier
This action provides a means of
gain.

over a
altering the instrument sensitivity
wide range for various conditions of
After such an adjustment,

operation.
the gain-control circuit
to the

middle of

resetting

the

its

gain

brought back
operating range by
of

is

the

first

governed by potentiometer R6.

stage,

Proper

indicated
which reads the

setting of this potentiometer

by the pilot meter, M2,
plate current of tube VI IB.
meter

is

is

The

two

:

the zero

control*

des-

brates the instrument for all types of
samples; the proper settings arc indicated by the densitometer itself, without
to external standards.
The
zero adjustment (actually there are four
for different color filters) sets the indicat-

reference

ing meter to zero density with the sample
removed, and thus insures accuracy at

a density of zero.
1

Tracking adjustment
removes any instrument error at a

density of 1 provided only that the decade attenuator is accurate and that the
measuring phototube collects all the
,

transmitted light.
2,

Tracking adjustment
under these same conditions, removes

any instrument error at densities of 2, 3
and 4. The accuracy at intermediate
densities depends on three additional
the scale calibration of the indithe linearity of the measurmeter,
cating
of the
ing phototube, and the linearity

factors:

The last factor can be
amplifier.
the
checked, as noted earlier, by means of
pilot meter.

The
eters,

four zero-adjustment potentiomcontrol the

RIO through R13,

d-c reference voltage supplied to the
cathode of tube VI 1 A. This voltage
determines the 4800-cycle output from
which in turn establishes the
tube

V10,

and the density reading
with no sample in place. One of the
connected to the irpotentiometers is
the color
of
cuit for each pair
positions of
tinswitch, S2, which is operated by
amplifier gain

<

pilot

also used in trouble shooting and
check on the linearity

in a very simple

This check is based
of the amplifier.
on the fact that a slight curvature in the
amplifier characteristic causes appreciable "cross talk" between the super-

imposed 90-cycle and 4800-cycle

and

adjustment

signals.

such as
significant nonlinearity,
might arise from a weak amplifier tube,
causes the pilot meter reading to change
when a high-density film is placed in the

Any

same knob that
Tracking
eter

R9)

selects the color filters.

adjustment

controls

K. G. Macleish:

(potentiombias

on the

V9. Its effect
grids of the detector tube,
additive
is to introduce an adjustable
constant into the relationship bctwrrn
the output of the measuring phototube
in the indicating meter.
for which a
The
setting is the one

and the current

proper
reduction

ten-fold

sample position.

1

the d-c

Color Densitometer

in

signal

strength,
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obtained by switching the decade attenuchanges the meter reading from
0.00 to 1.00. This setting calibrates
the densitometer at a density of 1, since
a sample of density 1 likewise gives a
ator,

The calibraten-fold signal reduction.
tion so obtained is independent of the
linearity of the amplifier and of the accuracy of the meter scale. The pro-

cedure for setting the potentiometer consimply in making the densitometer
"track," or agree with itself, in the overlapping region covered by the two low-

sists

est density ranges.

The decade

attenuator,

in

addition

of which one half

clear

is

and the other

for a closely spaced
array of small clear dots covering, in all,

half

opaque except

is

1%

about

When

of the area.

the

filter

moved from one

position to the other,
the illumination at the sample is changed

is

by a factor of about 100.
of the

filter

Neither half

is

completely nonselective,
owing to selective absorption and reflection in the clear emulsion and in the
support.

glass

Nevertheless,

the

pro-

portional change in sensitivity due to
moving the filter is independent of wavelength, since the clear dots are nonselective relative to the clear half of the filter.

to serving as an electrical calibration
standard, is used for shifting the meter
In principle, all four ranges
range.
could be obtained with an attenuator

The

having four decade steps. Such an arrangement, however, would subject the
measuring phototube to an illumination
range of 10,000 to 1. If the minimum
illumination (at a sample density of 4)
were sufficient for good signal-to-noise

operation of the measuring phototube
over an illumination range of only 100 to

the

ratio,

zero

maximum

sample density)

illumination

(at

would then be

high enough to cause drift in all but the
most stable types of phototubes. The
type 1P42 phototube has been found to
be somewhat unstable at high illuminaWith this phototube, theretion levels.
fore, straight electrical attenuation is not
suitable.

Alternatively, it is possible
to introduce the attenuation purely by

means, using accurately calibrated filters in the measuring beam.
This method reduces the illumination
range at the phototube, but poses the
equally troublesome problem of construcoptical

ting accurate, nonselective filters.
densitometer these
In the Type 31

four density ranges are obtained by

means of four different combinations of
optical and electrical attenuation, as
shown in Table I. This system permits

1,

and

still

provides an essentially elec-

trical calibration.

If the operator accidentally subjects
the phototube to excessive illumination,
for example by switching to the higher-

density ranges without
high-density sample, a

inserting a
shutter in the

first

measuring beam automatically closes to
prevent phototube drift.
The function of tracking adjustment 2
(potentiometer Rl) is to compensate electrically for a reasonable manufacturing
tolerance in the densities of the two-step
The high-density half is purposely

filter.

made with an average

transmittance,

relative to the clear half, of

more than 1%.

When

somewhat

the range switch.

SI, is in either of the two lower ranges,
the full resistance of potentiometer Rl
is connected in series with the 90-cycle

A

difficulties

avoided

by combining

Table

and

optical attenuation in a
that retains the advantages of each.

electrical

way

are

In the measuring beam is mounted a
movable two-step filter. The rangeswitch knob on the panel controls both
the decade attenuator and the position
of the two-step
sentially a

filter.

The

filter is es-

developed photographic plate

Range
tol

I

Filter

Attenuator

Relative

Step

Gain

Sensitivity

3.05

2.95
1.85

STEP
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Motion-Picture Sound Installation
at the

University of California at Los Angeles

BARRY EDDY

By

The pedagogic needs

for 16mm sound
motion-picture production are discussed
with a statement of the problem and a demonstration of its solution. The
requirements include facilities for production recording,

dialogue replace-

ment, scoring and re-recording. All recording is done on 16mm magnetic
film.
The magnetic composite track is transferred to 16mm photographic
negative for release.

Equipments are being installed to permit variabledensity, ultrasonic electric printing to Kodachrome and black-and-white.
The simplicity and dependability of the magnetic equipments permit of
student operation.

IT
art

is

and

patently impossible to teach the
craft of the motion picture unless

the actual experience of

making a

film

can be provided. To make a motion
picture one must have adequate equipment. It is to this end that the Theater
Arts Department of the University of
California at Los Angeles has established
a

complete

Motion Picture

Division.

Here the student has the opportunity

to

study at firsthand the various techniques
and practices, crafts and arts, that constitute the

of these

is

Not the least
the recording and handling of

modern

film.

the sound track through

from

production

Presented on

May

Convention

at

Brokaw

all

its

recording,
1,

Los

phases,
scoring,

1953, at the Society's

Angeles

by

Edgar

the author, Barry Eddy,
University of California at Los Angeles,
for

Los Angeles 24.
(This paper was received on April 28,
1953.)
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replacement

dialogue

and the making of the

to

re-recording

release negative.

To make

this phase possible the Regents
of the University of California provided
the Motion Picture Division with a comIt is the purplete sound department.
pose of this paper to describe this in-

stallation.

was decided at the outset to use magfilm and take advantage of the
saving in cost and the improvement hi
It

netic

fidelity,

sirable,

the latter being particularly deinasmuch as all production is

16mm film. The use of higher
speeds to increase the frequency range
was deemed completely unnecessary
since the frequency range at 36 fpm exceeds the playback characteristics of
done on

even the most expensive 16mm projecAnd it is apparent that maximum
tors.
when
simplicity in film handling obtains
the sound track can be run on standard
equipment, obviating the need for
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Fig.

1.

Portable magnetic recording channel

specially geared synchronizers

and Movi-

olas.

Those recordings which do not require
synchronization or precise timing are

done on quarter-inch tape. The tape
recorder has proven ideal for obtaining
location sound effects where its light
weight and low operating noise are
needed.

The

acquisition of synchronous

tape equipment was deemed financially
extravagant since the cost of the machine
is quite high and the bulkiness and complexity of the associated control equip-

ment mitigate against ease of operation
and maintenance by untrained students.
710
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mounted on heavy-duty

The investment

in

steel truck.

magnetic film held as

dialogue protection during a production
would never equal the cost of synchronous tape equipment or compensate for
the complexity of operation.
And, of
course, there is no problem of printthrough with magnetic film.
From the Westrex Corp. was obtained
a portable 16mm magnetic recording
channel 1 that is used for both stage and

location production work, as a scoring

channel where no more than two inputs
are

required,

machine

and

for

as

an

interlocked

composite re-recording.
This equipment, shown in Fig. 1, con-

Journal of the
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Fig. 2.

Western

Electric

25B console showing removable wall

RA-1467 recorder, RA-1484
and the RA-1485 mixer.
The equipments are mounted on a
heavy-duty steel truck. The mixer unit
is stored on the truck when not in use.

sists

of the

control unit

Remote-control

section

and window.

whenever the interlock motor

is

not re-

quired.

The sound equipment
rooms
sound

at

is housed in two
one end of the production

stage.

One room

contains

the

and stopping of the recorder from the

portable recorder, film playbacks, interlock patch board, projector and the

mixer unit, plus a signal light that indicates that the machine is up to speed and

sole

circuits

permit starting

Only two operators are required, one on the mixer and one on the
boom. It is our practice to place the

stabilized.

equipment

in the

hands of the students

as

The ruggedness
part of their training.
and simplicity of the equipment, along
with the ease of operation and wide tolerance limits for satisfactory recording,

make

this practice entirely feasible

and

desirable.

Mounted on top
visible in Fig.

1

of the recorder

and

the interlock motor,
internal driveshaft by

is

coupled to the
means of a rubber timing belt.
addition of this motor has in no

The
way

affected the low flutter-content of the

recorder.

The

recorder has within

110-v synchronous motor which

is

it

a

used

Barry Eddy:

photographic recorder. The mixer conand monitor horn are contained in
the other room, separated from the sound

A

by a double-glazed window.
part of the wall containing this window

stage

can be removed during re-recording to
permit the sound engineer to listen to the
screen horn rather than the one in the
mixing room.
The mixer console, shown in Fig. 2, is a
modified Western Electric 25B broadcast
console, which at first glance might
appear ill-suited to motion-picture work,
but which has proven to be quite easily
modified for dubbing, scoring and rerecording for the small studio. The
modification consists almost entirrlv in
rewiring the patch board on the left-hand
make all of the

side of the console to

attenuator inputs available on the jacks.

UCLA

Sound Studio

711

This provides seven inputs operating at
20 db, with four of the
approximately
attenuators also capable of being fed
from microphone preamplifiers contained within the console itself. Additional gain for low-level dialogue pickup
is

provided

by an external amplifier

lock operations to be carried out at the
same time, an interlock patch board was

designed and built by Westrex and is
shown in Fig. 3. This board is capable
of controlling eight motors together or
two groups of four independently.

The special 16mm projector consists of
Ampro Stylist mounted on a venti-

mounted

an

unit operating at 100 and 8000
cycles and a five-way unit operating at

motor box, as seen in Fig. 4. This
box contains the interlock motor described above which is coupled to the

in a separate cabinet with the
The latter consist of a twoequalizers.

way

100, 400, 1000, 3000

and 6000

cycles.

lated

by a length of
a selsyn generator for the remote footage counter; and the necessary
projector shutter shaft

chain

Separate amplifiers compensate for the
insertion loss of the equalizers.
Plug-in
low-pass filters effective in the monitor
circuits are provided to simulate average

silent

16mm

drive the

Western
Electric 25B console provides two separate and independent channels, either of
which may feed one or two recorders at

tor

playback conditions.
Standard circuitry of the

the same time.
Each channel is provided with its own volume indicator.
The monitor amplifier is switched between these two channels as desired.
Having two separate channels makes it
possible to use one for recording and the
other for playback through headphones

example, and yet
intermix the two signals. Keys
originally intended for inter-studio sig-

for cueing purposes, for

not

nalling, provide remote control of the
sound stage warning lights and the inter-

lock-motor starting circuits.
The interlock system is interesting in
that no distributor is needed.
Each
motor, a Westrex RA-1409, contains
within the same frame, a 220-v, 3-phase
synchronous section and a 220-v, 3-phase
selsyn section, both rotors, of course,
being mounted on the same shaft.

For

interlock operation it is merely necessary
to couple the selsyn rotors of the several

motors together, then apply 220-v, 3phase power to the stators of the synchronous and selsyn sections of the
Starting resistors and
cutout relays in the synchronous section
circuits provide for a slower and smoother

several

motors.

starting characteristic.
To provide for two independent inter-
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;

and lamp-control relays. The
motor within the projector is used only to

starting

lamp cooling fan. The projeclamp and cooling motor are turned on
when the third phase of the synchronous/
interlock motor is energized.
Between
the projector and the double-glazed
window is mounted the loop rack used
in dialogue replacement.
Turning next to the

reproducing
an array of
three cabinets. The one on the left contains two Stancil-Hoffman S-5 film playThe center cabinet is a Westrex
backs.
RA-1 502-A re-recorder capable not only
of playing photographic or magnetic
tracks, but also of recording on magnetic
On the right of this machine is a
film.
Westrex RA-1495-B photographic/mag-

equipment,

we

see in Fig. 5

playback or re-recorder as

netic

it

is

With the equipment described

called.

it is possible to re-record from four interlocked tracks at the same time.
pair
of turntables and a tape recorder/playback are available for nonsynchronous
effects and music.

A

A

Westrex 300 Type photographic

channel 2

is

used for making density refrom the magnetic com-

lease negatives

posite re-recordings

time

is

and

at the present

being modified to permit ultra-

sonic, direct-positive electric-printing to
black-and-white 3 or color4 for answer

and high-quality

release prints.

All recording with the exception of release negatives or electric prints is done

on

16mm
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magnetic

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Westrex interlock patch board.

Ampro

Stylist

interlock
projector with

motor and loop rack.
Barry Eddy:

UCLA

Sound Studio
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Fig. 5. Stancil-Hoffman

and Westrex

In production recording, dialogue
recorded on 1200-ft rolls which are

film.
is

The
stored until the picture is finished.
print-takes are transferred from the prorolls, two exact copies being
made, one on new stock, the other on
After these two copies
old, spliced stock.
have been given identical edge numbers,
the one made on old stock is used as the
work track during editing. The copy
made on new stock is matched to the
work track by means of the edge numbers
and used in the re-recording.
With the advent of magnetic sound
recording film in the making of motion
pictures, the teaching process has been

duction

greatly simplified, but it
that the process has

not so obvious
been enlarged

is

through the means of immediate play714
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film playbacks.

The

result of a class exercise or
experiment can be studied
immediately and repeatedly with no
time lost for processing or printing and at
an absurdly low cost.

back.

student

The purpose in choosing professional
sound recording equipment was multifold.

Chief

among

its

virtues

are

its

dependability, freedom from breakdown

and frequent maintenance, wide
quency-range with a

minimum

fre-

of noise,

and flutter, and such simplicity
that students unfamiliar with sound re-

distortion

cording techniques can learn to operate
the equipment well and safely without
It also
constant and close supervision.
unimportant function of

serves the not

familiarizing the students with professional equipment and training them to
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appreciate the high quality of sound recording obtainable with present-day professional standards and practices.
By
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Improved Equipment
By R. H.

for Drive-in

Theaters

HEACOCK

Present trends in drive-in theaters, particularly as applied to light sources,
projectors, sound systems, power supply units and projection lenses, are contrasted with those of several years ago. Current drive-ins favor the use of 9and 10-mm positive carbons in reflector-type arc lamps in combination
with the new 4-in. diameter lens. Comments are offered on the impact of

mm

three-dimensional pictures on drive-ins.

_L

HE PURPOSE of this paper is

to indicate

briefly present trends in drive-in theater
construction and operation as compared

with conventional practice in this
in the first

field

two or three years immediWorld War II.

ately following

150

Immediately

after

the

war

many

smaller drive-ins were constructed

use

of

the

conventional

mak-

70-amp

"Suprex" type lamp. Seven- or 8-mm
carbon trim was conventional, and in an
attempt to get more light on the screen
operating amperages were gradually
pushed higher and higher. Lamps that
were originally designed for operation at
a maximum of 70 amp were pushed up to
possibly 75 amp, and the increased

amount

of heat generated within

the

lamp frequently resulted in door handles
and operating controls being extremely
hot.
It

use of these higher amperages above
it necessary to use some

amp made

means

of cooling the film in the projector
Certain lamps made use of

aperture.

heat-absorbing glass which would remove approximately 40% of the heat,
but unfortunately absorbed about 20%
of the light.
Another bad feature of
these heat-absorbing glasses was the fact
that they changed the color of the spectrally white light, giving it a slightly blu-

which was quite noticetest was to raise
gradually the heat-absorbing glass from
the light beam, and this could be immediately noticed on the screen due to the

ish-green color

A

able.

fact that

was

at this time that the condenser

lens type of

popularity.
larger,

lamp began to increase in
As drive-in screens became

booths were operated with the

Presented on April 29, 1953, at the Society's
Convention at Los Angeles by R. H. Hea-

RCA

Radio Corporation of America,
Victor Div., Theater Equipment, Camden
2, N.J.
(This paper was received on April 20,

cock,

practical

not only the screen brilliance

markedly increased but also the color of
the light was a more spectrally balanced

With this type of heatlight.
absorbing glass, it was frequently found
that a drive-in theater could actually get
more light on its screen with the use of
150-amp carbon operating at 150 amp,
than was possible with the use of the 1 70amp carbon operating at 170 amp with

white

the

heat-absorbing

beam.

1953.)
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positive carbon was popular.
the 180-amp "Hitex" carbon was
introduced, it was broadly used in the
largest drive-in theaters in the country.

13.6-mm

When

The

Arc Lamps

ing

150-amp 13.6-mm positive carbon, and
soon after this the use of the 1 70-amp
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glass

in

the

light

Within the
reflecting

which

last

glasses

reflect

couple of years, heat-

culty

have been employed

water jackets,

a high percentage of the

and yet cut down in light transmission only about 8%. Difference in
heat,

and apparent

color

brilliance

of the
screen are, for practical purposes, the

same whether
in the light

this

beam

heat-reflecting glass

or not.

At

is

first, diffi-

culty was experienced in disintegration
of the multilayer microscopic coatings on
the glass.
Currently a small motor-

driven

blower directs

cool

air

on a

slightly inclined heat-reflecting glass so
that it carries heat away from the surface

of the glass.
The glass is inclined slightly
so that the heat reflected is directed to the

top of the arc lamp.
combination with this

When

used in

small

blower,

satisfactory results have been obtained.
completely different approach to the

A

problem of heat on the film in the projector aperture was introduced with the
use of an air compressor, which directed
compressed air under approximately 4jpsi pressure on each side of the film in the
This cool air would carry
aperture.
away heat from the film in the aperture
and, of course, did not absorb any of the
This type of lamp, therefore,
made it possible to get approximately
20% more light on the drive-in theater
light.

screen than

was the case when the heat-

absorbing glass of that day was used.
The air-cooled projector in combination
with the condenser-type lamp operating
at 180 amp, therefore, became very

popular in the largest drive-in theaters in
the country.

Simultaneously with the increase in
the use of condenser-type lamps, it became the vogue to equip 70-amp Suprextype arc lamps with various types of
water coolers, which made it possible to
operate these lamps up to possibly 82 to
85 amp.
This procedure was actually a makeshift,

and although it temporarily inthe light on drive-in theater

creased

screens a great deal of maintenance

diffi-

R. H. Heacock:

was experienced through leaking
difficulty in

carbon align-

ment and operating troubles that generally crop up when a lamp designed for
operation under
converted in the

certain

conditions

is

operate under
markedly differing conditions. This introduction of water-cooled positive guides
in the field resulted in
giving a "black

eye" to

this

field to

type of equipment.

During the past several years, reflector-type arc lamps have been introduced
which have been carefully designed from
the beginning for operation with 9- or 10-

mm positive carbons.

These lamps have
adequate internal volume to give sufficient cooling.
Their reflectors are large
(16 in. in diameter as compared to the
13J or 14-in. diameter of the Suprextype lamps). Some of these lamps are
factory-equipped with water coolers
which are a far cry from some of the
earlier improvised units originally emCurrent water coolers are
ployed.

manufactured from solid brass stock so
that there is no possibility of leakage
through loose or faulty joints. Contact
with the positive carbon is through silver
jaws, which have adequate area to reduce
both heat and corrosion. When the 9and 10-mm reflector-type arc lamps were
first introduced, it was customary to use
them at the maximum amperage recommended for this type of carbon. Tenmillimeter lamps were operated at a full
100 amp even though carbon consumption was excessive; the 9-mm carbon
was operated at a full 90 amp. We have
gradually learned the hard way, through
actual field operation, that it is advisable
to use the current 10-mm trim at approxi-

mately 95 amp, and the 9-mm trim at
about 86 amp. This results in very
steady, uniform light with trouble-free
operation and economical carbon consumption.

Water Circulators
last couple of years water circuhave been introduced for drive-in
theater use which have been very helpful

In the

lators

Drive-in Equipment
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eliminating uncertainties of water
In certain areas disastrous results have followed a breakdown in the

came from a local
some other makeshift

low maintenance costs (Fig.
This type of projector has all of its
mechanical drive carefully sealed so that
dust cannot get in and the lubricating oil
cannot get out. Not only is automatic

arrangement. In other localities foreign
substances in the water might seriously

lubrication excellent from a lubricating
viewpoint, but it also acts as a cooling

water flow. Water
and over again a
relatively small supply of water, which is
cooled by means of a fan and a cooling
coil with each circulation through the
These units are relatively inexsystem.

system' so that any points that might become locally hot due to extremely close

in

essential for

supply.

1).

water supply

clog

if this

from

or

well

and impair

free

circulators use over

pensive (one very good unit has a
price of just under $100.00).

full list

still

bone of the power-supply units
This

is

the backfor drive-

primarily because

amperages are required.
Of course, motor generators have had to
be carefully matched to the arc lamps
so that very soon after the war one of the
most popular motor generators was an

80/160-amp 60-v unit. When the conlamp was used, larger motor
generators were necessary, and we finally
worked up to a 250/360-amp 100-v unit

denser-type

with the "Hitex" positive carbon

amp. More recently, the reflector-type lamps have reduced the motor
generator size so that now a very popular
at 180

unit

is

a 100/200-amp 75-v motor gener-

ator.

Tube-type

rectifiers are

quite popular

in the smaller drive-ins, and although
maintenance costs are relatively high due
to rectifier tube replacement, the initial

cost
their

is

quite low, and this accounts for
popularity in the smaller

wide

drive-in

theaters.

More

recently,

the

selenium-plate type of rectifiers has been
introduced, and these are very popular
up to 100-amp supply.
Projectors

Since drive-in theaters are frequently
very dusty, it has been recognized from
their inception that projectors which
make use of automatic lubrication are

718

case housing.
the fact that it is essential to get
light through to the screen as

possible, a projector should

relatively high

for use

main

Due to
as much

the screen.

to

Motor generators are
theaters.

jector

be employed
through
In general, a double-

which passes 50%, or more,

Power-Supply Units

in

tolerances, have this heat carried away
and distributed over the complete pro-

June 1953

shutter

light

approximately
than does the same proemployed with a single

projector passes

20% more

light

jector when
shutter.

Sound Systems
Recent improvements have been made
sound systems such that they are truly
building-block systems. Various ampli-

in

fying units

may

be

made

use of so that

systems can be built
sary wattage for
drive-in theater.

up to give out necesample coverage of any

The drive-in theater speaker (Fig. 2)
has become more and more standardized
so that a very light but strong housing

employed around a

is

relatively small but
loudspeaker unit.

carefully
designed
This unit has been designed to withstand
most severe usage and yet produce highquality sound.

Projection Lenses

Several years ago the 4-in. diameter
projection lens was introduced which has
a speed of either //1. 9 or //2.O. These
lenses

are

above

5 in.

in focal lengths
Before the introduction of

produced

the 4-in. diameter projection lens, it was
necessary to have the projection booth
relatively close to the screen due to the
fact that if a focal length lens above 5 in.
was employed, it was so slow that it
could not pass enough light to the screen.
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Fig. 1.

The RCA-100

Projector.

This meant that in order to have both
the booth and the concession stand in one
structure
the concession stand was
This meant
fairly close to the screen.
that most of the patrons who, of course,
were grouped near the back of the drivein theater, since the

ramps there are very

much

longer, had a long distance to go to
reach the concession stand. Another

objection to the location of the booth
close to the screen was that it interfered

with traffic, and frequently
people avoided the area behind
the booth even though these would
normally be the choice positions since
they are close to the center line of the

seriously

many

Fig. 2.

The RCA

Speaker

theater.

R. H. Heacock:

Drive-in Equipment

Drive-in

Station.
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The

diameter projection lens has

4-in.

situation

by making it
conpossible to have both the booth and
cession stand well back in the theater so
that both of the objections outlined above
have been overcome.
this

changed

Impact of Three-Dimensional Pictures

on Drive-in Theaters
Devil was introduced this
extreme popularity resulted in
great interest in whether or not the conventional type of polarized-light threedimensional pictures might be presented
its

drive-in

in

level

theaters.

Since

the

light

most drive-in theaters leaves

in

much

to be desired, it is immediately
obvious that the use of polarized-light

port filters and audience spectacles will
introduce a very serious problem. The

combination of these two filters (one in
the booth port and one in front of the
viewer's

eye) will pass only approximately one-third of the light from the
projection lens through to the viewer's

that

was at

it

Even

so,

certain

venturesome

ex-

have

painted their drive-in
theater screens with varying success.
Since it is essential to have a metallized
or silver screen surface, some drive-ins
hibitors

merely sprayed their present screens
with a mixture of one pound of chemically pure aluminum powder cut in one
This regallon of clear spar varnish.
sulted in a highly directional screen such
that the center one-third of the viewing
area was at a markedly increased apparent screen brilliance level. The next
one-sixth of the viewing area on each

was

Some

exhibitors

merely sprayed their

aluminum powder spar
combination, and were de-

varnish

lighted to find that they obtained excellent results with three-dimensional pictures.

Light was not depolarized, the

picture

was

clear

and the screen appeared

surprisingly uniform, as far as screen
brilliance was concerned.
Unhappily,

however, these exhibitors found that
when they returned to two-dimensional
projection, the increased light striking on
the screen made very much more apparent what had been minor differences in
reflectance

under the very low

three-dimensional

at approximately the

same

level

therefore found that unfortunately they
had a relatively satisfactory screen for

that

projection, but
deficient for

was noticeably

certain that

of us, as engineers,

many

efforts,

varying conditions of operation

do not make our achievement as worthwhile as we had at first anticipated.
At this very moment there may be
drive-in

theaters

sional

or

that

with

satisfactorily

particular drive-ins.
agree, however, that

720

diffusive screen without delight.

These
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attempts

are

either

operating

two-dimen-

three-dimensional
pictures
If
the same screen.

viewing area was very much lower in
apparent screen brilliance than with a
white diffusive screen.
Various materials have been used in
combination with the aluminum powder
combination in an attempt to get a
the

the

have experienced similar disappointments when we have felt that we have at
last obtained an answer to our problems,
only to find that, through our own

on
projected
this is the case,

more

one

projection of standard two-dimensional
It is
pictures at their higher light level.

the original white diffusive screen,
while the remaining one-third of the

polarizing

levels of

They

projection.

as

slightly

thought that the

first

answer, had been obtained quite simply.

three-dimensional

eye.

side

One thing of interest to us, as engineers, is the experience of certain drivein operators which closely parallels that
of some of our laboratory experiments in

screens with the

When Bwana

year,

have met with varying degrees of success.

we have not been

in those

All can probably
it is

only a question

some satisfactory balance
between diffusive and depolarizing prop-

of time until

has been made to give
a reasonably satisfactory screen for the
projection of both types of pictures in
erties of materials

drive-ins.
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Drive-in Theater Dub'l Cone In-a-Car
Speaker
By

ROBERT HOFF

J.

A

new, improved in-a-car speaker in which the speaker unit employs two
speaker cones, one superimposed upon the other with a sealed ^-in. air space
between, the outer cone being used for protection, the inner cone for projection of sound.

A,ALTHOUGH
was

the

first

in operation in the

in-a-car speakers

World War

II, it

drive-in theater

middle

30's

and

were in use prior to
was not until the great

increase of new drive-in theaters after the

war

that the

made

modern

its

in-a-car speaker
Since that time

appearance.
major manufacturers of sound
and projection equipment have employed
a speaker unit with a paper cone somewhere between 3 in. and 5^ in. in diameter, with the majority using a 4-in. cone.
The size of an in-a-car speaker cone
has been dictated by two definite restricalmost

all

tive facts.

closure

First,

must have

any speaker

in

an en-

air space, or breathing

space, so as not to overload the speaker
and smother the sound. Second, the

speaker outer case, whether die or sandcast aluminum, or die-cast plastic or
other material, had to be small enough
so as to be easily handled

and

trans-

ported from the speaker post to the car
interior.

major

It

was determined by most

manufacturers

that

the

4-in.

Presented on April 29, 1953, at the Society's
Convention at Los Angeles by J. Robert
Hoff, The Ballantyne Co., 1712 Jackson
St.,

Omaha

2,

Neb.

(This paper was received on February 17,
1953.)
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diameter speaker unit was the best size
to provide adequate loading and yet not
require a case that was large and cumbersome.

One of the first objections raised in
connection with the enclosure of a
standard speaker cone was that, because
the first speaker units used were merely
adapted from indoor applications, the
paper cones quickly deteriorated in rain
and damp weather and became useless
The several manufacuntil reconed.
turers of these inner cones then proceeded

to use a waterproofing material to protect the cones from the weather and make

them water resistant. While this prolonged the life of the speaker units it was
found that the sun shining through the
speaker case openings baked out the
waterproofing material and made them
again pervious to moisture. When
louvres were extended over the openings
to prevent the sun's rays from reaching
the cone the sound became muffled and
the speaker's efficiency lowered. Thus
the problem presented itself of providing
some protection for the cone without

such protection resulting in a deleterious
effect on the sound reproduction.
Many methods were investigated inrubber
cluding the use of a linen or
of
cover, and making the cone itself
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TREATED
DIAPHRAGM
ALUMINUM

1.30 QZ.

VOICE COIL

MAGNET

Figure

1.

Fig.

cone speakers employ a 0.68-oz magnet.
Because of the added load of the second
cone the magnet in the Dub'l Cone
Speaker is 1.3 oz and the magnet material used is selected Alnico V which is

Mount Dub'l Cone

Field

In-a-Car Speaker.

aluminum

spun

plastic,

fabricated

But

paper.

and

rubber

of

all

these

proved ineffective because they affected
It was then decided
the sound quality.
to superimpose a second cone in front of
the

and

first

it is

upon

this

theory that

paper is presented. The Dub'l Cone
In-a-Car Speaker unit is practical for

this

the following reasons:
1
It protects the inner cone from both
.

the sun
2.

and the

The

rain.

addition of the second cone

plus a larger

permanent magnet than

2.

is

two and one-half times more powerful
than previous magnetic materials. Thus
every point in an in-a-car speaker unit
that can be attacked by hot sun or rain
has been protected (Fig. 2).
A coincidental result of the second or
outer cone was the action it takes at the
extreme high end of the response curve.
It brings about a much sharper cutoff.
In

addition the mass-loading through

the second cone causes a shifting of the
resonance point with a slight additional

response in the 500- to 1000-cycle range.
comparison of the frequency response of a single-cone speaker with that

A

required for a single cone gives a very

of a Dub'l

pleasing response.
3. When the outer cone becomes sun-

3.

Cone Speaker is shown in Fig.
The solid line is the response of the
Dub'l Cone Speaker and the dotted line,

baked and deteriorated it can be replaced in the field with a new cone and
gasket and the life of the inner cone and

response of the same speaker with the
outer cone removed. This graphically
demonstrates that the Dub'l Cone has

the speaker unit

prolonged indefi-

greater response between 100 and 200
cycles with a definite cutoff at 4000

The Dub'l Cone Speaker unit (Fig. 1)
aluminum voice coil, a resin-

The single-cone speaker while
reaching 5000 cycles definitely does not
have as sharp a cutoff. The Dub'l Cone
Speaker thus eliminates the undesirable

itself

nitely.

has an

cycles.

impregnated diaphragm, and both cones
are treated with water repellent. Waterproof cork gaskets provide a resilient seal
between both speaker cones and between
the inner speaker cone and the housing.

present on the sound track, giving a
cleaner reproduction than would other-

The housing

itself is an all-weld conwhich gives rigidity to the
entire speaker under all kinds of tem-

wise be possible.

struction

The Dub'l Cone Speaker unit is
mounted in a die-cast aluminum case.

perature variations.

The
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is

be

provided

Sound Committee Report
JOHN

By

K.

MILLIARD, Chairman

THE WORK OF

the Sound Committee
must of necessity include investigation on

all

phases of techniques used in stereo-

It
was
reproduction.
fortunate that last year the
Magnetic Subcommittee was able to
obtain agreement on the triple 200-mil

sound

phonic
indeed

magnetic

track

35mm

for

film

since

There are differences of approximately
4 db in the recording characteristic at

8000 cycles between

two major pro-

ducers of apparatus for 35mm magnetic
recording and it is hoped that very
shortly agreement can be reached so
that one theater reproducing curve will
suitable for all productions.
At

be

currently on

the present time there is no intention of
limiting the frequency range to 10,000

sound

cycles.

this

the standard that

is

is

is

being used

3-D showings where the
reproduced from a separate

interlocked magnetic dummy.
The projects of the committee at the

present time include:
1.

Preparing

a

magnetic

azimuth

test film.
2.

Magnetic

multitrack

frequency

film.
3.

test

Magnetic 3000-cycle
Triple-track

flutter film.

dialogue

reel

distribution pattern is adequate.
procedure will be to switch back
forth

from one channel

that

any change

in

The
and

to the other so

quality

may

be

noted.
5.

The standard

theater sound re-

production curve.

At the present time agreement has
been reached on the amount and nature
of

the

low-frequency

equalization.

Presented on May 1, 1953, at the Society's
Convention at Los Angeles by John K.
Milliard, Altec Lansing Corp., 9356 Santa

Monica
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for use

on the

has as yet been submitted for committee
consideration.

The

special Subcommittee on MagReproducing Characteristics, under
the chairmanship of Ellis W. D'Arcy,

netic

and music
which will have identical
material on all three tracks.
This,
when combined with a horn-switching
unit, will enable the installation crew
to determine that the horn system has
been installed properly and that the
4.

Multimagnetic tracks

regular 35mm release print were discussed briefly, but no concrete proposal

Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.
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discussed the
teristic

16mm

which

formulate.

It

it

reproducing charac-

had been assigned
is

realized

that

to
this

matter will have to be resolved rapidly
in order for the 1 6mm magnetic program
proceed on an orderly basis. A fine
of cooperation is being exhibited
by the various equipment manufacturers and it is reasonable to expect
that such a characteristic will be agreed
on within the next sixty days. It will
then be distributed to the full Sound
Committee and at the same time will be
to

spirit

published in the Journal for comments.
characteristic being considered at

The

present

is

similar to that

now

used for

35mm magnetic track. It is hoped that
the 16mm reproducing characteristic
will approach the 35mm insofar as
possible.

This

will

process of
sound track prints.

recording

Journal of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

expedite

16mm

the

re-

magnetic

At the meeting of the Subcommittee
a French proposed standard for magnetic
track location was considered.
It was

such

for

include

Related

striping.

the design

head

produce

problems
magnetic retakes into con-

of a

which

agreed that the French proposal with

sideration

respect to so-called "magnetic halftrack" should be circulated with the

head

hope of arriving at a standard location

1952 Washington Convention.

track

wear

MALCOLM

G.

TOWNSLEY,

16mm and
Motion Pictures Committee has
processed in one manner or another,
SINCE ITS LAST REPORT, the

8mm

eight standards.

Of

one has just

these,

been approved as an American Standard,
two are in the Standards Committee,
having been approved by the 16mm and
8mm Motion Pictures Committee, one
has been published for trial and comment, and four are still in letter ballot in
the Committee.
All of the standards which are concerned with the usage of 16mm or 8mm
film in camera or projector have been reviewed by the Committee and are cur-

of magnetic
photographic sound

question

and

damage, outlined

16mm and 8mm Committee
By

the

at the Society's

Report

Chairman

comments on this feature of the current
revisions when they are finally released.
Several of these standards encounter
the question of edge guiding of 16mm
sound film. This has been a very

thorny problem.
Compelling arguments can be advanced for guiding at the
perforated edge, and equally cogent
reasons for guiding at the sound-track
edge.

These two sets of reasoning are summarized in appendixes to the proposed
standards, and really result in no standIt
ard at all being set for edge guiding.

rently in various stages of balloting as
I should like to express
just indicated.

however, beginning to appear that
projector manufacturers are tending
toward the solution of guiding the film at

for the splendid

the deep appreciation of the Committee
work of D. F. Lyman of

and

Eastman Kodak Company

unperforated edge, so that agreement on
a standard may be possible in another

in re-drafting
these standards into a consistent pattern
and correct form and to thank Henry

Kogel for suggesting a method of revising
and simplifying titles. These standards
now carry more descriptive material and
explanatory notes than has been custo-

mary, and the Committee

will

welcome

is,

the picture gate from the perforated edge
at the sound scanning point from the

year or two.

The Committee has

requests for con-

sideration of standards

on the following:

Low-visibility splices;

Large

16mm

8mm reels;
Presented on April 30, 1953, at the SociMalety's Convention at Los Angeles by
colm G. Townsley, Bell & Howell Co., 7100

McCormick Rd., Chicago

45,

111.

June 1953

reels

(above 2,000

ft);

600-ft projector reels;

and

Travel-ghost film.
Comments and information on these
subjects are invited.
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.36 and
Proposed Revisions, PH22.17,
Related to 8mm and 35mm Low-Shrink

.58

Film and Aperture for 35mm Sound
Motion-Picture Projectors
THREE PROPOSED REVISED American Standards are published on the followin]
pages for three-month trial and criticism. All comments should be sent to Henry
If no adverse comment
Kogel, SMPTE Staff Engineer, prior to October 1, 1953.
are received, the three proposals will then be submitted to ASA Sectional Committee
PH22 for further processing as American Standards.
The basic change in PH22.17 is one which makes allowance for the further decreas
This question arose first in the review
of the shrinkage characteristics of safety film.
of the two standards on
visions

made

16mm

for the present revision of this

the

Film Dimensions, PH22.5 and PH22.12.

in those standards,

December 1952

and reasons

8mm

standard.

Journal, p. 527, for the

The

re

therefor, are virtually the same a
Refer to Dr. Carver's statement, in

Committee's detailed thinking on

thi

subject.

On PH22.36, only a minor revision is involved, affecting the method of indicatin;
dimension G. This new method provides for the measure of both the linear anc
angular misalignment of any pair of perforations and brings this proposal in accorc
with international practice.
In reviewing PH22.58, the Film Projection Practice Committee came to the con
elusion that the camera centerline should be deleted as well as dimension
whicl

H

specified the 6-mil differential between camera and projector centerlines. The 6-mi
differential was originally inserted to make allowance for film shrinkage so that the

release print, after shrinking

its

normal amount, would have the image centered

in

the projector aperture.
The decrease in the shrinkage characteristic of film elimin
ates the need for this differential, and now permits the use of the projector apertur
centerline for both the projector and camera.
In addition, the corner radius ha

been decreased to be
H.K.
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in accord with present practice of essentially square corners.
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Appendix
The dimensions given

Uniformity of Perforations

1.

standard represent the

in this

practice of film manufacturers in that the dimensions

and tolerances are
tion.

the film. This change
the

tolerances considerably smaller than those given, but

dimensions of the

slit

is

a

and perforated

Shrinkage of the

due

film,

never agree

to

change

in

and

dies.

moisture

content or loss of residual solvents, invariably results

a change

in

in

these dimensions during the

Appendix
In the early

used for

16mm

days of

this film

had the

in

pitch

compared

significance
film

life

2.

film the safety

of

from

roll

to

hole to the next. Actually,

it

is

are of

roll

to variations from

maximum

the

small group that

important. This

is

one of the rea-

is

sons for the method of specifying uniformity

in

base

gates designed to pass film with the width of

film

0.630

The manufacturers, therefore, were com-

inch.

then not shrinking much more. Although

mitted by the American Standard. Variations

film

tended to swell at high humidities, nevertheless the

user received the film

the

package before the

was always

encountered

film,

meant that the user never

even at high humidities, that had

greater width than that specified
This

meant

that

seldom ran

in

the standards.

into trouble so long
film

at the upper limit of the

tolerances,

used. Although this film

was

less susceptible

than the

previous film to swelling at high humidities, nevertheless the shrinkage characteristics
this

were low enough

shrinkage did not always compensate

for the swell at high humidities. For this reason film
slit

at the

at the lower

edge

mid point of the tolerance for width,
inch, would occasionally swell at high

namely 0.629

humidities to such

in their

an alternate standard has been

For this reason

low-shrink film

for this

adopted

manufacturers
film

produce

slit

of the standard.

limits

may

slit

in

order that the

within the standard

and

still

which does not exceed 0.630 inch even

at high humidities.

For the purpose of this specification, low-shrink

an extent that

it

would bind

in

base

film

is

film

forated, kept
for

base

wh

:

ch,

when coated

with emul-

and any other normal coating treatment,

sion

in

per-

the manufacturer's sealed container

6 months, exposed, processed, and stored exair not to exceed 30 days at 65 to 75 and

posed to

50

to

60%

relative humidity

conditions of temperature

shrunk not more than

and measured under

and humidity,

0.2% from

its

shall

like

have

original dimen-

sion at the time of perforating.
This definition of low-shrink film

a guide
from

to film manufacturers,

shall not

be cause

is

to

be used as

and departure

there-

for rejection of the film.

NOT APPROVED
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of the tolerance per-

width, however, sometimes produced film

below the

as their film gates

namely 0.630 inch.
Within the past few years, however, a safety base
with lower shrinkage characteristics began to be

so that

slit

camera and projector manufacturers

would readily pass
slitting

slitting

at least as great

as any swell that might occur due to high humidities
at the time of use. This

dimen-

sion B.

pelled to

in

varia-

from one sprocket hole to the next within any

tion

very rapidly to a certain fairly definite amount and

shrinkage that occurred

little

one sprocket

Shrinkage Characteristics

characteristic of shrinking

this

of

steadiness

projection.

plastic material, the

exactly with the dimensions of the punches

one of the most

is

important of the variables affecting

Variations
fact that film

generally uniform throughout

is

roll.

The uniformity of perforation

for film immediately after perfora-

The punches and dies themselves are made to

owing to the

of 2 pages

PH22.17
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PH22.36

Dimensions for

35mm

Motion-Picture Positive

D

RvWon

Raw

Stock

of

223.36-1947
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Appendix

The dimensions given

in this

standard represent the

practice of film manufacturers in that the dimensions

and tolerances are
tion.

for film immediately after perfora-

The punches and dies themselves are made to

tolerances considerably smaller than those given, but

owing

to the fact that film

dimensions of the

slit

is

a

plastic material, the

and perforated

film

never agree

exactly with the dimensions of the punches

Shrinkage of the

film,

due

to

change

in

and

dies.

moisture

content or loss of residual solvents, invariably results
in

a Change

in

these dimensions during the

life

of

the

film. This

change

is

generally uniform throughout

the film.

The uniformity of perforation

one of the most

projection.

Variations
significance

in

pitch

compared

from

hole to the next. Actually,
tion

roll

to roll are of

to variations from
it

is

the

little

one sprocket

maximum

varia-

from one sprocket hole to the next within any

small group that

is

important.

NOT APPROVED
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is

important of the variables affecting steadiness of

PH22.36
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Aperture for

PH22.58
Revision of Z22

35mm Sound

Motion -Picture Projectors
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73d Semiannual Convention
This

Convention

state of the arts

the

reflected

and

sciences

current

which are

a great deal of
Society's interest:
attention to 3-D and panoramic production
and exhibition, interest and attention to
the

aspects, and a steady
and high-speed
television
And also perhaps a re-

drive-in

theater

interest

in

photography.

today is that the
Convention was on the move 6 of the 1 6
sessions were held away from the Hotel
flection of the industry

:

was Convention headduring the week of April 27
The
through May 2 at Los Angeles.
complete roster of the papers and sessions
appears on the last pages of this Journal.
Opening the Convention and summarizwhich

Statler

quarters

ing much of what was on the minds or
in the worries of those attending Monday's
Get-Together Luncheon, the Society's

Herbert Barnett,
President,
the 333 members and guests.

welcomed

Get-Together Luncheon Remarks by President Barnett
"... The number of registrations thus
recorded and the gratifying attendance
here today would indicate an unusually
Several factors are
successful meeting.

"In all this the motion-picture engineer
must assume vast new responsibilities and
there was never a better opportunity for
him to act as a stabilizing element. There

responsible for these interesting prospects.
group of loyal local members have
devoted much of their time to assure excel-

is

far

A

lent technical sessions

and

social functions.

Outstanding personalities have generously
accepted our invitations to be present and
speak to this luncheon session on matters
vital to the industry as a whole.
Addi-

recognizable potential danger in overand
conclusions
hasty
prompted by competitive ambitions and
in the absence of overall industry conexploitation

The mass exhibition operation
we know it today will face disaster

siderations.
as

one of the most intensive evolutions motion
pictures have known. Not since the advent
of sound has greater interest in motion
pictures been evident than that which is
now brought about through 3-D, wide-

uniformity of equipment requiremaintained
meaning, in other
terms, that standardization must be an
essential element of these developments.
Standardization, not to the extent of
stifling progress, but rather progressively
to minimize the burdens that fall upon
the exhibitor, as the final salesman of any

screen projection, and stereophonic sound.
"Motion pictures are front-page news as
never before.

motion -picture production.
in co"The Society stands ready
to
operation with the Research Council

we

tionally,

are

"Wherever you
of the so-called

presently

go,

experiencing

you hear discussions

new developments and

everyone is anxious to see and be convinced that movies are on the way back.
"To the engineer this is even more
strange in that all these things have been
on the shelf for years. Yet it is under-

when we recognize that this
industry appears to thrive on adversity.
Faith in its future should be restored when

standable

one sees

ability, as

is

being displayed today,

to pick itself off the floor

and come back

unless

ments

is

its headquarters staff and
committees as a forum through which
appropriate standards can be developed.
"We, as engineers, should exert our
every influence to convince management
and operations people that what has been
done is only a start in the direction of
improved entertainment value.
"To rest on present laurels could very

offer services of
its

well

mean

before us.

destruction of the vast prospects
Present trends should signal

and aggressive
not
strong
perhaps
exactly the same in all respects, but at
least a healthy, successful entertainment

research needs this industry has not been
aware of before. And in the throes of

medium.

the like,

732

this

new

interest in 3-D, wide-screen

we should

and

not overlook the import

and

of television

ment

its

potential as a supple-

motion pictures.
"We would not minimize the exciting
possibilities offered by these new media.
But it may be well to temper enthusiasm
with the sound and sobering fact that no
matter what form motion pictures of
to

the future take

The

2-D, 3-D, wide-screen,

Get-Together

was

Speaker

Luncheon

Mitchell

Wolfson.

Guest

Mr.

Wolfson's cogent speech was published in
The arrangements of
the May Journal.
the Luncheon were under Chairman
Loren L. Ryder.
The 65 papers were garnered and arranged in the Program chiefly by Program
Chairman Ralph Lovell, with assists by
Editorial Vice-President Norwood Simmons chiefly for the special sessions for

CinemaScope at Twentieth CenturyFox and for 3-D and wide screen at
The Program
Universal-International.
had the usual predominance of papers

for

from the area of the Convention. The
Program benefited from early planning
and help by Papers Committee Chairman
Bill Rivers and by the efforts of ViceChair men Joe Aiken, Skip Athey, George
Colburn, Gerry Graham and John Wad-

Chairman for High-Speed Photogdell.
raphy for the Convention was Carlos
Elmer who early arranged a group of 11
papers and an all-day field trip to the
U.S. Naval Ordnance Test Stations'
Morris Dam Test Facility at Azusa. A
complete

list

Journal, pp.

of the papers

is

given in this

751-754.

Those who attended the Convention
appreciated throughout the week the large
and careful job which was done by Local
Arrangements Chairman Vaughn Shaner:
to prepare in a thousand ways for moving
unpredictable numbers of people about
the city, to provide for a variety of forum
and projection facilities in several different
to be the
places, to entertain what proved
largest

number

of registrants ever for a

and
Society Convention, to be hospitable
to be helpful in a lot of little emergencies
a
people away from home. It was
which took care of the
Convention crowd in what could otherwise

for

real organization

curved

screen or combinations
none
of these will revive the industry unless
the chosen system is supported by highquality pictures made for entertainment
should be confident .,1
purposes.
the future when sound engineering decisions are used to supplement true showmanship in offering the public what it
wants to see."

We

have proved an immensely turbulent and
unnecessarily trying week..

The Convention's

total registration

was

1333, of which 146 were ladies registrations.

Attendance

at Sessions

Largest single convening for a technical
session was the estimated 825 who gathered
on Monday evening at the Academy
Award Theatre for the Stereoscopic MoA total of sometion-Picture Session.
what more attended the four showings of

CinemaScope given by Twentieth Century-Fox on Stage 6 at Fox Western
Avenue Studios, where each demonstration
and discussion period had to be limited to
300 persons, because of

A

similar

limitation

fire

was

in

regulations.
effect

on

Saturday when by running three consecutive presentations Universal-International
was host to 650.
Attendance at the Tuesday afternoon
stereoscopic session ranged from 328 down
Sessions
to 205 at the end of the session.
which covered in part stereo sound, on

and Friday afternoons, had
attendances ranging from 165 to 250.

Monday

Television sessions on Tuesday morning
and evening attracted 211 who visjted
CBS Television City and attended the
session there and a range of 155 to 275

during the evening session.
There was a solid group of about 65 in
attendance at all high-speed photography
sessions, despite some handicaps in meeting
room arrangements at the hotel.
Papers on drive-ins, screen brightness
and sound brought average attendances

The general session on Thursday
afternoon averaged 108 in attendance, and
the film-processing session Thursday evefor
ning had an attendance of 139 to 216

of 80.

various papers.

f33

From Tuesday through Friday, there
were nine meetings of Engineering Committees. Reports of those activities appear
regularly in the Journal in the Engineering
Activities

column

prepared

by

Hank

All the bus

and other

Hospitality Desk which was under the
direction of Betty Hartlane, Guest Rela-

Kogel, Staff Engineer, and also periodically
chairmen of committees.

sisting

An

Humphreys, Jean

in reports of the

Editorial-Papers

Committee Meeting

reviewed papers plans for the Fall Convention, and John Frayne and his 75th
Convention Committee met to review
plans for the historical aspects for that
convention.

and Membership

Registration

The

ever achieved
a Society Convention was made with a
revamped system worked out by Convention Vice-President Jack Servies and
the Society's Business Manager Sig Muskat.
largest registration

for

Into this system were fitted arrangements
controls for supplying bus tickets,

and

viewing glasses and special identification

special tickets,

viewing glasses and courtesy passes
were organized and dispensed at the
the

tions

Director for ABC-Hollywood.
Asher from ABC were:
Vance

ghan,

Al

Biscayart,

Terry Cro-

McHardy, Dave Loring and

George Crosland.
Hotel Reservations and Transportation
arrangements were under the Chairmanship of Philip G. Caldwell.
The Ladies Program, arranged and conducted by Mrs. Vaughn Shaner, featured:
a Luncheon at the Huntington Hotel in
Pasadena and a visit to the Huntington
Library on Tuesday; and on Thursday
a visit to the Paramount Studio, including
luncheon on the set of Elephant Walk.
Exhibits

A

feature of this Convention was an

tickets for sessions

away from the Statler,
including something new which was added
after the Final Program went to press:

arrangement for exhibits, particularly of
equipment related to papers in the sessions.
This special program was arranged and

a courtesy showing to Convention registrants of Cinerama on Thursday forenoon.
Cinerama opened in Hollywood on the

by Thomas J. Gibbons. It
brought to the Convention an opportunity
for registrants to review equipment from
16 manufacturers and the wares of 2

previous evening.
Registration was carried out under the
Chairmanship of Robert Young who
Committee:
the
organized
following
Howard Bell of Mole-Richardson Co.,
Walter L. Farley, Jr., of Eastman Kodak
Co., Donald Prideaux of the Lamp
Division of General Electric Co., and Petro
Vlahos of the Motion Picture Research
Council. Clerical assistance was supplied
by Allen K. Pollock, Manager of the

Los Angeles Convention and Visitors
Bureau.
Accountant for the Convention was
Arthur Johnson of Pathe Industries, Inc.,
assisted by Herman J. Herles of Sound
Services, Inc.

A satellite of the Registration Desk
was the Membership Desk which, under
Jack Duvall who is Membership Chairman

for

West Coast, obtained 66
for Society membership and

the

applications

dispensed a great deal of information about
SMPTE. Assisting him were Forrest
Jennings and Walter Getze, with special
help by student members: Ken Miura
and Jack Belsky of USC and Edith Gross
of UCLA.

734

controlled

publishers.

Projection

and Public Address

Motion-picture shorts opening each
session continued to be an attracting

These were arranged for and
Ted Fogelman.
Projection, both 35mm and 16mm, was
carried out under M. B. Smith, Merle
Chamberlin and A. Craig Curtis. On
hand were two SMPTE Convention reFrank
liables to help with projection:
feature.

scheduled by

Erler and Clyde Cooley who always serve
beyond the call of duty. Also helping
were USC students T. O. Garringer and
Frank Ruttencutter, with Don Mclntosh
serving on the High-Speed Photography
Sessions.

A

very helpful part of the shoulder to
the wheel for making the sessions go was
the contingent of USC students, under
The
faculty adviser Herbert E. Farmer.
recruiting and scheduling of USC help as
door guards and ushers and as helpers on
projection and public address and recording were done by Ken Miura, Chairman of the USC Student Chapter. The

students

cluded:

who helped

in

this

Hal

way

in-

Arthur, G. J.
Belsky,
Stephen Goakley, George Cravens, Harry
Dorsey, Bill Harnett, Stone Ishimaru,
Dick Pollister, Al Richards, J. Reed
Rummage, Herb Skoble, Don Wald and
Frank Zuber.

Helping particularly on Public Address
USG Chapter members Ken Miura, Christopher Bristol, Roy
George and Bill Leaven worth.
As was the case a year and a half ago,
the Society was fortunate to have as
Chairman of Public Address and Record-

and Recording were

ing

Ed Templin who made

ments with the Statler

all

to

the arrangeemploy the

equipment to very good advantage. Ed had the help, in addition
to the USC Chapter members, of the
following from the industry: John Stark
of Altec-Lansing, John Wasse of CBS,
Jim Pettus of RCA, Chuck Lang of Warner
John Jacobs of Westrex, Jean
Bros.,
Valentino of MGM, Jim Larsen of Academy Films and Phil Thomas of Westrex.
The Society's public address and recording equipment has been repackaged
by a task committee under George Lewin.
Society's

A

subsequent report
committee's success.

describe

will

the

For two "remote" meetings, held at the
Academy Theatre, and for two concurrent

SMPTE Honor

sessions

a
(high-speed
photography),
double-tape system was supplied through
the courtesy of Ralph Ixjvell at NBC.
Helping with the equipment from NBC
were Frank Pontius and Gordon Donald.

For the session at CBS Television
City,
Herb Pangborn provided staff and equip-

ment for tape recording.
Equipment and operation for tape recording of the descriptions and discussions
for the showings of
CinemaScope at
Twentieth Century-Fox were arranged
by Jim Corcoran. At Universal-Inter-

similar service was suppliv
through the efforts, of Les Carey.
The Convention Program generally

national,

and

many

items,
specific
particularly
of interest to the general public,
received wide attention in the press, as a
result of the energetic attention of Harold
Desfor, Chairman of Publicity.

those

The highlight of the week's entertainment was the usual semiannual banquet
and dance which were under the ChairAttendance at
manship of Sid Solow.
the
Banquet was 430. A particular
feature of the Banquet was the announcement of the SMPTE Board of Governor's
action on April 26, placing the names of
J. Arthur Ball and Col. Nathan Levinson
on the SMPTE Honor Roll. The cita-

tions are given in the following story.

Roll

At the Society's 73d Semiannual Banquet
the announcement was made that its
Board of Governors had added the names
of two pioneers to the Honor Roll. This
was done upon consideration of a report
of the Honorary Membership Committee,
Chairman Fred T. Bowditch, and members
F. E. Cahill, Lloyd Thompson, William C.
Kunzmann and Elmer Richardson. The
achievements were described:

portant

and

significant

picture photography, made by him during
his professional career, arc a tribute to
his versatility and ability.
Mr. Ball's scientific

Patents granted to hirr as sole inventor in

many

cases,

and

in

some

cases as joint

granted to him many
foreign patents as well and four published
papers were authored by him.
These published documents record iminventor.

He had

The importance

'

work
States

to

tions to the technical art of color motion-

of

Joseph Arthur Ball
J. Arthur Ball had 44 United

contributions

of color picture photography. These contributions reflect the
the
originality of thinking required and
attention to detail of Mr. Ball's work.
The wide scope of the important contributhe technical art

is

and

emphasized by the

professional

fact that

many

of his important contributions have stood
the test of time.

Of prime

significance

were Mr.

Ball's

contributions in association with Gerald
F. Rackett to the three-strip color motionpicture camera and the necessary optical
and mechanical parts, which he invented

735

to insure successful operation of the basic
three-color camera. The three-strip color

motion-picture camera was, and is, an
outstanding contribution to the technology
It displays Mr.
of the 20th Century.
Ball's combined talents in the fields of

mechanical

engineering,

and photographic art.
to which he devoted his

optical

science

These
skill

cameras,
and imagina-

have been a basic contribution in
making commercial color cinematography
tion,

a part of the lives of
the world.

all

and developed many film-processing ma-

well as new and novel methods to facilitate
In
the handling of motion-picture films.
a large measure, therefore, the material
brought from the motion-picture photographic field, into the laboratory, was

improved by Mr.

Ball.

note not only the enduring
contributions of Mr. Ball, but also that in
the true sense of the word he was a pioneer
in his field.
In the early days of color
cinematography Mr. Ball was a leader.
In the two-color practices, he was an
artisan and craftsman of the highest order.
He explored, and contributed to, two-color
It is fitting to

motion-picture photography by developing taking devices, and improved techniques for registering and cementing together two-color motion -picture films.
By 1950, he was actively working on

It is safe to

and

five subtractive

say that commercial realiza-

motion -picture photography
was greatly enhanced through Mr. Ball's
developments and engineering achievements in the field of optics and particularly
in the development of retardation plates
and multiple-aperture light dividers. His
interest and ability led him into nearly
tion of color

therefor*

This

serves only to highlight
contributions to

summary

some of the

significant

made by Mr.

color-picture progress

Levinson

Col.

Sam Warner

Ball.

introduced

the

late

sound motion-picture

to the

experimental work of the Bell Laboratories
in the year 1 924, and Warner Bros, started
motion
experimental work in sound
pictures at the Vitagraph Studios in
Brooklyn in 1925. After they were convinced that sound motion pictures were a
they leased the Manhattan

reality,

House

New York

in

City,

Opera

which became

sound motion-picture studio in
and from the work done there
under Samuel L. Warner and Col. Levinson, it was possible for Warner Bros, to
present the first program of sound motion
the

first

the industry

pictures

the

to

public

in

the

original

Warner Theatre on Broadway, New York
City,

August

1926.

6,

Sound motion

pictures

were

still

in the

experimental stage at that time. A few
very fine short subjects had been made,
but the only work done in connection
with feature pictures consisted of the
addition of musical scores to silent productions such as Don Juan, The Better
etc.

'Ole,

The

services

of

competent

engineering personnel to carry on this
experimental work and extend it to the
Hollywood Studios were required, and,
after surveying the field of such men,
Warner Bros, turned to Mr. Levinson.
His entire work from a very early age
had been devoted to communications
engineering in wire and in wireless teleg-

every technical phase of the art of color
Part of
motion-picture
photography.
his early work on dye-transfer techniques
was instrumental in the development of

raphy.

high-quality color motion-picture release
He contributed to
print manufacture.
the technique of making animated cartoons in color motion pictures by inventing
a new cartoon cell. The diversity of his

visited the
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of color re-

and

chines, including light-control mechanisms,
film printers, film-registering devices, as

processes utilizing four
color components.

art

of the people in

techniques
were also improved by the contributions
of Mr. Ball. He successfully conceived

significantly

the

in

Developments

production have been contributed to by
Mr. Ball's work in carbon-type color
prints reproduced on paper, plastic or
cloth, and mass reproduction methods

Nathan Levinson

facilities

Laboratory

acquaintance with problems in color
motion pictures is evidence of his skill.

Soon

Mr
1906,

after

Marconi discovered

Levinson entered

when

this

field,

wireless,
and, in

President Theodore Roosevelt

Panama

was sent by

his

Canal, Mr. Levinson

company aboard

the

battleship Louisiana to demonstrate the
use of wireless, between two ships, to the
This was the first time that
President.

two battleships out of sight of each other

communicated with each other.
His work with the U.S. Army, the
U.S. Navy, Western Union, Marconi
Wireless Telegraph Co. of America and
the Mutual Telephone Co. of Hawaii
took him to Alaska and Hawaii, where he
supervised the building of wireless stations
for the U.S. Government and commercial

the motion-picture studios in
Hollywood
with the least possible
disruption to any
and
the
result of this planning
single studio,
proved to be so effective that in 1942,

he was presented with a special

Award which was handed
in

country to communicate with
Japan and the South Sea Islands.
Returning to the states in 1915, he was
radio engineer at the Mare Island Naval

sioned

Colonel

Station for the planning and operation
of various government radio stations on
the coast.
While there, he worked on
the plan for the first electric drive for
battleships, the first Naval radio direction
finder and airplane catapults for naval

1942.

The

organizations.

stations

in

Hawaii

this

vessels.

Academy
him by the

Army for the
recognition of a job well
done over a period of nine years.
In December 1940, he was commisAcademy

enabled

to

Chief Signal Officer of the

a

in

the

Army

of the

United States and was active in Signal
Corps reserve photographic work until
health forced his honorable dischar^r itCol. Levinson brought the

first

planned

and coordinated Sound Department

into
the picture industry after joining Warner
Bros,
in
1926.
Switching from diic

recording to film in 1931, he installed an
new system for Warner Bros.
with many improvements over such systems then in use by other studios. He
entirely

Although his early years were spent
working with the Navy, when World War
I broke out, he was commissioned by the
Army as a 1st Lieutenant and ordered to
duty in the

He

office

of the

Chief Signal

the

building of
the Signal Corps Radio Laboratories at
Camp Alfred Vail, N.J., now Fort Monmouth, and there attained the rank of
Officer.

supervised

Major.

Major Levinson remained on active
duty until August 1919, then remained
in the reserve.
Upon request of
the Signal Corps in 1932, he planned the

active

organization and equipment tables for a
photographic general headquarters unit.
In laying out this organization, he also
planned the absorption by the Signal
Corps of motion-picture personnel from

New

Index

again improved the recording of sound from
photographic to magnetic film recording
which was first used by Warner Bros, in

March

1951.

Although he was head of Warner Bros.
Sound Department, he had been active
in most technical phases of that company.
He was President of their subsidiary, the
United Research Corp., President of
American Camera Co. and Vice- President
of Radio Station KFWB.
Just prior to his death, he planned a

new

color

assistance

and with the
Gage and Albert

installation

of

Fred

Tondreau, developed WarnerColor, which
is now being used by Warner Bros, on
most of their color pictures.

to Standards

full pages
use engineering standards should have this Index which in its eight
American Standards in an index by subjects and in a list by numbers. Also
inde>
shown are the status and stages of development of each. Dated February 1 953, this
is
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at no charge to all who request it from Society headquarters, regardless
go into a binder.
binder and would like to receive advance
have an

All
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gives all

If
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or plus K
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Board of Governors Meeting
Highlights of the April 26 meeting will be
Fill-light, if not even
briefly projected.
more illumination, is provided by the next

item in this Journal, a general report by
the Executive Secretary. This was the
first item on the Board's agendum.
An oral report by Treasurer Kreuzer was
approved and followed by Board discussion
of convention registration fees, membership
dues in arrears and the investment of Society funds. The Board, in accordance with
the suggestion of Peter Mole, instructed
the Executive Committee to act at appropriate times to decide whether the Treasurer
should reinvest the funds of maturing government bonds in current bond issues or in
savings and loan accounts.

Following approval of Henry Hood's
report as Engineering Vice-President, there
was discussion of the need for the Society
to be active in standardization for stereo
After observing that
pictures and sound.
it is during the time of new developments
that the Society serves greatly by supplying
a forum where differences are clarified and

understanding developed, it was pointed
out that the Society should lead the way in
setting standards, but without favoring one
system over another.

The desirability of better coverage of new
developments by the Journal was accented
by reports about members who have complained locally that information reaches
them too late. Mr. Nemec explained that
resources of the Journal staff and the production time needed have precluded seeking any great amount of material that

would require special preparation. He
suggested that a Technical Progress Board
needed, with sections in Hollywood,
Chicago and New York, which would meet
once a month for lunch and write a letter
is

the
ments.
to

Journal,

reporting

new

develop-

The report of Editorial Vice-President
Simmons was approved as submitted. This
included a 7-page Analysis of the SMPTE
Membership Service Questionnaire of
early 1953 (this tabulation is to appear in
the next issue of the Journal}, a reiteration
of editorial policies and the recommendation that the number of Journal pages for
this
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year be increased by

20%

and

that

one person be added to the staff, these last
to be covered by a $10,500 increase hi the
publications budget.

William H. Offenhauser Jr. suggested
on certain new developments like

that

stereophonic sound, bibliographies giving
the background be published along with
current articles to bring the subjects up to

He

date.

promotion

also reported

on membership

activities of the Atlantic

Coast

Section.

C. E. Heppberger reported briefly about
the activities of the Central Section, commenting particularly on the benefits the
section has derived from the practice of
rotating chairmen for successive meetings.
In the absence of Vaughn Shaner due to
illness, the Pacific Coast Section report

was read by Henry Hood.
Convention Vice-President Servies reported first on the extent of the arrangements for the current convention, the reasons

for

the complicated local arrange-

ments and the great success with which
these were made by Mr. Shaner. The
Board discussed the traffic problems and
the admittance controls necessary for
showings of CinemaScope, Cinerama and
the Universal-International program. Second was the location of conventions.
There was much sentiment for holding an
occasional convention away from the usual

Keeping in mind the time of
large cities.
Lake
year, the following were noted:
Placid, Silver Springs, Pinehurst, Colorado
Springs and someplace in Canada. The
Convention Vice-President was directed
to plan holding a convention in such a location,

without specifically obtaining Board
more than one convention

approval, for not
in six.

After thorough discussion, the Board instructed that the Executive Committee
rule on the matter of charging a higher convention registration fee and of issuing distinguishing badges for nonmembers.
As fully described just earlier in this
Journal, two names were added to the
Society's

Honor

Roll.

The

basis for es-

and augmenting the Honor Roll
was reviewed. There was some questioning about the overall awards program of the
Society, and John Frayne gave a brief
tablishing

history of the awards, including formulation of the bases upon which they are made.

awards

Mr. D'Arcy observed that, in his opinion,
becoming increasingly difficult to choose

which was granted, to appoint a committee
from the Board to consider revision of the
rules governing the several medals and to

it is

individuals

for

awards because business

and research organizations are so much
larger than they used to be, and so making

to organizations

President

Barnett

may be

asked

propose other medals

if

for

in order.

permission,

such arc desirable.

V.A.

Report of the Executive Secretary
[As a part of the agendum for the spring
meeting of the Society's Board of Governors, this summary of the general operation of the Society was presented by Boyce

Reprints of papers and engincerin
ports in great demand have been suppli- <1
as part of a growing service to members and
industry.

A number

Nemec.]

The

first

quarter of 1953 was noteworthy

volume of work entailed in serving
members, the industry and the press.
Many of the activities derived from the
turbulence created by the sudden expansion
Most of the exof projection systems.
tended functions, however, were normal
for the

were

tions

among

of

3-D reports and instrucand disseminated

published

the exhibitor organizations, theater

owners and operators, and other concerned
groups.

Our 1953

Plan of Operation called for

steps of steady progress in the traditional

publication of special engineering
studies written in nontechnical language
for the benefit of exhibitors, businessmen

business of the Society.
On the publications side there are several

and operating personnel. This project
was organized and put into operation in

highlights

January.

:

the

Details will be reviewed below.

The

organization and timely content
of the Advance and the Final Programs of
the 73d Convention.
The enlarged Journal with its better

supply of manuscripts.

The Membership

Service Questionthe analysis of the returns has affirmed the value of the Journal to its readers and substantiated the wisdom of our

naire

editorial policy of continuing improvements
to make it of maximum use to the maximum

number.

The

Journal, besides the usual cover-

Engineering

The outstanding accomplishment ot
gineering in the first quarter was negotiating final industry agreement on film-image
areas for video recording for television film
the procreproduction. This project is in
ess for issuance as a standard.
Engineering activities have hit a new
as have the activities of all other
high,

headquarters departments. All standards
Most of
have recently been reviewed.

them have been reaffirmed;

many have

a few have been withdr.m n
A number of new standards projects initiated last year have been developed to the
of agreement. In
consequence,
stage

meeting the
age of theoretical material,
immediate practical needs of individual
Currently featured are color
engineers.
and theater television, stereoscopy, high-

been revised

speed photography and magnetic striping.
Worthy of note here is the prior at-

there will be an increasing output of standards as the year unfolds.
Among the proposed standards being dewith the
veloped are those in cooperation
Motion Picture Research Council for stereo

is

tention given

by the Journal

developments,

to outstanding

now currently
Some twenty

receiving

wide attention.
there was published

years ago
in the Journal the founmatter for the present

dation technical
wide-screen and three-dimensional procConsiderable material on stereoesses.

phonic sound

was published

fifteen years ago.

beginning

;

These include nomenof 3-D
general, identification
release-print leader, projector
widths,
different screen
for

motion pictures.
clature
film

in

and

alignment

basic nomenclature in
magnification, and
stereoscopic transmission.
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There has also been active work with
the International Standards Organization
on

Cinematography.

Progress

in

this

joint effort has approached the point of
submitting international standards proposals.

The Society has had a representative at
demonstrations of the new projection procthe Theater Television hearings in
Washington, and at all vital industry meetThese were as diverse as wide-screen
ings.
tests at Radio City Music Hall and MPA's
conference on 3-D problems of exchanges.
esses, at

Test film production was transferred in
February to the West Coast. Fred Whitney
supervised the installation and remained
with it until production was under way.
The first shipment of films from the West
Coast has been received and the Society
has made substantial shipments on contracts.

A new 3-D Test Film, developed by the
Research Council for aligning two 35mm
projectors to show any of the two-film
stereo pictures now in release, was based
upon the Society's familiar Visual Test
Film.

Stereoscopic Motion Pictures

While

not the Society's duty to plot
the course of engineering progress in advance, the Society has endeavored to anticipate the potential technical needs of
3-D systems. In addition to the considerable stereo and wide-screen data in the
Journal over the past quarter-century, there
has been a great variety of intelligence exchanged through correspondence and conit is

ferences.

Anticipating the heavy demands on the
Society for information on the new develop-

ments,

we began

in

January to prepare a

series of articles, nontechnical reports, illus-

trated

lectures,
instructions,
operating
trade-paper and press releases, and publicand industry-relations addresses by President Herbert Barnett.
Wild and confusing claims plus misinformation had the punch-drunk exhibitors
hanging on the ropes. They needed help.
We called and held a conference of the

major exhibitor organizations on February
5.
The Society was represented by the
President, the Engineering Vice-President,
the Chairman of the Stereoscopic Motion
Pictures Committee, the Executive Secreary and the Staff Engineer. This meeting
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covered the whole field of 3-D and widescreens from the standpoint of the exhibitor.
A substantial report of this meeting
appeared in the February Journal and subsequent reports by the Staff Engineer have
brought concrete data and news to the

membership. A Progress Report on New
Developments was mailed to the industry on
April 15 and on April 21 detailed Projection Instructions for 3-D shows, prepared
by the Research Council, were sent to exhibitors and theater-owner organizations.
Meanwhile, President Barnett spread the
Society's messages on the convention front.
He made three important addresses on the

new developments
tionists in

New

at a meeting of projecYork, and at theater-owner

conventions in Milwaukee and Columbus,
Ohio. The approbation of the press and
industry has proved that Mr. Barnett's
speeches did much to resolve the confusion
in the field

and augment the prestige of the

Society.

Membership

Activities

Every facet of the membership situation
has been explored and a broadened program has been developed and put to work.

The primary

mission of this effort

is

to in-

membership at a minimum cost per
member.
Individual members were previously obtained chiefly at conventions and at section

crease

meetings.

A

hard-hitting,

fast-reading

membership brochure has been prepared
with a revised application form. With a
suitable

letter covering procedure, this
booklet with enclosures carrying added information about the Society is ready for
mailing to each member. Thus, at a peak
of our publicity, the members are asked to
recommend and sponsor a desirable appliAnd with all the tools at hand to
cant.
make the task an easy one, we expect to
attain our goal of a thousand new members this year.
Additionally, we have invited the applications of members of The Screen Directors' Guild and the American Society of
Cinematographers. We laid the groundwork for this by invitations to attend our
Convention and by stressing our keen desire to share information of benefit to their
membership and the industry as a whole.

Considerations of headquarters work
load forced us to delay the Sustaining Members drive. However, current events in

the industry

make

this

a proper time to get

under way. With the experience of the
last few months to draw upon, we have prepared a "sales" folder which tells sustaining
members what the Society is doing, and
can do, for them. Personalized letters of
transmittal, dealing with the specific interests of each member and firm, have been
drafted.

Public, Industry

The

and Press

Relations

Society's Plan for the current year

emphasized the numerous public relations
activities necessary to meet our mounting
obligations and to serve the industry under
the conditions that will exist for
to

come.
For the

we are performing an e*enjob while building up public knowledge and esteem for the Society.
The purpose behind this build-up is
manifold. More information about the
press releases,
tial

Society will attract

new members.

It acts
engineers working in the industry.
to widen the influence, and therefore the
It bolsters prestige
value, of the Society.
of individual members in their daily work.
And already it has clearly strengthened the
bond between the Society and the various

segments of the motion-picture and

time in

its

ciety has embarked on a planned course of
action in public relations. Briefly, these
:

A

Technical Information Service,
starting as a minor matter of answering
mailed and phoned questions, has mushroomed into a major activity, both in time

consumed and in importance. Headquarters has become the clearinghouse for technical matters.

Much

I

-

some years

history, the So-

are the phases of the campaign

t

vision industry.

President Barnett's
first

It will

tend to arouse the interest of undergraduate

of the time of the

Executive Secretary and the Staff Engineer
is devoted to this necessary and important
When the advice requested exceeds
task.
our province, we of course recommend
that the services of a consulting engineer be
obtained.

May

5th address at

Minneapolis is another important step in
the campaign, and still another Society
Speaker is featured at the Central Atlantic
Optometric Assembly of May 29. This is
part of a joint campaign of the motionpicture and optometric fields to educate
Still
the public about viewing stereo films.
another speaker will star at the Convention
of the

American Psychological Association

Cleveland in September.
As soon as is possible, the information
available from the Convention will be inin

tegrated into the material already in preparation so that we can distribute the first
booklets in nontechnical language on proand wide-screen pictures.
Another publication will follow on the

jection of stereo

Then

will

on these

sys-

Another part of our public-relations
is concerned with active participation with other technical societies and with

production of these processes.

trade and cultural groups with legitimate

These efforts, in short, are but highlights
of our daily campaign to have the Society
take its rightful place at the head of our
In that high
industry's technical groups.
or four years will
position, the next three

effort

motion-picture and television interests.
As mentioned above, under publications and under stereo, we are endeavor-

pubing by the numerous ethical means
the services and activities of the Socarefully prepared adto

licize

ciety.

dresses

Through
and a series

of reports and trade-

come

the illustrated lectures

tems.

provide the Society with a remarkable opto
Bayct
prove its worth.
portunity
Nemec.

Central Section Meeting
An

afternoon, dinner and evening meeting

was held on Thursday, May 21, beginning
at 3:00 P.M. at the Western Society of
Attendance at this
125 in the
very successful meeting was:
in the
afternoon, 65 for dinner and 135
Engineers in Chicago.

evening.

Called "Applications of Magnetic Rethe program
cording to Motion Pictures,"

had these

features:

"Magnesound Unit," Walter Vance, Victor
Animatograph Corp., Chicago.
"Movie Sound 8 Projector," LJoyd ThompMo.
son, The Calvin Co., Kansas City,
741

H. Ranger, Rangertone

"Model 25B Portable Magnetic Film Recorder," Harold L. Powell, Hallen Corp.,

Burbank,

"Fundamental

Calif.

"Compacting a Field-Type Magnetic Film
Sound Recorder," Otto Hangartner Jr.,
Magnasync, Chicago.
"Model 477 16mm Optical-Magnetic Recording Projector,"
Corp., Chicago.

J. J.

Ampro

Graven,

cording,"

Magnetic Recorder ProDwinell and R. T. Van
Niman, RCA Victor Div., Camden, N.J.
"Bell & Howell Model 202 Optical-Magnetic Sound Projector," M. G. Townsley,

Newark,

Principles of

W. W.

Magnetic ReMinnesota

Wetzel,

Mining & Mfg. Co., St. Paul.
"Panel Discussion With Audience Participation," with a panel ready to answer
Marvin Camras, E. W.
questions:
D'Arcy, R. H. Ranger, M. G. Townsley

"RCA Model 400
jector,"

Inc.,

N.J.

and W. W. Wetzel.

W. G.

Bell & Howell Co., Chicago.
"Simplified Stereophonic Sound," Richard

Comments

received from

members

indi-

cate that this type of meeting is wanted at
least once a year.
James L. Wassell,
Secretary-Treasurer, Central Section, 247
E. Ontario St., Chicago 11.

ASLIB
Aslib, formerly

of

Special

known

Libraries

as the Association

and

Information
in
1924 to

throughout the year, forming
groups for workers in special
fields and maintaining close and friendly
contact with such bodies as UNESCO and
the International Federation for Documeetings

subject

was established
the coordination and systematic
use of information in commerce, industry
and the academic world. It acts as an

mentation, of which Aslib

intelligence service for putting its members,
who are all users of information, in touch

member. Aslib publishes works of reference which include the forthcoming

Bureaux,
facilitate

with special and technical knowledge on

British

every subject.
The scope of Aslib's activities

select

by the

services

it

offers to

is

indicated

members: the

Information Bureau undertakes to find
the right source for any information that
is required within a short time;
an index
of unpublished translations is maintained
as well as a panel of specialist translators ;
help is given on all matters relating to
documentation and many books, periodicals
and reports may be borrowed from the
the Document Reproduction
Service supplies photocopies or microfilms of documents at reasonable rates;
authoritative advice is given on establishing and developing information services
library;

and

special

libraries;

an

employment

register of candidates and posts in information departments and special libraries is

maintained for the use of members.

and

Scientific

bibliography

Technical

Universities of Great Britain
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and

Ireland,

but

principal means by which Aslib
members are kept informed of the latest
developments are by its three periodical
publications.

The Central Book Com-

pany, Inc., 261 Broadway, New York 7,
N.Y., acts as agent for these in the U.S.A.
The periodicals are: The Journal of Documentation, annual subscription $6, is a
scholarly quarterly devoted to the recordorganization

ing,

and dissemination of

specialized knowledge and everything that
is meant by the term "documentation";
Proceedings, annual subscription $6,
also a quarterly, contains conference re-

Aslib

ports and papers given at Aslib meetings
Aslib
Book-List,
throughout the year;
annual subscription $3.50, is a monthly
list

of technical and scientific publications
the English language selected and

London, W.8, England.

holding

a

Index

the

by

courses,

Books:

Theses Accepted for Higher Degrees in the

to

recommended

training

the British

and the annual

Apart from these day-to-day activities
and as part of a long-term policy, Aslib
encourages the use and expansion of
information services and special libraries
arranging

is

in

by

specialists

in

each

subject field.

The

offices of Aslib are at

4 Palace Gate,

Book Review
Writing for Television
By Gilbert Seldes. Published
Doubleday & Co., Garden
254 pp. 5f X 8i in. $3.00.
Readers

who know Mr.

work

must
(1952) by
City

NY

Seldes' previous

practical

new volume.

book but

it is

This

by no means

a quick how-to-do-it manual.

is

a

solely

Although

the author's experience and activities have
been pragmatical, and his book reflects
this, there is also a good deal about the
science of writing, something which used to
be called a philosophy of
For

general rule*
types of drama,

programs, and,
lems.

plays, motion picture, radio and
television scripts and some 10 books
will
know, especially from The Seven Lively Arts
and The Great Audience, a little of what to

expect in this

meet,

wntmg,

finally,

of

dramatic
nondramatic

professional prob-

Examples of content and physical

arrangements of scripts arc given, as well
many references, examples or data
about the technical
aspects which the
writer cannot ignore.
There are books which present the techas

niques of television writing more simplv
and such books may be more
quirklv
useful.
Mr. Seldes' book will be most
if it is read
straight through, to
provide a writer with an overall rcvihis profession, then referred to in detail for

rewarding

pointers to sharpen his craft.

V.A.

writing.

one small sample, we quote:
"The writer of an educational program
on anthropology does not have to be an
anthropologist nor the writer on chemistry
a chemist. He has to know television and
he has to know how to write. Beyond
that the basic requirement is that he must
have intelligence enough to understand
what the anthropologist or chemist wants
to convey on the program."
Although the author calls his book one
of craftsmanship, not of inspiration, it is
perhaps better to call it thoroughly educational.
In the first section the reader
will find orientation for television writing;
then come sections on conditions the writer

Exposure Meters and
Exposure Control

Practical

By

J.

F.

Dunn.

Fountain

Published (1952) by

The

46-47

Chancery Lane,
London WC2, England. 252 pp. (incl.
Press,

10 pp. index)

+

tables; 97

and

illus.

Numerous

8 pp. adv.
plates.

612

X

812

in.

Price 35 shillings.
To the above bibliographical data, as
given in the February 1 953 Journal, should

be added:
Distributed in U.S.A. at $7.75

tion Dept., Rayelle Foreign

5700 Oxford

St.,

by PublicaTrade Sr:

Philadelphia 31, Pa.

New Members
The

last published.
following members have been added to the Society's rolls since those
designations of grades are the same as those used in the 1952 MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY.

Abe, Mikishi, Consulting Engineer and Architect, 10 Azabu-Miyamura St., Minato-Ku,
(A)
Allen, Robert E. G., Free-lance Motion-Picture

Tokyo, Japan.

Sound Engineer.
House,

415

England.
Allen,

The

Mail:
Strand,

c/o

New

London,

Zealand

W.

1,

(A)

W. Bryan,

Motion-Picture Laboratory

Technician, Lakeside Laboratory. Mail: 812
Vermillion St., Gary, Ind. (A)
Althouse, Charles S., Sound Production and
Music Mixer, Hal Roach Studios. Mail:

Student (S)

Associate (A)

Active (M)

Fellow (F)

Honorary (H)

The

1540 North Sierra Bonita Ave., Hollywood 46,
Calif.

(A)

Asher, John E., President, Lab TV, 1733
Broadway, New York 19, N.Y. (M)
Bach, B. J., Director, Treasurer, Cinesound
Ltd., 553 Rogers Rd., Toronto 9, Ontario,
Canada. (A)
Badler, Mitchell M., University of California at
Los Angeles. Mail: 6109 Del Valle Dr.,

Los Angeles 48, Calif. (S)
Baker, Friend F., Camera Engineer, Mark
Armistead, Inc. Mail: 1037 North Orange

Grove Ave., Hollywood,

Calif.

(M)
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Baldwin, Kenneth, Motion-Picture Production
Supervisor and Editor, Marathon TV News(A)
reel, 125 E. 50 St., New York 22, N.Y.
Bangs, Philip C., Owner and Chief Engineer,
Acoustic Equipment Co., 323 Walton Bldg.,
(A)
Atlanta, Ga.
Becker, C. H., Director of Research, Ampex
Electric Corp., 934 Charter St., Redwood
City, Calif.

Walter

C.,

Chemical

Engineer,

Supervisor, Photo Products Dept., E.
Pont de Nemours
Co., Parlin, N.J.

&

I. du
(M)

Bright, S/Sgt. Wesley Jr., Senior MotionPicture Specialist, U.S. Air Force. Mail:
813 South Sixth St., Louisville, Ky.(A)

Brodersen, Gerald D., Assistant Laboratory
Superintendent, Hollywood Film Enterprises,
Mail: 10402 Tiara St., North HollyInc.

wood, Calif. (M)
Brown, Lyle O., Chemical Engineer, Eastman

Kodak

Co., 1712 South Prairie Ave., Chicago,

(M)
Burns, Robert
111.

F., General Manager, Houston
Color Film Laboratories, Inc. 4551 Nagle,
North Hollywood, Calif. (M)
Burris, Edward E., U.S. Army. Mail: 901

North Union, Independence, Mo. (A)
Carey, Leslie I., Director of Sound, Universal
Mail:
4105 Allott Ave.,
Pictures Corp.
Sherman Oaks, Calif. (M)

Cohen, Jules, Consulting Electronic Engineer,
Vandivere, Cohen and Wearn, 1420 New
York Ave., N.W., Washington 5, D.C. (M)
Colman, Edward, Director of Photography,
Mark VII Ltd. Mail: 1207 North Mansfield Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
(M)
Condon, Chris J., Design and manufacturing
optical equipment, Gordon Enterprises. Mail:
11220 Blix St., North Hollywood, Calif. (M)
Conover, Donald W., Research Psychologist

CR

(Visual Displays
Tubes), U.S. Navy
Electronics
Human Factors
Laboratory,
Division,

San Diego

52, Calif.

(M)

Corridon, R. E., Jr., Film Operation Manager,
Chief Projectionist, Houston Post Co. (KPRO
TV), 5301 Post Oak Rd., Houston, Tex. (A)
Cox, Thomas, Motion-Picture Cameraman,
U.S. Air Force. Mail:
212 Reeves Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif.

(A)

Cramer, Harold W., Manufacturer, Cramer
Posture Chair Co. Mail: R. R. 2, Hickman
Mills, Mo.
(A)
Cripps, Charles E., Department Head, Houston
Fearless Corp.
Mail:
11914 Pacific Ave.,
Culver City, Calif. (M)
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S.,

Geodetic Surveyor, Arabian

American Oil Co. Mail: c/o ARAMCO,
Box 1370, Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. (A)
G., Engineer, Designer of

Cunningham, Harry
Motion-Picture

Equipment, 7703 Melrose
Ave., Hollywood, Calif.
(M)
Dariotis, T. S., Equipment Engineer, Alliance
Theatre Corp., 231 South LaSalle St., Chicago,

(M)

111.

(A)

Bennett, Lee, President, Bennett & Co., Inc.,
312 Forsyth Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. (A)
Bernier, Jane, President, Synthetic Vision
Corp., 9501 North Main St., Riverdale Sta(A)
tion, Box 4, Dayton 5, Ohio.
Bordwell, Charles E., Motion-Picture Producer,
Sutherland
John
Productions, Inc., 201 North
Occidental Blvd., Los Angeles 26, Calif.

(M)
Brandsma,

Croxton, Donald

Daugherty, C.
Newspapers,

F.,

Inc.,

Radio Engineer, Atlanta

WSB, WSB-TV,

Biltmore

(A)
Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.
Dedrick, Robert L., Senior Staff Photographer,
Pilot Productions, Inc., 6419 North California
Ave., Chicago,

111.

(A)

Daniel E., Jr., Sales Engineer,
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. Mail: East
Cross Rd., Springdale, Conn.
(M)
Dietz, Herbert R., Motion-Picture Production,
William J. Ganz Co. Mail: 25 Buckminster
(A)
La., Manhasset, L.I., N.Y.
Dinkjian, Haig, 140 West Market St., Long
N.Y.
(A)
Beach,
Dobyns, James P., Account Executive, The
Case-Hoyt Corp. Mail: 48 Westwood Dr.,
East Rochester, N.Y. (A)
Dowling, Edward R., Jr., Electronic Tech3141 North
Mail:
nician, Ampro Corp.

Denham,

(A)
Kilpatrick Ave., Chicago, 111.
Doyle, Austin G., Chemical Analyst, Eastman
Kodak Co. Mail: 6900 Colbath Ave., Van
Calif.

(A)
G., Television Engineer, Kennedy Broadcasting Co. Mail: 4038 Vista
Grande, San Diego, Calif. (A)
Estes, Raymond L., Development Engineer,
Eastman Kodak Co. Mail: 551 Flower City
(M)
Park, Rochester 13, N.Y.
Fieker, Capt. Virgil E., U.S. Air Force, Hq.
AFAC, Eglin Air Force Base, Fla. (A)

Nuys,

Duncan, James

Figlozzi, Joseph E., Assistant to Sales Promotion
Manager, Camera Specialty Co., Inc. Mail:

673 Bay Ridge Parkway, Brooklyn
(A)
Fine,

Eugene

man.

New York
Flaster,

L., Free-lance Assistant

Mail:
19,

Hotel Bryant, 230

N.Y.

9,

N.Y.

Camera-

W.

54

St.,

(A)

James Z., Sound Mixer, M-G-M
Sound Dept., Culver City, Calif.

Studios,

(M)
Formichelli, Alfred, Clerk, U.S. Treasury Dept.
Mail:
Ave., Brooklyn 14, N.Y.
(A)
Forrest, David, Recording Engineer, Warner
(A)
Bros., 4000 Olive Ave., Burbank, Calif.
Frank, George, Motion-Picture Producer, 4540
Hayvenhurst Ave., Encino, Calif. (A)
Friedel, Richard T., Motion-Picture Laboratory
Mail:
Technician, Telefilm, Inc.
119^

879816

South Westmoreland Ave., Los Angeles
Calif.

4,

(A)

Fuhrman, Richard E., Partner, Schaefer Bros.
(A)
Co., 1059 W. 11 St., Chicago 7, 111.

Lee

Garmes,

Motion-Picture

D.,

Director,

460 Dalehurst Ave., Los

Mail:

Producer.

Angeles 24, Calif. (A)
Gibbs, C. Wesley, Manager, Lab TV. Mail:
83-52 Talbot St., Kew Gardens, N.Y. (M)
Glavin, John J., General Manager, Five Star
Inc.
Mail:
4337
Whitsett
Productions,
Ave., North Hollywood, Calif.
(M)

American TV
Milton,
Dean,
Technology. Mail: 1111 Ainslie
(A)
St., Chicago, 111.
Goodwin, Harry D., General Manager, North
Jersey Radio, Inc., Station VVNJR, 91 Halsey
(M)
St., Newark, N.J.

Goldstein,

Institute of

Gould, Walter D., Photographic Technician,
Ansco Division General Aniline & Film Corp.
Mail: Box 63, Chenango Bridge, N.Y. (A)

Hynes, Fred, Transmission Engineer, Sound
Mail: 432 South Curson
Services, Inc.
East, Apt. 4K, Los Angela 36, Calif.
(A)
Jackson, Andrew, Assistant Cameraman. Rrpublic Pictures Corp. Mail:
1218 North
Myers, Burbank, Calif. (A)
Jeffares, James H., Projectionist, Loew's Inc.
Mail: 3770 Boise Ave., Venice, CaJif. (M)

Horn Jeflerys & Co. Ma.
20 West Burbank Blvd., Burbank, Calif. (M)
Jenks, Willard C., Chemist, Technicolor Motion
Picture Corp., 6311 Romaine St., Hollywood

Jefferys, James G.,

38, Calif.

I

(M)

Robert

Kellett,

Pty., Ltd.,

L., Chief Engineer, Kinelab
484 George St., Sydney-, New South

Air Force.
Tipp City, Ohio.

Wales. (A)
Kneitel, Seymour, Producer, Director, Famous
Studios, 25 W. 45 St., New York, N.Y.
(M)
Knight, Russell W., Film Laboratory Super-

Gregory, John W., Director of Research, Jesse L.
Lasky Productions, California Studios, 650

Kinelab Pty., Ltd., 484 George St.,
New South Wales. (A)
Koch, J. Wesley, Chief Engineer, KFEQ-TV,

Lt.

Greenfield,
Henry
Mail: 125 East Plum

L., U.S.
St.,

(A)

visor,

North Bronson Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. (M)
Gruebel, Arthur, Test Engineer, J. A. Maurer,
Mail: 2785 Sedgwick Ave., New York
Inc.
(A)
68, N.Y.
Hafela, Courtney, Motion-Picture Producer,
Skybate Farms, Andover, Vt. (M)
Hagemeyer, Louis, Motion-Picture Director.
Mail: 828 Hodapp Ave., Dayton, Ohio.
(M)
Hall, Jack P., Chemist, Technicolor Motion
Picture Corp. Mail: 8346 Ranchito, Van

Nuys,

Calif.

(A)

Mail:

Motion-Picture Producer.
1126 San Ysidro Dr., Beverly Hills,

Calif.

(A)

Hammond, Leonard,

Sydney,

KFEQ Bldg., St. Joseph, Mo. (A)
Ladd, John H., Senior Development Engineer,
Eastman Kodak Co., Color Technology
1

Bldg.

65,

Kodak

N.Y.

Darrell D., Chief, Film Processing
Laboratory, White Sands Proving Grounds,
Las Cruces, N.M. (A)
Lee, Francis, Animation Producer for Films

and Television, 479 Sixth Ave., New York 11,
N.Y. (A)
Lee, Leonard, Chief Engineer, Westrex Co.
(Asia), 138 Robinson Rd., Singapore, Malaya.
(A)

Lewis, Director of Maintenance,
Harris,
Alliance Theatre Corp., 231 South LaSalle
(M)
St., Chicago, 111.
Technician,
Hart, Willis N., Radio and
Douglas Aircraft Corp. Mail: 2200 Longwood Ave., Los Angeles 16, Calif. (A)
Hartung, Merl C., Chief, Film Laboratory,
WBAP-TV. Mail: 3308 Devalcourt Ave.,
Fort Worth 5, Tex. (M)
P., Photographic Materials
Harwood,

Lister,

TV

John

Mail:

Distributor.

Gabriel, Calif.

8400 Santa Ynez, San

(A)

Manager, The WholeSupply Co., 6500 Santa Monica Blvd.,
P.O. 16337, Vine Street Station, Hollywood

Higgins, Irvin

J., Sales

sale

(A)

Film
Hocker, William D., Unit Manager, TV
Production, Columbia Broadcasting System,
421 W. 54 St.,
Inc., CBS-TV Film Dept.,
New York, N.Y. (M)

Hoehn, John

J.,

Technical Specialist,

Victor Division, Bldg. 10-5,

(M)
Hone, Francis
31

4,

Lassiter,

Letourneaux,
Technique,

37_01

Rochester

(M)

Haney, Thomas B., Sales, Gordon Enterprises,
5362 North Cahuenga Blvd., North Hollywood, Calif. (M)

38, Calif.

Park,

Camden

2,

RCA
N.J.

11,

111.

J.
J., Physicist,

Long

A. Maurer, Inc.,
(A)

Island City, N.Y.

(M)

Peter,

New York

Washington

University.

Elmhurst, L.I., N.Y.

Square

College,

80

Mail: 42-16

St.,

(S)

MacKenzie, Don, Sound

Service

Engineer,

General Theatre Supply Co., Ltd., 916 Davie
(M)
St., Vancouver, B.C., Canada.
Mackey, Calvin O., Service Engineer,
49
North Main
Hendricks Co., Inc. Mail:
(A)
St., Homer, N.Y.
I

Mangolds, Boris, Engineer, Mark Electronics,
N.J.
(A)
Inc., 86 Shipman St., Newark 2,
Marchev, George B., Manufacturer, Gordos
N.J.
Newark
(A)
2,
Corp., 86 Shipman St.,
McClanathan, George L., Chief Engineer,
Meredith Engineering Co. Mail: 631 North
(M)
First Ave., Phoenix, Ariz.
R., Technical Supervisor,
4117 Lone Oak
Mail:
Bradley Studios.
Rd., Nashville, Tenn. (M)
McCulloch, Cameron, Sound Mixer, Glrn
Glenn Sound Co. Mail: 2240 Cheremoya

McCown, William

Ave., Los Angeles 28, Calif.

Mclntyre,
St.,

Color
President,
Philip J.,
100 East Ohio St., Chicago

Inc.,

Editor,

Robert
Writer.

Chicago 40,

111.

L.,

Mail:

(M)

Photo Consultant,
1822 Leland Ave.,

(A)
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Meaney, John W., Film

Director,

KUHT

(TV). Mail: 4930 Hull St., Houston 21,
Tex. (A)
M endenhall, Harlan H., Editor-in-Chief, South1609
west Film Productions, Inc. Mail:
(M)
Blodgett, Houston 4, Tex.
Effects, Ray Mercer &
Normal Ave., Los Angeles 29, Calif.

Mercer, Ray, Special
Co., 4241

(M)
Mills,

H., Radio Engineer, Station
Mail: P.O. Box 814, Irving, Tex.

Orville

WFAA.
(M)

Moffat, Lloyd, Owner, Broadcasting

432 Main
(A)
toba, Canada.

CKY,

Ltd.,

Moore, Eugene
Special

J.,

Effects,

St.,

Station

Winnipeg, Mani-

Cameraman, Optical and
Cinecolor

Corp.

Mail:

1419C West Alameda, Burbank, Calif. (M)
Moore, Robert L., Film Editor, Syracuse Uni(A)
versity, Syracuse 10, N.Y.
Morrison, Fred H., Motion-Picture PhotogNorth American Aviation, Inc.
rapher,
Mail:

7933 Hillside Ave., Los Angeles 46,

Calif.

(A)

Mail:

and evaluation,
326 Riverside Dr., Binghamtesting

N.Y. (A)
Musuraca, Nicholas, Director of CinematogMail:
raphy, RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.
910 North Alexandria Ave., Los Angeles 29,
ton,

Calif.

(M)

Nicholson, Donald, Motion-Picture Producer,
Mail:
10516 S.
Northrop Aircraft, Inc.

Cimarron St., Los Angeles 47, Calif. (A)
Ollendorf, Marvin, Jr., Radio Broadcast
Mail:
1161
Technician, Station WGST.
Ponce de Leon Ave., N.E., Atlanta, Ga. (A)
Olmstead, Laurence B., Operative Engineer,
Republic Studios. Mail: 416 E. Grinnell
(A)
Dr., Burbank, Calif.
Olson, Harold S., Chief, Camera and Still
Departments, Monogram Productions. Mail:
23031 Sylvan St., Woodland Hills, Calif.

(M)

Owen, William D., Radio
Radio Station

WGST.

Technician, Engineer,
Mail: 419 Craige

(A)
Ave., Decatur, Ga.
Pauley, Alfred J., Superintendent, Engineering,
Maintenance and Purchasing, Odeon Theatres
Mail: 199 Bayview Ave.,
(Canada) Ltd.

Toronto, Ontario, Canada. (M)
Perkins, Walter B., Independent Producer,
Perkins Productions, 1714 North Beverly

Glen Blvd., Los Angeles 24, Calif. (A)
Dennis W., Indiana University. Mail:
R.R. 2, Bloomington, Ind. (S)
Pimley, John T., Film Editor, Telefilm, Inc.
Mail: 314 Lincoln Ave., Pasadena, Calif.
Pett,

(A)

John A., Eastman Kodak Co. Mail:
122 Edgeview La., Rochester 18, N.Y. (M)
Platt, A. J., Theater Equipment Sales Manager,
Radio Corporation of America, RCA Victor

Pistor,
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113 Lenape
N.J.
(M)

Rd.,

Colwick,

9,

Platt, Earl O., Recording Engineer, Encyclopaedia Britannica Films. Mail: 1150 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, 111. (M)
Poland, John J., Motion-Picture Laboratory
Technician,
McGeary-Smith Laboratories,
224 North Glebe Rd., Apt.
Inc.
Mail:
(A)
#4, Arlington 3, Va.
Prifontaihe, Andr6, Manager, Trans-World
Film Laboratories, Ltd. Mail: 2454 Des

Carrieres St., Montreal 36, Quebec, Canada.

(A)
Rich, Martin D., School of Modern Photography. Mail: 331 E. 71 St., New York 21

N.Y.

(S)

Ridgeway, William G., Film Producer, U.S.
Department of State, American Embassy,
U.S.I.S., APO 59, c/o PM, San Francisco,
Calif.
(M)
Robinson, Clarence N., Assistant Manager,
Photo Section, Rapid Blue Print Co. Mail:
441 7f Lockwood Ave., Los Angeles 29,
Calif.

(A)

L., Photographic Engineer,
U.S. Signal Corps. Mail: 87 Madison Ave.,
Red Bank, N.J. (M)
Ruetz, Lee, Maintenance and Design Engineer,
TV Station WBKB. Mail: R. 2, Box 383,

Rosenberg, Irving

Morse, Harry G., Trial
Ansco.

Mail:
Div.
Merchantville

Michigan City, Ind. (A)
Schaefer, Joseph, Partner, Schaefer Bros. Co.,
1059 W. 11 St., Chicago 7, 111. (A)
Schloss, Henry, University of California at
Los Angeles. Mail:
10727^ Strathmore
(S)
Dr., Los Angeles 24, Calif.
Schoenfuss, Arthur F., Engineer-in-Charge,
Television Recording, Columbia Broadcasting System, 485 Madison Ave., New York,

N.Y.

(M)

Segal, Sam J., Partner, Owner, Projection
Service & Supply Co., Ill N. 11 St., Minneapolis 3,

Minn.

(M)

Shaffer, Fred D., Motion-Picture Laboratory
Technician,
McGeary-Smith Laboratories,
33 St., Mt. Rainier,
Inc.
Mail:
3807

Md.

(A)
C. Sheldon, Geophysicist, Arabian
American Oil Co. Mail: P.O. Box 1370,
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. (A)

Sharp,

Siegel,

Nathan, Chief, Projection and Sound

Engineer, Cinerama Productions, Inc. Mail:
2085 Matthews Ave., Bronx 60, N.Y. (M)
Silverman, Peter, Film Technician, ConMail: 4121
solidated Film Industries, Inc.

Ventura Canyon Ave., Sherman Oaks,

Calif.

(A)

Simon, David H., Cornell University. Mail:
411 University Ave., Ithaca, N.Y. (S)
Skinner, John P., Manager, Magnetic Recording, Armour Research Foundation, 35 W.
33 St., Chicago 16, 111. (A)
Smith, Robert W., Photographic Technician,
Mail:
General Motors Proving Grounds.
606 South Main St., Milford, Mich. (A)

S.

Spira,

Matt:

Franklin, Retailer, Spiratone, Inc.
35 St., Long Island City 3,

32-15

N.Y. (A)
Stanton, Irwin W., Television Technical DiMail:
rector, American Broadcasting Co.
11784 Canton

North Hollywood,

PI.,

Calif.

(M)
Stemmler, Karl

F.,

Productions.
St.,

Van

Nuys,

Mich.

169 North

Gordon

Swall Dr.,

Beverly Hills, Calif. (M)
Stevens, Danforth L., Motion-Picture Laboratory Technician, Hollywood Film Enterprises,
Mail: 5851 Lemona Ave., Van Nuys,
Inc.
Calif.

P.O. Box 375, Edwards, Calif. (A)
Strauss, Jack, Special Representative, Consulting Engineer, Bendix Radio and TeleMail: 2185 Ponet Dr., Hollyvision Corp.
28, Calif.

(M)

TV

Technician, Columbia
19
Mail:
8788
Broadcasting System.
(A)
Ave., Brooklyn 14, N.Y.
Taylor, Ed., Film Editor, BBDO. Mail: 5904
Mammoth St., Van Nuys, Calif, (A)
Trembley, Frank W., Photographer, Box 101,
Orlando, Fla. (A)

Taddei, John V.,

Turner, Quentin

C.,

Foreman, Precision Ma-

Mail:
chine Shop, M-G-M Studios.
El Manor Ave., Los Angeles 45, Calif.

9501

(A)
Urquhart, Donald M., Technician, Society for
Visual Education; Mail: 2814 N. Broadway,

Chicago

1'4, 111.

(M)

Van Duyne, Eugene

RCA

Service Co.

Kansas City, Mo.

D., District Manager,
Mail: 127 W. 68 St.,

(A)
Angeles, Calif.
H., Research Physicist, Eastman
290 Hollywood Ave.,
Mail:

Webb, Julian
Kodak Co.

Rochester, N.Y.
Wedmore, Basil

Westrex

Corp.

(A)
T.,

Mail:

Electrical
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Engineer,
PL,

Linden

Orange, N.J. (M)
Otto, Mechanical Engineer, Eastman
Kodak Co., 333 State St., Rochester, N.Y.

Wittel,

(A)
SalesWoelfl, Robert H., Theater Equipment
man, National Theatre Supply. Mail: 255

SMPTE

Officers

and Committees:

Calif.

Motion-Picture

Sound

Organization.
East, Detroit 34,

Robinwood,

(A)
Zeff, Paul, Chemist and Scnsitometriit, Columbia Pictures Corp., Hollywood 25, Calif.
(A)
Zipser, Sidney, Camera Technician, Technicolor Motion Picture Corp.
Mail: 11547

Kelsey

St.,

North Hollywood,

CHANGES

IN

Calif.

(A)

GRADE

Anderson, Karl R., (S) to (A)
Bodkins, Arthur I., (A) to (M)
Braverman, Isadore R., (S) to (A)
Davis, Charles C., (A) to (M)
Dialon, J., (S) to (A)
Gaylord, James L., (A) to (M)
Gioga, Peter C., (A) to (M)
Isom, Warren R., (A) to (M)
Jope, Howard E., (A) to (M)
Kotis, Arnold F. T., (A) to (M)
Lane, Robert W., (S) to (A)
Lemmon, Gene C., (A) to (M)
Luckey, Richard S., (S) to (A)

MacDonald, Joseph W.,

(S) to

Masters, Richard M.,
Miller,

Joseph

Nass, Leonard

(S) to
F. G., (A) to
I.,

(S) to

(M)

(A)

(M)

(A)

Negus, George T., (A) to (M)
Papin, Ralph L., (S) to (A)
Purdy, Clarence A., (A) to (M)
Stevenson, Paul J., (S) to (A)

Tetard,JohnC., (A) to (M)
Walker, Algernon G., (A) to (M)
Warren, Dave, (S) to (A)

(A)

Sales Manager, Film Service
Laboratory, 6327 Santa Monica Blvd., Los

Wark, Jack,

Francisco,

The Jam Handy

7518

Mail:

(M)

Stevens, Jack, Photographer, 205 West 'F' St.,
San Diego 1, Calif. (A)
Stoddard, Hugh E., Motion-Picture PhotogMail:'
rapher, Edwards Air Force Base.

wood

Miami, Fla. (A)
Wright, Thomas H.,

Calif.

(A)

San

Wometco
Wolfson,
Mitchell,
Co-owner,
Theatres and Station WTVJ Television,
P.O. Box 2440, 306 North Miami Ave.,

Recordist,

Mail:

Enterprises.

Gate Ave.,

(A)

Chief Projectionist, Hughes
Mail:
13134 Weddington

David M., Plant Engineer,

Stern,

Golden

DECEASED
Gowar, Rupert E., Manager, Westrex Company,
(A)
East, P.O. Box 893, Alexandria, Egypt.
Beck Theatre
Havill, Percy C., Projectionist,
Corp. Mail: 918 Sunnysidc Ave., Chicago,
111.
(A)
Kenneth, Director, Photographic
Shaftan,
Instrumentation Div., J. A. Maurcr, Inc.,
37_0l_31 St., Long Island City, N.Y.

(M)
Shamray, Peter L., Technical Representative,
du Pont Motion Picture Film. Mail: Box
r.ilit.
16336, Vine Station, Los Angeles 38,
(M)

The

roster of Society Officers and the
in the April Journal.

Committee Chairmen and Members were published
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New

Products

As in the
Further information about these items can be obtained direct from the addresses given.
case of technical papers, the Society is not responsible for manufacturers' statements, and publication of these items does not constitute endorsement of the products.

A new

Bell

&

Howell Electronic Mixer

now

available for

users of the Filmosound 202

16mm mag-

and Volume Control

is

recording projector. Designed to
provide simple and accurate means of

netic

mixing sound signals from microphones,
phonographs and tape recorders, four
separate input channels permit their mixed
use in any desired combination.
There is
an illuminated volume-level meter on the
front panel for setting the recording level
at any time.
The meter is calibrated di-

volume units. A set of matching
headphones is supplied as standard with
the equipment which has a list price of
SI 40. 00 and is now available from Bell &
Howell dealers.

rectly in

A

series of three pocket-size volt-ammeters, in a range that measures up to
1200 amp, is now available from the

Pyramid Instrument Corp., Lynbrook,
N.Y. These are "snap-around" type designed for measuring current without conPointed jaws
necting to the conductor.

have been made

for

working

switch and terminal boxes.
test

leads

in

The

crowded
voltage

have been equipped with a

newly designed retractible safety plug,
and the probe jaws are completely insulated
down to the sockets. Prices range from
$49.50 to $67.50.
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The RCA TV-Eye

consists

most impor-

camera developed by the
Laboratories Div. and expected to be

tantly of a 4-lb

RCA

commercially

available

in

September.

With a control box which brings the equipment's weight up to nearly 20 Ib, it operates on a closed circuit with a standard
domestic receiver as monitor and is tied in
to an otherwise unused channel, without
interfering with reception on other channels.

It

TV"

will

is

expected that

this "private-line

prove useful in schools, hospitals,

prisons, stores, small factories

May

and even

in

was demonstrated during the
Electronic Parts Show at the Conrad

homes.

It

Hilton Hotel in Chicago by focusing the
camera on a bulletin board at the central

message center and showing the messages
on a dozen receivers at exhibition points
throughout the hotel.

Employment

Service

These notices are published for the service of the membership and the
three months, and there is no charge to the member.

Positions Available

Wanted:

Two

familiar with

Wanted: Motion-picture processing technicians for employment at U.S. Naval
Ordnance Test Station, China Lake, Calif.
Operators of Models 10 and 20 Houston
motion -picture processing machines, and
operators of Bell & Howell Models "D" and
"J" motion-picture printers are needed.

ment

field,

They

design engineers, must be

camera and

design.

are inserted for

A

precision instru-

working knowledge of

machine shop practice essential. Salaries
commensurate with ability. Send resume
of experience and personal details in letter
Land-Air Inc., 900 Pennsylvania
to:
Ave., Alamogordo,

N.M.

$3,410 per annum
base pay. Family housing limited; single
persons preferred. Obtain Form 57 from
any U.S. Post Office, fill out in detail, and
mail to Carlos H. Elmer, 41 OB Forrestal,

Wanted:

China Lake,

Film Editor, GS-9: Must have 5 yrs.
of motionexperience in one or more phases
Experience must
production.
picture
include at least 1$ yrs. motion-picture
film editing with responsibility for synchronization of picture, narration, dia-

Civil Service positions

Calif.

Senior Engineer with leading supplier of
equipment is
motion-picture and
looking for an associate in the development
of film and tape handling equipment and
other fine electromechanical devices. Give

TV

1 Film Editor and 3 Photothe
graphic Processing Technicians, by

Employment Office, Atten: E WAGER,
Ohio.
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,

logue,

background music, sound
$5060 yr.

resume of professional experience and
range of interest and accomplishments by
letter to W. R. Isom, 1203 Ceilings Ave.,

titles, etc.

Oaklyn, N.J.

(Color)

effects,

Technician
Processing
GS-7: 6 yrs. progressively re-

Photographic
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sponsible

experience

in

motion-picture

photography and/or photographic laboratory work, involving essential operation
of film processing.
Eighteen months of
this experience must have involved proc$4205 yr.
essing of color film.

Technician
Processing
Photographic
(Black-and-White) GS-7: 6 yrs. pro-

TV

programs, also daily illustrated
LR3 Radio Belgrano TV,
Buenos Aires, Argentina. Experienced in
Born in U.S.,
still and live commercials.
age 26, single, B.A. Hunter College (1951 ).
tional

at

newscast,

Veteran, World War II. Desires position
with TV station anywhere in U.S. or
Latin America; willing to travel. Fluent
Spanish. ^ Particularly interested in educa-

TV,

motiongressively responsible experience in

tional

picture photography and/or photographic
laboratory work, involving essential opera$4205 yr.
tion of film processing.

type of

Technician
Processing
Photographic
(Black-and-White) GS-5: 2\ yrs. progressively responsible experience in motion
picture photography and/or photographic

Buenos Aires, Argentina.

laboratory work, involving essential operation of film processing.
$3410 yr.

TV

nevertheless, will accept any
work related to experience

References, resume, etc., available on request. Write airmail to Stanley
E. Lustberg, Jose Everisto Uriburu 1551,

offered.

Picture Optical Printer Available With
Operator: Modern complete machine

35mm
using

to

35mm and 16mm

Acme

tration

to

accessories, synchronizers, etc.

Positions

TV

35mm

Over 200

TV commercials,

many features and blowups in color and B& W. Represents $20,000

Wanted

Cameraman-Director,

ence as cameraman,

to

Projector and Camera, regis0.0001 in., including many

asst.

year's experi-

stage

manager

and lighting director;
manager, small
studio and director of 15-min fill-in
shows, up to 5 shows weekly, mostly educa-

TV

investment.
Owner-operator has long
experience with Hollywood major studios.
Can double as cameraman. Reasonable.
Contact Wm. G. Heckler, 245 West 55 St.,
New York, N.Y. Phone: Plaza 7-3868.

Meetings
PSA Convention

WESCON

(Photographic Society of America), includes a "Color Round Table"
sponsored by the PSA Technical and Color Divisions,
Aug. 3-8, Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles

(Western Electronic Show

Biological Photographic Association,

&

Convention), Aug. 19-21, Civic Auditorium,
San Francisco

23d Annual Meeting, Aug. 31-Sept. 3, Hotel Statler,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Illuminating Engineering Society, National Technical Conference, Sept. 14-18, Hotel

Commodore, New York, N.Y.

The Royal Photographic

on the Science
and Applications of Photography, Sept. 19-25, London, England
National Electronics Conference, 9th Annual Conference, Sept. 28-30, Hotel Sherman,
Society's Centenary, International Conference

Chicago
Oct. 5-9, Hotel Statler, New York.
Audio Engineering Society, Fifth Annual Convention, Oct. 14-17, Hotel New Yorker,

74th Semiannual Convention of the

SMPTE,

New York, N.Y.
Theatre Equipment and Supply Manufacturers' Association Convention (in conjunction
with Theatre Equipment Dealers' Association and Theatre Owners of America),
Oct. 31-Nov. 4, Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago, 111.
Theatre Owners of America, Annual Convention and Trade Show, Nov. 1-5, Chicago, 111.
National Electrical Manufacturers Association, Nov 9-12 Haddon Hall Hotel, Atlantic
City, N.J.

75th

Semiannual Convention of the

76th Semiannual Convention of the

750

SMPTE, May

SMPTE, Oct.

3-7,

Hotel Statler,
Washington, D.C.

1954,

18-22, 1954 (next year), Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles

Papers Presented
at the

Los Angeles Convention,
April 27

-

-May

1

(By Sessions)

MONDAY NOON
Mitchell Wolfson,

Get-Together Luncheon

Wometco

Theatres, Miami, Fla.,

MONDAY AFTERNOON

"The Motion-Picture

Industry."

M
Stereo

Sound and Sight Session

Harvey Fletcher, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, "Stereophonic Recording
and Reproducing System Historical and General Theory."
Lorin D. Grignon, 20th Century-Fox Film Corp., Beverly

Hills, Calif.,

"Stereophonic

Recording for Motion Pictures."
R. A. Sherman, Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, N.Y., "Beneficial Effects of
Properly Produced and Projected Stereoscopic Motion Pictures on Binocular Visual
Performance."

MONDAY EVENING

Stereoscopic Motion-Picture Session

John A. Nor ling (Committee Chairman), Loucks & Norling Studios, New York, "Stereoscopic Motion Pictures Committee Report."
William F. Kelley, Motion Picture Research Council, Hollywood, Calif., "Slide Demonstration of Stereoscopic Principles."
Calif.
Douglas Shearer, MetroWilliam A. Mueller, Warner Brothers
and Stanley D. Horsley, Universal-International

Loren L. Ryder, Paramount Pictures Corp., Hollywood,

Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures,

Inc.,

Studios, Culver City, Calif.

Burbank,

Calif.;

Studios, Universal City, Calif., "Excerpts

;

;

From Major

Studio Stereo Tests and Pro-

ductions."

TUESDAY MORNING

Television Session

The 1354th Video Production Squadron, Air Photographic and Charting Service, MATSUSAF exhibition held at CBS-TV City.
W. A. Palmer, W. A. Palmer Films, Inc., San Francisco, Calif., "Closed Circuit Video
Recording for a Fine Music Program."
R. S. O'Brien, R. B. Monroe and P. E. Fish, CBS Television, New York, "CBS Television
City Audio and Video Facilities."
George C. Izenour, Century Lighting Co.,

New

York, "Control System for Stage and

Television Lighting."
Tour of CBS Television City Plant.

TUESDAY AFTERNOON Symposium on Stereoscopic Motion Pictures
John A. Norling, Loucks & Norling Studios, New York, "Stereo Camera Design."
Raymond

J.

Control
Spottiswoode, Stereo Techniques, Ltd., London, England, "Space

and the Use of the Stereo Window."
Armin J. Hill, Motion Picture Research Council, Hollywood, Calif., "Binoc
and the Perception of Projected Stereoscopic Pictures."
Culver City,
Merle H. Chamberlin (Moderator), Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios,
Motion Pictu
"Panel Discussion on Projection and Exhibition of Stereoscopic

C
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TUESDAY EVENING

Television Session

R. A. Isberg, Consulting Television Engineer, Palo Alto, Calif., "Increasing the Efficiency
of Television Station Film Operations."
Louis N. Ridenour and George W. Brown, International Telemeter Corp., Los Angeles,
The Telemeter System."
Calif., "Fundamental Problems of Subscription Television
I. J. Kaar, General Electric Co., Syracuse, N.Y., "The NTSC Color Television System."
Otto H. Schade, RCA Victor Division, Harrison, N.J., "Optical and Electrical Equivalents in Television and Photography, A Progress Report on Applications of Aperture
Theory."
;

WEDNESDAY MORNING

(Concurrent Sessions)
Drive-In Theater and Film Editing Session

Ralph H. Heacock (Committee Chairman), RCA Victor Division, Camden, N.J., "FilmProjection Practice Committee Report."
Ralph H. Heacock, RCA Victor Division, Camden, N.J., "Improved Equipment for
Drive-In Theaters."
R. Hoff, The Ballantyne Co., Omaha, Nebr., "Drive-In Theater Dub'l Cone In-a-Car
Speaker."
Loren L. Ryder and Charles R. Daily, Paramount Pictures Corp., Hollywood, Calif.,
J.

"Brighter Pictures for Drive-ins."

G. R. Crane, F. Hauser and H. A. Manley, Westrex Corp., Hollywood, Calif., "Westrex
Film Editor."
Walter H. Hicks, Centaur Products Corp., Manhasset, N.Y., "A Nonintermittent Photomagnetic Sound-Film Editor."

-High-Speed Photography Session

Mabry Van Reed, U.S. Naval Ordnance Test

Station, Pasadena Annex, Pasadena, Calif.,
"Photography for High-Velocity Missile Tests at Morris Dam Test Range."
Field Trip to U.S. Naval Ordnance Test Station's Morris Dam Test Facility, Azusa,
Calif.

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
Frank F. Crandell,
Meter."

Symposium on Screen Brightness
Photo Research Corp., Burbank, Calif., "The Spectra

Brightness Spot

M. Bushong and W. W. Lozier, National Carbon Co., Fostoria, Ohio,
"Recent Developments in Carbons for Motion Picture Projection."
Lawrence D. Clark, Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y., "Picture Quality of Motion
Pictures as a Function of Screen Luminance."
L. A. Armbruster and W. F. Stolle, Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y., "Optimum

F. P. Holloway, R.

mm

Kodachrome Prints."
L. Estes, Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y., "The Effects of Stray Light
the Quality of Projected Pictures at Various Levels of Screen Brightness."

Screen Brightness for Viewing 16

Raymond
on

THURSDAY AFTERNOON

(Concurrent Sessions)

General Session
A.

Consolidated Film Laboratories, Ft. Lee, N.J., "Triple-Light-Source Printer
Color Films."

J. Miller,

for

Bell & Howell Co., Chicago, 111., "Report of
Committee on 16 mm and 8 mm Motion Pictures."
Linwood G. Dunn, RKO Radio Pictures, Hollywood, Calif., "An Example of Composite
Cinematography."
E. K. Carver (Committee Chairman), Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y., "Film
Dimensions Committee Report."

M. G. Townsley (Committee Chairman),
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Frank G. Back, Zoomar, Glen Cove, N.Y., "A

New Zoomar

Lens

mm Motion

for 16

Pictures."

K. G. Macleish, Camera Works, Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.,

"A

Transmission

Densitometer for Color Films."

Rowland

L. Miller,

Magnescope Corp., Culver

A. C. Robertson, Eastman

Kodak

City, Calif.,

"The Magncscope."

Co., Rochester, N. Y., "Evaluation of 16

mm

Profes-

sional Prints."

High-Speed Photography Session
Albert T.

dena,

Ellis,

California Institute of Technology, Hydrodynamics
Laboratory, Pasa"A High-Speed Motion Picture System for the Photography of Small

Calif.,

Nonluminous Subjects."
J. Harrington and Harold C.
Ramberg, Bonneville Power Administration, Portland, Oreg., "High-Speed Motion Picture Photography of Electrical Arcs on a HigKVoltage Power System."

Everett

W.

E. Martin, Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corp., Daingerfield, Tex., "High-Intensity
Light From A-C or D-C Operated Mercury Vapor Lamps."

Claude C. Baldridge and Lt. Gene C. Lemmon, Edwards Air Force Base, Edwards,
"Applications of High-Speed Photography at Air Force Flight Test Center."

THURSDAY EVENING

Calif.,

Film Processing Session

John Fritzen, Cinecolor Corp., Burbank,

Calif.,

"Processing 16

mm

Color Film with a

Sound Track."

Silver

Howard T.

Raffety, Cinecolor Corp., Burbank, Calif.,

"Matching Densitometry

to Pro-

duction."

T. Hanson, Jr., and W. I. Kisner, Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y., "Improved
Color Films for Motion Picture Production."
Allan M. Koerner, Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y., "The Problems of Control of
the Color Photographic Process."
Allan Haines and David P. Boyle, Pathe Laboratories, Hollywood, Calif., "Eastman Color
Prints From Various Sources."
S. P. Solow and E. H. Reichard, Consolidated Film Industries, Hollywood, Calif., "A
Film."
Modern Laboratory for 16

W.

mm

FRIDAY MORNING

(Concurrent Sessions)

Sound Recording and Reproduction

Session

"Motion-Picture Sound Installation
Barry Eddy, University of California at Los Angeles,
at the University of California at Los Angeles."
New York, "Push-Pull
Murray Dichter and William H. Unger, Dichter Sound Studios,

Negative Track Recording."
Kurt Singer and Michael Rettinger,

RCA

Victor Division, Hollywood,

tion of Frequency-Response Variations Caused
J. E. Volkmann, J. F. Byrd and J. D. Phyfe,

RCA

E.

Volkmann,

"A

S.

Victor Division,

Camdcn,

N.J.,

Multipurpose Use."
A. Caldwell and A. J. May, RCA Victor Division, Camden,

New Theater Sound
J.

Calif.,

by Magnetic Head Wear."

System

A

for

Theater Loudspeaker System With Improved

N

Directional Properties."

-High-Speed Photography Session
and
Harold E. Edgerton and Kenneth J. Germeshausen, Edgerton, Gcrmeshausen
Still Camera."
Inc., Boston, Mass., "A Microsecond
John H. Waddell, Wollensak Optical Co., Rochester, N.Y., "A Full-Frame

Grirr,

2

and Kennard R. Safler, U.S. Naval
Sidne/M^Lipton, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.,
Cinetheodolite."
Gun
Washington, D.C., "The BRL-NGF
Factory,
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M. Lipton, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md., "A Multipurpose Optical Tracking
and Recording Instrument."
Myron A. Bondelid, U.S. Naval Ordnance Test Station, Inyokern, China Lake, Calif.,
"The M-54 Tracking Mount."

Sidney

FRIDAY AFTERNOON

Stereophonic Sound Session

John K. Milliard (Committee Chairman), Altec Lansing Corp., Beverly Hills, Calif.,
"Sound Committee Report."
John K. Milliard, Altec Lansing Corp., Beverly Hills, Calif., "Microphones, Loudspeakers
and Amplifier for Use With Stereophonic Reproduction in the Theater."
Kurt Singer and Michael Rettinger, RCA Victor Division, Hollywood, Calif., "MultipleTrack Magnetic Heads."
John G. Frayne and E. W. Templin, Westrex Corp., Hollywood, Calif., "Westrex Stereophonic Recording and Reproducing Facilities."
R. J. Tinkham, Ampex Electric Co., Redwood City, Calif., "A Portable Stereophonic
Recorder /Reproducer Utilizing a Sprocketless Drive Mechanism."
William H. Offenhauser, Jr., and Julius B. Postal. Andre Debrie of America, Inc., New
York, and Calvin Hotchkiss, Eastman Kodak Co., New York, "Progress Report
Interim Committee on Nomenclature."

FRIDAY EVENING

Wide-Screen Picture and Stereophonic Sound Session

Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp., CinemaScope demonstration.

SATURDAY MORNING
Universal-International Pictures, Special showing for

Journals Available and

SMPTE

members.

Wanted

These notices are published as a service to expedite disposal and acquisition of out-of-print
Please write direct to the persons and addresses listed.

Journals.

Available
Journals from 1937 to and including 1953, and several older ones, indexes and standards.
About 230 issues. Prefer to sell entire lot, $75.00. Write to A. Borras, 1533 Spring
Garden St., Philadelphia 30, Pa.

March 1931. Write Record Engineering Library, Radio Corporation of America,
Victor Division, 501 N. LaSalle St., Indianapolis, Ind.

RCA

Wanted
May, 1936; Jan., 1938; Apr., 1939; June, 1940; July, 1941; Feb., 1944;
Jan. and Aug. 1945; Jan., Feb. and Mar. 1946; Jan., 1947; Jan. and Feb. 1948; Mar.
Write to Mr. Ishan Ghosh, Chief
(in 2 parts), July, Aug. and Sept. 1949 and Feb. 1950.
Technician, Kardar Productions 30, Government Gate Rd., Parel, Bombay 12, India.
April, 1934;

Sept. 1937, Aug. 1941, Jan.

and Feb. 1946

Library, Radio Corporation of America,
Indianapolis, Ind.

High-Speed Photography, Volumes 1 and 2.
paper Publishers Assn., 370 Lexington Ave.,

High-Speed Photography, Volumes 1 and
Naval Research Establishment, Fleet Mail
754

2.

Advise the Record Engineering
Victor Division, 501 N. LaSalle St.,

Journals.

RCA

Write Robert E. Hurley, American NewsYork, N.Y.

New

Write

W. R.

Office, Halifax,

Carty, Chief Superintendent,

Nova

Scotia.

INDEX TO SUBJECTS
June 1953

January

ANIMATION

Volume 60

Isotransport

New

Animation Stand of
Bowlds

Design, E. H.
Jan. pp. 58-65

BOOK REVIEWS
by Gilbert Seldes
June p. 743

Writing for Television,

Internationale Bibliographic der Farbenlehre und
Ihrer Grenzgebiete,
Manfred Richter

Camera

Per

Second, C.
Arthur Scharf

New

for

Automatic Film-Threading Motion

Picture Camera, G. J. Badgley and
W. R. Fraser
Jan. pp. 49-57
X-Ray Motion Picture Camera and
Printer for 70mm Film, S. A. Weinberg, J. S.

Watson and G. H. Ramsey

by

(Reviewed by

M. Newhall)

S.

May
Color

S.

Proceedings of

p.

644

National Electronics Con-

Vol.

8, published by National
Conference (Reviewed by
Bernard D. Plakun)
May pp. 643-644
The Handbook of TV and Film Technique,
by Charles W. Curran (Reviewed by
Gordon A. Chambers)
May p. 643
Auditoriums, National Education Association
Apr. p. 442
Audio-Visual Communication Review, National
Education Association
Mar. p. 315
A Television Policy for Education, Carrol V.
Mar. pp. 314-315
Newsom, Editor

ference,

COLOR

Comptes rendu Proceedings of 1951 Stockholm
Convention of the Commission Internationale

U Eclairage

(Reviewed by W. W.
Mar. pp. 313-314

Lozier)
Design Data for Communication Engi-

Filter

neers,

by

J.

W. Read)
Exposure

Meters

and

Practical

Exposure

Feb. pp. 198-199
Additional Data
June p. 743
Musical Engineering, by Harry F. Olson
Jan. p. 82

CAMERAS (see also
PHOTOGRAPHY)
Television Recording
P Kemp

HIGH-SPEED

vanced

Sound Track, John Fritzcn
June pp. 690-691
Color and Reflectance of Human Flesh,
Allen Stimson and Edward Fee
pp. 553-558

Recommendations of the National Television System Committee for a Color
Television Signal. A. V.
Loughren
(for erratum, see

May

p. 596)
F

Apr. pp. 321-336
Positive-Internc^.ti\r
Intermediate
System for Color Motion Picture Phoand
tography (Types 5247, 5216, 5243
5381), C. R. Anderson, N. H. Groet.
C. A. Horton and D. M. Zwick

An

Mar. pp. 217-225
Abstract,

W. D.

Apr. pp. 367-384
Rapid-Sequence Camera Using 70mm
Film, Charles A. Hulcher
Mar. pp. 247-252
Television

Transmission Densitometer for Color Films
(Eastman Electronic Densitometer, Type
June pp. 696-708
31 A). K. G. Macleish
Processing 16mm Color Film With a Silver

May

H. Mole (Reviewed by G.
Mar. p. 313

Control, by J. F. Dunn (Reviewed by
Theodore H. Projector)

CINEMATOGRAPHY (see also HIGHSPEED PHOTOGRAPHY and XRAY CINEMATOGRAPHY)
Proposed American Standard for 35mm
Sound Motion-Picture Film
Usage in
Camera (Second Draft), PH22.2
May p. 627
Shooting Live Television Shows on Film,
Jan. pp. 9-19
Karl Freund

Electronics

De

Jan.
31-37
pp.
Image-Orthicon
Jan. pp. 1-8

Graves

M. Newhall)

May
the

Film Projection Using
Cameras, R. D. Chipp

pp. 644-645

Maitland

by

Fundamentals,

(Reviewed by

100,000 Frames
Miller and
Feb. pp. 130-144

David

Camera Equipment

of AdPrecision

(General
Design
Laboratory), L. L. Pourciau
Feb. pp. 166-180

June 1953 Journal

CURRENT LITERATURE
May

Feb. p. 197

EDITING (see
PRACTICE)

also

p.

641

LABORATORY

Editor Utilizing NonPrecision Film
intermittent Projection, Torben Johnke,
Mar. pp. 253-259
of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60
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HIGH-SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY

ERRATA
Recommendations of the NaTelevision System Committee for

Erratum:
tional

a Color Television Signal
May p. 596
Errata: Some Geometrical Conditions for

Depth

Effect in

Motion Pictures [Dec.

1952 Journal, pp. 517-523]
Apr. pp. 440-441

FILM
Proposed American Standard Dimensions
for 8mm Motion-Picture Film, PH22.17
June p. 726
Proposed American Standard Dimensions
for 35mm Motion-Picture Positive Raw
June p. 726
Stock, PH22.36
Resolution

in

Stereoscopic

Projection,

Bernard G. Saunders June pp. 651-655
American Standard Dimensions for 200Mil Magnetic Sound Tracks on 35mm
17mm Motion-Picture Film,
and
PH22.86-1953
May p. 627
American Standard Dimensions for 100Mil Magnetic Coating on Single-

16mm Motion-Picture Film.
Ph22.87-1953
May p. 627
An Intermediate Positive-Internegative
System for Color Motion Picture Photography (Types 5247, 5216, 5243 and
5381), C. R. Anderson, N. H. Groet,
Perforated

M. Zwick
Mar. pp. 217-225
Proposed American Standard A and B
Windings of 16mm Single-Perforated
Film (Third Draft), PH22.75
C. A. Horton and D.

Feb. p. 188

American Standard Dimensions for 35mm
Motion Picture Film
Alternate Standards for Either Positive or Negative Raw
Jan. p. 66
Stock, PH22.1-1953

Test
Standardization Needs for

Sound, E.

ment

16mm

W. D'Arcy

Magnetic

Apr. Pt. II pp. 526-534
Test Film Catalog: AnnounceFeb. p. 199

GENERAL
ASLIB (Formerly

Fayolle and P. Naslin

May pp. 603-626
History and Present Position of High-Speed

Photography in Great Britain, W.
Mar. pp. 240-246
Deryck Chesterman

of Explosive Reactions, Morton Sultanoff
Feb. pp. 145-165
Application of Wide-Angle Optics to
Moderately High-Speed Motion Picture
Cameras, H. E. Bauer and A. W.
Blake
Jan. pp. 38-48
X-Ray Motion Picture Camera and
Printer for 70mm Film. S. A. Weinberg,
J. S.

Watson and G. H. Ramsey
Jan. pp. 31-37

Applications

High-Speed Motion-Picture Photography
of Electrical Arcs on a High-Voltage
Power System, Everett J. Harrington
and Harold C. Ramberg
June pp. 675-679
Applications of High-Speed Photography
in Rocket Motor Research, Floyd G.
Stratton and Kurt R. Stehling
May pp. 597-602
Use of Photography in the Underground
Explosion Test Program, 1951-1952,
R. M. Blunt
Apr. pp. 405-417
High-Speed Photographic Techniques for
the Study of the Welding Arc, I. L.
Stern and John H. Foster
Apr. pp. 400-404

Cameras

70mm

Test Vehicle Recorder, Charles T.
Lakin
June pp. 671-674
Rapid-Sequence Camera Using 70mm
Film, Charles A. Hulcher
Mar. pp. 247-252

Camera for 100,000 Frames
Per Second, C. David Miller and Arthur
Feb. pp. 130-144
Scharf

Isotransport

Lighting
Association of Special

and Information Bureaux)
June p. 742
Motion-Picture Sound Installation at the
Libraries

University of California at Los Angeles,
June pp. 709-715
Barry Eddy
The Motion-Picture Industry, Mitchell

Wolfson
May p. 636-639
Royal Photographic Society Centenary
Jan. pp. 74-75
756

Simple Electronic Devices for High-Speed
Photography and Cinematography, P.

Photographic Instrumentation in the Study

General

Society's

General

June 1953

A

Method of Lighting Large Fields for
High-Speed Motion Picture PhotogJan. p. 30
raphy, Harry R. Clason

HISTORICAL

A Reprint, John
Stereoscopic Art
Mar. pp. 268-308
A. Norling
History and Present Position of High-Speed

The

Photography in Great Britain, W.
Mar. pp. 240-246
Deryck Chesterman

Journal of the

SMPTE

Vol. 60

LABORATORY PRACTICE

NEW PRODUCTS

General
Visual Examination of 1 6mm Photographic
Sound Tracks, O. L. Goble
June pp. 688-689
Precision Film Editor Utilizing Nonintermittent Projection, Torben Johnke
Mar. pp. 253-259
Splicing Motion Picture Safety Film Without Cements or Adhesives (PrestoSplicer), Leonard A. Herzig
Practical

of
Aspects
Failure, J. L. Tupper

Feb. pp. 181-187
Reciprocity-Law
Jan. pp. 20-29

Pocket-Size Volt-Ammeters,
Pyramid In-

strument Corp.

RCA

Dlv

An

Intermediate

Ecco
Positive-Internegative

16mm

to

35mm

Optical

PH22.92-1953

Printing,
Jan. p. 66

Processing
Processing
Silver

16mm

Color

Film

Sound Track, John

With

a

Fritzen

June pp. 690-691

The Bridgamatic Developing Machine,
Joseph A. Tanney and Edward B.
Krause
Mar. pp. 260-267
Further Experiments in High-Speed Processing Using Turbulent Fluids, Leonhard Katz and William F. Esthimer
Feb. pp. 105-129
Drying of Normally Processed
Black-and-White Motion Picture Film,
F. Dana Miller
Feb. pp. 85-104

Rapid

-

&

Springfield

Lifetime

Editton,

Apr. p. 444
Electro-Chemical Products
for

Apr. p. 444
High-Speed Data,

Sprint; lie Id. Mast.
Mar. p. 320
3, J. A. Maurer, Inc.

Armory,

Auto Camera Mark

Mar.
Television

Factbook,

Television

p.

319

Digest,

Mar. p. 319
Washington, D. C.
Telephoto Lens, 3-in. //3.5, Bell & Howcll
Co.
Mar. p. 319
Research Camera, Model 168, Bcckman
and Whitley, Inc.
Mar. p. 318
Robot II Splicer, Mark IV 35mm Model,
Cine Television Equipment Ltd., and
Feb. p. 204
Hollywood Film Co.
Three-Wheel Camera Dolly, National Cine
Jan. p. 84
Equipment, Inc.
Motion-Picture Projection Lamp, Westinghouse Lamp Division and Bell & Howcll
Jan. p. 84
Co.
Mercury- Arc Lamp, Hanovia Chemical &
Jan. p. 84
Mfg. Co.

OBITUARIES
Kenneth
Shamray, Peter L.

General
Color and Reflectance of Human
Allen Stimson and Edward Fee

OPTICS

May pp. 553-558
Method of Lighting Large Fields for
High-Speed Motion Picture PhotogJan. p. 30
raphy, Harry R. Clason

13th

Lester

Corp.
Revised Slide Rule

Shaftan,

A

Index,

#1500,

LIGHTING (see also ARCS and HIGHSPEED PHOTOGRAPHY)
Flesh,

749

June p. 748
Mixer and Volume Control,
Howcll
June p. 748
M.731 Universal Recording Camera, J.
A. Maurer, Inc.
Apr. p. 445
Kodak Sonotrack, Eastman Kodak Co.
Apr. p. 44S
Visible
Machine
Edge-Numbering
35mm and 16mm, S.O.S. Cinema
Supply Corp.
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